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This final report is sübMtted: by the, stsff of She Aeouatics 
LSbijrätoiy of the Pennsylvania State College., Stats College Pen»» 
S£lv3?£i& "P& the WÖPk fio.ne uaäer Contract ^WJö-ö^-eß-lSOÖl,- 'sit.h. t&H- 
SignM. Spr^ Jfngin^erihg Laboratories,, Ft» »onffiouth, S,. «f«. 

,__ .   ~ £h.is JeepbSt Is. acre 'than a. compilation, of the progress reports« 
Tt is o^änisSed according to subject matter rather thin chronologi-»» 
'cäp.yj %$> contains some newmaterial and a .good deal of analysis' 
and', discussion not included in the progress reports;? and it attearpts. 

'/fed; pireseht an p*»~ail picture of the vor1*. apeäapiished on _each 
-fiiäsöHof "the: :pg©3act» • "_".•-'"."" 

*&~täbls\-öf vpohtents.p äc!mowledg:aents5   &'list of progress 
?e£®fiskf. s list of publications, ah historical ihtrödüötioRj and a 
'Sliiiezfy j^eceäe;.theJhfSäj^vöf the_report« _ fMJ&.sdjLirf th» ^pes^epii* 
?si's*5; ftf jfl&yefe; chapters- and'five appendices. 

The chapters .iype or^aniiM ori *t-ne läibräry äeeiaäl system»    £he 
various section? öf Gbapter I ar©;Jitunbered 1.1, \02s etc.s and the 
Mbsectiön? of Section 1.1 are numbered 1*11, lsl2>. etc«.    Farther 
subdivision« \4¥\ npjb f^heredl ^f%\^.ties:^ie ujxi§rlinedV- ths.    __ 
labiOedr eolationsi ar,d-f prraulas. in- each chapter are humbered in ceil* 
1T#eutiveorder on thf; decimal .system without regard for the mmber^ 
^-5Si5?rthÄ particular? ;seöti*Qh or subsection Jji_^iich- fiiey-iuops*?« 
T^e S&J0&V nWb&v appeals' atthe left of the decimal pofct irnö the 
rcqiber of th#- elation at the .^ght«    Thus the equations in Chapter 
II .ar^/nüffiberfedI.in order of äppe.aräJice-ai 2.1s 2.2, etc«    The 
taylff' ar^ numbered with Roman yumejräls beginning with fable I for 
-Müe- first, one- in- each/;chapter-., 

The iltostrations and figures are arranged in one place follow- 
ing the text of Jtoe pepör-t.    They are numbered in the same manner 
as the equations., by chaptfr number to the left of the decimal point 
and in consecutive 02^er beginning with number 1 for each chapter 
to the right of the decimal point«,. -^ ----- 

* 

'i-k 

Sections,  equations? and figures in the appendices are nu&bered 
M the smä w»y as fäie chapters, j^ith the appshdix- letter to the. Isftr 
of: •the decimal:, point. 

Ah attest has been made to keer thi jÄ-tati.ons: us^d Is the eq- 
uations and formuias self »cons is tent withte each chapter| they are 
not necessarily consistent from one chapter to another,,    Occasionally 
the same; symbol mpy have two different meanings in two diff^ersnt 
saotions of the. same chapter ^xat cover saaewhat d;lif er.ent topics«,   - 
I» all rnxeh cases all spibols sre y?eS;«fiijed in the new section. 
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Ghaot©^ Is    lol- (HKSjp    l«fe X% MKSj (MNS«, HS)*    1,3-^ IPS* % J¥§ 
(MNS):.    1.!*-* GR4* HCR,. IE, HHS5 (CHA,  £R)e    1,5- PSNS-  IB. 

~ -.- HCRj - (-MS.).* 
3 

unapt*©? ii?    üßaj-is;   VVXIA/S 

CEaptar 331»    CH&s, JP^ EOS, PITJ| '(&&>. 

fihapt-^ I?«   M, MD?     " ^3 ?V?S? BBSS» 3DK, WAS, fH$ © 

ChapW-^    £.1 through 5.fe-HUi,  18, HAS, HIS, RGj (-WLN).    5.5-BBC, 
IE, HSj (DRC). I 

Chapter Vis    ö.I^ HCR, HBP, HTJg (RS)e   4*2«. R138 CJM~, SPS* BBßj <fiS). 

Howard Ä« Thorpe ..-"."       .-"",-... 7   '-"-••."" -••• ---" . 'z 
Kenneth F. iJfcle? -"--.-'-- 
Kenneth L„ Baader Slt&s 

.._ Jobs ?« Walker •-•._.., 
E* Äsbsrfe Hais©? 
Sober B* ^"iddsr .--'.--_- 
Gasper I»- Woodridge 

The above list includes draftsmen but doss not include -&s sec- 
vstaries who havs e.<3rved fäll tijs© oh the pr;.ojftc.£. whe .^e# in the 
•order of service» Mrs. Margery M«. Hlreniaraas Miss Patricia % Potist, 
.and 'Mrs« aether Wiseman»   Nef «ess it inelUd® the shop supertnte^a»t-s 
Mr, Charles Bröuse, and the ssabera of the staff of t«»§ »aehin® shop 
srd of the carpenter shop ish© i^re responsible f or ifee dpnitr^ctiea .__" 
of such of the equipssat used» --:..-;.' 

Ib> H* K«. Schilling served as the director of" this project from 
its inception to its conclusion arid provided tfee gUijä&icf said cops*?- 
dinatioa for Ihe various aspects öf the work.   .- : 1,   \.y—    ._ _  _- 

STais final report was organised and prepared ürfl^r- the direction 
of Or» R. Simon and «as compiled and edited by Dr. H.~-D9 Rist,    It 
i^_'typ"0öffi'iw8n"by~««i3« ;Gai?öläa# Bssttgp&jäiw-»-        ------  --=•----..-.--_-.—" — -=  —" 

The following tabulation is a breakdown hf chapters §jjf by 
sections of chapters of the persoxmel. MO have conibribixted to"the .^ 
work of the particular chapter jor section in question*    %« toitiäls   - "^ 
foljtoitisf each chapter or section number are tnösa^of _ th# ii^^iduals _ 
listed- abovB ^he .were pr:"isa|fiiy responsible Iar^e: esspe^iSe.ntaa; öJr - - 
theoreiissi w©rk .in ^estion.    The initials within the^pjKPehthes^s 
are. for those indlviduaiis reponsible- for writing tf^s tenets- of this 
report for the partieftlär chapters or sections in-question.« .. 

Histöricäi 4^trodue'M,o|i|    (HKS) • . __ _-. 

Siiirmary?    (RS), — 
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Chltp-te^ >f k   M.T:tym, HSSS MBB, FN, MPG,  JSS, KCR;  
T?-J, JJG, HTj 

Chepter VIII?  JIBR5 «JSS,  WO. GPB, ERWj (EDB,  JSS), 

Chapter IXä    JBB* HS,  IRj (RC). 

Chi&oterX:    10.1- Hl, r)TL;  (CHA),    10.2-HCf.-  (HCR).    '   ,3- TOiN, MDB? 
XäVLM).    1Ö=U*. CHA,  IRs  (CHA).    1C*3~ CHA, J/ff;  (CHA). 
10*6-JPW,  CHftj'TJPK. CHA),    1Ö*=?^ ET,  JPF3  (?T)o    10*8* 
HEH^/MSS* HCR| .(V7LN)'V  10.9- CHAj  ("CHA,}*    10.10«. CM, &$ 

Chapter ill    11-1» (JJCK RSl.    11*2- JJS_| .fJJG.},    11,3= JSS.   JJG| 
(JSSj  Jjüü).    3Z*k* <Jäu|r £tfJG;)~.    11*5- JJG, ÖiVS| \JTJG, 
.Jft.VR'V. 

Appendieest   .A- FWJ,  TAB*  FD, JCH* 3SH, TCP,  CHA, HC-R, m.% HS, BT5 
JP^|  (ilG% PT);*    B» Är BDB,- -GLWj -Y7ABj .-ß&gfc- 0- M* 

.- CLtj  (Ä)8    D* tfLN, MB,  GLTTj  (ftLNl,.   $- ÄJ  CWE&)> 

PROGRESS REPORTS 

Therf öliöping. list is an enumeration öf _iv.    grpFröss reports 
.submitted tö Vfäe/Sighal Corps Engineering I>ab<    .'<  /ies by Hv K* 
Schilling, Director ofitfae Acoustics laboratory  .* ohe Pennsylvania 
3tat# "Gollegs,"reportingrthe7 interiraprogress ,vf v    «orfc on Contract 
1^6^Ö3O-sc-32ö0I*.--"---..        _-. "•••.-- .._,___ 

itohthly Progress Reports^, Quarterly Bpogress Reportss 

.Nrt^ Da te. 
T Dec", 21, 19l£ 

2 Jan. 21, 19U6 
"3       : Feb. 21, 19U6 

•li . Mar» 21, I9li6 
$ Apr. 21, 191*6 
6 May 2i* l?li6 
7 June 21, 19k6 

- "n wS. <b  , J"N<% tr-.\ £ 
9 öuxy ^* .vtitn 

~9- -- Aug. TOl'6 
1Ö Sept ci, 1M6 
11 Oct. 21, 19{46 
12 N'OV« 21. 19ii6 
13 2eCi 21. I9/M6 
lit «Tan» 20* i9»i" 
35 Feb. 20, iMt 
1-6 Mar.-. 20. 191*7 
1? Apr; 2Q? 19Ü7 

No, Bate 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2lt 
«•^ 

26 
27 
28 
29 

July 2Qj 191*7 
Oct. 20- 19&? 
Jan. 20, 19U8 
Apr. 20, 19li8. 
July 20, I9li8 
Oct. 20, I9I48 
Jan-. 20, I9ii° 
Apr* 20, 19h9 
.tVi«i- nn i-ol.o. 

Set.-20, 19it9 
Jan. 20, 19^0 
Apr. 20, 1950 
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PUBLICATIONS 
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the Jgornsl of -Sie Aecni«tical Society of America as a result of werk 
dbäe in whole or in part oh -the Signal Corps contracts    The entries 
art? listsd in chronological order as they appear in the Journal, 

Is RuuKiek and D, 1. Lairds    Propagation- ef an Acoustic Wave along 
a Boundary-- FopperSmental,.19-^29QA (l9i*7):.        '.. ---   -. 

GeTH. Ä-IleÄ anä: I;Ruähicks    :HIgh Frep^ency Siiren» 19, ?32A (l?U7)e 

fT      IT,      AT :*'#•.««    A«/>    T      -p««^vi<i:Al^»        pAurawAil   Pn,y»U    SVt-a^i-i AVU-V«*   CM UAM       TO       RC^'7 

C.. H, Allen, H. brings and I, Rüdnick: Scae Biological Effects of 
Intense High Freqviöhcy Airborne" Sound- 2jp_j 62 tl9ii&)-o    —- 

%..  ftxgnick and. M* S. Steins Reciprocity Free Field Calibration of 
.Microphones to IGGkc in Air, 20, 818 (191*8):, 

"W. 'LV Nyborg. and M.r' D,, Burkhards Spectra of Ultrasonic Edge Tenes, 

H:, 3e Rixs- The Ripple -Tank as a Device for Studying Yfeve Propagation j 

Hc G« Rotheriberg and W, H« Pieieirfeier; Ultrasonic Absorption" in Air, 

sf,,81A CisÄ•"  .""'"-"  -      ;  •"'""..."-.--""• 

C.. H„ Allen: A Small High Frequency Baritsn Titahate Microphone, 22, 
8£A(i°5g)v"---"-r ""--—---   ~~ 

W. Lc Nyborg and C* L, Vfoodbridge: Stage- i—Modes- of a Rectangular 
Whistle.,. 22, 86A (1950).  — - —- 

W0 L„ Nyborg, I. Rudnick and H. K. Schilling; Experiments on Acoustic 
Absorption in Sand and Soil, 22* U22 (1950),    .' 

The following contributed papers on work done in whoxe or in 
part on the Sigial Corps contract were presented at the 39th, Meeting 
of the Acoustical Society of America, "which was"held at the Pennsyl- 
vania State College on June 22, 23 and 2k,  19f>0* They will appear 
as abstracts in a forthcoming issue of the Journal. Several authors 
pla&- to present for publication at some future date at least five 
additional papers based on work done in whole or in part on the subject 

1 ux- ail a s 

Of,  H=s Allen? Finite Amplitude Distortion in a Spherically Diverging 
Sound Field in Air. 
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3, P. Walks.? and C. H«, Ä?asä«   Sonic Wissd «n& Staue ftraraw«- in 
Inteosa Sttimd Fields, 

We L, _$&«£, M.. 2T. Bujrk?i®_M and Hs £'_ Schilling?    Steg» 2 Sags Teas 

p. B* Ct&raftt    ffamsnsissioä of Ssiisd is? a Liquid tte^rs^i Cuac'eat^i-d 

___>' 

'' :          - • I 
1 '  ..-•..:•:•"  - , ""-                           .                                   ,                 _ 1 
I- --     ;. ...   .--           '                              •'••_-.-• s 
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•--'." MSTQR1GAL iSTRÖÖUGTiOS 

This 'researoh'prQjeot empowered byContract NPe.¥#f~p1*9_ 
se-»32Ööl, psisiäd on "Sa the Acoustics Laboratory of the Dipwfc» '- 
aent of Physic^ Tha Peimsylvania State doling» ,B began «a 3tily 121, 
I%5 sM.vas söüsiuasS QSL ifey 2Ö? 195C> Soring' the fiveyears of. 
work oa this project twäht^-hiKe progress reports have been issued, 
the first seventeen Hpnihly and the rest quarterly» This is the 
final report. . 1% is believed, to ineluae everything «af a^ignjtf1» 
cane® ~» both positive and negativ results. .«• and, Kay Iharafore bs 
thought of ae describing all the work of 1&6 project« 

To .give- a .proper' setting for- what f^ilcws ,äad tf bring, into 
fopas the- overall pblePiifiees of this work fro® the point of sietr 
@f the Signal Gorps pf the ü, S» Army, the approved pbjeetii/e. öf 
this iplraj&et,. jaal stated oft tiss title pag§ <?f this report ,is 
räaäätad bst«tf£ .... v .-_ .._.      • " .= .=.'.-.' : . . - .. ~-_\ - -   ;-__"_  -:. ^1_ 

"To conduct inveätigationö concerning the $S£ödüPtion 
aM propagation of .söüjsd, bqtfe senie aitd .-ÄLtrasonip, _%• the 
lower ätäpsphere, through, ^e ground9 and In other jssäiä.^" 

The specific phases .of the work planned to sssst this objecti^ -. 
•aad approved-by the Signal Corps as?« as follows? 

' s-„ JLa invösti@tipii"iöf ^M:gh power ultrasonic •seürc^s:^ : 
power wiihj^rtieular reference to factors ds^erMnifsg their 
fr4!qtieäpy;aÄd? power outtfate .  ^ ; - 

b* Ah isvlstigatioii of -läse propagation of very his^i intensity 
watss in air* ' lt-ij|pTanned15ö cönouct" this study in tfie ultra« 
sonic regian first with consideration being given to the following! 

(1) The change. 4S wave shapp with distance from, the 

(2) The- varMtion of- phase velocity witli intensity. 
(3) The variationTpf absorption coefficient with distance«,, 
\X)    The üpp©rTpa?trfor the. intensity aliowaüle at 

the spurs© in order that the distortion due to Unite amplitude 
shall not exceed a specified sp^psjsap«, 

e, Determination '^ both continuous wave and pulse techniques 
the coefficient of absorption of vltrasoniö energy by. the air as a. 
function of humidity and frequency;, far frequencies up to 100 ke. 

do A study of the scattering of audible end ultrasonic waves 
iii the .troposphere« 

-.  '» Jkt. _i.ü-._•»' —.3- ,.__^S.„».~J. n    _a_„ji_ _j5,_- ^i.i_s i^ j«i_ - ... _'. 

eonneetion with sound ranging, of guns, -— 
.fa.   A study of the .ultrasonic properties of dry and wet. 

ground,,. 
g,   A study of the miero-stfuctur« and Eioro-hebavipr of the   . 

lowsr rstttsOgphprSo -   - -- —   -- •-->-.- 

, It will be found from Swa perusal of this report tti. a3l .   - 
the ss>??k_Wft ha'ys done falls wi.thin the purview of these spscified 
purposes s with "this eiception of our brief andr intredteetory invege. 
tigatioä of blole^LPal effects of high intensity sir-borne stands^ 
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This latter irascai^ied out 1bs8at.se it «?aä felt that_-.w» ahould 
if possiloie .leais something about- the possibilities ia tfMi direc?» 
tion so that We might more intelligently institute .safety measures" 
for the protection ef our laboratory workers.«   This preliminary 
Molegieal work _taraed: out to oa ox considerable interest t© 
various agencies of the Arssted Forces and led two years ago t© 
the estabüsh^af; of a cooperative i^vestigätlba of ~ll£MM$ä&L 

-£Bä Ä^ÄälJ S&Sfi&L M £&& M^ilk 3SSSB& *faiä*. is beiag 
carried cut joistly by t&e Depäriis&sitsof Bacteriology, Phyeiei., 
Psyehölegf aad Z©©Xcgy_ -uuder the suspires of ~tfes air Material 
Cespaad of the Ü, S'„.-At* Foyee (Contr&et No. A3?- 33(038)^-786^ 
Aero^isdieai Laboratory, WrlgM^attersou Air Joree Bass).   It is 
gratifying, to. hots that' _^h7 equipment and many ^ehnlquos developed 
relative to Signal Corps interests have turned out to be exceeding- 
l_f useful also in the &ero*£fediö&3, ihwstisatius.   "Rääuers iätsryäSsd 
ih that phase of the work ars referred to reports issued uMer the 
contrast mentioned earlier in this paragrspha 

Thfä present project fellöwe,d-sad wäp vase€ dicesSLy: Vapor. 
oaf operated during the late, war under Of   % auspissg, initi- 
ated by a Signal Corps, directive (Coatracs Ho. 035 sr-121G,. ßervios 
CoatrsöL Na. ac-105V9    The fiaalj comprehensive report of that 
preiset was iggued &&• OSRD Report Ne,, .5012 ^ entitled XJltr&aonig 
Signaling,,.   It «as originally classified as Confidential, but was 
dsölassified iätsr and; is therefore avadj_ableto the .glnesäj... 
reader,» _ ä large amount of •f&e «quipi^at us^d Via the present- 
projects and referred to in the present. report, is described i® 
1&s~0SPJ3 report, and ir^y_findiags reported hW followed dj_r____iy______ 
fröis earlierones;set;|orfeh thsrein. "—_". 

The OSEB work was concerned with sound, frequenisy range» 
not pending-b5.fsnd ,30 ke,    When the Signal, Corps work began.    _ 
i.% baoaae' apparent that, we wouid^haye to extend the f^quency range 
of our Jinrestigatioiis to at least 100 ke.   Since there was available 
on the market very little equipaasnt suitable for 5?xperiiK>ntation 
with air-born® waves of such frequencies» asd since most earlier 
ultrasonics research usually involved muchL higher frequencies and 
therefore had net brought forth instruments aad techniques suitable» 
for our frequency range, it became necessary to undertake a ?&%hm 
extensive development in instrumentation.   This included a stsrvey 
of already existing sources and receivers to determine their 
characteristics ana suitability for^freque'^ies beyond thoffiö for 
tfhiöh they v^irn äöäiguöuj and the desigjä and construction of ssw 
ones»   Two needs öf primaxy^imp>rtance to our work vere, first, 
for very high intensity devices, £«,©„ sources with extremely high 
power outputs into ai" and receivers capable of peasuri?>e high 
intensitiös without I   • •* ^arngsd; and, secbnd_  for wry small 
de-flees, i.e. essentit«-jjLy po?.nt sources (such as whistles) and 
z^öeivera saitable for pcint by point msasureiaants ia^ very aon«= 
•enifora fields,    Other special •prdblfm in instroatntiitionreia'tod 
t© ^©rk (a) at low air pressures, (b) at low temparatixre^, («) ia 
soils' and mud., aad (d) in s@«»c&üed eaoustiä »Ätseiala «fsiöh had -. 

•i 1 i 
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not %©ainvestigated gföviousjy tp any'large sajtesst i« our 
frequency, rsägs* "K *?iii 1» ses>af*oä this"rsport that a consideiv 
ablt- P53&- ©f öar work weht lato developing such sources sind 
receivers as will as their associated elseteonie elrexaits. 

that many of the devices- *nd tosltalqjiei resulting from this project 
will pr@ve to hare considerable value in the ratursi, both f©2> 
porely scientific research and for practical iaöestrial and 
military uses* 

fhs ssis-psrSulaas isrosti-gatsa. aside frosa those directly 
related to instrumentation, were (a) the ultrasonic properties of 
soils and Brad and the possibility of loeatiag objects- •uadergroaad 
by «iltrasoaio waves.) (b) velocity of sound ©ad the absorption of 
sound 3e?TL frequsnöiäg -up to ISO ke is ai? sis •ssg'ieus teispesa^syesp 
pressures and humidities) (e.) the basic laws of propagation of 
very high intensity sound); (d) the possible existenee of an upper 
limit of sound .intensity that can bs achiwsd_ ät'& distance from 
A. Source") (a) phenomena, associated: ./ith the pröpftgatio?- Of very 
high intensity sounds $m airj (f} properties of sioustis .^t^rijsls 
at high frequencies) (g) ultraspjxie propagation in the very low 
atmosphere — both experimentally and theoretically! (h) sniorö^ 
meteorological phenomena related to ultrasonic propagations and (1) 
rippl© .tank studies of the propagation of waves undes? physical 
conditions not at present amenable to rigorous theoretical analysis? 
koit «ftliö^ä studies häf^:yisided sipäfie^nt results.  - 

In our early progress imports our work was discussed frequently 
H«= «BOWS» w_ v^ö apJSWAixa xujuj.AOä=ie^r tii'üütöiiJö wüiyii gay* ;pUrpo@?9 

to this research project and justified the contract supporting, it,* 
In this report there is purposely no mention of military appli~ 
cations «-* in- view of present international complications and the 
consequent need for maximum security, it was believed that the 
usefulness of this report —* both to the Armed. Forces and to 
• 4^14an .«.U«  «c *•!.-> &&~1Ä     -.<> ..1*« _J-i.       _ • ^.l-A.    1*  *  
«JitAiiau nwiaoiB    AU    WA«S    ü-i~i   ««.    U.JU Ui cgUJJXUS    "*"»   ULtglJSr      WOJJL    SK3 — 

directly proportional to its easy availability) hssss the dfe.ci^ 
sion to avoid discussions of military significance and consequent 
possible classification of the_ ss-Taarfc.-_ _ 

'the reader with littls time at his disposal will find in the 
Süssaury, which follows^ immediately after this Historical Intro- 

wor^: which:.is reported In great detail .in the elsvenjsjain. chapters 
Some details» such as eome of electronic circuits and. cert;niß* auxi- 
liary phases of the wark, have hem relegated to appendices. 

--S        ^ ._-__.: 
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..A sspscafce sassaiäry is .p^efvateci .for.each- chaptere   5&e first- 
pa«ägra|ih. of the swptsry. for\.r,eb tchg&pter gives a brief ••ssa&feE *&t'~ 
the .sa&i'qr topics disesssed«   The peragraphs that foXlcs? satSiÄö 
the mtsrial covered in more detail«. 

Chapter 1»   t&trasör:,\*j filraasaucers . _-*"-" 

-. £ii$: vasious .aspects .of th* work 4,fe **&S essential t© have call-    - 
brat«d, mierophOTLgs If adeqs&t ? seositiviigr «ad sufficient flatness 
of-respxSif^.as weil as suitable söux*ce?is for säypä lä.ei? iö 'the 
frequeney räiigi; of-19- t&- 1^ ko»   The perforfflahcjSs M .f sg|g>er" of 
feääsiiücsss JA the ultrasonic- rang® have feeen issäsuredg both cos* 
iüercial units .and Mm developed in the lab^mtery "fey special pur*~ 

. poses«   An snecaoic chamber suitable f or^ultrasoaic fregencies if* 
described»   She teöh^sjse and the eieäentau^ twsory;-of ths- reei* 
^roeity ietSi^d of frse field ei&ibration are presented* .^    - - " ' 

.. .:. thedetailsi of rconstrücticfla are described of a^msll*. iaes* ; 
pensive- saechoie chafer suitablf for ^® "free, "field calibration__, 
©f tr<msducers at ultrasonie frequencies«',"_ eisäe data,, ®r» the per**'~  , 
foraance of this: chamber are given, followed by :a d;eeeriptiös ^f 
the electronic and dti?er ccffippnents of the calibrstiag systems 

-. Th© Western JS3i®ctE».ic. SUO-AA. condenser . Bäcrcphone wf® chosen as J 
the ettadsaaVf-er eeiibr&tiöa of other transducers because Qt; its; \ : 
several desirable properties».. t|?s ish mostia|!prtsat of ^hich _|#& __. 
its cohstajK^ pi*characteristics, with %lm sn4 its good output lese!.._ 

. as a source at u^M'iPC'i^ ££e«usnöies*> 

The technique a?«.? tii& ^Xsjaentsry theory "of the reciprocity 
gethod of.calibration: of a mcrajphpne are;putiined. iö\.mm •de.t^p.e-" 
Theastftod «,eg8ire8_äLisöuree ^3. a r^ersifcle jfcransäucer .%s~&ädi*-_=.^ " 
iion to the laicrophohe to be c^lbrated«   Two diff:.erent^tmOgk^k 
transducers are used for the source Md for the reversible trans«, 
ducsr.-. respecti'SBlys   The limiting conditions under which the.: eligc»" 
troacouötic reciprocity theorem holds are diacussod ax^ ajqje^mental 
evidence is presented to shew that the experi^nlau! arrangement uged- 
aeets these Conditions.   Corrections to the theore^cal reciprocity 
expressions for absorption of sound in air, which is set nisgligi^l^i 
at ultrasonic frequencies, are given,» 

Calibration curves in the fora of 1^« fields open circuit cut- 
put versus frequency and also pf output '-*WBJ^ ©n^.# jfere^ nc?s?il to """ 
th«?- di&phÄgjs (p'Qla# r®#pohäe curves) forrJev©ral fr^c^hci^s" iirft 
presented fcr a number of ccamercial. aicrophönes«.   Thsae inciude: WQ 
honsaL w9E«iel;0«AA condenser isicrophones^ t|rö öUO^ÄK's Ew4ifieä: tp 
improve tLusie hl^ frequency response in a a^ainer deacribfiid 'ite. the     r, 

. teit, the feish Pevelppi^nt 'Ccapany Standard il^!roph.©n«i H*-101 used 
in ajEfc t!i» ültmsoaie. 2erperfttiön Crystal Probe MieEojätaäli4,'"'ifeö- 
B^sa S^Mwrä3^Q6_ ^.crojÄione^ -ex^ thai ^issa 'Standipjä ;ifc?133 Micrp- 
phone*      ' —.--- : 
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•tggsear 'fhe eonsteiciieä is &ägarib@Ä .4a dsftgQL-äftd' IBs© ml 
calibration eäSvs» 4sfe p?sa fa? fit» afceas^jaes £&ffi$emg&& .£& 
laboratory £:®s gessrai vsit acd*©*» «psciapL. göa^öaeäs   ffe&fifiii of* 
these a SS-SJ.1 mey 
x l/k-iäa»} staying feur sssäll I^eat Bd«sh«üö 3äS,t cejft^Ls in 
£sr the tffc&#aä.s«r «&efe@t,«   Xt-wjäs äfS^^d\|*äii^^if^r.ES^jÄ^:: 
^©ration sf high i»t©hsit;y ul^aseislc ÄÜÄri f ö» ÄeH pftSr^ftd th© 

.es ara s&ifesr i-oö lärge i^sieeSa^ er spbjf c% t© 
tbe high sotss« f^ssltprss is question» Jpfe® -sagaag M' ^"cgystsl 

proby hsdlTOphciie £ö£ trat._ iE^Älä^^mjK ä5tga.ä*ii»3 «f s&ess^iM. ia 
Äüd«,   '3» third is »• s'fcpl «feäleg pj^b« sic-^bton» fäf ^s^urihi. hi|g» 
iätenaits? 'Stj^^fMß-^l^a^e, kkmi%$m -eläs&gäi s£ which. IS a hol« 
low cylinder .öf'ba^^-'iSiiralt&.l^S ist*- in dies^ter' % 2/3:6 £s* lsng> " 
3&e psÄry ^vantage ©f tMs latter unit is ils- fJÄtness öf sensitivity 
and diy^ctign^ xtsspcrase j^ tö xr^^^i^! iipi^oachiiig 160 ke9'.__" A CMH» 

•pläia discüioxqei 1B" p&ts.enisd <©f $he~pr^bilsi of tÄa isolation of rneM??*- 
anisäi variations c$f -1%s-. s^pest of this- ^ttfP;^^%'fö^'%e^?enöJitiw 
elesent and the T^T this. pie^leäa was solv^dU   4 mgnetres^^etiQa probe 
adcröj^one 1/w in« M- d:iaB§*#]? 'fey 1^$; ih, long; iaT dis<sus««f'n^ro* " Ihis 
is ^ollnwfdL^y ä/?&bc«.Mcr|p]hQaa: based- on designs sü$ 
%a^.Si^Ä^%or#tö?yj. VSJ^'.p^s^iäy för n»aänjrea«^is ö£ the 
tftctvtd? ültrasiOTics'in .aißif" -"'-'' ;i     '     '- "' '--  "-••-v-1 - '--- 
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fh©- caMSs-atioas: äre pressatsd and characteristics discussed of 
several LöcÄärciäl seurc#s in the ^t^s.ofiie f sage., -aXs$< ö£ tfes .above 
ribbon, tr^sdUcer 'äg; '4, ^ourM»/ Ifee «^asä^ciii sources include the 

^^'"J^g'j&^äibjr^oiind.iB l&r*   Part X«   Tue sum 

The* deai#i and^onstructiös 'sei presented of a siren '«feien is 
_cÄpabie^^£4^Qsittffl,tic pös^p output of about 2 lw in aiff in th© fra- 
quency range of £«£ tb 3^ kd and of prodtiging sound intensit5.es äs 
high as 180 db re IC^3-6 watts per> cn?i   Sata on field pettsals at   _. 
several fregencies are presented, as well as säeäsu^^ent? öiT power  " 
output and efficiency by tw:» methods, therJaddynaffiic and acoustic« 
Various phenoaisna occurring' in the intense sound field are described« 
such as :the sonic y&riti, d>-?c pressur&a3 suspensica of otjfeefeLin a stand- 
ing wave field, and heMlng by SCK^ absorptions   Effects on -personnel. 
near the siren are discussed«   Uses ^ich have been s^de of the siirsh 
and possible future applications includs     the effects at high intensity 
sound on iivauEa^ oj^gäSuSsät   captation äTid u^göäB-ing öf ü^uidäj  SG«i« 
Issudftrin*'** s^^ässs^stlon of assks- s?*j f!ö*- ©sw^riiäsntS' *i-th-'böts- s^d 
tösönjg'-öf "g^>^-5> .•".-'"' .-..--' -" "• ' '"^ 

Seme «juesllons o? practical sign^icanc© have demanded the invfs» 
tigation of sources ef high intensity sound in air: and of higli power 
output»   One such question is the possibili^ of detection by ultras 
sonic waves or objects buried in täte grounds.   A MgVlLnWäsity source^ 
is required because of the greai losees im,olyi5«: (Chap«A)-s   toother 
question is related to the possible applications, of iong rai^;© pr@psi- 



rri gatioii of .^trasonic&.in .^9 "for; which J.oss es .are Mgfe usäer normal 

" Two such soarfses have been built in ths i&boratory? the siren "/1 
aS& the. electromagnetic vibrator«   "Äs ist-ter is discusss-d. ixi Chapter .__ | 

A 

w<r «*i;~~     «t«^.    ^ »A-l^     »J> *«£-.£ *~«*-M£»^:c-   —Ä.»A.—.«.    £«_£*..«•.»£ &jjk«    M«CN^     »ma-Mi» J.i-Lo     „Jifliw. 9U'$i: jKnutiq   uj,   UUU9.LIUM, awJLy .^vcuvw   £Uwua% w.oa ^cuu  pywy& 
outputs tään the vibrator and its freo^ency e&n be varied readily over- 
a $£dejrange«.   j*i© vibrator operates at a fixed freniiency and, unlike 
%& si2!e% "its output is a sinusoidal ^avsf of a hig&_dqgr9e of pUrltys ;>_ | 
pflpittiag aceuiöRte aegisur^aats to bs maus pf thsT d3*tär%iöns iät ""{ i 
mv^orm generated In the propagation of klgh i&t&nsity •soüäg^.ia. sir©; ^ 1 

The details of construction ar/e deseie&bed of ä ,p#eliäa^*^: mogel.       " . J| 
and. of an improved fficdel of the siren, including the important- design ;  J 

S&Tä lare presented on, the- output and. field .patterns of the s|rep; ;r | 
as meä^urM by.srö^ :   I 
are cdapäHöd lith those theoretically predicted for a ring source«   Üi© 
effects of a hörn mounted over the siren on the field patterns and en 
its output at various frequencies are shown» 

Experiments to determine the pssrer output and efficiency at various _    .;'-  I 
frequencies ar^ ds^cr^^ [~r i 
acoustic method«,   Results of the twp methods are tabi&atsd and compared» .;, I 
ScuijSjes of error are discussed for the, tw§ methods«    Sie thegäödjrnajaie f | 
method öf measuring output and efficiejacy consists essentially of me&~ ;:. | 
sürin* the tesnerature of th£ compressed air in ths sit'gn chamber .t'. | 
and ;§leo that of the air just as it leavesjtk® ports*,   ihe^tempörattröi  ... /" 1 
difference is compared with, the one ifte critically predicted for a/x&v ".-;. s 
versibXe adiäbatic expansion, for which ail of the eKörg£ of the ®x« ~"1 | 
pension goes into work.    The acoustic method consists of Jseasur-ing tte 
level of the sound field as a functioh of angular dsviation frers the. - 

..äal'8..at_ä giyeh_distanes from the source and integrating over the total 
area to obtain the power outpute    The agreement using the two »sthods 
is fairly good.   Efficiencies of the order of 20 to 30& were obtained. 

The phenomena of the sorii« wind and of the d»c deviation -frqja 
atmospheric pressure in the sound field of the sirssi ars discussed» 
Two metbods are described distinguishing betwsen the s^nic wind gensjv- 
ated'by the sound field and the• d-e driving; flow of air Srcgä the ports« 
Other phenomena described are a demonstration of täie rstdiation psttera 
by dust particles on a screen and bbservationa"on the behavior of 
s^il balls, suspended at the velocity antinodes^ of^ _a standing vraye 
pattern producM by a reflector« 

An actual determination of the. scund intensity cati bs made by aea- 
croring the rate of rise) of the temperature of co^er turnings in a 
vacuum bottla <impbs&d to the high intensity sound*   Fair agreement is 
obtain-sd wi-fe the intensity as assasured by a probe jnic2E*orfson@ at the 
s.aae point in the field»   The rapid heating hy absorption of the high 

-; is 
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 ;: .. ._;_ __._._•.; ;_. ; -xxi"!^^ -,_     _. ^L ^._. __" :; .. =.-.— : 

intensity sound can be demonstrated dramatically, .by the ignition of 1, 
wad of cotton in six seconds or of stteel wool in one minute andby. the 
boiling of a cup of coffee in ä flask trapped in Fiberglas in seven 
minutes* 

observations are included on the effects on personnel exposed to 
the intenae ~ound field« Among these sre  a gradual heating of the &&• 
posed surfaces of the hands and arms^ a very rapid intense heating in 
the crevices between the fingers T*eh. they are held together« loss, of 
equilibria and slight" disvaiaess eyeh Wen wearing .ear "5?srdens, a 
tieMtihg sensation ifi tL«$ mou/aig a disagreeable sensation in the nose3* 
and unusual fatigue after a day^e cperation<> The last effect may«, 
however,"bo due simply to nervous strain. 

Biological r^seau'cn Ifith the siSen included exposures of 'ssh.ite 
mica, various insects and bacteria to the intense, sound field» %£te " 
mice are killed in osae minute» The killing lias been definitely as- 
cribed to the high te^eratures: resulting froa absorption of sound 
by the fur of the: mice* 'Observations- on times of killing and on damage 
to various parts of the body are tabulated for several types of ih- .' 
sects« Some preliminary work is reported on the effects of high iis= 
tensity sound on a species of sporeforming bacteria» 

It is possible to obtain very high intensities in water in a 
flask.;Suspend'ed over the siren by adjusting . the frequency of the siren 
to one of the natural frecjuencies of the water-container systsga,"" 
Violent degassing occurs» followed by "intense eavitation ishich leads 
eventually to shattering of the flask*  -J 

Experimshts in sonic laundering are reported, in fehich excellent 
results are obtained in the cleaning of .standard soiled snatches of 
fabric immersed in soapy water in a shalloir pan suspended in the field 
of the siren for one hour. The results are csaapared with those ob-_ 
taineu. after repeated "»ashing for several hours using standard launder- 
3 wry       jq^w^/itmö _   ____ _ _  __ wtt.*4gj,  4A/ VI ui JJM w ^.-sr;-—  ----- — 

Very dense 3moke or fog in a chsnber with a pliofilm bottom can 
be dissipated in less than one sscond after the siren is turned on*. 
Bats flying around the roam are unable to navigate wj th the siren on» 
It was found possible to shatter glass lens blanks in the sound field, 

•sjhich fact suggests the use of the siren in testing the effects of 
"(rations compositions and annealing methods on the mechanical prc^er^ 
ties; of glass» ~ 

Signal Corps funds were not used for any uf tfis work summarized 
in the last four paragraphsj they are include only to illustrate the 
general usefulness of the siren and to suggest that it could be pro- 
fitably employed for many types of research of a diverse nature» At 
present it is being employetf for biological research under an Air 
Force- contract»   "-'-."•-" 
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Chl^fesr- Iii.    High' ^.tensity Spuad in Air«   Part Its    Tin« gUotrö- 
magnetic Vibr/afejr   ,~  v 

?etails of thR design« contraction and operation öf a» electro« ;.€j I 
magnetic vibrator .snd' of its .associated electronic eqpipesent are pre« . 1 
seated. Fsasuresents are made of the .pressure aSspXitudes of the first \{ J 
sis h.-a^o^ics of the comply sound tiäve r@aa3.ting from the progressive ;* | 
finite amplitude distortion of the sinusoidal output of the vibrator , I 
as functions öf the amplitude, of the souros .arid of the distance fro© ; - 
the. so"i'ce8 Sixüpli empirical expressions are obtained for taie fune» 
tional relationships between the various hSsmenies with, distance and 
with source amplitude in the sphexacally divergent portion of the sound 
field« These expressions are compared with, the analogous expressions . "- 
theoretically.predicted for a plane Wave. It-jLs sho?m thai the "ftable" =ji 
f oral of ehe spherical Wave is a "saSf-rtp.oth% the same as that predicted 
for a plane wave» Evidence is presented for the, proposed thesis of the 
esdjdten.ce of äs Upper l-isit to th? pressure amplitude of the. fundamental 
frequency of a sound wave under . ieady state, conditions at a given .large .1 
distance from a source (large co-pased With, the dimensions, of the.'. ./= 
source) e This liinitihg pressure is. ;äpproached. but cannot be exceeded .j 
PS  the output of a sinsoidälly vibrating source is increased iisdsfixi- 

The theory of propagation of finite amplitude plane waves in sir - 
3 discussed at length« "Solutions of the "exact" piaae wavs.eqijatiph 

'.«*9gle sting viscous dampbag) by various authors ar® presented. The 
b. .sic feature of ail such solutions is that the phase velocity, öf pro- 
v gütioa of sound in air is equal to the __&tej)dard adiabatic velocity 
of sound plus a constant times the particle velocity» .Thus:the pres- 
sure maxima of a plane progressive wave, traysl^faster than the pressure 
minima by an amount which is prbp/irtional to the pressure .amplitude of 
the wave, A plane wave from a sinusoidally vibrating source becomes 
progressively more distorted as it- pgopsg&tes« The approximate theore- 
tical expressions are reviewed for the amplitudes of the distortion 
harmonics as functions of the source amplitude and of- the distance from 
the source for snail distances or for low source amplitudes, that is, 
before much distortion has taken place« There is a limiting distance 
at which all solutions which neglect viscosity or other losses become 
multiple-valued and hence physically meaningless for a sound wavej the 
peaks eventually overtake and pass the dips« If classical absorption 
(Chap, VI) is included in the theory, as is done by one author, the 
wave reaches a "stable" form which is a asaw-tooth"• The wave even» 
1'u.cLi.Xy  »otot wo    w   c*   oJ.UUJVJ.UCU.   xsrfA'lS  w   xun   o!U£U.^-uluxw-v  VslTy A6U?ge 

distances because of the greater attenuation of the hisrher haKnohics^ 
considering enly classical absorption,,., -   . 

Tab  design and construction of the vibrator are described in de°» 
tail« The vibrating element is a solid aluaiaum cylindrical bar, which 
vibrate» in its flat- longitudinal mode« It is- mounted at it# nodal 
midplane in a compliant sring to allow for radial extension«. The "driv- 
ing system consists of a single heavy turn of aluminum at the bottom 
of the bar* machined as part of the bar itself, which projects into the 



field of a pot magneto    The a»c driving current is induced into this _ 
turn by current an a stationary coil of Wire surrounding it« the eur-r" 
rent being provided by a j>OQ*wafct pct?sr sssplMiet.   fhe bar is ex- 
tremely resonant, with a nQ" of about 2G,O0Qs    This results in a dig-* 
placement of~its top surface Bhich""is very purely sinusoidal "with time«. 
The bar controls the fretvushcy of its driving oscillator by feedback 
frost a condenser microphone pickup? the moving electrode of •shich is 
the bottom surface of ths bar itselfe 

Details are givon of the electronic driving equipment, of the 
anechoic chamber in tfhich the vibrator is mounted, of the experimental 
srr^igssieht* for Monitoring the output-,, and of the probe asicrcphones, 
amplifiers, and other equip&s«t used for making measurements of the 
sound- field«;-     "_:_.-_---...::__ ...    .-,  --_-:", -•-    -•--'". 

The frequency of vibration! of the bar is ll|„6 kc* " The diameter 
of the bar is Ui8 in», so that it constitutes a piston source about 
five ^velehg^s in diametÄrj- Measurements of the sound field at low\ 
source amplitude with the vibrator mounted in a baffie are in fair a«- 
greenest with the theoretical pattern for a piston source of this sis®.. 
The Iresnel region extends but to approximately ho cm from the surface" 
of the bar and the Fraunhofer region (sound intensity at a given angle 
inversely proportional to square of distance) from about kO cm t© the 
top of the anechoic chamber (300 cm above the vibrator)« At--high 
source amplitsid© significant departures occur from th| piston-slike 
field because of «hit "trassfer of an appreciable amount of energy from 
the fundamental to the higher harsachies and because of the large sonic 
wind, which refracts anergy sway from the axis*. Measurements made in 
the presence of the sonic wind indicate that as the source amplitude 
is increased^ the lev«! of the fundamental on %he: axis: in the Fraun- 
hofer region reaches a mmimM and then actually decreases - No such 
decrease is observed if the sonic wind is removed« 

Curves are presented to show the'levei_of the fundamental and of 
the next five haraopies en the axis in the Fraunhofer region as fune- 
tions of source amplitude and of distance from the scarce, both with 
and without the sonic wind. This effect of the sonic wind is eliminated 
by introducing a ereas-wind from a fas0 Ä wind screen is ineffective 
in eliminating tha sonic wind because the wind is regenerated by the 
sound at a short distance above the screen» 

Analyses of the data show that at low source amplitudes the 
pressure amplitude of the fundamental at a given distance from the 
source is proportional" to the source amplitude, as is to be expected, 
and that the pressure level of the n"th harmonic is proportional to 
the n*th power of the source aaplitude. This rölatiönship is identical 
with that predicted for a plane wave of finite amplitude. Also at low 
source amplitudes* the pressure amplitude of the fundamental' at & 
given source aaplitude decreases äs the inverse first power_or_the_-__. 
distance from the source in the Fraunhofer region, as is. to be expected, 
and the prsssure level of the n*th harmonic is proportional to the " 
2v^3}'rä poorer ef the distance from the source« VShen the common 
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irieal #v©rgssce- &sisr if taken öu|5 th¥ pressure lev.el of the- 
:c^^ is cftiatant~~ösä. SjÜt© p^ssuSai'l^pi.öf thA §/^ iiSfsapnic is 

% th@"§.^Ä)^f§ power of the 4ist&Kd§ frojB^tkei s/cwrcs» _." 
%is lattes? relationship is just the square root of that, theoretically 
pre^ete&_f©r -a plane wave« . For a plaxss wave of finite «mplitude the. 
pressure s&plittsie or ths;3S?th fraraKsnic- increases as the (ji-l/Jst 
ppss» of. the idistsnps from the source e. A^iower space rate of genera« 
tlcra of distortion hastsoiiics^is to fee expaet«! rqr ;a ssSierie&L flätd 
because of tfes i&'Oggessies «Issrss^s in sound leyel *ltR diftgnqs s|u©__ 
tp;,S|äi6rici& divergence*   3h© plan© ifev^e distorts auch faster' with __. . 
distance ©f travel than ^e spliemeai ene* but it turns! eut that s^n 
say given degree of distöi^iiöa i^: attained, the harmonic asaiysesVof .. 
both .types wf ^ves «re tha psas*.   A carve is included in the text to 
show the comparative space rates of distortion of plane and spherical 

Ati higher source .aaplitades the. simple relationships discussed in 
the above paragraph are departed fr^gu,. ihe pressure level of the fun-* 
«fffiSsntal begibs t© drop off faster thsh\fee inverse fisat pessr of the 
dist&gse a£-ä-gives source amplitude, and at a given,distance it does 
not increase, is .fast as the .source ämplitude increases.   BptS pt ^these 
effeets .ar^.due t-o the transfer of an appreciable amount of energy ftcm 
tage. fundataeM -1 to the higher harmonics»   At still higher source ampli- 
tudes sr at large enough distances- another simple relationship is 
fcuhdf the pressure amplitude of the Q'th harmonic approaches l/n times 
thii of the fondsaentaJL- which .is .preeisely the ääraonie relationship 
for a ^saV-tpoth." wayss "A series of photographs of ösci£Loscops pat^ 
terns are included to show fee progressive distortion of waveform 
from sinusoidal to saw-tooth~at various distances and at Tarious 
sours» ^slitudss*,  For a study of wave fOESS the barium titanst® 
probe microphone XSh&p, I) is invaluable since it is very flat &sd rea- 
scsiably free of phase distortion up to the sixth harmonic (about 90 
kc)e-:"- " "-  ;_~.-\_:^:..--"_ 

The plane wave theory neglecting viscous absorption indicates 
that at low distortxaas the saplttudes ~of the härMönies are functions 
of a single parameter, the ratio of the distance from the source to 
the limiting distance at which the multiple values of particle dis- 
placement first-appsar«, This limiting distance is a functioa-of 
source amplitudes A similar limiting distance is found empirically for 
sph *ieal waves, in which case, however, the harmonic amplitudes at .. 
lew source amplitude are proportions! to the square roots of a ratio 
Cör?6äpöSaing   uO   Wie  »IJö'V.6  pärSüsSwSr  fO? pxespS  WaVera-«     »EpAJtAOeL*  SX""* 
pressions are obtained and discussed for the constants of proportional« 
ity» 

Ag the source amplitude is increased beyond that repaired to jyr.&^ 
duce the stable saw-tooth fcrui at a given distance from the source^, 
toe pressure aagjiitude of the fundamsnta3. apjpears to approach a limit- 
ing value rwhieh varies inversely as the threpj halves power of the 
distance from the source« Since the pressure amplitudes of the other 
harsonic components of the stable fösa bear a constant (l/n) relation- 
ship to the ftißdamentsl, they too will approach limiting values as the 
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source aä^ituäe is .i^r^^sfi,.jai£;'J^_r^ä^3at^ uöls^«/;'XhV^siäEi8''   " "t    5 
•of the da^shows t^si* st'.cftja "i-iii^lsfäp; ye^iiö iö appWently"be'liig'1 1    | 
aggröichedj 'but it issanoi be r@acheä. Vita the mäa£tgum soiree solitude, f 
available witlt the present vibrator (sböut l£ü ab aoräd Is^cl Äs»; 1 
diaielv above the catitaF öS" the. bar)*   Hc^ver-g theoretical and semi«* "    i 
eapiriöäl sr|jjge2?ts are presented for its existence..This limiting _    j 
"iSSsurg ©2 tfee fondamewtaiL is 2J3.Q •* 30 logsj>, vtiistsn.ee frois- source- is I    1 
cm) db £3 4b tat. re Qtj^Tdyaes^s¥ csa§.*~It is emphasized that this I 
j^u&jsip pp^ibie attai%blc level o.f ^e l^d^®nt^ apjalies only to }    f 
psints in: the §phe?iea33^r divergent (Jfeauhhofer) region of the steady f 
^tate sound fie34 of a s'ini2so.M".IJ,y vibmting. .source of finite di&eh«: ~~    | 

Chaptor:'äT*   JESystaais aM.JER Bhifiäes  - _ .-..".:.."_'_-"'•      '-  -_ 

A study is presented of the performance of JE (jet edge) system 
arid 4& JE* (Jet edge plus gesonatbri whistles*    The conditions for ths- 
initiation of an edge tone from a JE ifstm are* invesbigateä as well 
as the dependence of the fundamental. £frequency bf thiä tone or? the - 
two impo^tsfät pära*netersj orif'ice-to-edge disMncs and rate öf air '. 
flow©   Aaong other characteristics7 of the JE system investigated are 
•fee sff^et of the lateral   position of the edge in the stream, inteh^ 4 
sities of the sound field and directivity pattern?, edge ton© frequency 
spectra and waveforms- and ffiiodulatiön coefficisnts; The. effect of add- 
ing a. resonator te the JE systeßtis investigatedLand finally all of the 
important aspects of the performance of JEE Thistles ^ which consist es- 
sentially of JE sySteass strongly coupled to resonant cavitiess ara «>. ;' 
studied^      _             .    _                                                                          -          ..                 ^    -_ 

thistles are the cheapest an4 most conyenieat gfnsrats*5? available Z 
for the production of ultrasonic sötim in air of sufficient output; $ or 
sueh purposed äs measuring transmission losses in i^teriais and for 
long range propagation studies«    They are ideal for field use since 
they require no electronic equipment aixtjaay be operated by mouthy by ~ 

for a convenient device for exposing small organises and other sssall | 
specimens to high sound pressures for laboratory study, since under | 
appropriate operating condit5.ona very high sound pressures say he - | 
obtained at the rigid end of the Tdsistls cavitye   Because of the msnj | 
potentialities for appjicstions of whistles, a study of their chaTac- | 
tsristics ^as cönäidsred essential«    it Has thought that this study i 
m^ oh*, lo^icsi"' ^Jb^^in b-0- 3svesti**%^1 ^g the ••%roY,5'*,t''s" /i4*: +-'•« +«•*««     - fi 
•Hhich result frcei air iaipinging upon a rigid$ sharp «dgs»   This aiethöd I 
öf attack was iotisd to be quite profitable* .-.''=' 1 

One J?asrilt. of this s^äy worthy of notö is "öle ^rocsdure fwy-gb—       ; k 
tainiag optimea psrforaaoee of a whistle (maadjaua output, stability, .   I 
purity of waveform, etc«) at a desired frequency.   First ad^ust^tlie "   I 
iiaportant JE variables (air flow and orifice-fcö-edge distance), in thä 1  1 
absence: of the resonant c-®rity no that the ©flge tc-äe frequöhey is about 1 
lo5 times the desired frequsincy©  "'Then adjust the dimensions of the "^        | 
cavity so t-hM- one of its lower characteristic frequencies ia equal to ^-     '  • 
the-des-ired frequsncy«."             '            i        .                         ; "'/i- L   . :.Js 



l^esswrs emplitisdes in 1he sound fields, of JE systems age also 
measured.as functions of the pertinent variables«   Conditions are 
stated-for obtaining the optima® outputs at a given frequency for 
Stage 1 operation»   A useful, quantity introduced is %ne sodulation 
coefficient, the ratio of fche effective .peakrto-p©ak amplitude of. the 
transverse alternating air fluw required to produce the particular 
&am& output observed to the d-c supply airflow«   Ur4er-o0iae «ircuur- 

______ A,-J£ .gyi?töm: cÖKsisM-of 4joiia;5£äd_#::o£.'IJsJ^a^^L??^-£S 
«Hf ice., ifeleh. inipihges. upon a sharg?. iäj^äedjge p^cejTä 3fcoi$ -instance 
froai th& office*   It is found that for .c given sir flow,, ho edge tone 
is .produced- until the ori£lce»to^edge distance is increased tö a cer- 
tain, critical value«   As this distance, is further increased, t&e.Tuhd= 
äasental frequency of the tone steadily dsscresses, inversely propor*- 
tionai to the distance, until anotÄ#? criticalvalue of the distance 
is reaeheds whe£ettpoh the frequency juiaps suddenly iö about double its 
vsiue*   The frafflienGy then_ decreases._ agMii.ant^i a third crxticai,_dis-_ 
taaeä is reache&j. .shea It. jumps, *p again.,. "'This. process may lag edn» 
tinuad through (several stages $ at higher stages; the sdge tone hecosa.es 
lower is ieyei5 is less stable ar^.riche|?: In häSnönic^'.^ ahd finally 
is lost in the hisä.    Sie" sfostst^Jf^S! .^säi" tqa'e Mstä 1§? pi^ge 
1-Jh^itoeen i&e ^^£^^ 
study of JE systems is confined to Stage1 because the best operating 
conditions for aI JER^t^ejrfiiistle appear to be those for, Fhich the 
associated JE system is. in "Stag^lo.   : ~-'__".'".      ._ 

, For a fixed orifice«»to^d©! .dist^ice1 no ton.^ is |>ro4|iöe& ünip, f | 
the air flow reaches a. certain c?itie#4-ya2tfet   Ihf frequency of th#_ ^ f 
tone, then- increases linearly1"with jair .fEow^til," a ~see^d~ critical"  ~" | | 
Value of air flow is reached^ when £S; suddenly jumps upward to Stage"_". °: 1 
2a-   It then, increases linearly-again with a^ floT until a thirä ": | 
critical value is reaehedj. «hen it jumps again?  etce.The.lumps befereen ___    ; | 
highsra&ages ^y .^ oh« 1 | 
served upöh dsäre^ :; f 
flow|, that is, ther&yeis&L.&3vpf occur at, ,s$mewMt lower fal'-e^ __;-__ = Is 
these two vaMables>  ;QsrveJ. Jigf pre|@ntM.of'"$ir f J.oX versus -Srif ice«» " | 
to^edge d^stahce -»ifelch. outline7 JjKe ß&&2& for th_: various stages of   _" , | 
operation of JE;, systems. .   __._   :.''-_  -'.      '..-.-" ^ --"'.•_": _ :" 1 

"The effe&ta of other variables on the operation of JE systens | 
are also considered«   ^^ :    | 
the air stream, the displacement, of Jthe edge from the plane of^syssüstry -    I 
dTtheHstreäm, and^tne "shape"säfid: sppetry of the; edge» ~ It is^foiifid -    "    | 
that the lateral position of the edge in the stream affects the hsr^ | 
mönic content of the tor«» I 

  -       -   ----- ::       . • I 
- I 

Directivity patterns of the sound fields from JE systems are also 
investigated. It is found that lander certain conditions of operation 
the pattenj apprpsimates that to be esEpect^i from a usiifojnu sinusoidal 
vibration of the air stream in a direction tiosmäL to its plat.«, and 
for other conditions of operation variations in the «nplitttd© ahd/or | 
phase of vibration occur from one part of the vibrating stream to an« : I 
other» " --_____' i 
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-*-~>=--s BIö£U^SM?SI söeix?,exents aösre «SöW are^potaaneds 0LV0O&VW» 

i&;that enough Roa£sideir sir- lä_d3Ssgged #eagwith the sir. 
stress to increase the efiSetive d*e" äü? flow above "th© ämotmt suppi 
t© the i?e$ by the souröev 

A färOaer 
eisted of 

"in preparation for -fee study of «HSR whistles eos>» 
öf the effects of reec-nators es JE gys~ 

teass,   Air eolataäs öf variable _3;mgths.'w«gre used ä»' r»3önätöj?s„  jPhf. 
closeness of coupling and the closeness pf~ a n&tursl frequency of th© 
resonatof t» ms freqöen^ öf the"edge, töneliäve prö^o^ced effaöts, 
on the fräqaerit^ .«M'outpät of ^e_ combined sys%ems p^alleldjig; •&© _.. „.„ 
phessKsesa^asseciatÄdJwith_ tfis behavior öf öäipled oscfliaters.   SSjspäKj-* 
Srsats have bjsen per^ötiadt .to detelaine the most- effeeljvs physical    _ \ 
placwnt of the7 respääts* with respect to the «2S systes*« 

%e study of «JSR whistles is confined alsaest entirely to fype U . 
TÄiistles, those öf reetanpileJ? crogs^ectiim, föf which %e charac- 
teristic frequencies of the resonant osvl'ti®© can be readily caiculätäd* 
the-study is also largely qenfined ts> StsegeJ; operation, of the ssseeiated 
is syst^Sj. 1&e best mode of operation of whistles frca the viewpoints 
es^srated above»   It ia found that Stag© 1 operation äsy be eäüced_.   ;" 
fT3& a Whistle for a pueh wider mag© ftf variation ©f the orifice»-tes'_ 
^dge distance and. air flow than for a «JE system alone» pjdstsrily be*-. .... 
cause of the introductiai of & third vasi&ble* the length of the cavity» 

the örificf-to^dg© distsncä and als* flow §?e held constant 
and ^ai-length of the eävity is increased, the frequency of the whisr&e 
is at TiSst scmeiÄiät higher than the frequsney tSiich would have existed 
for the. ws^J^tiiäf älööe^ äöct its söüm cätpu^ is lo^s bat upon con» 
tinned increase of the length of %b& cavity the f^eo^eney dfcreaseä 
and the oiliest- increases•*.   As the cavity length is fSfther incK#ä#s4>- 
the- frequency of the i&i^tle ^loclfs in^ with one of the resonant -fs«- 
ffljehcies of the Cavity«   Sie sound output- passes tlirougfe ä jaesiteäa 
value when the cavity eigenfrequeney Is about 2/3   the frequency of . ... 

follow the eigenfrequency of the ca^fity   ae its length is inöpsasad 
still furth&rB wiife decreaising sound outputg until, a critical length 
is reaeh^i«   JSeyand this critical" length a Jump occurs $@ a frequenöy 
so&erahat higher than the next highest eigenfrequeue of the cavity aid 
the proces?   repeats itselfe   Under the ccsiditionfs for masifflsm ou^atj 
ths sound intensity in the center öf Sie äajw lobe of the di^erfeivity 
ngttsm gay bä 1^ to 20 db higher th^a fö** the ed^s- tone slons in ihs 
absencv öf the eavi^o 

S the air fl©?r is varied and the 2sagth ef tjie eavity and orif^ce- 
tc-edg© disi^nce are held constant^ 14ie sound appears first at ihe fr^r 
quency of the edge tone .and then increases in frequency with itsc^eas<?- , 
±pg aiic flow, ^ust as it woDflld have done in the absence of the cavi^:*: 
Eowevsr? 3ja the presence of the_efiVit^j. the frequency soon levels ©2^'.,,. 
to a constant value with increasingT air flpWj -^iat value being one of, 

Jfoa eig8nfr©qu«•!nciea, ef the .cavity».   %pn furrier increase of the air 
a ^nmp öicurs up^arö. to the frequency of the M s^tem alone and 

tjteti tfe^, fr6«u©nsv of l^s whistle, again be^iiis to Is^ysl r^f ts ^g nsst 
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•r e±gea£%jsmpn$£ $£. «sä safari: £&e Eäcttgeps xspetäts i*ysa«* 

:Sev«3ral"tiffi«sSs the &*g«njr.if 15M whistle always jüägg: 
of the edge tone «tone -eseept at the juiäps* It is pointed oat that 
these several jtaEgs occur Mtbla ths regim of Stage 1 ©p&r&ticn of 
the JE system alone«        ----- - 

Modulation coeffie&sats, soiisd iatesgfeit^ isve&ii, and d^ctivity 
patiarsis are measured for the whittles.   MediCtätioa cöefficlehtss greater 
i&an unity aye also fcacti for whistles wad©? certain pircpnjstaassss.^ 
.Soxsad i^essurö ieveM-cf as high äs 120 do 're1'x "lO"8* dyaes per c#- 
are measured at a distance of one foot from ssslX Tshista.es ipäfr optsssst 
opesssing conditions.   Esdiatie» p&tterss are stsdhängly different for 
axial and for tangential södssi of esciiiätiöa of the risonatit carafe;« 

-Si is possible to compute the soum prf »sag« levels existing at 
the far (rigid) Äds of the t&istie «Cities from 4 Imowl^gs- of th© 
sound pressures «stride the whistles a?4 of the radiation i&tterffli* 
Siesf-eoapatcd values are; in, faArj5fr©6sa|nt Tri£6h T3!^5 meäfured by 
iasertiöBr cf a small probe "t^EtsKga'-^e rigid BEöST«» fe wh^ffjlesv^ 
F^easü^sB gesäter than I?Ö db have been se^üisd.at tft© I?sr ends -ör" 
fistle c&vitieie   * special ffaistle hasTheenr designed sM Isuilt to -per- 
mit ekpöisres of säali'b'ioiogieal s^cissss israersed""*» 'UqüMs tö 1*5 
made to the intense scuad field at the far end ©f the i^isilr casity. 
This whistle la taesm as t&e T«-typs- thistle because ©£ las use of tsre 
resonant cavities^ s^pi&trie&p^- .^Laoed" era either sMe of «se 3©t #dg#* 

Chapter Y« J^pagäMofi öf Sltrasdaics in the Grasad 

A study is ssaae or "one pre^ags^iow tw. owuw jm .aw x-»«»^«»»©; v«~«©s 
of 10 to 100 kc through various types, of äc-il* sand and Tod*   It iLs 
fiSiM that, in general!, the surface layer ef ;^e '©^h:i8 a very poor 
conductor of ültrasäsiie signals aid is quite, inhofflogeaeöus in its 
transiiiissioa pröpsrtiesa   Satsjstady w«s occssioaed by the problem of 
deteißEiakäg the sisse and shape of Juried-~objec-&9#   It has been fesad 
possible toisak-ena scugfedeiersiinatioä.of sisa and shspä^ tr&nsBttssioa 
of xslt^asoaics through a layer ©f sand under special circumstances ia 
the laboratory*   An iapedahee tube has he^n built for the purpose of 
läsasusir.g the trarssreissiön of «Itr&sönics through ^alr^^ee jnudj for   ,  
which sound absorption is exceptionaHy lc#. Jths theory arä e^ariöantal 
checks on the operation of thus taibs are presented« —-=  

ii^ttsäüätion Jsscisu?6mS«ibs «i$TS isssls" by twO wCwhcds«    I?i thd sir-= 
söil-äir methods the sample.- supported by isrire mesh or chöeseel&th, 
fosma one wall of an essentif jly sound-proof, anechoic chamber«   "The 
level of sound froaLaifource in air feside the chamber is measured 
by a microphone in air placed outside the chamber and ipiiediatsly 
above the sample«   Hots of sound level versus thickness of sj^le 
enable computations to be üäade of täie surface reflection coefficisnte 
wiräiia ihe"sampl©,»   The second, methcdy priffiarii.y^dt§ble for water-*. 
soaked soils for which surface iossei? are hl^gh, eesiists. of burykxg 



4 hydrophone source and ä series of hydrophone grobe resdiKers-. difteefcLy 
iöMde the sample* ~.       -_"•..-""-= ^v..y:.;"."-7^.•;-';-"-" •-;_;'."-. 

using, the first method, attenuation coefficients"jtangfeg. frloaL- 
1,5 to 2.7 db per cm are measured for loose, porous soils.-jLrr the ;  ; 
-frequency irange_of 10 to 26 kc.    The valv.es of the attenuatica 
coefficients vary greatly with the degree of packing of the sample,. 
Low losses due to surface reflection are found (,? or 3 clh), i~dip   , 
eating a IMrly good impedance aatc;h between air and poreps _S.Q11.SJ..' _ 
On _the-other__handj. for undisturbed läjfm sod, losses of %$ M?^.- ._-..- 
db are foand at the aii>-söil b"oundary-.e  _#ata are presented för,s.3 .^. ^_. 
losses in silt loam sod^ in ha^sneaTmud eake$ and iii sand #%., .", 
•Krater content is varied,    &imos-t invariablythe losses increase 
vxih increasing frscesne** ; ~ ~_ _   ;_ 1 

Using the second method; |t is fMnd that the attenuation^of _=-_ 
sound In .mud is extremely sensitive^to the.preseiic?_?f small 
qvtan%tie;s öf air; in the-" form of minute bubbles* j^^spa&ion.- 
co^fflicients .in freshly mixed, ^ater^s^'äratCdj3_gSl_pr :SaB?r*ä^ ^  ' 
from Wt db. per em .at 10 kc_ to 7k db per cm"#3|Jkk^#^ -'•_-'.__, -;V-V,.: 
outgassiäig ;in. a vacuum chamber*; the. losses; msy. drop to =95 lö**\ '-_.----- ---- 
as 2 db per cm, even ax; 1G0 kc*.   The attenuation in prepared jnsxd 
is found to be a function of tisso    The losses in a freshly mixed- 
sample are high,, but. they iay drop, by as much as; $$, db per. cm in 
100 hours, if the- sample 5.4 left uMistji^ed»    £?§suämbly the small-. . 
-air bubbles in the sample go into solution.    If the staple is 
stirred, ^ust slightiy,. the Mgh leases ra^ppeasv presuHiauiy be* 
cause of the formation of cavities "by the action of the stirring, 
rod' in+4 imichthe- dissolved äl^ß^so&päß.^--^^'.    "       ~- -. 

The inhoffigeneity of -loose sand is demonstrated by placing^ a 
ihiri saspie-0/-®3- thick) over a ^window of a sound box through 
which.a fairly uniform beam of sound emerges in the absence.Of ' 
the ss^plöe    Variations of 5 t-o 8 db are found upon exploring 
the area above-a sample of fine sand, graded and sifted to be 
as homogeneous äs possible»   A slight rearrangement of the sand 
particles or a slight change in^packing may change the pattern 
completely.   Ilsing the same experimental arrangement, sheet 
raetai obstacles lü to 15 cm in size are buried in the sancL    It 
is~fbünd ^Isü ch^transmlsläTc^^^ that ~äT 
circular plate can easily be distinguished frons a triangular one, 
OVfSffi    JUI1      V*M^    j,M^C3iiVfS   ^4,       LUiV       AiJiA/uiy^   yuv4.yj.vv     4.11     vi4v     uvwuu    * J.VJ.U| 

but npt so clearly frcss a^ square. oni-j,Jby scanning.the sound field 
over the sand, „ 
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/-- .'-., Thedf^i&f of conätSac%öJi arö weseöted of AH. Saipedaace tubs 
for aitMustioh: .^^uftpa^itlr "in. nmd Md liqiii^s of law attestation, _ It 
consists of & aetai cylinder tejäninaieü byiärögid reflector and filled' 
with-^ifine&iünt to'Ofriixvee-tigäteäe   &. longer räääll msiai eyiiqder 
passes opneeniiically throi^h it,   A cylindrical barium tita^te probe 
is flnsh sosnted on the inner cylinder so that asiai displacement of 
the inner cylinder dees not disturb the med'iup appreciably»   The 
source of sound is a hydrophonee   Attenuation is measured by wxploraBg 
the ss£sn'ding wave pattern as the iriner ^yliridör is moved.    Th© theory 
is rd§^i.*;ed for the transmission Of Sound in ä liquid bounded by t?ro 
concen^ic cyiinäersj ta!diig into account the mechanical properties of 
the cylinders *    Curves of^phase velocity along the axis versus fre- 
quency are counted, for water filling the annular space«   These curves 
are checked es^erimentÄIy«,    Good, agreement is obtained except in sö§e% 
frequency ragiönö, where px^suajably high »"amplitude standing transverse 
waves in the cylinder walls, which are neglected in the t csp^taiiofiSs 
cause Jtargg deviations from the theoretical pattern^   Jtacthe? r&spect 
in :wM:ch the SpMance tube is not too "practicaX- & deviceTfor its in?» 
tendeä. purpose is the overlapping, of modes of propagation^ that is.$ 
sounds in certain bands of frequency are carried by more than one mode 
of propagation, producing irregularities in the standing wave pattern 
•shich are difficult to interpreto 

•?'»• Chapter VI0    Propagation of IHLtrasonics in "the A: 

: In connection with 'she wo?]* 01* atmospheric acoustics asd. because 
of the several possible applications of the propagation of ultrasonic 
scühd in air, measurements were made of the absorptien^of ultrasonic 
sound in air at various htsnidities and pressures«    The well known 
theori#a of classical and molecular absorption of sound in gases are 
reviewed«,   Details of the experimental apparatus and of. the associated 
measuring equipment are presented[-»   Experimental results are given in 
the form of graphs and are compared with the results of other researchers 
oaf oxygen and nitrogen«    The theory and details of construction are dis« 
cussed of experimental apparatus for measuring the absorption of ultra- 
sonics ii^air at low temperatures • 

Absorption of sound in gases arises from two sources, know®-as 
classical ären^leeularY   Classical absorption is caused primarily by 
viscosity and heat conduction« ~Molecular absorption is a relaxation 
V41<VA1 VIUC44Vli J        WW'V     * V^«3J,N^**V!.S?      AS*     -JWtOi Jb±**.'.M±t*       «UikUW      ntlVill       V4&   *     X*-Vt»E      .J.WM.'W        l/.04t*v      s^««,       «M 

internal energy state of %he molecule, «»cited hy th«J sound wave, is 
C-omparable to the reciprocal of the frequency of the wave. For air, 
molecular absorption is due to the excitation of a vibratiohal state 
of the oxygen molecule by collision with •»rater vapor molecules. The 
relaxation time is proportional to-the square of the water vapor 



conceatrstipäj hence molecular absorption iji als?. Is a function of both 
frequency, SM water vapor concentration. Its magnitude, may be many 
times grsater than that of classical absolution at roost temperature 
and humidity ».sd at atmospheric pressuips for ultrasonic frequencies* 

The "direct" method of measuring: absorption is used* wherein m& 
scund Isv&l at a microphone is measured as a function of its distance.. 
fres\SL- source* Both source and receiver are mounted inside a long 
eyiipdrical tank filled with ai? of ths desired gr-esi-are and huiaidity-e 
111 measurements are-Bwsrie at rob» tenrperatursg8 1 pulsed carrier wave 
of the: desired frequency is used to eliminate the effects of wall.re= 
flsotioaisd Corrections are made for the radiation pattern of the source» 
The experimental arrangement and associated measuring apparatus are des- 
cribed in detail.::-"-.- ";r.~- ";        -       ------ 

Measurements were made at frequencies ranging f.2<m 22 to 110 kc, 
at preas\'ires from II to ?3£>. am cfJSg? and at humidities.. £rom_0 Jas 
100%» Bstpsrimental results ar.e plotted«, lii eommoA.vSth tue results 
of oifeer workers,, the experimental results verify the theoretical . - 
predictions as to the functional relationships of classical a7sd of  - . 
wiplecular absorption with pressure^ frequency, and hutsidity: but the 
magnitudes of the experimental absorption coefficients are somewhat 
greater than those predicted by theory«, 

Measurements were also made of the velocity of sound in air by a 
method, described in. the text in an ..attempt to. verify the existence of 
the small amount of dispersion .predicted by theory.... No such damper*» 
Sien  näs f.Cüxidf  vav .TeiG vSpvtrXWBTiu. J.3. i-neönSÄUSiVe•. SiiiCS tue- pÄpgxTA" . 
mental error was of about the sane magnitude äs the expected dispersion. 

Ihe absorption of ultrasonic sound in, al^ at. temperatures below 
->|Q° £? is expected tc be almost entirely classical, because xrf the. very 
low yrgis? vapor concentration even at IGOl relative -humidity? %e 
expected small magnitudes of the absorption coefficients at low tempera- 
tures rule out the direct method of measurement because of the very long 
path lengths which would be required for accuracy. The well known theory 
of the reverberation method is outlined, wherein the decay time of 
öound in a chamber is measured after the source is shut, off• At least 
two chambers of different sizes, are required to correct for absorption 
of sound hy the walls of the chambers. The experimental apparatus .as-» 
sembled' and ^onstraet^d for meÄst^sTnaht, of the abs-^ption of soimd in 
air at low temperatures is described« The results of preliminary 
tests indicated the need for improved techniques and apparatus. These 
were devised and built-but have not yeVbeen put into.use/a— 

Chapter VII. Mierometeorology and Atmospheric Acoustics 

The rates of attenuation and the magnitudes of the fluctuations 
in level of ultrasonic waves were measured outdoors for varying dis- 
tances between source arid receiver up to 300 ft, for varying heights 
abovs ground from 5 to >0 ft? over various types of ground surface^ 
and under a variety, of weather conditions.._ Attempts were-T8&i& t@ 

 ~._i 
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corfcölate the^sesults- with - siraiLtänscüJ. micropeteörölcgical measurements, 
^erpaasteorolQgy being the study of ths. details of iocaX. space gradients 
and time, variations of wirid arid teSBperature hear the ground» The most 
significant eorreiafciph fouäd is that the amount of fluctuation of an 
acoustic signal transmitted through a given region depends greatly on 
the degree:-sf-temperature heterogeneity in that .region» Little evidence 
ha:s been found for any direct influence of wind irregularities on sound 
transsg^sicru -.__.- 

Temperature: and wind, profiles were measured, simultaneously by means 
of rapid response^ hot-wire thermometers and' anemometers» Qbseryations 
were made also of tfts -ijs^ähtahaous: temperature and wind dif f er-@nses h#- 
tssen points of varying vertical and horizontal separations, using dif- 
ference meters* Curves of. data taken under typical Qönu&tions are shown* 
An empirical formula is given from which the, temperature.at ang height 
between 3 in«. %n& ,10 ft. can be predictjedappröMmately under positive 
lapse rate conditions f»Pa. measurement's of the jfce^eratore. at^the eleva~ 
tipnsp?•-••2r-lnT and 10 ft.,. fhe temperature; fluc&aatiohlpl Wre iputid to 
decrease, sharply v&t-haltitude.^ JLgcodt positive correiatipn was .found 
between the magnitude pf the temperature fluctuation» in tims and the • 
magnitude of the. temperature difference between two fixed levels* 2 in» 
and 36 in. above ground» No siznilar relationship was found for wind. 

Experiments were conducted, to. determine the average distances b>- 
tweetv EcuaiLa. and minima p£ temperature in space^ Jthat is» to find the 
average „sizes of the inhosögeneitlss- that presumably Cause scattering 
of söund«. JShi3 was^done by a statistical jstudy of the fluctuations, 
in temperature differences "petwesa fc«ö points in a horizontal plane as 
a function pf the distance between them. Over ä smooth tarvia surface 
on a sunny day the dimensions of the "blobs" of hotter or colder air 
are between 2: and 8 ft. 

Acoustical measurements outdoors were made with a whistle actuated 
by a compressed air tank as the source and^ajcondenser microphone as the 
receives', fypical data under different weather and terrain conditions 
are presented in the form of curves in which sound level in decibels, 
corrected for spherical divergences is plotted versus distance between 
source and receiver on a linear scale. In the absence of scattering 
the curves should be straight lines whose slopes are proportional to the 
absorption coefficients of the sound for the pressures., temperatures_._. 
and huaiidities in question* According to & proposed theory- scatteririg 
of sound due to inhomogeneities should cause these curves to be convex 
upward. SuCh curvatures are indeed found experimentally} the degree» 
of convexity.show good correlation with the degrees of temperature flue«» 
tuation fPr the werk done during one sünsuer* However^ no correlations 
have been, found with wind irregularitiesp which should be just as ef- 
fective as temperature irregularities for scatteringj and also curious 
unexplained anomalies were found for such curves obtained from the work 
done the .xaliöwin& summer* 

Data are presented an the variations in intensity with tiae of an 
acoustic signal picked up by a -directional-. Eieyophixn<& as a function of 



the distance between scut de and microphone undsr typical conditions« 
'The fluctuations .«#ä greater at close range under temperature lap&e 
conditions than under isothermal cojadiiiens* The fluctuations at close 
range- are considerably greater when tne directional microphone is directed 
away from the sound -source tnän when_diEsät„ed ;te;gard its at large di.«^ . 
tances (above 200 ft) this distinction disappears* k strong .positive 
correlation exists at close ranges (l®ss than 100 ft) betaseien the asount 
of fluctuation, in sound intensity and the magnitude of the mean vertical 
temperature gradient» No correlation i s found with wind magnitude or 
friabilityj which is pUEzLing. The .magnitude of the fluctuations ih 
intensity increases monetonicatly with distance, but not as the three 
halves power of the distance as predicted theoretically by öäe author* 

All measurements were made at least five feet above ground to avoid 
the acoustic shadows sometimes, occasioned for certain tvpes of wind, and 
temperature gradispts* At this height no direct ef facts; due to the nature 
ö£ the-greijpd were noted. The nature of the,ground surfaiAe_has an in~= 

direct effect insofar as it determines the magnitude of the temperature 
gradient of the air above it« Strong, lapses are more likely to occur on 
sunny days over hard« smooth surfaces and less likely over grassy turf» 
Some measurements were wade on the propagation of sound over sncw-covered 
surfaces; little if any effects due= tc the snow were observed. 

The study of atmospheric acoustics sas ugairtalcsn prtsjardly because 
of Its connection with outdoor long range propagation of ultrasonic 
sound and with sound ranging« Si.this conheetion äh tmsuccessfül attempt 
was made to correlate errors in aadmuth on sound raging records supplied 
hy the Evans Signal Laboratory with the available meteorological data. 

Qiäpter VIII. Ripple Tank Studies:of Wave Propagation.        : 

The details of construction and the theory and techniques of opera« 
tien of a ripple tank for the study of wave propagation in ts?ö dimensions 
are presented» Measurements made of the diffraction patterns due to 
line sources or slits of finite length give results in good agreement 
with theory,  as do measurement's °h the scattering of a plane wove by a 
circular- inhomogsneity» Field patterns ar? measured snä. discussed for 
a number of inhomogeneities which are not amenable to theoretical treat*» 
ment. Among these are scattering due to a triangular inhotjogeneity, 
refräcyi>n due to velocity gradient?, scattering due to various obstacles* 
and scattering by a velocity vortex* 

The ripple tank is a very useful piece of equipment for studying 
wave phenomena which are too complicated to admit pf ready theoretical 
treatment• Quite accurate measurements can be made of the amp^iades 
and phases of waves at Various positions in a plane» The ripple tank 
was built primarily as a tool for the study of sound transmission through 
the atsaosphei-s* -  -:* 

Line ripples are produced by a mechanically driven dasher. They are 
observed stroboscopieauy by transmitted light, the ripples acting as 
cylindrical lenses to project an image ef the wat© pattern 04 ä ground 

,4-  £.  '-1 
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;gls.ss e.creen for obs%rvat-ioc or on :photographie pspei* for recttro3|ig.r 
Phases are Measured by the linear displacements froffi, the undisturbed posi- 
tions of the ripples. Amplitudes are. ssssured by the focal lengths of 
the i±ppie lenses or by the widths of the out-of»focus usages. Since the 
velocity Of jjr^agätisn of ripples is a function öf the depth ot the 
liquid for depths less than:i''hilf wavelength^ velocity gradients ^cf 
various types are conveniently simulated in the ripple tank. The theore- 
tical relationship for velocity as a function of depth' and arrequsncy is 
verified espe^iöientaiiyo The theoretical predictions as to the focal 
lengths of the ripples as a function of amplitude and the nature of the 
Gut-of-f-acus image are also verified. e^es^iehtäliye 

r 

Design considerations affecting the performance of the tanR are : 
discussed* .Among these are the effs'et"s of surface imparities on attenua- 
tion of the ripples, the effects of a second harscnie content in the 
waveform oh performance, the factors detersiihirig the choice of the liquid, 
the tank size, and the fre^uenqy of operati^tt, theVKlpple driver .sysi-'eSj 
the beaches for aäfiiifizing^ "r^fiectibhsorroiP the siaes"Of the x-arik,~ändr~ 
the optical system. '.'-'_• 

Studies are made of the fields due to line sources and slits and 
the results compared with theory« Good ajrreemspt i« obtained for line 
sources of finite length, for the double slit diffraction pattern, and 
for tue |"resnel diffraction pattern from a straight edge* _JFhese"studies 
sere made to verify the sssjüssption that the bgha^Lor of the surface 
-waves. |n:the ripple tank forms, ä .valid'analogy to the behavior of twe-^ 
dime^iöhäl ecgrpression&L wavers in spase* _^S&Jher analogous situation 
studies indetMl 1-5 the jseatteriiig % a circular ~>ffiS:?| of higher: "•"--- 
velocity, for which good agreement with existing theory has been foünd". 

Photographs are shown of the wave patterns due to scattei»ing by a. 
triangulär inhomogeneity. The main result of this study is that the 
nature of the wave front in the fielcTbeyend the inhömogöheity depends 
uponthe total amount of retardatic .x suffered by the wave in passing 
through the inhojnegeneity. For small retardations the wave front exhibits 
variations in amplitude and phase in the region beyond the scatterer but 
maintains its identity* Eor larger retardations the wave front beyond '___ 
the scatterer breaks up into pieces that eventually reestablish links 
.with other pieces which, in the original wave, may have differed in 
phase by several wavelengths.   

•_ A temperature gradient in -Che aigno sphere aay be simulated. sSmply 
by inserting »n obstacle below the surface of the water with"properly 
sloping sides. The fi^id-reöulting from a gradient perpendicular to 
the directaoh of propagation is shown. An attempt is made to simulate 
& horizontal circular wind vortex in the atmosphere by rotating a disc 
below the water surface. Photographic d aa of the resultant field are 
shown,       -  - " 

ev IX» Acoustic I&p.eöahee Tube  ^ - 

The^theory of operateOIL SS\<\ the aetails sf_construction_are_presented 
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f or s £*ed£^^^ ?f  j 
_e to r$3 k?)>- based Pöthe st&nding -uav^ sethpd of measuring .acoustic ;i^>e^ .1 | 
dance,, . 'Measurements äieIncluded on the i^ed^ces ol y«s soamercial    _ ..V J 

materials*. Physical constants for the above jsaterials are computed on | 
the basis.,of these seasurääents. _ A high 1*r^'^eney adapter has been , _-   I 
boili to extend th<s Upper frequency lisät of operation to 33 ,kc. .._-£   I 

The acoustic impedance tube I.s a. useful laboratory instrument for .-,   | 
paking fseasuremshts on materials intended for use. as sound absorbers:», J;

r I 
It is also useful fbrinsseu^ig the acoustic impedance of «•alious types                    .   v3- I 
of ground in order id compute the behavior of sound in /the atmosphere f j 
propagating ovefc the surf see of the grounds which fcravl. an absorbing ~ J 
Ti-r.«—^««—-   --         _                   —           '    ' "     -                   _                                                                            _-.               - --^:    * 
wuiKi<a.?y•           .     ..--.- .   — . .      : .-                    • r     .-'l'Ls -~   :,                             -               ~-~                 .-":.'   '."           - ^r~   I 

The well known theory of the standing wave method; of measuring       __" J J 
äeeuatip Jyn^&Janee is reviewed, «ith the incorporation of a si^le .$>?#- : . ^ | 
ceüüre xör ^Kin^sorrecsions for absörptiön of soA^byTtB^v/a^s^ox             ~ rJT 1 
the tube.    The elementary theory of th« propagation of sound through "i- J 
porous materials is presented« -                                                                      -. ^ J 

pet ails of the, cpijst^uction of the tube are giver., together with ::? § 
dfaig» considerations required for. the attempted degree.p^. precision _^" I 
in seasuresäentj about 1%»   Tests have beenmade, to show,that the level" TZ t 
sf solid-^feorpe pickup of sound ia the psotbe- tube is_ sufficiently IpwK ,_ ~*f I 
A special prebe Z.% used to make measurements, of the radial äisiri^tAdn. . J| -\ 
of sound iss ihe.i^iedance tube to verify: the ©kistsncf of only .plant                      ^s      ^| 

surements with the tub« is described and also the use of the associated / " f 
electronic eqüipmeiÄ«    Various sources of error are discussed, ~\ I 

     the acoustic impedanees have beei,ffi«?äsured for several aasplss of. .j±. I 
-tm~Ä^«€tiQ.:näte^al-84..äuietone and one grade of Fiberglas, of effee- | 
tively infinite thickness»    Sources of error arising frkzz. the particu«» | 
Sar sampie holder used are discussed.    Using a special probe passing | 
thrpu^i a snail hole drilled through the saBsples^ the attenuation and I 
the velocity of sound th the above materials have been aeasured and 1 
propagation constants computed*    Flop resistivities and effective -' | 
densities for these materials are coa^juted from the measurements of I 
acoUstic impedance and propagation constants»       ; „_=           ,  1 

. Posöible future uses of the tube are discussed, including an put«- I 
Mne of the difficulties surmised for its use in measuring the acoustic M 
Impedance of the ground and possible ways of pyercoinihg: these-. >dlffi^ ,.  | 
culties. -                       •----'.-•  .•'-----.•• J" I 

An adapter for guiSi'ng the sound into a narrower tube to extend. . . | 
the operating frsquency range to 38 kc was designed arid buili= ~ The difv .v I 
ficulties attending the measuremGÄt öf acoustic impedance by the stands 1 
ing wave asthod at ultrasonic frequencies are discussed.,                 ~jji\. 1 
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Ghäptör X, -Miscellaneous^psziaiisntal Siüdies      :   : ::_ --"..--/-/  --.   :•-;-..- 

*his chapter insorpor&tes a number of misc^aheoüs e^erimentäl 
studies shieh were uröert^sn for special purposes or which''represent 
projects mich, turned out to be tmsuceessfui.    iiiase studies are dais-   • 
•cussed- briefly in the following paragraphs«. 

Measurements were made in an anechoic chamber of Ehe- propagation 
of sound at grazing incidence over tro types of surface0   Over the sur« 
face of a material, of high acoustic impeäenc;? (plywood) the inteh|it^    . 
of sound frcin ah essentially point source fa^ls off by 6 db per; douM©•-"*. 
distance, as is to be expsstecU    Over the surface of an absorbing 
material of comparatively löwer acoustic impedance (:Qu±ötohe) the In- 
tensity,of sound falls off at a. greater feat e: than giveh by J^ometricaX 
divergence alone ..=am.-the phase of the wave over the sarfaca lags .bahjtadr 
that. in. free s.^ce«.   T.h« .measurements made of the. attenuation arid- phase' 

„over Sui,etohe are in good agrefSfn|^^. computed values,för Öiese 
quantities, using the the-ory ofr propagation, of sound over an absorbing 
boundary;and the knownacoustic iiapedance of /.Qüie-tone».  "     . .-   "-   --.--:• 

The tank and other apparatus used in Chapter VI for measuring the 
absorption of sound in air is employed to measure the reflection coef= 
f icients of .various acoustic materials at. ultrasonic frequencies by 

jreahs, of-a, pul-se. techniqus1*..: -      "" -V "---!--: --.-_: 

. ;TWO .sajfiple experimental methods are used, to measure spujjd trans- 
mission ""through cotton and Überglas ät Ultrasonic rrequeneies* The 
first räethöd is the same &s one of those described for measuring ihe 
absorption of sound in soil, wherein various thicknesses of material 
are, placed over a window in a box containing a source of sound» The 
second method consists simply of interposing a sample of the material 
of small thickness but with its other dimensions much greater than a 
wavelength, immediately in front of a receiver, with the source and--  
receiver mounted out in the open away from reflecting surfaces. 

Equipment employing an analytic balance is described for the mea- 
surement of very small velocities of air flow through acoustic materials, 
following a method devised by one author for detSiSnining flow resis- 
tivities»   Tata are.included on the flow resistivities of several aeous~ 

-tic" materials, -measured -by this—methsdr»j =  

. The abQvts equipment for measuring small flow velocities is modi- 
fied to measure small d^c air pressures in excess of atmospheric pres- 
sure »'  This equipment is ufed in conjunction with a pitot tube to 
measure static excess-pressures in intense sound fields« 

A study is made oi the hydrodyr»amic flows and static pressures in 
the intense, sound field over the electromagnetic vibrator«   Attempts to 
measure the .magnitiade of the aeiüeriähd;with a hot-wire anemometer and 
?rith. pitot tubes .proveu: to be unsuccessful for reasons enumerated in the 
text*   A small thermistor assembly is described which proved to be very 
.satisfactory for this purpos.eo   A map is presented to show the magnitude 
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arid direction of the sonic vclnd .in tue field, ...övc. tie vibrator«. _Hhe- wifid' 
Speed at." a .given-.point in the field is found to be propörbienai to the 
square of "the amplitude of the scarce. No direct relationship is found 
between the wind speed at a given point and the acoustic intensity at    > 
that point« Static pressures are measured by the method referred to in the 
prevdo«s paragraph. Th« esesss. pressure at any point is found to be pro-» 
portipnai to the intensity of sound at that point» Measurements are also 
made of the excess pressures in a narrcr.y tube placed vertically over the? 
vibrator* It As found that the excess preglur^s jLn the tube are negating, 
unlike those in the fröe^ield evsr the vibrator^ which are positives - 
OomparWosiä are made with listing the ory, -""... . 

An attempt was m?da to study the propagation of plgas -Haves of 
finite -amplitude with the use,of th| tube mention^ in the previous 
paragraph,, mounted over the vibrator^ this method' i?as unsuccessful. ;£or 
the g&heraticnlusd the propagation of •waves of a sufficient degree of 
"piaiieness" for several reasons discussed, in the text» Nevertheless,^ 
curves are included for the intensities of the fundamental and of tne 
second harmonic epmoonents of the wave as functions of source amplitude 
and of distance from the source. 

A spaRtrophonometer system was devised and built for the suto=» 
matic recprddaig of sound sps etra.. It employs a W-vE.^öyCMÄ. condenser . 
Microphone "whose amplified output is fed into a wave analyser, the "döt-r 
plit of which drives the pen of a paper recorder through another ampli- 
fier. The frequency, dial of the analyzer is driven synchronously with 
the paper feed of the recorder at a slow rate* A variable potentiometer 
is used to compensate, for the frequency response of the microphones it 
is driven synchronouslywith the rest of the system, by means of a cam 
cut to a shape deteraiihed by the characteristics of the,microphone» 

Experiments are described for iäie purpose of studying the properties 

outputs at both audible and ultrasonic frequencies. Preliminary models 
gave sustained signals of up to 120 db at a distance of one foot. This 
investigation was dropped in favor of more promising sound scmrceso 

A thermal phonometer was designed and built. It is a device for 
determining sound intensity by measuring the temperature rise of a 
stream of air passing through a small sample of thesmally isolated, 

from this measurement involves a knowledge of several physical, properties 
and constants of the device. Sources of error are discussed* unex- 
plained difficulties were encountered with this equipment in practice 
and. its use was abandoned» 

A possible method of detection of buried ob.ieets was investigated 
and proved to be nob feasible. The method involves, the use of a b©x 
wiife an open side resting on the surface of the ground but otherszise 
soundproof, A receiver is mounted in the box near the ground aad a 
source is .placed outside the boxc Tha purpose of the box is to prevent, 
as much as possible, sound reflected from the surface of the ground 
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from .reaching the receiver •srhile psj^tting scuxld reflected fri 
uMergrpühd inhomogeheity^tö reach the receiver» Negative resultä were 
obtained for hisavy: jmetal plate reflectors placed ortLy _a few inches 
below the ground surf see. : - 

Charter XI. Theor3tical Studies' „        -...""' 

While by far the greater part of The" work bf the laboratory has 
b§en e3n«?rinisntalj same problesis in connection with thlts wotkhave re- 
ceived extensive -theoretical treatment* These theoretical studies are 
pr.eseh.ted in this chapter. They include a treatment of the propagation, 
of plähe leaves of finite arapiitbde' if» a non^vis.ceus medium, ray compu- 
tations for hqh-homogeSeous media, attempts at solving the t^ve eoüatien 
for öeh-homögeheöus media, arid a kinetic theory approach to the prppa-. 
gaMoh of sound in-jases.. . ~    ":-- "---      ;- 

CCiitiSapüs, ndn^Vißcöw"medium are solved in tssins of arbitrary functions« 
A particular solution is obtained -employing the boundary c<5sdition. of a 
sihusoidally vibrating semi-infinite plate. In coismön with Other treat- 
ments, multiple values for the particle velocity are obtained ab large 
enough distances from the source. A particular form of the solution is 
also obtained igpr bsciliatiOiis between two fixed walls. 

Using the approximations of geometrical optics, the path of a 
sound räy.through a nsn^homegeneous midium which satisfies certain 
simplifying assumptions is computed«, An equation is given by means of 
y/hiph;the horizontal distance travelled by a ray in reaching a given 
attitude in the  atmosphere in the presence of vertical velocity gra- 
dients is expressed in terms of the height of the «source, the final 
height Of the ray, the initial or the final orientation of the ray, and 
certain constants specifying the sound velönity profile. 

Several methods of attack are discussed in an unsuccessful attempt 
tc find "exact" solutions to the wave equation for the case of a medium 
with a variable index of refraction. 

An approach is made to the problem of the propagation of sound in 
gases from the viewpoint of kinetic theory. The usual approach consi- 
ders the medium as continuous and having uniform mechanical properties. 
Corrections are introduced when needed for effects arising from the 
discontinuous nature of the medium, such as for viscosity. An approach 
to the problem from the viewpoint of kinetic theory should include 
effects such as viscosity implicitly and should avoid the difficulties 
arising in the usual treatment, such BS  the appearance of multiple 
values pf displacement at large enough distances. The problem of the 
semi-infinite vibrating plate is attacked first, starting "with the 
Maxweii-B.oltzmann continuity equation with the collision ten» neglected. 
The procedure used is to consider the plate as a sinusoidally moving 
"boundary separating a semi-infinite region of the gas -with ho force 
field from a semi-infinite region with"a field of constant force. The 
magnitäideof this constant force is later made to'approach infinity to 
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sinwiat« the pSgrätcsEL. plate colliding with the gas molecules*    5^8 
noraa! Ma3C5f@I3.ian distribution of velocity is assumes! for tire molecules 
of the gas.-as an initial conditions before the plate begins to vibrate, 
The solution of this problem is carried as far äs a T2at^ig%tiöal forä&- 
lätiön of the boundary conditions for the steady stated   fhis fOEBUIS» 
tion involves & transcendental equation with raultiple-valued functions». 
The completion of the formal solution to the problem requires a method 
for detarsrlning the particular branch of the p'altiple^valued function 
«hieh"is applicable for a, specific jqase«.   , •,...-.:- r   ,:^ 

In order to gainfurther insight into the pjeobleis of the Icfceiie ;.. 
theory- approach to -the pi?opägal4.on of sound in gäse-% two simpler pre«= 
bless were, iiiyestiiäted and: solved-    These ..two are the _esc4.osion pfvr=? 
blem? the sound "wave r4iuliing fsom tße release of the conf iia^ng; walls 
of a "region of higher pressure, and th? problem of the plate Roving:    ; -.. 
with constant velocity:*    These problems are analyzed by ^isrting '»rith 
the MaspHrpBGltsmann equation- both without the epl^isien, te-fSs and with 
an-assumed first order collision function included«    Graphs are pre*« 
s^nted to show the. results of "these latter two investi|atien3i for. . 
specific numerical cases« '._-•-..'" " 

Appendices . 

In appendices to this report are presented de_ibriptipns of various 
electronic-de.yices designed and built in the laboratory »fcish are .;öt 
described elsewhere^ the theory and measurements mad© of. the relation» 
ship b«twa?ä applied ^pressure and air flow thrdugSTf ype~l|. ^istlsss,  _} 
a theory for the acoustic impedance of whistle Openings and its appli* 
cation for the computation of the characteristic"frequencies of whistl© 
cavities, a theory for 1iie distribution of acoustic impedance over a 
narrow rectangular piston* and finally a version of the theory pf the 
propagation of sound through porous media applicable to some phases 
of the work«, 

n~ 
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1.1 introduction 

In the - deveIöpmBht;bJ'- various aspects af overwork it /v*as 9s|e^-= 
tial to Have microphones of adequate* Sensitivity and fiastfess of 
veWöTsßß  äff well as sources for; t^efö^ 
After devising: ä taiibrätlpn procedürej. we firist investigated, the 
W:,E... ^liO-AA condenser ;mi6.r.bphone and found it to be." quite ^suitable 
commercially« r Par some öf our needs$ especially the investigation 
of high intensity radiations^ nö eoin^rciäi jpAcrophones proved7 

adequate and we1 were forced" to" develop our övlh models?"~Of spc-iai 
impertancs to us is the> small highfrequency• .crystal probe inicr.o« 
phone whichwas designed and built in our laboratorys It has: be|B 
most satisfactory in the study of ultrasonics vf high! intensity! äs 
woH, as- for us© ^th^ädiatlioh fields. 1« «Meh" fht d^ieMiöT^ "of' ~-~ 
the recei^r Arc critical. "   ' '.'7- --1  ^_.~\ 

Section 1« 2 describes in some detail bur free, fi^ld reciprcre^ : 

ity calibration "irethode "Next we present data On the Sensitivity 
and response characteristics of a number of eonm^rciäl microphones 
obtained by the, use öf thi's -method« In Sect, l?k we discuss five" 
microphones developed in öur l;äboratörys providing ±i£oönation about 
both their construction..aM their behavior* Finally, «3 report our 
findings on the o_utput characteristics of a number of transducers 
used äc. •so'ure.ss-      _._ .        .__ _ ._      ..  --.-.:  -— 

v"  ""' 1*2 Calibration of fräi.jducers r 

Two- acoustical arrangements for calibration of transducers, are. 
in general use, principally because of their amenability to theo- 
retical treatment. The first makes me  of a pressure chamber, an 
enclosure coupling the source.and receiver transducers, of diaesi- 
sions small enough so that the pressure throughout it is uniform«. 
The second method,, which yields a free field calibration diraetly, 
requires the acoustical geometry of the system to be such that the 
transducers are essentially point sources and poi.it receivers» It 
is, of cpyrsey possible to obtain a free field calibration by the 
first method provided the diffraction characteristics of the trans^ 
dueer to be calibrated are known« 

We have chosen the direct free field arrangement for .several 
reasons. First of all we heeded the frss field cälibratioh for 
•our w^rk0 Secondly, it appeared easier tc set ;up a free field sys~ 
t»m than to devise ä pressure coupler good to 100 ke0 -workers in 
the audible range in air have had to resort to the use of high ve- 
locity gases, such as. hydrogen, in their couplers to pur.hcalibra- 

w 
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tidns to above 6 ice©-   Thirdly,• ©iten prssusing »üecess in obüsining 
a pressure couplers we anticipated difficulty in calculating an 
adequate diffraction correction, for most transducers« 

Fundaiföntally the problem of calibrating various transducers 
reduces to that of calibrating a single one,s which may be considj8?eö 
the st a.ndard/w&fch. which .others .may bä„ compared*    There fore -f the. 
choice of ä Standard is esärjeml'iiy important.,.   We have chosen the 
W.E,»6ii0^AA ööndenser meröphohe.. as our standard for calibration and 
have fpto4.it to be highly satisfactory ana dependable .for th&.pur= 
pose*   figure, lei shöWsTCä/]i  the ..griddgd cap. designadto protect the 
sensitive surface of such"a :micrpptio^s (b) a front view of the 
mcrppho.ö? _,with the g^idded^cap remOvedj ."arid" (ic.) rear flew... 

After ,uMyrtakih|._the work we learned that 5Jr,. F... F.. Romanow 
aM WP+JL S# Hawlsy „of" this" Bell. Telephone lÄ^oratoSies had' obtained 
pyeasiHüa .feä-TJfcgatibris. ef_ÜLB -6h.Q-AA Jicrophöfies bv Jifciiizuila,pres«. 
sure^-coupler up to la Re and using electrostatic actuator measure«. 
iients above that frequency»    At our request they kindly consented 
to furnish uä pressure calibrations of four of our cendinser micro- 
phones ^   Their- curves are presented in somparisoh with the free 
field calibrations obtained by us«   The differences between the 
prassure and-freg field calibrations are generally found, to. be äon- 
sis tent ;w.ith:the ^ff^räetiön-^phenGn^ha. tö.^e^^cted;./^     : ._-._-.     . -7 

OS. ipparatus: 
F      :•=- 

Figurs %^^^,^^_^-^c^--^Ä^tt^^_xäi3^^7^ and the electrical 
apparÄigis._»ssd in making; the _salibrations».- The chamber is a cube 
with" inside. dimensions of 6. ft on a side-.   The wäll construction 
can be.seen in the,«ross-sectdbn.doägl^röf Figo 1.3..   The walls 
consist of 3/k in.. plywQodj jl/Ji in". Bildrite^ (.& standard eonstraction 
material which is used here primarily to give added mass tö_ the 
wall). J/2'jLn.    of -Eiferlrfcfe £an aceustica^y-abjrorberifc liaaterial), 
.and 3 in©   -of cotton batting.   The batting is. loosely sewecL to a 
cotton blanket which is tacked. to_ the wall so support it*    The ex- 
posed surfac& of the cotton is protected by a single layer of cheese 
cloth»   This type of construction has much to rmbm$M it-.B. especially 
as regards availability of materials«, economy of cost and ease of 
consteustipn.   The room is mounted oh h rubber sheckproof vibration 
mounts. 

The floor of the room is reinforced with 2 x 2 in«, wooden 
joists*   It has 2U flush mounting plates into which may be screwed 
short support rpds on whi.cn ä platform may .he mounted for suppörtihg 
a person> or longer support rods for mounting, equipment. 

•'öri the Technique of Absolute Pressure Calibration of Condenser 
^Microphone; s by the Reciprocity Method»-(Psyche^Accustic .Laboratory, 
:farvardThiyetX iy, Report_PHR~Ij.> Becember 1., X9W)   ^,,&Q„ 



The dsaaflias an: extra.ihickness •&.p}sä^t&_tä$p£06ß&Y* 
the hinges and closure are standard refrigerator~type units»   There 
i3 a double sponge rubber seal around the doors« 

Electrical connection to apparatus inside the room is made 

of plugs designed-to sssst aost of our connecting problems,    In 
additioa:'to the plug panel there are -two air inlets (f or whistle 
or siren operation) and an acoustisjally-tight gland which •will ae«= 
conaaodate cables and leads that- cannot be handled 1>y the panel and 
air inlet« 

Tests of :the: insulating proper ties of .the walla and door, con» 
struction show that.f or frequencies above 2 ke iEe^t^smitted sound, 
level is reduced by at least 60 db with respect to the incident level« 
This is in excess of' "the drop in. level to fee expected, from the mas© 
reactance of a rlgid_waiie    At the lower frequencies the transiiiissiöh 
loss äpproacheö tftat-tc öe expected from & mass räw^-eVg,s< at- "l3ö c 
the nsasursd loss is 2k db äs against the 2? db -b« bo ejected from 
a wall --s^liich has 3,6 Tb per sq "ft which is the surface density of 
the wall, .-.'".. 

Figure 1,-U is a diagram of the components of" the calibrating 
system*" The oscill.ator is a Hewlett Packard 205IÄB signal generators 
the output of väiiefe was kept fished äV3Q voKs rms.    Polarizing 
voltage for- the W«EcW0--M source transducer is provided by B bat- 
teries in series iyith.1.5 megohms (to prevent a short across the 
transducer )•-#—-ThecöMeaäer-projects the output of the oscillator 
from the polarizing voltage.    The polarizing voltage used was 180 
volts rathsr than the 200 volts whie'H~TLs normally used when the unit 
functions as a microphone«    The reason for the lower value is to 
keep the "combined polarizing and signal voltage as l35ras ±3 consis- 
tent with both sensitivity and safety against sparläng between t-hs 
transducer diaphragm and back fiate*   Even though the combined" voltage 
pQcLK.  IS /a   v03.i>s  W6   nave  HCVCJ.-   cAjjcx-J-cutrou.   yx-c.6uv.uo«»«  4.H   one micro— 
phone and it may well be that 200 volts polarizing voltage would 
result in satisfactory "operation.   The current in the transducer 
was determined by measuring the voltage drop across & 5 ohm resistor 
built into th« mount for the source.   It is necessary that the re« 
sistor be very close to the source since the capacity of the condenser 
transducer i-s only about $Qt±o.£ and an appreciable percentage of 
current is diverted due to the capacity of the leads to the trans- 
ducer. 

The receiver transducer is mounted directly oh a ganborn type 
lj.3~i!d> -cathode follower. Both the preamplifier.and vacuum-tube 
voltmeter are Ballantine model 300 Electronic Voltmeters*    The filter 
±3 the. Plug-in Tuner described in Appendix Aj it is necessary in 
order to get good signal to noise ratios for frequencies at which 
the response of the condenser microphone or other transducers;, whose 
calibration is:sought, is.low.    This filter5 which is 30 db down 
at- the octave«, was found to bs adeouats and convenient in ths _ •fre- 
quency range 16-100 kc* ^Pcr frequencies bo low 16 kc a Hewlett- 



Packard; Wä^eJlria^zerMode'pL 3-Q©^Ä is used in plaee of the filter 
am vacuu^tiibe""^ "•-:.-..   -""--. -~- 

1,22   The Reciprocity Method 

«a*   T*?>    hati-:^   QJtfe 

28 x, Rudnick and Mv N. Stein, Jö ACous,, Soe, Am. 20. 818 (19kB) + 
3* F4 R,- KacLear-j J. Aeons* Soc* -M. 12, lUö (19li0), 
h. Ao L. DiMattia and F. M. Wiener, J0 Acous. SOG« Am» 18, 3hl (19li6), 
So To H, Bonny J» Acous. Spc; Am*"" 18, h9$(19U6)» 
6C P, Ebaugh'and R. E. Mueser, J* Aeons. Soc, Am, 19, 695 (19Ü7), 

f   s    1 
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ployed the electroäcoustic reciprocity theorem in. the manner given | 
by Maclean?:*    The reciprocity method has been .successfully applied . | 
in the audible arid lovjer ultrasoiiic range in aiss..^« -*., and to | 
higher frequencies, under water •                              '-""_. . I 

._--." .     "    -—•* 

Provided that certain conditions "are .met. v»hich will be di-3« J 
cussed later^ the reciprocity method may be used to obtain the ab- I 
solute Calibration ;of \ .receiver regardless of the possible non» 1 
availability -of""standard sources of previously calibrated receivers I 
in ths fregjiehcy; range und.er consideration and without recourse to 1 
ä detei-mnätiön of sound intensity levels-»   "      _. I 

The reciprocity .calibration requires a source A and. a reversible I 
transducer (?.," in ^addition to the. receiver .B.Khich is to be calibrated*. | 
It has been found convenient te use two different WoEeöUÖ-AA trans» I 
ducers for A and G to calibrate B* which maybe a third W.E,6kO-AA I 
transducer,    A and C are set. up a suitable .distance apart in an                                  '         J 
anechoicI chambere.. Using" G„as.'jä receiver, the open=cir-c.uit volt?«? I 
VCA developed; ifey it in the sound "field produced by sourc^ A is ."_ | 
measured, Then C is replaced by B and the open-=ci^öuit voltage Vg^ --_ f 
developed; by B in thia same sound field is recorded«,.   Finally, A                            \_r-       I 
is replaced by^Q and the ops n»cir quit Voltage ¥gg. developed by B if 
using C äs a seurce "is measured,, as well as the~current input If. | 
to source C»                                        --     .        ..,""-. i 

Let Mg and -M, be the responses of microphones B. and G, raspec- | 
tively, ifr terms of open--eircuit volts per dynes per9 cm-«, Let S^ | 
and Sn *>e ^ne sound pressure levels, in dynes per .era ampere of input I 
current at a standard distance do cm from sources A and C respec- f 
tively. Assuming essentially point sources and point receivers I 
we may now write the following three equations for our three ex- I 
perlmental arrangements.,, respectively: I 

VGA " 0   cT -A _   A I 

:  'aL-sMB- • 3a-aA • %             ' .. I 
d I 



" •"""*   ••••'••-• '  -  -•  ••""_"    .-.;-...  C^J 

''•*£*   £ 

, 4*r7 - - = 

Solving: for M^- we obtains 

y4s ^.v», vV:...;:-...-.ua) *-"»* 

*/* *«.*      Spd 

If the reversible transducer obeys a certain electro-acoustic; 
reciprocity relationship to "be described later-. j^d/Sgd^»: therratio 
of its performance as a McrophOns to its performance as a source, 
is independent of the particular type of transducer used arid is 
equal to 2dA/p.c if voltages and currents are expressed, in the 
absolute units*, abvölts and abamper.es;,  £  is thl "wayeiengtb of 
sound in air in sa and ^ c is the specific acoustic resistance 
of air in cgs units, For voltages and currants expressed in präe- 
f teal !intt.9-   ._ -_   

r? 10' 

2 
Finally we may write for Mg in units of volts per dyne per cm j 

where the factor exp $? d has been included to allow for air absorp^ 
tion, which becomes important at high frequencies- The quantity ec 
is the pressure amplitude absorption coefficient of air in enr-i» 
The factor 200/l80 has also been included because in otsr experi- 
mental arrangement we used l80 volts to polarize the source trans- 
ducers and 200 volts for the receiver transducers« With the ex- 
ception of these two added factorss equation (1*1) i§ identical 
with equation (20A) of MacLeanJs paper3. 

In deriving equation (I»i) we have so far made two assumptions? 
(a) that the transducers obey an electro-acoustic reciprocity re«> 
lationship, and that (b) they behave essentially like point sources 
and point receivers« The vasxeuvy Ox t^sss two con>*j»ti0»}3 tsuSv 
now be investigated. 

To check the validity of condition (a)s two W.E.^liO-AA trans- 
ducers were set up as indicated in Pig« L.5>. fh©y were connected 
to similar, but not identical, polarizing networks of the type 
shown in Fig« leit» We now put a current Ig through the transducer 
E and jneaeure the resultant open circuit voltage v"p developed a- 
cross F as a receiver* Obviously, Vg is proportions*! to Ig if; the 
transducers are linear, and we z&y write Vp g b^ Ig, where b^ corre» 
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LC<ds   (L
2/A)«d,       (1.2) 

where L is the maximum dimemsiori of the transducer face, d the dis» 

-:U 

--3 

pond's, tip.a transfer .impedance in electrical circuit theory and. is . 1 
ä functiolTbr the perfbririance of" E as a source and F as a receiver. | 
Similarly, if we measiire the open circuit voltage VE developed a-             '  | 

_nrnss T>: as a rgcajirar for a current X,-* through ^'JäB-&..sbÜr-CS,-.3=iS.""—.                  I 
may write Vg - b? 1^» The electro-acoustic reciprocity relation- I 
ahn.rt.. 'Condition-.?f=äX— is satisfied "if b-j. = !?•»- Usin^* our tjrsvicus 1 
notation for the responses of microphones and. sources, it is seen 1 
that bx = MffCdQ/'d).?»^ and bg = %(d0/d)S-p« Consequently» the I 
condition that b^ ^"^2 ~s  equivalent to the condition that (Mp/Sp) » I 
(-%/Sg.J-j that isj. the ratios of the performance of each transducer | 
äs a~ microphone ^änd as a source are the same»  :~ . -I 

-.-,--•-..- •        2 

Figure 1*6 shows the observed difference between b^ and. bo in | 
db with the voltages Vg and ?j> both 30 volts. The observational f 
error in •reading the individual voltages and. currents was G«l db. 
Since both-the pair of voltages and the pair of currents were close 
together in magnitude and s:3nce each pair was read on the same in- 

and _it is seer, that the differences observed were within this limit« 
It certainly is fair to conclude that the system is reciprocal- and 
that condition (a) is satisfied. 

The question of whether or not the transducers are point sources 
and receivers is as much a function,of the acoustic geöää&ry a§ it 
is Of the size, of the transducer. Physically the requirement that 
the transducer look nice a. point is that the variation in the dis- ~ >. 
tance from the spot where measurements are to be made to any place --' 
on the surf ass ©f the transducer be small compared to a wave length 
or the distance. This leads to the two conditions 

1 
-tance from the transducer tö the position at which it looks like | 
a point, and A the wave length« The diameter L of a W.E.6U0-AA J 
microphone diaphragm is approximately 1.7 cm and the separation 
d was 30 cm». Hence the first condition seems adequately fulfilled. 
At the upper frequency limit of our calibrations, 100 ke, the ratio f 
of Ifi/ X to d is only ?s?£ and there would consequently appear to § 
be some question as to whether the transducers look like points I 
near this limit»         --        .-~~~L~-- I 

In addition to the requirements (1.2), two other conditions must 
be met. First3 the anechoic room must not distort, the f ield, and I 
second,, the amcmnt of absorption in the air must be determined and \    j| 
incorporated in the equation. This last point becomes of increas- 
ing importance as the frequency ±ti  raised« - ~ 

To check these points., a source and a reeeiver~=bcth of which 
were nr.Ee6i4.O-AA transducers—were set up facing each other and the 
intensity level measured as & function of separation be ween them* ~"  . § 
while the input into the source was constant» Any deviation JCrom _     f- 

• -*•» 
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an inverse square "law •would Be due to one of the above three 
causes and. in the absence of any significant deviation for all f re= 
quencies, it would seem reasonable to assume & safe approximation 
to the conditions assumed in equation (1*1). and-to conclude that 
"a Tree field reciprocity calibration will be va!Ms 

Figure?? 1.7 and 1.8 show.representative data for frequencies 
of 11, 2$3  5>0, 70 and 90 kc. As attempt was made during the 
measurements to search for and include all points having a ma:dmüm 
deviation from the inverse square law. The dotted points are ex- 
perimental and the lines are best fitting linos having a slope of 
6 db per double distance. In Fig» le7, is the neighborhood of 
30 cm5 thö deviation of the points from the line is less than 
£Q_.3 db,. Figure ls8 obtained for a frequency of '90 kc illustrates 
an interesting point of particular interest at high frequencies» 
I/Then the transducers" were lined up with their faces parallel the' 
top curve -of Fig. 1.8 resulted, and it is seen that there is re-s» 
läf-JJiftJjr -ari da aflatterxng -of „pnlnta.  Qn tfeä- Otll©r haiTc! if OH© of 
the transducers is tipped so" that th© planes of the "two faces 
make anangle of %? the scattering is considerably reduced-, as 
indicated by the lower curve* Apparently at these high frequencies 
the 1,7 era diameter faces of the transducers äre sufficiently big 
acoustic reflectors to appreciably alter the field and it is possi*= 
ble by slightly tilting one of the transducers to eliminate suc- 
cessive, reflection betw&eh thenu ~"    - '  ~- - 

With respect to the three factors under consideration here 
the following facts should be noted- (1) The departure frohua 
point transducer is evident at some frequencies at separation» 
of less than 15 or^ 20 cm, but the resulting error is a small frac- 
tion of a db at 30 cm. (2) Errors due to reflections from the 
walls of the chamber as evidenced by the scattering of points from 
the 1-i-nes are less than ,$ db at 30 cm. (3) There is a falling 
off in level at 70 kc and 90 kc for the ^bigger separations due to 
attenuation in air. Using these curves, the attenuation coeffi~ 
cients of air at j?0, 70,, and 90 kc were obtained. They are 
listed in Table I and are compared with Siviari'a values? for un~ 
dried "laboratory air» and for dry air. The air was drier than 
Vivian's laboratory air, having a relative humidity of 25-30$ 
and a temperature of 2lj.,j? C- as compared with Sivian's values of- 
37$ R.H. at 26*p°C, This would account for our values being löwer, 

-:-.J* 

v fc 

7.    L* Jon Sivian, J.» Aeous« See* Am.,,. 19, 92h (L9k7).e 
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'-- Table I '"--.-'-':.-"."        I  | 

Absorption Coefficient in db per ft 1 

- •   - _ , --   . .,5 

««jEiiiSL-. • Fig3» 3-»-.7» 1.8 _ -  atory_ Aig ^ 

59        »3ö-      .-> e6i 1_„ 
^Q .38 - -        ,7.9 
96        .63 .57 

In general it. might be, said that the technique used in, making 
calibrations, has been organised so that an accurate calibration 
from 1 to 100 ko can be p&de in 2^ ör 3. Jiours.   We: have done seas 
preliminary v?ork on utilizing a Sound Apparatus Company recorder 
for taking data, but have not arrived at a satisfactory solution 
as yet.    The calibration-equipment is iüöurff»edT psrmlpnfej^ f OF       y~ 
use by the laboratory personnel as their needs require, 

1*3    GoBsaercial Microphones 

la Fig. 1,9 are shown a number of transducers treated in this 
chapter«   They inslude (a) the W.öE*i&Q•AA condenser micr^ph.ohej 
(b) the W.E.633-A »salfcshaker'' xAopö^isi»^;{ß).1^V.%mtß^GJ^^ 
frequency source, (a) the W.E. high frequency "tweeter" D--I73270* 
(e) the Brush crystal probe microphone;, :(f) the .Perm State small 
_.- JL~*4 -i !._.-! -^   ,_ixi. _«»_l^M.u  / ~\ i.V. —-...m .«,„,«..1 

probe microphone with T^preamplifier, (h) the magnetostriction 
probe microphone, (i) the ribbon transducer. 

In this section we first describe the response characteristics 
of four different models of the WcS.6ij.0-AA microphone, two of them 
of the normal type and the other two modified in sUeh ä v.-/ as to 
improve their high frequency-response by eliminating resonance 
peaks and dips. Vüe thendiscuss four other commercial microphones 
of the crystal probe types the Brush BJ&-101 microphone, the 
"ultrasonic Corporation microphone, and the Massa Standard M-lOo 
and M-113 microphones» The W.E.6i±0-.AA and the Brush BM-1Q1 raic- | 
rophones we have used in the course, of our research; tne remain- 
T_JI«» r.jM^äo niicj^orihonQs trest-s-! in this section 'w&"&^ o*iibrstsd st 
the request öf other laboratories. This service and cooperation 

•mas  justified, we felt, as part of this project because in our 
survey of available transducers it gave us valuable information 
about the usefulness of existing instruments relative to oil? 
frequency range« 

1,31 W.E.-6UO*M Serial Nö«./£l6 

Figure 1,10 presents the calibration curve of the No., 516 
microphone for a distance of 30 cm, without the protective grid 
(see fig* 1*1) in place- and with so'ond normally incident, on t-hs 
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diaphragm^/ :|n the frequency regiö^Tfai'öti- haß beerc^exhäusiäyeiy 
studied in-other itböratoriesj -hsMlj ,up> tp 15 k%-GUT c-sixüra~ . 
tion agrees very well with those reported by other investigator;», 

-Abcve_5hic- .region, via find, that the Ä^P-ODsfe_ärp,gsi off._affc „an a--*;" 
Terage rats of about. I2: db per octal© which would, -indicate-^ äs 
one might expect^ that Sie unit-is .mas-s^Gantroiledv --_;S3§,Mo:'. 

.major departures from a smooth curve are the dips at 31.£-kc 
and at 39.kc.   The lattjr dip and. practically a32 of the" otiier; 

peaks and:, dips at !high£r frsqUenciPs hav§ been f pjind by; the Bell 
Laboratories to be due to resonance in the chamber böMhd thei-•"' 
diaphragm.   They have- found that these' irregularities m^ be. 
eliminated either by filling the back chamber .with hydrogen (BO, r 
as to shift the resonance above lOCTkc) of "öj introducing in the 
chamber a. fine silk grid to damp out the resonance»    The dip at. 
31.5> kc is in a sense an anomaly in that it is not present prt— 
pressure calibrations made by the Bell Telephone Laboratoriesy r- 
In fact we find that the exact magnitude of the. dip is not al- - 

 : » --ft «  <i 31_ ways reprpaucxDi.e ^«s- variations ox ±  UJF c  uuiwve UCB« j.,ouuu;r» ' ~'  - ~ ~ •§ 
though Its presence and location with respect to frequency are 
unquestionable. In Using the W*E9-"6Ü0*AÄ"~tö calibrate" other 
transducers this frequency is generally avoided,, 

I 

The microphones^, as pointed Out above, are provided with a 
gridded cap which protects the diaphragm» For exact-»fork it is 
•preferable to.;dispense with thegfid since _ in the ultrasonic 
range it. is easy to uhähge the sensitivity of the irdprpphohe by 
several "db~by rotating the- grid 3° or 10°~ However, removal of ; 
the-gnidds-not—ai"9?ayp-desirable because of possible damage to 
the exposed diaphragm. Consequently, it is of interest to de- ~z    f 
termine to what extent-"the"grid changes the response. Figure | 
1,11 shows this change when the grid is used. There are some | 
points worthy of note, The_grid increases the sensitivity up; 
to 90 ke. It introduces peaks and dips -= notäbay the one at 
80 kc. It eliminates the dipat 31.b kc. 

:U32W.E.61iO-AA Serial No. &8 

The solid curve of Fig. 1.12 is a free field calibration of   _ 
a W.E.6U0-AA transducer whose diaphragm is more tightly stretched 
in order to increase its high frequency response. This unit is 
equal in sensitivity to the.-previous one at 25> kc, is about 3 dh 
more sensitive at frequencies much in excess of this value and 1. 
about 3 db less sensitive at frequencies much below 25 kc* The       _ -     - .i- 
anomalous dip which previously showed up at 31. £ kc new appears 
at 30 kc. The major- dip which is associated with back-cavity _:. 
resonance appears at 3k. 3> kc„ The dotted curve-of Fig. 1.12 is 
a pressure calibration furnished by Mr. Romanow and Mr, Eawley 
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, The salient features as re» 
gasds a comparison of these two curves are that (1) below 1? kc — i 
the difference is in good agreement with the known diffraction 
correction for this unit; (2) at high frequencies (70*4.00 kc)* 
.where the diaphragm diajneter is large compared to a wave length 
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and where one would expect specular reflection with, its consequent, 
pressure doubling, the difference is 67 db as is to be ejected) " 
(3) the big dip at 30 kc which occurs in the free field calibra- 
tion is net present in any proroujiced Tdegree in the pressure call- 
braticmj (U5 the location of other peaks and dips (but not always 
their magnitude") on the two curves is iTJTgdod agreement. 

Figure 1,13 shows the eff#et on the; free field calibration 
of addingvthe grid to the microphone; of Fig*. !• 12«    Salient points 
are (!) the in^gseise i-n sensitivity.. £2) the introduction of new. 
peaks, and dips> ~and; (3-) the removal of the dip at 30 kc» 

l/3S.-Tlf.öS..6iiÖflÄÄ «o./BBfr-CSpecial)    - .•_: .„  

The solid curve of Fig»" l.'li* is a. Mae field calibration of 
one of the modÖie4 eondensör roicEöphoneSy   The feat^es: which 
make thisij^r:ophone__.dif j|r £[vom. normal^ 6Jffi»AA Mcrp.phones_ age.  
as .follows-: 

1. The diaphragm, is tuned to highe? frequencies^ 
2. In" order-to support this high tuning, an, improved.: clasp- 

ing assembly is used» 
3* The spacing between the electrode and the diaphragm is 

reduced by-10$«.. -     .-. - 
k»    The circular slots in the electrode are-. .covered :with..-_-_ 

acoustic silk cloth whose raaih_ourpose is to.reduce the 
effect- of chamber ^resonance ö^ the motion,of the diaphragni. 

In general, it can be seen that, except for the-|SE>dbv dip at 
31 kc the response is free from dips or peaks greater than 1 db" 
throughont-the ränge 1 to 100 kc.   \ 

In comparison xäth 6UP—AA Serial No. Sk&9 which is- tuned to 
higher frequency but does not have the silk screen, the response 
up to 7 kc is about the smae. Between 7 and .20 kc MH£ is less 
sensitive (maximum deviation about 2 db at 12 kc). Between 20 
and BO kc the response is the same except for the regions of sharp 
dips and peaks while above $0 ke Jfflf? is about 2 or 3 db less sensi- 
tive than £2+8.   

t»Ki uuuuot.i «ja»o yi r 15».- J...U4 its wits pressure caia.-ora'Gzon 
furnished by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. It is interesting 
to note that the peak at h$ kc In the free field calibration is 
not present in the pressure calibration* This is similar to. the - 
effect rioted for 30 and 3.1*5 kc. for the two transducers discussed 
above«    —_y__._.__.-- ;.--- 

1.31*. W.E.6UQ-AA Serial No,. ffi6 

.. This unit is similar in construction to MH50 Figure 1,15 
gives the pressure (dotted curve), and free field .(solid curve) 
calibrations:.! or; this unit. Below %% ke  the sensitivityof i-his" '_ 
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unit drops to. about 3 or 1$ db below that of ;HH5>', but beyond l£ 
-kc the two sLiösöphorissi.ÄS?e within ±1 db tip tö 100 :kas 

g? i - ^  « 

2] 
-. .- -TiiejS^ä.i!U2^..iio_re.QQmmend these microphones as detectors -=! 1 
in the frequency range up to 100 kc, or possibly higher, de3p.it© :/; I 
thsir droppi-ii;g--öhar-aäteristi'Cs-: Workers is. O'JZ' laboratory have  . -._,         .__._ _ i- I 
found them extremely useful* when "employed with » tuned .amplifier^ .'s | 
for investigating the^behavior of high frequency whittles, änalys» ,             :i \ 
ing the ultrasonic spectra-of^animal*Goundss and for other general 
laboratory purposes,    ""^-O^^-- 

1.3$ Directionality properties of W.,E.6Uo~M Microphones 
u 

Our YfcE.pijO-AA condenser .microphohes have been calibrated M I 
only for-perpendicular ihoidence. For. so&e of ©uy work, it is . | J 
essential to.know^hs microphone sensitivity as a..function of ^            5 | 
angle. Some preliminary measurements made, both outdoors and in ä | 
ä dead" room ^.rdisate "that the- Pclar'"esgsnss- pattern is- not- single ---        .= I 
and symmetrical for ultrasonic frequencies,. Representative curve's _     . .     - % 
are.given in Fig« l.lp,. which was made; in a:-'ri«ad room, at-ä dis- . ,           ^ I 
tance of .1 ft from the s ource with the gridded cap removed, and I | 
Fig» 1,1?., which was taken outdoors at a distance of 10 ft from : f 
the- source and a height of 1? ft above a grassy surface with | 
gridded cap on. The curves are plotted as relative response in 
db as a function of angle|. 0° is perpendicular inciaencee    : 

~ -I 

1^6 BTKBELCrystal Microphone BM-101                      - -: | 

In. the search for a microphone caj^ble_o". withstanding--the  —   _: ---— __&•   I 
intense sbmTid"pressure encountered from the siren it was dis- ~"~" ''••.   J 
covered that the Brush Development Company of Cleveland, Ohio               -  > | 
had developed ä receiver called "Standard Hydrophone BM-101"                 "    i   I 
which is relatively flat in response Up to 100 kc when, used                 -------g 
under water. It was claimed that the hydrophone could be used I | 
as a microphone in air for measuring intense sounds, and -be- '- | 
cause of its small size (compared with other hydrophones) the ^ § 
effects of diffraction around the sensitive element would cause >' I 
reasonably small losses in response except at very high frequencies. - I 

It has been found through experience,with this hydrophone, : § 
used as a microphone in air, that its response apparently is not XI 
unduly affected by diffraction and that its overall sensitivity ; 1 
is satisfactory for general work in moderately intense, and in 7" | 
very intense sound fields. Howevers a very serious resonance . | 
peak near 80 kc is so great that practically any frequency measuived - I 
-with-this- rä'icrophcns has -80 ke components in the electrical out- .*.. § 
put. Signals as low as 2 and )4 kc have 80 kc components 30 large, - 
in fact, that the response measured electrically may be seriously 
in error unless electrical filtering is employedV 

in Fige 1*18 the response curve furnished by the Brush Develop- 
ment Company for this microphone operatei in air 'is- compared with 
one obtained by calibration f.n our laboratory* The 30- kc peak is 
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•seen to be nearly U& db high. It may be possible to eliminate 
this peak by some modification of the case or mounting! however s 
the solution is not obvious. Although the Brush Development Com- 
pany has been aware of this difficulty for over 2 years no solution 
has been forthcoming from them* We have not undertaken any re~ 
search to discover the" cause of this difficulty" because of the- 
success obtained -with the microphones developed in this laboratory 
and described in Sect« l.iil, 

1.37 Ultrasonic Corporation Crystal Probe Microphone 

The calibration given in Fig. 1.19 is for a microphone made, 
by the ultrasonic Corporations Its sensitive, element haj a maxi- 
mum dimension of 1/8 In. and is mounted integrally>ith the pfs- - 
amplifier«, Above 30 kc the dnit was found to be relatively flat. 
The response dropped rather uniformly" (£2 db) from ah average of 
,Jl& dbat -30 kc to -102 db at 1ÖÜ kCi The- lay frequency, end wäg 
poor and our investigation indicated acoustic reflection from the 
housing as the major source of the difficulty» We understand that 
since our calibration was made, the microphone- has been modified 
to some extents 

1.38 J&ssa Standard M-106 Microphone 

ft """•-"--""-  ""'!"'  -  _ "      -      l' 

This microphone0 is constructed with a preamplifier and probe 
as one unit» the end of the probe being designed to receive ä small 
(5/8 in. diameter) interchangeable crystal unitj-_The .calibration 
showrTirf "FigV ie2Ö indicates that this «hit is uaeaple at frequencies 
up to about kQ kc with an average response -of about, -8jj> db. There 
are  two sharp dips öf -about h db "at l£ and 22 kc. However, above 
ho  kc the variations in response,. Which, are äs much äs 18 db Over 
a range of 2 kc, limit its usefulness at the high frequencies,. 

1.39 Massa Standard M=113 Microphone 

Another. Massa -unit0-, Model 113, Which is .similar to the M-106 
but smaller, ras also calibrated. This unit has ä sensitive sur- 
face only 1/8 in. in diameter, arid hence is better suited for ultra- 
sonic work« Considerably more time was .spent in studying the 
characteristics of this unit, and several such crystal units were . 
calibrated. Two representative- calibrations are given in Figs, 
1.21 and 1.22. "Crystal unit NO, ll. (Fig... 1,21) was the best One 
calibrated. It has a relatively smooth characteristic except^'or 
the broad dip at about £0 kc. and-the region from 35- to U!tkcr. - up 
to 30 kc the response rises from *1ÖÖ. to -9.7 db| above £C kc it 
rises from;-97 to about -93 "db. Crystal unit No. 12 (Fig. 1,22.) 
is for another supposedly identical unit« It is clear that although 

8, Frank Massa,. "A New Sound Measurement System.^" Communication»/ 
\. (^October-, I9I46), ;    - :':~-'-'-'. 

9t    Frank Massa, J. Acous. Soc/Am,, .20, -H0& (I9li8%       ' -'_ ' 
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the .general character of tha response is similar, above 35 kc the ^ 
sensitivity of the two" is„quite different. The variation is not 
only ife magnitude, but also i.h the frequency at which peaks and 
dips occur« This shows the inaccuracy possible if One were to cali- 
brate one iastrussst of a group zf such units and consider the ~ 

...i•. .^     «-.1JV.„„i»J   ._             .. .     _   
•ssrx-tjuLLr  -ticii^^fi-rieciV^i^t'-=-    —       —        -       -   - ----.- —   , - . - W~ .j,*  - -      - 

Further investigation repealed that.the isountir^ fot* the crystal 
unit in the probe was defective in. that the response of. any of the 
crystal units could be altered by readjusting the way they -were seated 
in the probe söcketi   This is illustrated in Fig» Is23 for unit No« "   " 
12>   the so3id line is the response for one position and the dotted 
line for another«    It can be seen, for instance* that arotrnd liO ke 
changes, of the order of J> to 7 db were obtained, while near US. kc 
the frequency at which the Mfiimum occTXrred:*as changed by ^bout 2 
kc*   -   =.---.- -..:V""r- - '   --"'•'•     - •"---'__"•-       .:   -'  "--'.--' 

=---r—7-^  :^-:^^.^^opnoneaTSöWt^cflä: ^5"PeähIjtate;~"~: ' -'" 

As pointed out at the beginning of this chapter we found it stec- 
essary to construct special microphöhes for certain .of our investiga-» 
tions, there being ho suitable ones available cosinsrciäily. In this 
section we describe five such microphones: the small high frequency 
-crystal probe.,, the'crystal. probe hydrophone* the magnetostriction 
probe.,* the ribbon transducer, $nd the bäritaa titanate pfohe microphone „ 

l.iil Small High frequency Crystal Probe"Aerophone"      ^ 

Figure i».2Uashowsadrawing of the crystal-element used in 
this 33ticröphonf-e It-consists of "four small x-cut Röchelle salt 
©rystals connected in parallel with two leads attached, the overall 
dimensions, of the assembly being S&& in* x 3/l$- in« x 1/li in« It 
was purchased from the Brush Development Company in this form. The 
capacity of the ensemble is about 2(X3/i^at the upper C'irie tempera» 
ture=» about 2l|°Cfr "-- 

In Fig. l,2Ub is: illustrated the treatment given the. element 
to make it waterproof and provide on« of the leads with, a double 
shield» A strip of celltite NeOprerie, 1/32 in, thick, whose-pur- 
pose was to provide pressure release, was wrapped around the four 
««.;irjAg isavin^ the frönt and hack o^ens Four coats öf fairl" thi-h 
glyptäl, with a total thickness of about 0*0.01 in65 were applied. 
The. uni\> was next painted with Aquadag to serve as a base for copper 
plat inc..» The cogpsr was plated in such a way as. to extend down to 
the braiu^u cooper shield which surrounds the central conductor- =-""  
one of the leads to the micrgphpne« After another four coats of 
glyptäl paint the shielded conductor was pulled through a 3/8 in«, 
OD metal .tube,, the shield being insulated from the walls of the' 
"tube» The fix in this tube was sufficiently tight sotriät the ce'ft-, 
teal _c_Qhductor with its shield and outer insulation was held: in 
place and the crystal unit, which Was about l/lrin* from the end of 
the tube, was s-apported only by this flexible Conductor with its - 

•—'-'••- -—flor?»^* • 
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various, coatings. . Then the otlwi Z.c~?.. ^s prll^rl +v,f,Q"f*!_ t^^f^r^L 
layers and exposed so that it .could be competed; to a second copper 
plate, the. application of which constituted the final step in the 
process:* 

The purpose of the inner shield is to isolate the signal^ ^sr--r- 
gridj lead from the ground. The grid-cathode inpedancs is thereby 
increased.-by thg -factor (1-a)"^-, where a is the gain of thsstage,, 
and consequentiy the; effective gridp.eatKoii.e espsicity eaa be 1®pt 
low^» At the same- time,, th© capacity between shields appears a-. 
cross the cathode load-and, since this is effestively quit© low, the 
capacity between the. shields has no effect until very high frequencies 
are reached*^ 

f «f reason it is so important to keep- the input impedance high 
is that the capacity of x-cut Eochelle salt crystals changes marked!; 
in the neighborhööPL of-the Curie, pcigfa. one of •which. i§. very close 
to normal room temperaiures# But the piezoelectric constant, t?hich 
gives the voltage generated per -unit applied pressure, regains rel- 
atively unchanged.-^ Thus^ provided the input impedance of the 
eatheds is very high compared vrLth the ispedanoe of the crystal the 
sensitivity of the. microphone will be relatively independent of temp- 
erature-- ... •_—•--• 

--.--.=-.. _-f-l^^pre.a^;ifisr circuit is diseussed in Apüshdix^U 

•The completed unit is shown in Fi-g5 l»9f* The overall length 
is 12.5 in*., approximately hali: of it being taken up by the crystal 
and its associated rod and half by tue .preamplifier« It has been 
found to be quite important to avoid having extended flab surfaces 
on the preamplifier housing since at the high freqüencies for which 
the microphone is intended even small fiat areas will give appreciable 
reflected beams. Of the two cables leaving the back of the pi?eamp- 
lifie? on&  carries the signal and the other the voltage supply for 
the preamplifier tube. 

Figure lc2£ gives a free field calibration of the microphone 
in air. In making the measurements for the calibration, the 
crystal was oriented so that the 5/l6 in. dimension shown in Fig. 
1*21}. was parallel to the direction of sound propagation* The 
voltage response is given in do relative to i volt per dyne per cm*. 
The^voltage is the actual volts delivered to the grid of the cathode. 

•s . t 

IQ* Fo &» ?®vnm%  Radio- Engineers Handbook (McGraw-Hill, New York. 
19h3) p. WO. 

•11» The use of double shields seem«, to have first been initiated by 
Ifeneklasen and Morrow» B«. s» Ve^klaseu». J» Aeons:. Soe. Ant., 

12 o   W*P0 Mason, Slectromsghanical Transducers and Wave Filters 
CP« Van Nostrahcf/ 'MewW^^l^l^^ 



£<3iiöW33P-s th#-gain of/the electrical system having been subtracted' 
'•[by- «ist» _aar la*? rronm. w^ibsatiinj resistor. Is. the range .1-50 kc the 
response is flat- t< • Täthin +lj> db and is Squ&i to -97.£ db. At 
50 kc th$ response drops rapidly to about ~H2 db and never: again 
regains its low frequency sensitivity. This drop in sensitivity is 
due to the fact that 'ths ssave length is about aqusl to « diuSBSiOn 
oftMe „erystal.ensembiQ and there Vis a consequent cancellation of 
pressure on the ;fsee- of the crystal. 

Figure ,1*26 shows the. response- of the unit when it is operated 
with the l,4i-ihc side show**in-Fige jL«2U päralisl tolthe direction 
of sound propagation^ Kith this: orientation the responss to fre» 
qussöies in the.range SÖ-1QQ kc is superior, no that just discussed, 
the. low frequency response (1-10 He) is the saps äs for-the pres-" 
vicus orientatdoii» and therf is considerably more variation in re- 
sponse in the frequency range l0-i?0 kc* For applications whero it 
„is desired to view the form of a sound wave all of fiipse sighifi« 
cänt components are lower than 50 kc, the orientation corresponding 
to Fig. 1.25 is preferable* For an investigation of the harmonic 
structure of a wave whose harmonics in the range 3>0-*lÖÖ kc are of 
interest, the orientation GOM^sponcing to Figs 1»26 i? preferable* 
Because this latter response is not flat it is not suitable for ob- 
taining an accurate oscilloscope picture of the wave but it can, of 
course, bemused to get tne Fourier components of a sound wave« 

Figures 1*27, 1*28, and 1.29 show the polar response of the 
ndcrophorie from 9 kc to 100 kc© Below 7 kc th§ total angular varia- 
tion is 2 db or less. The 0° direction corresponds to the oriental 
tion used in obtaining Fig« i.2S$ the 90° direction is the Orienta- 
tion of Fig. 1.26„ 

It was pointed out in the discussion of the response curve of 
Fig. 1«2.|? that the drop at 50 kc was due to the fact that the wave- 
length was comparable to the crystal siae, One would consequently 
expect that when used in water, where the velocity i3 more than 
four times higher, the response would be flat to above 200 kc. While 
this frequency was not reached in the calibrations, measurements show 
the microphone to be reasonably flat up to the top frequency used, 
15*0 kc. Figure 1.30 shows the results of such a calibration. The 
orientation is the sameas that used in Fig. 1*25?. The average re- 
sponse is ^97»$ db as it was for airborne sound waves* There is 
reason to believe that the dip which occurs at 125 kc is illusory^ 
it is probably due to an inhomogeneity in the calibrating sound, field 
too small in area to be detected by the reference microphone. 

Figure 1.31 shows some polar response curves in water« The 6° 
direction is that for which sound propagation is parallel io the 
5/16 in. edge of Figo lc2kb» At 100 kc the total angular variation 
is less than 5> db« At 20 kc it is less than 2 db5 as it is for ail 
frequencies below 20 kcB 

./e have also made some "measurements of thr vffeet of tempera- 
ture on the sensitivity of the microphone» This will include effects 
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due to the variation of dielectric constant-and p^saoslect^c coa» I  i 
stant of the crystal and also possible vsrisMon in>the iaput is- •  I 
pedance of the amplifier. We consider first the effect of varia« !  1 
iion of dielectric ccmstär..t. i 

•Figure 1*32 .shd3rs~ the equsvsssnt input: cirault- Sin«« ths — ' —- = -•    I 
crystal ensemble represents & finite., relatively high impedance^ - J 
any variation in its capacity will appear as g variation in the | 
signal &pplAGiä to the preamplifier, unless the Istt-sr has an in» 1 
finite impedance« To de^ermLöe the effect of crystal capacity f 
change on the sensitivity of the unit, an electrical calibration I 
was made at several frequencies ttaüe the temperMure of the crystal ,  § 
enseaiDleass vaeiede The results are shown in ^.sblaXI«_ i  1 

.-- Table II     -      - -  1 

• _..-       ---- Less 3m -db vs Tempt^sSiire -   \- - . _  i . i 

•Pflran«. Prsaü^scV in ks- 

% -; 1 
•a»     - 3: 100 iSo; 

2»? --.    .4 ": S' 3~k 3»£j. "---"liW. 
iU.8- •ft ,6_ i.U 3-1 —4*--? 
Tfl rt     - .1. :    '          rf i o *=S      « i     _ 
•»we v •*+ «=s*~ J-.J «•*7 UeX 

20.0 •3 A ici 2«5 3.9 
2Ie0 •5 JT 1,0 2^h 3.6 
22.1 .3 .u «9 2,1 1 '• 
23.1 .3. . - •u. 1.0 1.9 •a 1 

24#0 '  .3 .b. .8 i    ö 
Sty7 

23.0 .3 .1* .8 1*9 2.8 
26.0 .3 .u ,8 JL«-G 2.7 
27.0 »3 ~ .u .9 1.8 2.6 
28.0 .3 .4 .9 1.8 2.7 
30.0 .3 .It .9     - 2.1 3.1 
32.1 .U oU 1.0 o I, 3.5 

Using the data at £0 kc and crystal capacity of 3»oughIy iSQ^ydt - 
at 26°C the change in gain from 3°C to 26°C would indicate a 
total effective input capacity of about 6 /y*£, if. tTs assume that 
the dielectric constant is reduced by a factor of 0«5_oVa? lihis 
temperature range... This indicated a reduction by a factor of 
about 0.2 in the actual input capacity.. due to the-cathode Soll&mv 
action«. . 

Then, in order to cheek the overall dependence-on temperature, • 
the microphone isras calibrated in a 12 kc free field (in air) 
throughout the temperature range 12°C to 37°v? The results are 
shown in Fig» 1.33« It is seen that the total variation is sensi» 
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tiv$&y-4.3 -only -'0.9 dp., -of which 0.2 :db is. due to the variation of 
dielectric «örätant-(see Table: II). 

In conclusion-it may be well to -poisfc out uses -for which the 
siorophons seems -es&raaily- suited»   During the first year and a half 
•sftfr its completion it was used in investigating properties of in* 
tensis aii'borrje waves, for which purpose the crystal D^eäfbic itself 
should be iinsar for pressure amplitudes up to 1 atmosphere*    1^ 
has proved to be a- desirable instrument -particularly for measuring 
fields in- .confined regions and for investigating the ohangs in WaV§ 
form which accompanies-Jihe propagation of intense sound waves*    It 
is possible with a flat amplifier &n& oscilloscope to show graphic« 

±n. shape from sinusoidal to saw tooth for intense ally the -cfeange 
waves whose fundamentäl is as high as 1$ kc (See Chapter II TT-.N *; 

In water and solid-water mir&ures (such as saturated sands) 
it has been used -extensively as a probe for explcring sound fields 

^n^Hiära-ng-attsnuatiOn--measTV!^ssntMiS 

Ii.-fj.-2   Crystal ft'öbe I^rdr-ophone   

The crystal probe aicx'ophone described in Ssct. Iviil when used 
as a hydrophone was found suitable for the investigation of attenua- 
tion in mud*   In such investigation it was essential not to disturb 
the receiving, element during, a series of measurements- as. explained 
in Chapter v..   for this reason, in-order to mage xssssuSsments ät 
several distances from a souree over an exfceAdöd. period of time, 
it was :neces«airy to employ several units simultaneously0 

A group of eight hydrophones were constructed similar in design 
to the original shown in Fig, l,9f except that they employed a 
heavier walled supporting tubs lA in. in diameter terminated in a 
flexible cable instead of a preamplifier»    For simplicity these 
hydrophones used & common cathode follower to which each could be 
connected in turn as a measure of its signal was desired.    They 
proved very uniform in pressure sensitivity«.    At a givon frequency 
the total spread of the eight units was less than k db as deter» 
mined by comparative measurements at each of four frequencies:    10, 
20,  30 and UO kc. 

'Tha hydrophones- proved «stirsly satisfactory and ^ppsarsd-to 
be completely unaffected by submersion in water over periods, ef 
months at a timeT They wei& ciso vxsif*?cted by pressure change» 
acconpaaying evacuation of the test chamber and restoration of at- 
mospheric pressure while submerged in water« 

At the completion of the said studies some of. these hydrophones 
wers employed as microphones -in air*    It was fouK,d? that unlike tbsir 
prototype described in Sect. l.fjl, they were not as satisfactory in 
air as in water.    The larger, heavier brass tube which served as a 
support and the slightly closer, and more rigid mechanical coupling 
between the sensitive element and the support used in these* units 
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were satisfactory for operation of the Jh^&rophöhes whsre acoustical 
loading was provided try the water surrounding the tube. Homver., 
in air^ acoustical pickup by the tube was transmitted to the sen- 
sitive elessnt thereby causing an interfering electrical signal» 
This interiering signal was in some cases nearly as great as that 
using measured?        --- "   ^ » - 7 

3t was found possible tö decrease this pickup by wrapping the - 
suppciftihg tube ^wiifch. ajdsnge., absorblng~inateriaX- such as .Mortite 
or Pisstiesne ans^edvering this with a cloth.tape such m ütilitapö« 
The finished Unit including ah extension of the supporting tube 
U3?d for dating ±ä  shown in Fig, 1..34» The electrical signal 
caused b;ya given sound level striking any part of the supporting 
tube was röducW7töTa"7leV8l at least 18 -db below the signal eausad- 
by the sains sound striking the sensitiv© element itself» This 
for most uses is' a satisfactory degree of isolations 

A few hydrophones were converted by this technique and used 
successfully as microphones- Their calibrations in air were very 
similar to that for the first microphone probe of this type shown 
•»•*» •fMo'e., 1    9£._9Q  " 

1.U5 Magnetostricticn. Probe Microphone 

7n Masufessnt of' intense scund fields-whers large pressure 
gradient.*'" <-vf •high order harmonies '(100 kc or more) occur, the de«> 
tex^nation.of intensity levels requires a "point" receives© Dur-= 
ing a search for üxs&h a device a magnetostriction probe was sug- 
gested by Dr. Fc 7« Hunt of the Acoustics Research i»aböratcry, 
Harvard University« In that laboratory such a probe^ had been con= 
structed Äiid although it was insensitive it had the advantage of 
being very -small (the sensitive element was only l/8 im in dia- 
«nat A«* Off' "I ~/R   "5 *1 ^\ r\r>f*   ^ 

We designed and built a similar one, shown in Fig, I*3>> as 
well as in Fig. l»9h, with linear dimensions scaled to 1/2. In 
its finished form the sensitive element consists of a hard nickel 
ring l/l6 in, in diameter and l/l6 in. long with a ..OiiO in«, hole 
through the center. It was wound toroidally with 100 turns of 
No. h$ wire., This assembly was mounted on a probe so as to allow 
radial contraction and expansion under varying applied pressure» 
The ring was magnetized along its cirouiTiferenee and O^esated o« __ 
remanenee.» -.    _.^_„-. 

Upon completion of the aasercb^ tasts indicated its sensi- 
tivity to be approximately -180 db relative to 1 volt pei dyne 
per cm2 and its impedance of the order of 15 ohms* 5Tni'3" sensi- 
tivity is very small but was thought to _be usable for- very isrbense 
sound fields such &s  encountered over the siren or electromagnetic 
vibrator» 

It should be pointed out that the response of such a device 
is not flat but rises with frequency* Because it is operated far 
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below its fissat «teehanicÄl .resonance, the def örmaticn of the miörö~ ? j 
phone element is ixt phase -with the pressure change and proportional ••" i 
tö it- while the voltage generated by the microphone is proportional ] 
to the amount of deformation and to the frequency of deformations - J 
thus the voltage output increases linearly with frequency» This 1 
has some definite -advantage in the analysis of sounds containing. - | 
harmonics which are small in intensity compared with the fundaashtal '_• 1 
in that less- filtering is required to isolate the harmonic compopshts» -' f 
If. the sensitivity could he increased this type of micrpphsn© sight»' 
be very 3>?vic*?a%lCi;.£-^ --                            " .              .    . 

This niierophöne was damaged by touching the electromagnetic 
vibrator during operation, Because of its very low sensitivity the 
probe was never restored to -opsratione ~- .- ; 

le.lUi :R±bbon ilicr:>phöns ; -""-_--' r; 

The Gibbon.transducer, shown in Figii.?i, is based on designs ;
; 

made available by the Evans Signal Laboratory. It.consists of_:an 
aluminum füll ribbon 2 in,, x $/i$ in* ~x 25 miero^in, suspended in . ; 
the field of a magnst, 'ilrji  overall dimensions of the magnst are 
about 8 in« x 6 in« x 3 in», with conical pole-pieces and ä 3/8 in« 
wide air gap. ± field strength oir-yuCp gauss is available.« _Th© 
ribbon is fastened between two -brass blocks whAeh clämp on the pole?* 
pieces- T-he; blocks are open front and b&ek« It- is possible to 
put a reflector at the rear opening^ and position it at 1/2 wave- 
length from the ribbon, giving an additional 6 db 'output« 

Figure 1*36. shows the response of the transducer as" a micro- '' --- 
phone« It will be noted that the ireqaenqy response is relatively 
flat up to 100 kc,o While the voltage sensitivity is low, the low 
impedance of the unit (0»3 ohm) gives it a fairly high power sen«. _ 
sitivity, permitting high amplification before thermal "noise level 
is reached. The large size of the transducer makes it unsuitable 
for certain applications in which the radiation field must be kept 
undisturbed, but its wide frequency response makes it a useful 
microphone for many purposes. 

i«li£ Barium Titanate Microphone 

The continued need is? a small "point" microphone led te the 
development of the "barium titanate probe shown in Pig«, l«37a with 
an enlarged view vf the crystal element in Fig« lo37b, .it was 
dejsired to have a microphone, of great stability which could Be sub« 
jected to acoustic intensities? of 10 watts per cm'2* or greater and which 
at the same time would have a flat response of usably hijh value 
for sound frequencies from 10 to 100 ke» _._.._---.-        • 

The Jbariua titanate probe meets these requirements, and can 
be built in any research laboratory with the tcols normally avail- 
able by a person of .moderate skill and patience» , 

The sensitive element is a hollow cylinder of barium titanate 
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ceramic; i/16 in» ;in; di^peter- and 1/1& in» long, with ä waH. t$ytefe 
ness of »012 in». 3%Ls. material! was,chosenfor Jöver^ reasons.«. 
It can be; molded and fired in any convenient ,shape| Once fired* 
it has e^remeiy highdielectric constant (approaimaiely 1200). 
and thus ah element- of relative^ M^i capacity. can he obtained' 

•with a eS^sicaäiy small s-$g&*7 F^rt!ier^4)Z«^~-Wä^^ 
be polarised in. any direct ion by the application of a biasing.. 
voltage cf.sufficient strength and duration* SQ that it.bfecoäes .7 
ferroelectric. .thereaft?ir.5 pressures applied to. it ^produce: egs-. 
posit-e charges upon its electrodes, proportional tö She.pressure 
applied« These charges can then be detected in the usual manner5 
as for any pisaoeiectric crystal» .     "...--     -,.       

the overall length of the instrument is a matter .of choice  . . 
and should be suited to the particular application. In-order to 
minimise the distort-i-en of the free sound field by the .introduce 
tiph of themcrjaphoneJ^jsras made, long so. that, clamps and supports 
could be -kept far froin the point^ of rasasurament*    ~  .    -• 

4 difficult problem encountered in the design of a mcrophone 
with euch a si~all sensitive element is that Of obtaining sufficient 
mechanical isolation of the element froja-lits supporting members.. 
so that sound striking the supports will not be. carried mechanic» 
ally to the .elenfönt.» If any such .mechanical conduction should occür^ 
the measured. electrical response becomes a function öf jsound in- 
tensity at points in the field remote from the element itself and 
renders the microphone useless for precise work. Isolation should 
be at least 20 to 30 db for use in "a feasombiy uniform sound, field 
and must be 1.0 to J>0 db~if the field, varies greatly in Tntensrqf 
asxi if accurate, me_as.ureme.nts are desired at the minima while the 
supporting numbers may pass through one or more maxima» 

 Theoretically, one .might obtain such isolation by supporting. I 
the element by a thin filament» But since the element must be 
positioned accurately and must be held securely in position during 
measurements» a filament support cannot be used in general and 
some stiffer mounting must be employed. The construction actually 
chosen represents a compromise between these two opposing mechani- 
cal requirements» Acou&ticaily soft materials have been used to 
position-the element en its supports and materials with high a- 
coiistic damping häjy? x>aen pläea.d xSi coütäct with äjxjr acoustical 
conductors, needed for. stiffening the- structure- 

Figure 1«38A shows a longitudinal -section diagram of the mic- 
rophone tip. Tne eleassnt is provided with firedr»on silver electrodes 
on its inner and ««^f cylindrical surfaces» It is mounted so that 
sound pressure will effect a radial contraction of the cylinder,. It 
is supported on a No. 21$. fbrmsx insulated copper wire -shich series 
also as a central lead? The element is positionsd by two latex 
rubber washers which provide a compliant support against which it 
can contract and which also, provide some degree of acoustic Isola- 
tion against vibrations which may exist in the central, wire. Tha 

i • m 
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washers -algo close the SndS'.Pf the. cyiindjsr againg.fc_t;}ie sound.prae« 
sure«,  .Electrical, connect ien- to' tha inner electrode. Is provided by 
means of four -..Q0Q5- in. diameter- piatihus wires, whjfeh are spidered 
to the central lead and pass around one washer and are pressed into 
contact, with the electrode*   4 thin layer s? iJuco seme$b.i3 then 
applied to Six the position of tfcass, W&res and. to i^äuf e; tarrö-fjhing 
of the^l^er electrode b!On:iliN2r in the latex rWbw mear the .points 
of contact«?;^ ~     — 

Further app^i^t-ions sf By.Cv cement cover the sxpOSw w*d's^r• 
S&ües of.the slsmantiT the end^öf the imsr, lead,, and: the area. Tthere — 

the piatiB1^. ife^S; are soldered*    This cjeaeat provides ä necessary 
stiffening ägsdi'-ist- -Ijpagitüdinal, displacements»   It algs probably 
decreases the acoustic iss-lstion but son», oomprprd.se is isseessayy 
at .thisjppa^fe:*      -^       _ •-"--. -        . -     . ,.^ 

The central lead passes through a length of thin walled l/l6 ino 
monel tube in which it.4a located, centrally and held in position by 
Piasticene, & type of permanently soft modeling clay^ whichfills 
the space between the two conductors..   At either end of the l/l6 in. 
tube a plug of Ducp cement prevents any slow leakage of the Plasti- 
oene 0? josVasssnt of the wire off center .in handling the instrument« 
The microphone element is positioned so that there is a space of 
approximatelly 1/32 in» between it and the end of :Mi§_ tube0   This 
space is partially filled, with, latex, rubbers   The hon-cpnductd:fjgr _ _____ 
«öjrfapes are painted with a- graphite suspension, and the erhole tip 
electroplated with copper to a thickness of apprpxiDiately ,000i?in«, 
The catenoidal shape of tha electroplating between the tuba and 'tlis_r 
element wais thought to .be more ccapLiaTit^tian s cylindsr of the 
same tMoIsässSs.._   ___,_-     "--• ~'_     -'!' -~~ •- — ^-:—-—_--;   ..--=_____,   __ 

•: Figure -le.38B shows a more complete sectional view at reduced^ 
scale*   The 1/16 in» tiabe joins a larger tubs: again filled with '-' 
Plasticene*   This in turn joins to a short length of flexible 
sMelded-cable terminateTd'in an änphenoi i/l in» coaxial connect- 
tor.   In this form, the microphone was first checked.   The response 
was satisfactory, agreeing well with the value estimated from the 
electro-acoustic coupling coefficients of the barium titanate el~ 
ezasnt.   However, in 3pite of all precautions taken, the acoustic 
pickup at some frequencies due to sound striking the supporting 
tube was only -13 db below the signal generated by sound of the        
same intensity acting dir-eötüy upon the »ensiti^ eleasnt* 

In an attempt to decrease acoustic pickup along fche tubs the 
latter ssas covered: with two layers of superfine Fiberglas (rhich 
in previous transmission tests was found tö give betterjthan 1$ 
db attenuation per layer),.   Surprisingly,, this increased the pick- 
up instead Of decreasing it as was expected«,    This, effect may be 
accounted £or by the increase, in area.of the instrument and a 
possible jüapröved acoustic impedance match between air and the tube. 
It was._the.n.decidedt.o restore the impedance;MsmäT>ch-'by adding 
an outer metal tube, supported only hj- a layer of superfine Fiberglas 
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~ae*wäfia*he two ss shown in Fig* l^ÜG*   Thisi Workes?ad^l^abl^e 
Aceuä§ic pickup d'je Hö sound striking, the "suppc-fcb y?as ät le~as& itö 
to 50 db belcfvfthe sigy&l" obtained by tue same intensity .of spaM   ' 
striking the sensitive element directlyc   The only f tirther addition 
was a short section of large? tube to which clamps might be- deciiredi 

This instrument was calibrated, with, appropriate filtering* 
in the- free field generated by a w:0E.6!iO..AA condenser njicrpphpne 
whose.output had been rprörioiisILy determined by the reciprocity 
method»   The resrltS of the calibration for sound iticidsöb normal 
to the axis, "of' the psy-M. ai?e shown in" Fig.» 1*35-3 the abscissas are 
frequency- (.1© to 100kef., the prdinates are db relative to 1 irolt 
per dyrp per ssi *   They ;are increasingly negative Upward, & higher 
point imicatisg less sensitivity-.    The lines are separated by $ 
db intervals«.   The upper curve was determined for aierophone BT 
l?o» i>*   Two setsof data, indicated by thf cycles and crosses? 
______    —»  1 - J : i J. J^—i_  _3j;t>j*_«ü.^ü.  ^.-uv•i.j sr   cv_£hr\~.jUA._ ^3 «;«>1.A_« ._ 
WBfö    UUlrit.LI.RSU.    UÖXilg    linu   U I l ICl.CllU    Vie*ü~.i. »upVA   tr*tt*v*tt-'?'Atv  «**v*-vlfc.,»iv» *•».». 

as sources.   The agreement between the two s#ts: of data, is in geaffal 
better than 1/2 dh;   Tfe average deviation of the points from the 
curve is also: less than 1/2 db While the curve itself, is fiat within 
+1 db from 10 to 1QQ kcY   The lower curve is a prelimi4ary calibra- 
tion for a second microphone of this type«   The newer microphone 
BT. $oj:6 is- actually about 3; db more :sehs£tiveLand"possibly hay? a 
flatter •feequency response thän7its ^predecessor'-'EEL ~1ps,:Ü* '--''--} 

Figure 1*1^9 shews the: pela^ response :.0f |f -jB~" t for710/ 30/ ~ 
.andJit^UtSs._ Snsupää-atiPnLjLs .i-egs_tHä.r'" Ij&j -tihV:   Figurei-UV shears: "  
the polar response oflthe -micEophöne forBÖ^ .iTfLand- 9£.jkc.c- :HS|?S:_ ."_..-"_. 
more iötißeäble variations are in evidence. . The Worst eohditipn is   - ~ 
äü 90 ke where there is a total variation pf about 6 db.:   This varia- 
tion may be caused by the presence of a sizable nick known to be pre- 
sent in one ©nd of thelelement0    The element of the newe¥ microphone 
was carefully ground on each end to eliminate all Uicks- and uneveh-^17 
ness and the preliminary measurements indicate a variation in pblair 
response of 1 db or less even at 90 kc» 

The barium titanate microphone, though low in: ssnsitivity, ia 
useful for precise measurements in sound fields as. low as '90- db 
acoustic .sound level in air when sharp filtering may be employed-, 
It is useful without filtering at intensities: above' 120 or .130 4b • | 
at frequencies up to 100 kc6    The instrument can be used as a hydro- 
phone with even better performance characteristics.    it is possible, 
that by a choice of damping^ materials with lower dielectric .con» 
stan > and by shortening of leads an increase in sensitivity of "as 
much as 6 to 10 db.might be obtained,     -    - "'. .;  -z---^'. 

-.. lv.£   High Frequency Sources -.-   '-•'"'     - 

The ultrasonic "sources we use in much pf our sfprk weite devel^ 
oped and built, in our or?n laboratory. Especially noteworthy among 
these $?© the high power siren and the electromagnetic, vibrator, 
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which a# d#sc^^^^ ~ ;  .        . . j^ 
whistles and jet-edgg gystsss treated" in Chapter TÖU.. '".'In $*» P*^~ ^?- 
sent section we discussfirst several ooitoereialiy available sources 
commonly thought pf as low frequency devices but useful, also äs ~ 
source s-at „hl-gh -fe-e^Snciess --aM last^,'thi ribbon "'tj^e-ti'^is-.-• 
dwpw*" "a»'"'"Sr.'SpüTv^r" •-="i-~-;^=---—^=4— ^-^==J-—•--_^=-- ..--—._    ------     ._      -^_     ... _ . ___   _    -^ 
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The W«E.:#li^^ _/ 
source for our frequency -rasp*    The output of such ä tränsdtjcsr ^—1 
was obtsdaed äs a"%prödüct oftse ealibrätlöfi i^thod c^plaihad ". ^   f 
in Sect» le22.   Ih» output öf the i^ansdUcQ^s., shown in the curves 
of Figs. l-U?*^** is here defined as the aeöuätiö signal la db. ~fr 
relative tor lo^*? •watts per.cE^ at a distance of 30-era whan, a . j; 
30 volt rms signal is applied"to an"-ün^idd^-WeE^UQ-M trans- 
ducer which is polarised by 180 volts»    As sound sources they 
axe seen to W^äsönlbly"flatr äpiöve 1!5 "Hcj pärracx^ärly in $hf—~ T 
Case öf the ffiod^isd units^iH^-and' "Ä ^^V^b^?)?'-^»**-  " """ 1' 

70 db.    Below 15 kc their response drops off at the rats cf be- 
tween Ik and 15 db per octave - for constant driving voltage« 
The conditions which produced the dips in the rsspöhsfLöf the 
units as ree^iv&rs are seen also; to aff eöt tneir response.-as 
souEses, cf'„. the dips at 32-*Fkc and 39 kc in Figs? 1.10 and lia* 
and the-dips at-30 and 3U.5 kc in Tigs. -1*12 and 1*M*_ 

Tiffs have-found -the response •^-thi-s-t^se- zf—trangduceras. a 
source to oe as stable as that of the unit äs a detectors    Over 
a period ö£L about 6 months, changes With a maximum magnitude of 
about 1 db- have been öbäeryedr   Fpr^routine calibration work it 
has been found feasible-to use these calibrations for the unit 
employed äs ä speaker and to calibrate microphones by placing 
them 1 ft from the unit, without the auxiliary step of measuring 
the acoustic level with a calibrated microphone,,    this is gener- 
ally not possible for frequencies Very much lower than 10 kc be- 
cause of the rapidly decreasing output as the frequency is de- 
creased below this point, and an auxiliary sound source must then 
be used. 

1.52--W.J5»633-A "Saltshäker" Transduced 

Figure l.lj.6 gi*es the intensity in db (re 10' -° watts per 
cvS) at 1 ft from a W.S.633-Ä "saltshaker" üiicrophone pictured 
in Figa i«°_b when driven by ä-constatit current of 0«! a&psre. 
Although the output characteristic is not smooth, the results 
indicate it is a fairly intense source.    For most of the region 
Jb.«60 kc the response is betten 90 and 100 db.    Above 10 kc the 
current input W-T^e increased to about 0.25 amp giving" an in- 
crease Of about .8 db in intensity*   This source has been utilized 
in the study of animal reactions to ultrasonic waves and doubt« 

S3 
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Soa© preliminary -8ieasureiasnts, of the output from Jt.$ to luQ 
kc of a-$f*E « 713=S hi^h fs^^uensv source f wi.ctur#d in l^L&e 1^9c:^ 
ara given in .Fig. 1.U7.    It is seen that up to 10 fee the int@s= 
sity at 6j> cm from the source is ;hetire»n löö .and 110 do.   Above 
•this' £^^mnQt fchs average level dropsj^adualjly to about &$ db 
at 5>Q fee assd thsa rises- toabout-SS -ab -£t .10 fee©   Höi;jsvsr:? in 
comparison Mththe ököiM/tssriSaUcer as a source- tfes TS.EU7i3-G 
does not hsve mueh-mor? output in tjse high gvaqvAizsj rang© -srhiie 
it does ,haVe the d&8adV4ntaJa..of a- päititrade of SMES_ dips and 
peak& of sapä than 10 db throughout the ranges - 

leSU. W,^ . 

v5   .^^eli^ipa^ iaestfiil^Iäints ^r^tiäl'"paepiro._Qf är Ssg»; JEsssstsr 
(pictured in Pig, !U9d) are -given in Fige l?i$.   The output 
level teilen. 4@ aM^ltX) .feevaries; between 79 and 90 db-with 
sharp dips andspeaks throughout thei range». 

l.£5   RihhonMiGrpphoneas.Spur.ee 

£he ribbön trä^dücer pictured in fig« l*?i #nd diseuMsd   - 
in Section iJsis; **?£ calibrated .with and tiithööt a horn to de^: 
täraine its radiation characteristics,   The horn tsas a cone of 
1 OWUttUgU-^eii    UiV00oocvvJ.Oa   nuxyil   AQOOPUOU   V"   

VU
^   * AVUVM   OWJ/J;W* V© 
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x z in? aad a^mouth 3 in, x U in.., and was 9 1/2 in* long» 

FromrFig,lel\9 it ean be seen thatthe response is fairiv 
flat up to 100 fee and it is probably rather flat from 1Q0 to 
200 kcs since there is no indication of change in its impedance 
in this range.   Figure 1.3$ also shows the increase of low fre- 
quency sensitivity and the introduction_of a deep dip when the 
horn is used.    From 6 to So fee, the intensity at 1 ft is approxi- 
mately 82 db with the horn.   Since it ig safe te operate thiis 
unit at higher frequencies -with ä 1 amp input, and since it is 
liraar, it is possible to get outputs 20 db higher than those 
given in the curve« 

Apparent above kO ke in the data taken without tha horn is 
an interference pheriöteaaön which is due to the fact that the sup- 
port dimensions are ^greater than a wavelength.   The ratio of peaks 
to dips is about 2 or 3 db.    it is possible that this effect could 
be reduced by redesign of the ribbon meutsfc«, •-- - 

The .'large dip at 88 kc in fche output with the- horn, has been 
interpreted as being caused by the interference of the waves coining 
from the two losg edges of the horn mouth» *. / 
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"" : ~ PART I:    THE SIREN 
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I 

Several is9.0rt.ant questions of considerable practical sigßificance 
uMerDying. the work of this'project hare demanded the investigation . 
of vary_ intense sound-, la particular the methods of genervti-sg it, 
the measurement of intensity and phases atd\p^o^gatibji'ehä^ä^risyiw.ä« 
One such question has concerned the possibility of detecting buried ob- 
jects with short; sound «s?e§. either originating in the ground itself 
or produced in the dir. sind theri transMrttöd into the gröipcU   Since 
preliminary work indicated great losses due to high, reflectivity at     : 
the ai^grctisd surface and high absorption within the ground, the 
need for very powerful sources became obvious- 

Ah equally imppiFtant question related to the possibility of long 
ränge uitrasö^c-pr^ags^iönä   it has been establishedthateven in 
the low ultrasonic (.hear audible) frequency range the absorption of 
aoun&jsnsrgy ."by the air is rather considerable and that therefore 
P?Qp£g^fla3d,th ordinary equipment.is drastically limited in range« 
?hif net örüLy üMs|Qä^d further tHe t^ed.f^r high power• soig%3S~ ^   I 
but also e^hasized the desirability of investigating "the probability ^   J 
suggested hy theory -that very high intensity sounds are attenuated"  * 
more rapidly with di?tar£e than are those of lesser intensity vand_ 
that therefore there is" ä practical upper limit to tte "xti&ensity of 
spund that can profitably be"put~into the air.*      - _   ^     ^=-^ 

Two. types of high poser sources; have been built in our labora- 
tory: .. a siren and an electromagnetic vibrator« The first of these 
will be described in this chapter, the other in Chapter III.        r 

The siren was developed in response to the need for a portable, 
directional, and trainable sound source capable of producing extremely 
high acoustic intensities in air, over a frequency range 3 to 30 ke, 
A survey of existing sourees revealed none yielding sufficient power, 
A study of the theoretical possibilities of various other types" of 
sources led to the conclusion that the siren was most pro-raising, 
especially ü* view of the success of the low frequency siren of Bell 
Telephone Laboratories-'*«    Consequently, the siren was built s.nd has 
proved to be a convenient, efficient and practical laboratory in- 
struments   It can be operated in any orientation, aria" at frequencies 
of 10 ke and greater it gives a highly directional field pattern» 
The first model .yielded an acoustic output of between $ and 16 watts 
over the desired frequency range,' 3 to 30 ke.»,. Successive improva- 

ble    R» Clark Jones," J, Acou-s» Soc„ Am, 18« 371 
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ments have Brought the.acoustic output, up tp its present value of } 
2 kw throughout a frequency range of 2»£ to 30 kc with an efficiency :; 

of approximately 20 per cent» Some of the early results obtained 
with the siren and a brief description of" the construction of the 

pu.t>.i.L03.".>xQü an« wue resuj-uä öJ. more recent wör^s are repöx usu. uciöw« •  * 
; I 

2.2. Design and Construction ~    1 
••-.--      --;-_  -•--   --.-.,.•- - _   -. • - - $ 

Insfiy «Iren, ther-el. are tnreei cpm^önB'nts;? "-& sourceof air;, a ,| 
rotor sfaa&h iiitsrrupts: the air flow at- the frsquöiicy öf the sound, 
desired,, and ports in a stator through which air. escapes? ; *. 

urea 2.1 and 2"»2 show^roN .slctioh views öf the siren in 
its original and present forms respectively "while Figs» 2.3 ind 
2*k shoii-photographs of these- models» 

""IxTtHs original model tlie soürcre^öT air" was ~a^a^ö?atöry axJT       = 

line, delivering 6.Q CU f t per min through, three equally spaced air 
inlet tubes ähä.det^loping.^an\öperatii^ ehamber pressure- of $ lbs 
per in?.   £he present model differsessentially from the first 
only i** its use of a more accurately machined rotor and xts increased 
air intake and pressure handling capacities, which were provided by 
strengthening.certain bplts> replacing ;the_r three air inlet tubes with 
large openings* "and adding an antechamber or manifold to distribute 
incoming air to. these "openings."  .In its present form the siren uses 
air at ,a maximum rate of 2QG eu ft per min (metersd at atmospheric 
pressure) ana develops operatisg chamber pF&äsxw&s up tö 30 lbs pö? 

-in~» —             :_ 

.ibove this air inlets to the siren chamber there is a deflection 
plate, which serves to distribute the äir tö the ports and to pre=> 
vent the air stream from impinging directly upon the rotor except 
at the teeth in its periphery, thus reducing turbulence« 

The rotor is driven by a Dunmore Yf-2 motor which is rated at 
2/3 hp with an input of 710 watts and a full load speed of 133 rpe. 
The first model siren operated at speeds! as high äs 32*0 rps with 
12ÖÖ watts input»    Fortunately the higher speed provided increased 
c'opling and ho serious overheating resulted»    In the present siren 
the motor «an. he operated at slishtly~grss.tsr speeds a_Kd power in~^ 
put without overheating, because of the added cooling provided by 
the 200-cu ft per min of air forced by and through the motor«.   The 
motor speeidris cöstroiled by ~s, Y-äriac when operated on a-rC power 
or a rheostat when on d-c. _. __- 

.    2hera are 100 conically shaped ports in the stator, equally 
spaced on a &-ine circle.   They are circular in cross section, 0.5 

2.    C. H» Allen and I. Rudniek5 J» Acous» Soc«, Am» l?s 857 (19k7)> 
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in.-löfigr-M*h di^törs of Ö,G$k and 0.188 in* respectively? at the 
throat and mouth,   tils throat diameter is half the distance between 
centers*    The total area of the throat openings is k»h3 cm • 

—The rote? hasrlSG tssth which are slightly wider than the ports 
tö-sssTufe ööäsplöte «losing 3s sü ports: at ite ^ass-t&ea»   The adjacent 
surfaces of the rotor are ground plane fed. lapped so that extremely 
close operationX»C01 in, and less.) is possible»    This reduces waste- 
ful -#-i*- ]Lssks,jS*d:. -Fise; elearancc ädlaätfienb can be obtained by msans 
of the scre^r in the center of the stator -which presses against a      - 
floating-bearing oh the end of the rotor shaft.   This presses the 
rotor and shaft as. a unit against & spring-loaded bearing in the base 
of the motor«   Mr passages through the rotor allow pressure equal« 
i*at£otk o?i Ihe two sides' to present excessive' load ön thö bearing» 

At highjspseds the stresses inthe rotor become iapörfeäht» 
^hwreföi-e the rotor-sss isada of the highest strength äiuMmM MMf 
cbÄmercia33y Available vöursl" f$ -ST," pensixe sprengenov,vw jtuS pS*- 
in^")*   its chape follows the curire: 

y »" A exp (-bx2-) 

where y is- the -Säslcnesä^and x- the radius«    Is 4 synE^trical disc: 
-this-- shape gives uniform stress: throughout^» „ " 

In the: most recent model the rotor is machined from stainless 
Its- strength to mass ratio is sHaght-]^ less than th?-^for 

the J3ural If ST btäTits faster resistance to abrasion fro^j psrtSsles _._ 
in the air is desirablea~ Its greater mass, makes the fr-äquehcy stability 
of the siren somewhat better.    In this model the Stator is made of 
brass to provide a suitable bearing surface for the stainless steel 
rotor in case of accidental; contact during operation*  : 

For high frequencies the ports themselves are good radiators 
but at lower frequencies better radiation is obtained by thr addition 
of an exponential horn,    A cross-section drawing of such a horn is 
shown in Fig» 2„£ and a photograph of the horn in position on th© 
siren in Fig» 2*6,   The horn consists of two concentric pieces sepa- 
rated by; an annular opening which, lies directly over the siren, ports 
and_has an -are® that varies ex^onsntiaHv with h^isht from the siren 
face.«    The area at the siren face is approsiaat<äly equal to the total 
area of opening of the ports. .. The flare is that which would theore- 
tically give a 1 ke cutoff for an infinite horn. 

The original- siren had a chamber fS i"« in-diamater and 5?as ll.J> 
in« overall in heights    It weighed $$ lbs-*».   The present model has the 
same chamber diämater- and height but the addition of the antechamber 

.3.«    A* Murleys Strength.of Materials (Longmans,  (^een and Co., 193h) 
-   8th editiokij, p6 33£, -•—.-""-_-.-"- 
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and pressurs. release vaijre. häg,iäQije.äsfd.>J2ö..^eight- to ap*roxdj&-^ly. 
?5 ibStf- .--'-'•   - r-     -~.;.   i~- '•••*.'   "•"•:-"'  .-.."• - ;.'---..   -• 

-   -        2»3   Perfonnanae Characteristics 

The high oütpat ..intensities. encounter-ed: :isquirsd the- use of. uew 
asasari-ag devises and- *eohh*qs*=s« .^.   •• . _ "~-~ 

^fh? W;«lsP^.ÖsAÄ. condenser ndorophone.,,. which seizes singulÄrly well 
at moderate inteireitiea, ms; .damaged. hjT-the; intensities ejiccmntered 
even with.the .first jfioäel of the ,öiren.    This microphone - is operable 
inbound fields only up to approximately ikQ-db re 10"^ /watts per 
CET and the first siren gave intensities- in excess of ls?0 dbj the  . 
present model has producedmeasured intensities approachJ.ng.i80 db» 

_. .. - At. these high %veis .^ ta 
14XL JDroduced bs: the BrushJDeareionnent Qonroaajr to be rather..useful«' 
xo   vcüi  uc   Buujcyvcu   vv •«..*. o^* iisuxng   yrooo.uii,„    uy   iv.   A   aiuuuejfugis    \.t».ots . 

a sound intensity of 191 db) and caü -measure frequencies up to 10Q. 
ke»   Even more useful are the cyrstal probe microphone and the barium 
titanate microphone developed at this laboratory and described in 
Sect* l»ijl and 1.U5.    Many measurements7 of the output of the siren 
were made with both the crystal microphone and the Brush hydrophone« 
The formed pEos^d, superior for much of. the work because1 of its small, 
size (.3/$ ? j/S x 1/k iö^)..    The'Brush Bjifeioi can be used for siighbly 
higher intensities without overloading its electrical circuit* buts 
because Of its -larger effective size (5/8 iM<> -diameter x 1..5 in. 
ü-ftTtcrhViY^ <ü£ fraction offsets, bscos©- serious ^and reduce its sensitivity 
greatly abo^e 30 kc in air.    Also it-lias, a.'sery high resonance peak 
near 80 kc which proves troublesome under some cöMitions, 

%e field pattern of the. siren is irery close to that expected 
theoretically from ä ring source 4 in. in diameter»   Figures 2»7 t© 
2,10 show the field pattern aboTfe, the siren with and without a horn 
at approximately 3 and 16 kc.    The angular distribution of intensity 
(in db re lO'^Sratts per cm^) at a distance of 25 cm from the center 
of the siren face, and at a frequency of 3*25 kc,is.depicted in Fig» 
2.7*    £h© peak intensity is lli5 db; the points are experimental and 
the solid curve ig the calculated directional pattern at a great dis- 
tance from a ring source having a diameter of 6 in.., the intensity 
being matched at the center»    Most of the energy is in, the central 
lobe*   The heavy dashed line shows the extent of the geometric shadow 
cast by the scrs^r in the center of the siren face«. ;"" - - . 

Figure 2,8 depicts the field pattern at the same frequency oba 
tai-nad with the horn in place.   The solid lina is a smooth curve 
through the expeiiisisntai points*    Here the peak intensity is seen 
to be. increased 10 db and the. central, lobe broadened- resulting in 
an increase in total output power greatei5 than 10 to 1. 

Resultswithout the-iiDrii at l6Ji kc are presented in Fig* 2,.-S>r 
The solid, calculated curve and the experimental points a*e see» to 
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fee in-^ood agreement.    Appr^xiHiately 90 pa? cant »f '*'** &&P& &?*** 
is contained in the first k0° on either aide,of the- axta»   At this   - 
frer^s^ the horä increases the axial intensity by: only 3 db isee 
Fig, 2.10] *   fhe pattern is slightly broadened, hat still closely 
resajjO^s-j^t-hat for a ring, source« --_-•_-_.-._---_   _. 

The unfiltered overall sound level 1 fVabovs thesjiiren witn 

sequantly for differentvalues ef air £is??-a®d JJräu^owerO •   ffcr. 
ör^iKatss ar.e sound-levelin db re »0QS2 dyns per cm-   and the abscissas 
amit fcequeacyin ,ke while the psraisstex' is chamber pressure in lb p@r- 
in2 above, ätffiospheric*   It ean. be seen thatL at IGTT frequencies the     . 
ojixbputof the sirsis incjssases with increase i& chambjei* pressure but 
that-at: the higher frequencies this rise is not so rapid »M &%r$öwß 
f^eqUflncieS- it- appears to_re;acIi a masi|p^ a^i then d^cj'eäees with 
iTi&pssgm in! dhaaiibe.r ^pressure.,. „ It haf :bö^nfound t^at Ige^rai^; |attl© 
ingress :is ä^feput4s^lL^ajbe^«Maiald J$La®,feia'^ea=j^^ater^ j^tsa^ 
i| lb per in?:.

;pL•-©•,,. greater:-than one atsoSphs?® -excess pressure in 
the emitted souiai »vises); sxcept at the lower frequenqifsV 

2,U   Efficiency and Power Output 

Efficiency and power cstpnt meaa-qre^nts on, an e^rly model of 
•the sjieö-Mth the, plywoodhorn in jplaeehave W^hsade in tare w&ysg 
f irst,?^|Ö5^pMcally äs described by Jones1'» and second^, acous- 
tically, ut&ising a calibrated microphone» 

The data at a number of fjaqueneiui.. appear in Table 1 
were taken at relatively low chamber pressures and -volume 
hence the power_ outputs appsäfing there do not represent the mssäpfe 
values available in the present model of the siren» 

•k flows> ar4 

Table I.   Acoustic Output and Efficiency Sfea-sared Acoustically 
and Thermcdynamically at Various Frequencies 
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Äcedp^änying' an adiabatic expansion of a gas. discharge.^ frca a 
Mgl^pressWereserTrpir^ there is S change in /temperature whi~h is, 
detsi^n3d..nbt';oiä§f by: the" pressure drop and the initial pressure 
.and'tefflp^rat^^^'iÄ also by the amount of w«?k done by "the gas during 
its dischärge»    Between any tvf6~pressures: this TfeenpsEätüre drop is a 
njäggjwgp :#arlä" reversible, adiabatic expansion (one-In which all the-    „_. 

wor|£ and rio" heat. is. added).».   Such a process would have the maximum"-  :-" 
possible efficiency of conversion of the. available energy of the gas 
into a useful form*   On the other hand the free expansion of ä gas 
involves on."iy small, if any* temperature change (due to the Joule« 
Thomson effect, which for air at room temperature is "entirely neg- 
ligible}' ..   In this case the öjntire. available energy is used t© teat 
the air and is Just..sufficieht to maintain.itörtemperature coii3%äEfc» 
Between these two extremes there exist processes, for which we may \ 
calculate an eff icieacy by forming the ratio of the observed- temper« 
cm:«   viijjp    uu-.viicstr  Caivuxauou   wi     I/U3   iOfOiBiT.'iE   wdiSHSBtS   c^>auoj.vii» 
TMs is'the basis of the thermpdyriämic method oF ootaining; the ef fi- 
Ciehcy of the," sirehi it involves the explicit assumption that in the 
expansion of the discharged air from the si*en the only form into 
which the available energy may be converted other than heat is sound 
snargv and thus any observed temperature drop is a measure of the 
amount"of sound produced« L 

The basic quantity to be measured, ther,s is the difference be- 
tween the temperature of the air immediately below and above the 
rotoPg as illustrated in Fig« 2,12- Some of the factors which in- 
fluence this experimentally observed temperature drop,, and thus the 
calculated efficiency, should be pointed out, (1) At high speeds 
the statnr becomes heated from friction and viscous dragj this heat 
tends, to •wa.T*m -fr.hm di sf.h&rgftri aiT as it "asses »lonp-the •"orts* ^Aliso 
the stator, being warmer than the thermocouple held in the air stream, 
radiates heat to it and thereby helps to raise its temperature« These 
two effects tend to decrease the observed tempe:ratus& difference atnd 
thereby the calculated efficiency» They appear tc be very, important 
especially at high motor speeds when the stator becomss very warm 
and «sder auch conditions, the observed te/irperature difference may 
even appear aa a temperature rise« This reversal can not be explained 
by considering the action of the windstream alone and must therefore 
be thought of as due to some outside source of heat, in thisTcase the 
heated..stator* (2) The expansion of the air must be complete before 
the temperatureTbhanges .its full extent« This takes place in a 
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relatively short d&stince from the- rstor when small.-pressures^*?»   -^ s 
inyelvsds    however., for.large pressures the, ^ät-:Tßiö^lty.-i.s^'-§.p-;^»j*' 
that the expansion-is probably riot, complete until the air has; passed 
some distance- along the port*    Thus in order, to measure- the tempera* 
ture of the fully expanded air it would mem necessary to move the 
external thermocouple awäy from the- rotes? a distance which depends, 
upon chamber pressure»    E-^erimeritaily it has been föiind-that f-o~ . 
higher chamber pressures the external thermocouple must be placed   . _ • 
farther from the rotor than for lower chamber pressures in order to __ 
record tlie ;j^ELjpum temperature'- drop,    Cß) sound as it-travels thrpxigh 

III)-is ah important cause of energy loss only for high intensities 
such as exist close to the siren and especially in the; :portse   We 
should therefore espect that in this region a sigpifleant amount of 

mshlssd^iäa; JfeMy&pa^s^^^ö^hJths^aML and We;_. shüjald^s^ss^^s,; Owiis^uöst. 
temperature rise in the*air«,, The MgLter theTf'uj^lamehtal^friqulacy 
the more rapid would be tbis transformation.   Therefora, at high 
frequencies part of the sound energy is transformed back into heat 
almost immsdiat-elyv &»d this process may heat the air appreciably 
even Before it leaves the ports,*    Such an. effect would tend to. de~ 
crease the indicated temperature-drop and thus decrease the caleu= 
lated efficiency«, -__'__'     "•'"-.- -"''-"'"-'"" -""""' '" 

 : jp^wing:these various aspects"JSf the^hennbdyna^ic method- of 
ssasasfiag: efficieney of^he ^iren it" seems that they allTtehd"tb~ -" " 
makethe indicated efficiency too low and this tändehey increases 
with increase both in frequency and intehjity.    Thus it appears 
that any effieiency calculated by this method would gi ire at most 
a lower limit to the actual efficiency of"the sirehs 

.jZs'llS   Acoustic Method 

The acoustic determination was carried through by measuring g 
the level in the horn at points 6 cm above the statoi and integrating | 
over the area at this neight.    The small crystal probe microphone 
was used. 

An important feature of high intensity, high frequency-graves 
-should-be- pointed o\it here«    Theory4 suggests that with intensities 
corresponding^ for instance, to the p^bwers~l"i^ted^in"xäfciel a~W&ve 
is subject, while being propagated- to finite amplitude effects which 
cause it to change shapo, one form toward which it tends -being '^saw 
tooth", and that the distance of propagation in which this is effected 
decreases with increasing intensity and frequency*. ' We have found by 
preliminary •"xperiments.-th.at above 8 kc thi3 change is practically 

h»    R#D. Fay,  J» Acouso Soc» Am* -% 'd.22. (I93lj»    See also CHap-«rÜH, 
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eomplete7 in the; IMS ji" öf 7popägaticn in. the. bora« Thus the ,nat-are of 
the propagation öf .high, amplitude waves seems, to- be such that for 
high- frequencies* fcegsrdiess of the purity of the im.tia3.iy produced 
•wave, st relsblvel^ short distances feom the source the wave will be 
rich'in harmom.cs.., On the other Hand for 2 T frequencies, the waves, 
may be very slsö^y .pure for large distaf.cs. vA- qimntltatisa investi- 
gation of this effect has been carried out and is^ described in Chap* 
in.) • ".-"-•'".•- 

The above soEXftents -suggest why-the horhj, which -was used SO suc- 
cessfully tö increasethe radiation from the siren at lower frequencies 
(3 to B kc-V«L should be. of »man value or even.detrimental as far as 
increasing -the usesble acoustic outpat is concerned at highs«' fre- 
quencies» The confining action of the hors maintains the acoustic 
intensity at a very high level throughout much of the length of the 
-throsäu-, Hence finite amplitude-distortion with its concomitant 
Rapidly-'damped high harmonies should play a gpeatfr paft th?n in the 
r4bS§s§5:~of the horn» Tor Without ths horn tm .sound, bfis can diverge^ 
and attach •%• lower intensity more rapidly, thereby conserving more 
of its lenergy in the funda^nfeal frequencye.   - 

In obtaining the data of fable 1, the levels: were read from.a 
flat- .amplifier without cqrrsetiGfi for the frequencycharacteristic 
of the microphone» In view of the high harmonic content pf the 
waves, due to the "finite amplitude effect it Is clear that these 
readings .yield lower intensities, than actually exist in the sound 
wave» This factor operates, independently of and in addition to any 
attenuation caused by increased abforption of t-hs higher hf^monics. 
which are produced /shs?n the mve shape becomes s^~tpothed» It is 
our belief that this, more than any other single item, limits the. 
production of a pure signal of high intensity and frequency at ä 
reasonable distanc« fF«aa squndseypce» 

It would seem that for high frequencies- both the acoustic and 
thermodyn&mic. procedures lead to lower calculated efficiencies than 
probably actually „exists This say possibly explain part or all of 
the drop in efficiencies in Table I as the frequency is increased. 
In view of all these considerations, the agreement between the two 
methods is better than could be hoped for» 

20£ Observations in the Intense Sound Field 

2»£l Sonic Wind and Pressure 

As has been seen, the radiation pattern of the si-re.% withu or 
without the horn« has a pronounced central lobe. It has. been found 
that in this central region there is a relatively strong d-c air 
flow,, called- "sonic wind», ss?ay fro® the siren which, is due to the 
intense sound beam itself in addition to the d*c flow of the air 
discharged from the siren ports«, That this sonic w-Ud is asso- 
ciated with ihs intense* acoustic wave was demonstrated by eiiminat-> 
i#g the air discharge from the siren ports by tssa asthods» With 
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the first issthed-the discharged air Iras" äsriectöd out of the sound 
field; by means of screens made of cheese cloth« With these in place 
the wind velocity in the central region was measured "with full air 
flow, bötrfwhen the siren wag rotating, and when it-was stationary 
•Kith the ports fully öpess» in the lattei* case air velocities *^re 
wyll "bel#" 1 m:'pel- sec y while with the sirenin operation vsldsitieir 
äs high äs 7 m per sec were measured* Moreover the sonic wind "wäg 
greatest in the regions whirs the acoustic intensity was ^tiLmiöSs 

The second, method of eliminating the discharged air requires 
no "wind screens but rsthCr'uses tha outside portion of the horn with 
the central section removed (see Fig* 2.5).   "When this Outer part 
of the^ horn is used by itself~ on the siren the discharged ÄrJ follows 
the carved stsrfacei and-iV deflected outward at nearly right angles to 
the sound beam, so that virtually hosse of the discharged air enters the 
central region directlyw    In fact wheii the. rotor __isi stcppad with the.. 
T'ort-s oiren aiid" s sä^ss?,• air f1^" thröüsh the sisias-/thor^ is Mötu^H"^ 
a considerable xlöw'äiong "the""^is from abovertcroa tia sirert '(söö 
Fig. 2.13).   With the sirsh operating: the flow" along the axis reverses 
and is directed outward with a speed of sfeiferai peters per second 
(see Fig. 2.Ü;).    This can he due only to t^ presence of the intense 
sound since all other conditions have been kept the same. 

It is obvious that since the sonic wind does hot coma from the 
d-c supply of air through the siren, the air «feeding» this wind 
must COBS from points outside the siren and outside the äxiäl region. 
Indeed this has been ednfiraed by direct observation,   The flow- 
pai-tarn £Fig* 2*M>.) resembles a spreading fountain^ the -£lr flowing: 
up the axis, then curving outward and descending at some distance 
from the axis again to be fed into the central spout« the energy- to 
keep„the:jEountain .going: being, supplied by -tha sound»       

Associated with the sonic wind? there are significant depärt- 
turss, both positive and negative, of the mean pressure from atmos- 
pheric*" The data are too meagre for any conclusions to be ärawn$ 
suffice it to say that deviations of more than 100 dynes per cm2 

have been issasured»    (This phencrsenon will be considered more thoroughly 
in Chapter III.)        

2*52   Dust Patterns 

^Properties of the direct radiation pattern, such as are-shown 
in Figs» 2.7-10,  can be rendered visible by means of dust particles» 
In-öKe^sttch-sxperiHBro res sprihidleli öh~ ä cloth screen   T~ 
supported parallel tö the face of the siren änd äpprbSmätely 15 cm. 
above the face of the horn.    The sawdust then collected in concentric 
rings» demonstrating clearly the circular symmetry of the radiation 
pattern«   Figure 2 „15 is a photograph of the pattern obtained with a 
22 :kc Signali.    The iai/ei-ference pattern produced by the direct radia- 
tion and that reflected from a plywood-reflector whose; plane is at- 

«n angle pf about 35° relative to the siren face, the screen being • 
in the same position as in the previous figure, is shown in Fig* 2.16» 
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-The- forjäation öf .patterns. M„.th-is ämjBisr was .possible Qn2^äjtei? . 
the screen, was ."given a thin coating of graphite to make it electrically 
conducting*   Prior to this, such high electrification occurred almost 
immediately that the sawdust would cling to the screen &rvä. not move» 
In that case after the soixnd was shut off, "She charge-persisted so 
»-HÄ1*    'ÜÄ**?'    8*t>A-OOAJt    VW>U>nA:'i^9     «bUTVA'Vvu   -„-*A-~   .^A*t*AÖJ iken without dislodging the 

2«$J>   Phenomena in Standing Waves  ~. 

A standisg wave of sorts can "De obtained. hy^stt-ins up -A- suitajbls. 
reflector is,the Sound beam," (Owing to,the .generation of strong, har-" 
monies throughout the field-, there is departure from true ^standing 
waves«)   The production, of standing waves is-accompanied;, of cpurse, 
by an inerease to sound pressure .l#vsl.    Levels- of about IJQ db have  __ 
been measured,-  Sotfö r^tl^r striking effects occur,, sijnilar to those 
observed by- St. Slair^ using as s-iectr.oisagset£-s .goüsf'.piKAato^      r=_ 
Cdini^; "^^arb"säjLS,- and/other -sääü öDjsctf-^Isat st the-veljeity 
antinode surfaces^ being supported „only .by the acoustic radiation». 
It is- interesting that objects floating, at"the same or neighboring 
level tend to attract eachsother»   -Two. balls in tae sam antinode 
surface float in constant- sentast, and when they are in neighboring 
levels the upper ball -will follow the lower on its wanderings in the 
fields each Staging at Sbs respective velocity antinode surface» 

^he suspension döf objects in ä standii^. wave field, may be dem- 
onstrated rather spectacularly with the increased power available 
with the TOW model.    Thus it has been po§iible to; flssb sisultshe» 
ously as mai^r as seven glass marbles;, 3/h- i»# in. diameter, in ä 
single antinode surface.   The behavior of the spheres is interesting», 
they cling together as shown in Fig* 2.17 and may spin as a group with 
increasing angular velocity about the central ens' in a horizontal 
plane, until they fly apart»    If this- spinning action is inhibited, 
for example, by touching the group with a stiff -wir© prob», they     — - 
stay in the field indefinitely.    It is significant that it is also 
possible to float such spheres in the field in the absence of the 
reflector -^ an effect zsever achieved with the lower power unit» 
The condition is unstable,, however, unless provision is made to keep 
the spheres centered, 

2.5.U   Heating by AcousticTAbsorption 

As has been mentioned, intensities in excess of l6ö db are 
available in the^fre^rääiatiönrflelq.r~ TMs^lTorrespoiSJs to more 
than l^ratt per cm^ an-energy flo» so large that it should cause. 
a measur-eabie rise in temperatvire ia an absorbing material. 

£,    *'i. W, St»01air,.. JRev. Sei. Inst, 12,. 25Q (19ltl>» 



Th^atteapt »as, .made actually tc msasur.# the ^tensity of. auch 
s<y<^-fields-i©-terais of fte'rafee >o| temperature rise iä-fn absorb- 
i^«©diu® of known bsat. capacity/ Ä^hermos bettle was filled -with 
copper turnis^« packed ta-ßssS a good absprber*   Wfess escppsed to the 
direet SOUS* field tifeß resulting system. säs very:_clpse t-ö- jybsrmai 
oqtklibriym a.t all tipes.   WithV temperature „rise of 3«0Ö par min 
and,. a> heat capacity of 22»6 cal per dag» t*3® ?o^r entsrin& fcfe bottle 
__.is   ,si^"» ....•; - i.J   *=    v-    rf   £.   ——LJ.— -.u-,».,v>«i«».i«   •=r4*"ti   «   nr5 i»wiT\h«S«o    Ofltl» 

£,-? watts* . SubseqüeaV tests, indicate that- tbi8ve3pör^nt>6vs «os- 
ducte.d- afc ^.arly -the. p^tiffipt iatonsity for best .results.   Ät" much 
loser- inti333i*i©s radiation std: cphductlpa losses bepome sigi&tficanfe 
while at jsueh higher intensities new ^enpmeaa" sre i^trodu^ed wfiich 
require a more elaborate technique than the sissple one outlined here« 

Attests at improving this method of measuring acoustic intensity 
led tp the design aM .construction of a thermal, phonplster described in 
Secte _10sl0*but the problem sf .obtaining.reiia^s ajeasure^nts, ©^high 
-intensities baa sot =§fe bees-spibsd^-•-..-..--._,—.  .    - .1;~. /;-----.--•-_...-.- -. ~_   _-,-., 

As further demonstratioh of the high acoustic pp&sr^. it has. 
been possible to ignite a cotton wad In p sss or steel Wool in about 
aT minute by simply holding it in th© hand ä short distance above the 

low density Fiberglas was necessary in order tp reduce air circuits, 
tione    to. satisfy §, skeptiegl cplleiagua his pipeful of feobscee wss 
lit Without benefit of fBätch or puf fi-agr by siipply exposing, the open _ 
end of'—the. -bpwi to th&,intense -sound.fPs •&'_«feopfe;tiin@Ä_; __ — =._J_  

The heating effects produced by absorption of intense sound may __ 
be put to -use",    For example, as a stunt, wo created an "acoustic 
stove" by wrapping a glass flask, used as a lower part of a ©se~©up 
coffee makerj, in Fiberglas^ 'Shielded it from wind currents and placed 
it in the sound beam.    The sound was absorbed by the Fiberglas arä 
2_« gaw-^ minutes thscu" .of w*t9S^ contained is the fl^sk wss^ hsstsd 
from room temperature to boiling and a cup of "aeoostic coffee'1 was 
in th® making«   We do not propose the siren as a source of heat for 
ordinary purposes but for some applications its use may be of value, 
for example, when heat is desired deep within a nonconducting, porous. 
medium»   The implications of this simple experiment are certainly 
signifleant« 

The internal heating by. absorption of intense sound may produce.__ 
hazardous results if suitable precautions are not taken«   For example;, 
during öJüs ©xperxsesiv a j.arge amount of soun«.' ©ner^r inauVBrtently 
was reflected toward the eottpQallicsd wall.s öf the dead room in which 
the sires was operated,,    After a few minutes of operation smote began 
to pour forth»   Fire had started deep inside the cotton and the only 
visible effects on the surface were those made by the escaping smoke«, 

2e55 Effects on Personnel Near the Siren 

In ail Pur /cork we have taken the precaution of not exposing 



ourselves (except fbt our hands) to the direct beam öf tha sii'en«. 
Also it is a. general practice to •wear ear plugs* Despite our pre- 
caution it is impossible to ccspletely sroid exposure tö the radiated 
sotted, and during such contact ws have observed a fet* results worthy 
of note. Heating effects ^ fingers and directly 
on^e^josed surfaces of thehand usually occur in the radiation fields 
Heating between the fingers can be felt sven at relatively low inters 
sities (i»es down to approximately 16ö db;)-| it occurs It those parts 
of the fingers which are close tpgeths? but hot quite touching* The 
sensation is felt almost iEjneuiately but nay be relie.-',d by spreading 
the fingersf otherwise ä painful bürh'may result« In more intense 
fields direct heating of a single finger or the palm oZ the hand raay 
be felt* This sensation develops tiore slowly but may become painful 
in & fev? seconds« 

These effects are associated with a- real temperatürsTincrease 

of ä thermoectajie just beneath""th^epidermis. The- heatihg~in"ore«.~ 7 
vices has been simulated by using soft rubber tubing in place of the 
fingers« Temperature increases of as much, as kS°Q ware measured« 
On the other hand the effect could not be duplicated with stiff rub«, 
bar tubing or «ttth glass rods — the temperature rise in these cases 
was less than 19C,e --_-_-.          ,.=-.- 

Finally, in an ambient sound field ~o£\l$$ dbf the crystal micros 
phone inserted between two fingers read 178 db -sehen the. burning 
Sensation occurred« This increase in Sound intensity in. crevices 
undoubtedly is largely responsible for the fact thät~~heating effects 
in crevices occur at loiter incident sound intensities than do direct 
heating effects«, 

While the data are inconclusive, we äre-incli^eii^ toward' the 
working hypothesis that the heating is produced by the damping of 
vibrations, not necessarily of the same frequency as of the sound« 
which are set up in the fingers by the intense sound field in the 
region between them« 

An effect -which has been reported by others äs well as ourselves 
is the loss of equilibrium or slight dizziness encountered when an 
observer is exposed to intense audible sound« We have,observed this 
siiSCuj s,u v.iiiSSj even emon 0*1» observer was wsaring eair «ssrdens« 
While - therernBy be some question as to the proper fitting of ths 
wardens, there is no question that they greatly reduced the sound 
intensity^ ^ind it was with this reduced intensity that these effects 
wers sneountered* Hew- this would be amplified by exposure to the 
full intensity of the sound beam i3 a question ?/e cannot answer as 
yet? 

One often observes, ar, both audible and inaudible frequencies^ 
a tickling sensation in the mouth when it is open. This resembles 
thsi effect of an atomiser sprayed at close range« To sops observers 
the sensation is, pleasant but an analogous one soHBtimss encountered. 
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lii tlis jaasal .p^sag6'is..e-xfcr$.zacly disagree&ble, and requires that 
the nose be closed off or protected when observations are made at 
elcse range« 

Unusual fatigue -has ^sn regarded with mach concern. Its c-ausa 
iü unknown, but it has definitely been observed that after a day's 
operation ox the siren eonsidsrsbly, syre fatigus is esgjerleneed than, 
ordinarily. It may be due to simple nervous stväiÄ caused ~QF the 
noise-or the tension accompanying control of the si^a at high cper> 
atiiig speeds and power or it may.actually be a real fatigue caused 
by the intease sound itself«* : 

ieations of th? Sisss       -"-.-. 

The siren has-bscn used also for other; ^ase&sch. sons of whish 
is related ii$:b?©0tly to ths present Signal Oorps c^ntf-äGt., and 

j»a«i«wa/| fw«2S it;   _A S^HSLLI ?*s?t of„:%hs^-stuäy oi? biological.. 
effects -has been done «xi this i^räjscfe la sn stteinpt we find « bssis 
for adequate protection of our staff.   Ml other work sepo^ted is 
the remainder of thia section has been financed by other organisa? 
tions and iß being reported jbere only tö illustrate, the .general 
usefulness of the si^en both tö the armed Services and to othi*r 
organisatiönse 

-&*w    Biological Research 

Aft or experiencing SUE© ex the unusual sensations encountered 
during aspösu?« öf om % person to the intense sound field around 
the siren, as noted above^ we becage seriously, interested in dis- 
covering if any permanently harmful effects would be acquired by 
personnel operating the siren* 

With the hope that we might gain some knowledge on this subject 
We undertook a project in conjunction urith the Zoology and Entomology 
Departiosnt of the Gollege for the investigation of the effects of 
intense airborne sound on mice and insects»   This work has o&mn 
covered briefly in a paper by Allen, Frings and Rudnick- and in mere 
detail in another by Frings. Allen and Budnick?« 

Our'principal interest was in the gross effects -*. to discover 
whether ths sound was Istbal or produced injury or destruction of 
living tissue and; if soj what ^as the i^ediate cause*   The choice 
of animals to be worked with «as in large part determined tiy Dr. 
Frings11 interest in pest control* 

The jaaj.ority of the experisaats were performed with the plywood 

6.   Go H-* AUenj, H^ Frings, and I« Rudnick, J. Aoous. £ce0 Am. 20, 
£2 mm, '•_':       --     • ~^ 

7#   iU F2inga^._Gx,:-H=-Alleii and_ X. Rudnicky .J. Cell* and Comp. 
PhyaioÖLögy31* 339 (1Ä),    ,." . - '.-- 



horn in placCcn -SU  Siren (äeeUg, 2,ß$yä suitable wind "scraefi. 
above it to deflect this isxhaust air coming out of the «iren and a 
plane reflector about 5 in* above and parallel to the face of "the 
horn»    By the use of the reflector the free 3ound field of the siren 
is replaced lay a type of standing wave field"» and the sonic windg 
which Without the ref Isotor -would be a disturbing element in the 
e^rissnts performed, _is virtually elis&häted.    The cap containing 
the aniöal .specimen Tinder test was in approximately the position" 
occupied by the floating%u.-ls is Figs -JBlfs   The chamber pressure 
in the siren was 2 atmospheres and the flow velocity about 200 cü 
ft per mih*   The trequehöy was about 20 kc«,    The resultant acoustic 
level of the fundamental WAS between l60 and 16$ db (relative to 
^0-16 Wätts per cm )o 

White mice when placed in this sound field died sfter one minute 
exposure. - Thermocouple uasasurewehts mad©- both internally and &T« 
J~ n:t—    —x ^ij     -n-.„ „   j .A!._j J.^.1.;..  J,1~«.J J^h^.,   Uni-I^o   .K>^,.^^    «^Kä  .ra.i-ftft« _T 

cient/ 1^ it self 5 to be. lothai, "The filrWspsraturs w ime sdusf"  " : 
was as high as 93° at ^öme points j its jjiternsl tesiperäture after 
200 seconds rose to 6ööÜ«. The observed internal temperature rise 
could be almost identicalüy duplicated by iMsersing the mouse to the 
level of the ears in hot water, the temperature of the •sater- being 
equal to the mean fur temperature (75°G) fpnnd when the mouse was 
in the sound .field» Moreover, the reactions of the mouse and 'the 
tias required for death to ensue were the sasae as those observed is. .: 
the souhd field» - -  : | 

~Ä "mouse whose fur was remövsd-lived about 2.5* miautet longer- — - 
in the sound field. The observed internal temperature rise was 
slower«, death occurring when it reached Ii.-2*5°Ös which was within 
Qi^°G of•- the death temperature of the mice whose fur was left in= _.--. .- 
tact» The skin temperature of the hairless mouse was within one or 
two degrees of the internal temperature. 

It- would appear then that the sound on being absorbed raises 
the temperature sufficiently to kill the* mice. For mcrmal mice there 
is considerable absorption in the fur and consequently quick death      _____ 
results« In the case of mice with naked skin (hair removed), there 
is more reflection and less absorption at the skin, consequently 
slower heating and therefore slower death« There may be other ef~ 
Ji-PWO      t»l__.*-_Jl     »VUXItg   '«--»VIA-»     nuuxu     V3.Ml.LQ    *-*->_l-l_,      UUt/      U„_CID_:     _tC7C7__l     -VI     UC 

overshadowed by the. heating* These effects might include capitation' 

8, See Sect. 2^3, phenomena in Standing Waves« 
$c   This comment is based on the observation that bubbles were visible 

in the circulatory system of roaches which were sonically killed 
in a field of lower frequency (10 kc) and higher intensity (l6£= 
170 dp). There were no visible bubbles in roaches killed by heat 
alone. It is5 however, difficult to see how cavitation can take 
place since a pressure, amplitude of one -atmosphere is necessary« 
(He H. Briggs, J. Ba Johnson, and W* B» Mason, j. Aeeus«. Soc. Am„ 
1% 66L- 1191*?)..; 
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and. tissue rupture..   In eösräction with the latter it might be noted 
that a isouse which survived a 30 second irradiation appeared norääl 
about 8-minutes later, but by the following day its pinnae had de- 
teriorated am virtually disappeared,   Subsequaat tests showed the 
mouse to-be «iraqst completely sterile«   These effects might all be 
attricataple ^tc,heading» _ ... 

Autöpgy öi the sonically-kiileä mice revealed no obviousdamage 
•fee- the internal epgang* The piily ^ps#snt effect ^&s the appearance 
of 4 number of small bubbles iz«. the colon* 

Some detailed e^eriments were also performsd" en the roach, 
iPeriplantiSä Americana^ a relatively largo insect about 2 in* long. 
lere again;it was fouM that the heating produced was sufficient 
in itself to c-^us« death,,   Thermocouples inserted just under the 
integusieat and deep in the ^abdomen read within a degree of two of 
each ©tbS3? 5» thö gjxLias • ~u5~Vj5Big" wcurmprV    EsEoxi ocöüSfea. Wnen the 

It was found that the insects could be more quickly killed, in 
groups than, individually.    Thus a group of 10 firebrats was killed, 
in i# seconds and with greater apparent damage than occurred to this 
type, of insect when exposed individually, the exposure time fOE kill-. 
ing/1Säivi4uals b§in| 12Ö sec»   This is due to the fact that the 
sound tends to bring the insects.into a tight clump arid there say be 
^intense, Seating in the r^r^pw spaces betten contiguous insects» 

~ The ~py0~ required; Iör IQXLingT insects dependscn the position 
of the insect, in the interference field set up by the reflecting 
board.«    It appears that shattering of wings^ which sometimes occurs„,:- 
is best effected at a velocity antinode, whereas internal damage 
could be expedited by placing the insect at a pressure antinodee -_ 
Table "II .gives a sv^a^^lLthe results with insects« 

2.62   Gavitation and Degassing of Liquids " 

The siren is_ useful also for generating intense sounds in liquids« 
T^_methods_have been used.   The first is to place a shallow, flats 
thin bottomed7 pan containing" a-layer of water apprssimatsly one cm 
deep over the main beam of the siren ä3 shown in Fig. 2.18.    This pan 
covers the entire Open circle shown in Figo Z.17,   The second method 
eaplfcdyr a spherical~glass rlask suspehded above the «Iren as shown 
in Fig. 2„19.    In the former case the bottom of the pan acts as a 
thin diaphragm and transmits the incident sound pressures to the 
waterI in the latter the sphere filled with water acts as a resonator 
when the frequency of the siren is adjusted to one of the natural 
frequencies of the flask and »ater system.    By the second method 
large pressure amplitudes hare been produced in the trater, many times 
the pressures actually incident upon the flask from the-air.   Violent- 
degassing of the water has been obtained in the flask, especially 
when the space above the water WHS evacuated»    It was found, as has 
been reported in th?j literatures. -that the- sharpness of the--resonance 
frequencies and consequently the amplitude of Vibrationa of the 
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MosquitoG= {^4« e &sd ieaatleg} aeifiy 
emerged» " Both wisgs- oömpletely afcat«- 
tarad»    Äbdeaass fall of bubble 8«,    Be&y 
badiy bst*.erö]d-.e..   Scala«go&e*   Äateaaiis 
ia very bad shape«    A mosquito irradi«^ 
ate4 fpr 5/8eo/ii98- JSliro though baäS.^"\ 
battered after t;he. esperls^st?«r_«t^säal».' 
-f ««&&t:ö.- i>e^dead: st the ©aäof the day« 
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Halieidota 
Caterpillar s 

10 se« 

40 sec 

Fiiörj  iäcwly   «iac«-göu:   aus   iwüf   SApaüa««.»' 
Wisgs badly shattered«    £»dem©ifjera8lj.©d© 
.Nearly ©merged^, aaspr-ead fliers de äst 
jjbcw;» ööilapsed äbdofflea but äre dea£ — 
xa same- time«. --.  -"- 

No readily »pp&reat iateraal damage« 

Cletfeed with dease ooat of hfcirsg aft§2» 
trsatmeat hair* ars tvlsted aad bast«- 
Shows «©»©  slight motion ia eubcaqaeat 
«Easd^fttioa bw i.:s_ daad nsäarivSy.. .«£?-#?-*. 

Sjcaareh 
Butterfly 
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(Dasfeis 
glesippag) 

SIS aeo •ss vssy short*    Ss"js motio».after the 
iadios-kad ssposare bat was deed ai ©aä 
©f. day«    possibly shorter ©sposaro ?eüä 
result ia death.    Of» hairy'caterpillara« 
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5,y.st@ui 3.-1? XT3'3uiA«K«S" A-uSSrossSe  '^so.otuAjjT öö  ««gSSSingl.'QOn&inwSS'» .   VpS   ._ 
degsssiag, ^hich .starts with the., fprsiatipn of 5L4~i\ss ^töüd -of sänüts 
air ^bubbles^, gradually changes. into, violent «citation.,   in this 
final state cavities as large =*s 1 em in diameter (there may be several 

-.present at.the same tin»}, form almost e^losi;*ely in, the interior of 
the? liquid sway from ths walls of the flaskj thay travel with amazing 
speed in Ragged paths and! collapse as suddenly äs they appear*    This 
äctiön^iä.SG mölent tjhsfe.-ifc causes the entire % litsr flask and its 
supports to rock?._ If .the degaasing *#. carried too far. or the caviteu» 
tienallpwed tö beppms too- vipieht tip ^hock of collapse er formation 
of the ^a^r&ties near the wall cause,? the flask_tp shatter»    Soiaetipas 
an entire ha^_of^the_._flask.has broken ix&o small pieces.    On.other . 
occasions.only•&. singlef .st^«»3haped fracture has occurred,» 

„Jhe abi|?i^\tpget^such Isrge sound intensities "in water has.:    1. 
made pLps&isie .^ ^ 

-.-.-' 'ti&%l Jsp'M'Cxäu^erifig;":.    ..-.".- . "-T.-V--    1  .   -.->"•-"" :.="~.. 

.. Laundering seems remote frpm acoustics, but the Physics. Depart-» 
meist;.in eoiigunctipn ^ith the Ellen _H« JRichards Institute of the 
School of Chemistry and: Physics has carried out this process with 
ths- s-irft??- - . - _   -^ 

-•-L in cönductih^-^rslimihar^r trials a pan of "-soar* and water^-eoh= 
taJL^ng..soiled; swatches of sattpn fabric was placed above the siren 
as^shöwn AnJTig» 2,10» . The swätche.sf which ^ore cf an pily^..cärbQn=> 
black^pii"type? ^3^f.s|mples specially prepared It ^he Ellen H» . 
"Sicnardf;. institute for assaying laundry procedures« Fifty washings 
in, eömmercii*. laundry.equipment will produce about 90f sell removal 
from such standard swatcheö if an optimum procedure ~is fallowed, 

_ Figure 2.20A shows such a .swatch before and after 6p minutes 
of exppäure to an intense sound beam. Figure-2,2ÖB shows the re- 
sults of.a standard laboratory laundry procedure, in which a total 
of 1000 minutes of cashing time, and 50 changes pf water and spap, 
produced apprpximately.Boi as much soil removal. Figure 2«5oc de= 
picts the 4oil removal accomplished by bhree excellent commercial 
laundries* all asihg good but different washing formulas. All 
laundries" processed the_ standard_piled„swatphes_50 timesj|:otall.ihg 
•50(V\   +.A    3ÜTÖ   TSI4 vm-fcd "WUi'tiek   +>.=.   Jat»«    «•P   i»Un+/»v^n«   — .»,,   ~~J-   I»» 

jjai^isiiUiii^ repro^ueeiii pjjytügrapiiieällyj an actual examination shews 
the sonicaXXy treated ohe to be as white as the best one obtained 
by. the three commercial laundries, and whiter than the other two. 
It-should be pointed out that the degree of visible agitation of 
tfre sonieally treated sample is entirely negligible compared to that 
engountered in ordinary laundering techniques. Tests also; showed 
•onät there was no detectable loss in strength of the material« 

2»6h   Bacteriological Experiemnts 

To determine the effect of intense water~bPr?>e-.sound o^ micro-i 
organisms the Physics Department in conjunctiohwith the Bacteriology 



Departsieht has- camaa "on Sä&t jjpaJiäsrasB^" sa^*««»4W"",'^^'l ,.l*1*s-"' - - I 

penicillins cbryaognum$ are s^uspsndest ili a dilute saline, solstioa 
in a" small plastic tube which Jin turn if StteJ£e&!ieä; issld© ,s 5 liter  • .' 
flask of degassed water supported over the -sir©» as shown ±s Fig» „ ' 
2.19. '•   ;-  -    -"•"."'"""••-•""      -   _"_.'=    .""-'   V  -"-V.""-.,.-     -; "'""•" 

The object of this äfxf^p^pt i?Ss te ototaip sousid ifiShsitlfs 
Mfficienfe to produce cav£t^i€a in tftä"spo»*» suspension»   Such ±B=;.. 
tensities "could.hot "he oBtt£h#d"|n the '^ubeT4^6x1 si^rted. sbewe 
the .s^in teesuss it w :cf Baall areäaM »töi^res©ii&öt.    Hö»fefe% " 
cä^ätätiöu ~eouldr be produced in the large" £läBk as' described, in a 
previous .section*-   in <^er\*"p--gst"§äi^ati-6n"'in_,^e tube -and net ^ 
in the flask it-was. noted that water which Jg essentially- degassed 
cayitates „;at a Mch Mg^er' spunä Intensity .level than wläm It cop- 
tains dissolved ,gM«" TMS'it isaa possible1 to joss degassed »later . 
3ntM flisk äM jöräämtre- ..gassy y^^i^i&^-^ä^iii^r^^s^sa^^^.. ^  _T 
obtain:'~rä{p?3uikeävltätiön la. tip tube while none .occurred in the 
flask, sl^punding the tube« " " I . 

WitS this e^erßpn^äl technique it was found that ffter short 
exposures (B to 20 sec) ©f the »pore suspension to mäsSsmä. cavitf-»      , 
tion conditions^ the coloi^rfö?^-ng ability of the spores was .jnucfe" 
incralisad.:        ."'-: '. :.. '.-."_-•-_._   A:\-       .x._ . .; ..-:"'-     -   -   _- -..    -    . * 

l^osu^sPfor Tiöh|f."tiiE8s (1 to^2Qjnih") caused definite dwrsaa'e; ,   |-   : 
is this eolery-f gr^ngjaMlity*    At "present we are ..in a position, to \ 
glvs 0^7 q"23it?.tis^.result-*?;     Qisanfci-featlya väiiws .Matt nraä. exaerfe- > 
sseasureiÄnts tout. the psessjab result's "are highly significant and %n^ j 
diöäte the potential tisefülness of the siren in bacteriological re« 
search.                                             -;;"""'                               '•:'"  -"''>  -'    - '•'' .   ?- 

2-,6"3fc\ Agglomeration of Smoke and Fog. :'. ' " _ " '" I 

—.We. arg far from, the first _^o agglomerate smoke... fog«, or dust .'     
frota, the air toy the use of sound, but as ä device for producing"  '' 
this effect the siren is the best source, considering its size and 
weight, that we know of.    ixperiments. in this laboratory have been. 
restrictedto the agglomeration of tobacco smoke and fog produced 
with the aid of dry ice.    Our sj?oke chamber is ,4 in, square and 1^ I 
in. ^^^fevlng^glass—sides -a-ssi top and a^ Pliofilsr toöttsin«:   U013.       -. \ 
dense smoke or fog danWMssipated in loss than a secdhd when tHe 1 
siren is turned on*    ' ''.      r ' •    ~i 

2*66   Sspsrisffnts with Bats •/ t7   - "   .     '   " ^   j 

The problem was proposed byiJr..'--B> R.:Griffin, Department of  ' ' 
Zoology^ Cornell University, as to whether bats could navigate in 
ä r-öomwith an intense background of high fi-eqtjsncy sound..   With ' > 
the siren such a background is easily genersited in'a room because —*    : 

the fundamantaüL apd the other harsEonies. wiil. ha% ihe f&m order 
of intejpity a. short 'distance. i&k t-fts; sir©Ei due to" finite Itajpli*". -: - 



-~V?A  -a-t-ä**—**-«--«»--     n»^i»f»öeÄ*Ä.it wan::dffa^dfto^'to  öbSörVG   thö  fli^t   Of 
a bat in the room* with and without the siren going«    The. fusd^sashtai 
froqueaoj decided upon was approxinötely 20 kc sines» this would yield 
a second harmonic about k0 ke5 which is hear the bat's carrier fre» 
quency*. • 

Bats were able to avoid pipes, wires and other obstacles in the 
room whan the slrexLwas. silent,, . Wasn t«s siren was turned -pa-they 
were ^bla *p navigate, lind f lew directly into a wsll and; flutteredr 
to the ""fiög£*   this result, was obtained several times.: in gtis- a£fcer~ 
hcön wijSh two-bstSi     :   - -•   ".-":- ------   ~r- ~~' -----•'-' . - — 

A later experiment with different- bats- extending -over .sleyfral 
days-with-shprt test intervals each day shsmä that t-he bats; beslpe 
familiar With the room and couldsometimes land successfully on pipes 
or even the ceiling, when the siren was turned sn«>   So&ö. frequencies   . 
WOE« fwüädto be; sore disturbing t-har. ethers *   In au esses.,, .however; 
the bats «sjsilisss-^sought ä^länditig; plposT 01? fell tö *h» ilaö^riaSSwÄ 
disfcely when the s-iran•<tt&j5ä3&äjk-jsä».- --- -     ".-".-.__. .    /":/"."..     _, _    ...r_ 

2.67   Testing, of Glass.. .= .. . 

The. e^fsriences eneo\u3fcered in breaking glass flasks as mentioned 
above, and in bregM?ng..iother^äsä items simply suspgndsd in the souicr 
field: in. air led to the idea that, this process of "breaking glass with 
soulydmget h& s ssthnd for; t.estingy optical .glass in the forfiof 
lenses,.   Present testing.methods designed/ todetermine, the merit of 
certain annealing pEacess.es arid the. effect of certain teugh&sing *en= 
ätit^anv-s, ^P^ti ^«c pr-üpijrtiesrof^t-he gl»sa._ «imLay same form or 
hammer or press and large variations in results make analysis dif» 
ficult,   Experiments, employing the s,xren to test lens: blanks were 
carried ön- only to the point of determining that breaking of such- 
blanks, was possible and that differepses existed between blanks of 
different, annealing, history.    The. nethod showed definite promise» 
Continuation of such experiments would involve the deT/elcpsent cf 
suitable- supports which wculd either not affect the observations or 
would affect them in a determinable manners   Also it would involve 
either the development of precision controls over the power and the 
frequency of the output from the sirea or the development of some 
other, controllable means Sot applying the sound energy to the glass« 

wrs^--  

Although investigation.of the problem for which the siren wer* 
originally built, nanely, the detection of fawneioo/gctsby .vdtrasonics, 
yielded 22sgative results as shown by concurrent research on acoustic 
transmission through various types of soils, this instrument has 
proved itself aa an efficient and convenient laboratory tool« „Its; 
ease of control both in freqtsancy SndTpolsir output^ together with 
its ajünost unlimited applications make it invaluable in the investi- 
gation of a -wide scope of phanomsha associated with intense sound 
both in air and liquids» 
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-   -- "" GEAPTERIIi    = 

-       -   PART II:    THE- ELECfRÖMüNiST-IG VIBRATOR 

3»! Introduction 

It ii?as pointed out at the begißni£g. of Chapter II that, a study 
of -k^ a-tt,än«öä.tion öf'high intensity .sound in pir wajr ^c>ssäry is. 
ühö investigation of the" possibilities of long range ultrasonic 
signaling«    It is sell known that asy souM ^ave in air undergoes; .;._. 
two principal kinds of alteration in form during propagation:    ä 
loss in äiaplittEäe due to driving forces sx& a gradual distortion due 
t-w the. ßüh~linearity of the ^dium*   The second of these, two effects. 
which constitutes the main.subject of the present che#terj occurs 
because- the sound pressure psak travels faster than fie pressure 
Mnlsmffift   Ehis is orten caüäed finite ^gliittide^jöistörtioh because in^ 
waves of snail or nearly 3^initesimal ä^litudes the ..^henc^Läs be« 
oosses negligibly small and requires, such large distances tft become» 
4ppsrent that the tare is dissipated by viscous attenuation before. 
ths effect can be observed* 

In this study, sinusoidal sound waves of large ^>lltu@ and 
neglibible harmonic content ha^e been generated by the'elecirc^.gn^tic 
viteat.©? *» a lifeo. kc. jjlahe piston source about $ f^velengths. in ^.# 1 
aster*   "The. vibrator Ms. deslääfcie* ekaräetsristics not $öufid in. the 
sirens   Fir-at» ifes acoustic output i£ purely sinusoids! and of a con» 
stant-, fixed .frequenc^rj    This makes possible the use of sharply tuted 
I'll.«-   ^ _.   ,.   .r..~~-."-i—;—~   .J....JJ.   _^_w;   ^__^.___»_f-T_-   _   _._--i. •-.. .    _ «.^..H-.^j _— 

of background noise, which isL of advantage in detecting "wsak harBiynic 
components of a signal» The stability and. precise control of output 
level, offer ease in evaluating changes id level of the received signails 
in terms of variations in conditions of the test mediuia«. For these 
reasons it is admirably suited tö the investigation of finite ampli» 
tude distortion«       - - -- 

Measurements have been jn&ds. of the pressure amplitude of the 
fundamental radiated from the. aöäree, and cf the nest five harmonic 
components produced.by finite amplitude distortion during propagation 
of the initially sinusoidal radiated wave«. Empirical relations are 
presented which describe phase quantities as functions of the distance 
froia the source and the amplitude of. r/o& fundamental near the source« 

3.2.1 Theory: ._  •:_.. 

In this section the theory of propagation or the plane tf&.re is 
prssented .because that is fchs only "Fa"©, form, for which extensive 
theoretical development is avatlW^ISe.   The electromagnetic vibrator 
generates a spherically ^ diverging field in ths> region beyond a point 
liO cm from th®. center of the piston fase<>   Uhile direct verification 
of the theory presented here is thus not possible, the thßöry of 
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plane wave propagation nevertheless has provided änumber of helpful 
idsasfo? the "^aalsssis ef t-ha^m^'tsrm which.was: .^tudled experiajen» 
t-aiiy. ~";~- '"""".- -.-.;.-•-—';-_:-   ,-•,.-•   -- - —'-;- 

3e^L   The Plane Wave Equation ?,±thont Damping Term» 

Assuming that viscosity, heat conduction, and radiation are 
negligible, whicVin general is true, the equation describing the 
wötiök of a disturbance in air, ejq^ess'ed ife XÄgr-^igisn sr-Qrd£na-fc«s; 

takes oil xb$ form»* ' _~~ 

; •:-;7~-j&,wjtiiäs^+:^ö**«"' -" "••; •••••'"' 
git"     v©      ^.x' " . ."ST^ "J^ *"    "3** (3.i) 

.x - rest position of an element of the medium 
$ f displacement of an: element7 from its rest position 
t ? time    - v.-. - •. ".  ; --: 

;• jg •? rat jq:-of spec^gic-^heä-bir -"" ~; 
-# »rest pressure cf the medium 
"ä?f -s rest, density of the medium po- - - -     .._   - . -„: 

This-equation is exact except for damping terms,,    It reveals sstreral 
interesting characteristics of sound propagation in air which are 
now to be: discussed»      _ '-- . - 

Appro^gat^'solution»    For continuous waves of small amplitude^ e0g», 
sound, waves, of the" "levels encaüntered in cojörersätiony #$/~h% is very 
i^ll^coapsired^iith. Unity at all pctrts of the wave and say be Tiegieeted. 
This, yields the equation normally used; in the. trea^Tnent cf 
1_^1 sound .waves». : •• 

i^^g^fik 
(3.2), 

where c ~'  fifo"   is the "velocity of propagation of sound.    The solu- 

V Po tion of this equationa 

3 s.fj (x-et) 4 f2 (xfct). (3.3) 

nails for one or both of two disturbances travelling in opposite dirse- 
-iiOns.j, h33d_ng the parSiculär property that- the displacement of the 
air is always the same for equal values cf (x&qt).. This means that 
the displacement found, at xT_at^ the tims fy will be exactly duplicated 
a~\ ä distance (x^c^t) at some time (.£*. cTt; later» In this -type of 
motion there, is seen to .be no attshuation or -change in shape-, . _ 

Our reasoning "has given us a simplified equation which applies, 
with remarkably good Vf sülis, to sound waves in air at the normally 
encountered intensities« *We are able to make &. .slight correction on 

•M  A list of the. special symbols used in this chapter will be. found 
- -~on-ppär-«ö--3-*--Qii-? ~.._—_i~...;___-_ .".____JJ;—„~;, 
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it, tv take csrs of obyerväö. vdscru^ attenuationl3j iult'iplying this 
result trith an appropriate exponential decay tern« The success of 
such a solution in ordinary applications oftsn leads to the point of 
forgetting that it is an %>proximatioii0 It yields the false fueling 
that distortion or change of shape of a disturbance is something at^ 
tributab^ to v&vjes of large .Amplitudes and has nothing, to do with 
small mves.. It is. true that such distortion has seldom If ever been 
'detected with-raves of low intensity but this "is attributable directly 
to the fact that the distortion develops so slowly that it requires a 
great distance, of travel to create sufficient distortion to be detected* 
as-we shall see presently^.    -:-. . ."-.---•   :   - 

Sjarct solution«, We will now consider solutions to equationi (3^1) 
without any simplifying appro^mstion». - - 

1 -2  - "."."""---        -- .: 
Earnsnaw^  assumed that sound 'was propagated with isothermal 

tiohäl -elation?: .•  - ..-:-• 

(3*4) 

where y « x f 2»    These two assumptions alxosed the solution for the 
particle velocity u = «y/^t ^Js/tftj* in the form 

t '       -       V        -"'* """'"" : "    " "•_•' -•"-~i:- 

y s actual coordinate of the portion of air considered- •_- 
us particle velocity 
f s an arbitrary functional relation of une quantity in 

braces« 

"Esäjending this solution to the cose for an adiäbatie pressure- 
density relation (#j£ 1) gives the solution 

u s *(V+ß * (£$$*} • (3e6) 

Precisely this same expression has been obtained by Gibbons (see 
Sect* 11*2) using a different-nssthcd f'or^öbtaihing the solution of 
ths exact equation analogous to (3=1^ - but set iw* in Eulssrian coor~ 
dinates^  __ ~~.-^^              ~ T_ 

uz We m#y "äse from Eq. (3*6) that the velocity of propagation 
any disturbance has now become c 4- (if 4"1)a/2 instead of simply c, 
the ordinary velocity of sound» It means that parts of the wave are 

i> "S--Earcshaw, tfhii» Trans* ij>0, 133 (i860)e 
2e   Lord Rayleigh, Theuy pf Sound, (New York, 19hS). voi« II. 

1 
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travelling -faster thah -pther-Se -      . ..': -.;.."-     ,.: .    __-_-_. ^.i 

From this point of view "we would therefore axpectTthat elefisiifeg 
of the disturbance with greater particle velocity would eventually 
catch Up with preceding elements ef lesser particle velocity and that 
there-would-result, first, a discontinuity, and immediatelyafterward, 
if tha process continued, an overlapping of \eleissnts and 4 multiple- . 
vrslugänssä öf all pF-ags^iÄS-Associated/ with these elessi-t-Sc 

To; make-this concept more concrete» let us calculate the tijae 
reqMied fpr discontinuity to take place»   .consider an eleieht_&&*- 
tially of thickosss dxj the trailing surface will be propagated i$&h. 
a velocity c 4 (® 41)u/2, the leading surface with a velocity c«4». 

ß ^iJ/Sj-fW (Äu/ä>y.) dx|» TIss~ti5B for the trailing surface to & 
;-^ffe..leadd:ng___attrface"iriG4.--.bä "--- — 

i i ma 11 i  i      •[!• ii—"      •    "   ii •   i IL '• r ' HUM i     ii  '     •••• ii ii  • n   »in •••  i mmm nil   i mim   m . ~ _ ~    •   i   "  "ir -   '••! mm Tl 

t   "   " t o " 
tfFtrWts 

If wc consider now ä sound wave radiated tram a plane executing sinu«= 
scidai: vibrations, at x s -q then the particle velocity is  -_-.." 

The first part of the wave to form ä discontirmitywili.be that in 
which Vii/d-x will have the greatest negative valuej i»e», where 

©u «. 
MOM    «J tj#kMrMg» 

Thus the time to form a discontinuity will be 

 The distance will be 

or in terms öf the displacement amplitude Z at the source 

X s   2c2 

TSP -•-.-.._-  0.9) 

This result seems to have considerable significance,» It has 
been the stopping point of practically all solutions of the wave 
equation, and presents a barrier !jeyond which %hß wave aquation with- 
out damping terms no longer describes physical fact- since sroltiple 
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travelling faste? „thanothers 9- . -.-    "'". "".".--..-------:._'.-1__ ^.;-"'-'-'-. .".: 

From this-point of view we ^ould. t-hörefo^ .e3roaeb~l.häLt."'eJOT»s6a"=l- 
of the disturbance with greater perticle velocity would eventualfj" 
eaten up with preceding elements of leaser particle velocity ana *hai 
theBs would result, fleet, a discontinuity, and imMdiateiy afterward,. 
if the process continued, an overlapping «f elements and ä muitiplö- 
valusdnesa of all properties associated with these ©lesssnts« 

To. make, this concept mor# concrete, let us cälsulätg the time 

1 UA«jS~tf.     ySi      UUkbS UOÖÖ     V*^£      l»A4W      UA O.J.Jt.1,4»^,.   SJIA1. J. «V* W     n•*«*!*_-MSfc. i?* V-V,a&S,v'y*   With 

|; ^velocity c 4 (lT4i)u/2, the leading surface with a velocityc-4* 
I" ßi^j/l^ii-s/Js] «i*!« The time, for the trailing surface to overtake 
 i_ . _ .- — —•*»flÄ^_^•.Ä"iFÄ^£^r%»*»._#in»"*6Ä#N*%'^_-*»*4^1 T ---Vw& "  - —     — - -    — — -  -  - - — - - 5 - via.« -L.<;.<=Av*.-t.*.ii=, otux.ay«? vva.^-3- w*. .-..-- 

\ If we consider now a sound wave radiated from a plane executing si-nu- 
i - .  soidal vibrations at x = o.vtheh the particle velocity is 

. t 

i. i 

U = TI ces 2 *f tw *£W9- --^V- :    (3*8) 
i .. xhe first part of the wave to form a discontinuity will be that in 
) which &u/'£:x will have the greatest negative value % iee», where -_ 

I £u - „ rr 2TT . .--       ~   .----- v ^-17 _. .      ^ __^_ ____     .    ______ 

Thus the time to form a discontinuity will he 

t s      2      s   2c 

I The distance -will be * - - 

r sr=~" 2c2' 
l¥:+l]i Uirf_...    .....  . 

ei' in terms ox the displacement amplitude Z at the source 

X s   2c2 

rrw (3.9) 
This result seems to have considerable significance. It has 

been the stopping point of practically all solutions .jf the wave 
equation, and presents a barrier beyond which the wave equation with~ 
out dayping terms no longer describes physical fact, since multiple ' 
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valued solutions have no physical sigmf icanc« in sound propagation* 
Why the T*rave equation fails to represent the jebseirved phenomena afc 
this point is still a matter of contention.    Just what ässuDgjtien or 
assumptions are violated or /what governing physical conditions are 
saglecteä. is not conclusively khöäm« 

Other fes^s of the sdixrfcione Other iaos?e. explicit foras of the solii» 
:Eiö^lf^n4sii^f7e^nt points of visir and yiald scrs direst ccspari- 
sons with physically measurable quantities, 

Lffiaby has soiled Equation (3*1) by the ssthöä of successive 
approximations5 obtaining the particle _ displaca&sjQft at any distance 
from the so*.- -ee to the second approximation, the coefficient of -which 
is a function.of distance and the solitude of the fundan^ntal at the 
sourest -_-"'-."'" -"--"-""-"_ ": "   '--'  . "~ "-""'" 

s'a'Z cos«ö(t -s x/_v 'c-) _*_(*-4"1)«* Z _x   |l « eos 2&sft - x/e)i.(3«I©) 

It appears" that the leading term for the n't-h harmonic -will in- 
volve the source amplitude to the n'th power and the distance fross 
the -source to the .(n»l)  «st power* 

TMs cön^ec^ui^ will be verified by use of the e:cact solution 
of Fabini-.Ghiron!* in röiich the coefficients of the harmonic componeBts 
have been sumtrsd and the general term is stated in closed form- 

et.«- V •'"" " :       "       -"'"•.."""'... «r        •-.'-.. - v-   -.•**»• .        K 
zCJfjt) - *& f liSLfn cos nutt^^c) * % S*» h»(t^x/c>j e (-3*11) 

a« ss J?/    f(X)4 - 6-x    /ft * £-1   f»  (A?\    2   - r aj dA 
'-*> "2? -g'cr   "2c    - • - X^£    J 

a(x,t) s displacement of a particle trhose rest position ig 4 
distance x from the source 

z(0j,t) s Z cos art 
I Asa parameter (not Travelsngfeh)- 

£ (A) -» Z (1-eos wiX) 
 f»,(A) sZwsin_^X 

*„-2ZX  r /nx 
*F"!*"* X 

J. 

iau«i>>   rrji r   a—iMnaa^^^BW 

3c,   E. Lamb5 ByramJoal Theory of Sojijad» .(London^, 1931)    2nd ed,»? 
p* 132*   ' ~" ' 

U.   E. Fubini=Ghiron, Alta. Ereq. h, 530 (1935)5 Eer* ~D'ässaatw 6, 
118 (1937). 
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TftTT^ (3.9) 

Aside from the fact that Eq*. 3»11 is an exact solution in a re- 
latively .usable torn,  it is significant bseause. of the hew ideas it 
introduces a First of ail it/employs eiroliettly th© d-isfcanES_...X- --at 
which, as we have previously found, the solution becomes .sailtipls 
valued» using this distance the -wave form becomes a function of the 
single parameter sr/x«, Thu? regardless: of the. source amplitude^ the 
amount of distortion developed by a wave is completely determined 
when the distance fEoai the -source is stated as -a fraction Of Xe 

It follöws from this that when viscosity is omitted there is 
basically no difference between sound-waves of ordinary amplitudes 
and those of large amplitude. Distortion will he encountered in 
either«, However, bscaiise of the l?args value of I irt"the-case of 
small amplitudes3  the distortion per unit distance toll be small and 
-»ill not show up except at large distances« 

Eor small values of x/x the quantity Sa becomes negligible with 
respect to FW Also, sines in general Jw-^) for small values of the 
argumentv (i?eeoj v-<<l)- becomes ' ' 

4-M-4W;. 
lit \i.j 

we find from EqB  (3=12) 

Fn * JL U ft*V* 
_ n* xni\2X] 

En a.Z.     /nx^1 

and 

Fn^ Z n^2 fxfefrl) lay** 

Ü9 „ 

z(x,t) = a0 t   i  Z nn"2/x(yfl)2t^\ ^ cos nw (t-z/c}0    (J.iit) 
"^    5f   \     he* " ) 

Thus for sufficiently small values of x/x, the displacement amplitudes 
of the harmonics are proportional to the amplitude of the source to 
the n'th power and the distance from the source to the (n-l)'st power« 
This is what was indicated by considering the leading terms'" for each 
harmonic in Lamb's solution^ 

These same relations with source amplitude atsd distance hold for 

_._X 



_the .-press-are amplitudes of the harmonics for low values of x/X äs fan 
be established by differentiating Eq. (3Ll!*) with respect to x» Such 
a differentiation also shows the existence o.I -. negative static excess 
pressure due to the displacement of ths mean positions of the particles," 

Since Fubini-Ghiron's solution is just one form of a single 
solution to the given equation,, it becomes multiple valued lifts all 
the others at x s X. Its woyth liss in the information derived from 
it coneerninj. the region x*?X in which it represents the physical _ 
facts to -a close -approximation;        - "-.-•; 

3'. 22 $he Klans Wave Equation with the Viscosity Term 

The ,;s3s*et" equation including a term accounting for classical 
viscosity has been derived by Rayleigh: 

- ^p dx »A in   dx t ku, $u   dx (3.15) 

where /».I» the coefficient of. viscosity andru is the particle velocity*. 
Fay5 has solved this equation for p obtaining the solution as an in-» 
finite Fourier series of hari.. -do terms in t.9 the coefficients of 
which are infinite Fourier ser-JS in x with coeffieiehts consisting 
of infinite- series of. exponential terms in x* Both of these latter 
series., he states, converge rapid,r» "While he has. not worked out the 
general case for plane, sinusoidal waveas _he^has"_deterjnined that a 
stable wave should e:cLst at large distances-and has avaluate&j'EheV co- 
efficients for it. Tliis solution Js 

p - B W. - <£ sih nu? (t-y/g) 
3(^+1) ~, isSh n (<tf0+ «xj (3.1Ö) 

where i ec is a constant determined by the fundamental frequency and 
the viscosity of the medium. 

«o is & Constant determined from the equation when the acoustic 
pressure of any harmonic (say the fundamental) is given» 

x is the distance from an arbitrary point of reference in the 
region where the stable form already exists» 

For high acoustic levels the pressure amplitudes of the, harmonics 
reduce to 

n n- *  .       -_; (3.17) 

and the wave becomes-saw-toothed in form. 

- -Fay»:s> treatment; is significant not only because it yields a 

£•> E. D. Fay, J. Aeons«, Socs m. %  223 (1931)« 
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solution which remains single valued regardless' of the magnitude of   . 
viscosity,but also because it. predicts a stähle form whl4h>. for suffi« 
cently high acoustic levels, is" essentially an iterated shock wave,» 

3*3   Apparatus.    -...-:."     -..:.- 

-        3.31   The--Elecferöissgnetic Vibrator  -     •-•   -    —   • -       _;_'--. 

Dsgi-ga "aiid cO^structionj    Figure 3^1 presents ä cröss-section view of 
the' vibrator.    TEST moving element, is a solid, bar of aluminum alloy 
(IJlST), U.8 in. in diameter arid 'approximately 6.5 ih* long»    it is 
mounted at its mid-plane so that it can vibrate longitudinally in 
its first resonant mode»    The drivl-riei system consists of a coil %k 
single heavy turn Of aluminum machined as part of the bar itself.) 
which projects into the voice coil gap of a heavy duty loud-speaker 
pot magnet».   The driving current is induced in. the single moving'turn 

-&y ä öüT.T:5.at  AU X prifliSiy Coil -«önäistirjg' "of. -37 tUXlnS- of Fpiniex -in—' - 
suläted ^rä wrapped around and fastened rigidly to. the .central-pole- 
pi#'ce. iaght thin radial slots were cut. into the edge of the central 
pole piece to reduce eddy losses due to induced currents in the pole. 
This construction "allows the bar to vibrate" freely, iwlthöüt any re- 
sistance- from-electrical leadsj the system therefore may be made t© 
have .an extremely high Q, so high in.fact that the acoustic radia- 
tion from the-:ehd of tbs bar .accounts for more than half the resistance 
loss - encountered. ^"Stgid clamping of the bar %j a flange^ machined at 
the nodal plane, is a satisfactory moans of mounting bars that, are 
long compared with the diameter, but for short bars, the expansion of 
the nodal plane becomes comparable with the excursion, of ths~ends of 
the bar^.-thtus some means for allcEing the nod&l plan« tö «^Kband freely 
had to be. devised to retain the high %.        ' '-    .   ~"  -" •"' 

The support designed in this laboratory'and^ ^höwS dST-FxgT 3*1 
works well. It consists of a mounting ring surrounding a thin web 
that is machined as part of the bar at the nodal plane, -' -Ths ring 
is put on hot and shrunk into place so. that it is under sufficient 
tension to follow the radial expanding and contracting motion of the 
nodal plane without losing contact and chattering against the web* 
The ring consists of B principal sections,. It is mounted by means 
of the flange On its upper edge which is damped rigidly to the magnet 
structure. Between the flange and the heavy mid-section,, along which 
the ring makes eontact with the web. of the -b.ar^ there is a thin cylin- 
drical section which acts as a spring" and giveäthe' rällesl^iiy compli» 
ance to..allow the nodal plane of the bar to expand and contract f reely 
against essentially conservative forces, with a minlmuM. M'- ffictional 
losses:»—To keep the r:i,ng from rocking, on- the v?eb -at -the line of cor*• 
tact as the spring sectio;n yields, a balancing spring sect!on..below, 
oymetrical with the: Ohe$il?öVeT is prodded» this-connects to an 
additional-heavy section of the "mounting ring wh-igh, blcäu§g.Jof its. ' 
mass, isr'effactively as statiohary as the flange above and thus pro- 
vides, the' .hecässary. sysmatry, of restraining forces.;"'"•"- 

":..._. The^stsucture-is' so,resonant that it is -necessa% to- have the '- 

•*2J$8-~ 
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bar Itself control the: flsäqjänöj of the; driving, oscillator because-,... .. 
a shot of only 1 c from resonance geeatiy reduces: the, output*   The .-.-•. 
frequency control circuit and power amplifiers designed for driving- . 
the bar (see FigscA»33-l5J are discussed in Appendix A of tliis report. ' 
Feed-back for controlling the frequency of the driver is obtained, 
from a condenser pickup built as part of the vibrator«.    The bar it- 
self acts as one side of the condenser^ the other side is a eohduciing 
surface insulated from, but attached rigjLcily to, the top surface. of 
the central polo pi-rse.of the magneto   As the bar moves: the biasing-. 
potential betsseä the. eondehs-sr plates is modulated and. the. a-c cöp? .. 
pchent can then be fed' to the control circuit» _.: I 

The driving circuit delivers about J>@Q. watts of power and the _; 
field coil of the magnet reo^uireis approsdütötely .öO'wätts* •-.-.:- ! 

Cooling: is ne.eessary for continued full power operation^    The 
s =-.*•. :3     i^'%    •'—   -—Äi-—.-3 ,-j--i.    ••>'-«       -   -    - -  - - •--*-    •«' 11J Z-'~ 1——3— •*>**        -     - - 

through the coil and each turn of wire 5s exposed to the air.at eight. 
points« Even wibh this ventilated winding it ^s possible^to .insert . . 
nearly twice the weight of copper that was originally supplied with.. 
the speaker by careful utilisation of the available space« The air - 
is brought through k sy^^trisally spaced air inlet, holes above, the 
coil, passe» down through it and out a series of small holes in the 
bottom of the magnet case. The. .voice coils are? also cooled by air, .-„_-. . 
passing over them-.and" down through a noie bored anally in. the c.en=>.. . - 
träl pole piece- —:--    — -----;

:   • ...'.=    *    -   . " •     ~\ , 

The electromagnetic^vibrat-or- together with, the cabinet which , __ - -_. 
contains its driving circuits-is ...shown in Sg^^c,2*. Tha elsctricai ; 

leads arid tubes supplying cooling adrj^rs clearly visible* The binds... : 
ing posts connect to thermocouples used to determine the temperature , 
at various points within the unit daring operation» •-..-   r 

The vibrator £§ snow;: again in Jig« 3.3 as used in the final 
set~up. . The radiating face of the bar is located in the center,, 
Around it, the narrow ring is the top of the housing« and the larger 
one is an aluminum plate serving as a rigid baffle approxiaateiy 20 
wavelengths in diameter. It is bolted to the housing from beneath 
so that, the top is a smooth, plans surface. Other details of thi«. 
figure will be pointed out in later discussions^ : 

The amplitude of vibration of the radiating face.of the bar.was. . 
checked for^ uniformity, particularly ix> detera^s-thac ths^ surface 
moved as a single piston and did not break up"into other modes at 
high power output«. For this purpose an improvised condenser pickup - 
was used, consisting of a metal plate, apprexiaately \ inc la feajaster., • 
which was held parallel to^ and a few thousandths of an inch above - - - 
the face of the vibrator». A d-c voltage, was: .m&irjfcainfid between- the 
metal plate and the vibrator* and as ths latter moved the capacitance 
between it and the disc changed so that 4n a»c voltage was generated - .    _)  • 
proportional» to the displacement amplitude of the part of the vibrator 
directly adjacent to the disc. The r;ece.s.säry- accuracy cf spicing be« 
fcseen the probe and vibrator was maintained by transportingthe probe 
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assess the-tace of *he -vibrator usiög the carriage. p£ iLbeHqh lathe, 
TMs arrangement allowed measurement, of displacement amplitude eons» 
pletelv.aua^t .fro©-any acoustic. me&aureseatg,,   The results «re. showa, 
in-Fig». 3.U v?here the amplitude-along <a diameter is plotted in db as. 
ordiss^e against the distance along the disaster as abaeisea,   Three 

•.*»• 
that-the amplitude at the center is slightly greater than at the edge 
(3 db; i-».©>? .'KJ- approximatelyi, but that- it has precisely the ssme: _. 
characteristic for at least these three .amplitudes of operation .and. 
that -%m&&£.ore the •Abrate«' is. entirely satisfactory for its purpose.» 
This -result might be ejected since.the mechanical system if highly 
reaoaant (having a Q of 2.0,000) and is free from hggsnanics for all:..... ..:.-•. 
practical purppsess 

.. The- amplitude of the source epuld be.monitored in either of. two 
ways; by dbserti^ t• vplt»gi& developed, by the ^IsiK^ ^'iSt inte- 
the vibr-äte&j or by ms^uringth§ sound pzlessure near the source» . The 
f-ormar -method -•was found-^reliäble because variations fe temperature 
of the vibrating, bar changed the spacing between the two electrodes, 
of the condenser pickup and thus, changed its. sensitivity» The other . 
was much: superior since it measured, directly, the pressure amplitude 
of the sound- radiated* It required, measxeemant. at a point near the 
source sp; that- finite, amplitude effects would, be negligible-,.. aid is 
a- region where the sound isval" ^5 sufficiently, uniform tb&t_-v&riaÄ _: 
tiohs- in the field patter^ caused by local tei^psräture changes^ * 
would net affect- the readiaes. These conditions, existed at a pressure 
ißsjäanim on the-sals-'at a distance of 3*8 cm. above the source. 

General operation« The .vibrator, acts as ajplane- piston sound source 
radiatfeig waves, with almost pursly sinusoidfl particle displacements 
Its nominal frequency is XfLkc (actually 2&,_6 kc when heated.to.operat- 
ing temperature.^ The field -.pattern of. the. ..sound radiated is that 
expected from a piston source approximately j? wavelengths in diameter« 
It has the rather complicated Fresnel structure at small distances but 
after passing through a series of maxima and, minima it takes on the 
much simpler Fraunhofer pattern at large distances and the sound falls 
off monotoniealiy with distance (l.e*,the acoustic intensity drops 
inversely as the square of the distance as it would from a point 
source)»   The greatest sound level attainable at the maxima of the 
field, on the asiä of the source, is in excess of l5l db rs .0002 
dyne per cm? (!*&*., pressures greater than 20,000 dynes per cm2 or 
o02 atmespheres-rms)s.--,,-    ~  . 

Measurements of sound pressure made along the axis of the source^ 
are presented in Fig« 3*£ where the ordinates are in db relative-to ' 
the reference, level of »0002 dynes per cm*' and the abscissas are. dia<« 
tanees from the source* The three circles represent the s-iaa of the- • 
microphone relative to the spacing between abscissa coordinate: lines« 
The parameter for the four curves is the pressure amplitude monitored.' 
at 3»6 cm. from the source by the condenser probe microphone©. -"' 



Thr^e ;m&aa».aud %wc~ MJ&S&: shoga in tEe upper ourta,_äif. thqjste5"; 
expected in tM soimd f if;'M 6ri tKe axis of a piste» 5'w©irelsngihs: is--J 

diameter,    fbc ^p^isr civr^ss were hot traced back to the source sinee^  _ 
they would h§ve had ei»äentiälly the saws shape „as the first, ths dis-'- 
tancss involved riot being siifficient for effects of finite-amplitude 
to appear«    As shown by tha two lower cu^yes. the pressure a^littid§ -- 
of the furMamerrbal between liö and 260 cm, at low intensitieas döcSeases 
at a rate of nearly 6 db per distance doubled, i.e. j inversely as the 
distansi fro» ths source Ci^tensity inversely «5 the square of the, 
distance)-«   This result indicates that the field, closely apjpresiiaatss* 
a spheriöal one -on then&jds öf the soiree 1'rdm%9 to 2C0 em»   It is" ~ 
ttpon measurements in this region that our final conclusions will ber;" ;. 
baseo'.» •--"-"-: - .-..  .-__•_ ,.^. 

Figure 3,6" shows the. field structure in.the region iÄSdiately 
above the piston face*    The several curves give the relative, inteh«» 
i?j.VJT      VJU      ÜS.OT     SCUAJiV^UptlVa^    «,t»     tiw»üUivu    v»o.v4i^    **    sM.yu»' w»      >^e*       _».i«w    ^e==.-^-Ä-sa    *-.**. 

a series of distances above the face ranging from Q.l cm to 2J> cm* 
At the lowest level there are $ intensity maxima, the largest being on 
the axis*   The number of intensity maxima decreases~w±th height,    " 
finally reducing to a single principal maadmum with minor side lobes 
as the «Fraunhofer region" is reached«.    In Fig* 3.7 is presented the-~ 
usual type, of polar field measurement*   The mierophoiis. traveled, in 
an„arc of 3Q cm radius about the center of the pistM face.., _fhs di©»^; 
.ectioii XrönLuhe^ source t<3L the microphone is indicated by the direction- 
from, the origin to the plotted point is qjAeatioh-   the measured pres» 
sure aiöpiitude is represented in db by the distance along the radius" 
from the origin to the plotted point8   The separation of the .circles   •-- 
represents 10 db.    The solid curve is the theoretical pressure ampli- 
tude pattern at large distances from the source.    The measured and •"- '-'.. 

of the source-    It. is apparent that the Fraunhofer pattern, is not yet 
attained at 30 cm but there is a close reäeniblsncs to it»    MLich.bettsr 

.agresmörrfc^is seen at f>0 and 100 cm in Fig. 3.22a, c. "''""' 

3.32   Auxiliary Apparatus 

Monitoring microphone«,    For convenience in manipulation and for great-" 
esfc repröduHbdSi^of results- it is preferable to ieavö the monitor« 
ing microphone, in position throughput an entire set of measurejsents«, "."- 
This requires that its "h-vsical size be small so as not to alter the 
sound field.   The simplest solution to this problem was, a Western. „ 
ilectric condenser microphone fitted with a long thin- probe tube which: 

opened directly over the center of the" source, while the microphone 
TLtseif ^covered with aoGUstic sound inJiüiätin|L_iiäterial,.jras positioned 
'Outside the direct sound fields This .arrangement is "vlsib'ils-'£33 tb.<s"~ ', 
photograph of the e^erimanial sct-ap, Fig* £.%   Slcctriosl IsMs'-tp•'="*• 
the microphone enter the jack box in the foreground,, on the end -cf -the: 
supporting tube*   . -  - - ;_• _" .^ ••^•'i"f; 

Pggd chamber;«    In order to avoid interference, from reflected waves   - 
the^experliKJntal "(»asureme.nts were carried on inside a dead chamber« 

—1 
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.  J-£ exists:^ outside       - 
dsis^äsdlofis.^ 3äatfd .^t-h; 5«yaiBa of ^ibaa-glaa .of _ y&rying density so t&£t 
its inner .surface fbrass .a-'good acoustic^absorber for sound of frequencies 
aboye: l":k<?« -f:igur.e 3» 8 shows a plot, of the reflection coefficient 
against frequency for a test section of the-wall structure,    No appro» 
eiable reflection was experienced" at the working frequencies of 15 kc 
andrharmonics thereof•-. •--- -.       ~'\. ^ ; 

Figurr -3*£ is. a photographof :th©.- dead c^'-mberw^Ths^i^yer type. 
construction is. apparent, ;P5i, th@ edge of. the doors,;*    It should he iicted 
that the Ventilating Soles .in the top of the'0nts^®r?wei^ found to 
:give reflections and were therefore filled with the. Sum insulating 
materials as. on the^.rest of the ceiling, and walls«,   Buriag ^asureiaehts 
the coveri shown leaning .against. the docr^. was inserted, against the 
window to pre^r^-r^tectiori»,    The rods in the- corners served to sup^ 
port-equipment*,.  They had negligible effect upon the sound-field iä     \ _• 

^Electrical Mplifiers^    In making. Masüre^snt-s in the sound field ther 
voltage oütpu.%"friS°^he microphone required much amplification before 
it could be" analysed«   This was supplied by ä combination öf one or 
more of the commercial units,;    (1/ Ballantine. electronic voltmeter 
Model 3Q0 used as. an amplifiör^ and (2). Ballantine decade. amplifier 
Model 220« -These are very si&bjtö-» high gain amplifiers; with" low 

--     noise/.-ji^lj^iihsrjEacst gives appj^^iinätftiy\68 ab gain,, ttejjocond 
either 20 or hO db-.g&in.   Bothrare aopposed to be ~fl§t iö 2QQ kej how« 
ever- the total amplification of any. circuit used was always chfeked 
at the six harmonic: frequencies of the vibrator to assure correct 
calibration since the. condition of the batteries in the decade ampli^   ~_ 
fieri was found. tP influence the amplification, especially at the high 
frequenciesv 

Eleetrical. filters»   Two stages of filtering were found necessary in 
"öi-der to. "ssparat'S, the harmonics so that each could be measured.down 
to electrical noise level Without influence from the others*    The 
filters used were feimple h" circuits each operating into a cathode 
follower circuit, one a»e and one battery operated.    The battery 
operated filter was always placed first in the circuit because of its 
lm&e npise level and better electrical isolation.    The filters were 
sometimes- operated directly in series and sometimes with a Ballantine 
decade asp-ifier^ giving ZQ<^ gairu inserted between them when this 
additional, gain, was advantageous in maintaining the signal sufficiently 
above the npise and pickup level» 

._: The characteristics s£ the two filters, used in series are traced 
-in.-Frigr-^^10e_-4ierre the ordiiiates are the transmitted signal in db 
relative to the input signal taken as~"CTdb9    The päfsmeters~£or-the 
six curvea are the filter settings which correspond to the harmonic 

: frequencies of the-input signal in kc. 

This filter arrangement was sxxfficiently sharp that under all 
conditions of the investigation the desired signal transmitted when 
the filters were tuned to the chosen^harmonic w^s at least 20 db 



(ten tiäaes) higher than: the transmitted signal due to any other Jiar-. 
mosic*   Therefore« us correction was ever necessary for harmonic inter- 
fsrtsnce»    However, in measyreiaents at low signal levels it was necess= 
ary to take into- account, the nearness of the signal to the electrlRai. 
noise« - -- ------ .. - _. 

Indicating, meters«   All readings of sigrsal levels'and monitoring levels1 

•were made on VBaliantine electronic voltmeter Model 300«    This in- 
stsnz^nt häs> in addition to its good precision and stability^,: the 
unique advantage .afforded by 8, logarithmic, responding, ijietsr %hich ""haa 
a 20 db scale« reading linearly in db| ü«© range of thö meter ca^ be 
switched conveniently in steps of 2Q db»   * 

Recording system«    In. obtaf ning the field pat-terns of th* vibrator- 
it was 4©sixab"le to use an automitic^recording system so that the 
entiisa. pattern could .as swspt qaiclcly in order to avoid serious heat« 
ing effects which would result from the extended; operation of the 
vibrator necessary for appoint by point measurement»    An Esterlihe Angus 
Graphic Ammeter recorder. ]&del AM. was available.«    This iriStruisant reads 

. linearly in volts^ d~o*    In. order to obtain suitable precision both 
for the intense signals attained.when ihVinicrGphons.wäs on the axis 
and for the weaker ones at distances off axis the signal was compressed 
by means of a. Legaten" Model 5lQA5 before rectification».   By this means 
the recorder became _effsetivs.!!^ a, loga^lthjsic^ ifistru^ntö., Tbe Logatefi 
was very^. temperature, sensitive bufc after a w^rtHup- period it. became 

""sufficients^ stable' tfi^ circuit . 
could be-::Qbtained: with iS.pre;cisiö.n_^f--s.f ov »3 db over.a JiG db range* 

.Elec^rigal sysjfcej^'. for/ ;öbtgining wäye; traces;«.-   bäarect Observation of 
th# ^.stortibn pHenomenöa: :wa;s~ po/ss'ibif" tSrSug|L oscillograph traces of 
the output voltage from a pressure sensitive microphone in the sound 
fields    A knowledge of thejglatness of the over-all system including 
microphone- and.electrical circuit Is of prime importance; in evaluating 
such tracesJ    The-.bariunp titäjsate, microphone (see Sect.« 1 .~1J5).""whicli 
wa? used as a »acaive.«^ is. flat within 1 db (i.e., within IG.per cent 
or less) from '3*>,to 90; kg« . The gain of the electrical system (at all 
gain settings), was essentially constant. oye..r most of the range, but 
gradually dropped off at the higher frequanöiss so that it Was down 
by approximately 1 ii>» at,9Q. kc.    The effect of these departures of the 
oyer»all system- from flatness with frequency might be just visible in   " 

_    .._ .     some of the traces if this syateiiL could, be compared directly -with one 
whi^h was Absolutely p.ß&trom'lk to fo ke.^>but it is not sufficient 
to alter the "wave fora materially in any instance*    Beyond 90 kc the 

^ gain of the electr.loal c^cuxt drops rapidly^ so that the first six 
ha^Äönics and onlythegerare-;shown'.faithfully»    -Higher harmonics are 
effeeiisreXy iiM,&ve^m^: or cut-off %sr th# electric-al system^ ana pe?> 
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6»   A passive lögarithÄc;,att.f|iijatien circuit element produced by 
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* The object of. this investigation is to measure the magnitude «r 
the harmonic components of a free progressive sound wave as it pre• 
pagatas from. a source and to determine the relation between these 
magnitudes and that of the radiated fundamental component as func- 
tions of both distance f rosa the source and the amplitude of the fun-* 
dament&L at the source*   E^rimentaXiy it has been found possible 
to measure the, pressure amplitude of the fundamental and the next 
fi^harmonies^for Tarioüs distaness along the axis of the. source and 
fd? several, acoustic levels,      .    .. 

Curing the course of the first set of detailed äfcasuremehts» 
several experimental, error is were encountered.   Corrections were 
made3 as estpl&ined belowj and the msasur«meats -were repeated-   An 
interesting phenomenon known as "sonic wind% which was particularly 
noticeable for the .higher.source amplitudes and the larger field 
.djLgtances3 «ss studied in some detail»   since it had the effect -of:;  - 
distorting the sound field, a method was. devised for eli-iainating it, ^ 
Then a? third, set of measurements of the pressure amplitude was made 
for the larger field distances« 

3«*il   The First Detailed Measurements of Sound Pressure 

i _-. 

Thai, fiäuratjöfewith; its circular baffle 18_in. in diameter was. 
placed in; the center of the dead room as shown in Fig» 3.11* ^Ths 
.baffle was not attached-in this photograph but it does appear as the 
large circular^ disc iii-Fig* 3»33e The Rpchelle salt crystal micro- 
phone was. mounted so that its sensitive element was on the aiä-s öf 
the source. . -  

-The esperipental procedure, consisted in moving the microphone 
from- its initial position at 200. em to successively smaller distances 
from the source. At each distance measurements of all six harmonics 
were made at five source,amplitudes» The feed back voltage from the 
built-ineor,d®riser pickup of the vibrator was used äs a monitor. For 
each harmonic^ the filters were adjusted to masdmum transmission at 
a moderate source amplitude. Then the amplitude was raised to ths 
highest value used and reduced successively by 5> db -steps, a measure- 
ment being taken at each step, lach reading involved a certain a- 
mountof averaging due to small fluctuations in intensity especially 
at the higher amplitudes and distances. 

The datst indicated cerfcain. relations between the acoustic pres» 
surs£ of the various harmonics and the source amplitude; however, re- 
lations with distance were almost completely masked by experimental 
errors» ' 

The principal causos for the errors seemed to bes 

1, The microphone did not have a unifera frequ&xVjy aruT 
showed a large variation in response with slight change 
in polar plantation* 
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2, The cörsxenser pickup of the vibrator; used as monitor. I 
changed in sensitivity because the condenser spacing " 
changed as th-5 vibrating bar became heated« 

3« The admission into the test region of the air used to 
cool the source caused temperature fluctuations wM.cn 
changed the sound -velocity and-the field pattern» 

To overcome these difficulties the small barium titanate mieroVr 
phone with an essentially flat response characteristic was developed- 
monitoring «ras accomplished with an aiiKilia-ry microphone and the cool- 
ing air was „excluded fr^m the test region« Other minor changes were 
also made* \ 

3,k2   The Second Set. of Detailed Measurements of Sound Pressure 

The vibrator was employed in the same position as previously but "». 
With s. QsXöt'5?? ad<äiti<?•-+«0 th? baffle; which extended to the wälle -ari^ ä 
enclosed the vibrator housing in the lower part of the dead chamber. 
This served to confine the air needed to cool the driving coils, and ' 
to prevent this air from entering tne~test section* The Gelotex was 
covered with one layer of MX Superfine Fiberglas as can be seen in 
Fig* 3*3» This viras used mainly to slow down the small air streams 
which leaked through joints in the Cel^x. The barium titanate micro«" 
phone was Jxsed in place Of the Rochelle crystal microphone and its 
sensitive element again was positioned on the axis cf the: source© 

The experimental procedure consisted in moving the microphone ._ * • 
from aa, axial position, at 1J> cm. to. successively more distant point» 
and at each position, measuring amplitudes of each harmonic at the 
five intensity levels, starting with the lowest level first* The 
amplitude of the source was monitored by means of the condenser mic- 
rophone with its probe tube located, directly over the center of the     . 
vibrator at a distance of 3»8 cm. V 

T< The data» These second measurements, made with the barium titanate 
microphone and improved techniques., were much more consistent than 
the first. They have been plotted in Figs. 3.12 to 3*21, and are 
indicated by the points in eirclos. The ordinates are values of acous«- 
tic px"essures in db re .0002 dyne per cur measured on the axis at the 
distance indicated in the title block of the figure in question» The 
abscissas are values of acoustic pressure of the fundamental measured 
by the condenser probe microphone at the pressure maximum earths axis, 
at the height of 3*8 cm above the source. The acoustic pressures 
measured in this way by the monitoring microphone have been found to 
be .dir-ectiy"proporbicnaX to the displacement amplitude of the source» 
They will frequently be called the source amplitude when absolute 
values arc not important» 

It should be pointed out thats although the ordinates and abscissas 
are given in the same units, the latter are plotted to twice the scale 
of the former in order to better separate the curves«, Thus a line 
with a mathematical tlope 1 has a geometrical slope l/2, etc. The 
curves labeled p^, pj>, „„.. and p£ represent acoustic pressure ampli«- 
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tudäs if the f undämsniala the second ha.5moni.O5 «.«.=*« :and the si^Ebh. 
harmonic i^spsstiveiy» '/-.-»"-'_-        -"•••- 

In Figs* 3*12 to 3» 21, the solid lines ars smooth curves through 
the second set of data ör* in some cases, through these and the-data 
from the first set which have been adjusted as «splc&aed hele« tisdis- 
ated by crosses). They are seen to approach asymptotically the. dashed 
straight lines which hare slopes nurnerically equal to the harmonic 
number ns Oa a logarithmic plot such as this a straight line öf slope 
n indicates that the aMinatcs is proportional to the h'th power Of the 
abscissa«, Therefore,, these curves indicate that at low source ampli- 
tudes the acoustic pressures of the harmonics vary as the n'th power 
of the source amplitude», - -.-•-.."_.- 

Combination of the first and second. .measureBänts.^ the second measure«. 
menEsT^s^n wiS^tne DarSai titanatl inSc;pöphones showed that the in- 
dividual harmonics varied with source amplitude in the same way as was 
indicated by the first set of measurements made with the Roche.lle salt 
microphone. The. data differed principally in the relative levels 
between häriaonicSö However, the second set did not extend fee as low 
source amplitudes as the first because tbe barium titanate microphone 
has less ssnsitivitv. The data obtained with ths Roohslle Säü micro« 
phone were, therefore, used to e^cbend thpss obtained with the "barium 
titanaoe microphone to lower source amplitudes by adjusting the data 
for each ;curve of the former set (raising, or lowering ail data for an 
individual curve by the same- amount) until it Coincided most nearly 
with the corresponding curve of the latter set over the range of source 
amplitude where they «overlappecU These adjusted data are shown as the 
crosses in figs. 3.12 to 3.21. 

.Thisadjusting process cannot be Justified completely since it- 
implies not only that the data taken with the barium titanate micro- 
phone are correct (which is believed to be the ease*)* but also that 
all the error in the firstsset was due to error in the calibration 
of the Rochelle salt crystal micjcophohe. The latter condition is not 
true, for some error is due to variations in sensitivity of thereon?' 
denser pickup monitor, and therefore to changes in output level from 
the vibrator. A correction for this latter error would require a 
lateral shift, right or left, for each curve of the first set» How- 
ever, since the curves generally could be reasonably well matched by 
the. up or de^n^fcype of correction* and since the first set was needed 
only to extend the relatively straight part of tne plots, little ad» 
vantage Could have been gained by an attempt to make both vertical and 
lateral correctionse . 

The use of these corrected data does not materially affect the; 
subsequent analysis, it helps only^in obtaining a slightly moire pse» ~ 
eise location of the .straight lines which are approached asymptotically 
bj. the experimental curves at low source amplitudes* 

High amplitude conditionsfl At high ainplitudes and at the greater dis- 
tances the experimentally determined values.of acoustic pressure fall 
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increaslngly far below the straight lines which represent their vaSx&p 
at the smaller amplitudes»    0ns. would expect this Cross energy consider«- 
ations.c   When the harmonics ore law compared with the f lUTdämentesl the 
latter carries essentially* all the energy and an. increase in the. amp» 
iitude of the scarce causes a proportional increase in the acoustic 
pressure of the fundanentaL.    HöWe^ör, when the harmonics approach fie 
magnitude of the funda^htal they.eärry ah appreciable amount of the 
energy radiated so thaB. the fundamental can ho longer rise in propor- 
tion to the rise in ass^litudeö^ "" ,!---.•.   ^ 

Although the fundamental (äiä; Mhssquentj^r all harmonics) WQüM 
be ejected to rise more slowly -&s the source amplitude is increased 
it is very disturbing to observe that thsy reach a maxifflum and decrease 
as maybe observed in. Figs* 3»12 to 39 21«. The fast that the soaad 
pressure, not only of the "ft^Mental itself, him of all hirmgsiöf,. 
decreases with increase in source' amplitude offer a certain acoustic 
JevfeL is reachedseems incompatible .with normal physical reasoning/ 

. 7fhis.a»ömaly arises fres .the fact that high speed sonic rwin& 
cremted along the axis by the intense ^souM itself refracts the souxsd 
away from the Ixis and Issyes a. partial shadow thäre,    I-t was neeess« 
ary to stop^r fsmevethie wihd if meaningful, results -were to • h& 

_TQ.bfeaifösd-st 4jig&2=»sp.üfti8-.levels^ -:-.-- -•'=-.--- —--   ---• ^.:- --=—-=  -. 

\L-_^©;4^Ä.*isflt-"':".i;".: ;    "   ; - "    -.".-- '"---""""•--' .:_.-"---_.-   - 

i derailed description of this phenomääös is^giyen.ih Sect» XG*6f» 
It ±ä sufficient to station her© the method of its eiisination &M 
its effect upon the sound risido ~'~~~ .     :V;. 

Wind 3^fs&2s ^ohüirst"ing "of layers of che^secl^£^r"W33c seem 
the most obviousi way 1b sSuäafeäte; the wihd^ feat they £äil e    Although- 
the wind can be stopped at the_screen« it^i^ quickly rageoBT'-'ted, since 
the accelerating; force resides in the. sotaad.- which is transmitted*   With- 
in a distance of 10 cm above a wind s.erf en9 the wiad may regain as 
much äs half öir its Tandiaturbsd speed©   -    -.--—. 

Taking advantage of the f act that forces located within the 
small cress-section of the sound beam create the sonic: wind, the !afe>» 
ter may be aLaost entirely eliminated by the unique devicei of Intr^eH- 
dueiiig ä broad cross mnd«,    Its sstion may be espla^aed in tnö folio?*» 
ing way«   in the absence at a crosi> wihd^ air in tfeg sousä beam is 
acted upon by a force which accelerates it away from the source»   In 
particular, air on the axis is accelerated and travels along the axis, 
cörit-inrially gaisäag spesd until it reaches sum terminal velocity ds« 
termi-ned by th© sound intensity aad the viscosity of the a£s?*   When " 
•öjs cross Wind iß introduced, air on the äsds is accelerated in the 
direction .of the axis as before, but, because of its lateral isobion, 
it leaves the sound, beam before attaining any appreciable axial vele~ 
city and the sonic-wind is thereby effectively eXiMnatsd*    In the 
experimeiit^, set-up a broad stream of air was produced^ an electric 
fan (partly visible at the right im Fig, 3.'3> and directed assess the 
axis of the vibrator at a height of äpproximat©ly 30 cm«,    The effective 
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cr-oss-seci&on -of- .the stream was approximately hß cm,   fhi?: 9IjÄsated 
the ^onie wind suLaost «oaapletely up to,« hMght of £0 e-p from "the. 
source*.  Above this distance s .snail amount of senle wind may have : 

beea r^generafcad I)«* äv app^cntly had 3ittle effect aß the -sound 
field and was neglected, r > : - 

Measurements of the effect of the presence and of the'removal of 
sonic wind upon the sound field .pattern.were* made« .She sound pressure 
levels were autossatieally recorded &s the barium titanats misrophbi» 
was swept across the field, on arcs of 5>Q anqrlQO: ämiradius apjsfsb the 
center ,cf the vibrating £'ace of the source; 

Data taken-.in this _.3»ay £ or the fundamental frequency at. iw0 dif- 
ferent source ajjgftitu&es are. plotted is thf »olar. diagrams „of .fig» 
2.22*'   In «ich diägptm^ the direction from the source; t? the micro«-. 
phohs. is ir^oatsd by the direction frea ths origin to: the plotted 
point -in: question*    The .^?Ä>r.9d preägsgss «ipMAttd» i§- represented ±a 
db-by the "distance along the .radius, from ;ihe origin to the plotted 
point.    The separation ef the circles represents 10 idh.    The solid 
curve in each case; is the theoretical pressure anplituäe_pattejrn. at... 
large distances,, applicable to the. source \ appEGädsäat-siSy ? wäyöl#ngfens 
ill dtSIäptJSä?)..        -""•-..' - "• 

Figure 3.»£2a»b shows the acoustic pressvre of the funäamejitäl oh 
an. arc SO CmXrom the center of the face of the source for t^s differ- 
ent source ampliiud-ssj one ff&s the highest scarce amplitude used 
throughout this, ihvesti-gatic».ia-rd the other was 15? db lower* fhe- 
solid line is the t neöretic^l. vgju§ of. acoustic pj^ge;s=«i?e Sslatiy» to 
that existing on, the axis., calculated for ah infinite distance from 
a plane circular piston source» For the lower source amplitude., the 
theoretical and experimental values Were matched on the axis; for the 
higher source amplitude^ the theoretical curve was raised by 1£ db, 
the same amount as the source amplitude was increased. The dashed 
curve with circles represents the relative values recorded with the 
axial sonic wind present, while the dotted curve, with points in 
squares, represents relative values with the sonic wind removed* 
Figure 3* 22c fdgives similar curves at a 1Q0 cm radius. 

At the lower source sxplifcude, ths öÄpsrijsent-al values agree well 
with theoryj there is no appreciable scnic wind and the pattern is 
'Draöb-icsl""'0' unaffected b,r the addition of •fc'^e «•"•"•»ss n^nd - •11«'»» 

.^ 

at the highör source amplitude the s^onic wind is~ seen to refract the 
sound causing a partial shadow oh the axis and an increase in ampli- 
tude at an angle of apprco^wi-ely 8® due to refraction of ths sound» 
This effect increases with distanes» Addition of the cross wind 
removes the s^fr&ctivs effect» In t?*e higher aiaplitude patterns we 
ma.,, note that, although the shadow is removed, the amplitude in the 
center is still lower than the theoretical value9 This appears to 
be caused by .the abnormally large attenuation directly due to finite 
amplitude effects* This abüo^mai attenuation will be shown to increase 
with amplitudfe» Its cff^t is therefore more prominent at the center 
of the labe, tending to flatten the top* while M&vlhg-ths l^er 4mpl-i--- 
tvda potions relatively less attenuated« 
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'"' These figüres shew that, thecross wind effeötiveoy eliminate® 

the shadow ckusöd by the" sohle wind« ' They show "also that the presence 
of the cross wind at low source amplitudes (vher© there is .no sonic 
wind) dees hot is&terially change the field pattern.   It is assumed 
therefore that the cross wind employed at high source amplitudes el-im^ 
inatss the effects of sonic wind without itself influencing the field 
pattern^ and that any alterations in the. observed pattern arise from 
dire/et. effects of finite cämplLitude dis.töf*ion.      . 

"     3*l&.   -The Third detailed Meäsvceea^hts. of' Sctss&l^essure: - 

The physical-set-up wg|8 &i*<=!laa? ±o %hat for the second set of 
iii3äsurementä: except that the axial.- sonic wind was removedby jsse of 
the cross windproducedwithin ^ieetrie fan.   The final arrangeraeiife 1 
is show» 1$ fig» 3» 3»-"* The i^äi^^e'^B-uso^^'sain-|9Xö.e^t that- >    I 
it did hot iiietiuds measurements f or all of the smaller distances and f 
Söure«- 4^3itudes since under these conditions the fan Was found to - 1 
have nö" appreciable effect»   The ißsä'sureraehts it the high levels were ;    | 
how .much mpW stable :düe largely tö" the fact that the field 'became- ',    \ 
unof @m near the "-aaeisi nftiereas with the sonic wind proaent the sownd ;    | 
shadow produced- by it had; a relatively sharp casp on the -axis and | 
there were large changes in readings as the shadow shifted slightly '.    1 
due to fluctuations in the sonic wind. | 

"The-d|ta>   The new data obtained with the sonic wind removed are pre- -    a   I 
se'nted^h :Figs> %12 to 3i?l as the points in .squares connected by> f\ -    | 
dotted\lihe^   They sh^*hat the har^nics no loi^sr reach iMS^ä&e \ 
They; continue- to rise s but with decreasing:sloge as the source amp- 
litude increases0   This seems more in agreement with physical rsa~ 
sorting*.    ••.;-.-'""---' 

a 
I   n 

'•"'••"•- _ - ;    i 

A co^lete analysis of the data from the three set's öf measure.»  
ment^. t^Mn^as g.^fioiä 

3«Ji5   Wave Traces 
- " -   -• - *   -| 

Before attempting an analysis of the detailed data it .is of value % 
to obtain an over-all .picture "of the phenomenon of finite amplitude f 
distortion bymeans of .a direct observation öf -the wave traces on an I 
öäciSoscope produced by the output voltage of the barium titahate I 
(pr-cssure.sensitive) microphone in the sound fields Such oscillo-* 
graph traces;,of the form, of-the pressure wave in-several stages of 
distortion, have been photographed and assembled in an QTV&J (Figs. 
3.23^ and 3«2if) so that the effects of an increase in amplitude (from 
left to right) and en increase in distance from the source (from 
bottom to top), can be followed readily* 

The ojcillograph traces show .some widening of the lin& at low 
signal lev^ls^due to electrical background noise which cannot be 
filtered Out. when the wavei fora is. desired»; Inspection of Pig* 3'e23        -/ 
reveals, that near the source the wave is purely sinusoidal at°all 
amplitudes« afed also for "the lotsest 3juf.se amplitude the wave is 
sinusoidal even at 200 C-JEO At the highest source amplitude, cohsi« ^ 
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derable distortion is already apparent at if cm 'and progresaäs.rapidly, 
reaching a maximum distortion, near 50 cm« Beyond this point there 
appears to'be a gradual shift back toward a sinusoidal shape» This 
is caused by the presence of the axial sonic wind, 

Figaro 3»2lt shms  traces -siidLiar to those in Tig j,2% except 
that the axial sonic wtssd has been removed with the use of the cross 
wind, /here are no observable differences in the traces for the lowest 
source amplitude or., in fact, for 4ny source amplitude at small dis- 
tances. At the larger amplitudes and distances, where the sonic »fxM 
had appreciable refracting effect., noticeable, differences are evi- 
denced* Most striking is ilie fact that the traces do not receds to-* _ 
ward sinusoidal form.. In the two higher amplitude levels there is 
seen to bs a distance beyond ^4ch little change in shape occurs. 
This distance ie approximately 20 Cm for the highest source as^litüde 
and f>0 cm:for the next lower amplitude© 

W© may notice- further that the amount "of distortion for the 
highest amplitude at 20 cm is approximately the same as that between 
So and 70 cm for the first lower amplitude and approximately the sams 
äs that for 200/cm at the second lower amplitude. This indicates 
that the wave goes through the same stages of distortion at different 
source amplitudes but that the distance at which a given stage will 
be attained decreases äs the source amplitude- increases» 

3?J?" Analysis of Experimental He suits 

3*51 Introduction       . 

The basic measurements, ha^e been presented and we are riew ready 
to review them critically and deduce from them several significant 
physical relations. This section presents an over-all view of "the 
^öre obvious relations and points out specificaliy those which are 
used in obtaining a general empirical expression for the formation 
of harmonics at low source amplitudes. 

The figures 3,12 to 3,21, All the measurements of distortion are 
presented in Figs", 37D!R;o 3,21 and ail relations which will be ob- 
tained are derived directly or indirectly from-those figures ao that 
a comprehensive understanding of them is essential to what follows. 

Each figure- contains ail measurements made at the distance 
indicated in the title block. Going from one figure to the next is 
equivalent tö traveling away from the source. The ordinates are ~ 
values of acoustic pressure measured by the test microphone? at the 
indicated distance from the source. The abscissas are values of 
"source amplitude*" monitored as the acoustic pressure p„ of the 

To   M~th^> the Rochelle salt crystal microphone called «crystal probe 
—.: r*fp-<^^~^t t^e barium tifeanate ceramic'microphone called "ST probe 

^=»^>-«.,raä*WT-1t~_--, 

•—HB 
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fundamental hear the source (3*8 cm away) using the condenser; probe -..,. i  ] 
microphone».. .'--    - •.- t  | 

In each figure the harmonic pressure amplitudes of the first six ;  j 
harmonics are shown by the curves labeled p^ to pg. It may be seen ) 
that in the lower left, part of each figure, each harmonic is. .repre» j 
sented by a singly solid-, straight line which has a slope equal, | 
numerically- to. the harmonic number .-n. Since the.ordinates.and.ab» 1 
scissas are ifi-dh.fi.a logarithmic, upitj, the observation just made means :  j 
that the• logarithm of the. n'th harmonic pressure rises n times as fast j '\ 
äs the logarithm of the source amplitude. Numerically this signifies ;  3 
"that thsijäeöusiie. pressure of" the n'th harmonic- rises as the n'th .. ... '  1 
power of the. source amplitudso This is. the first relation used in ?  ] 
the development ef. a general_empirical, expression.. . - "  f 

In. going from the löwer source amplitudes,,- at the left, to ths ,' 
higher source amplitudes,, at the i-ight, the solid curves representing '-; 
the. acoustic- pressure amplitudes of the haraioafcs depart from the j 
straight das.hed lines (and it say be observed in any one figure that  - j  | 
all the harmonic" begin to leave their straight llr» asymptotes- at I 
essentially the same"source amplitude), JThis. :means that the n'th *  | 
harmonic ceases to be proportional to the n'th power of the source . *  f 
amplitude, for the higher amplitudes. Therefore^ any expression de== : 1 
rived Using the n'th power relation obviously is, restricted in its -. ~\    \ 
use., to low amplitude conditions, .    f 

"""""•'_•".""    ."" i_ -""•--•  - -"\ ••     I 
The over-all pattern of lines and curves is similar from one --~ „  | 

figure to the next. The curves all appear to drop in acousrtic level       .      j 
and to shift to the left, i.e. to lower values of source amplitudej j 
as the distance from the source increases. Moreover,, not only are *  I 
they similar, but, as will be shown, later, within ths region of 
spherical divergence (i»e,, beyond. UO em; the patterns are essentially 
„superposablej if a pattern, say for £0 cm* is shifted downward and 
to the left~t~ i^er, ^owardrlöwer pressures and smaller-source ampli-^"-- 
tudes) it will coincide with a pattern corresponding to say 100 cm« 

All this implies that as the source amplitude is increased the 
spoliation of the distortion observed- at any distance passes through 
the same stages as at any other distance, since (1) the stage of ' 
distortion is characterized by the ratios of the harmonies, (a stage can 
be represented graphically by the relative values of the harmonics 
determined by their intersections with a single vertical line In 
Figs. 3.12 and 3.21);. (2) these ratios are given directly in db as the 
difference in ordinates between the curves representing the harmonics; 
and (3)  these curves can be superposed from one distance to another» 

Put differently, it means that the amount of distortion found at 
one distance, for a given source amplitude, can be duplicated at a 
greater distance by use ox a lower source amplitude. __ Also, at a given       .-> 
distance two stages of distortion which are separated by a certain \.£ 
change in source amplitude will be found at a second distance sepa.« 
rated by the same change in amplitude. TFhis implies that as far as  . 
distortion is concerned there is.an. equivalence relation between 
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ämoünt of distortion 
stance separately, but 

depeiris upon a. siiigle^ar^^fe^whiGh is a functional illation of the 
Wo.    This f unctional 7^elatiönship^p^ar;^-4a_^RÄst^aot only on f-ns 
straight line portions öf the curv<3S> bat also Iräars th^-lis^äoparted 
widely front their straight lira asymptotes.    This sam? observation w-as 
made qualitatively from the photographs öf the wave tracer 

If the ratios of the harmonics at äify- stags of the distortion •'___. 
are indeed fixed, as we have jast observed, it will be nscsssary to 
know what these ratios are in order to derive any general: eiEpir-icsl 
relation for the growth of haraonics.   To achieve this, it is expe- 
dient^ first to find how the general pattern shifts as a function of 
source amplitude and distance, and second> to find- the ratios of 
the harmonics at~some particular stage, r 

'The expressions to be derived are 5.ntsnded to give the pssitloh? . z 

and slopes Of the straight lias portions of the curvesj more accurately 
stated^ the equations to be derived will represent simply the straight 
line asymptotes«    Such simple equations would describe straight lines 
not only while tangent.to the curves^ but indefinitely as the source 
amplitude is varied,    in particular the equations locate the inter-» 
sectioiis of those asymptotes»    Conversely, the values of coordinates 
at the intersections of the straight lities drawn tängsrit to the; experi«° 
mentally obtained curves ;cf' Figs. 3*12 to 3.21 may be considersd as- 
determining the constants of the empirical eqiatiOns.« .-_._     \ 

In particular, we may consider one intersection point-, say that . 
of the fundamental and the second harmonic^ and denote its abscissa., 
as the particular value of source amplitude agCx) and its Ordinate 
as the -particular value of acoustic pressure PJJCX) for any given . 
value of the distance x from the source.   We may then plot these two 
quantities against^x tq_determine_their dependence upon that variable» 

These relations will be developsd-in Secte 3s£2« 

It is necessary next to determine the relations between harmonics. 
This can be done most readily by considering the cond5.tions which say 
be expressed graphically as the intersection points xan,P«^) of each 
harmonic with the fundamental*    A ratio of ?2^'pn (°r 91uaiiy well 
a«/a) gives the information necessary to evaluate the relative amp« 
Ixtuciss of the harmonics at anv sta°e of di-<atortirtn- 

.   After leaving the straight lines5 the solid curves rise with 
continually smaller slops-? for distances greater than 5>0 cm they 
actually reach a maximum where their slope is asero, then rapidly fall 
again__as___the source amplitude is further increased«,   The apparently 
paradoxical fact that a decreased sound pressure is obtained on the 
axis when the amplitude of the sound source is increased beyond a 
certain point has been resolved with the discovery that axial sonic 
wind with high radial gradients in velocity refracts the sound away 
from the axis at high sound intensities, leaving a partial shadow " 
there-. 
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.. I)at& obtained withjtht aör4iQ_^*a4^^6*»-e.d are psasehted -.as .the. 
points, in squares connected by the dotted curves« They show that the 
harmonics no longer reach a maximum and decrease as the source ampli- 
tude is insyeased* Instead ail haxmönj:e.s continue to risej, but ap- 
pear to approach limiting values, 'Equations describing'the lifting 
behavior of these- curves, 53.- in .other wo^ds the limiting juaaunt -of 
distortion* under high amplitude conditions v?iil be presented in 
Sect. 3»53 and compared with similar theoretical equations for plane 
waves» :   ._. - ;. .    ..-_-_" 

3.5g: derivationof LowÄsspütudsRelations   :—."._ 

Introduction» In this seetjolr-th^equations for the low (but finite) 
amplitude conditions, are derived. They^^^cribe the rise of harmonics, 
under the conditions where they are -measurable "but-iätili small com~ 
pared with the fundamental., More accurately the equat^n«--4efine 
-the straight line a-s,•*rsfeotes which the curves in Fi^s^ ^16 to^^rSl 
approach at lour söüres amplitudes, ~~ 

Sie most direct development seems to be first, to show, that the 
sound wave passes through the same stages of distortion .at.all. dis- 
tances (in the spherical region) by showing that the patterns of 
curves in Figs» 3*16 to 3«21 are, essentially superpqsäbie. Second, 
tö^detentjifee'th^e relative ziagiitudes of the harmonics iri. sny stage 
or" stages of distortion,/-which is done by comparing the intersection 
points (a^ji*) of the asymptotes" of the fundamental_ and the .ri'-th" 
harmonies. Third, tö determine the way the pattern as a whole varies- 
with distance 1 this is done by s.^serving;-a single point (ä«,^).. A 
combination of these results with the Condition that the fundamental 
'component is subject tö spherical: divergence yields the desired 
equations.       . „,_„_=_: J. 

1 

Relations of harmonics and source amplitude. It has already been 
mentioned that at sufficiently low amplitudes the n'th harmonic._ 
rises as the n5th power of the source amplitude at all distances con- 
sidered. Tliis is evidenced by the asymptotes to the curves of Figs. 
3.12 to 3^21: with slopes numerically equal to s* This may be stated 
mathematically äs 

pn (x,a0) s f (n,x) a; (3.18) 

where pn (x,aQ) is the magnitude of the n*th harmonic component of 
acoustic pressure, as a function of a0- the source displacement 
amplitude, and the distance x from the source; f (n,x) is a function 
of the harmonic number n and the distance x. This function may b© 
evaluated more explicitly by further considerations of the informa-!- 
tion contained in Figs* 3»12 to 3«21. . 

Relations of the narmqnics to the fundamental. ?5heft the straight 
alines asymptotic to the curves uf-tne harmonic pressures at low 
source amplitudes, Figs. 3.12 to 3«2X, are extended to higher values, 
they intersect in a regular pattern which is siitdlar at different 
distances. 

-'tis«   - i 
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The particular value öf acoustic pressure dete^airied by the inter- 
section of the n'th harmonic said the fundsissntai is dsnot-edr by P^* 
These values read from the curves and are given xn Table X for the ten 
distances employed« 

TM.E I ' 

Distance 
cm 

Trie pressure Pn expressed in decibels 

Pgtdb-} P^W. P5(db) 

164,6 

158.5 
155.1 
15I.5 
liÄ*S 
143=1 
137. 7 
134=0 

168^ 
1S3;9 
1E59?5 
157.7 
i.p4c^ 
l§i.Q 
li^e3 

137.2 
133.3 

148*3 
I63.4 
159.3 
157*4 

l|0.6 
145.8 

132.7 

P6(db) 

16&1 
1634 
J£59*i 
156.8 

•i-SOoi. 
145.1 
141.3 
135.8 
3-32.2 

lues given in Table I will be used later in 
showing -Row the aeousfeH^evel of the ovep^all pattern varies withr 
distance«,    For deterndningfehe^aet that the pattern is superposable 
from one distance to another, it~dts-ias>re significant to compare the 
constancy of the ratio Pg/?n ,1

^
C!Q

J expressed" in dbs can be found 
siiäply by subtracting the values of P„ in db'Ttrdsi^those of Pg in 
Table I.    This is aceoaplished in Table 3ÜU       __ >""--_    '..._,  

TH «sf.onne 

TABLE II 

The ratio PVpn expressed in 

"2^*3 
B  A» 

*2'x5 ?2^6 

cm db & db db db 

xp 
20 
25 
30 
40 
50 
70 

100 
*/;> 

A 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

A a v» 7 
1 I 

1.7 
'1»5 
io7 
io9 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
»7. 

1 «a 

2.1 
2.4 
2*3 
2*6 
2.4 
•t  t; 

a. 5 

1*4 
Ü6 
-2.6 
2*6 
3,3- 
2.8 
2.0 
3.2 
3T. 5 
hl' 

1,6 
2.9 
2*8 
3.2 
3.4 
3.3 
2.7 
3.3 
3.9 

Avg«  15 to 200 cm 
Avg«, 40 to 200 cm 

1.57 
1*72 

2.25 
2.4P 

2-73 
3,C2 

3.11 
3.42 



Nstel An average of deeihel values is equivalent to .& geometric ] f 
mear) of the numerical values of the quantity,, _ i 

It is seen that the pressure x;&tio.s are constant within the ex--' 
perisiental error, at least in the spherical region 40 to 200 cm. 
Thus since the asymotote of each harmonic component has a fixed slope 
n and the intersections \ipon the fundamental are spaced at fixed in- 
tervals, then the pattern of the asjrisptotes as a whole is fixed and 
superposable from one distance to another 

Comparison of gmgir^gal ^resaure ratios gith theoretical ones fgr 4 
pl^e wave. "It is helpful at this point to make a comparison with" 
the theoretical plane wave quantities analogous to ?2 and ?^. Thuras* 
Jenkins and Ö^Neil- ,^.ve the ratios of the second and third harr- 
monie pressures tö the fundamental. 

P'lfej«        „ (3.19) 

P'l (3«l9a) 
JL Biiiinmi'i   rtrwwiTj 

The prised^ quantities are the plane wave counterparts of the similarly 
denoted, unpriced, empirical quantities for the spherical wave. ? 
denotes_.ataoöpheric prgssir" "o>. 

8.    A. L. fhuras? R. T. Jenkins and E« T. -Ö'He&l, J. Acous. Soc» Am. 
6^ 173 (1935) J Bell System Tech* Jour* 1^ 159 (1935). 

I 

•,3(!t±rmtf2   (p. )2 X3.20a) 
|4VPoC J  ---1 

$hen p?n = p*2» 
we ^av© £fte mathematical equivalent of the inter- 

section of the two curves for p'^ and p*2» Thus we have then the - 
condition for a plane wave analogous to that fchiöh we had for the 
spherical wave at the point- P^ Frcs Sq. (3.19a) when p£ - po "e 

obfcgin 

gk£^ "•— - -C3.21) 

where, now, p'^ is the particular value of the fundamental pressure I 
at the intersection of the curves p' and p.'«a» and. by analogy with 
the spherical ease* it should be called P*2« Thus, on rearranging Eq« 
(3.2I) and substituting P{2 for the partieül&r value of p*i? we ob- 
tain 
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Similarly 9 when p'^ = p!,|  from (3*20Sjf-we have 

V^zltftm**-! (3-23) 
"'    Y>£lV-w.Jft»xJ. 

, This Suggests that since the values of P'g and ?'«. are siffiply 
related to the value in brackets, the latter might have some particu- 
lar significance, and we will denote it by the syabol simply ?'j_, but 
will not attempt, to give it any physical interpretation. 

. >'n = ^JULEö£. 13.24) 

?' ~-    1 PS       - t3e_255 - 2 -fg       ~ •       ; 

Introduction of the pressure P, ». Analogous to P', we introduce for 
the spherical^ case a "pr.es eure £n. i«hieh is j?ämply related to t&e efa-_ 
piricat values ofP and is defined by the particular relation, -.,- 

Pl5f2 P2.. (3»2&) 

-_— :    PT - bn.-P^' :-       .   ,- (3»2?) 

where b   is ah empirical function of n obtained from jxperiment&ily 
determined values of P2/P„ simply by multiplying thir, ratio byV"2 
or~T5y~äüüing 3 db to each"oi the quantities in Tablff, II»    For n. - 1, 
bn-s 1 of course, and for-n = 2, b   -  T/T by definition of P^j for 
h = 3, br =Y3J 

vexT nearly the value of the constant relating P'2 
and P' of* the theoretical plane wave equation.    For larger values of 
n the ifn relation*departs from the observed fact rather badly, but 

-Jbhejralue n.n/3(n-D seems to fit remarkably welle   In Table III. the ate 
two relMd^ss^arj^compared with the empirical values of b. obtained. 
from the averages 6T~l^/Pipäf_JFable II.    The symbol bn is

nused to 
denote the averages of "values in tßg'-spfeeiScal region, 40 to 200 gm, 
and bK- is used tc denote the averages over aiX~tea--dls^ices from 
15 to 200 cai.    The latter quantity is included Jiere only to~^hew~ih.0^ 
effect of considering values outside th% spherical region; it will 
not- be referred to further. 

In the absence of more complete experimental evidence it is 
necessary to/ consider the bn's as empirical numbers«    The functions 
•Tpi axid rP^^n   } appear tongive values close to bn, but there is 
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not sufficient data to determine definitely the functional dependence 
of b upon n. 

•PAST» TTT 

Comparative values of the factor-b^iti decibels 

n 2 

-—l-Xja ' ~ 

3 
- w 

1. ;~ 5 6 

4.77 '."""£«©&. . 6.90 7,73 

4.58 -5.26 5.74 6.12 

*          4 »73 5*41 6,03 •L    i l 

4*7? . 5.35 5.83 6.23 

In 3.01 
b" (Esp. avg. 

15-200 cm)      3.01 
b   (i&p. avg, 
n   49-2ÖQ cm)      3.01* 

nrÄ*-^ 4.Ö1 

* by definition ?x = W ?2 

Relation of Fj_ to distance.    Since the relations between the values 
of P„ seem to be essentially constant isith distances, from 40 to 200 
cm (Table II), the relation with distance found for any one should 
apply equally well tö all.    Plotting Pg'x) in db as ordinates against 
distance in   cm. we obtain the solidcurvein Fig. 3»25V  It may be 
observed that Pg(x) decreases at a rate of 9 db per distance doubled 
or as 1/x3/2,    Thus 

_-. __--.     4* :   «/— .-'-•---.  -    ---- =     - ..-_      ....— —   —- 

SXsQ.g  since P^ is just "fz times P^ or 3 db higher in level by defini- 
tions it is represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3°16 and is given 
by the equation. 

P-iU) z P?/x3/2   

or generally 

* (x) 2^
2 (3.28) 

where ff and P* are eoristahts which represent the extrapolated 
values of PrCxJ and ?s(x5 respectively at x - 1 cm\  this definition 
does not imply, in any"wayy that the relations hold to x = 1 cm. 

To find the best vaiuö of Pg the experimental values of P«->(x) 
can be multiplied by the factor s;3/2s- for each of-the IG values of 
x used, and an average made of these ten results. This is done in 
Table 1? inhere the valued'are recorded in üb* Note again thatan 
-average of a ;au«2ber of values expressed in decibels is effectively 

iric^jaean.cf the numerical values. 

S    K 
S   S 
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CSQ db     .   -  " db, db 

1 

15 35.3 .        169*7 205.0. 
20 39.0 166.0 208.0 
2.5 42.0 161.9 203» 9 
30 44*3 160.0 204.3 
40 48.0. ...           I56.8 204.-3 
50 --:-.:;                  '51*0 153*4 20.4.C.4         .: 

70. .       -     £-$.4 -                 147.8 203.2 
100 -                      60wO I44.6                          - 204.6 '•-••- 
,150 .     65.3 .                 139»?    .* 20?*D 
200 .69.0      •=     .136.2 2Qjk2; 

.-.-.•-"-.- .-' Avg.    204» 54 

From this P§;. = 204*54 or -204 ».5-£ -2 db* By definition then, 

*f - 207,5 & .2 db. (3.29) 

= 6.7 atsipsphere cm^ • (3»29a) 

The jource amplitude a^. The intersection point of the asymptote of 
the n' th harmonic with that for the fundamental has been denoted pre- 
viously as (%* P ). The. relation, of Pff with distance has just been 
discussed; now we*1shall consider a^ 

Since the point (a^, P ) is the intersection pöihlT of "t&entwo7--""" ""f | 
asymptotes of p^ .and p-, it-ffiust lie on the curve for the. fundamental* _y I 
The field considered, is & spherical one and ths fundamental diverges I 
spherically, therefore the fundamental pressure "varies with distance I 
as 

*i±  (A/x) V (3.30) 

At the intersection point we may substitute the particular value P (x) 
for ji «nd solve for the corresponding .value of aQ which will then" 
be &nt  t^he second coordinate, of the intersection point, 

P (x) s (A/x) aa. -  (3.3D 

Substituting for Pn(x) its value from Bq. (3*28) 

Pg/x3/2 = (A/x) a^       • 

. ;. a„ « (P^AVxIr 

letting P*..= Aa*, .       C 3- 32) 
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then a:ft - a»/'xF , (3-33) 

where a^ is the extrapolated value of the source amplitude wfaieh 
would give the fundssnental pressur.3 p, (x) the vclus P* at Ics from 
the source, but again does not imply ih&i Eq. (3« 33/ holds out- 
side the spherical wave region, 40 to 200 cm. 

From Eqs. (3*31) and (3*2?) we have at any given distance 

&l/an rPi/P^s b, (3.34) 

The two Bqs. (3.28") and 13«33) describe how a particular point - 
in the pattern of curves in Figs. 3*16 to 3.21 varies with distance . 
in tie spherical region, By virtue of the superppsability of the - 
pattern £s?osn one distance to another, these eoirations describe how 
the whole pattern shifts with distance. Equation (3-26) says that the 
sound 3feveX necessary to obtain a given stage of distortion (i.e*, 
a given wave shape) decreases inversely as the distance to the three 
halves power. Thus if a given harmonic cojRponent were_ Eie&sured at 
two different distances it would be possible to say that the wave.  - 
had the same ivave shape in the two cases if the equation 

En x3/2 = Constant (3.35) 

were satisfied for the two distances. Shis is an equivalence 
equation-for the field-point, --•.". -_-';- ^_ = . 

Similarly, Eq. (3*33) states that the source as^ütüde.^i.e..ä 
the amplitude of the pure fundamental close to ths source) necessary 
to obtain a. given stage of distortion at; adistsnde -x frss the source 
varies:_inv0r«sly as the one äsäT power of the distance« Thus as the 
distance is changed the same stage of distortion may be attained if 
the source amplitude is adjusted to satisfy the equation   - 

ao xr^ - constant, (3»36) 

This is an equivalence equation for the source aspliiudej. it is 
generally of more use than that for the field point. 

Plotting a,(x)., Fig* 3»26, as ordinate against the distance;from 
the source as aoscissa, we find that over the range 4© to 200 cnu 
s^Cx) does fit the curve a xS -  constant fairly well and at lower 
values of x where the field is not spherical it rises above this 
curve by the same amount that the fundamental p^ departs front 
spherical divergence* 

The equations for low amplitude conditions» Using the relations just 
developed it is now possible to evaluate the f(n,x) of the set cf 
Eqs« (3°1£) ät a given distance x, the coordinates of an intersection^ 
of the n'th harmonic with the fundamental being the particular values 
of source amplitude and acoustic pressure a (x) and ?„(x) respectively* 
At such a point two equations cf the set give the sa&e value of acoustic 



pressure^. is^ely~?n*    Thus-, considering the funäesser.täishö the hJtrT 
harmonic, the two equations at the intersection, point beoaSe 

PjCefcx) = Pn(x) - f(l.y) a^x), (3*3?a) 

Pn(snx) ~ Pn(x) = f(n,x) j\(x}j"# (3«3?b) 

Dividing one by the other and rearranging gives 

ffox) =f(l,x)r l] **!. (3.3S) 

Thus we have rel&ted ail the functions f(n,x) to the single function 
f(l,x) and a factor ä^x)» Mow substituting this back into the Eqs* 
(3-1«) gives 

Pn = f(l,x) ^f^ol^1 . (3,39) 

-^f, 

735 

'    '- 1!» 

SI 

1 

„« .1' 

>n-l . 
p   = A a_ lb« ifx aoi       . f^^Bl) n     x   °ifi       a*] w W 

Theae n equations are the ones sought«,    They describe the magnitude 
of the harmonic components of acoustic pressure fcr ä finite asipiitude 

i 

n 

Letting n .= 1 we have this equation f 6^ the fundamental and 

p, s f(l,x)ao. 

Since we are concerned only with the spherical part of the sound 
field^ .suffers sfäjple^Mri-cäl .cÖ^ergence. Therefore 

.--••-.— =:T—-~ »"rV"»  -- \^«=» 

frpaiTnäch f(l,x) is Svgen to be simply ä dimensional ec&stant A _._ 
aiyideff by the distance from the söüfee x:»    Thus Eq. '(3*39) become^ 

.    rv *»n—T . ^  " "_ - -    . .   ..      _ ; ___ « 

*  bnJ 1 
Combirdng Eqs. (3-33) and (3«34) gives U 

ajx) = (l/bn) (aj/x*),, | 

and substituting into Sq. (3.40) gives 

I 

Now it is convenient to drop the subscript 1 from sf and use siaiply 
a* in its place.. .    *      __ , § 
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sfave in a epherlcat field as cttstortiss 'beginsto -fee measurable». 

Relations of the harmonics to distance,. Equation (3.41) was derived 
using the observed relations listed beiows 

Relation - .   i&perisiental condition 
.of • observation ...  .; ri, 

a« p1 *%<l/x (40 to 200 es) 
b» p"«#s^ (low source amplitude) 
c. Ef - bn%o/2 (*P to 200 cm) 
d. ?«$ r Pg/sr^ (over range measured) 
s« aj 2 b'Sp (40 to 200 cm) 
to &£ £ a*/xS '_."•- ^  .'_.."    (40 to 200 cm)- 

From tl^ equations then coaxes the relation 

p^ ^ x-<>^3)/2 , - (3,42) 

or after remoTin.g the s<apon factor l/x, i^iich accounts for spherical. 
divergence, their values relative to that of ths fundamental become! 

n, ^ - ...    -. *. 3*4.?; 

This is just the square root of the analogous thearretieal relätiba _ . 
for the plane wave« We might have expected ä lower space rate of 
generation of harmonies in a spherical field simply from a. qualita- 
tive consideratioh of the. fact that the Jfedsmentsl ±s continuously 
decreasing due to. inversesquare law di^erg^äce« However, it s^sss 
par-tiwjlfeply^ significant thsir therspace ratesTof .föSnätiöii"of"tfie~~ 
harmonics relative to each other are the sazaö in the two fields. 
This means that, starting with a sine wave in ©ach field., the plane 
wave will distort faster in spaea than the spherical one, but when 
any given degree of distortion is attained, the harmonic analysis of 
bot*> waves will be the same. 

Interpreted graphically, Eq. (3.4I) or (3*42) states that when 
p is plotted in db as ordinates against th@ distance x from the 
source represented lögarithiaicaily as abscissas, one should obtain 
straight lines of slope 3(n"3) db per distance doubled, where n is 
the harmonic number. It is expected that this result should ha ob- 
tained experimentally in the region between 40 ts göö cm for suffi- 
ciently low source amplitudes since the aquation was derived frosi 
measureaeubs made under these conditions. 

The raw data obtained in the second set of detailed measurements 
are plotted in Figs. 3*2? to 3»31 as the points in circles and supple- 
mented by some adjusted data .from the earlier set as the fsw points 
in crosses. Each figure represents the data taken at the one value 
of source amplitude indicated in the title block as the value •of p $.'. 
the acoustic pressure in db re .0002 dyne per GET measured by the S 

monitoring condenser probe microphone, 3.0 ess'from the source. The 
point's in circles represent data from the second set of detailed 
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measurements of distortion (.using the^bsriusB titahat-e mcrqphone* BT 
Probe No. & and the crosses represent adjusted data fros* the first 
set-"Casing the Crystal Probe Hoo 2)= Tb<$ solid lines labeled p ».... 
p> are smooth curvea through the data for tne amplitudes of tht^first 
»JüC h&rsonic pressures with sonic idnd presents The dashed curves 
represent similar data with the sonic wind removed- We s&ay note that 
the fundameital decreases at p db per distance doubled for the lower 
twp source aspiitudes in the range 40 to 200 cms but that the other 
hamoni:#r do net appear to follow straight lines ©f slope 3(0-3) in - 
any range. 

We may note, however, that the experiments! points for the fuhda= 
mental show slight departures from the straight line representing 
spherical divergence.' If we assume:, coi the basis of these ahd-pre- . 
iiminary data, that the fundaments! pressure should decrease exactly 
as l/x» and that the säali observed raadöa departures are dus tö the 
inability to reset the source amplitude lidth «efficient accuracy from 
one group of measuresier.bs tc s second at ä 'different distance, then 
we. should correct this condition by adjusting: the scurcs amplitude to 
m.akk the fundamental fall exactly on the best line representing 
spherical divergence drawn through the experimental points. This ad- 
justment makes süäil differences in the value of the fundamentals 
generally of the order of «3 dfe^ feat makes a difference of ..n ti&es 
as aaich "in .the value of the a* th hatironic,' Such an adjustment Can 
be made in the föÖofin'g i&Shers --"-,^;;_ ' 

..---"..'• _V.   &= DraW the; line of slope «äCEI* —& db vier distance 
doubled which best fits the experimental data for the fundamental. 
-J-   bs. ~£t- each distance, detgriöne the value., of the -funda- 
mental established by this line.,   " L 

c. Taking this value for the fundamental thus obtained, 
determine th# jjorrespondijag value of a0 from the straight line repre- 
senting the fundamental on the graph for the distance considered in 
Figs. 3.12 to 3.21. 

0. At this value of aQ find the corresponding value of 
each harmonic pressure from the smooth curve representing the experi- 
mental data for this hajsonic on the same graph. 

Hote 1. Strictly, this procedure can be justified only over the 
range 40 to 200 cm since this is the range for which the inverse 
square law holds. However, it is of interest.to adjust the source 
amplitudes for smaller distances in the same way so that here also 
the fundamental wuld continue on the inverse square law curve. 

Kots .2, This entire procedure was done at the two lowest acoustic 
levels. The adjustment of source affiplitude necessary at any given 
distance was found to be approximately the same for both (usually 
within.„1 or .2 db). An average of the two values was obtained at 
each distance and this correction was added to each of the lower 
three source amplitudes to obtain their "adjusted" values. (The rf? 
partures of the fundamental from the line of slope --6 db per distance 
doubled at the third acoustic level were not averaged in when the 

le>-. 



cörrecticn. values i?^= aetsrsiinsd.* because at this acoustic level. "_; 
flniia piplitiuds effects ;were. already.causing noticeable attenuation 
of the fundamental; In this case the departures were not- dsae entirely 
to setting of the source «split««««,) 

The "adjusted85 values of the lower three, source amplitudes at 
each distance are indicated in the Figs« 2-12 to 3«2l by the abscissas 
corresponding to the three short., vertical arrows near the bottom of 
each figure. Throughout the spherical region from 40 to 200 ein. the 
adjustment was less than £ . 3 db, except for that at 200 cm which was 
1 db. 

The data^ adjusted by the process just outlined, were plotted as. 
crosses, Figs* 3*32, to 3.« 34 (.with the same coordinates as for Figs. 
3*27 to 3.3I). /Through them were drawn lines of the slopes given, by 
Eq. 0.ÖJ;. Thfeagr-e^äentöf the;data.sä^h.Tthe straiffet lines isVr 
strikingly apparent *. In Fig«. 3V32.- for, a souree aiBplit-ude öf 141 db: 
(measured äs acoustic pressure, p , 3.8 cm above ths^vibrator) _t;he 
straight line relation appears toshoid over the entire range 40 to 
200 cm. In fig. 3» 33* the source amplitude CI46 db) is sufficiently 
great for the harmonics' to start departing from the simple relation 
pn«"a

a at approximately 100 GEL, and therefore Eq, (3«>41) would not be 
expected to hold past this point. In Fig«, 3*34* because Of higher 
scarce amplitude (X5I db), the harmonics, start to depart from the 
simple relation at ~ approximately 3^ em, just before the beginning of 
the spherical wave region; so that Eq. (3»41) cannot be expected to 
hold anywhere in the experimental field« For higher source amplitudes 
the same reasoning would apply, and therefore they are not.-Shawn. 

It should be noted that the adjustment of the fundamental pres- 
sure at distances closer than 40 enu .where the field is not spherical 
in nature^ has hot given any material extension of the straight line 
relationships Of Eq. (3=41). It appears, therefore, that Eq. (3»4l) 
holds only for an essentially spherical field where the fundamental 
intensity drops according to the inverse square law. 

There is some further coEEient necessary here concerning the fact 
that the second harmonic rises and the third harmonic remains constant 
as one follows the curve3_back toward the source in the spherical re- 
gion* This indicates that for a point source, if the relation held 
throughout the entire spherical wave fislds there would be some third 
harmonic even at the source itself, and an infinite amount of second 
harmonic. However, since the. fundamental rises as 1/x, as x approaches 
zero, while the second harmonic rises only as l/fr^ the fundamental 
becomes infinitely greater than the second harmonic ( and ail the 
others as well) at x =-G; th*4s_the wave is purely sinusoidal in the 
limit. 

We should note here that since our source has a sinusoidal dis- 
placement the pressure wave at the source is actu&lly not strictly 
sinusoidal because the pressure variation is not a linear function of 
the displacement. However, this effect is so small at the present 

— 41 
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• densities in comparison «ith th© ißtegrativ©- distortion which ta&es 
place during propagation that it does not appear- ±h the empirical 
reiätiefis derived fron data taken at relatively large distances fro®. 
the source, 

f-i  IE £ special Oase of ö * Equation (3*41)5 which egresses the 
valües^of pn at low sourcS amplitudesj is found to yield a quantity 
proportional to xh  when n 1B allowed to be zero* 

-tn-i 
Pn = £-T£ •n 

D, ~ A a*Do 
~ Q — 

(3?41) 

fads becsaer identically F-^ when the constant bö> ss yet undefined^ 
is given the value unity, and Aa* is identified with its equivalent 
-?^". Thus 

(3.U) 

Hie quantity p_ appears to be a zero order harmonic^ not a static 
pressure {zero frequeney^j but. an acoustic pressure having a zero'th 
power dependence On source amplitude and serving as a limit for the 
fundamental pressure« 

This quantity ii plotted in Figs» 3*12 to 3.21 as the horizontal 
line passing through the point Pj. and in Figs. 3.2? to 3« 34 as the 
dashed straight line at the top in~each case* xt-imi HB shown pre- 
sently that not only is pQ significant as a special case of the low 
amplitude equation but that it also appears to have great importance 
in the consideration of high amplitude conditions« 

Satrodectios of the pargaaetar x£%9   It is mm doairabl© to establish 
sTcriVöricirxc? determining whsiEsr m sound «sv© is of stiffieiontagr 
low amplitude for 2qs. (3«ux) to be Applicable«. To answer such s. 
question it is secessary in general tso consider both amplitude at th© 
source aid the distance from the source to täie point of measurement« 

However, an examination of Pigs. 3«32 to 3«34 reveals that the 
pattern formed by the intersection of the straight lines is similar 
from one figure to the next, but displaced both in distance and 
acoustic pressure. This implies, as did the curves of Figs. 3.12 to 
3.ZL5 that although the absolute values of the pressure amplitudes 
of the harmonies are functions- of two variables (sosacce amplitude 
and distance) their relative values are functions of a single para- 
meter only» This single parameter is a*functional relation between 
these two variables. 

It is convenient to express this new parameter as x/X^. Xjia 
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thö distance at which p.. calculated by Bq? (3«>:41)j shd P2 (or its 
equivalent p0 caleulatea as a special case of iq. (3«4I))~are equal 
for any source solitude. In Figs» 3*32 to 3-34* it is the distance 
where the straight lines of p, and P^ intersect. 

To find th© relation of X, tö source amplitude,, we employ the 
equation ...---... 

Pl r >|/x3/2  -— *     (3.2S) 

which, with the definition of P# and a*., gives 

P   - kefchfr- 
1- 

and we have from Eq. (3 •41) •_. 

»men pi = ?^ä 3c - X^, by definition, and we obtain 

Aa* __ - ^o « 

X^ '•"    % 

-Vfitence 

äti"=F^T-" . .' (3-455/ 
-   UoJ ,        - • . 

Substituting X. intc Sq* \ 3-41) for p„ w& obtain 

x 

This equation is now very similar to the one derived by Fubini-Ghiron^ 
for displacement amplitude in a plane wave. His relation is an exact 
solution of the plane wave equation neglecting viscosity. At- low 
source amplitudes and sufficiently small values of distance, the 
amplitude of the n*th harmonic derived from his solution reduces -to 

sn =: ^IJbÜr
-1 (3-47) 

where z is the displacement amplitude of the n'th harmonic and X is 
the distance at- which the exact solution for the total displacement 
z becomes multiple valued. The value X for the plane- wave appears 
analogous to the X, just defined for the spherical wave. However, 
its valus is Jiven~6y 

*\r- 2c2 (3.9) 
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where Z is the displacement amplitude of the plane source, and X is J-  1 
therefj>re_ inversely proportional to the first power of the. source . _ -" | 
amplitude instead of the second, as found empirically for 1-t. Bow- '" f 
ever T.his dif ference might be expected from -the f act that, the ob- ;. I 
served space rate of formation of hansoni.cs in the spherical v?ave is 1 
Just the square root of that predicted for the plane wave and there- | 
fore the distance to the point of discontinuity should be greater in ;l   I 
the spherical case. The vslus X-, as defined for the spherical wave I 
may not be the exact distance at which a multiple valued solution to I 
the spherical wave equation would result but it appears to. be at. I 
least proportional to it. ^ I 

The distance X-j furnishss the criterion sought for the applic- ; | 
ability Of Eqs.. (3.51). When the distance from the source is very - | 
small ^compared with X-j_ the low amplitude equations hold, tfhen the . | 
distance from the source increases beyond this,these equations will f | 
yield Values of acc-ustis pressure higher- than that which exists - 1 
experimentally= 7 ' I 

3.53 High .Amplitude Conditions • | 

Departure from low amplitude conditions. At high amplitudes and at _' | 
the greater distances, or rather, at values of x/%.which ar«? nut "" I 
small compared with unity s the experimentally determined values of I 
acoustic pressure fall increasingly far below the straight lines _ \ 
which represent the harmonics at small Values of x/Xj .$. Figsr 3o.J5r 
to 3*21» therefore, the intersection points* or the values of pn, 
•are. Jieverreached An-aetuälity. ©lie-would expect this from chtx*5y     — ~:i 
considerations. $heh the harmonica are low compared with the fürida^- * 
mental the latter carries essentially all of the energy and. an inr- 
crease in the amplitude of the source causes a proportional increase      ..„. . I 
in the acoustic pressure in the fundaments!. However, when the 7 1 
harmcnics approach the magnitude of the fundamentaiLj they carry an * I 
appreciable amount of the radiated energy so that the fundamental | 
can no longer rise in proport-icei to the rise in amplitude of the I 
source. I 

* 
I 

The points of departure*of the experimental curves rroin the % 
straight lines of Figs. 3.12 .to 3.21 are of significance in this ~ I 
respect. At a given distance all harmonics appear to depart from | 
straight lines at essentially the same source amplitudes or what _ I 
amounts, to the same thing, at a particular values of p,, the pressure  - . I 
amplitude Of the fundamental-. 

I 

The value of p, at which this departure takes place is not ver- 
weil definad, but a^relatively restricted range can be determined in ? I 
which this departure appears to take place. Plotting the values of I 
this ränge-Of p% in decibels as crdinat.es against distances, Fig." " —- I 
3.35 shows that"*"these values vary as l/x3/2 and determine a. straight f 
line approximately 16 db below P-,(x), (or a value approximately »15 I 
p-,). Thus we see that when th e fundamental p-, approaches to within I 
approximately 16 db of P,(x), the fundamental and all the harmonics I 
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start -to depart from the sfcple relation ^*5hich held for lower smpii-* " _ 
tud.es* . The values of the harmonies at the point of departure are  . 
successively lower than the fundamental, but t'iey also vary as l/x-2/2 

s.s  is shown by the curves in Figs» 3*35 drawn through the Values of 
the harmonics at the point of departure-. This shews that the wave 
has a completely determined amount of distortion when the harmonics 
start to depart from their straight line relationships, regardless 
of the source amplitude or the distance at which this departure takes 
place« - This is a direct result of. the fact that the relative pres- 
sure amplitudes of the harmonics are one parameter- functions, as dis- 
cussed in the preceding section. 

At the point of departure, the second harmonic lies approximately 
13.5 db. below the fundamental; thus the energy iln the. second harmonic, 
at this, point is .approximately 5 per cent of that in the fundamental* 
This is just sufficient to cause a drop of e3 db in the level of th<v 
fundamental, whiyh. represents the smallest departure from a straight- 
line that could be detected experimentally with any certainty. The 
transfer of energy from the fundamental to the second harmonic can 
completely account for the initial departure of the fundamental f?om 
its linear relation to the source amplitude within the accuracy of 
the present experiments;, The other harmonics are so low that they 
account for entirely negligible amounts of energy up to this point. 

After depasture frost-he straight lines (Figs. 3,12 to 3=21) the 
harmonics rise with decreasing slopes finally attaining a maximum and 
then decreasing with further increase in source amplitude if sonic 
wind is present. When the sonic wind is removed the harmonics, measured 
on the ,axi4, continue to rise with increase in amplitude but with 
continually decreasing slope, apparently leveling off to some limiting 
-value.— -—-r.r^=—^   ... _ _:—:— .- .___       .....   __„.--- 

A limiting value for the fundamental acoustic pressure«, As the source 
amplitude is increased the acoustic pressure of the fundamental mea- 
sured at a given point on the axis of the source rises and appears 
to reach a limiting value which is very nearly the value ?-, previously 
defined rather arbitrarily a«s F-^ = Vz Pg. This new concept of a 
limiting pressure gives to P^ a significance which may be of very 
fundamental importance in the physics of sound propagation. 

If P-, is indeed a limiting value, as it appears to be«, it implies 
that in the steady atate in a sphej?i©al seond field, the fundamental 
acoustic pressure of a sound of given fr&qusney can he made to approach, 
but cannot be made to exceed the value 

Pi = Pj/x^2 -.-- (3*28)-. 

Although ii- appears that a limiting value exists and, within 
the experimental :?rror, seems numerically equal to P-J there is  no rea- 
son at this time for assuming that the value P]_, derived empirically 
from low amplitude conditions, should be identified as the Uniting 
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value approached by the fundamental under high" amplitude esnditicns. 
Therefore we shall denote the limiting pressure as ?3  vath no &ah?- 
scripts Thus, 

expresses the variation of the limiting pressure witn distance. The 
existence of a limiting pressure becomes, even more apparent when the 
curves of. the fundamental plotted against distance for several values 
of -source amplitude are compared as is done in Fig« 3»3& (these Curves 
are taken-directly from Figs. 3-27 to 3»31)« 

Here the ordinates are measured .values of acoustic pressure at 
the field point «hcs^ distance from the source is indicated, as the 
abscissa. The five solid curves represent the acoustic pressuees^ 
of the fundamental measured for five source amplitudes separated by 
5 db -ifaatervsliu ^rem- !«1 to 161 db«  ,    - "• 

K^>J For the lower t??ö curves the souhd^ievsi drops 6 db pi 
doubled or äs l/x in the spherically diverging rggion from i|.0 to 200 
ofäs Also, the lower tso curves are separated by an interval (S? db) 
which j.s precisely equal to the change in source amplitude» These 
properties are characteristic r? the several lössBr acoustic levels 
Tshich irere testest but not sfsam hers* For the higher three curves 
it may be- noted that the slops of each curre beegmejl successively 
greater, especially at the greater distances«. This indicates jbhe. 
occurrence of attenuation {in addition to divergence) ishich becomes 
significant at the highfer acoustic levels« The higher the level the 
closer to the source this attenuation beessass effective« At the " 
higher two levels its effect is noticeable even before the sound 
enters the experimental range (1$ cm from the; source)-. The plotted 
curves there?ore are sapsr&tsä by less than me 5 db intervals cor- 
responding to the change in source amplitaide. The effect of this 
attenuation is shomi in a striking «ay by comparing, first, the curve 
for the source amplitude of lUl db with the straight dashed line A 
coinciding with it and having a slops of exactly 6 db per distance 
doubled^ then comparing the experimental curve C f©r a source ampli- 
tude of 161 db, 20 db higher than the first with the straight line B 
also drawn with a 6 dta slope and a level just 20 db higher than A. 
It may b© noted that the experimental curve C falls several db bsla*? 
B because of the effect of attenuation. Instead of a slope of 6 db 
it has a slope of nearly 9 db per distance doubled and fails almost 
parallel with tho solid heavy line representing the value of P^ ©r 
^hat now appears to be the limiting pressure P» The attenuation sesma 
to take place sufficiently close to the source and to be of sufficient 
magnitude to prevent the fundamental from ever exceeding P. 

The value of P-( has been defined äs "|2 Pg and the limiting pres- 
sure P appears to be near this value, thus 

P i 6.7 x 1Q6 .- 
3/2 



J 
It should be pointed out that the absolute value of this Maait-r- - 

ing pressure P Has not been determned precisely^ it appear* to be 
close to the value rather arbitrarily defined as P_ but it may be as 
mach as 3 db less as far as can be ascertained from the present data. 
However, the variation of the limiting pressure with distance appears 
to be very precisely the value 9 db per distance doubled or l/v3/?- a« 
determined for F-,» •-.--" -".-•:_. 

Whether or net there.§xi?ts a theoretical limit P, there indeed 
exists a practical one which, can be approached only by extremely high 
source amplitudes and by excessively large.power loss during propa- 
gation* 

This should hot be interpreted to mean that a transient pressure 
or a siagl^jshaek wave .n&tjk p^.ssure amplitude greater than B cannot 
be transmitted£rep a source at x * o; it implies only that for a 
periodic wave of a given frequency? P ^presents the .largest pressure 
in the fundamental which can be sustained in a spherical field at a 
distance xfrom a source at the aenter. of the field* 

Something should loe said here about the dependence c£ P = P#/x3/*. 
upon the type of field to which it applies. Experiasntally, we have 
a field which is produced by a piston, at x = o and which obeys the -.- 
inverse s<ware law of divergence on the axis from 40 to.200 e%. thus 
approximating a spherical field in this region. It might fee expected 
that the. value öf Pf will depend upon whether the source is_essentially 
a point source.* ä sphere of finite radius, or a piston auch as used 
in this experiment« However, it might also be expected, that the re- 
lation F r P^/xy? would hold relatively well in any ease provided 
the source, is saall and riear x ~ o. What the fora of P would be for 
a spherical source of radius Just slightly 1^5? than x awaits further 
e3q?eriment. It would be expected to be something between the present 
relation; and one which might hold for a plane source. 

/ 5In«the spherical case the harmonics approach iheyfundainental äs 
x^n~ '' and approach the limiting pressure* P, as TT'  , and since - 
in the plane wave case the harmonics approach the fundamental as x11 

we might expect that if a limiting pressure existed for the plane wave 
case the harmonics should approach it as xn. In other words, since for 
a plane wave the fundamental starts out froi» the source varying as 
x s  P should vary a& x*"-*- as compared with xfW2 fox the spherical- 
case. 'This variation of P agrees with that for the P'^derived from 
the plane wave treatment of Thuras, Jenkins and Q'Neil. This 
strongly suggest» the possibility that Pf may be the limiting pres- 
sure for the plane wave. This conjecture awaits subsequent theore- 
tical verification^ 

It would be expected that a limiting pressure would depend not 
only upon the typos of field and the sours«, but upon the frequency, 
the medium, and the physical state of the medium. The determination 
of these relations again muet await more extended experimentation 



är.d theory, 'but the c? derived from the wöi& of ThuraSg Jesjäüs and 
O'iseil;say-bis-- a•.guide lor such an. i^wesMgätäofi» ; 

Idgits for-ha^gsic pressures. It is now appropriate to ask if the 
hßEssnic exponents of >3oustic preseurtf also hare i£n&ts,   They 1 
-appear to* but ibey are not- the valuer ?   äs sight be guessed frost %    I 
analogy «ith Pn..    At the highest seousti§ levels and at the greatest |    | 
distances from the source the hafntoriie-s appear to approach Values »    | 
ishich are related to that of the fundamental approximately as I/a 
thus 

n 

This is the relation predicted theoretically by R. B. Fay for 
the stable form of a plane wave ef sufficiently high acoustic level: 
From Ms equation^ this h'th harpoHJ.§ co?8pön#ni of acoustic preisure 
in the stable wave;is given by '";"-.-"       " . . 

?n = 1 ~,3£& " ilffi fflffiHS^.y* (3«50) 
3 (Y-f-1)    süQh n id*^^xT 

where x is the diatänee from so»« ärbifofipf'- point si&hin the region 
?jher.e the stable ^ave already exists«, c* is an attenuation constant 
and s^6 is a constant deteiained bythe acoustic levelof the sound 
at x. »"Q- t^dsh cap be computed by solving tb.6 equation «uw the äcou^ 
tic pressure of any one hanaonie component, say the funäameatais is 
given* -   -- -- - "-.-_ ' • -    ." 

For sufficiently high values of the fundapental OfÄ <& 1 and 
x B 0 the equation reduces to     i    J 

ph£ 1 P, ----- (3.51) 
h   * ._------ 

since sinh n §« r n sinh $*•.» o        o 

A comparison of the experimental values of the harmonics xdth 
those predicted by Fay is presented in the graph of Fig. 3» 37» The 
ordinates ar-e decibels relative to the fundamental, *Mch ir. taken 
as zes-o db, and the abscissas are values of the acoustic level of 
the fundamental plotted in db re .ÖQÖ2 dynes per ess*«. Thrss sets 
of curves are plotted. The «olid straight lines are simply refer- 
ence; lines representing the limiting values of Eq. (3-» 51/ for th*- 
harmonic components of pressure in the stable mve of sufficiently 
high acoustic level. The dashed curves represent the relative 
values of the hamonlcs in the ©tsble ^ave as calculated from Eq. 
(3*50) when the fundamental component has the «beclute values in- 
dicated by the abocissac* It is seen that these -curves becose soyas*- 
totic to the limiting values (l/n)p, at values of p-, between 115 and 
130 db. The dotted curves are drawn through the experiments,! points 
representing the closest approach of the harmonics to the fundamental 

:-s 
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for the five source amplitudes: used. 3!he abscissas of tise.se point a ..'.". ? $ 
represent the valves of the, fundamental pressures at the positions- : I 
in space at which the harmonics first attained this maximoa close- : f 
ness» At the lower two ssure®.. amplitudes9 the hamor;i<5s. were ap=- f 
preaching the fiusdaraentaiail through the experimental range so these | 
trfo groups of points do not represent the closest approach which    . - ^ .§ 
would Ultimately have besä st-tair-ed; ihay. are to© low, but are at , __--,- -, f 
least qualitatively correct, ? I 

The similarity between the two. sets of curves ig apparent. They _     4  ' -• 
both appear to approach the same limiting values for high amplitudes. - 1*1 
This .shows that the stable form of the wave at suffieieiitly high /  1 
amplitudes is the same for both plane and spherical fields and may 1 J 
be approximately so for other types of fields. ~.     | 

The curves drawn; through the eSqaerimehtal points for the spheri- " I 
cal wave breach" the limitis^ values at a.much, higher pRessur*^ 20 I 
to 30 db higher (.10 to 30 times higher pressure),, than the curves. I 
calculated from Fay's theory for a plane wave. Qualitatively, this 1 
might be ejected for a spherically divergent field* - " | 

In the plane wave case, the harmonic pressures start to rise äs . --  I 
x**"^ and approach the fundamental at.this rate» However, in the 1 
spherieal fJUid th.®:. rise a,g x'^W/S aää accosKiingiy approach the ~±    I 
fundamental äs••3E*nr*-*/f.- Therefore the attenuation r&cfss&ry to ~ .    | 
step the harmonics.fromapproaching^ the IHuuiamentf^ vrould need to be --$    I 
greater JJJ thue.plane wave case because of. the. greater rate--of rise'.. _.-. ,1 . I 
of the harmonics. Since this attenuation is a direct function, of . .. •...;. I 
the amount of harmonics present, there will necessarily be a greater • I 
percentage of harmonics in the «ik&blig fbss for a. given _fimdaiEent.aIL__ I 
pressure in the plane wave than in the spherical wave. Nevertheless^ I 
the greatest possible percentage of any given harmonic which can be at-K f 
tained by increasing the fundamental pressure appears to be the 
same for the plane a3 for the spherical wave; any given harmonic simply 
approaches closer to this limiting value at a given distance from the 
source for a given fundssaental pressure in the plane wave than in the* 
spherical one. 

Thus we see that the finite amplitude distortion in both the 
apheri0ai and..plane..waves appears to proceed in the same way. The 
space rate for the spherical wave is less than for the plane waves 
but the end result for sufficiently high source amplitudes is a 
wave of saw-toothed foz% as v?as indicated by the oscillograph 
traces. . 

Attenuation of the fundaa^ntala Now w© seek a relation «hieb des-* 
cribes. the fundamental pressure as a function of distance and pre- 
vents it from-ever-exceeding P« , ,. 

"S!hat we are "interested in hers is a factor which will account 
for the departure of the fundamental from simple spherical diver- 
gence. Such a term must take into account the transfer of energy • is 
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fröm the fundamental to the. harmonics and also, any losses due to 
viscous and other disiipative phenomena, acting. upon, the fundamental. 
We might anticipate this tern tö be ah exponential attenuationj e^p 
(vhx)-* . |t would be of this forss. if the loss frosr the fundamental 
were due entirely to viscous or other dissipätive phenomena. It   '~ 
?K>ulü jälsc-fee -of this form even when the-transfer-of energy to the 
harfflon5.es ^redoffiinated, if this latter process wsre itself an ex- 
ponential •function. 

TShetber the fundaffiertfeäl is. attenuated eSmonentially can be - cheeked 
easily by subtracting the experimental curve from that representing 
spherical divergence (both in. decibels) and plotting thisL difference 
directly against X. If "th e difference is caused by an exponential 
attenuatSöf^term, a straight line should be obtained, the slope ©f 
which is precisely the amount of attenuation in db per em» This plot 
has been Mde for the four highest source amplitudes and the results 
are shown in the upper set of curves of Figs 3.3SV., Here the depar- 
ture is plotted in db as. ordinates against the distance on a lihear 
scales as abscissas. 

It can. be seen that within the experimental error the points 
lie on straight lines and therefore the fundamental is attenuated 
«spönentially. The negative slope öf each line is the applicable 
attenuation constant in db per --coor is 8,636 k* 

The experimental values of attenuation are found to be gresfcer- 
than that which could be accounted for by viscous and molecular"at- 
tenuation of the fundamental.. Tag experimental values range fro& 
'•006 to .03$ db^ge'rem^ whereas viscous and molecular absorption 
(both^theoretically snd experimentally for infinitesimal ampHtude. 
waves?; for So per cent relative humidity, at 735 ma» aad room temper- 
aturf* amount to «0Q3 db per cm at 15 k°s_ Therefore, it appear? 
that the transfer function must account for the observed excess 
attenuation, whieh. in this" experiment ranges from a value twice that 
exp&cted of viscous ^ahd molecular absorption to a value nearly ten 
times as much, depending upon the source amplitude* Since in all 
cases the attenuation appears to be exponential, we must conclude 
that the transfer function is itself an exponential function of dis- 
tance. 

The attenuation of the fundamental increases with source ampli«- 
tude. From the slopes of the curves in Fig. 3.3s (top), w obtain 
the values of attenuation in db per cm as given in 'fable V. When 
these values are divided by the source amplitude« or what amounts  
to the same thing, when they are multiplied; by I i, vdiere"f^ r a*/a * 
we obtain a value '^",  which is s. constant sithän Ehe experimental ° 
error, showing that the attenuation constant is proportional to the 
source amplitude. The use ofTfXi here instead of simply l/a0 allows 
the determination of an attenuation constant which is independent 
of the choice Of units for the source amplitude. 
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^jbeffia-yrcfe ;^f'h^^hjes» ""S^Tgöwv« tsy In the sap© v^y to account :": 
for thö"_^par£i^AS; of the other harmonics from their relations 
ff^jH ffligfit .ei^ect that "again attenuation constants, could be     ._ 
d>terMh:edV ' Howevers the differences plotted against x^ve. curves- 
which are" hot straight Mhes^. aj^hwn7*&?-thV second and' thiai ._-. -    . 
härmpnics respectSyöi|r iii the löwer two seta of cuinres In Fig. 3.33«; 
Therefore* a siaiple attenuation does not account for the departure" 
of the "harmonics äs it did for the fundamental,,    This might have been 
expected if we had considered that In the stable for«; the harmonics 
have a substantially fixed relation to the fundamental and therefore 
the relation of the harmonics to distance oust be* of essentially the 
same form as the fundamental and differ from it only by a factor of 
nearly 1/n. 

Thus, £ n 
Aao exp f- 
nx fe (3*55) 

is an equation which approximately fits the experimental data for 

9.    The sorirc-9 amplitude was measured, by. the acoustic .pressure .at 
3.3 cm«    The values are db re «Ö002 dyne per cm- at that, point, 



th© h&ssaonic pressures in the -stable wäre in thö Ylsiaity o£ X^ and 
psssibly for a distance beyond several^ tirsss I^a 

OR® further relationship has been ftxatm which jre will simply 
«A+A  ^•ra  hsooinir     öljma  4-he   a-jorv\-fSaayi^a  is   «rs'fc. <=»>reH!:ntts   flfc OiTSf JViir»'*'" 

If the depar tares for the harmonics are plotted^ not against ss but 

ssqoaä;;i&sd thisd harsäuics are plotted in this wey in Tig«. 3 ©39« 
Part A shows the departures: for the seecM harmonic plotted as or— 
dtoaies in db, against the square root of the distance as abscissas« 
jparfc B sho^s th» d*j*2rfcis^3s. for the third harmonic plotted äj «=»& ^V» Ä€ 

ordin&tes in db, against the cube root of the distance as abscissas« 
The experimental :pöints are seen to fit closely the straight lines 
drassa» 

Eyajugvbipc. of constants« In the several equations ^hleh have been 
7[sp4&S[p~ponstSi&s -ssere used which have net bmn evaluated« 2a g#»~ 
eral the aetaal numerical values spply only to the particular set 
of experimental conditionss however, their particular valises is this 
investigation will no* be calculated« 

First, it should be remembered that the source #sp3i.it2.de<, a„, 
signifies the displacement amplitude of the source« Experimentally 
the source amplitude has been monitored by söiauring ps, tlis ssp2d= 
isde of the fradamehtal 3*8 om from the source« Since ^ie two are 
proportional over the experimental räme, either quantity could be 
used in the derived equations, provided the constant. "A" is properly 
defined. The use of pa in place of aö relates the equations more 
directly to the measured cjuantity and is therefore desirable, but it 
requires a change in the dimensions öf A* However, since A is a con- 
stant involving several quantities not determined explicitly in this 
investigation, and must be empirically evaluated for any given ex« 
perimental conditions, we will retain the same symbol in the new 
c*4«=iwivrii=. "a- determine A we must find a value of p^ corresponding 
to a given source amplitude or given pa« This can be done most 
precisely by taking a value of p^ from the best curve through several 
experimental values of p^, i0e«5 from the curve p^ of Fig» 3*27* For 
this curve« j)„s lijl db.re «0002 dyne per cm2 and at 100^ cm p^ a 128«9 
db re »0002^dyne per cazj thus since 

PI * iSa , (3.56} 
**. 

in decibels A - 128.° £ k0 - Uil 
&   21.9 db re 1 c% (3.5?) 

numerically    A - 2f?«0 cm«  (3«.v7a^ 

The constant pg (eorrespOEding to a«*) may new be determined from 
its defining equation^ 



t 

P* # 4p* ~£p* now replaces a*$ 

iroffl -page ?1^ P* s &ul<S dbj thus 

(3.58) 

s 175.6 db re <>9002 crises per era2 
(3e59) 

The distance X^ depends upon .sovsree amplitudes, but £or any give» 
source. aaipiituiLe % can be deferadried from tils equatios sisilss? to 
(3 .it?) but with fc. äödrpg replacing, ae. £&& &*• s?esp?ctiTely. - r - - 

ä^ •»rPa.j - (3.00} 
-- ter "------•  -        - -.-•        .-..-..- 

_•__.. ..        % «* . _       - -   _ . 

Jör Da *r liiX dbjr *e have 
: . -''..' 

% (Uä db): a 2&79«6 - '.3£i#Ö) « 77.2 db s 753Ö ag5 

X^ for the several source amplitudes used is gives in Table VI, 

7230 
2290 
723 
229 
72 

Finally^ we may replace aQ by ps and a* by pga in Eqso (3-fe©)* 
(3*5U) and (3.55>)_» Harmonics for x-<«02Xi are given by 

n .«      . ü 
Faaösniehtal from x * o to at least 2a£ X^ S 

gj sAps •«S»P*S9?-(-Pg/5|)x] * (3v?U) 

Harmonics near X «' X» I „ 

P« S Si **8^.®9  <Ps/p*)x] c (3.5S) 
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3„6 -Summary and Goneluaicns•--"   •--. 

3*61 General 

— l&e published theoretical work on the propagation of sound of 
finite amplituds-in sic has far exceeded the expe^issntal« assi sig» 
nlfieaixt- theoretical conclusions have^-ong remained läthcut esperi- 
ssni&L substantiation* This sittia-ics has arisen laigely threiigh a 
lack of suitable sources and receivers öf Intense, high frequency 
sound. By the use of new and improved equipment and techniques it 
has been possible not only to extend the experimental^ range to 
higher intensities and frequencies^ but to make more complete mea- 
suresents of the tfäantities involved«,      - - _ - 

Sinusoidal sound waves of large amplitude and negligible dis- 
tortion, at a frequency of llu6 kc, have been generated by & plane 
piston source approximately five wavelengths in diameter. Turn sound 
field at distances of UÖ to 200 cm from the source, on the axis,-has. 
the characteristics of a spherical field whose center is at the center 
of the piston JFace. Conclusions derived from the present research 
are based on observations in this spherical regions 

The acoustic pressure of the sound wave has been studied, both 
(jiantitativeiy, by analysing the electrical signal from a suitable 
pressure sensitive microphone^ and qualitatively,, by observing the 
unfiitered signal directly as a trace on ah oscilloscope»       - 

The srumulative. effecit; of finite amplitude distortion during 
propagation has been observed over a sufficient range that pressure 
waves have been seen to deform gradually fress an initially sinusoidal 
form into the saw-toothed "stable form" predicted theoretically by 
Fay. . 

3.62 Quantitative Empirical Relations 

The distance ?-a. theoretically, the amount of distortion,-i.e., the 
relatdTrepressure amplitudes of the harmonics, is determined in a 
plane sound wave if the distance from the source is given as a frac- 
tion of the value Is which is the distance where the solution to 
the "exact" plane wave equation neglecting viscosity becomes multiple 
valued? 

^here Z is the source displacement amplitude. £h the spherical, field 
an analogous distance X;$ has boon found ejcperimentally in terms of 
which the amount of distortion in a spherical wave is determined«, 
This distance, however, is proportional to the inverse second power 
instead of the inverse first power of the source amplitude© 

,2 



where aQ is s^asiare r& the source similitude, äM a* is a constant 
for tiie system, 

Harmonic pressures for sjg<X^-> Fcr distances x from the source which 
ärelfflaSL" compared with X^ (but witl.dn the region of spherical divei*- 
gence), i.e., x< *.02Zr* the esperimtT.tally observed pressure ampli« 

where A is a constant for the system, relating the pressure of the 
fundamental, to the source amplitude a_, a?4 b„ is an empirical £onc« 
tion of n« 

Because of the approximate proportionality of pressure aM di;#~ 
placement amplitudes, this relation WS& be compared •fcith a stoilar, 
tJieör-ötical one for narmoaio components öf displacement amplitude iß 
a piano wave, derived, for distances which are small campareoTjdTth S, 
from the solution of E. Füböii~Ghiron^r 

where s is the displacement amplitude öf the s'th harson±s._asd Z 
is the source displacement amplitude» It is seen that the relative 
amplitudes of the hanuonic ..components of pressure in the spherical 
wave are proportional to x^0"^/?, whereas harmonic comppnents öf 
displacement in the plane wave are proportional to xvB"i)9 Thus, as 
one might expect, ihe space rate of generation of harmonics is less 
in the spherical wave because of the continually decreasing ampli~ 
tude due to spherical divergence« 

The "stable form"« At distances x near and beyond the value X^ the 
wave attains its' limiting amount of distortion and a wave of "stable 
form" is produced« For sufficiently high acoustic levels in the 
wave of stable form, the harmonic components of pressure approach 
the relation 

pn ss (1/n) p1. 

These observations are precisely those predicted theoretically for 
the plane wave by Fay* In the plane wave, the l/n relationship is 
approached theoretically at much lower acoustic levels than was found 
to talcs place experimentally in the spherical wave«, This should be 
expected because of the more rapid generation of harmonics in the 
plane wave» It is significant, however, that in both cases the limit- 
ing' form is saw-toothed., 

Limiting pressure for *•*>« fundamental» The previously mentioned ex~ 
p^ramental relations have* ?oundl! analogous counterparts in the theore- 

4 
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P» is a constant for tho particular ^experiisäntal conditions and Ms •&© 
value 6*? x ICr (dyne3 per <M2)*^/2 rssso   ^lile 135© variation of P 
with distance has been well determined* tfcs value of P& is net certain 
to better than a factor of 3 db because of tb© inherent difficulties 
in the physical determination of a limit» 

£ as a special cage of ]>*•   The equation £a&sd to pspresa the values 
of p_~tmder conditions "or lew distortion is found to yield & quantity 
proportional to P sheaa is allowed te take on Ifee value sero«   TtüWf 

p   „Aa*ba 

which becomes identically P »shea the constant b^, as yet Undefined, 
is allowed to take on the value unity^ and As* is identified mth 
its equivalent ?*» 

The quantity p^ or P caa therefor© be considered as a sere order 
harmonic, not äs a static pressure, but as an acoustic pressure having 
a zero'th ps^er dependence upon source amplitude, serving as a limit 
for the fundamental presses and, through the relations between the 
harmonies in *he  •'stable9 w&e9  servingalso as a limit fsLtfee higher 
liaracnicSo 

Harmonic pressures for x^X^« At distances which are not small com- 
pared with T7^e"ef feet of energy transfer from the fundamental to 
the harmonics is reflected ii* a decrement ef the fundamental ampli- 
tude in addition to spherical divergence» Within the limits of the 
experimental error, this decr^ent can be expressed as an exponential 
damping factor in which the exponent is directly proportional to the 
source amplitude» 

Aa 

i 
i _- -» 
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ideal treatment for plane waves.   ln addition, present- expfirijssnt&l "_, | 
TO8& suggests the concept of & limiting pressure ?, *tiieh can be sp=» ? | 
preached* but not exceeded by the pressure amplitude of the fundamental, jj 
as the source amplitude in increased*   Thin 'limiting pressure seems to i 
be inversely prapörtional to the three halves power of the distancej :; ? 
thus« ~    5 

? s   P*   - -:'= I 

This decay xe^i is then sufficient to prevent the fundamental from 
overtaking the limiting pressure P» 

After the stable wave fonts is established, the higher harmonic 
pressures may be expressed approximately by 

- i 
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3*o3 Physical Significance and Extensions 

The ssperlESntai x-estilts indicate good general agreement betir®en 
the existing theoretics! conclusions and physical fact. 

The existence of ä stable wave form has been established and 
the agreement in fors between that for a plane and for a spherical 
wave leads to the tentative hypothesis that the stable form for suf- 
ficiently high acoustic levels is relatively independent of the type 
ofJi^ld. 

The fact aust also be taken into account that the theory of Fay 
was based on strictly classical viscosity, which implies absorption 
proportional to the square of the frequency. In the present espesa* 
sent the range of tearidity and temperature was such that a molecular 
absorption peak j? to 10 tines the nagsitude of classical viscous at~ 
tenuation existed in the region around kO kc» Since in spite of this 
the experimental wave fossa agrees with FayJs theoretical one* we may 
expect the fors to be determined more directly by the phenomenon of 
transfer of energy to hj^her harmonics than by the absorption of 
energy bx viscous or molecular absorption from any one iMividuäX . 

•harmonic»       , 

To clarify this point» careful measurements should be made under 
conditions of controlled humidity and temperature in air and again 
in some highly absorbing gas such as carbon dioxide<> 

The indication of the existence of* a limiting value P for the 
fusdsscntal pressure of a sound wave in the steady state is perhaps 
the most fundamental result of this investigation* This may prove 
to be a rather useful concept, beth theoretically and practically. 

From the connection betsreen P and p0 and the analogy between 
the spherical and plane wave case, it does not seem unreasonable to 
conclude that t*iere ssy släo be ä ISjEirbing pressure for plane waves, 
which varies inversely as the first power of the distance from the 
source. 

2f the limiting pressure P is analogous to the quantity P8 do» 
rived from the theoretical work of Thux«as>; Jenkisis. and O'Neil for a 
plane wave, then it would be sxpacied that P would increase directly 
with increase in embient pressure and vary inversely as the frequency 
of the fundamental«, It should also be independent of the viscosity 
of the medium in the same way that the ultimate limiting relative 
values of the harmonier at sufficiently high acoustic levels are, 
only the closeness to which any component approaches its limit for a 
given sound level should be affected by viscosity- (or other dissi» 
pative mechanisms)» These conjectures are speculative at this point 
but indfe-ate a direction, for further research« it the present 
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•&ey-.have #alue_in that they represent the most logical estrapolaticns 
ef the expettteseavbal results« - 

3 «61*    Special Syssbols Used in Chapter III 

&.   A essisiant relating source amplitude *5iih acoustic pres« 
sure at a distant point- {Ihen source amplitude is es«"- 
press®! as displacement amplitude av> A has the dimen- 
sions: dynes per car» Mien the source amplitude is measured 

. as as acoustic press*ars A.has the dimensions eaT*«) 

a    Displacement amplitude Of a source generating a spheric» 
^   ally dfcrerging fi©Xd (disBeBgioHSj ess)» 

a^(s)   Particular values of source amplitude accessary to make 
35     ia'th harmonic (extrapolated from the lew, ^*»t- finite^ 

amplitude relations) equal to the facdssiental at a dis« 
tanee x fresa an effectively point source (dimensions, 
em)« See Sect» 3»i>2, als» Fig®0 3 »12 to 3o21 and 3,26« 

.a*   a- calculatedfsr -x.S 1 cm (diaensions^ ca * emS)» 

a*   af *dth^ subscript dropped for convenience (dimensionss 
«A. • «-SRSY.     -    .           "  Z "_ _ _ ^     -'-  — —     -- —   >*«»_.- -  ~w&»—/-»——      -- 

bß   Ratios of 8^/% or the equivalentF^ySE^«^   " 

c   Velocity of soaad (cm per sec)„ 

d   Attenuation constant expressed in do per cm accounting 
for departure of fundamental pressure from spherical 
diverg&nee«, 

h   d expressed in nepers« 

a   Harmoniö number» 

p (a sx)   n
fth harmonic component of acoustic pressure at distance 

n   ° x from an effectively point source and for a source äsipii« 
tuds a (dimsr.slsnaj dyaes per cm2)« 

Pj»   Analogous to p. except for plane"Vaves» 

pg   Source amplitude corresponding to a except monitored as 
the acoustic pressure of-the fundamental 3o8 cm above 

snter of the source (dimensions, dynes per cm )0 the center 

p|        Particular value of s„ corresponding t© a* (disiemiotms 
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r? 

P^{3t); -;   Partie«!^. ^alü*s. of gceustic. pressure for Äich the sJth 
harmonic and the fundamental ars equal, (as extrapolated 
from the löw- but firsts ? amplitude relations) at distance 
x frosa tfoo source (dimensions* dynss pör car*),   See Sects 
3,52.  alsöElgg.- 3»12 tp 3*21 and 3*20* 

F#        P   calculated for z«l aa (dimensions, £&mets per cm£)  » 

P*        P^ srfith subsscipt dropped for simplicity«, 

&&p£Mcal. limit -for the fszsdfraental acoustic pressure 
from an effectively poänt- 3©ure© (diMensionsj dynes per 
«» y» 

Analogous to P   except f or ä plane sräve (äiSäaepgioss* dynes 
n per da2)« - 

P6        Ä*oosj«ierie[pressure (dimensions, dynes psr es£'}-« 

x        Distfuc^ ,£rom tae„:Söurce (dimensions, ca) » 

X(Z) üistancs from plan© iraurce at tihieh the solution to the 
«saet planeijsaye equation neglecting viscosity becopes 
ffialtiple valued for a source amplitude 2« 

2-(a ). PariiüM^e^ distance- from the source at t?hich the fun£ä~ 
mental acoustic pressure -Pjfe-) (extrapolated from the 
low, b\tt f läite* asßLitude relations) is equal to P, (x) 
for a source, amplitude a   (äiraensieagg aa}* 

Z Source dispLaceaent aaplilside for a plane sourcs (dimen- 
sienss cm)» 



CHAPTER IV 

;; JE SYSTEMS ANi) JER WHISTLES 

4»1- Introduction 

In this chapter we present- results of an exploration cf the pro- 
perties and possibilities of a class of sound generators which we 
shall refer to as being, of the jet-edge or JE type* Though knov;n a- 
bcut and used for centuries, sound sources of this kind are still 
not .well understood. In the JE type sound generator a thin blade of _ 
air or other fluid is projected from an orifice into a body of fluid - 
and impinges on the corner or edge of some object. The main features 
cf such a source are. represented .schematically in Jig. A» 1» where the '_ 
solid J.5nes designate the jet and edge portions of the generator., and 
the dashed lines indicate a resonator which say or may not be present. 

, When the . airflow and dimensions are ad justed .properly sound may- 
be produced by such a systenu If no resonator is present and the 
wedge upon whose apes the stream impinges is rigid (i.e.,  will not 
vibrate appreciably) we refer to the generator simply t,s a JE system. 
Any sound produced by such an arrangement is called an edge tone. We 
shall use the teim JSR system to designate any kind of JE type genera- 
tor arrived at by adding a resonator to a JI system. The Galten 
whistle is & coamön example of such m JER systems another is the flue 
organ pipe.  ." -. - '.    --'--.""_--' 

The sources with which we are primardiy concerned here are vari- 
ous forms pf JER systems developed at the Pennsylvania State"College; 
these vary in size from that of a Galtoh whistle upward to approxi- 
mately the dimensions of a small organ pipe. We shall refer to all 
of them as JER whistles. Such whistles have been fossnd to be well 
adapted to a number of needs arising in various aspects of our acous- 
tics research at the Pennsylvania State College. We have so far 
found the following features to be particularly useful ? 

(1) The smaller models act in some respects as nearly point 
sources; the associated sound field is therefore simple and uniform 
compared with that which exists near a source with dimensions com- 
parable to a wavelength of the generated sound. 

\Zj    Whistles öf this type are perhaps tu? cheapest äiiu ööät 
convenient generators yet available for the production of 1Ö-1GD kc 
sound in air of intensity sufficient for such purposes as the measure- 
sent of transmission leases through materials* 

(3.) these air-ac'&uated sources may be opersted by mouth9 by- 
hand pump or from compressed-air tanks. This makes them well suited 
to outdoor work? for instance. 

(4) High sound pressures obtain, at the rigid end of a whistle 
cavity when operating conditions are appropriate. By means of a 
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specially designed chamber .small organisms or other specimens may be 
subjected to the effects of thes« high sound pressures, Instructive 
effects of sound on small bodies may be investigated in this way» 

Gur work with JjiE^type whistles has been concerned pe»rtiy with 
an empirical determination of„their properties! thus studies have 
been made of sound fields generated by these sources and their de^ 
pendenee on «irfLoW and upon whistle dimensions. In addition we have. 
been interested 5n learning as much as possible about the mechahisis 
of ton£- production. For this latter purpose attempt at interpretation 
of the satirical results has been made wtlgrever it seemed profitable? 
Jltin  the hope of learning facts about the aerodynamic disturbances to 
which the sound field must be due, Also the choices yf measnreaents 
to be mad«? were arrived at partly oh the basis of their probable con- 
tribution to göheral kscwlsdge about this kind of generator.* 

As an exa^jle of such a choice, saich of our time has been devoted 
to a study of JE systems by themselves» _Xt seemed reasonable to us 
that after a careful st-vdy of the characteristics of such systems th@ 
otherwise rather strange properties of JSR systems, and hence JER~ 
t-ype whistles, would seem much jess surprising. This has turned out 
to be true as will be apparent later in this chapter* In the study of 
JE systems we determined, for one things the conditions under which u 
tönet_ sailed an edge tohe? arises from euüh a system. Plots Of edge 
tone sound fields were also made for Various ehoieeä of"airflow and 
of JILdiffiehsidnsc Similarly, the conditions were ascertained for which 
tones arise from JlS^type -whistles and^ for these conditions, We deter- 
mined the dependence of resulting sound fields upon airflow and the 
several dimensions. As hoped^ we found a close connection between the 
results for JER~type whistles and those for JE systems, and were able 
to draw conclusions about the interrelationships which we find help- 
ful in the design and operation of whistles. Äs ope example the pro- 
cedure which we find suitable for obtaining optimum functioning of a 
whistle at a given frequency is roughly as follows. 

First, edjust the JE variables' (airflow and orifice-tc-edge dis* 
tance h) so that the edge tone frequency would bs aomewnat greater, 
by, say a factor of 1.5, than f. Then adjust the resonator so that 
an eigen-frequency is equal to f. 

In the following discussion we shall present first our findings 
concerning «IE systems, then those having to do with JER-type whistles. 

4» Z   J^ Systems 

4» .21 Introduction 

As stated in Sect. 4«! a *n§ system is &n arrangement for caus- 
ing a thin blade of air to be projected from an orifice in such a way 
as to impinge on a sharp rigid edge placed a short- distance from the 
orifice" Such a setup is depicted in Fig, 4„1, ignoring the dashed 
portion. By experiment it is found that the important dimensions here 
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are h, the orifise~tö-edge distcffice, t, «is air sfcrea» IfcicfasesSj, I? 
(net shown in the figure), the oreMth of the strewn measured -nonael 
to the plane of the paper in F±gi k»l and 0% the displaoeKent ©f the 
rigid edge with respect to a boundary ef the projected streiäs* 

Edge tones varying in frequency fro© a few hundred cycles per 
sec up to at least 200 kc may be obtained by proper choice of these 
dimensions and of the airflow« Sound pressures of the order of 10 
dynes per ess? have been observed at a distance of 20 cm from a JE 
system. Such devices may therefore be useful in themselves as sound . 
generators for special applications» In addition«* our interest in 
them, hss been partly due to their close relationship to the JER-type 
whistle, as pointed out in Sect. 4»1» 

One. aspect of our study of edge tones has been to determine the 
conditions under which they may be observed. To this snd sir chasmels 
with widely varying shapes and sizes have beesi tested* also rods and 
wedges of different sizes, placed in various positions with respect 
to the air chatmelg have been used to provide the edget In addition, 
we have tried air at different temperatures and, more significantly, 
each of several different gases in place of air to actuate «JE systems. 

It was thus foand that &dg@ tones au&y be produced under quite a 
wide: range of circumstances. Over stost of this range investigation 
i?as_ giäde of the gross characteristics of these sounds. In particular, 
we noted the conditions under which ""Jumps'* take place in the edge 
tone« Such a jump consists of an abrupt shift in the observed acoustic 
spsctrua, and presumably corresponds to a sudden change in character of 
the aerodynamic flow. 

For a few particular JE systems the edge tone properties were 
examined in much more detail* Spectral recordings were made for a 
wide range of values of the airflow q and of the orifice-to-edge dis- 
tance h (Fig. 4.1), the latter dimension being continuously variable 
in these JE systems. The edge displacement $   (Fig. A»l) was also 
continuously variable In some of the JE systems; thus spectral record- 
ings were also obtained for various values of that dimension. Partic- 
ular emphasis has bee» placed on learning the detailed properties of 
edge tones at relatively low flows and esaall values of h, for which 
conditions these properties are perhaps simplest and most conducive 
to analysis«, Within these restricted ranges, we have determined the 
dependence on q and h of the fundamental frequency and of the pres- 
sure amplitude distributions-iti-space associated with the fundamental 
frequency, 

Another part of our work, important in its relation to the action 
of JER-type whistles, was determining the effect of bringing a resona- 
tor near a functioning JE system. It was found poisibie to draw gen- 
eral conclusions about such an effect; these conclusions have proved 
useful in interpreting the properties of* JER-type whistles. 

IM the folio-sing presentation, Ss=t« 4.22 will be a brief re- 
view of the literature on edge tones. Our own findings are presented 
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ne3tfc> Sect.. 4»23 dealing with the case of low flows.s?Rd ssiall h-valües 
while Sect,. L..21- includes results for a auch wider range of variables. 
In Seot« 4-25-our results using a resonator J.re discussed; misueiiane« 
ous observations of various kinds are presented in Sect. 4»2b* 

3 

1«, C. Sosdhaus, Ann. Phys. Lpz. Ql, 126 and 214 (1§54). 
2* G, S«. Brown, Proc, Pays. Soc» 4j?, 493 (1937)* 

1 i 

The first recorded observation that definite tones, i.e., edge •      I 
tones,--" can be produced üben a. jet of sir  strikes a sharp edge was by | 
Söndhäusx in 1854* Since that time a largo number of papers on the ,  | 
subject have ap]?>eared in the literature. In 1937 Brown^ reviewed the ~J 
findings ccne§r!ii?'H. edge-tones Up to that tim« »nd presented illumin- .  | 
ating hew information about the phenomenon» Figures 4«2 and 4=3? due ~ | 
to Brewp9 --how typically how the fundamental frequency f@ of an edge -.  | 
tone depends pa the orifice-to-sdge distance h and on the stream 1 
velocity w= Referring to Fig. 4.2,. let us suppose the flow velocity 2 I 
fixed at 1?* 5 meters per sec and consider what happens if the edge is | 
placed initially at the orififce (h = Ö, h~^ =-©o) and then slowly J 
withdrawn« i 

: No clear sound at- a]Q. is heard at first; then at some critical - I 
value of if" , about 3 cm""x iri this case, the tone suddenly begins. A . I 
steady sar-rease in fun<äam©ntal frequency fe, linear with h""*, follows 1 
along curve lr continuing up tö a second critical value of h at- about l   I 
2cr*. Here fe jumps swddeni^,- to a frequency a little over twice the        - ,.   I 
value before the break.. Another linear decrease in fe then takes:          *"£ | 
plac^T along curvs 2, until still another critical hMtalue is reached        *"*" '_;   j 
at h""* £ 1.3 cm"^* - The frequency again .jumps upward, decreases along - | 
curve 3 to h"*x « 0.6 cm, jumps once more and then decreases along | 
curve 4. Brown records that the edge tone gradually becomes löst in I 
a bissy noise as one proceeds out on curve 4* I 

If now the edge is moved back toward the orifice the frequency 
follows in reverse direction along these same curves in the~order: 4, 
3, 2, 1. It should be noted that the jumps now take place at larger 
values of h""x, i.e., at smaller values of h. For example, the jump 
from curve 2 to 1 now takes place at h""x r. 2» 3 cä""A instead of 2.0 cnT-*- 
where the jump from 1 to 2 occurred in the case of increasing h. This 
phenomenon is referred fco as a hysteresis effect. | 

lurriing our a.vi.c«oxU'i.s. i>u.. *°jug» *+•• j, «c nun ouy^uoc »i üJUCU a.« A* .• « 

cm and consider how the frequency f^ of an edge tone varies as the | 
stream velocity4J is gradually increased from zero* For Very low flews, | 
as for very small values of n, no tone is heard. Suddenly at some f 
critical, value of U,. here about 1 m per sec, the edge tone entersj its J 
frequency then increases linearly with ü, aloftg curve 1. At Ü - 2 m f 
per sec a sudden jump takes place upward* after which fe 
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linearly, along curve 2"<, vAt *j = 3 m per see f j«S8ps ppward again, 
to follow along curve 3 until Ü - 10 m per secj here a third jusp up- 
ward ec-curs and fö increases, along curve 4 "until the edge is lost in 
hiss* If the flew were now decreased gradually the curves4« 3* 2, 1 
would be traced out in. reverse direction« Here* as wnsn 1i is vsried, 
a hysteresis effect «ill be observe«! (though not indicated in. this 
figure); i.e. the jumps take place at lower Ü values for decreasing 
flow th&n for the increasing case; 

The term B stage" was introduced by Brown in referring to' curves 
1, 2, 3 and 4 in ?iga. 4.2 SAG" 4*3« Thus the edge tone is in Stage 1 
for curve 1» etc» He found that these different stages corresponded 
to certain definite configurations Of the stream, as observed strobes 
scöpically when smoke was introduced into the airline» 

Brown found that his data for the IVandamehtal frequency fe of an 
edge tone could all be fitted to within 6^ -error by a föHärala ^hieh ^iy 
be Written approximately as3 

fe =(Bq/^h^ C, (4.1) 

inhere q is mass rat© ef flow per unit cross-sectional area of the jet; 
p is air density, E is a constant given as 0*446 for Stage 1 and G 
isi--a constant«, nearly equal to _serq. 

More recently, in 1940» Goraeti^ found that ccsiplications must 
be considered which previous work had not revealed. In particular, 
be discovered that several stages can exist simultaneously, and that 
a tone in any One stage is often accompanied by haraonics« Moreover? 
there were tones present whose frequencies equalled the difference 
between those of observed stages;. Also, other components were noted 
whose frequency relationships to existing stages are not evident» 

  The findings of many other investigators sight have been mentioned, 
but for our purposes here the foregoing discussion will suffice» Our 
search of the literature has revealed no study of edge tones above 9 
kc and no attempt to consider such small JE systems as are encountered 
in the smaller JER-type whistles. No information has been found, 
either, concerning directivity patterns or acoustic outputs of JE 
systems. 

3« The formula given by Brown uses U, the linear flow velocity in cm 
per sec. Conversion of the equation has been made for comparison 
with our own results, since we choose q as the indooendent variable 
describing flow rate« TMs choice is made because our flow measure- 
ments are actually determinations of mass rate of flow, which since 
the jet cross section is known,directly yields qs The air density 
p at the orifice is often in doubt. In -those cases where p  is 
know ü may be calculated, being given simply by U r q//9 ° 

4. 0e Jv domett, Ph„ D. diseferfcation, Univ. of Texas '(19/iQ-)-« 
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*    4=23- Btag&l Idgf Toneej Single Piecg JS Sy??tsas _"".-"'_ 

In reporting our own £indiags:we, shall first preset resslfcs of 
a fairly intensive study covering only a lii&r..£©d range of variables. 
Thus ia. this .section we shall discuss propertieö of the "Stage I?* type 
(see Sect. 4.22) of. edge tones*    The latter ar« of particular iötgr- 
est fur three reasensi 

(1) The spectrum of such -sesnäs is usually quite siHgxLe? often 
consisting of. a -sirigle firequeiscy« 

(2) the oscillatoEy j^ttoii of fch© airstreaa is thought to be 
comparatively eloaeiita2y? pos-sibly consisting essentially of a to-and- 
fro motion*1.        _"-•"• " 

(3). ; Stage 1 edge tons« are of-psisfcisular interest in their re- 
lation to the action of «JlSWfeype whistieas. the best operating eoadi- 
tions for the latter appear t© be ~*diily those for which JS operation 
is in Stage 1. 

'the Jl system«,    In all of ihs measurements to be reported here the 
I»  will i m     vat»**     • UMw m  ••   ' * 

edge tones emanate fro® SB systems whose construction is of what we 
say ©all the asingle-=pioee8 type. Its iaost important feature is that 
the edge is essentially fastened directly to the air däahnei so that 
the 3ystea as a whole may be jiggled of moved about vsithout disturb- 
ing relative positions of the edge and jet» 

. One of these «IE Systeme is shorn in fig«. 4*4. Air enters through 
a ^ !»• pipe into a cavity whose sides converge for ä distance of k 
in. at an angle of 3^ before merging with «alls of a rectangular air 
channel of width one in? 5 length two in. and arbitrary thickness t.? 
This air jet design is intended to aid in attaining non^turbulenfc air 
flow« The rectangular air channel is insured to be of uniform thick- 
ness t by grinding smooth the surface«, öf two pieces of brass and 
placing them together with shisa stock of appropriate thickness t be- 
tween. This construction is shown, by the dryings of Fig. 4«4b. Four 
units have been built in this manner to give rectangular jets all 
25»4 mm wide and having thickness t of .15, »25» »38, and .51 tsm* re~- 
epectively. 

V—.  Vi ^    I   > —    .1 i £  — ~  JL4_~JL  - — - J  —1.Ä-3 — *1 ± A. _ -1 

on the jet piece supports the edge| this arrangement permits conveni- 
ent variation of the distance h fros ,}et orifice to edge. By turning 
a screw having a 1 ram pitch, the slides are caused to ssfve in two 
grooves along the length of the J3t piece. In this way,the sdgs1^ 
motion is constrained to be parallel to the air jet direction« Cali- 
brations giving. 0.1 mm have been placed on the circumference of the 
screws with this system settings of h may be repeated vd-th Ifiss, than 
G.Ö2 sm error* The screw and slide mechanism may be readily mounted 
on. any of the four jet pieces. 

The wedge shown in Fig«, 4.44 is made of tool steel and. is mounted 
on the slide bars with screws. One face of the wedge is parallel to 
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the plane of the projected air "•stream. The opposite face, evident 
in Ktgc 4°4ä> slopes away at an angle of 23i°> this wedge is thus 
mounted asymmetrically with respect tc the projected air stream. 

For part of our work another wedge was used» Shown in Fig« 4* 5fc 
this wedge was made by grinding each side öf ä "1/8 in» thick piece of 
brass at an angle of X4°* This ödgf* presents itself syasaetricälly to 
the air stream,, both sides being inclined to the projected flow dir- 
ection by the same amount* Bcretfs, were provided for adjusting the 
pö.siti-oh of" the edge in the stream. "Figure'4.. 5a shows this wedge in 
position, Showni in the same figar? is ä baffle used in some of the 
measurements; it consists of a 12 in= square of 1/8 in» thick aluminum 
plate cut "away so that it fite smoothly against the wedge and around 
the jet piece*    * 

Instrumentation. *he transducers used here were W.E.64O-AA condenser 
units and" Rodheile salt microphones vshich, :«^Lth their associated pre- 
amplifier Circuits, are discussed in Sect* 1* 3 and 1.4 of this report. 
For part of the work an ultrasonic analyzer was necessary; a unit de- 
veloped for this purpose is described in Appendix A of this report» 
In obtaining the spectra to be presented either of two spectrophono- 
meter systems were employed, both of which are described in Sect. 10.10* 
A heterodyne rciscer;. described in Appendix A, »/as found convenient in 
obtaining some öf the data. Aside from these items most of the com- 
ponents used for acoustical m^astsrements were comffierciaT instruments 
such as üeheral Radio and Hewlett-Packard attenuators, Ballantine 
Electronic Voltmeters and ä Hewlett-Packard 300-A Wave Analyzer» 

Air for driving the jet edge systems comes from a service line 
of the campus. A settling and condensing tank having a volume of l| 
gal acts as a reservoir to maintain constant pressure on the air and 
to remove scsöe oil and dust particles. Rubber hose leads the driving 
air through ä Hoke pressure reducing valve, then into a Fisher and 
Porter Go."Flowrator and finally into the JE system. Air flow cali- 
brations for Flowrators are accurate to within 2% as claimed by the 
manufacturer. Air flow variations of small magnitude not controllable 
by the Hoke valve are sometimes discernible on the Flowrator and some 
of the variation of the flow shows up as frequency fluctuation in 
the edge tone produced« 

Conditions for existence of Sta£e 1 eä<=re tones- As may be ?at-hered 
from our discussioh of Figs. 4.2 and 4-3» Stage 1, edge"tones may fee  
elicited from a JE system only within limited ranges of the dimension 
h and of the airflow q. A suaanary of the necessary conditions on h 
arkd q for a particular JE system in order that such tones be generated 
is given" in Fig«. 4»6. The airstreasa thickness t in this JE system was . 
.38 mm; the syametr-ieal wedge (Fig. 4.5b) was used* Here the abscissa 
is h in lam whil-s the ordinate is q in gm sec"*l cnT^. Consider the area 
enclored (except on the lower right hand side) by the solid curve; it 
is the locus of points (hsq) representing settings of our JE system 
for which Stage 1 edge tones may be obtained. We shall refer to this 
entire area äs Region 1. 
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By ^aying-'Siat all points in say enclosed regiöh represent the 
same stage is meant the followingj Consider anypoints ? and Q both- 
lying in the regies considered (sse Fig«. Ii.6)*, if the settings r^- 
presented by F and Q are brought into conjunction by any pa.th Tdiats?er9 
i?hieh d«s not leave the region« the frequency associated isith ? mil 
continuously approach identity with the frequency corresponding to. Q* 
©tat this öonditioö is satisfied for all parts of points in Begion 1 
in lag, ii»6 has been determined by actually foll^wihg the. edge tone -- 
frequency by ear (either direet3y or by a heterodyning iaetheä) as ad- 
jus taints of h $nd q are aädö« In no case are any .Jumps observedj, 
provided that the path does not leave the region» Also, under -pies© - 
r>estric&icns the frequency associated with -a given getting -(h**i) is .-- 
£em& to be independent of the path followed in arriving at it, W&- 
thus conclude, as previously mentioned^ that ail points in Region 1 
plotted in Figs l}-6 do represent the sane stagej for cqasistency with 
G«, JB« 33rci?n~s terminology we call this Stage 1«, 

_ On the other hand points outside Hegion I such as S In Fig,«, 4*6 
do not represent Stage 1 since a brssk in the tone is tousd to occur 
as P approaches E, 

We have plotted out -the boundary curve of Fig, U,6 by each of the 
fallowing t&ö proceduress (1) At each of & rang© of floi^valuea-q ste 
increas^l^the dimension h gradually frcaa sero» Is this "Has done in - 
-lach case s?e acted "She distance h^ at which a tone first aDrruntly Jb#*>_ 
gins in Stage 1 §nd thatj hn, at which it suddenly changes to Stage 2, 
(2) At each, of a range of n values i?e increased the flow gradually, 
fror?, zero and recorded the critical floE3 ä äsd q^ which mark, respec- 
tively, the entry and cessation of Stage 1* 

Some of the points on the left hand and lower branch of the bound- 
ary curve in Fig« jje6 represent plots of h& vs q while the others pp. 
the ssäia branch are_ plots of u^vsh,   These~"%o relationships are  . 
therefore essentially the saaej thus any point (h,q) lying on the loiter 
and left boundary represents a criterion for entry of Stage 1, whether 
by increasing h or increasing q« Similarly, the points on the right 
hand and upper branch of the boundary curve sre plots cf h» vs q and 
of q, ja h; thus, since these relationships are also apparently the 
same, any point (h,q) on this branch is a criterion for cessation of 
Stage 1 either by increasing q or increasing h. 

Any edge tones produced for (h,q) values falling outside Begion " 
1 Trill be othwjf «xsn Stege 1^ *t>? (h-es) values lying below or to the 
left of this ar?j:a no tone is observed at all. 

It should be realized that even for an (h.q) setting in Hegion 1 
the tone ensuing is not necessarily cf Stage ll Ihis fact is due. to 
hysteresis effects iioted in connection with Figs., h.2 and i*.3o 3"hug.,. 
if one passes xo a netting Q in Begion 1, as indicated in Fig„ k*&s 

by approaching from an initial setting H above and to the right cf 
the area one may find that Stage 2 edge tones emanate from the JE. sys=* 
tea. More will be said about this hysteresis effect in Sect« k»2ki    . 
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- The straight lines- and plotted points within Region "•  will be 
discussed ISterY Figure U-.7 shot?s similar maps of Region 1 for sash 
of four7 different JE systems, including the one just discussed« the 
graphs markM--( a) ? (b), (e) and (d) are for airstream thicknesses t 
of .^15? o25f »38 and ••£?! OT»S respectively, »e see that a& t increases 
Region 1 moves,' in. general, to the right» 

De^ndegce of frequency on h arid £* The circles traversed by solid 
i^iei^n^igo HIS ba^lie'^iSeSor of Region 1 represent measurements 
Of the fundamental edge tme frequency at various values of h and q. 
A given fixed frequency is associated Witfe each of the solid lines, 
whirb lines are referred to as isofrequensies» Any one of the circles 
en or ..near a particular ispfrequency stands. for.an (h,q) setting it 
which the given frequency has been observed s^p«rii^ntaily, 

Fo£ ^omparisohj, the dashed lines are isöfrequencies .calculated 
from Brsssi1® eppirioal formula given "in Sect, lu229 usift£ his value 
o£-43v*66 for B and setting G - 0» We note that predicted frequencies 
frost that formula for ^iven values of h and q are about right at ZS 
ke, ss^& somewhat too high beloir that frequency and tend to be too loir 
for frequencies above 2£ ke «_.-•- 

Comparison of Broapss equation with out* observed frequencies 
may be made in another way, A total of 250 observations o* the fund-- 
aiaentäl edge tone frequency f were made for diffgrant values öf h 
and q. From each, such simultaneous observation of the -tjrio t t hs  and 
q ä value of the factor B in Brown's equation "was computed by the 
equation— ._  ... 

B -ph. fe/q, (U-2) 

where p  is assumed to be 0«0012 gia enf*^ and the constant C_in Eq- (k«i) 
is assumed zero«, These values of 3 are arranged in Table I in columns 
ani rows, each column being for a given frequency and each row cor- 
responding to a particular value of h. It is seen that B usually 
increases with frequency as well as with h-j it follows that B also 
increases with qe These values differ by as much as 25% from Brown's 
value^O.U66? for B? though Brssn states that his own data are con- 
sisteht^with this value of B within 6% error. 

Lateral position- of edse in streäma Some study was made of the effects 
^v^^hg'"^'!©!' FIgT!°57l and inset of Fig, iw'8), the edge displace- 
ment reiativs to a boundary of the projected air stream» These mea- 
surements lead to the conclusion that the frequency and intensity of 
the fundamental are not greatly dependent on edge placement but -chat 
the harmonic content of the edge tone spectrum may be altered consi- 
derably by -moving the edge about; in the air stream«' The ahape of the 
wedge also affects the harmonic structure of the'sound -stave« ~ Figure 
ii»&\pres@nts a, series of edge tone spectra copied from recordings made 
by .a flat response speetröphonometer (see Sect.- lö.jö) 4 For air of 
tb»3ö?h and q were fixed at 2,03 mm and 0»l?li gm per sec per ern^ re„ 
spect&vely«. The JE system employed an airstream with thickness t of 
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.38 ps and used the wedge shorn in Fig. h*ka-  abdicated by solid lines 
in the 5nset of Fig« k»8j as noted befores this- wedge is oriented 
asysüfetrlcally with respect to the stream, ?he microphone was 20 cm 
from the .edge on a. normal to the plane of the air jet. Each specials» 
is for a given, position of the edge as it is moved traversely to the 
air stream. Changes in $ were obtained by inserting shim stock be-*» 
twsen the wedge and mounting barsj 

Table I 

Edge Tone Constant B fOr Air 

11 .- - 
• 

.-  -   " 

in .5 kQ JL K-C 2.-5 kc 5..G kc 7.5 kc 10 kc     12.5 kc 1$ kc 
naa 

1.2. 
" "   : - 

;.-'-• .471 47-6         495 498 
1.4' --   •_ :_ ' .ii61i 423 4?6       4?5 .500 
1.U" •- -L47Q : 430. 483        .502 sm 
1.6 Mxl 481 .1*86 ,5oU       .509 .502 
1.8 455 488 492 *5n 
2.0 .366- 46* 495 .501 
2*2 ..330 ,  MQ . «soo^ sox --- - — 
24 4oo. Jm .U9U 
2.6 «3U7 Mo 469 491 - 

470 
3*0 .356: 423 .U67 
3 «25. •if;'« 42U 
3.5 ,356 .1*28 
lleO .36? 
u.5- .371 . 
4.Ü 

'"   " " 
. 

"The dis "lacsissnt s  Hhose value is ststsd. below ssch of the 
is measured relative to the position in which spectral (g) of Fig* li,8 
was made...   It should.be emphasized that the <f'~ 0 position is thus 
chosen quite arbitrarily and not, e©g.s the position (/so) for which 
the face of the wedge paralleTTo the projected air stream is aligned 
with a Knnj^jtTTr 0jT 'that stream*    Thö ed^s was centered with resnsot ts 
the protested air jet «hen g^had a value somewhere between 0.28 and 
0*23 am, corresponding to spectra (u) and (e)j .J* and /'are thus related 
by the approximate relations*«?'^ JV.06 vm» 

iiy comparing successive spectra in Fig^ US it is seen that the 
amplitttde of the second harmonic decreases relative to the fundamental 
as the,edge_is, moved from cp'% 0.3P *m in (»-) to <£'z 0«.20 mn in (d)* 
aM that it increases again as the edge passes, on to tha position .,&*' 
s 0 shown in (,g).   That is^ the second harmonic pressure amplitude of 
the .edge tone, pas ses through a minimum as the edge is moved across the 
air stream,.   It should he. mentioned that the vertical scale differs 

s 
I 
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slightly from spectrum to spectrumj. the s.psc+ra are normalised so that 
fundamental amplitudes are plotted to- the SSES. height». The ftmdamehti- 
als do not actually v&ry greatly in amplitude due to changes ir. £ 
unless the edge is removed to positions very near the boundary of the 
stream-. The normalised spectrum of a given edge toae was found to be 
the same at microphone distances of 10 to 20 cm on both sides of the 
jet-edge system? at the 20 cm distance the amplitudes of all harmonics 
were about One-half their respective values at 10 cm. 

It was recognized that the absence or presence of symmetry of 
the wedge with respect to the air stream might also affect tue harmonic 
structure of the edge tone. This was checked in a crude vray by plae= 
ing a -ffooden wedge of similar angle (see the wedge outlined with dashed 
lines in the inset of Fig.. iu8). on the face of the steel edge that 
was parallel to the stream flow, thus •mki'gig  the combined wedge sya»> 
metrical; M-th respect to the stream? Spectra similar to Fig» k»8 
were obtained. Comparing the cases of Fig. 1x^8 :(d) Without and with 
(not shown) the wooden wedge in place the relative second h&raonio 
amplitude Of the latter was less than the former: by around 20 db» 
In; all cases the amplitude of the fundaffiehtal was not changed äppre^ 
ei-ably by addition of the wooden wedge. The second harmonic pressure 
amplitude observed with the steel wedge ossly can be changed in amplitude 
by 20 db by transverse movement of the edge. On the other hand, with 
a syÄej-r-icaliy mounted, wedge.«,, the second teBgmxi&Q of the edge tone may 
be varied by as much as 1*0 db or more by small changes in -#-«--. 

. Ihen the brifice-tc-edge distance h "eas changed measurements 
showed that the value of dP for which the second harpohic was a mini- 
mum was different far each h* That is£ if the edge is. in a position 
for minimum second harmonic^ and then if h is chang@ds it is also 
necessary to readjust &  to maintain the minimum* This occurred in 
spite -of the fact that the je"t>-edge unit was carefully designed tö in- 
sure accurate motion of the edge parallel to the air stream» Os the 
other hand, observations showed that gP need not be readjusted as the 
flow velocity of the air passing through the system is changed. 

Other investigators Of edge-tone phenomena have depended upon 
mechanical methodls of "centering" to obtain the proper edge position 
relative to the äir jet. 0. J, Cornett^ shows much harmonic struc- 
ture in his data, many components being of quite large amplitude. 
In view of the observations made here, it is suggested that the har- 
monic content of Cornett's measurements might be quite different by 
making very slight changes in the wedge mounting setup. In; ether* words? 
his measured amplitudes of the harmonics may be dependent somewhat Or, 
chance and may not- be very reproducible« 

Directivity patterns of JE systems. Polar patterns of edge tones were 
observed by mounting a jet-edge unit on a turn-table arrangement in an 
anechoic room and rotating it about the axis of the air inlet pipe (see. 
Fig» aUie)-, The unfiltered voltage from a microphone placed $0  cm 
from the: JE system was rectified and recorded on an Esterline-Angus TBf 
-corder operating synchronously with -the turn-table» 3y aligning the ~" 
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edge so that the second .harmonic was a minimum, contributions from 
hansöi-ies were reduced below the fundamental by 20 db or toe—. 

A significant property of edge tone directivity patterns discov- 
ered in this manner is that pressure amplitude minima always exist in 
üie extended plans of the projected air jet* Furthermore, any such 
pattern .is approximately symmetrical with respect to that pi?»es iie«, 
if p{»<) is the pressure amplitude recorded at any angle <=*< ," than we 
find that 

P.(e*3 m.JpC^^)tr       GO<e€<l80°, (U.3) 

where o< is the angle between the,, line, of the edge and a line üo tha: 
microphone from the midpoint of_ the. edge. Thus the directions ;09  and 
180ö lie in the plane of the jetj 909: and 270(i are perpendicular' to 
that planej all are. perjtendiculär to the direction of projected air- 
flow..    "   -..-." 

A number of typical, patterns .are shown in Fig« k«10 and as insets 
in Fige ii»?a These, apply to "a JE system without baffle, and with the 
syßiraetrical=rtype wedge shown in Fig. U.ffo« The äirstream thickness t 
is .38 ssn. The plots in Figs. k»9  and ii.10 are due to one side s>f  the 
M systesjj..0° to 180^ osly* That portion of pattern not shown, 180? to 
l€0°, may be readily visuMiaed by considering the symmetry expressed 
by Eq? (4.3).  ... 

By making recordings of the sound field for numerous ^ivq) set- 
tings^ 1« jräs found that Region 1 may be divided into three separate 
parts, each having a characteristic directivity pattern. Figure h*9 
shows these parts separated by the shaded areas in the neighborhood 
of q r koO gni see""-k enT^. it is seen that for (h,q) values lying below 
the vertically shaded region of transition the^directivity pattern of 
the edge tone, shown by a. in the figure, is symmetrical about the nor-^ 
mal to- the air jet plane as well as about the plane of the air jet. 

for \Jij,q; comoxnavxoris aoove wij.a Ywn.j.ccu,J.y auauwu i«gj.uji uic 
directivity pattern will not be symmetrical about the normal 9  but will 
•stiäl~be-symmetrical about the plane of the" air sheet. The non- 
symmetry of the field pattern to the normal appears in two forms depen- 
dent upon the (h,q) values* One of these, indicated by the area b, and 
iuS   J-S)?JV:-   IK ovoi'il   J.U1UI   wit   i'jLg.   itt;;J-i«a   ai/u»o    usus   OVAXJ   xure    aiioucu 

portion and the broken line shaded portion» The directivity pattern 
bis seen.to possess a maximum between 0° and. 90^, a minimum near the 
normal,"90°, and a. smaller maximum between 90° an<fT80°o The half of 
the pattern nst^shown, 180° to 360°. has the larger maximum between 
270°' and 36.0° as indicated by Eq, Uo3). 

The second of these non-symmetrical directivity patterns is pre- 
sent for thvq.) values lying in the small area £ "in Fig- 1^9 bounded 
by .shaded regions on three sides and the boundary to Eegipn 1 on the 
fourth. This pattern differs from the previous one in that the rela- 
tive positions of the smaller and larger maxima have changed» Thus 
the smaller maximum occurs between 0* and 90° -while the larger one 
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is betsreen yxfi ana iöü'-V 

The shaded portion,«- indicate regions where t,n© transition from 
one pattern to the next might be expected»    While this conversion is 
not sudden, as is that from Stage 1 to Stage 2, for sssaplSj. it- usu- 
ally takes place with less change of h or q than is indicated by 
shaded areas, of Fig« U*9-»   As an example, passage from the directivity 
pattern a to £, for 3 suitable h value, requires an inerasss- i*s q of 
about Ö«l giR lec^car^. 

The .10 kc and 12.5 kc isofr^qneney lines have beea; .placed on tft% 
figure for reference*   'She 12^5 ke line lies in & just above Öse border 
of transition ares while the 10 Re line passes from^a. through the 
teangition assa into e».  Most ox the frequencies "bSLow 10 ices"fcnsny lie 
entirely in a -and- haTe the directivity patter®! pogsjessing mssiaäa. 
leapiirbiides on. the hot-msl to the plane of the sir .jet« 

-Several reco^3^v.direct-i^t.y..pstte2^s of type a f©^ fr$qas-«eies;" 
from 2*0 to 10, kc are shoras as solid curves in Fig9 U.IÖ»    As usa 
explained earlier each of these patterns (corresponding to (h|q^ valaeg 
lying in region a of Fig, k»9) is, unlike those of type b or js* nearly 
symmetrical about the 90° direction« - ] 

-.-.., For comparison; irarhavs also ^plotted on FJLg9 k*%Q two sets ©f 
theoretical directivity patterns representing t$© kinds of approxi- 
mations to the polar distribution to be expected from a plane rect= 
angular inflembie disc.   The latter is of width 2SUU ass, arbitrary 
Xe&gth and. negligible thickness«;it vibrates with üniförffl sinusoidal 
motion in a direction normal to its own plane.   TJy this ©aaparisbh 
•we test a common hypothesis, namely that the eeiliatory ge-tisa of the 
airstream as it passes from"orifice to edge in a JEsystemis esse»> 
tial-ly a-unifora-sinusoidal transvemf motion like that of„a_viibrati3g 
reed«    Bos? if this is true the ..port-Ion of the. air§*«e«a between orifice 
and edge might.be represented as an equivalent rectangular disc of 
width w just that of the airstream. 

For the case of very low frequencies so that the wavelengtSi   % is 
much greater than w the polar distribution from such a disc would De 
essentially that from a dipole source, namely 

^  „     p(e<) = cos   $i (ii«i|.) 

T»here $ - c< - 7r/?3 It is this equation that is plotted as dashed curves 
in Fig. iulO. 

Gn the ether hand, sit higher- frequencies the p&iiem from such a 
disc should be more nearly that •which would arise if the disc were 
set. in an infinite rigid plane baffle« The distribution for 'this ease, ~ 
at a sufficient, distance fron the source, is just the Fraunhofer fön-3» 
tion, commonly applied to diffraction through .a slit^öf width; w. It is 
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p(sc) = sin (Qvg iar.sin & ) ikS) 
SXI1 

where k s 2 «V'Aj the curves drawn with dashes interposed with dots in 
Fig.. ii.IO are obtained frees the latter equation, using w s 25*U ssa. 

.It appears that the cosine ls& (Eq- lull) fits the experimental 
rtsal.be particularly well at 2*5 .ana 5.0 kc but i» somewhat Wo bread 
at higher frequencies» In contrast, the Fraunhofer law (Eq0 US),  is 
much too broad at 7.5 kc and below but fits fairly weil at 10 kc* In 
fact, at 10-kcJBq. (1*^5*) fits our ezperimental directivity patterns | 
better than does Eq.Ur.li, except- near the 09 ahd 180° directions» § 

Q»;p hypothesis. Jfehat t-h« oscillating air stream is eägivalent to 
a vibrating: rectawgulisr uies is thereföce roughly in ägreenint with 
our observed directivity patterns of type ju For it was expected 
that Eq. ii.lt would hold at low frequencies and Eq. ü.5 ät higher y&Luesj 
also the deviation of Fraunhofer välues from observations at G^ sild- 
180° is reasonable since it is in the vicinity of these directions 
•tiiat the assumption öf an infinite baffle should lead to greatest error» 

In the case of directivity patterns of type b and c. it is obvious 
from their asyrsnetricaX nature that the ai^streaä motion here oust not 
be pistonl'lke» For these situations ws must conclude that variations 
in oscillatory amplitude and/or phese odour Ifem one part of the stress. 
to another»..    . "    . 

Pressure amplitude« and modulation coefficients» Oaf^em^ntary to the 
polar patterns, a series of absolut© measurements of pressure saplitude 
havs b^eh mad© at specified points in edge tone sound fields for various 
values of h and q. In particular, such measurements have been made for 
conditions corresponding to type a directivity patterns, (see Fig* U.9), 
at points lying along the directions at  = 9Q° .and <K  s 270° from JE sys- 
tems and at distances sufficiently grsat so that rays from ail parts 
of the source are essentially parallel« From these data and the dir- 
ectivity patterns we have thus determined* for each set of conditions, 
the sound pressures aV aXl points, sufficiently far away, which lie 
near the plane in which directivity observations were made. 

Figures a.11, U«12 and U.13 present results for a JE system wi1& 
baffle and sv^netsdeally-eriented wedge as shown in Fig. U.5: the air- 
stream thickness t was »38 ma. All measurements were made along the i 

. direction o4 s 90ö ät a distance of 20 cme This choic« of angle means          | 
that the sound pressure p was measured in a direction for which it is           I 
maximum for typ© a directivity patterns, The 20 cm distance proved            1 
to be satisfactory upon investigation1« Thus spectrophonometer record«          I 
ings of an edge tone were made for "inierophone distances of 10 and 20            J 
em. Comparison of the two showed that the relative amplitudes of the           | 
harmonics were the same in the two cases, since all components de- 
creased according to the 1/V law when the microphone was moved from 
10 em to 20 cm distance. Tßis Indicated that contributions from vari-        ' 
ous parts of the sound source were incident on the microphone with 
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thei -s-äöie/ phase relation -for distances greater than iC öHU "The g'O sir, 
microphone distance -was chosen then to be" sufficiently remavsd aad at 
the same time to foe close enough to detect all edge-tones* 

"-In .'Figo WH plots are shown of the pressure amplitude p at 2© 
cm' v» -the airflow q for frequencies from 0.5' to 10 "kd*    To obtain" ä 
plot :f or any frequency f we varied h and- q in such a way äs to fsllew" 
along the isöf-requency (see Fig-S %;&) £pr~f«   Our observations eerres« 
pond moderately •soil to linear relationships /betten p and qj -the 
straight lines shown for frequencies f»cm "0.5 to ?.£ ko are fitted by~ 
1 east squares* minimizingsquared deviations. inV.q. 

The plot for 10 kc Exhibits a break at about q = 3*6 ;g£ sec^säH?L 
This corresponds to a change in directivity ;aatierh from type a, to 
type « Csee Fig. U»?)V so that the msüdipia of pwith respeet to oc no 
lengfr -occurs at ?* s 90®«   *«fe record no values of p £<sr frequencies 
above 10 ksf the directivitypatterns in that rsnga sr® fflost32yjof tp>e 
b or b$ as pointed out In "connection with ?±g. U.9."""'"" i _ 

IFhese ^results are portrayed in another-»ay in Fig* Ij.12,,   Here 
some of the ssae pressure amplitude values recorded dn Fig. lull are re- 
plotted at appropriate (hsq) points in Region Ij isofrequeney lines, 
Gopiedi from Fige U.6S are drawn in for reference. •_ 

-~:~- ' In evaluating the results depicted i:i Figs, 'foil sad foiSli't is; 
helpful to consider a quantity M which we call the modulation coeffi- 
cient 0   Ws define M by the equation 

M ^ Gh/Q -----r— -_-        (T^gy 

Here Q is the Steady volume airflow- through ü JE system •shile 0» is 
the correspohdihg effective peak-to-peak amplitude of the alternating 
flow.    The latter is calculated from our measurements of sound pres- 
sures due to a JE system set in a baffle by the relation 

_        n* n. la* (hJ*?}- 

where /O is the atmospheric density, f the frequency, and p the ob- 
served pressure amplitude at a point jp situated a distance r from the 
JE system in the direction o( = 90°« This expression is valid for any 
plsae- source S set flush in an infinite rigid plane baffle and for 
points F such-that-path lengths to ? fgom all parts of S are equal to 
within, small-fractions of a wavelength-* „ 

In Fig. U.13 calculated values of M are plotted at appropriate 
(h,q) points in Region 1; as in Fig,, ij.12, isofrequencies are shown 
for reference. Modulation coefficients vary from a low of 0.2 at 
OS kc to well above unity at 7.5 ke. Thus from Eq* (a«6), the instan- 

•• •       ~il | —11| I»,—••••->—•~-~'—-• ——   ..•——i— 

£. Equation (U»7) may.be readily obtained from Lord Rayleighs Theory of 
Sound (Kew York, 19h5) Vol.. II, Art. 278.       *      -«--* — 
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taneous volume flow toward one side of the JS aystea is prasimäbiy at 
times equal t©, and even gr®at«e3? than, tile v&ts o-f flew in th« jet« . 
For a modulation coefficient of 1.0 the interesting implication is 
that the airstreesi under these circumstances swings completely from 
one side of the edge to the other during a cycle« The öccurrsncs of 
if vsl ^s greater thmn 1.0 presents a difficulty? one possible explain» 
atipn is that for these cases enough "outside" air is dragged along 
With, the. airstream to effectively increase the flow above the value .. 
Q measured with -a. flos meter«        •- -•     ------"_. - 

Stage 1 edge tongs, nsixts. heji,uiHa tlsir.g the same JE system as is por- 
trayed""in~MJgT 1x7$*  Eut Without baffle» a study was made of the edge 
tones produced -snen helium replaces air in iöis äß%    In Fig« U.1U ©dge 
ton£ frequencies fe f©r hsiiuai are plotted vs h•^ for a number of flow« 
values q. ?fe note, that the f e vs hrl curves are agproKianately linear 
and rpass close toj but in: general not through, the origin, thus- each 
of the curves f its closely an equation of the type given by Eq« (U.l)* 
due to Brown, except that hers the constants B and.Q vary froa one 
enrve to another* Table II shows for a number of flow rates q the 
corresponding value of Bj. each of these was obtained from the slope 
m of the appropriate curve shown in Fig* li.Ui by tibe equation B s. 
ai/ö/q, obtained by differentiation of Eq« (iul). It is evident that 
the JEUvalues are considerably less than those noted previously for air. 
For a given value of h and (q//°)  the edge tons frequency is less by 
a factor of. tap. or iferee if the 1st consists of helium instead of air* 

TABLE II     : ; - 

Edge Tone Constant B for Helium 

q       «23?       *2£U       .271       .287       «3öl*       «320       .337       «367       «382 
B       .232       «138       *lli7       *2k9       .1&9       «170       .178       .172       «17U 

ii.2i* Higher Stagesj Different JE Systems 

This section deals with a isurvey of certain edge tone properties 
where a wide variety of JE systems are investigated. Whereas Sect» 
it.23 dealt only with Stage 1 edge tones we shall consider here far 
greater ranges of flow and Prifice~bo-?edge distance si that higher 
stages are educed» The effect of using air Jets of different shapes 
a.rd sizes impinging on various kinds of obstacles will be discussed. 
Results will be presented for each of several different gases in the 
Jet«, Figure 1**10 shows two typec of JE systems used. Rectangular air 
3ets were obtained by use of the channel shown in Fig* Ii*l5a« Pieces 
A and C together comprd.se a rectangular brass pipe ° in» long with an 
internal cross section of 25uli by 9.5 mre« The top A was removable and 
to its inner surface could be attached one of a number of tapered brass 
tongues B shichj when the top was then. replaced, restricted the air- 
streak to the size and shape dssired. The channel so formed could be 
varied, by selecting the ar jxipriate brass tongue, from .25 to 9»5 asm 



in the narrow dimension and from lc02 to 2%k Ä 3-s? the ot&er ;«?ro88 
sectional diinehsioh«. Annular airs tress '»ers provided by etapldyisg 
th© windway of Figo lul?bv 

:& ssiab^r of different metal wedges srid- reds ??ere use» si t-inss. 
to provM-i the "sags*" for the rectsngulc-ir JB system (Fig, U.lSa). 
Each ef these various obstacle was supported from th» d&jmstream 
direction by an arrangement which gillöwsd two^&mensiön&l micromeiter 
svv&? adjustsssnt of the »Ige p«*ition?   F-ir-thw annalar jet a ring 
sharpened on on© edge was mounted coaxislly with the stress. 

x^egions in (hjC^ epsce»   A majority of the results we shall discuss 
"in -^efj^^»2Jj- ^iiiisT"of plots in (h,q^ space «f points for which 
tamps take place in the edge tones observed, , Figures It.16 to U«2ö 
inclusive,, present stich plots, each being a rectangular JE system of 
the kind depicted in Fig. k®X§ä«.    "These graphs ax®, in. js^aeipis just 
extended versions Of those We saw in Figs« U<>6 lad it,-?.«    shus Fig» 
iu6 is ä map .of an area, called Region l^ in Ch,q) space for. which 
Stage 1 edge tones, stay be educed fräs the JE system usder eonsiderä^ 
t-iohf correspondingly, the saps inJFigs-« ii.io to U.2Ö delineate "for 
a variety of situations the areas for which each ©f fee edge tone 
stages, i.e., :No. 1 and higher, say be obtained? 

To understand sors precisely the sigzdfissnce of these graphs 
and how they war© obtained let üs consider in detail 4 feypierl one, 
Fig. It.l6a»   le see here plotted points whose ordinates af4 abscissas 
represent critical settings of, respectivelys th# airflow q and the 
orlfiee»to«edge distance h for & particular JE sygtssi»   The several 
dots corresponding to any one h value, say b1 s •ware obtained by -slowly 
increasing and decreasing the airflcss Kith h fised at h*, •Batching 
for jumps in the edge tonef those settings, s&f q-, q^, etc., where 
jumps take place arg then tsie crdinatss .for dots to be plotted at 
h*.   By plotting critical flow values observed in this way at each 
of a wide range of h values one sweeps out the functions q^ j£ h. q^ 
vs h, etc., indicated on Fig« i|eX6a0 

It is important to know that these curves might have been obtained 
in a different way from that just described.    If one holds the airflow 
steady at seme fixed q value and varies h,a number of critical settings, 
saysj. h , h^, etc., ai»e found at which jumps take place»   Upon plotting 
h   ys q* h^ vs q. etc.« (see the circles of Fig. U.l6a) one finds that 
w?tK3k experimental error they are identical, respectively to the 
plots of % vs h» Ofr vs h,  etc. 

In discussing the significance of such maps as that in Fig. U„l6a 
it is useful to speak in terms of regions in (h,q) space*    Is that 
figure we have indicated by different kinds of shading the four areas 
which we wish .to refer to as Regions 0fl 1, 2, 3, respectively6    The 
area between qo and q^ curves is included in both Regions 0 and 1 
u>d W2 shall refer to that area itself as oveilap region Oslj similarly 
the area between qg and q? is overlap region 1*2 am that between qj, 
and q.. is overlap region is3« "** 
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Supposcr. now the M system to which Fig.« ~!ul6a refers; is-adjusted 
so that £h$qi); = (B^-fil* -Upon increase of h and/or q there is atüirsjc 
nö edge tone so long as the representative point- remains in Region 0| 
as the point (h,q) crosses the q-^ curve, however, the edge tone sud- 
denly begins.c Upon further increase of h and/or q the edge tons spec- 
trum varies continuously as long as (h,qj remains in Region If upon 
crossing the q^. boundary a jump takes place^ the edge tone spectrum 
thus suff ering'" a discbntinwous change.« Continuous variations in the- 
edge tone spectrum again occur as the representative point passes up- 
•ward and/ör to the right in- Region 2, another jump taking place upon 
crossing into Region 3 at q„ 

Suppose now the process is reversed-so. that the. representstivs 
point starts out at (h, qO ss (*»?, ©s) and proceeds in the direction of 
decreasing ft and/or q* Again continuous spectral changes occur upon 
passage through any one of JKegions 3, 2, or 1 aid jumps occur at boun~ 
daries hetwaen regions© A different set of l&oundaries must be consi= 
dered now* hwS&v$zx   Tha» the jump in edge tone spectrum associated 
with crossing from Region 3 to 2 occurs at the q^ curve, that from 
Region 2 to 1 at qg, and the tone ceases entirely at täie ^ boundary« 

Prom the foregoing discussion it is clear that Fig. It.l6a may: 
be regarded as a sap describing in a general way what sort of edge 
tones may be expected for any \h>q) value from the «JE system in ques- 
tion« Thus,, excluding overlap regions., (h,q) points in Region 0 re- 
present settings for: which there is no edge tone and each of Reg-ions 
Is 2,3 corresponds to a different continuum of edge tone spectra. 
These ypontinua.undoubtedly correspond to G.. B0 Brown's stages?, Ga 
this basis Region-1 is the locus of (h,q) points for which stage 1 
may be cb-b&ined,.. Region 2 is the same for stage 2 and Region 3 for 
stage 3* 

For any (h-<l)  points in an, overlap region the resulting edge tone 
may have either of imo values depending on previous history of bhe JE 
system. Thu3 if a setting (h,q) is in overlap regioa 0?l#stage 1 may 
ensue if the setting is arrived at by decreasing h and/or qj on the 
other hand there may be no edge tone at all if the settiag is arrived 
at by increasing h and/or qa Similarly, either stage 1 or 2 may be 
generated if Ch,q) lies in overlap region 1:2 and either stage 2 or 
3.if the representative point is in overlap region 2f3» 

As stated before, the JE system to which Fig, Iul6a applies is 
a rectangular one of the type depicted in Fig, lt015aj the blade<~ilke 
jet is c2$ x 25>„it mm in cross section arid it impinges on the sharp 
cutting edge of a high grade kitchen knife approximately centered in 
the stream* Touching with the finger revealed no vibration of the 
knife under the conditions of interest here«, Figures lulob, c, lul?aa 
b,c and- !j.l-8ä,b are maps similar to that of t*el6a$ they are for JE 
systems'of the same type am employ the same knife edge but the jet 
cross section vsries from one graph to another as recorded on th? 
figures e. In, all cases the. air flow is given in terms of mass flow 
per Unit jet cross sectional area, wiläi units of gm ^ec^em"^, while 
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h is' :iß, mrnj xhe scale ils not the same for\älLi graphs-.   £*cept for 
Fig, -iielöa örily the" overlap regions-are-shaded'» 

Figures I*«I6a;b«e are for jets of varying thickness t, all being 
259U. «im wide.   By comparing the graphs we note that increasing t has 
the «£f ect of moving the boundaries of each of the regions in the 
direction of increasing h.   For instance» to obtain Stage 1 using an 
airflow  °? U5 P sec"*^cnT- the minimum value of h for t 3 »2!; ss— 
is X»ii nans while the minimum value for t- - i«Ö2 mm is 3»! mm« 

The sssne effect may £® noted by comparing Fig« Ue17ös l*ol§% and 
iialSby where t again varies fr«a graph to g«?aph. the sti-eäm width 
being always 6,3 am.    It is .not known what significance is to be^ 
attached 1» unusual brandling of the overlap rigiupsin Fig. U«lSbc 

Figure If.loc; and Figs, ife.l?a,bPc show the-effect.of varying the 
jet width w w'f&i t constant at 1«Ö2 m in all cases«.   Decreasing w? 
especially for w-valuss less than 12»? mms has the effect of saving 
.the various regions to gre&ter hj als© the vertical widths of the 
overlap regions increase so that for w » 6*3 ssa and. w s 3 el am the 
overlap regions themselves overlaps    'ßi© gap in shading frss ä si? 
to II? mm in-Figs hilTc represents a range öf h for ^hish ex3.y tiro 
jumps were hctsd as q was varied« 

in. F&gv li«19we Jhavs a, series of maps all plotted to the same 
scale and all for a «IE system using &. jet cross section of 1,02 x 
2$Jk may a wide variety of obstacles w^re employed to provide the 
"edge". .The flew is gives her-a in arbitrary scale readings«    The 
upper left-hand graph shows results for each of four different wedges« 
One was the kitchen knife used in obtaining the data öf Figs, «*0l6? 
ii.17, and U.18, which knife is referred to here as s 2Ö wedgej the 
others were aluminum wedges with angles varying from 9«5° to 33«7ea 
We note that the overlap regions are nearly the same for ail four 
wedges except in the ease of overlap region 2«3 for the 2@ wedge« 

Shown in the same figure are the results for a 90° wedge and for 
rods varying from 1/16 in. to 1/2 in, in diameter,   For the 90? wedge, 
the 1/l6 in« rod and the 1/8 in. rod the overlap regions are roughly 
similar to those for the aluminum wedges.    For the l/k and 1/2 in, 
rods only two overlap regions are noted and they are widely separated« 

Figures U«20a,b show further maps like those Fig, U»19 for 
a JE system using a 2° wedge and a jet with cross section of x«Ö2 x 
2$9h mm.    In obtaining Fig, li92Qa the air flowing through the JE sys= 
tern was heated by flaming the brass air guide Kith a Bunsen burner« 
A Tiiercury thermometer laid against the air guide read S3Q0.    Careful 
comparison with the data in the upper left-hand plot of Fig, i,,19 
shows that increase of temperature caused a small shift to increasing 
h of most parts of the overlap regions. 

In Fig» U.20b the dots shew data for normal conditions., repeated 
here for reference.    The circles show results obtained after filling 



the air .guide with metal turnings, j the object being, to see what effeet; 
turbulence introduced in this iict3r.jrd.-ght have on JE behavior^ Ejaamin-- 
afeLon of the results indicate that there was no observable effect. 
Crosses is, the same.graph wer<3 obtained ^hile cooling the incoming air 
by suirroundiag the brass guiu« wiüh dry ice. 'The latter data are not 
coupietely reliable as ice crystals tended to form in the air channel 
hut the indication is that the 0?i overlap region is shifted slightly 
to decreasing, h« . 

Figure U»20c presents comparison data for nrtrogss and air 3 the 
jet cross-section hexs is ••.25.x 25.1* BP»' Little difference is to be 
seen in results for the two .gases,   _: _. 

Frequency characteristics. Sea® studs' has been mad© of frequency re« : 
lationships for a variety of such JE systems as are portrayed in *ig. 
!i«l5? . Siac© these systems vary widely in size and shape from the 
special ones described in Sect» luX3>4 it is not to be ass^ölsed that 
Ohs  edgs tones generated &h«=l» always have properties entirely similar 
to those discussed in Sect, -1**23'« • -.-.--• 

Figure |u21a, presents a plot of edge tone frequency^ £~  as a 
function.of Sf&e& rate e (measured, tviis time in cc per sec) fW a 
rectangular JE system (Fig. Ii*l5a) using a ,25 s 6,3 ssn jeij h was 
fixed at 1,9 mm. 2his plot is typical of about ten such graphs ob- 
tained fGS «iff erent values of h* The frequehey^alw^rs increases 
with q except at discontinuities! at the. latter singular points jumps 
are observed,, upsa^d as at q s 80 ee per sec in the figure, or down- 
ward^ as; •when q 3. 200 cc pe? see* Th% existence of these breaks^, of 
course, .suggests; xks  presence of stages like those discussed in Sect, 
U« 23, though no jumps downward with increasing q were noted therei it- 
is the q values at shich such discontinuities; as these occur that were 
plotted in obtaining F^gs«. U.16 'öaroug-h U.2S-&  1   . . _; 

When plots like Fig, U,21 are made for a series of h values, 
families of A and B curves, similar to those marked A and B in 
the figure, are generated. Figure U.21b shows sush a family of A 
curves. In this range £& decreases mono tonic ally with h for any given 

Figure lu22a presents similar data for an annular JE system (Fig.i*, 
15b) •with jet thickness 0,25 mm and annular diameter 12,5 mm« Within 
our range of .observation the edge tone frequency fe incr-easea Contin- 
uously 'with q except for a single jump upward from curve A to B« 
These curves would again seem to represent edge.v.töne stages» By us- 
ing different -values of h a series of plots of the Mnä shown in Fig« 
li.22a is generated, yielding families of A and 8 curves. In. Fig. 

It should be mentioned that the edge 'bone spectrum does not always 
consist of a single lines the frequency plotted in Figs. k.9!a,b 
is that of the predessiMöt line in each ease.      
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U-.2Sb--,sä- see th^e meabers ;of such at family- of B lines from which it 
is clear *hat in this rsnge" fg decreases with h When q is fused. 

From such results as presented in figs« Ü.16 through U.22 ws may 
conclude that edge tones emanating .from, the JE systems concerned 
there are' similar in several ways tö those discussed in Sect» k*23 
a«i described in the literature by numerous investigators s (1) for 
a given value of h, £e  increases with qs (2) for sonstaht flow f@ 
decreases with increasing h$--and (3) frequency discontinuities occur, 
suggesting the existence of se>ö^il edge tone stages« bliese simi~ 
iarities sre; =©f particular significance when we come (in Sect?' U3) 
to a discussion of certain types of whistles, 

fklge tone gpsctrao In eu? discussion we have spoken and shall _ con- 
:^U5<"^"splaS^cT the edgs tone frequency £e as if the edge tone 
spectrum aiwayB.-consistedof just as ingle line. TMs s&snsr of 
reference is vexy.convenient;s it £SJ" hoover, only an app2^oxi&äti©% 
äs täght have- %e^ pointed oat in connection with Fig. ^?6 for Stage 
1 edge tones andibecdffies especially evident upon examination of spectra 
associated wi^i-stages higher than the first* The variable complexity 
of edge tones is illustrated by Figs« H»23, UBZU and k,25- which show 
typical spectra obtained from a JE system of the kind represented in 
Fig» ii?Ue The 3et cross section in this case is ,38 x 25©i4 asaj h 
values f pom one to 20 mss, and linear air speeds up to 130 m per sec or 
more are considered« These records were obtained by means ox the 10 
to 2GÖ ke spectrophonoaeter^^t^ (referred to in Sect» U.23) built 
to complement the audio frequency unit used in obtaining the spectra 
of KLg. 4.Si 

Each of the spectral recordings shown in these figures represents 
the result of scanning the entire frequency raage from 10 to 100 kc 
(arri in some cases that from 100 to 200 kc). T© save space,, however-s 
only the most prominent part of the spectrum is presented here?. The 
recorder element swings along a circular arc» &t any one frequency 
the angular deflection of the instrument is vmry nearly proportional 
to the sound pressure« A horizontal reference line on each graph in- 
dicates 70 dynes per cm- pressure amplitude at the aicr-sphcns for 3 
frequency of 20 kca Bue_to_the characteristic of our RoeheHe salt •• 
microphone (described in Sect» X.U) there is a total of 13»5 db varia- 
tion in sensitivity with frequency over the 10=100 kc range,. The 
rising part of the spectral curve near 10 kc is not due to an acoustic 
signal but is .caused by the local oscillator- in our- heterodyne wave 
analyzer. In obtaining Figs» U.23} ii»2ii and U»25 our microphonf Was 
placed 2,5 cm frem the air stream of the JE system considerede 

%    In eaph instance the pressure amplitude of any component in the 
S&-1Ö0 ko region that is left out of the graph is at least 2ö db 
below the strongest one shown«, 



Figtirea lu23 and -ü.-'SU preisest spectra for a series ~<>f v-aiuss -of. 
h,. all for -a flow of 0*6$ gra pers.ee,    In following the sjequessce- »£?:  -.. 
events noted here Brown's fe vs h plot (Fig- U.2) should fee kest in. 
mind, for reference«   At h ~ l700 mm there is little evidence öf any 
tone.   Upon iiicre.asi.ng.._ibhs distance ve3^.s^i^htly;._Ji©weve3?; jfeo h...•- 
leOl. mm, a« tone appears at 2h kc$ this, we have reason to believe, 
is Stage.l".   Äs the 'wedige recedes to 1,25. mm from the edifice the-      r 
frequency stesdily decreases, to .21 kc and the second harjaenic gains 
in strength*»^ At ä Hedge distance of 1..6Q mm the fiun&smejital frequency 
has deer-easec. to 16 ke and ä iiew tone* slightly above the second har*» 
monic, enters»   A small increase in. h then changed the spectrum ;qUit€ -" 
radically-    The new töne increases in intensity as h\. f>£öceöds tö 
values of 1,63 mm and li65 mm (note that at 1.65 ran the 35 dyne per 
crn^ rsfsrehq® line is lower than before, indicating a less sensitive.. 
instrument), and the original tone ass time's a definitely Mnor-roief 
She transition, that has thus taken place is presumably a shif t f rosi 
Stage-1 to 2-(Kgj, %JZ),    Gontir-iuing to Fig* U*2it, the .new tone de~      ; 

creases continuously in frequency as h is further increased, reaching 
a value of .27 kc at 2,08 BOT? and 23 kc at 2,35 mm«   We note that at 
2»$$ Jaa the formerly single? tone has evolved to a. clearly multiple     ; 

onei    Going back to h -,2,05 mm w» hots a weak aiüiarmonie töne appear«^ 
ing ath3 ke»   By moving the wedge to a distähcö of 2,35 mm this tone 
gradually .becomes a double peak at 36 and 37 kc of intensity compar- 
able to that of the 23 kc tone-.   As h becomes 2*70 mm iMs töne, uow 
apparently ^single", has declined to 33 kc and emerges as the predop-* 
inäht "linö? in the spectrum tlius completing, by analogy frith Fig. 
ii.2j ä -shift from Stage' 2 to 3»    Its frequency then drops to 2? kc at 
3.lip mm and, with reduced amplitude, to 23 kc at 3c80 mm.    Hi the lat- 
ter tsro spectra another töne, probably corresponding to Stage U, makes 
itself evident at 36 and 33 ke$ respectively.   Äs h is farther increased 

*the spectra become rather unpredictable.    They are of ten very complex, 
containing numerous broad bands and anharmonic tones, some of which 
may be highly unstable». • ~ 

Figures U.23 and k*2h showed for a case typical of low flow- 
values (up to 1.0 ga per sec for thiö JE system ) how the edge tone 
spectra vary with the orifice-to-edge distance.   We obtain added in- 
formation in Fig, ij.25 where we have spectra for a series of flow- 
values, h being 1.3 mm in all cases.    Comparison should here be mads 
v/Uh   Brown's fg vs q plot (Fige lu3).    It should be noted that the 
frequency range differs in successive plots.    The horizontal reference 
line in the first trace~(q ss 3«4 gm per sec per cac") represents the 
deflection produced by a pressure amplitude at "20 kc of ?.5 dynes per 

8. It should be mentioned, though, that for q-values higher than 1.0 
gm per sec and for the JE system the tone first appears in Stage 2, 
or .possibly even higher modes, as h increases frcea zero« 

9. It should be mentioned that these "single" tones, sometimes, upon 
use of greater resolution, turn out to have several very closely 
spaced components«, 



era-, while in the following four plots the line, as in Figs, )4,?3 and 
hoiks  indicates a 7ü» dynes per cm* pressure- amplitude. As q increases 
from aero the tone begins abruptly at 3.9 kc for q = 1*3 gs per sec 
per cn~ = The corresponding spectrum is not shown since it is below 
the range of the spsctrophonometer. As q increases to 3«ii B* per sac 
per cra^, however, the fundisnental frequency rises to 12 kc. The 
spoctrum for this case is presented! the fundamental is seen to be 
accompanied by » weak second harmonic« A flow of 8 »38 gm per sec per 
cm4- brings the lowest tone to 28.5> kc aid adds to it a minor side band» 
At the same time several peaks put in an appearance higher up in the 
scale, the strongest of these being probably a harmonic of the 28.5 
kc component, A slight increase of the flo»r to $'«,28 gm per sec per 
car causes the predominant tone to shift suddenly from 30 kc to 63 0 5 
kc, presumably a change from Stage. 1 to 2 * This new tone then in- 
creases continuously -Taith q to a value of 79»l> kc at H«7 gm per sec 
per &??-  and to about 98 kc at 1$ gm per sec per crn^* The peak has 
greatly broadened out at the largest value of q. Witk this JE sys- 
tem, flow rates up., to $  gm per sec, corresponding to air stream velo- 
cities in excess of 120 m per sec, have been used and associated with 
them peaks like that for q«l^ gta per see per em^ have been recorded 
up to 200 kc5 

k°2$   Effect of Resonator on the Operation of JS Systsas 

Because of our interest in JEIWbype -whistles it is of obvious 
importance to investigate properties of JE systems as they are modified 
by the presence of nearby resonators«, In this section we present re«* 
suits of such a study using the kind of setup shown in Fig, U.26j the 
»JE systems used were of the rectangular kind shown in Fig. ii«i5a while 
a square pipe with inside cross section 6.3 x 6.3 mm provided a re- 
sonating air column of variable length. The resonant air column lengths 
for any frequency f were determined by a simple procedures an external 
high impedance source of frequency f irradiated the pipe?s open and 
while the length was varied! a probe microphone at the pipe's closed 
end then permitted location of those lengths corresponding to maximum 
pressure at that point* It- was found that interaction between a JE 
system and the enclosed air oolussn in a pipe follows a rather definite 
characteristic pattern in terais of pipe eigenfrequencies and edge töne 
frequencies. As will be shown in Sect« !*.3 the establishment of these 
patterns has* as was hoped, proved very helpful in gaining understand*- 
ing about the behavior of JEft-type whistles», 

Upon bringing a pipe and a JE system gradually nearer each other 
pronounced changes may occur in tile generated tone. These vary from 
a gradual change in spectrum- usually toward lower frequencies, to an 
abrupt- shift ending in an entirely different sound. "What sort of a 
töne results for a given situation depends, as is perhaps obvious, on 
the position and length of our pipe«, 

A preliminary experiment was performed to determine the most effee» 
tive placement of a resonators Starting from a vertical position like 
that indicated in Fig. U.26 our square pipe was swung about in the nor- 
mal plane to the airstream in such a way that its open end was always 



presented to the .^eig, the effects were found, to fee most pronounced for 
the original, vertical orientation« In fact.,, for horizontal positions 
such that the pipe axis lay in the. air stream plan©i no effect on the. 
JS system due to the resonator could be observed at all« Perhaps this 
result should be expected, on the basis of our evidence, arising from 
interpretation of Figs* h»9  and it.lG,, that the air stream of a JE sys- 
tem :oscillates in a direction which, for the set-up of Fig«, ü.2.6, 
would be essentially vertical. .-    .  . 

We spoke of JE~resonator interaction as. following an ursferl-y-pat- 
terns this order shows up particularly.wall äs one follows, for a, given 
JE system,, the sequence of events when the dimensions, of a nearby re- 
sonator, fixed in position,, are continuoiisly vari<sd9 and thus withthem 
the eigenfre.qusnc;y{ies)e Figures k»2? and U*28 present in: detail such 
sequences for ä set-up like that of Fig,, U„26j here the ;jet cross^se<?~ 
tion was *E>1 x 6*3 mm, h was fixed at !> m% and the pipe, when present, 
was .placed vertically, as shown, with, its open end 2 mm.below the" - 
stream* The results depicted in these.graphs «re typical oness othe? 
plots, showing ^further examples (and somewhat Jifferent aspects) of this 
sort of phenomena, rcsy be found elsewhere- * In Fig. It.£?a "^a-havs a — 
plot of edge tone frequencies vs airflow q for the JE system itself 
with pipe removed» The pipe being replaced, Figs, lu27bjC, etc«-, show 
for each of three q settings how the frequency f and intensity of the 
generated tone, vary with the pipe-length L* The intensity, in db re 
10"^ .watts, per esir, ^as measured at. a point several cm above the air 
stream*'  - - 

In these graphs« particularly in Fige U«27a, tones are considered 
which have several components of comparable strength observed simultane- 
ously» s?e adopt the convention that if one of than is definitely more 
intense than the others, its frequency is indicated by circles connected 
with a heavy line, and that of the. others by dote and fine lines. If 
no predominance can be assigned,, all frequencies are represented by dots 
and fine lines* 

The intensity plotted, is that of the strongest component« Unless" 
otherwise stated, gaps in the intensity curves indicate that no com- 
ponent seems predominant* 

In plots of f vs L, the dashed curves represent national frequen- - 
cies of the square pipe as a function of Lj these are measured in the " 
manner we have already described» 

Turning our attention first to Fig. iu2?a we find that at low 
values,of q the edge tones generated by this JE system consist öf 
several tones harmonically .related, the strongest one, which we shall 
label as Stage A, following the line marked A, Tnlhen q = 85 cc per sec 
a break occurs and two new tones appear. One is below the A frequency 
and the other, which we shall identify as Stage B^ ia above, following 

10c W, L, Wyborg, Ph. D. dissertation, Penna* State College.(19k7). 
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the line indicated by the letter B. There are vertical dashed lines 
at q values of 68, 85 and 102 ce per sec, These mane flQW~s*jttinfis 
chosen for use in studies of JE-resonator interaction, the results 
of -Rfcich ace presented lower in the figurej the indicated settings 
represent, respectively, situations before, during and after the 
break«, The A and B linSc. are both straight and we have extended 
them with dashed lines. From these extrapolations plus the original 
curves we can determine the frequencies of both A and B stages at 
each of the selected flow values -68, 85 and 18& cc per sec* These 
frequencies are, in fact, plotted below as horizontal dashed lines 
3-abeliecLA and B. in the appropriate f vs L plots (Figs. Iw2rbjdjf)8 
The characteristic pattern of JS-resonator interaction which we have 
anticipated in previous discussion appears most readily in terms of 
the two sets of dashed reference lines« horizontal and  curved, shown 
in each of plots b, d, fs Intersections of these sets of lines WxLl 
be of particular significance. We shair refer to these crossings by 
the symbols Al, Bl, etc., according to the respective letter and 
numeral of the intersecting curves« Thus intersection A2 represent? 
equality of the frequency Of edge tone Stage A to the pipe eigenfre- 
quehcy 2^ etc. 

Let us consider in detail the phenomena represented hy plots b 
and"c, both for q - 65 ec ps? sec, as ir is increased from zero. At 
first f is about 3.6 kc, which is just under the reference line As 
representing thf predos&Bant edge tone frequency at this "flow- At 
L = 9 mm the freqixency jumps to 6 kc, precisely on the reference line 
B representing the extrapolated value of edge tone Stage B at 68 cc 
per see» In the region of intersection P"1 the frequency gradually 
declines, approaching the curved reference lih© 1; slmultjaneousiy the 
intensity passes through a maximum of several db*   

At L s lii mm f jumps back to 3.6 kcj in the vicinity of inter- 
section Al the frequency then decreases to approach line 1 while the 
intensity passes through a maximum. After a jump back up to 6 kc at 
23 mm f remains constant until the B2 intersection is nearedj here 
the frequency again dips, this time to follow line 2, while the in- 
tensity rises to a levelling-off value. 

In describing these findings one may generalize about as follows: 
as L approaches any intersection, f jumps to (or remains at) about 
tht, frequency of the corresponding edge tone stagey in the vicinity 
of this intersection f then declines, following the associated eigen- 
frequency curve while the ._i<3j,?rjsity passes through, or approachesj, a 
maxinajjiu? We shall refis- to this series of events near an intersection 
as a S^£Sa£££ sequence«, Xt is interesting to note that' such a se- 
quence mav take place even ar,  intersec+ions associated with edge tone 
stages which do not function for the J£ system by itself,. A desired 
stage, normally inoperative, can sometimes be evoked from ä JE sys- 
tem by bringing near it a suitably adjusted resonator; this fact is 
important to successful functioning of JER-type whistles, as will be- 
come evident in Secx., h.3. 

Figure iu2?a tells us that at q - o5 cc per sec either Stage A 
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or B is possible.; graphs d and e show that a characteristic "resonance - 
sequence takes- place at each of the intersections Ai? B2 and A_2r for 
some reasoij though, at the  El and B3 intersections a  resonance se- 
quence did not occur» At B2 the Stage B tone is accompanied by a 
strong subharmeriic. 

At q = 102 cc per sec the €E by itself will generate only Stage 
B edge tones (plus subharmonics) . In plots f and g ws find complete 
resonance sequences oceurrins -?t ?1> fil; ?° sr,d •*-? intersections 
while incomplete ones .may be noted at B3 arid Bli. The sequence at A2 
is interrupted by a Jump upward to curve 3 near B3| this shift is in 
turn soon followed by a jump back downward to curve 2 near A2; as- if 
to finish the A2 sequence, even though the portion from L » L.U mm to 
L s k9 mm is left oat» A break in the tone occurred at L = li; ssm, 
consisting of a slight, but discontinuous, downsraupd shift in fs sub«? 
sequentiy trie frequency still followed- along curve 1. Such small 
changes "in f have often been observed in our studiesf the interpreta- 
tion of such shifts is as yet quite unknown» 

All of the data in Fig« U.27 were obtained by observing frequencies 
and intensities äs the pipe length L was increased« "What happened at 
q B 85 cc per sec when L decreases, aH other conditions being as they 
were for Kig, üeH?f and g, is represented by Fig. ii.28b and the circles 
traversed by dotted lines in Fig. U,28a. Solid lines in Fig, it«28a 
represent the data of Fig. lu27f reproduced here for oomparison. 
Arrows indicate the direction of frequency jumps» 

The frequency for a given pipe length -I» may be quite different 
for increasing than for decreasing L. For instance, we see here that 
when L was 8 mm, the frequency was 8.9 kc for the former and 5.9 kc 
for the latter case. The disparity, is* apparantly, due to a differ- 
ence in the operative stage. Thus in the figure, curve (i) would 
seem to represent Stage B and curve (ii) Stage A, and so in the ex- 
ample ci.ted the 8.9 kc value was for the case when the former stage 
has control, while the 5,9  kc one was due to the latter. 

This phenomenon results from_a hysteresis effect in the operation 
of the JE system. Thus ae L was increased, a Jump occurred from curve 
(i) to curve (ii) at 8.5 mm, whereas in the decreasing case the jump 
in the reverse direction did not take place until L was reduced to 
f-^ _ CC   mm Of.hoT*   cmflmnl as    rt-f*   eiirth    1 an   moir  l\o   *>**«»*    Av%    T*M *»        1.    Ofi« «».•      •-•••••• — ~*»w—       -*'«>.£***»»£'.».<.. w-       «.*.       «j **.*«•»     .«.M^     ««*j       VW      -WVVil      _l^4     J.   J.£ «       L10 C\JnQ 

Sometimes the results of lengthening and of shortening the air 
column, of the pipe differ in other respects also» For instance, in 
Fige lj.28 when the length was decreased a jump occurred, at L - 32 ram, 
to a frequency of 13.1 kc, much higher than the A and B stages. 
Thus there is indicated the presence of a still higher stage, though 
this would not be anticipated from the plot of f_ vs a  in Fig, ii,2?a. 
Of course, it is possible that extension of the latter plot to higher 
flow values might give direct evidence of the existence of that stage. 

k»26   Miscellaneous Observations Concerning Edge Tones 
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In this section %e shall discuss a number of phenomena that are 
pertinent to our subject hat ??hich so f?.r have been studied only in 
a preliminary way» 

Waveforms» It is of interest to know how the sound pressure at any 
point in an edge tone sound fi<5ld varies with timge If the variation 
of pressure is due to a compounding of a number of Snown sinusoidal 
components one may simply add these to obtain the desired pressure- 
time function p(t)= In Figs. I4.8, U.23, li*2li and li.2.£ we presented - 
spectra of edge tones j fröiis these we know the amplitudes of components 
present under various eircumstanceso To obtain p(.t)? however» it is 
necessary hot only to consider amplitudes but also phases of the dif- 
ferent spectral lines* LI10 latter lnfossssti.cn cannot be obtained from 
3uch spectra. 

Direct determination of p(t) maybe made with a cathode räy 
oscilloscope provided one has a microphone of suitable^characteristics« 
Placing the latter ät ä point in a sound field of interest, the voltage 
output may b© applied to vertical oscilloscope plates and synchronized 
with a horizontal linear sweep| the resulting figure is a plot of p(t) 
over an integral number of periods« 

Figu "3 lu2j? presents a series of oscillograms which represent 
approximations to p(t) for a sequence of edge tones» A W.EeoitO-AA"--- 
condenser microphone and preamplifier (Appoadix A) wer© üsed|. sinc& 
the sensitivity here is hot independent of frequency the waveforms 
shewn ia Fige Iu2° are suitable for qualitative comparison only» In 
obtaining these patterns a JE system of the kind pictured in Fig» k«h 
was usedj cross-sectional dimensions t and w of the jet" are 0.37 fnd 
2ü>*l| tm9  respectively. In all cases the airflow was 1.10 gm sec - 
citf"*. 

This series of-oscilljgrams depicts changes i» waveform which 
occur as one gradually increases" the dimension h -through a range of 
values. B?neath each small photograph is noted the associated h value, 
aa   neu   eo   an  j.ssxj.Kiaitj.\jii  ui    UJO   appAupx AtfU/C    \jjjms   c3uaj.Ce      äO   one   t>aiaj_L— 

est value of h, 1.3U mm, the function p(t) is apparently nearly sinu- 
soidal! the indicated period here is (1/3000 ) sec so that the fundamen- 
tal frequency is 3000 c«, In the next oscillogram, for h ~ 1.9 mm, the 
frequency has been reduced to 2670 c and the waveform is no longer 
.»•t «~«»».-o»ii A*   1   Ö   —.   ii. _  «..-J.-.^..I   _- » J   -t—   J !_• J 3     1 j.*  &J.11UOUJ.UOJ.»       «*u   teu   uiii    uic  xuiiucEuiciiuaj.   JJC14.VM   J.O   xi:uxt;ai«Uj    uy   Will>J.llu.— 

ity, to be (I/I670) -secj each such period is followed by another of 
about equal lengths Upon close exaninafcion, however, we find that con- 
secutive {I/J.67Ö sec) intervals are not exactly identicals in fact, the 
lowest period of p(t) seems in this case to be twice the "fundamental" 
one» Thus a subharmbnic has appeared in the spectrum s 

At 3<rk -vm this subhärmcinic is still more evident arid at 3e£ mm 
an even lower one seems to be present. 

A break from Stage 1 to 2 occurs suddenly at 3.52 mm. For h 
values greater than this the waveforms are complex^ in these eases p(t) 
is probably net strictly,periodic» 
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The fewo patterns for h - h>~& mm were obtained on consecutive 
days 5 reproducibility of the waveforms thus" appears to ~ev good« 

These oscillograms represent only a prelin&nary study?'it is not 
yet known whethez* the results shown here are typical* One may well 
inquire shy subharmonic components irere not also observed in our pre- 
viously discussed spsctr-al analyses» Further investigation would be 
necessary to answer this question. 

Wedge.vibrations = In sections U.23 and U*2ii the pertinent «JE systems 
employed wedges "which we believed sufficiently stiff so that their own 
vibrations were negligible«, Thus the generated sound fields under 
those- circumstances were apparently due to aerodynanic oscillaticmS 
only. In a few cases, however, hot considered in Sects» U„23 and I4.2U, 
the edge was provided by a metal strip thin enough so that it was 
itself sometimes set into vibration. 

Figure iu3Q shows plots of frequency vs increasing airflow for a 
JE system employing a 1*02 x 2$*k ma* jet aad thin razor blade as wedgej 
results for both h s £.0 mm and h s 6„0 mm are shown« We see to either 
case that below 5>00 c the frequency rises linearly wit& fipwj immedi- 
ately above £00 c its ascent is much sore gradual and in fact it re- 
mains about .*jnstant for a time at 620 e -shile the flow is continually 
increased. ^5hen the latter reaches a critics! values dependent on h, 
an abrupt upward jysg in frequency occurs after ishich linear increase 
with flow continues, The dashed lines represent tor  comparison in 
each case the linear dependence ishich. resulted when we substituted a 
rigid wedge for the thin one. 

As one might expect, the 620 c frequency is a vibrational eigen- 
frequency for the razor blade strip. This fact may be verified by 
twanging the edge with one's thumb and observing the transient tone 
as it dies slowly away» A sort of resonance, albeit rather unusual, 
between air stream and wedge thus takes place as the eolge tone fre- 
quency nears the wedge vibration frequency. An increase in amplitude 
of the generated sovsid field is observed at resonance* also vibration 
of the wedge becomes great enough to be easily sensed with the finger. 

Flaring of the airstream» Some observations have been made on siuoke- 
Taden air as it emerges from the orifice of a JE system, the wedge . 
being removed. As will bs pointed out, there is some suggestion that- 
the results might be pertinent here. The stream is projected from 
the orifice along a path which is at first rectilinearj upon reaching 
a rather critical distance d, however, a characteristic spreading or. 
flaring occursj beyond this point there is apparently much mixing of 
the jet with the surrounding atmosphere« Figure U«31 shows* for each 
of two JE air channels, the distance d plotted as abscissa and the 
corresponding stream velocity as ordinatej these channels provide jets 
of cross sections ,2S> x 2£*ii mm and 1,02 x ?£.h am* respectively« *«e 
note that d is a decreasing function of velocity. 

Our point in px'esenting this data here is that the plot of velo- 
city vs d in Fig« 1**31 shows a strong qualitative resemblance to the 
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lower Left boundary of Region 1 -in, for eKSjaple, Figs« h«,6« A possible 
implication is that the conditions for initiation of Stage 1 say be 
related closely.to those for onset of flaring or spreading in the free 
.jet. 

Cylindrical air Jets* ¥9 investigated to see whether edge tones r-e» 
sul€"^erTa jet of circular cross section, emerging from a small tub«, 
impinges on a knife edge. A 2° wedge and cylindrical channels varying 
in diameter from „36 to 2.0 mm gave littl§ success« At 2*0 ran tones 
were .observed which were weak and occurred only for a very restricted 
range of h and <j, the orlfice~to=edge distance and the airflowj for 
smaller diameters no tones at !sCLl -sere observed- 

Modifications of orifices, Starting out with channels designed for 
producing rectangular jets, modifications in orifie© geometry t?er§ 
introduced by sticking variously shaped bits; of.metal or molding clay 
onto the metal .channel piece« In particular, outward-flaring orifices 
•were obtained simply toy fixing (with glue, etc..) a half-cylinder of 
aluminum on each side of a 1.02 s 2^«4 mm or «25 x Z$tk w& slit as 
shown in Fig, 1**32» These half-cylinders varied in diameter from 1/8 
to 1/2 in» Pronounced effects were caused by such changes in air out- 
let conditions and, unfortunately, the results were very sensitive to 
small shifts in position of the half-rounds. Thus a systematic study 
öf edge tone behavior as effected oy orifice differences proved t«o 
difficult to carry out in the available tisse. It may be stated, how- 
ever, that sometimes no edge tone at all could be observed for any 
value of h or q after introduction of a pair of half-rounds b   At other 
times there Were tones but they were different in character from nor- 
mally observed edge tones* 

When smoke is introduced into the airstream it becomes evident 
that naif-rounds affect the flew pattern considerably. Air emerging 
from the original channel tends to flare out, following the contours 
of the new orifice. 

Obstacles in the airs-tressc Brief experiments "»ere carried out con- 
cerning the~effect of''introducing solid objects into the jet of a 
functioning JF. system. We found that even so small an object as a 
common pin could seriously impair JE operation if it "pierced" the 
stream at a point near the orifice« In this way the edge tone might 
v." ^•f«^.-»<Ä^ g*vfeT*«g^TT |w soE'S cases 

h,3 . JER-type thistles 

li.31   introduction 

In Sect. U«2 we considered properties of sound fields generated 
by a wide variety of JE systems.    In the remainder of this chapter we 
shall concern ourselves with similar studies relative to sound gensra= 
tors which we call JER systems.    As stated in Sect, u.lj  a JER .sys- 
tem is formed from a JE system by simply adding a resonator.    A sche- 
matic, representation of 'the resulting arrangement is givön by ?3g» h„l, 



including the portion sketched in-with dashed lines. As a. jet passes 
from orifice to edge it passes across the opening of an otherwise en- 
closed cavity» As is to be expected, particular!?' £rom  the Jesuits 
we discussed in Sect. I}«26, the sound generated under these circumstances 
is at times considerably modified from that which arises from the cor- 
responding JE system by itselfo Nevertheless, as might also be anti- 
cipated from previous findings in analogous situations, we find the 
characteristics of any -JER system considered hex-e to be very closely 
related to those of its J& prototype« 

The particular JER systöss whi&h we consider here are all fairly 
small in sise| e.g., scne has a rssonaring cavity whose oröss-sestionsl 
srsa exceeds a f ew es or whose length is greater than 10 csu We ree- 
fer to all such generators as JER whistles«, They are of server«! types2 
each type differing from the others in shape and sr^sngesssnt-ef air - 
channel^ edge and/er cavity» Construction details of the several 
models-»ill £e d$scrxb*u l-st»r= 

Most of the results to be discussed here are for the class of 
generators which ire call Type k -thistles» In these the ^jet and cavity 
are each of rectangular cross-p-section, a valuable feature in "Ulis 
study« Thus by constructing units of appropriate dimensions direct 
comparison can be msde between sound fields arising from such whist3.es 
and those generated by corresponding rectangular JE systems like those 
discussed in Seei* ij.2. Another advantage of the rectangular geometry 
is that approximate values of eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies for 
the resonating cavity can be calculated by means of well known theory 
for a rectangular rooeai this proves very helpful, ss will become ap- 
parent. 

Our investigation of Type k whistles is restricted mostly to those 
operating conditions for which the associated JE action is thought to 
be in Stage 1. According to Fig«, U.16, for exaapi®, this implies com- 
paratively low airflows q and small values of the orifice-to-edge dis= 
tance h (see Fig, U.l)„ It -will be seen, however, that with a properly 
adjusted whistle Stage 1 tones may be educed for a. such wider range 
of (h,q) values than with the corresponding unaided JE system. 

Our selection of Stage 1 for study was based on several considera- 
tions« (l) Oscillation^of the airstream presumably takes on its 
simplest form in Stage l^j consequently; theoretical analysis of re- 
sults would probably be easiest in this case» (2) Spectra öf whistle 
tones are least complex for Stages lj aziharsionic components are much 
less coaponly observed wiüxthe first than with higher stages. (3) 
In current applications of these generators JE action is usually in 
Stage 1| investigation of this area of whistle performance is there- 
fore directly useful in design and operation of JER whistles,  

Analogously to OUT- procedure vrith JE systems (see Figs, Us6, h«?} - 
determinations wsrs made of conditions under which Stage 1 tones may 
be elicited from Type k v&isties;? ranges of (h;q) settings for which 
such tones arise were plotted out for various choices of resonator- 
dimensions. At the same time examination was made of the generated 
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sound fields corresponding to different combinations of the parameters 
(h,q) and of the! several cavity dimensions„    Absoli'te sound pressure 
measurements were made on a normal to tue mouth and modulation coeffi- 
cients (def5.ned somewhat differently than for JE systems) calculated 
from them on the basis of d-c flow determinations. Field pat-terns 
were recorded at various distances from a source! comparison was made 
between sound pressures existing inside and outside of a whistle. 

Whenever possible comparison was made between the sound fields 
so obtained and those resulting for the same value of (h«q) from a JE 
system with identical jet section. A kind of resonance effect was 
observed whenever variables were adjusted so that a cavity eigenfre- 
quency arid the edge tone frequency approached equality? this was found 
true for ei-genfraquencies corresponding to tangential äs well as to 
axial modes. For axial modes resonance sequences, similar qualitatively 
to those described in Sect«; h»26s  wsrö observed as a cavity dimension 
was varied« At "resonance" the pressure amplitude at a point in front 
of a whistle was sömstimes greater by 15 db or more than that measured 
at a corresponding point in frönt of the associated JE system. Modu- 
lation coefficients near unity were found to be of not uncommon occurs 
rencej as with JE systems we interpret this to mean that in auch cases 
the flowing air is diverted completely from one side of an edge to the 
other during the progress of a cycle* 

In addition to the work with Type k whistles we devoted part of 
our attention to properties of other kinds of JER whistles which, have 
been fou.id useful* For most of these the geometry was such as to pre- 
vent comparison of observed sound fields with those due to appropriate 
JE.systems.  In general, however, their behavior patterns were found 
to be-similar qualitatively to those of Type k whistles. It was found 
that with one of these models pressure-amplitudes-of^lCP • dynes per ciae 
or more may be obtained in the whistle cavity* By special design such 
pressures may be applied to specimens of interest, e.g., biological 
suspensions. 

In subsequent discussion Sect. U.32 will describe pertinent re- 
sults of previous studies of JER systems, from organ pipes to whistles. 
Our own findings are presented next? those with respect to Type h 
whistles in Sect. k»33  and those for all other types in Sect. U.3Ü. 

Usji IUS tiUl'AUtU.    "OViOn 

It has been known for some tiae that organ pipes should be regarded 
as what J?e call JER systems. In 190k Wachsmuth^ observed that upon 
gradually increasing the airflow to an organ pipe throughout a range, 
there were numerous breaks in the tone as the frequency jumped from the 
vicinity of one eigenfrequeney of the pips to that of anothsre Con- 
structing (what we call) a JE system like that in the organ pipe, he 
found that the associated edge tone frequsneytiea) changed in such a 

11» Re Wachsmuthj, Ann. d. Physik lU, h(>9  (l90u), 
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way as to account for the .lumps c At an earlier date Rayleigh-^ had 
plotted the- frequency of an op«n wood diapason against applied pres~ 
sure and had also observed jumps from one eigenfreqaency to another« 
G- Be Brcwir^-3 repeated Rayleigh:s measurements in 1938 and interpreted 
the results in detail in terms of edge tone stagesj properties of the 
latter »ere determined by independent study of a JE system appropriate 
to the organ pipe» 

A search Of periodicals reveals little information concerning 
JER sys betas of such shape and siz^ as those -which TUB call JER whistles. 
SdäL-fsn:*-•** developed the kind of whistle shown schematically iii Pig« 
U*33* In this model an annular jet travels in the open for a distance 
h. then '»Htrilnjre.ei on a •s«'! nü=.shar>ed ^dsei the latter is nro-si-dad b-v ths 
sharpened end of a tube, the ether end of which is closed by a movable 
piston« The air space, within, the tube constitutes s. resonating caviiyj 
its length L and the dimension h are adjustable cy micrometer adjust- 
ment. Edelmann reports for his kind of -whistle, which we have con- 
cluded to be of the JER type/ that- the frequencies generated for vari«° 
ous lengths L are such that the corresponding wavelengths X «?© pro» 
portipnal to L$. the frequency for any given L-settiag is nearly irjde- 
pendent of applied pressure« Frequencies up to 91  kc were observed 
consistently and occasionally tones were noted as high as 170 kc. 

Shaw and Turner^? studied a Galton whistls* covering a frequency 
range up to 21 kc. They found that observed values of %fh exceeded 
the whistle cavity length by about i.3> times the bcrs disaster, which 
was 0.73 mm. This "end correction" was somewhat pressure-dependent % 
the whistle frequency increased slightly with pressure. This Galton 
model is also very likely appropriately classified as a JER whistle. 

More information may be found in a report^-- submitted by the 
Pennsylvania State College to the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development. Several kinds of ishistles, ;all of which we now believe 
to be of the JER type, were considered there; in Figs. k»3k to U«37 
we reproduce scaled drawings of these models* designated as Type 1, 
etc A nhotopranh shnwincr all of* these lrirds ac-DSärs in F±" h.38- 
Typs 1 and Typs 3 whistles are alike with respect to nomenclature of 
parts» Their description comes first therefore, and is followed by 
that of Type 2, 

Tvnft x (Fi^s iis3it^ is — familiar kind of whistle* it is- esssn= 
tially a pipe with a V-shaped notch. One leg of the V is perpendic- 
ular to the axis, thus partly exposing a circular section of the pipe, 
while the other leg cuts the axis obliquely, exposing an elliptical 

12. Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. 13* 3UÖ  (l882)3 
lj. 0. B. Brow*:, Nature llq. 3l"TX.93B). 
Hi. M. Th, Edelmann, Ann, d. Physik, 2, i*9©"(190G)- 
1<*    W, H9 Shaw and F. K. Turner, Pr-öcT Casb. Phil,, Soc. 6, 90 (1869). 
16. "ultrasonic Signalling", OSKD No, £012, Penna.' StatVCollege, 

March 31, 19h5. 
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seetiön. The former is called the 'lower lip» the latter the upper 
lip of the whistle» The abort rod partially filling the lower part 
of the bore of the pipe is called the languet.« It- as milled flat in 
the side toward the notch. Between the flat side of the lahguei and 
the tube wall is the so-called windway, a jpace through •which air 
enters the whistle, Its cross-section is a segment of a circle, as 
illustrated by section A~A in Fige ii.3^» Another rod, called the 
piston, fills the pipe at the other end. Its position is adjustable 
to eontrol the volume of the cavity, which is the empty space between 
piston and languete 

The Improved Type I3-? (Fig, 34.35) is different in two important 
respects from the model just describede First, the notch producing . -. 
the upper and lower lips is made by two parallel saw-cuts perpendic- 
ular to the length of the pipe«, The öpsning is therefore reqtangtt.lar~ 
and the upper. lip everywhere parallel to the lower one» The contrasts 
ing appearance of the opening of üie Type 1 and Improved Type 1 
whistles is seen in Fig3* h*3k  and li«3f>e A second difference is that 
in the Improved Type 1 the angle A, determining sharpness of the upper 
lip, is much smaller than in its predecessor. 

A Type 3 whistle has its midsection milled out as shown in Fig. 
U36,   By means of a heilow-groudd milling tool the upper and lower 
lips are each made very thin for about a centimeter and ^streamlined'*» 
The languet, instead of being flat on one side, is milled in such a 
wav that the erbss-seetion of the windgray is the arc of an ennuius 
(Fig. 2w36").   

Type 2 whistles (Fig. U»37) are considerably different in con- 
struction from the others, having essentially complete cylindrical 
symmetry* Thus the windway is annular in cross-section and coaxial 
with the upper lip« As shown by the partial drawing of Fig. Iu37 
•wie languet is part of a supporting post, while the piston Is a movable 
sleeve mounted on the post. This pis ton, in turn, supports the upper 
up. Thus the piston, supporting post and lips together bound the 
annular space which is the cavity. By means of threading not shor^t 
in the drawing, the upper lip, lower lip and piston can all be moved 
relative to each other and to the supporting post. 

For the sake of interested readers to whoa the report referred 
to is not available we shall repsät uvrv  a brief summary of practical 
information about these sound sources»   Both Type I and Improved Type 
1 (Figs. h»3h  anu U*3£) are suitable when only low air pressure and 
low volume flow are available. On the other hand Type 2 (Fig. 1|.37) 
operates satisfactorily for either low or high pressures, but requires 
large amounts of air. This type yields the greatest intensity under 
proper operating condi+.toris. The third type (Fig. U-«36-) is best when 

17. Designed by Prof. W. H0 Pielemeierj Department of Physics, The 
Pennsylvania State College» 
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relatively small amounts of air are available* but at high pressures, 

A summary of perforr>=tRce characteristics for these generators is 
shown in Table III for tiro pressure ranges | this table is reproduced 
from the report rnidsr discussion«, 

TABLE III 

•5 s 
6 

Performance Characterisit*c£ of V/histl 
a 

i 1 e 3 5H» -2 —3j 

At -High Pressures 

Intensity level 
1 ft from soxtrce 

rhi^.T»n+. 
113 db 
f>.3_ Watt 

Airflow 
Efficiency 

130 ce/sec 
1* 

At Low Pressures 

Intensity level 
1 ft from source 

Output 
Airflow 
Efficiency 

100 db 
„005 watt 
35 cc/sec 
2.5% 

120 6b - 130 db 
G-£ watt 10   YTSttS 
2^0 cc/sec Ü000 cc/sec 
2&% 3% 

100 db 
,005 watt 
50 cc/see 
2% 

110 db 
Pol watt 
500 cc/sec 

i 

The "high pressures" referred to in the table are about kO  cm 
of Hg for the Type 1 and 2 Ttfiistles, airi ^bout 70 cm of Hg in the case 
of the Type 3 whistle. *'Low pressures" for the Type 1 and 3 whistles 
is 60 cm of water, for the Type 2, 1*0 em of water» This latter approxi- 
mates the pressure which, according to our measurements, an average 
human being can apply to the whistle by mouthblowing. 

For these whistles a detailed empirical study was made of gener- 
ated sound fields as functions of the pertinent parameters! valuable 
design information was obtained in this way. Unfortunately for stcdy 
of the mechanism, however, ranges of variation of parameters were quite 
restricted|\ also no parallel study of JE systems was made for compari- 
son« nevertheless, trends appeared in the data which at least, gave 
strong support to the hypothesis that these whistles were indeed of 
the JER type« 

Thus, in each case, the whistle frequency increased (l) with in= 
creasing airflow, (2) with decreasing separation h between upper and 
lower lips and (3) with decreasing cavity lengthj in each case this 
was plausible behavior for a «JE system coupled-fco a resonator. Also jv 
maxima appeared in plots of acoustic output vs cavity length| further« 
more, these peaks occurred at smaller and smaller cavity lengths as 
repeat plots were made for (I) greater airflow or (2) saailfci- h values. 
These again were reasonable reeülts, assuming some sort of resonance 
between JE system and cavity when equality occurred between edge tone and 

5¥ 
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ei gen-tcne fre quenci eas 

These findings served as a starting point for the investigations 
to be discussed in the remainder of this section. 

U.33 Type h flhistle 

In extending sxplorations such as were just discussed to a more 
CQBiprehisnsive and systematic study-Of whistle characteristics we turned 
our attention to another type of "whistle. Shown by drawings in Fig. 
ii.3° and designated as Type k?  this model differs from those represented 
by Fig» -U-.33 to k»3&  in that here the +et cross section is a rectangle 
and the cavity is a rectangular parallelopided«. Both upper lip and 
plunger a>*e movable, thus permitting independent determination of the 
effects of varying the cavity length L and the oriftse-to-edge distance 
he By constructing ä series of whistles with different fixed dimen- 
sions some information was also gained about the role of (l) the air- 
stream thickness t, (2) _the äirstreäm width.w, which is also equal to 
the cavity width, and (3) the other cavity dimension bs On some models 
a tube of small bore projects longitudinally through the plunger» 
indicated in Fig, li„39 as ä probe tube, it serves to permit measure- 
ment of the sound pressure at the cavity's elosod end« Reference to 
its use will be made latere 

Frequency aad. sound level ya he Jaonsidsring the Typa I* whistle to 
be of the JER kind, ~&'M  system is an integral part of it and consists 
of the inlet portion plus the upper lipj these parts are indicated by 
crossed shading in Sect, AA, Fig„ h<39\   Two variable parameters are 
associated with the JE system9 namely,, the airflow q and the orifice- 
to—edge distance h- It is of interest to see what changes occur in 
the sound field generated by the whistle if h and q are held fixed 
while the cavity length i is varied* We -sish^ for instance, to know 
if resonance affects occur« iUich as were noted in Soct, !i»25>. 

In FigSe U»liO and k»bX we see that resonance phenomena of a ser-t 
do indeed occur. Plotted as ordinatss in the t^o figures are, respec- 
tively, the frequency of the main spectral component generated by a 
Type k whistle and the corresponding sound level measured on a normal 
to the whistle's mouth at a point l£ cm distant* For this case the 
fixed whistle dimensions t, b and w were, respectively, 0*50, 2.0 and 
2p«Ii inmj h was set at 1.59-Jsn snd q at Ö„2?  gm per sec5 For reference 
the horizontal dashed line on Fig, U«U0 indicates the frequency: of the 
edge tone g^ierated by a JE system using the same values of t, w, qf 
and h) similarly the reference line in Fig« Jj.ijl marks the correspond- 

-ing-_scusd level at. 1$. cm from such a JE system. In both figures, cavity 
length is the independent variable plotted along the axis of abscissas. 
An arrow marks the length L^ for which tho lowest cavity eigenfrequency 
(measured independently)- is equal to. the edge tone frequency fSi> 5*1 
kc in this ..case.« Using the terminology introduced i» connection witii 
Fig,, .iio.2? we may say that L is the cavity length at which the II 
frequency intersection occursj, here the first digit of the raraber 11 
specifies the edge tone stage while the second, as oefore, gives the 
order of the eigenfrequencyft 



We note that for cavity lengths Much less tha&a L    the frequency 
f öf .the whistle exceeds f   and the output intensity due to the 
Tfhistls is less than that for the corresponding JE systems   With in- 
creasing L, f decreases and the level increases* both quantities be- 
ing about equal to the edge tone values at 9 asm«    As the cavity length 
becomes still greater the output passes through ä maxSmum »ear I»e, at 
about 19 mm, while the frequency decreases steadily»    Though not shosm 
hers, a break in the tone occurs at about L - 2U am,»    The course of 
events depicted in Figs« k*kO and iuiil appears to be simply a reson» 
ance seqy.en.ee such as was eomc-fELy found, to occur at fr-equenpy^intere- 
sections for the "synthetic" JEE systeiar considered in Sect» h»2$6 

Further results of this kind, plotted fer the ssase fistle for 
each of a series of flow vslptss, are presented in Figs, heh2 and lj,li3? 
Here, -.however, dias&nsionless quantities are plotted instead of f and 
Lo    In order to arrive .at these graphs we first made plots of frequeaipy 
and output intensity like these represented in Figs, WüO and h.il for 
each value of -(h9q) coisidered| in addition, the edge i-ene frequency 
£». f or the setting (hj,q} corresponding to each plot ^as determined by 
independent observation of the associated JE system«    For each f vs 
L curve like that of Fig. k»kO the frequency values were then divided 
by the value of f   appropriate to that curve to give ordinates for 
the graphs in Fig« k»b2<=    Plotted along the axis of abscissas in each 
of tigs. U.U2 and U»U3 is the disensionless quantity K-L*    here k@ 
is the propagation constant corresponding to %h& edge tone frequency 
fe associated jrith each of ths plotted curves % it is given in angular 
degrees per cm by the relation ._.......- 

ke = 360 fe/cs (U.6) 

where c is the velocity of sound,   2h Fig* U«.U3 "the ordinate is, as 
in Fig, liolil, the absolut« sound level at a point !£ am from the 
whistlei a horizontal'stab attached to sach curve shows* for compari~ 
son, the level existing "at a point located similarly with respect to 
the associatedtTE—system. 

When plotted in this way the _" five plots showhhere look rather 
much alike, though they represent flow values which differ from each 
other by as much äs a factor of 2,    In each ^case when the .cavity 
length is very small the frequency is forced slightly higher than the 
original edge tone frsqisncj aisd the intensity is considerably reduced- 
As kg! increases' the frequency f declines and the intensity rises 
until at about kL. - h$9 both frequency„and^intensity^attain approjd.--   - 
aately their edge tone values» * At.90° f has decreased to about *7S> 
fß 'whereas- th& intensity has increased to a msxisiBB of from lf> to 1Q 
do above the edge tone level.    At about 120° the tone often breaks 
and-a new one,, not. shown .in the figure,, enters. 

The results depicted in Figs« iuUO to ii.li3 are for relatively low 
values of airflow and of the resulting frequency:, also the sange of 
cavity lengths investigated there is quite restricted.   Figure it * Uli 
shows typical findings of ours for greater flows such that riiuch hifher 
frequencies are obtained.    For the Type U whistle used hers ¥he fixäd 

Tffi 
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dimehsiöns t, b &nä w wsrs Cv5j 2.0 sarid 2 A ESIS respectively? h was 
set at 1*55 m&lri this case sind the pressure drop applied across the 
whistle was 230 cm of mercury. The circles show frequency1" plotted 
vs cavity length while the dots represent the sound lev©l at 15 em 
from the whistle» 

In obtaining the data for this graph the cavity length L was 
increased gradually £T<M  zero. As this was done the tone was at first 
"fuzzy" until at L - 3 ana .a strong 52 kc tone suddenly emerged* Upon 
increase of L sh-is frequency th^n decreased steadily to 38 keat L e 
6 ras, whereupon a sudden break occurred« A new tone then promptly 
appeared at $h kc and as L again increased the new frequency decreased 
continuously to 38 kc at L a 11 nun* Following another break a $0 kc 
tone manifested itself, then decreased, etc^ Fiye consecutive f vs 
L segments are shown? t'hs observed frequencies in all cases lie be- 
tween limits of 38 and 5U kc=. The intensity level deviates only. 3 or 
h db about a mean of 128 db (re 10"1® watts per czß)  as the cavity 
length is varied throughout its range» 

Figure U.itU shows that there are four jumps from one downward- 
sloping f vs L segment to another as the cavity length is increased 
through the range considered here« One saäy compare this behavior with 
that of previously considered JER systems if one considers the eigRn- 
frequenciss for axial modes of ä pipe closed &i one end and open at 
the other« As the ieng-th_o£ such a pipe is varied each eigenfrequency 
fn follows a law of the form 

fn = (n-£)c/2(L*«0* (k.9) 

where n is an integer, c is the sound velocity, and e is an end cor<= 
rection. Equation (U.5) represents ä family of hyperbolas« V.hen 
such curves are superposeds with proper choice of e, on the plot in 
Fig, k*hh  it is found that each member of the family from n = 2 to 
6 falls near one portion of the experimental f vs L dataj the number 
attached in Fig. hohh to each such portion is the «value for the 
hyperbola from Eqa (it,9) which, fits that part of the" data. 

Although we do not know the edge tone frequency f Q corresponding 
to Fig«, luUU let us assume f? to be around 55 kc* Frequency inter- 
sections 12, 13* etc. would lihus be approximately at points located by 
extrapolating each of the cur ires 2. 3« etc. to 55 kc. On this basis 
'we may conjecturejfche -pattern portrayed in the figure t~ ^epT^sent" 
behavior of a JE system about as follows. Mo clear tone emerges until 
a cavity eigenfeequency is nearly equal to f_, which is to say, 55 kc« 
Determination of the end correction (about 0.2 cm.) for this cavity 

18, the data recorded in Fig^« luiiü, U.U5 and iul»6 are" for situations 
such that in each case the spectrum consists principally of a 
single component. Occasionally, the spectrum was complex, several 
components being of comparable strength, in which event no data 
are plotted at all. . 
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shöfrs that tiie Iowast eigenfrequency £-? that corresponding to ir « 1, 
is never as high äs 55 kc for any cavity length I..    In other -words, 
there, la no-11 intersection,    Thus the whistle tono first enters at 
about L - 3 liK"..  near the-12 intersection»    From the time of entry until 
a break occurs MIL ;6 mm the whistle frequency remains very nearly 
equal to fr>, thus deceasing steadily wi *•'   increasing L.    At L = 6 nm 
f .jumps upward to cuive 3 near the 13 intersectxon, remaining nearly 
equal to fo throughout the L range 6 to 10 mm.    Similarly, in the ranges 
10 to 13 mm, 13 to 1? nan and 17 to 20 mm the whistle frsqaency is equal, 
resoc-cti-irelyj:  to the successively higher eigenfrequencies f-^,  £), and 

in some'contrast to this behavior the data at low frequencies for 
a whistle in ifig-s. 'u^O bo U*hJ sn« for a "synthetic" JER system in 
Fig» Ü-.27 show the w£3-?produce& frequency following an eigenfrequency 
hyperbola only for certain ranges of cavity length*   Thus a resonance 
sequence at a frequency intersection in Fig» ii.27 is usually preceded 
by an interval during which f stays approximately constant, being 
about equal to the edge tone frequency associated with that intersec- 
tion.    Also a well defined intensity maximum occurs at each intersec- 
tion.    The modified behavior depicted in Fig. h*Uk is typical of our 
results at high frequencies»   Possibly the difference between JER 
action at lev? and high edge tone frequencies is associated with the 
fact that intersections become more closely spaced along the length 
axis as fe increases«    Thus it is possible that at high f   values each 
resonance sequence is interfered with by the preceding and/or succeeding 
one .s 

Similar f vs L plots for the same whistle are shown in Fig. U.lo-* 
Hsre each is for a different flow value., indicated in terms of the 
pressure drop applied across the whistlej in each case h was 2,20 mm. 
Dashed curves mark various eigenfrequencies of longitudinal modes as 
functions of L„    As the cavity length increases for any flow value the 
whistle frequency f jumps from one eigenfrequency to another*    The re- 
sults are thus similar to those depicted in Fig, iuljij except that here 
f does not usually follow as closely along any fn curve but merely ap- 
proaches it,    As the applied pressure becomes smaller the trends become 
more and more alike those depicted in Fig0 !i,27 and in Figs« U*li0 to 

Here again the edge tone frequencies f'e were not determinedj they 
are probably nearly equal   to the upper frequency limits of the various 
graphs0    On this basis f   is about 13, 18, 23 and 30 kc, respectively, 
for' the different plots, in oicder of increasing applied pressure« 

..-Practical design information may be learned from such graphs as 
this*    For example^ it is clear from Figs. li.UU and U.U5 that only a 
limited range of frequencies may be obtained from a "whistle-for ä 
given setting (h,q) of the JE variables, no matter how L may be ad- 
justed;..    The upper frequency limit is presumably the ed^e tone frequency 
f    corresponding to (h,q).    We see that both upper and lower limits of 
hRe obtainable frequency range are raised to higher f as the applied pres- 
sure is increased.    From Figg-, I4.I4U and U.U5 the f ranges for different 



applied pressures are rough!j as follows  for k - 2*20 mm: 

for 7.8 cm mercury: 10 to li; kc 
for l6 cm mercury s 11 to 18 kc 
for 2% ,h  cm mercury: 12 to 23 kc 
for 72.3 cm mercury 1 17 to 30 kc» 

Figure ii»h6 presents still more plots of f vs L for a Type k 
vihistie» This time a larger model was used, with fixed dimensions 
t, b and vr of 0s?j 2*0 and 25>..ii mm respectively» Here h was assigned 
each öf several different values! the applied pressure was 26 cm of 
mercury in all cases» 

To save confusion eigenfrequency curves are not shown here. It 
is clear, however, that the general pattern is as in Figs. h,Ui  and 
iuU£. Again, as L increases, for any given value of h the whistle 
freqrmcy f jumps from the vicinity of one eigenfrequency fn to that 
of another. These frequencies f=. are all for axial modes as before. 
with the exception of three poised points designated in Fig. U.lt6 
by the letter T* These fall between consecutive axial eigenfrequencies 
and are thought to represent "resonance51 reaction to a tangential mode. 
More about the role of tangential modes trill appear later in this chap- 

• ter. 

As expected, the range of obtainable frequencies moves to higher 
f as h decreases. For the various h values thsse f ranges are: 

for h = 2.1*7 mm: 2 to 10 kc 
for h s 1.-66 mm: lit to 22 kc 
for a = 1.38 mm: 20 to 25 kc 
for h s 0.88 mm: 23 to 30 ke 

Frequency vs airflow« We have now gained some acquaintance with re- 
sonance effects which characteristically occur in a JER system when 
cavity dimensions are varied, the JF. parameters (h,q) being held con- 
stant. Equally interesting phenomena may be observed as one varies 
the airflow q to such a JER system, meanwhile keeping h and the cavity 
dimensions fixed. 

a. Type k -whistle vs input airflow. The dimensions t, b and w (Fig, 
Ü.39) are 0.5, 2.0 and 25.U mm, respectively, for Ms case, A 
dashed line represents the edge tone frequency f„  obtained from a 
jet-edge system built to duplicate that in the wnistle0 In obtaining 
this plot the flow is increased from zero* that is* from the condition 
for no tone. Sound appears more or less abruptly at some critical 
value of the flow, then increases in frequency monotonicaily with the 
flow* The initial frequency is -approximately that of Ah e edge tone 3 
with increase of flow, however, the whistle frequency does not increase 
as much as does that of the edge tone« In fact it appears that the 
whistle frequency might level off to a constant value, were it not 
that a jump suddenly occurs, to a frequency about 2 kc higher. This 
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latter frequency is not- far from being equal to the independently mea- 
sured edge tone frequency f at the same flow value. With further in- 
crease of flow the ivii is tie -frequency again lags beninri f , levelling 
off more completely this time before a jump occurs upward to approxi- 
mately the odrs tone frequency. Under appropriate conditions the 
frequency-flow characteristics may show many such levelling-off curve 
segments3 each terminated by a jump upward to the vicinity of fp0 The 
flow values at which these jumps occur depend, among other things, on 
the cavity length L. 

Figure U.U8 shows-for another whistle (t,b,w s 0,25, P.O. and 25.u 
mm respectively) a plot vs cavity length of the flow values for which 
jumps occur as the airflow is slowly turned on. At L s 5 nsn, for 
example? the whistle tone began at a flow of le6 gm per cm^ per sec) 
jumps occurred at the flow values 2-3. 2.8, 3.9, 5>»3 and 7.9 gm per 
cra.2 per sec* At L » 6 mm all of the corresponding flow values are 
slightly less* The curves shown are plots of these flow values vs Lj. 
the curves form the boundaries of various regions, which we letter a; 
b, c, etc. We shall refer to the abrupt change which takes place as 
we cross a boundary from ä region, say b^ below it to another, say c, 
above it as a change in Mode from mode b to mode c. 

No• consider any two settin ?.s3  say P and Q? of the cavity length 
and airflow such that both are represented by a point in the same re~ 
gion, which for an example we have chosen to be- Region c, It has been 
demonstrated experimentally that these settings will both represent 
the same mode if each is arrived at by crossing into Region c from be~ 
low. By saying that P and Q represent the .vane mode is meant if points 
P and Q are brought into conjunction by any path whatever, so long as 
it does not leave the Region c, then the acoustic spectrum associated 
with the setting represented by P will continuously approach identity 
with that represented by Q. By way of contrast, points R and P do not 
represent the same mode since a break will occur in the whistle tone 
if R is brought into conjunction with P. In the case of points P and. 
S we have still a different situation; if F is brought into conjunc- 
tion with S by going around the end of the common boundary between 
Regions c and g no break occurs. By our definition, however, mode c 
nevertheless differs from mode g because in fo3JLowing an alternative 
path, namely, any path that crosses the ccaamon boundary curve, a break 
will occur as P approaches 8, 

At any particular value of L there is evidently a range of flow 
within which any given mode 13 obtained. We are interested in kndwin; 
what, corresponding frequency range is available in each of the modes 
at various values of L. Such information is present eel in Fig. h*k9* 
This odd~loeking graph shows the frequency range for each of the modes 
a, b, c, etc. plotted vs the cavity length L. It consists apparently 
of three main streams a, d5 k axtd  their tributaries b, c, g, e, f, h, 
i, j. Such plots have been .sade for different values of h, the lip- 
spacing of a whistle» It •' ••  .i'ound that the widths of the bands usually 
increase with increasing J. • ,.>~soacing but that their upper boundaries 
remain about the same, no a«ter what value of h is used (provided- 
that Stage 1 operation i.- maintained). Graphs such as the above have 
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also been made for several "sfcistles, each *ith a different aisse of 
cavity-. Thus Fig. luf>0 shows results for two other Type I* whistles 
fox» each of which the dimension b is 2*0 ms as before but for which 
•w is different- being 12»? and 6.3 233, respectively- It- is clear tn 
changing the cavity cross-sectional dimensions mag- affect profoundly 
the appearance of such a, nap as ws are considering here., particularly 
in that the tributaries issy be crowded more elogsly together er spresd 
farther apart. Oar conclusion ta$  therefore» that the shape of this 
kind ©f plot depends largely on the eavityj in f act* we have convinced 
ourselves that the narrow bands that appear here ocrrespoöd closely 
to plots -ys cs^Lty length of the various cavity-eigenfrequencies» 

Since the frequencies at any given length are not hameaieslly 
related, it is evident that the eigenfrequenciss involved are not 
just those associated with longitudinal modes of a sisapls pipe$ open 
at one end and dosed-at the other» We do find that we can coss 
?»ther close if we calculate the eigenfrequeneies as we would those 
ef a small rectangular T6<ms  using such methods as those described by 
Morse sad Bolt,*?«, In this approsiiaation to our case we assume five 
walls of our tiny roes to. be rigid snd one, the open ends to be soft« 
The triply infinite set of eigenfrequeneies of this room may be Cal- 
culated^ provided that the effective acoustic impedance § p e of the 
open end is knctm, The eigenfrequeneies are given hy (f^/ST), 
where UJ~ s U^  is determined by the complex eauation 

^N * % - 'rc/%2 L~* + m2 *"2 f n2 b"2J"* *•    &'1Q) 

here Lf w, b are dimensions of the cavity (Figo lt»39) and %,-9, 
are the corresponding characteristic numbeis* Each of the 

and n represents aa infinite sequence of integers of Qg 19 %  ©te» 
»*1? /VAJ »«eeeo 
e dependent on the 

rela- 

On the other hand, the infinite sequence of numbers %-y$ %^  oseaeo 
repr< 
(usu 
tion 

represented by X 0 Q*9» *n general, complexf they are depenaenl 
(usually complex) öpen~end impedance 5g> and are defined by the 

coth rrj^f = S^0/^/^ L (U.n) 

where j s? (-»1)2« 

C&aliiaiive agreement w3th the upper boundaries of the frequency 
bands in Figs, k»h9 and U.5>0 may be obtained of simply assuming ^s0„ 
In this case ?C, 3 \f  X? 2 3/2- etc.. and UJ-u is easily calculated from 
Eq» (U.IO) for variou« values of J, m. n.   However, much better agree- 
ment results from calculations based on rough neasuremente of & for & 
•whistle, made by a method described in Appendix C,    In Fig» h»$l the 
black squares represent eigenfrequeneies calculated in this way for 
comparison with the data of Fig. koh9*   Equations (U.10) and (Udl) 
were employed in making theoretical determinations j Table I' in Appendix 
C gives the $ values used,.    For this whistle b and w &re 2e0 and 2$M 

urn itKsmteaFtmmt 

19c ?. Morse and R, H. Bolt, Rev* Mod. Fhys. 16, 70 (191&). 
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mm, respectively^ as stated previously« upper boundaries to a few of 
the lower frequency bands in Fig* k*h9  are indicated in Figs i;»5X by 
circles with curves drawn through th-ssu- Agreement between these -ad 
calculated room eigenfrequancies is goods th©£e eige&freouencies that 
fall on or nsav curves A ^nd D correspond to axial or longitudinal 
cavity modes, for fihich m s 0, n m Oj tnose associated with curves B 
and C are for tangential modes, for *?hich vs. ^ 0, n « 0« 

Reverting n^w to Fig. l}*ii?- we have verified by further ealeula» 
tions that each Of the frequency bands shewn there cörr^iaponds to & 
particular mode of the fistle cavity. The main streams a, ds  fc are 
for the axial modes but all of the tributaries b, c, g, e3 f, h, i, j 
are for tangential modes. Sets of appropriate characteristic numbers 
are shown on most of the branches in Fig« k»h9» 

Similarly in Fig« li.e?0 sats of characteristic numbers ate attached 
to each of the frequency bands shown there* Comparison of the two maps 
in Fig. U*pO -with that of Fig. h*h9 reveals that positions of the 
(X&» Ö3  0) bands are essentially independent of w while the (X-J*BI,0) 
branches are spread farther apart as w decreases - This is in accord» 
dance witB Eg« (U.10). More quantitatively, it appears that the 
(X.*'U,0) branch for w s 2$,k ssm* the (%1,2,0) branch for w = 12.7 -am 
anrHhe (Xl«ljO) ohs for w g- 6.3 s^ are essentially the same| again 
this is to be expected fvm Sq* (Uolö) *men the U«2sl irnratio is con- 
sidered» 

Pressure _gmplitude measurements outside whistle. Let us noir turn our 
attention to a very p -actical question that might be posed concerning 
any JER system. One might ask, what is 1&e most intense sound field 
obtainable from such a system at any given frequency f and for ^hat- 
values of the numerous parameters may this intensity be attained? 
For a Type h whistle these parameters Include (l) "öiose t$ v, h, q, 
describing the JE system and (2) the cavity dimensions L, w> b  (see 
Figo ii«39)e «*e have as yet no answer to this questionj eonsidsration 
of all six parameters makes the problem very complex. It is less 
difficult tu answer the question if its scop® is restricted to the 
potentialities of a given whistle, where t, w and b are fixed. Our 
problem is tben reduced to finding maximum output with respect to the 
remaining trio of variables h, q, L» 

Figures lu5>2 to U*£8 present, in different forms, results of ah 
attempt iä .dete^raxiö__hcTr much sound may ho educed under favorable 
operating conditions from each of four Type it whistles with different 
dimensions t, w. In Figs» li.52 and if,5>3 sound levels due to each of 
two whistles are plotted vs h for each of s-ieveral frequencies * In 
obtaining the data given there the following procedure «as used for 
each whistle at each frequency f considered. By means of a microphone 
placed 1$  cm from the whistle on a normal, -fco its mouth?measurements 
of the pressure amplitude p were made at various (h, L5 q) settings, 
each of which gives rise to the frequency 1,    These settings were ar- 
rived at in a systematic manners firsts L was so adjusted that the 
lowest caviiy eigenfrequencys with characteristic numbers (Xi>0,0)s 
would equal fj »second, h was set at each of a series of values%• 
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finally, r ^as adjusted, at each h setting, to such a value, say q^, 
that any increase of the flow beyond q^ was found to yield little 
increment in the microphone response. The pressyre .amplitude irtdlc- 
ated by our microphone at each such ©pt4Mi® setting ch of the airflow 
is plotted as ordinate in  the graphs of Figs« h<6Z  an3 lu£3, in terms 
of db above 2.8 x 10°^ microbarsj abscissas are the corresponding h 
values« 

Before considering the results it. would be well to discuss first 
certain points concerning the procedure used in arriving at them0 m 
the first place it should be realized that the measurements reported 
here of the pressure amplitude p were taken at only one point in the 
field. This quantity p ii», of course, not an adequate measure of the 
sound pressure.at other points of the sound fie34- nor at the total | 
power output of the fistle» Thus from simply knowing he*r the deter» 
mined value of p depend?? o« (h«q.L) one cannot state how the pressure 
amplituda at other points variesf this is especially so if frequency 
changes accompany variations of (h?q,L) but it is true to seme extent 
even if f x-emains constants One might suppose that the directivity 
pattern of a whistle would depead only on f. but this does not tvcsn 
out to be always true, as wiH be illustrated later* 

Another aspect of our procedure for obtaining the data of Figs» 
iicfj2 and ko$3  requires attention* WB assumed täiere -Siat for any given 
value of h *fee maximums or «ear«^BKsdsum, value of p ndtfo. respect to 
the parameters (L, q) for any frequency f Occurs when L is s© adjusted 
that a cavity eigenfrequehey for an azial isode is equal to f. That 
thii; is truo when L is varied with fixed airflow q was illustrated in | 
Figs. hekO and luül. It is filso true that when L is fixed and q is 
adjusted experimentally the greatest output occurs at q-settings such 
that f is equal to an eigenfrequency for an axial mode. Thus as one 
proceeds along any one of the separata curve segments in Fig. U.U? 
the pressure amplitude p increases with increasing flew as one approaches 
the flat portion} upon reaching the latter portion where ^f/«?q becomes 
small the slope ^p/^q also decreases and p either passes through a 
maximum »nd begins to decrease, or else continues to rise, but at a 
much «lower rste= In the latter event there is. of course, no maxi- 
mum value of p to record at the corresponding frequency f0 We do 
speak, however, of an optimum value jp-, öf p, occurring at a flow setting 
qn, such, that further increase of q causes only small increments of p. 
Ix, is these optimum values p, that are recorded in Fig. it.52 and 1**53$ 
by increasing the flow indefinitely the pressure amplitude p would 
seldom exceed these values by more than a few decibels. 

Figure tuü>2 shows p. plotted vs h for a Type k whistle whose — . 
fixed dimensions t, b, w are G.j?, 2,0 and 6*3 mm, respectively« For 
each of the three frequencies, ?, 12 and 16 kc, considered there the 
optimum pressure amplitude p is an increasing function of h, nearly 
levelling off at an h setting whose value diminishes with increasing 
frequency«, The ILniting value of p is nearly the same, between 11? 
and 119 db above 2„8 x XQrh microbar3, for all three frequencies« 
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Figure iu5>3 presents similar results for a Typs k tshistl©, four 
times wider tb&h the one just studied! its fixed dimensions t, b? \t 
are 8s0j 2,0 sad 2£.£i isa,  respectively,    Xri the frequency raage in« 
v&stigated here it appears that little is&s gained by the increase is: 
w| this is in spite of the fact, not recorded on the figures*, that 
the increase in w is attended at each value ef (h,f) with a proportion» 
ai increase in äirflöwc 

Froffi the plots of Figs* üJ,52 and ljei>3 one observes»; for each 
fregency represented there? the gamut of p^ values resulting from 
varlstiöK of h) from these we aäy select the greatest, say p_«,    Thus 
in Fig* ii.5"2 Vm is about 119, 11? and 119 db above thresholcfat 7, 
12 and 16 kc, respectively,    A graph of p^ vs t for a given whistle 
would give a summary of läie potentialities öf that whistle in terms 
of the greatest, or nearly greatest, pressure amplitude available at 
I5> ea for any frequency occurring ishen the parameters (h._ q, L) are 
ffiost favorably adjusted for that frequency,   The solid curves in Fig* 
k»5h delineais such sugary plots of p   vs f»    They are obtained frees 
available data for each of four xyp& lAfcTstles with different dim- 
ensions t, w indicated oa iha separate grsphsj the dääensiöa b was 
2.0 sm in all cases»    For each whistle a da&hed curve represents, as 
a function of f* the flow-getting q^ at which the recorded value ^f 

äde    In all ©f the frequency regions for which we have p   was ODservess    xa alA ©r uae frequency regions 
dal» we see that broadening the airstreaaa thickness t from 0o2S> to 
0«>Ö SS results in greater values of both q^ and the corresponding 
sound pressure pm.    on the other hand, widening the whistle from 663 
to 2*>.li mm, with~t fixed, yields greater values of p in only some 
parts Of our frequency range, even though q^ is xauch greater in all 
casese 

Modulation coefficients» la actual design of a whistle for a specific 
application one is often interested not only in knowing what pressure 
amplitude is available at a given point P in a fistle's soiusd field., 
but also in knowing how much airflow is required to produce a given 
sound pressure at P«, Thus if a sound pressure amplitude p is required 
at some distance r from a ishistle one jsight well wish to know how to 
design the generator so as to achieve this result with the least amount 
of air flow. 

We have made some effort to obtain *rucn information for several 
types of thistles» In discussing our results we use the concept of 
a modulation coefficient M, just as -ve did in connection wiTft JE sys- 
tems in Sect» U.23. Our meaning here foa? M differs only by a constant 
factor from that expressed in Eqs0 (U„6) and (lu7) for a JE system. 
Thus, as bef ore,_ we here define M as the ratio %/Q between Qi? the 
a~c airflow effective i» generatii:g a given sound field, and. Ö, the 
d-c airflow required to produce that fissld. For the case of & whistle 
vre now define Qp in terms of the prmtzos-e  amplitude p generated at r, 
by the relation 

- p ra/öf Oj/r, (l*e12) 

differing by only a factor- of 2 fron the expression (iu?). With this 
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meaning for Ql it shears from th© same theory? referred to in Sect« 
ii.23 that an observed M value of unity for some set of circumstances 
can b© interpreted to mean that under those circumstances the air- 
stream swings completely from one side of She edge to the other during 
each cycle. 

Fi°urs5 U=55 to _u?3 «resent determinations of M for each of th« 
same four Type 4- whistles as those for which Fig. k°$h  is applicable« 
Figore luS1?  is for a fistle whose dimensions t, b, w «we Q«2$$  2C0 
and 6.3 mm, respectively. H values for the (%-j,0,0) mode were cal«* 
culatcd by letting p and q have the values pm arid q_, recorded in Fige 
lu3>i* for -this tmistlei those for (7Co?ö>0) &odes were obtained similarly 
from p_ and q_ measurements for the latter modeB For each of these 
tvso modes the~moduLation coefficient recorded here at any frequency is 
•very nearly the maximum value obtainable at that frequency for any 
setting (h, q, L)„ We see that in this fjhistle the airstreäm appar^ 
ently say be very effectively ^chopped", being prcs^sssbly diverted oom-r 
pletely into the whistle cavity during an interval of each cycle« 
Observed M values range from about 1.2ü> in the £ to l£ kc ränge to 0.3 
at i»0 kc. As remarked in connection with JE systems in Sect, U.23 it 
is not known how to interpret M values greater ihan 1.0« V/s note that 
M is for some frequencies greater for the (Xo?  G, 0) than for the 
(/C-IJ 0J 0) model at other frequencies the reverse is true© 

In Fig. it ,5>6 are displayed modulation coefficients for the same 
•whistle as that for •which pressure amplitudes wer© plotted in Fig. 
!u52. In fact, data for the 7, 12 and 16 kc curves in Fig. U.56 were 
calculated from those appearing in Fig. U.5>2, plus the associated 
d-c airflow valuesj the 10.5 kc curve in Fig. Iu56 was obtained in a 
similar way«, For any frequency at a given value of h ths M value 
shown in Fig. ü.5'6 is maximüs with respect to the.variables (q>Tj). 
For each frequency, M increases with h up to 2 a or more, then passes 
through a peak and decreases again» In most instances M ig a decreas- 
ing function of frequency if h is held constant» 

Figures k»$7  and U.28 present, for each of two other Type h 
—S.i-J-1 . _   J £ *!  _T _.»._  _X» __J.-1_J.J_~  ___.©*».£ __ __X ._—  .P«..__... -.— __-_. V.  -_ wiijjs uxeSj    uypxutix   yj.ui,£>   UA   ai'/uuiai/xwi:   vumi — (uwu   »a   A*-SSijwQjjvjr|   u   j.ss 
constant in each case and only the (%.« 0, 0) mode is considered. 
At any frequency the M value plotted here for each whistle is maximum 
•s&th respect to the variables (q, L). It should be mentioned, though, 
that at some frequencies a higher M value may be obtained by a differ» 
__x    _t_ _ J —_»   ~     i .„XJ j_    _    _._ _s j _i a_ *n wj - öiiu  «siivius;  vi   ii   -J."   u^   upci-ti i>j.iig   aai «* 1-j.gmsxi cuixdi muue»      -i>i"  rxgi 
L.£7 the tshistle dimension.«? % b*, w* h are 0C2£, 2.0, 25>*i* and 1,28 
mm, respectively. Sharp peaks in idle M vs f curve are seen at 7 and 
1$ kc and a deo^- mnimura may be noted at"T2 kc. 

Fer Fig. li.i?8 the »shistle dimensions t, b, w, h are 0*50, 2,0, 
25>«!i and 2o30 mm, respectively«, Starting from a sharp peak of l.li 
at lu5 kc M decreases more or less steadily with frequency, falling 
to 0,1 at 20 kco 

Snatial distributions of pressure amplitude. As was emphasized in 
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prsvious discussion, measurements of the pressure amplitude p reported 
in Figs. k*$2.  to kSh are for ens location only in the sound field of 
a -jfhistle, namely, at 1$  era from the generator on a nösroaL «o its 
mou.1&» Information about other parts of the field is presented in 
Figs, hS9  to 1|.»62* Directing our attention first to Figs, k*$9 and 
^•6öj we see there for different situations how p varies from point 
to point aloag the circ^nferenee of a circle of radius 3>0 cm, centered 
at the opening of a Type k whistle» This circle lies in a plane which 
is perpendicular to the direction of projected airflow and -Bhieh 
passes through, the -smistie opening« 

The plots shown in Figs« h*$9 and k,6G are thus directly COBS?» 
parable to the directivity patterns presented in Fig„ 1^10 for a «IE 
system» Like the lattsr^ the curves of Figs, ko$9 and l$,6ö were traced 
out by an automatic- recording unit, In this unit a~ K©tö5><!rivsn spindl« 
slowly rotates a thistle about the axis of its inlet pipe3 as it does 
so the voltage generated by a microphone, situated f?0 cm from th<h axis 
in the appropriate plane,, is recorded continuously as s function of 
angle of rotation by a recorder operated synchronously with the spindle. 
In Figs, k»S9  and h.60 the angle of rotation &  is indicated along the 
bottom of each recordings this angle is seasoned fros the normal to 
the mouth öf the «histle and thus differs by an additiv? factor of °0° 
from idle angle ©C indicated in Fig* Jt,10e Each curve is a plot of res- 
istive pressure amplitude ys 8 ; tfes vertical seal® is adjusted from 
plot to plot for convenience in presentation« 

Figure k»$9 shows how such directivity pattesas vary witfe fre«> 
quency for one Type U "slfristle. Here the fixed dimensions t, b, ware 
0.2$, 2,0 and 6.3-am, respectively. For the 11, 20 aad 2f> k© curves 
h is 2,5 nan and operation is in the (Xl? P? °) »odes to obtain 30, 3!? 
and 39 kc the (^2* °> 97 mode was excited and h reduced to 1,15 ssa» 

As in Fig. U.IO dashed curves show Fraunhofer distributions cal- 
culated from Eq. (U.5>), "sshere w is again chosen as 2cf?U cm. It is 
obvious that thase do not agree at all with the experimental curves, 
especially at 20 kc and above« The latter are thus much broader than 
would result from a rectangular disc of width 2<Sh  cm, vibrating nor- 
mally to an infinite baffle. Qiecks were made to show that the ex- 
perimental patterns are little changed by introduction of a bafflee 
We conclude, thereforep  that particularly at high frequencies, air in 
the whistle mouth does not move out and in as a vtholej this is con- 
trary to our deduction in regard to the air stream of a JB system under 
the conditions represented by Fig, k.lO,; 

In Fig, U«60 we see that frequency alone does sot determine the 
directivity pattern of a thistle. Here f is the same, 22 ke$ for all 
plots but in each case a different mode is employed in generating that 
frequencyo Results are shossh for six different modess  t!>ree being 
asiai and the other three tangentiaie For this whistle the dimensions 
t, h/,  w, h are 0.2$. 2e0, 2$*h  and 0.63 mm, respectively? characteristic 
numbers for the associated mode are marked on each curve. 



from this figure It appears that the directivity pattern is . 
strikingly different for the two kinds of modes designated as axial 
and tangential» Specifically, a deep minimum is observed at $ s 0° for 
each of the (fa,  2, 0):, (fa»  3, 0) and (%2>  -* °> patten» as con- 
trasted to the maximum which occurs there for each of xh® (~XAS  0, 0) 
plcts^. To understand -the probable significance of this interesting 
difference let us consider the velocity distribution in the cavity of 
a Typ® li -whistle for any mode (%£s  m, n). In stressing the distri- 
bution •«re define x, y, z axes such that L is measured along x, w along 
y and b along sj rigid boundaries to the cavity exist at x ± 0, j = TT, 
a s 0 and s sb, while at x = L is the open end of the cavity» The» 
from room acoustics theory referred to earlier^' the velocity ix in the 
x direction at any point (x, j:  s) in the cavity may be stritten as tfaa 
real part of' 

v(x,y,,'8.t) - Uo sinh (iXgx/trh)  «es (wf-W•)  cos (ha/T'o) ®*p f-iwt), 
-  - * (U.23) 

It is clear from this equation that for axial modes, for waxcti the 
condition 

a s n - 0 (iulU) 

holdsg the velocity u is unifers ossr any (y, s) plans« On the other 
hand if CiiJiv) does not hold, thea u varies both in ffiagnitude and 
direction from one part of the plase to anothers in fact, it is 
easily seen that if O4.IU) does not hold, then the net flew across 
such a plane is always zero, the forward motion at any instant jüst 
cancelling that in the backward direction caring the same instant« 
Let us assume- that when a whistle operates in a tangential mode this 
condition of zero net fio» holds up to the open end at x s L imä. in 
fact is even applicable to the air passing ia *sd out of,,the whistle 
opes±^je From general source läieory referred tö earlier^ it then 
follows that when Eq« (U.lU) does not hold, as whe» whistle operation 
is in a tangential mode, the pressure amplitude p should be zero at 
ß  s 0°, increasing on either side of this direction} the contribution 

frois each part of the whistle opssing in this ease just cancels that 
from another part* On the other hand if (2*«lU) does hold- as for as 
axial mode, all contributions would be in phase at Q  = 0® and p should 
be maximum in this direction« 

Such reasoning wssld thus explain, at least qualitatively, the 
minisa at & s 0° observed in patterns of Fig, h*6G tor tangential 
modes« Thus the motion of air at the whistle opening is? under these 
circumstances, probably rather like that of a vibrating string or raea» 

20* Dips at 0 s 0° are also sometimes observed for axial modes as at 
30 ke, etc« in Fig» h*^9i  these minima asre usually smallj, however, 
compared to those, such as are observed in Fig. i|»60, for tangen«- 
tial modes« 



brane.j part of the air moving in while other parts are simultane- 
ously-proceeding outward. 

Ail measurements of the pressure amplitude p recorded in Figs« 
U«5? and Zis6o were made at fairly large distances fros a whistlee We 
snail now present data applicable at points mach closer to the source« 
Relative measurements öf p were made by mains of a probe systemi ths 
latter consists of a small tube 20 cm long* with 1.6 mm outside dia- 
meter arid 1=3 ma bqre, which leads sound from the point of measurement 
to a small enclosed cavity, of which one wall is formed by the dia- 
phragm of a W#E.61i0~AA condense? microphone» At any given frequency 
the voltage generated by this condenser microphone is proportional 
to the pressure amplitude existing :at the far eM of the metal tube. 

In obtaining the data for Figs9 U.61 and lu62 the sensitive end 
of this probe assembly was moved, at various distances from the source, 
along a line which is parallel to the edge of the upper lip and which 
lies in the same plane ad that for which the data of Figs« h*S>9  and 
li.6o are applicable* For the Type h whistle employed here ths dinten«' 
sions t, b, w, and h are 0«2i?« 2=0,, 25o4 and 6-3 MI, respectively« 

Figure k.6l presents plots for several frequencies representing 
determinations of p along a line just 1 mm outside the mouth of this 
whistle« Pressure ssplifeides are plotted in terms of db above an 
arbitrary reference level| the latter level varies from one graph to 
anothere Abscissas give distance from the center of geometric symmetry! 
edges of the whistle mouth are at 12•£ tea from that center. 

The dashed lines are calculated for each frequency from theory, 
discussed in Appendix Dj Hie latter curves thus represent relative 
pressure distributions above a nairow rectangular piston= of length 
equal to w (2<,5>U cm), vibrating noysaally to a rigid plane baffle. At 
each frequency the theoretical curve was displaced vertically to such 
a position as seemed appropriate for eomparison with the experimental 
data«, Agreement is not particularly good. Experimental curves show 
numerous maxima and minima, not always spaced symmetrically about tiie 
center0 On the other hand» theory apparently predicts but one broad 
central peak in each case. 

It might be mentioned that the latter statement is not quite truef 
there really are undulations in the theoretical plots, spaced about"" 
ößeHäs5Iength apart along the length 01 the supposed piston, but they 
are too small to be evident on these drawings. For a piston of fixed 
length at any given frequency the height of peaks and valleys theore= 
tically depends on the product kw, where k is the propagation constant 
and w is the piston's narrow dimension. The choice of w to fit our 
situation is somewhat arbitrary; we have no  clear idea öf what width 
to assign to an assumed strip of vibrating air at a whistle mouth» To 
obtain the dashed curves in Fig. U.6l, kw was chosen as e""? or 0f006? 
radians 5 this ccrrespoxxis to a value of w much smaller than the lip=- 
spacing h. It is possible that the fit might be better if TT were as- 
signed a much larger value, more nearly approaching hj the calculated 
undulations would then probably be of considerably larger amplitude« 



Gnforfcunately,, the approximate theo^r used here breaks dews for such 
a large vslue of I«?* so thai a computation for that case cannot be 
«sade • 

Accordi: g to the same theory the pressure gsplilade at at» ©ad 
of a narrow rectangular pistoa will be demn about 6 db from its »slue 
at the centers Though, experimental results at the whistle south d© 
not yield this precise value by any means, the order of magniiudsi 
seems to be correct« 

-4.1. 
Si Flg9 U«62 ar© sh<?sn plots of relative pressure saplitud® a« 

long lines at various distances up to h9 asa aträy fros the saas ^shisvi«« 
The frequency is 73 •$ kc sod the operating conditions are the same as 
those for which 73 »£ kc was ©btainsd ix-. Fig* l{*6ls For s&eh curve the 
vertical scale is arbitrarily adjusted to facilitate presentation* 
The 1 mm plot is repeated here (from Fig, ij<,6l) for comparison. At 6 
mm Sear prosinent maxima, are seenj as one proceeds to greater distances 
changes take place in the shape Of the pattern «niii at k9 ESI it con- 
sists essentially of a broad central maxissQsi flanked on each side by 
gently rounded shoulders« It- is interesting to note thy similarity 
between this series of plots and two similar series shewn elsewhere in 
this report-! one °^ these is for a circular piston radiating into air 
(Fig. 3.6)s the other for a dasher of finite lengtfe generating ripples 
on a t?ater surface (Figs» 8»16,1?)« 

fo obtain a complete picture of the sound fields associated with 
a functioning whistle one should investigate the field inside the 
generator as well as outside. It is instructive to consider theore- 
tically, on the basis of simple assumptions, how the pressure ampli- 
tudes existing in the cavity of a Type k fistle might- compare -with 
those outside» Thus let us assume operation to be in m axial mode« 
and then suppose further that ths sound field in isie cavity consists 
of a simple standing nave, such that at the closed end of the cavity 
the pressure amplitude is maximum and equal to p^, while at the open 
end the axial velocity is maximum and equal to u. From known pro- 
perties of such a standing wave we then have-feat p. and u are related 
«... »*» 

p% & pcn» (lt»-i£) 

where p and c are, respectively, the density of air and ths Velocity 
OX   ö«unu   XU axr»      xue   wapix wiu»   >*. •    wi    «vximc   ax i/c?ua vllSg   SXXSi.   XiOW 
across a section of the cavity near the upper end is related to u by 

Q» s ubw* (I*,l6) 

where b and w are, as before, cross^seetional dimensions of the cavity» 
If the dia&ensions b and h areu-small compared to a wavelength of gen«- - 
erated sound it will bo a faiy-ly good approximation to also assume the 
alternating flow in and out of the mouth of the whistle to be simply 
Q*.s We mpy then express the latter in terms of the pressure amplitude 
p at a point external to the whistle and at a distance r from it \>y 
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substitutiag Qs into Eq. (Iul2); "sre then obtain 

p ryöf Q^. (U-17) 

Eliminating u and Q» between Ecse (1**15), (2ul6) and Gt.17) we hs?e, 
finally, an expression for the ratio of p^ to p, namely, 

P^/p •z rc/wbf, 0**18} 

A few measurements of p, for a Type It thistle ware made by use of a 
probe passing through the piston as in Fig, h*%9<>   For the whistls 
studied the dimensions b and w were 2,0 and 6,3  saa, respectively. 
Simultaneously with the determinations of pj., measurements öf p were 
made at a distance of 1$ cm* Table X? shores observed values of p 
as well as values calculated from Fq* (U,l3), using the independent 
measurements of p to which we just referred. On the basis of this 
rather limited ascunt of data we conclude that by Eq« (lj.18) on& may 
usually gain a fairly good idesj though not an accurate determinations 
of internal sound pressures on the basis of externally-made measure» 
mentSo 

T&HLE Iv 

Pressure iesplitude in Cavity of Type i*. WU4 ««'s * 

Frsguggicv Preasurs Aaplltade in Microbars 

Observed       Calculated 

Sol 2,3 s 10^ 3,2 2 10J* 
5.1 3«1 x 10j* k*0 x lOfi 
5.U 2.2 x 1W 8,6 x 10f* 
6.0 loo x IGf 2.2 x ICf 
6,0 2,? x ICf 3.0 x ICf 
8.3 3*7 x 1CP ii.3 x 10« 

Pressure amplitudes greater than KP microbars have been ob= 
served aear the closed end of a whistle cavity. By a special tech- 
nique, which will be described later in connection with another type 
of JE& whistle, these high sound pressures may b© applied to bic^> 
logical specimens» 

2u3U Other Types of IhistLes 

Ty^es lj 2  and 3, Witii the information presented in Sect. 1**23 for 
Type~h whistles"«»? background, we examined moie extensively the be- 
havior of previously considered kindb of whistles3 for these models, 
portrayedji*> Figs, h*33 to U»37s the findings «ire such &$ tc vindi- 
cate our hypothesis that these are all indeed of the JER type» Thus 
in Fig. Uo63 we see frequency and sound level plotted vs cavity 
length for a Type 2 thistle. Several different flow rates, '129?  ii*6 
and 166 cc per sec., are employed* For this whistle, as for most 
others except Type h3  it is difficult to determine edge tone, or cavity 



frequencies independently. Jasteadg the horizontal dashed lines shows 
hers represent guesses at- edge tone frequencies, chosen to fit the 
dataj the ather dashed cu**ves are gussses at the cavity eigenfrequen«» 
eiesj, also determined on the basis of their fit to the data, in terms 
of these reference curves we see that the behavies? here is very sSaii- 
lar to that noted previously in connection with JER systems,. Thus for 
q - 12? cc per sec3 characteristic resonance sequences take place at 
the 31 and Al intersections! for q « lU6 ac per sec, complete or partial 
resonance sequences take place at Bl, Al and 32 intersectiohe$ etc©* 
Is (g) the frequency f« of the hypothesized edge tone Aj obtained from 
such graphs as (a), (e} "and {e)§  is plotted vg the airflow qr the de- 
pendence of fe on q is a linear one, as it should be» 

Similarly with Improved Type 1 whistles (Flg„ U.35) end the 
Edelmann model (Fig* h»33)  characteristic resonance sequences are Ob«* 
served as L is varied. With the Edelmann thistle, however $  the fre- 
quency usually sdheres very closely to one of the eigenfrequsricy 
values, thus being, in a sense, independent of edge tons frequency» 
This is in agreement with Edelmann {s own observations^» 

Table III (Sect. k*32)  presented useful performance data for these 
earlier whistlesj using the data given thsre .7© may now eeapate scdti» 
lation coefficients M for the various models» In doing this we eoi&= 
bine Eqs. (U.6) and (k.12) to obtain the expression 

M - pr/^ Qf, (k.19) 

for M in terms of the pressure amplitude p measured at r, and the 
d-c volume airflow Qe Choosing 20 ke as a representative frequency 
we obtain Table V on the basis of p and Q values from Table III| the 
seaning of the terms "high" and "low" pressures was explained in con- 
nection with Table III. On the basis of modulation coefficients these 
whistles, particularly Types 1 and 3, appear to be functioning very 
effectively indeed s 

TABLE V 

Modulation Coefficients for thistles 

Improved Type 1    Type 3      Tgpjs 2 

High pressures 1©2 IJ4.        0o28 
Low pressures 1*0 r        0,7        0o22 

Sogjad intensity vs distance from source. For applications where a 
good approximation to a point source is desired, a small whistle such 
as Type 1 or 3 at times proves quite useful» The inverse square law 
for intensity holds up to small distances from the, mouth of such a 
sou?r<se4 as is shown by the data presented in Fig. i}.6ij«. In obtain- 
ing that data the field along the normal to the mouth of the source 
was explored by means of a probe tube (1/1.6 in. bore diameter) lead- 
ing to a WoEo6li0*-AA condenser microphcsse.- In Fig. U.6U  the relative 



pressure smplit^f measured ia. this way is plotted in db against dis~ 
tance from the source, the latter being plotted on a log scsloj re- 
sults are- shosm for each of three frequencies« Straight lines tJith 
slope corresponding to the inverse square law are fitted to the data« 
We observe that the data for 26.14, 20«Q and 16.2 kc follow the latr 
from a distance of 100 ran do«n to distances as small as 10S 6 and $ 
BBüy respectively, with deviations of ao sore than1 db«, 

Type Ta As an outgrowth of our study of Type k Tshistlee the model 
ähcmTtn Fig.« h»6ü> ^SLS developed« This JER~iype thistle ims designed 
and is being used for exposing biological specimens to the effects of 
sound« Classified as Type T, tha safe, fsaturs of this model is its 
symmetry about the plane of the projected airstream, achieved by the 
use of two resonating cavities rather than one« the flowing air is 
directed at a .sharp, edge as in other JER t?histles3 then divides 
following either of the paths indicated by arrows is the figures 
High sound pressures exist at the upper &td. &£ the top cavity (and 
also« of, course, at the lower end Of the bottom one)« We take ad==. 
vantage" of this by effecting closure of the Upper ca%slty *ith a thin 
(OsPöh ine) KozGs&äl fiiäj; high sound pressures are thus transmitted 
to any liquid of interest röiieh lies, in the exposure chamber above 
this filaio Pressure amplitudes in excess of 0,1 atmosphere Kay be 
applied to a liquid specimen in this waye 
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PROPAGATION OF BLTRASOMICS IN THE GBEHSBD 

5.1 Intreduction 

A considerable part, of our work has been, directed toward the 
study e£_prjopagation through! the ground_of sound in the 10 to 100 
kc range» Transmission losses have been measured for typical soil 
types and fche conclusion tentatively reached that under frequently 
occurring conditions the surface layer of the earth is a very poor 
condue\or of ultrasonic signals» It has be si observed also that & 
beam originally uniform in inteasity will often be found to vary 
-in amplitude from point to point after traversing a few centimeters 
of common soil«. The irregularities so produced tend to obscure 
shadows cast by objects ih the sound beam, but fortunately shapes 
are nevej'thsless often recognisable i« transmission e&jerisents. 

Loss measurements were made in dry soils as well as wet ones. 
It was found best, in general, to use different techniques for the 
two eases. For the dry soils both source and receiver Were usually 
in air and layers of the test soil interposed. Oh the ether hand, 
sost of the observations concerniag wet soils were made with source 
and receiver both immersed in the mediusi und»r investigation« Ih 
the latter case the method used consists essentially of measuring 
transmission loss per unit distance between source and receiver, 
^his procedure is successful for media in which the attenuation ex- 
ceeds 2 or 3 db per cm so that standing waves do not interfere« 
However, for gas-free water-soaked soils, which are found to be re- 
latively good conductors Q?.  sound, no satisfactory attenuation ssa- 
surement have yet been made. 

Much thought has gone toward consS-dering alternative techniques 
for accomplishing this. One proposed method involves an impedance 
tube, to be filled with the medium under investigation* The results 
of careful experimental and theoretical examination Of this techni- 
que (Sect* 5*5) now show that there would be difficulties attending 
its use. The soil types consisted of a common garden soil, a lasen 
soil, a field soil classified by agronomists as Hag«jrstown Silt 
Loam and a fine "beach" sand obtained from a building supply company» 

5.2 Attenuation Measurements, Using Air-Soil-Air Method 

In this section we discuss the propagation of 10 to 30 kc sound 
through sand and certain type« &£ soil, as staled by a procedure 
employing source and receiver both in air« Though •üi©*set^up used 
here varied in some respects from tissa to time the general method 
«as always the same» The 3oil sample, supported by wire mesh aad 
shseseciothj, formed one wall of an otherwise essentially sound-proof 
small ahassber« Thus sound from a whistle or loudspeaker within the 
dämibe? oould reach an estomaHy located receiver- a WeE»6UO~AA COT*» 
denser microphone, only "by passing through the s^cimen under study» 
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The level"'1 was measured with and vd.thcut the soil present, the dif- 
ference being the transmission loss plus loss due to reflection at 
the boundaries. 

The soils studied may be divided into two classes* (l) those 
that were stirred preceding measurements, in order to simulate plow- " 
lag as .well as to hosogenize the^ samples, and (2) those that were 
left undisturbed«, insofar äs possible, from their original state in 
the ground. Included in the formtr class are stirred sand and loose 
garden soil. The latter group consists, of various sods, of sand left 
undisturbed while its water .content varied and of hard baked earth. 

VShen possible, transmission loss was measured for various thick- 
nesses of the same material. For then the slope and intercept of a 
loss vs sample-thickness plot (assumed to ba a straight line) would 
indicate, respectively, (1) the loss in sound amplitude taking place 
upon passage through unit depth of the soil and (2) the loss occur- 
ring at air-soil boundaries. This technique was used for stirred 
soils? however, for those left undisturbed for long periods of time 
detailed studies of the effect of sample thickness, other variables 
being controlled, were not made. 

5.21 Eesults? Stirred Soils 

Figure 5-1 shows a typical loss vs thickness plot for stirred 
8»oils. Here the sample is a very dry loose garden söilj the frequency 
is 10.5 fee» %%ß losses in this case are based on readings of a mic- 
rophone at a single central point in the sound beam.. From the slope . 
and the intercept of a straight line fitted to the points we have 
that the attenuation is 10.5 db per es and that the boundary loss is 
2*5 db in this ease« Such a low value for the boundary loss i3 
typical of pur results for stirred soils and is consistent with re- 
flection coefficients obtained by other methods. 

We found the transmitting ability of a porous soil to be very 
dependent on the amount of air space per unit volume of the material. 
It was possible to vary this property artificially for a given soil 
type by startir>g with a rather moist, well-aggregated specimen and 
stirring in the presence of a hot airstream» This procedure dried 
the soil and had the effect of breaking down the aggregations* Closer 
packing resulted, hence less air space as indicated by a greater gross 
density. Associated with the density increase was a rise in d-c flow 
resistivity^9 

lo The level was sometimes based or. an average of readings obtained 
by scanning over the fairly Wüll defined beam of sound emerging 
from the chamber, and sometimes was based on simply the reading 
of a single central point in the beam«. 

2. This quantity, found useful in modern study cf acoustic materials, 
is defined for a given porous substance as the steady pressure 
gradient required to maintain unit average d-c air velocity through 
the" material. 
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For each of a series of values of the density, attenuation 
coefficients for garden soil were obtained from plots such as that 
of Fig. 5.1. Figure ?«2 depicts the results, the solid lines re- 
presenting the coefficient in db per cm and the dashed one flow 
resistivity in cgs units, all as a function of gross density in go. 
per cc* Attenuation coefficients are shown for 10, 18 and 26 kc. 
Their values range from 1.5 to 2? db per cm. In the range studied 
the coefficient increases with frequency for any given state of the 
soil* -The loss per csi for any given frequency mounts rapidly along 
with the flow resistivity when the soil is packed more and more 
closely, thus becoming more dense. 

Figure 5.3 shows that similar results hold for sand when its 
gross density is varied by the Game (drying) method. The loss per 
cm again increases with frequency and again rises as does the flow 
resistivity when the sample is packed more closely» 

5*22 Results: Sods 

In an attempt to investigate sound propagation through topsoil 
fvhich has been lying for some time undisturbed, two types of sod 
were studied. One we shall call lawn sods it having been taken from 
a grassy plot oh our college campus. The other "eras obtained from 
a stubble field overgrown with grass and other vegetations we shall 
refer to it by the name Hagsrstown Silt Loam, with which agronomists 
classify the soil type involved* The samples consisted of one foot 
squares varying from 2| to 9 CE. thick taken from the ground while 
in the frosen state in order to mir4mize damage to the natural soil 
structure* 

For the lawn sod measured transmission losses varied from 55 
db at 10 kc to 75 db at 25 kc. They were approximately independent 
of thickness for three samples varying from 4 to~9 cm thick. Be~ 
cause of this independence our preliminary conclusion is that for 
this sod the loss was due more to reflection at the boundaries than 
to attenuation in the mediusu 

On -Wie other hand, losses in Hagerstown Silt Loam ®od varied 
from 10 db per cm at 10 ke to 13 db per cm at 25 kc and the loss par 
cm was more or less independent öf taickaess for three samples vary= 
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diminution in sound energy occurs in the ssedium rathör \hsn  at the 
boundarifiSs It should be pointed out, however, that for both kinds 
of sod difficulty in obtaining homoganepus samples requires that more 
samples be studied before any sure conclusion be drawn« 

$»23 Itesultsr .'Sand, Undisturbed as Water Content Varies 

Measursaent» were mads on s 3 cm layer of sand which \?as soaked 
with water and then allowed to stand for several days «Mle the water 
gradually evaporated. Table I shows h«=r the transmission loss varied 
with moisture content at tsro frequencieso The loss increases with 
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increasing frequency and with increasing moisture content. It is not 
possible to determine from these nessursaents whether the effect is 
one of changing reflectivity or attenuetioft in the medium or both. 

TABLE I 

Transmission Loss through 3 cm of Sand 

Moisture Content Loss in db 
"H& by welghtf* 10 kc  17 kc 

0.5 40    58 
12 51    73 
27 68    90 

5*24 Results? Hardened Mud-cake 

To simulate still another soil structure commonly encountered 
a 14 as thick chunk of Hagerstown Silt Loss was thoroughly soaked 
with water after ishieh it was allowed to set for several months, 
thus beccsing very hard* The transmission loss through this cake 
«as found to average 75 to 80 db over the 10 to 40 kc frequency 
range» Assuming the boundary loss to b@ at least 40 db (this is 
plausible from several considerations) tae attenuation in the medium 
«rust then be no more than about 3 db per eta» 

5» 3 Attenuation Measurorients, Using Hydrophones Imbedded in Soil 

For detexa&ning the attenuation coefficients of water=soak@3 
soils the experimental arrangep#nt described earlier is unsuitable 
principally because of the large reflection losses i?hich would occur 
at the air-»ixture boundaries. In order to avoid requiring the very 
intense signals which would b© necessary to condensate for these 
losses hydrophones were buried directly in the ssisttt2*9&» The media 
investigated were prepared in the laboratory by adding an ©xcess of 
water to dry sand or to soil of the Hagerstown Silt Loam type. The 
souree hydrophone was a Äocheiie salt transducer of cossaon design. 
The receiver hydrophones were small Rochelle salt units, described 
in Sect. 1.42. One outstanding result of the investigation is that 
the presence of small quantities of air (probably in the fo«a of 
bubbles) produces very large attenuation. Ordinary methods of pre- 
paring the mixtures cause the »adis. to have sufficient air to pro- 
duce attenuations as high as 74 db per cm at 35 kc. 

Figure .5*4 shows the results- ;>f measurements in a freshly mixed 
saturated soil in which a single microphone was placed at Various 
distances from a source hydrophone. The attenuation is seen to range 
from 25 db per cm at 10 ke to 74 db per cm at 35 kc. Experiments 
with sand show sinsiliirly high values«. 
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Xa order  to investigate -the dependence of these high attenuati.cn 
coefficients oh the presence of airs an air*-tight cylindrical chasaber 
15 Gm in diameter and 25 cm long was built- It is shown in Fig. 5»5 
with one end rss^ved» The soyree hydrophone, at the far end of the 
ch&mberj is suspended by three chains. Each of these and $ach of the 
receiver hydrophones is secured to the chamber by a resilient air- 
tight fitting shown in Fig. 5.6. Mien the packing nuts are tightened 
the Keroseal washers press tightly around i/4 in. bsrass rods on 
•which the chains and hydrophones are mounted. Thus a good air seel 
is obtained and at the sasse time resilient mounts are provided for 
the microphones. The use of two Koröseal washers for each 1/4 in. 
red» rather than 3ust one washer, serves to positively locate the 
microphones in the chamber with greater accuracy. 

• -  - 'TABLE II 

Measured Attenuation Coefficients for Water-Sosiked Sand 
will •*iMiai''Tniir . 11 imiiiy ii— ijiirT  -1    •• — ••-•• ^^a 

Frequency (kc) 
12  15  20  25  30  35  4-5 — 60— SO  100 

Before 
Evacuation   56  60  60  63  62 62  60  71 64  51 db/«» 
After 
Evacuation   .4  4  3.3-2  32   31  2 

Ihone set of aeäsursaents sand and water were mixed in the tank 
in the presence of air. Immediately after mixing, the level was read 
at all sderophones. In general,, at only tfe» closest microphone was 
the signal sufficiently above the noise level to render the reading 
significant. After the equipment sat undisturbed for seven days the 
level had increased sufficiently so that a significant signal was 
picked up at the second microphone for most frequencies. The second 
row of figures in TabJe II shows the observed attenuation in db per 
cm, based on the readings of ths: closest two s&erophones; and it is 
seen to be of the order of 60 db per cm and higher. laaaediately 
after these readings were obtained, the air above the mixture was 
evacuated for a period of three hours. The bottom row of figures 
gives the measured attenuation coefficients after the pressure re- 
turned to the atmospheric value. It is seen that- the evacuation with 
its consequent removal of air from the sand mixture has resulted in 
a drop of attenuation from about 60 db per cm to about 2 or 3 db per 
cm* Another way of demonstrating that air is responsible, for the 
high attenuation is to sdx the dry sand (or soil) with air-free water 
in the evacuated chamber, thus precluding the possibility of there 
being any air. at all present in the mixture. This is possible with 
the tank coiystruelion- used her«*:.- It is found, that ircmediately after. 
preparation the attenuation is probably lower- than can be successfully 
measure-! in this tank; the indication is that it is -between 0 and 2 
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ör 3 db per «a* The extended eouree and the reflecting wails of the 
chamber aafce it impossible to measure -accurately low attenuation co- 
efficients. 

The effect of air oa attenuation in saturated soil is the same 
as that described for sand* 

One more observation is ©f interest. —If a source and receiver 
transducer are immersed in a saturated soil mixture.- freshly mixed 
while exposed to air — and are separated by 1 cm the signal is low be- 
cause of the large attenuation coefficient«. If the aedium is left 
undisturbed the received signal is found to increase with time* 
Figure 5«7 shows a typical set of observations at 10, 20, and 35 kc. 
There is seen to be an increase of 55 dfo at 35 kc over a one-hundred 
hour period, moreover, when the medium between the transducers is 
stirred very mildly^ the siga&i level immediately drops to approxi- 
mately the value it had when the mixture \sss first prepared. She 
increase in signal level ??h@n the medium repains undisturbed and de- 
crease "when it is disturbed can be repeated several times in a 30 
day period. 

A tentative explanation for this pheosaenon is that when the 
medium is left undisturbed air bubbles tend to go into the solution 
{possibly the rate at which this occurs is determined by an equili- 
brium process involving the air going into solution at the bubble 
interface and going out of solution at the exposed plane boundary 
of the top of the asixtaxps)» On the other hand when it is stirred, 
because of the viscous nature of the medium, cavities into which the 
dissolved air will escape tend to fona behind th© stirring rod, ask- 
ing the medium acoustically opaque again<> 

There is a difference between sand and soil in this respect. 
Saturated sand shows the recovery level *hen undisturbed, but there 
is little or no drop in level %hen it is disturbed provided that 
the disturbance is no more violent than that produced by a stirring 
rod. 

The phenomenon undoubtedly has practical significance. It 
seems likely, for instance, that hydrophones which, for permanent 
installation purposes, are buried in lake or ocean bottoms, would 
be unusable for a definite period of time after their burial* 

5,4 Distortion of Bees During Passage Through Soil 

If the shape of an underground object is to be observed from 
the intensity pattern of its ultrasonic reflection it is necessary 
that the intensity profile of the sound beam be not too much affected 
by passing through the earth alone =.....Otherwise the_edg.esof a beam 
reflected from the object may be obscured by spurious intensity - 
valleys and peaks which ai*e introduced during transmission frö_ re- 
flector to scanning receiver. A study involving two kinds of experi- 
ments was therefore undertaken to determine the effect of interposing 



a layer of soil in the path of travelling sound. 

la the first oa?e a source of sound was placed within a cotton^ 
lirvad chamber in suoh a way that an approximately uniform b^H* «f 
sound emerged from ä window., A layer of earth or sane was then placed 
over the windo« and the beam scanned for irregularities in the in- 
tensity pattern. 

It was found that when a 5 cm sample of fin© 3and was placed 
over the window differences in level of sore than 5 db frequently 
appeared in a beam originally uniform to within 1 db. Furthermore the 
pattern could be changed completely by simply rearranging the sand 
particles. When the sand was replaced by a typical sample of sod the 
emergent sound field was even more nonuniforsu For a sod 5 cm thick 
the intensity frequently varied by 8 db between points which in the 
unimpeded beam ^ere within i db of being the same. 

While it is not known precisely what caused these deviations 
they must be due to inhomogeneity of some kind in the material. Slow 
resistivity may differ from point to point thus causing unequal at- 
tenuation among, various parts of the beam. Or perhaps the effective 
"path length" of.the sound that follows the air pores through the 
sand or soil may be greater at some places than air others so that 
the emergent sound Is nbnuniform in phase as well as in amplitude. 
Mther of these possibilities or a combination of both of them might 
cause the effects observed. 

5.42 Diffraction? Shadows of Obstacles 

In the second kind of experiment the set-up is the same a» fwi- 
the first except that this tisse an obstacle is placed in the beam. 
The diffraction pattern appearing outside the 'Windows ie then observed 
with and without a soil sample present. For instance, in one case 
half the window was blocked off with a rectangular aluminum plate. 
Presumably then, in the region just beyond the opening and in the 
central region of the sound field the situation is appro-dmately the 
idealised classical case of plane wave diffraction around the edge 
of a semi-infinte plane. It was found for 13 kc that the intensity 
near the optical shadow of the edge fell off rapidly from the open 
regier, te the shadow^ dropping about 15 db as the scanning microphone, 
6.5 cm beyond the window7 was moved 4 cm along its path. This rate 
of dropping off agreed well with Fresnel diffraction theory. Th« 
break appeared nearly as distinctly with 5 cm of sand, present as with 
the obstructed window. 2hus, in spit© of irregularities in the sound 
field caused by passage through sand? discussed previously, the posi- 
tion of the edge could be detected within 1 cat through 5 cm of sand 
by scanning, p. 5 em above the obstacle. 

-      "w - -- 

Other obstacles (all Made of<aluminum sheet) used for diffraction 
experiments included (1) a. circle 11.2 cm in diameter, (?) a square 10 



. cm on a side and (3) a triangle 15.5 cm on a side« These vrer-s chosen 
in order to answer the practical question of whether or not a circle, 
triangle and square of equal ar-ea could be distinguished from one 
another according to their respective diffraction patterns. It was 
concluded that by ucing 18 kz  sound the «ircie was easily distinguished 
from the triangle but not so clearly from the square, 

5.5 Impedance Tube fox- Attenuation Measurements in Liquids 

When said is relatively air-free, the attenuation (of the order 
of a few db or less per cm) has-proven to be too small tc be measured 
by the methods described previously.. With attenuations of this order, 
much longer path lengths are necessary to obtain reasonably accurate 
data. The mud impedance tube was constructed in an attempt fco meei- 
this need- 

A cross-sectional diagram of the apparatus (of the impedance 
tube type) appears in Fig« 5.3. The sound source is a Rochelle salt 
hydrophone, of a standard type, mounted on a composition rubber 
diaphragm in the hydrophone housing. The purpose of the rubber dia- 
phragm is to help insulate the hydrophone acoustically from the rest 
of the apparatus» The various sections of the mud impedance tube 
are also acoustically insulated from one another by rubber gaskets 
and are held together by rubber covered bolts so that there is no 
metal to metal contact between any of the components. The inner 
cylinder, which contains the microphone, is supported and centered 
by the koroseal glands of the two compression fittings. If the inner 
cylinder wers slightly off center, or if it were to sag slightly, 
asymmetrical modes ^ould be generated and propagated. 

The apparatus can be filled with water i*ith the exception of 
the section of the hydrophone housing bsloir the rubber <üaphra^ae 

This section can be joined by a valve to the rest of the tube so 
the tube can be evacuated. This would i>5 necessary to obtain air-free 
mud by adding air-free water to air-free sand or soil in a vacuum. 

The sound waves sent out by the hydrophone strike a 45° deflector 
plate and are then directed out through a syasnetric insert into the 
test section of the tube. Radial symmetry could hardly be assumed 
without this insert and the theory would be unduly complicated. The 
sound waves then proceed down the test section and are partially 
reflected by the 1/32 in. thick stainless steel reflector at the end 
of the tube. 

The resultant standing wave pattern is detected by the barium 
titanate transducer which is flush mounted on the inner cylinder. 
This type of amounting would make it possible to move the microphone 
through the'jaud with a minimum of disturbance" to the mud. In view 
of the effects noted earlier in this chapter, this feature is very 
n^cssssy": The transducer is in the form of a hollow radiall"' 
polarized, ceramic cylinder 1/4 in. diaseter, 1/8 in. long, and I/64 
in. thick. A cross-sectional drawing of the microphone is given ia 



the sectional enlargement in Fig. 5»8« 5he oeraaic cylinder is mounted 
oa a "cell-tightn rubber collar which In turn is mounted on the har- 
dened drill-rod connector* The cell-tight rubber collar is used not 
only to insulate the transducer froa any inner cylinder wall vibra- 
tions but also to present a pressure-release surface to the inner sur- 
face of the transducer. This permits the transducer to vibrate radi- 
ally as a unit» The response of ths jaoimted microphone in airs as 
measured by a rough eomparisea method, is about -110 db relative to 
op.e volt per dyne per csr at 6 ko, 

The reflector end of the inner cylinder is mounted ss a sa^riage 
with the ppeaaplifier. The inner cylinder passes through lubricated 
koroseal gaskets at both ends of the tube and can be moved back and 
forth with ease, The main sections of the apparatus are mads of brass 
except for the inner cylinder which is made of stainless stsel for 
added rigidity.   

A block diagram of the electrical apparatus ia shown in Fig. 5.9» 
The power amplifier 1-P1 used to drive the hydrophone was designed 
e>r*d built in this laboratory and is worthy of farther- nets. It is an 
untuned amplifier capable of producing 30 watts of undistorted power 
with a frequency response which is fiat rcithTh~ydb from 3 to 180 kc. 
It \i!?es a push-pull output driven by two tubes also in pu3h~pull arv 
rangement, and a phase splitting circuit composed of one tube driven 
as a partially cathode^loaded amplifier and another tube as ä gröandea 
grid amplifier driven fro© the cathode load of the first * The •airing 
diagram is given in Fig. §.10. The constant ircltage transformer was 
used to cut down the frequency drift bf the signal oscillator and 
thus stabilize the standing wave pattern in the tub«. 

In the working section of the apparatus, we have the physical 
situation of an acoustically liquid-like medium (j$äids or water soaked 
sand) bounded by two concentric cylinders.. An esa^&nation of the 
propagation of sound in a liquid between concentric cylinders was 
therefore necessary. For simplicity the calculations were made for 
the tube filled with water and are compared with experimental data. 

The theoretical analysis is briefly as follows: 

For the case of an ideal non-viscous fluidy the velocity po- 
tential can be expressed by 

—~V2$ s (l/v2) &2<t>/$t2 (5.X) 

where ^2 Is the Laplacian operator and v the velocity of propagation 
of sound, 4 

The solution in cylindrical coordinates for a symmetrical ex- 
citation ( *p independent of 0 ) for a «rave traveling in the positive 
direction and considering the fact that hn> & for the highsr values 
of n is 
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where $on = (k^-h^)» and k - afyV. 

Considering sound trans3d.9aj.oa in water bounded by two eoacen- 
tric metal cylinders, the folloT/ri??.g simplifying assumptions beoome 
necessarys 

1* That the radiation of sound energy fro© the cylinder walls 
into the surrounding air is negligible. This is justified 
because of the great difference in acoustic impedance be- 
tween metal and air«    •.     .» 

2» That the wall thickness $•. and dp are swal!.- compared to 
th<=? wavelength of sound in the walx materials. 

3. That the walls are non-dissipative. 
•k-    That the effects Of the transverse waves in the walls are 

negligible at the frequencies considered« 
5» That the absorption of sound energy by the liquid is not 
_.. too great. - 

Witts, these assumptions,, using the analysis given by Fay, Brown 
and Portier^ and used by W, J. Jacobi2, we obtain from the r^tio of ^ 
radial particle velocity to ^pressure si v = s^a using pön s ~6%$or/ © « 
a•*vr(o,n) =   $$oi/-*-r» 

*on &on^rfhonal) 4%i&&*bxfiL&    - fi __ ,  ~,   -• IL&?); 

-Wo(hon&l) • 'WWl) h ThJ^l^) - ft] 

(5.3) 

Similarly at r - a2, 
hon fconJl(hona2) ,• BonMl(hona23   - ~P = K2(6J)j 
AonV^0»a2> * Bori

J
0{h0„a2) ^Cty<»l2»2)- P21 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the inner and outer cylinders 
respectively. 

From (5-3). 
Soan - WAn8^ - KjCfr») Jo^honal)    . 
Aon     _K1^) Vhonal> ~ honKl(hona!> 

1»    E» D. Fay, R. L. Brown,  and 0. V„ Eoitier, J. Acous* Sec« Am. l£s 

850 (1947). 
2„   w. J. Jacobi, Jo Acous. Soc, Am. ZL, 120 (1%9)« 
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Fro© Eq. (5*7) the values of h  can be determined for any 
given frequency f -  65/2Tf. There is one imaginary value of h  and 
an infinite number of positive real values. Figures 5«H and 5«12 
give &>  versus n  for the first three modes. From these the phase on velocity given by 

is plotted as a function of frequency for the first four modes in 
Fig» 5.13 and 5«14- The relative radial pressure amplitude dis- 
tributions for the first, four modes are given in Fig. 5*15« 

Preliminary experiments were perforated on the tube to determine 
its applicability for attenuation measurements. The source end of 
the tube was packed with cell--tight rubber strips thus cutting off 
the sound -path through the water for a distance of 10 cm with a cor- 
y/ä.gfrirmtH.'ntr'-3 «rh-angj t.v  rip.cyfijjKH  nf- QtVlTr a   feH db;      Thi'S  showed that- - 
this apparatus could not be used for attenuation measurements on 
water-filled sands and soils j in fact, this apparatus could not be 
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The relation between fa0„ and frequency are obtained by substituting 
Eq. (5.5) into Bo. (5.41 giving" \ 
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«speeted to yield accurate attenuation data on liquids with much iowsr 
attenuation coefficieBts. For completeness, it was still necessary 
to check the theory experimentally by obtaining, values of phase velo- 
city over the frequency rang« of the calculation»« 

The procedure used in taking data w&a lo  record the relative 
positions of the saxi®* and sinima along the axis of the test section- 
obtaining Stem 30 to 50 readings for each frequency» A large number 
of readings were taken at each frequency to make certain that the 
wavelength was constant along the length of the tube* The phase ^ t 
velocity in the axial direction C» was then calculated frost Cp - 9 A  . 
These values of Cp are plotted, along with the theoretical curves 
for the (CLO). (0,1), (6,2), and (0,3) siodes in Figs, 5»13 and 5.14« 

Xhc experimental v&Lu«s of «has© velocity are in good agrsssasnt 
with theory over the frequency ranges 3-~26«>5 ^e ^or "^s (0»G) sa^e, 
38*58 kc and 62-?5 kc for the (0,1) aode, 35-130 kc for 'the (0*2) 
mode, and from 145-200 kc for the (0,3) mode« Since a sound wave 
of ä given frequency ?aay propagate in mor* than one modes the stand- 
ing wave pattern may and often does result from the superpositioa of 
two or more standing wave patterns» The superposition of two such 
patterns gives rise to values of <&d, the distance between a pressure 
maxljaiim and it« adjacent Mnimum, which vary from point to point a- 
long the tube, and to values of the standing wave ratio which vary 
along the tube. The magnitudes of these effects depend on the re- 
lative amplitudes of the two modes of propagation which in turn de- 
pend on the nature of the source. This effect has been observed 
experimentally in certain frequency regions. The experimental values 
of phase valocity are calculated using the average value of Ad for 
each frequency. This may explain the deviation of some of the points 
from the theoretical curves. 

The high values of phase velocity in the regions around 30 and 
60 kc cannot apparently be explains'' by the principle of superposi- 
tion of two or more modes. These deviations might be explained by 
the existence of high amplitude standing transverse waves in the 
walls of the cylinders. The effect of these waves is normally small 
as is indicated by the good agreement between experimental and theo- 
retical values of phase velocity over most portions of the curves 
in Figs. 5»3-3 and 5« 14. However, in tn© frequency regions around 30 
and 6Q kc. the effect of the transverse waves in the walls could bö 
enhanced by "resonances" caused by the finite length of the cylinders. 
This effect- co^'.d "nder such conditions become comparable in magni- 
tude to the P.- .'?.tude of the sound waves In the water under condi- 
tions of negii, ^le transverse wall vibrations, and hence modify the 
standing stave pattern in the water appreciably,  

Some wall vibration data has been taken at 30,60,.and 90 kc 
and is presented in Table III along with the theoretical and •experi- 
mental wavelengths in water taken frea Fig» 5.14. The \ribration 
data was talced by measuring the distance between ajaxiaa and sdnima 
in the transverse standing wave pattern along the walls of the 
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cylinders. A General Radio vibration pick-up was used to obtain the 
data at 30 and 60 kc» At 90 kc the data was obtained by using the 
probe wall cf a Rocheile salt- probe microphone as a vibration pick-up« 

TABLE III 

rrequjenoy 

30 kc 
60 kc 
90 kc 

inner 
cylinder 

4.7 cm 
3.5 cm 

unknown 

cylinder 

3.2 cm 
5.4 CEI 
2o4 cm 

HIIJKMJIHI mi •>u. i# iwwr<    ty 

water 
.eory) 

3» 3 cm 
2.6 cm 

l«7j 2*6 cm 

•water 
(experiment) 

6.0 
3.7 
3-3 

cm 
cm 

It is of interest to note that the wavelength in the outer cy- 
linder at 30 kc is-equal to that in water aa predicted by theory. 
Figure 5.15 shows that this could be expected, since at 31 *> kc the 
pressure amplitude is uiuch higher at the wall of the outer cylinder 
than it is near the inner cylinder. This wall vibration data in- 
dicates that there are transverse standing waves, of measurable ampli- 
tude in the walls cf the cylinders at least at some frequencies» 
Another aspect worthy of consideration is the problem of the super- 
position of two or sore modes* 

It is unfortunate that there is no straightforward way to isolate 
the standing wave patterns of the various modes. The only apparent 
method for resolving the resultant standing wave pattern into the 
standing wave patt >T,ns for the individual modes is an empirics! pt&* 
cedureö In this method, assumed wavelengths for the modes to be 
superposed would have to be added together in various cosbinations 
of amplitude and phase until one of the resultant standing wave 
patterns agreed approximately with the observed standing wave pattern» 
This would be an almost impossible task if it had to be accompli shed 
completely by chance« However, the wavelengths to be determined 
should be close to those predicted by theory, and the relative wave 
amplitudes could be approximately predicted by calculating the A 
and BQn  from Eqs. (5.5) and (5*6;, assuming any reasonable type oi 
ai&ally symmetric pressure distribution for p(r). Since there is 
apparently no easy method for predicting the relative phaees Of the 
waves to be superposed» the method would still involve long and 
tedious graphical analysis« : 



CHAPTER VI 

- PROPAGATION OF ULTRASONICS' IN THE- AIR 

6,1 Absorption of Sound in Air 

6811 Theory 

The absorption of sound in gases Äs due to swc effects, classical 
and molecular* The latter has been also tensed lsanomalous" e Classi~ 
cal absorption Is caused by viscosity, heat conductions beat radiation, 
and diffusion. The latter two factors are negligibly small for air" 
compared to ths first ise« Molecular absorption is caused by the con- 
version of some of the ta?anslational kinetic energy of the sound "srare 
into internal rotational or vibrations! energy of the molecules and 
its reconversion to translational energy at seas later time* 

Classical absorption was first treated by Stokes^- and by 
Kirchhoff2. A rather complete treatment is given by Rayleigh^, ifao 
finds the following expression for /^w  the pressure amplitude absorp- 
tion coefficient per Tsaveleng-fc due to viscosity and heat conductions 

J*J-/ 

•y? 

•Khere 1|; is the coefficient of viscosity, v the velocity of sound, p 
the density,, f the frequency, <jf the ratio of the specif is heat at 
constant pressure to that at constant volume, and B is the ratio of 
thermal eondacitivity to viscosity. Sincsycijg is proportional to f« 
the classical absorption coefficient per unit distance is proportional 
to the square of the frequency« 

A complete treatment of molecular absorption in gases is gj.veh 
by Kneserk. He finds for/Cn, the molecular pressure amplitude^ ab.sorj>- 
tion coefficient per -wavelength: 

' Wcum   75TIo * 

•where^ R is the gas constant, C» = Cc 
il/2ir)^k04'k^).    C   and G ^ are "the sj 

r0-G9S9 C - i(.C0<*Cm)s and k - 
specific heats per mole at constant 

volume at frequencies of  O and GM
5
, respectively; the above expression 

ls    Ge Gc stokes,  Camb. Trans* 8, 28/ (I8ii5). 
2. G. Kirchhoff, Fogg* Ann* X% 177 (1868). 
3. Lord Rayleigh, Theory of Isound (New lork, 1916), Vol. II-, p. 32 
iu   ,Ho 0. Kneser, Ann. d. VSySE£% ?63- (1931)f io, 337 (1933) j J. 

Acous« Soca Am, ?a 122 (1933}* 

2o 
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mean lifetimes of a quan turn of energy in the oscillations! {vxbrational 
of rotational) mode and in the translational mode, respectively, Thus 
tha molecular absorption coefficient- per wavelength plotted vs fr&qaBuüj 
is a "bell-shaped curve with a max±nsim at f s k. At low frequencies^, 
•where fee relaxation titae for the process of interchange of energy be« 
tween trahslational and oscillational modes is much less than the period 
öf the sound -Rave, the re-released translations! motion of the moleeulas 
is still essentially in phase With the sound 'save and little absorption 
occurs«. At high frequencies s where the relaxation time for the process 
is much, greater than the period of the sound wave, insufficient time is 
available for th_«_«iolecule to go into an internal mode of oscillation 
before the translational motion changes in phase, so that the chance of 
exciting molecules into internal modes is small and again little absorp- 
tion occurs.. If the relaxation time is of the same order of magnitude 
as the period of the sound wave, an appreciable portion of the internal 
energy will be released as translational energy at a different p^agg 0f 
the sound wave, resulting in the conversion of some of the ordered trails» 
lational motion into random motion or_ heat-, hsnee absorption of the 
soundwave,    _    :-_ 

The fact that internal degrees of freedom are excited at low fre- 
quencies but not at- high frequencies implies that the specific heat at 
constant volume at low frequencies, CQ, should be greater than that at 
high frequencies> C^© 6 Consequently the velocity of sound should 
have a value indepeädent of frequency at low frequencies,, should in- 
crease with frequency in going thx ^ugh the absorption band in the neigh- 
borhood of f sr k, and then approach a higher, constant value for high 
frequencies• 

Molecular absorption in air has been shosn to be due to the exci- 
tation of on-s gf the vibrational modes of the cs^gen :;clecuie. Accord- 
ing to KnudseiP, the water vapor in ixie air acts as a catalyst in the 
conversion of translations! energy to vibrations! energy of the oxygen 
molecule» He finds that k is proportional to the square of the ratio 
of the number of water va. or molecules to oxygen molecules in air, 
which indicates that a triple collision involving one oxygen molecule 
and tfro water molecules is requirede The quantitative relationship 
for air is 

k - 3.S6 x 109 h2/sec| (6*3) 

where h is the percent of water molecules in the air« 

Saxton" derived an expression for the velocity dispersion accom- 
panying iHölecülar absorption« The dispersion to be expected for air 
is very small. The velocity of sound at infinite frequency should be 
greater than that at zero frequency by a factor of 1.00033k« 

$.'  V.0,Knudsen, J, Accus. Sbc. "Am. 3, 1-26 (1931); 5* 6hs  112 (1933). 
6e H,J, Saxton, J. Chem. Pbys. 6, 30~(l938). 
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At atmospheric pressure molecular absorption is considerably 
greater than classical absorption in air for ultrasonic frecjasacies 
ranging from 15" to 100 kc for the ranges of humidity ordinarily enccun<= 
tered at room temperatures Hovrevei-, as the pressure is reduced, classi» 
cal absorption baccsaes the predominant factor, Also, as the temperature 
is reduced, the percentage of water- molecules in the air, even at 10Q$ 
relative husidity, becomes so small that molecular absorption should be 
insignificant compared to classical absorption below -50 C9 

6e12 Apparatus and Procedure 

The problem consisted öf the determination of the absorption and 
the velocity öf ultrasonic sound in air for a frequency range of _ JSojit 
20 to lOCTfcc, for humidities ranging frcss essentially 0 to 100$ at 
room temperature-- and from atmospheric pressure down to as los? a prss» 
sure as was practicable^ The "direct" method was chosen as the one 
most suitable for the above frequency range and for the expected range 
of values of the absorption coefficient. A pulsed carrier wave Of 
the desired frequency is sent through a long cylindrical tank filled 
with air of the desired pressure and humidity» The measured amplitude 
of the wave as a function of distance, corrected for geometrical diver- 
gence, is used to compute the absorption coefficients and the measured 
time of travel of the wave over a known distance is used to compute its 
velocity. Pulsing the wave separates the direct wave between source 
and receiver from reflections from the sides and ends «f the tankj lin«? 
ing the walls with sound absorbing faaterial is not desirable for these 
measurements because of the hygroscopic nature of T»o«t goed souiiu. 

- 3bs^Qbov^*'- 

rigure 6»! is a diagram.of the tank used for the measurements and 
of the apparatus within it« The tank was originally usad as a storage 
and shipping tank for a large military range finder» It is 35 ft long, 
22 in* in diameter, and is constructed of welded sheet steal 1/32 in. 
thick« Flarages at the ends of the tank contain grooves into iahich irufe- 
ber gaskets can be inserted, insuring a vacuum seal when 5/l6 in* thick 
steel plates are bolted fast- to the ends of the tank«. The inside of 
the tank was painted with glyptal to reduce absorption of water vapor. 
The outside of the tank was coated with aluminym paint to reduce heat 
radiation, then wrapped with 3 in. of fiberglas insulation, and finally 
with a layer of aluminum foil. 

Both the source and the receiver consisted of ribbon velocity type 
transducers, constructed on the style öf one developed by the Evans 
Signal Laboratory. A ¥4S»6iiO-AA condenser microphone was uged as a 
source for some of the measurements» Calibration of the transducers is 
not requis'ed for .üoasurements of this type» The receiver was mounted 
on a fixed bracket about 30 in« from one end Of the tanK/ andtfce source 
•^ss mounted on a cart v&ieh travelled on two tracks, parallel to the 
axis of the tank© The tracks ran from close to the receiver position 
.for a length;of about 10 ft. tojrithin 2 ft ofthe other end of the tank. 
The position of the cart was determined by a chain and sprocket drive 
system controlled by a pair of Selsyn motors., one inside the tank and 



one outside. For purposes of velocity «ngasureaieiits? t«ro fixed stops 
were set on the tracks, at a distance apart of 135 iß* accurate to 
0»ö05 in. Positions intermediate between these stops were kncren to 
within about 1 mm, a sufficiently high degree of accuracy for the 
al sorption me&5njT*?ir<ent§. 

The small centrifugal blower -shown in Fig« 6.1 is to insets 
thorough mixing of the gas in the teak before making a set of measure« 
mentsc Uniformity of temperature is determined b^ sis thermocouples 
suspended parallel to the axis of the tank and spaced about JL_ft_ apart* 
and by two thermocouples travelling with:the carriage* The hygrometer 
element shown in Fig; 6.1 is an American Instrument Co» Electric 
Hygrometer which consists Of a thin film of moisture-sensitive material 
whose electrical resistance varies with the moisture content of the 
surrounding air* It is accurate to 1^ relative humidity and can be 
used to, measure relative huöidlties dowa to 8i&« At lower relative 
hwiaidities, and also to determine the moisture content of "dry" airt 

a General Electric Bew-Point Potentimeter was used« The latter instru- 
ment measures the temperature at which condensation occurs in the gas 
in question to an accuracy of about 1ÖF. 

The air used for these measurements was procured from th# Low 
Temperature Laboratory of this College from the first compression 
stage of ah air liquefies It is GOg^f-ree and dried at- 3GOG lb pres- 
sure, Drying ai-i» at this-high ps-essüre results in sir which is ex- 
tremely dry when reduced to araaospheric pressure* The humidity in the 
tank could be adjusted to any desired value in a relatively short time 1^ 
filling the tank partially id.th dry air arid partially with air that 
had been bubbled through water sufficiently to saturate it. The pres- 
sure of the air in the tank was read on a mercury manometer, which is 
sufficiently accurate for this work down to the lowest pressure used, 
11 mm. . .... 

The procedure for measuring absorptiofTwas to observe the heights 
of the receiver signal pulses on an oscilloscope screen as a function 
of ihe distance of the source from the receiver, with the tank filled 
wiih air at the desired pressure and humidity. Measurements were 
repeated for each pressure and frequency with the tank filled with 
nitrogen to correct for geometrical divergence« Nitrogen has a density 
sufficiently close to that of air to that the radiation pattern ot  the 
source at a given frequency is essentially the same for both. In 
order to obtain the geometrical divergence factor it is necessary to 
correct the readings with nitx-ogen for classical absorption in that 
gas. For this purpose the values of the classical absorption coeffi« 
cent of nitrogen as measured by Schmidtmueller? were used. Commercial 
quality water-pumped tank nitrogen was usedj it is unnecessary to em- 
ploy very dry nitrogen since nitrogen does hot exhibit the molecular 
absorption affects characteristic of oxygen in the range of* experimental 
cOi'ditions in question^ . 

M. Sclaaidtmueller, Akust. Zeits, 3S 11$ (1938). 



Velocity was measured by displaying the receive!' signal pulses,on . - 
a .calibrated sweep, triggered by the puls8_applied to the.source.- The ._ 
oscilloscope used was the Tektronix model 011, 'which has a äweep delay 
control. This feature peraits the application of an adjustable delay 
tine af t-sr* the triggering signal has been fed to the sweep oscillator 
and before the single sweep actually takes place. The variable delay 
control permits a quite accurate determinatlcs?. to be mads of the posi- 
tion of the pulse along the; sweep« "With the carriage carrying the 
source set up against one of the stops, some characteristic reference 
feature of the pulsed carrier is aligned with a mark on the öseillp?^ 
scope screen and the reading of t.hf» delay control is noted» The car- 
riage is then moved to the other stop and the above procedure is re- 
peated» The difference between the two readings of the delay control 
is converted into a. time interval by seeing how many marker pips.  _ - 
from ä radar range calibrator are passed in rotating the delav control 
from one reading to the other« The use of a reference point on the 
received wave necessitates that the pulsing signal and the carrier 
wa/e bear a fixed phase r-eIatiorä?hip with respect to each other. This 
is accomplished by having both the carrier signal and pulsing signal 
control1ed by %tte  same primary oscillator« 

Figure 6.2 is a block diagram of the electronic equipment- used to 
drive the source of the pulsed sound signals.. The primary oscillator 
is controlled by a GT-cut crystal, which baa a temperature coefficient 
of one part per million, P? less» over the range of 0^ to 100° 1* The 
primary frequency is 32S*£l; fcc. The output of the oscillator is fed 
through "a buffer stage to a multivibrator operating on the^ t§"th sub« 
harmonic^ about 33  kc* . The 33 kc signal i§ fed into tsro circuits,, one 
to form the carrier and the other the pulse. In the carrier forming 
circuit it is stepped doim further to 11 kc, which signal is used to 
control a variable frequency multivibrator. The variable frequency 
multivibrator can be tuned to all the harmonics of 11 kc up to the 
eleventh, making available ten discrete, accurately known, carrier fre- 
quencies ranging from 22 to 121 kc. The desired frequency is chosen 
by a selector switch, which simultaneously selects the proper elements 
of a filter network to produce a relatively pure waveform. The puls- 
ing circuit consists of a series of fixed multivibrators to step down 
the controlling 33 kc signal to pulses Tdth repetition rates of 50, 100, 
25>0, or X.50G per second, as edn be chosen by a selector switcho The 
pulse and the carrier are combined in a pentagrid mixer tube, followed 
by a phase inverter, „and finally a push-pulloutput stage. 

The electronic equipment for the receiving system consists of a 
high step-up ratio transformer; suitable for. the frequency range in 
question^ to couple the receiver ribbon microphone to the "input of a 
Ballantine model 300 vacuum tube voltmeter acting as a preamplifier. 
This is followed by ä tuned amplifier feeding into another Ballantine 
voltmeter which finally feeds the oscilloscope. The timed stage be- 
»ween the amplifiers» distorts the pulse shape, but increases the signal 
to noJ.sf ratio considfrably. The particular 3hape of the piu.se is not_ 
important for this investigation. The pulse should contain at least 
several cycle-? of the carrier frequency so that practically all of the 
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energy is in the carrier frequency, but should hot be so wide that inter- 
ference can occur between the direct and reflected waves. The former 

tions of the carriage.» 

6023 Results and Discussion 

Measurements were made at frequencies yf 22. Ijli, 66, 88 and 110 
kc. At these frequencies the humidity was varied from essentially sero 
to saturated. Th© above measurements were made at four pressures, 73£ 
mm, 188 mm, lt7 mm, and 11 mm of Hg«, At the lowest pressure»-XI Tarn, 
measurements at 66i  SS, and 110 -kc were strongly affected by electrical 
pickup and by noise* due to the very low level of the acoustic signals 
This limited the number of significant measurements that could be made_ 
at this pressure to one or two humidity values; but since the molecular 
absorption is small corapared to the classical at this .pressure, the 
loss of these additional measurements is not important»  At 188 mm 
pressure, the 22 kc results were extremely erratic and were discarded; 
time did hot permit repetition of these measurements e 

The experimental results fcrßs9  the total (classical plus mole- 
cular) pressure amplitude absorption coefficient per wavelength, are 
shewn plotted in 51gSj. 6*3  thru 6*7 as a function of K the percentage 
of water molecules. AH of the above figures are for a pressure, of 
735? im and each figure is för ä different frequency, The theoretical 
curves based on Eqs, (6*2) and (6e3) are also plotted« In each case 
the experimental curve shows hifther absorption than is predicted by 
theory, but the maxima of the curves appear to fall at the humidity 
values predicted by theory within the limits of the accuracy of measure<=- 
ment. Figure 6.8 shows the same data plotted against frequency fo? 
various humidities» 

'The first column of Table I lists the excess of the experimental 
maximum value of M> over the theoretical maximum value for each fre- 
quency. The maximum value of the molecular absorption coefficient^ 

J&mi  comes at a different value of water content for each frequency; 
but the magnitude of the maximum value of/**m for a given pressure 
should be independent of frequency" (see Eq* 8*2). The magnitudes of 
the maxima of the theoretical curves increase somewhat in going from 
Fig. 6«3 to Fig. 6.7 because of the increase of the. classical absorp- 
tion coefficient, fify^  with frQq y gv\cy. 

The second column 6f Table 1 lists the predicted excess in the 
maximum values of /*• for air based on the experimental measurements 
made ^y Schmidtisueller for- oxygen and for nitrogen separately« Schmidt- 
mueller? found that the experimental value of the classical absorption . 
coefficient in nitrogen was 1$%  greater than the theoretical,, and in 
oxygen the excess was $Q%*    The weighted mean of these two is 22$, He 
also found an excess of 6%  in the molecular absorption in oxygen« The 

__ experimental _ excesses for the classical and-for the molecular- absorp- 
tions are weighted in proportion to the magnitudes of each for each 
frequency to obtain the figures in the second column» , 
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figures 6,9 through 6.12 show the total absorption ccefficientf 
plotted against hussidity for various frequencies for a pressure of 188 
mnu Figure 6*13 shows the same data plotted against frequency« The 
maxima again occur at the humidities predicted by Kneser. The theore- 
tical curves for the above figxires were computed'by increasing the 
theoretical values cf the molecular absorption coefficient by 6% and 
by increasing ihs  classical values by some factor between 6% and 22$, 
the latter representing the excess determined by Schmidtsueller at 
ataospheric pressure.* The actual amount chosen for %he  increase in 
classical coefficient was such as to give the best fit with the data.' 
Table II Iists_the experimental and theoretical values of the absorp- 
tion coefficient at its maximum for each frequency«, In this table the 
theoretical values are actual values computed from Eqs, (6.2) and (6.3) 
not corrected for previously measured experimental excesses. 

j 

Figures 6.1U through 6.19 show -&e data plotted in the same manner 
for hi ron press;ires Table III lists the maxiurum experimental and  . _. 
theoretical values of the total coefficient at hi nmi pressure, similarly 
to Table II. Note that for Table III the values of the maximum, absorb 
tion coefficient increase more rapidly with frequency than for Table II, 
showing the increased predominance of classical absorption as the pres» 
sure is lowered«, The maxima again occur at the humidity values pre- 
dicted by Kheser* -  - - 

At 11 mm pressure the data are relatively scarce, so curves are 
not plotted- Aside from täie experimental difficulties mentioned above, 
the paucity of data is due to the fact that for this low a pressure 
molecular absorption is small compared to classical so that variations 
of the total absorption usith humidity were within the limits of experi- 
mental error (about 5%)*    Table I? gives the measured coefficients and 
theoretical coefficients at maximum molecular absorption for 11 am 
pressure. 

The results of the velocity measurements are shown in Table V, 
for a pressure of 735 mm. The velocity of sound in dry air at 0°C 
and ?60 mm pressure, as given by Hardy, Telfair and Pielemeier~, is 
331.1*6 4- O.G5> m per sec. The mean of the two averages gxven in xabl® 
V is in""close agreement with this value. The variation with humidity 
is within the limits of experimental error and is furthermore in the 
wrong direction to be ascribed to the theoretical dispersion. Thus no 
evidence of dispersion was found by the velocity measurements«. The 
very small value predicted theoretically is about the same as the ex- 
perimental accuracy, so that it may be concluded that the velocity dis~ 
persion in air cannot be appreciably greater than its theoretical value. 

In general, it may be- said that there is good agreement with pre- 
vious measurements 0:1 absorption and velocity, which also indicate 
values of absorption greater than gi-ron by theory. 

"H. C. Hardy, D. Telfair, and ¥. H. Pielemeier, <Ä Apous. Soes Am, 
13? 226 (I9U2). 
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TABLT. V 

% H«0 Measured . Vel. Corr. for       veia Corr* 
Molecules   .   ^^JM^_       Velo '(-at/sec)        ~^^» snd Co? „       f or %Q 

0.216                 liU 31*9.31 331*61 331-50 
66 3i.9*61i 331,82 331.72 
86 31.8 Jig 331.02 330.y2 

lie .              3i»8.9<5 331.53 331.1+3 

Average velocity at 0° C and ?60 mm =—-—?—— 33i.ä0ii2G- 

2.63 kk 351.53 333.14 331.38 
• 66 35lcl$6 333.Mi 331*68 

88 351J+2 333.12 331JS 
110 351.57 333.1i3 331.6? 

Average velocity at 0° C and 760 mm ~——- 33i.52jt-.iG 

6.2   ultrasonic Attenuation at Low: Teaiperatures 

6.21   Introduction 

The problem is to measure absorption of sound in air for frequen- 
cies from 15 kc to 15Ö kc, för tsmperätäires from 32° P. to -80° P.., 
for presstires from 1 to C_,Q01 atmosphere, aM for relative humidities 
0% to 1CC$_. 

The attenuation of ultrasonic sound in air at low temperatures 
is expected to be considerably less than that at room temperature, 
primarily because of the greatly decreased value of molecular absorp- 
tion at low temperatures.    Molecular absorption in air reaches its 
peak value when the relaxation time .for the low-lying vibrations! state 
of the oxygen molecule, "which is excited by collision with two water 
vapor molecules,  is of the same order of magnitude as the period of 
the sound .rave.    The magnitude of this relaxation time is proportional 
— _     J.1      _J>    .-.-,_ ___X___J_, __     __>    __-. ____„Q A—     1 _—-    4- _—,.--.»__ + ..--0- - in_»    one   av4u.cu.~0   V»,L    OJIO   uuibcuv. auxuu   WJ.    nauci'   »ayu.'- »       "i>   J.M«    .cmpciavui co 

the concentration of water vapor in air is so low, even at 100/fe rela~> 
tive humidity* that the peak values of molecular absorption occur at 
the low audio frequencies. Por 20 kc at atmospheric pressure and 100$ 
relative humidity, the theoretical maximum value of the pressure ampli- 
tude molecular absorption coefficient -.about £3.1 db per fty occurs at 
about 0° C. The value of the molecular absorption coefficient for 20 
kc at 100%' relative humidity is down to the same magnitude as the class~ 
ical absorption coefficient (about 0.01 db per ft) at about-20° O. 
The molecular absorption peaks come at higher temperatures for both 
higher frequencies and smaller values of relativ^ humidity» 

The low values of attenuation at low temperatures rule out the 

9. See Sect. 60lle 
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direct method of .measuring absorption coefficients because long path 
lengths would be required for sufficiently accurate data. The direct 
method is ths one that was used to measure "velocity and absorption of 
ultrasonic sound in air at room temperature, described previously in 
this chapter,, The indirect reverberation method is particularly suited 
for measuring small absorptions and has been adopted for the present 
investigation. 

The reverberation method is one of the techniques commonly em- 
ployed to measure the absorptive properties of Various acoustic mater- 
ials in a diffuse sound field». A source and a microphone are set up 
in a roosij the wall" of which are completely or partially covered with 
the material under investigation, and the rate of decay of "the sound 
field is measured after the -source is cut off» At the higher audio 
frequencies the absorption of sound by the air in the room may be an 
appreciable fraction of the total absorption measured, and corrections 
are required for air absorption« 7£nudsen-ü first employed the rever- 
beration method specifically to measure absorption of sound in air by 
using rooms with highly reflecting (steel) walls. He used two chambers 
of different sizes to correct for wall losses? and measured the absorp- 
tion of audible sound- in air between ~15>° and ff>f>° C« The method to 
be followed in this investigation is essentially the sane as that of 
Knudsen» • 

6.22 Theory 

Thy weij. known Sabine reverberation fpnmila for "üie intensity I 
of diffuse sound in an enclosure at time t after the source is shut- 
off isll 

I - I0 eatp f-S^c tAvj j (6.U) 

•where I0 is the initial intensity, V the volume of the enclosure, S the 
total wall area, c the velocity of sound and oC s(l/S/JöfsdS» <KF  is 
the intensity absorption coefficient, suitably averaged over all angles 
of incidence,, of the element of wall area ds. The sound intensity at 
cny    JA/4.UV   J-ii   eiii   ciiuxuooic   auui   as   et   ruujii   xo   uci -UJOU   So—vUE    i-'-'ViiJ.   iiun ^^ 
of sound energy per second into one side of a square centimeter of area 
at that point. The condition for a diffuse sound field is that the 
sound intensity be a constant, independent of the position of the point 
in question in the room and independent of the orientation of the 
element «f area* Evrang  showed that a more accurate expression is 

1 i; I_ «xp fl In (L- or) ctAV j 0 (6.5) 

10«,    V. 0. Knudsen, .T. Acous, Soe, Am. £,112 (1933). 
11«    For-derivation see P. "M.-Morse, ^bration and Sound (New York, 

19U8) 2IKI edition.  Chapter-VIII, 
136, e; F. "Eyring, J. Acous. Sop. Am, 1. 217 (1930). 
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Eyring's expression Is equivalent to Eqe  (6>ä) for "live" rooms 

Equations (6»u) and (6ffp) neglect the absorption of sound in the 
air of the room*    If the absorption of sound in the air is not negli- 
gible comos-red to the absorption at the "walls «the cs.se under cong"\-*- 
deration heres the reverberation formula must be multiplied by the factor 
exp (-met), resulting in 

I = Ip   sxpmS/kV)1n (1- cs) - ssj ctjt ; r (6.6) 

where mjis the tcstal (classleal plus molecular) Intensity absorption 
coefficient per centimeter.    Equation (S.6) Is~ the expression given 
by Khudsen-*^. 

From Eq. (6.6) it is seen that   d , the fate of do~-»y of sound 
intensity in a room in db per secs is given by 

T -    10cfin - S   In (X-«*}1 „ (6,7) 

The object of the present investigation is to measure si. Sie 
second term inside the brackets of Eq. (6.7) can be eliminated by 
measuring the decay rates for two chambers of identical shape and of 
identical Trail material but •s?ith different linear dimensions« if the 
linear dimensions of one chamber were just double those of the other, 
the air absorption coeff iciest would be given by 

m = (2,303AOc) {zi-i-rJ2)i ,   £6,8) 

where $ \?  is the rate of decay of sound intensity in db per sec for 
the larger rooa and £\  is the same quantity for ifoe  smaller room. 
Obviously, if wall absorption were negligible compared to air absorp- 
tion, the rates of decay for the two chambers would be the.same \o\ s 
«f2 s <T) and m - (2.303/iOe)-/',, On the other hand, if air absorp- 
tion were small compared to waul absorption, 2 <A = «^2» ,and m is tJae 

small difference between two large quantities« Hence, for experimen- 
tal accuracy, it is important to have wail absorption as small as 
possible compared to air absorption, 

Wall absorption can. be kept low by using a material for the walls 
with a high reflection coefficient for sound in air. Practically any 
metal satisfies this criterion, for the specific acoustic Impedance  of . 
metal (density times velocity of sound) is much greater than that of 
s'.ir. The ratio of the specific acoustic impedance pf brass to that; 
of air, S 3 is 6xBh x 10^1^for steel is 9*09 x 1CT4. The intensity 
absorption coefficient averaged over all angles of incidence, ot       Is 
equal to 8/2? for jj9 large compared to unity and a real quantity« 
For a cylindrical brass chamber six inches high and six inches in diameter^ 
the second term of Sqs (oj?)^ (-10c/2..303)(S/UV) la (l~ &)  a. 1.7 db per 
sec. For the smallest value of air absorption we are interested in 
measuring (ö«00> db per ft classical absorption coefficient for 15' kc 
at one atmosphere), the first term of Eq, (6,7), (lOc/2.303) m * 5.5 
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db par sec* Hence wail .3br station..is small compared to air absorption 
for the worst case in the'above tfize of chafer but certainly not negli- 
gible» 

The above sample.i&eory.assumes an infinite thic!.<ness for the 
walls of the chcimber. Because of the large acoustic impedance ratio 
involved here, the correction for finite wall thickness,, about ^ inch, 
is not significant*. The sinsple theory also neglects losses st the 
walls due to viscosity and heat conduction» Furtheraore.j it does not 
take into account losses in the walls resulting from their possibly 
vibrating like panels» It takss into account rerely the fraction of 
the incident energy which enters the Trails. Energy losses due to the 
above disregarded causes may not be small. Knudsen ^ used two cubical 
chambers with steel walls for Ms reverberation experiwents, 2 ft on 
a side and 6 ft on a s-ide, respectively. Values of £~ •- 03, »hich 
Operation subtracts out air absorption, are consistently about 5Q db 
per ses for all his humidity T^mß at 300(3 -C* Fro» this figure the 
wall loss contribution to ths rate of decay is 2!? db per sec för tihig 
larger chamber and ?£ db per sec for the smaller chamber, values 
considerably greater than can be accounted for by the above sispl® 
impedance theory» Wall affects could be minimised by increasing the 
size of the chambersj however, for the greatly ia^aased values of 
air absorption ishich exist, at the higher frequencies and at the lower 
pressures,- "Sie intensity level of a sound wave W«»M be s© greatly de« 
creased after only two or three /fsflecticsts f?sa l&e walls that a con»» 
ditioa of rsvörberatiön would not be established» 

Two chambers are required because it is necessary to distinguish 
between the air losses whish are to be measured, and the wall losses 
which are proportional to S/7s i.e., inversely proportional to the 
linear dimensions of the chambersa If wall losses were negligible com- 
pared to air losses, only one chamber would be required» If each 
chamber contatoed equipment such as transducers for «hich the absorp» 
tion of sound energy was not negligible by comparison with air and 
wall losses, three eliäääbers would be required to subtract out theii 
effects. Care would have to be taken that such equipment introduced 
WJ-IO     OCIiJrT7-     JLJ-AOVl    OUVUXIU    VJ.     XVOO     Xil»/     Oüäw£&    QuojüjüOA'j      nUQi TTtjiyKJH     vii~     UUAI UA'JL•* 

buticn of such equipment to the decay constants would be inversely 
proportional to the volumes of the chambers« 

The existence of a diffuse ssund field, as defined in the first 
paragraph öf this jMBoiy^  is presupposed in the üsrivätiöa of th« 
wall absorption coefficient as a function of the acoustic impedance 
ratio«, If a diffuse field does not exist, the wall absorption ce-sff i» 
cient is different for each mode of vibration, and the decay of sound 
is not exponential with time« Of course, if wall absorption were negli^ 
gible Compared to air absorption, all modes would decay at the same 
(exponential) rate and the establishment of a diffuse field would be 
unnecessary* Since wall absorption may possibly be kept small compared 
to air absorption in a practical experimental arrangement but certainly 
not negligible.^ it is necessary to investigate the establishment of a 
diffuse sound_field> 
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In order to .have a reasonably diffuse sound field, it is accessary 
that..all. linear dimensions of the chamber be at least several, times 
greater than a wavelength for the lowest frequency urider consideration 
se that pound of a given frequency can be carried by many modes of 
vibratron •» It is slao neoesssry to have the shape of uue room as TUI— 
syiametrical as possible. An cdd-sh&pod chamber is superior tc a rec- 
tangular one-, which in turn is superior to a cubical onea and in de- 
creasing order of superiority, cylindrical and spherical© For exeauplej 
in a rectangular room with smooth walls all of the same acoustic im- 
pedance, the axial modes (those waves reflecting bg^k and forth between 
two opposite walls and travelling parallel to the other four) decay 
on the average only half as fast as the tangential modes (those travell- 
ing parallel to only two sails), which in turn decay only half as fast 
as the oblique waves (those travelling parallel to no wall)^. In a 
cylindrical rocga the differences between the rat**s of decay of the 
various modes are still greater since the waves which "creep" around 
the curved surface encounter the walls many more times per second and 
hence decay much faster than the tangential modes which travel between 
the two flat surfaces parallel to the curved surface or the radial modes 
which travel parallel to the flat surfaces. 

It is not practically cossvenient to construct ah odd shaped room, 
much less so to construct two such rooms of exactly the sssse shape but 
different s-ise.0 It is much more expedient, to construct symmetrical 
chambers which are easily assembled and disissambied, such as cylinders, 
and to achieve the diff*«??© sound field by lining the walls with scat-, 
terers in a random manner« Such scatterers may be any sound»reflect- 
ing objects of the order of a half«-waveient*h in dimensions, suchns 
metal spheres of the proper size* The use of such scatterers elimin- 
ates the differences in frequency of wall reflection of the various 
modes Of vibration« A wave which starts out as a tangential nave is 
scattered on its first encounter with one of the flat- surfaces into 
all the other modes* The continual interchange of energy between the 
various modes creates the desired diffuse field. The priaary disad- 
vantage of this technique is the increase in the S/7 ratio sines the 
wall area is increased for the same volume of air in the chamber» 
However, the worst it can do is to increase this ratio by a factor of 
two if close-packed hemispherical scatterers are used (balls half 
immersed in solder)» 

A different technique, which avoids the necessity for establish- 
ing a diffuse sound field, is to employ a chaaber with a high degree 
of symmetry such as a sphere, for which the various types of modes of 
vibration have greatly different decay rates. After the source is 
shut off, the decaying sound field Is recorded logarithmically. The 
modes which "creep1- around the curved surface of the sphere decay much 
faster than the radial mode, which reflects noimal to the surface Of 
the sphere^ After a sufficient length of time has elapsed, the "tail" 
end of the logarithmi^ll^ recorded decay curve becomes a straight 
line -whose slope is measured-"to obtain the rate of decay« The proce~ 
dure is repeated for a sphere of different size to subtract out the 
wall losses5 the fact that only the straight line "tail" end of the 
decay curve for the second sphere is also measured insures that & Xdd- 
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i&& mode is. being considered for both cases. This techssi«*ue_SEs _*-he 
one used•-by C. «j* Moen*3 in-his study of the absorption Of sound in 
liquids. It has"the disadvantage that high initial sound levels may - 
be required to insure that the end  of the decay cui^e is si-""1 ©f high 
enough intensity to be above noise level, A distinct improvement in 
this technique could be achieved if it were possible to construct ä 
transducer of sufficiently good spherical symmetry of output and to 
mount it in the center of the spherical chamber so that essentially 
only the radial mode would be generated« 

6=23 Apparatus 

%o cylindrical reverberation chambers have been constructed, both 
•with £«»in, thick brass ."Balls» The inside dimensions of  the sssiler 
chamber are 6 in« high by 6 in, dissieters the inside dimensions of the 
larger chamber are just double» Figure 6,20 is a sketch of the waller 
chamber. The chejabers are constructed on a "can" principle. The 
bottom-of each is welded vacuum tight to: the curved side» The removable 
top of each is bolted down over a flange.; a liberal coating of a goos 
grade of vacutm grease is all that is required for vacuum tightness« * 

It is desirable to keep all extraneous sources of sound energy 
loss in the chambers to a minimum. Consequently connection between the 
vacuum and air-filling systes to the inside of each chamber is made by 
means of a small hole drilled through the top cover* The transducers 
are suspended in midsir by their FoMex^covered leads in order to avoid 
the use of vibration»isolating and probably aLso sound-^absorMß^ raä^- 
arial« -Electrical connections to the outside of each chaster for the 
transducers and the thermocouples are made throagh small holes drilled 
through the top: cover and filled with was« The transducers are W8E» 
öijö-äA condenser microphones^ ens for a souree and th3 other for a re- 
ceiver«, 

The s'jatterers with which the walls of the chambers '»ill be lined 
are stainless steel bearing balls of the following diameters ana 
quantities: l/i* inc - UOOO, 1/8 in, « 8,000, and 1/lS in. = 16,000, 
These diameters equal the half-wavelengths of sound in air at 06 C for 
frequencies of 26» 5>2 and 10U kc, respectively, They should serve as 
quite effective gcatterers in the frequency range of approximately l£ 
to 200 kc over the temperature range in question» The balls are to 
be soldered at random to the bottom and side "walls of the tso chassbers* 
using a sufficiently thick layer of solder so that the balls are about 
half submerged« The above quantities of balls were chosen to provide 
a cover%ig of about five of the i—in« balls per square inch of wall 
area, with proportionally more per square iBch of the smaller balls. 

For tsaperateire control, both chsnbers are mounted in an American 
Instrument Company (AMINC0) Sub-Zero.Constant Temperature Test Cabinet 

X3w Ce J„ %>en, PhJJ« dissertation. Univ» cf Toronto (19u9). 



Fodel 4~3.3?2. This cabinet operates" by thermoätatic control of the  --- 
flow of air from d compartment containing dry ice int-o^ the working 
cciüpsrtäuent« A series of tests- were performed on the operation of 
this cabinet at various temperatures down to -fU^ F- Although rapid 
fluctuations; of the temperature of ths air is the working cöiftpsrferisjit 
of as much as $  to 10° G were measured with a therssocouple9 the tem- 
perature cf the air inside the reverberation chambers showed slow 
drifts of less than 0*3° G because of trie large heat capacity of the 
brass' walls * The cabinet is therefore very satisfactory for the pur- 
pose of this investigation. 

Construction of the vacuum and air-filling 37/stem has been essen- 
tially completed* Both reverberation chambers are connected in paral- 
lel to this system so that both contain air of the ssne pressure and 
composition« Reverberation measurements can be made practically sijmai<» 
taneously for both chasiberse 

An electronic time constant measuring circuit was designed and 
"constructed for the purposes of measuring exponential decay rates« 
Figtire 6,21 illustrates the operation of this circuit« The rectified 
voltage of the decaying sound signal is balanced against the expohen« 
t-ially decaying voltage of a condenser discharging through a resis» 
tance, Opsraiion of a relay säsultaneously (within one siicrosecond) 
closes switch A, shprting the sound sourcsj and opens switch B, start* 
ing ths voltage decay of the eosuparison circuit, Before making a - 
measurement the g^vanosseter G is balanced to aero by adjusting rheostat 
C when no voltage is applied to either grid of the two cathode followers 
(sf&teh A closed and -switch B open)« Then with A open and B closed "Uie 
galvanometer is again balanced by adjusting the gain of the signal amp» 
lifier. Thusthe initial and final levels of the two decay curves re 
always the same« .No deflection of the galvanometer will occur during . 
the decay process only if the signal decay is strictly exponential with 
time and if its time constant is the same as that of the ealibrated^ 
adjustable RC comparison circoito Time delays in the tuned signal amp- 
lifier and signal rectifier can be compsnsaUsd for by incorporating the 
same delays into the comparison circuit. Provision is made for display- 
ing on an oscilloscope either the decaying signal or the difference 
voltage between that signal and the comparison circuit voltage= 

The successful operation of the above scheme presumes a very good 
.'.atio Latween signal_to electrical pick-up from the source at the re- 
ceiver transducer., "."he electrical pick-up signal is incorporated into 
the initial, balancing procedure but decays practically instantaneously^ 
when the source, is shorted* resulting in a transient "Mek" of the gal-? 
vaüosieter» It has been found possible by proper shielding to obtain a 
signal to pick-up ratio of 70 db, which is satisfactory. Another assump- 
tion necessary for successful operation is that the sound field is 
sufficiently diffuse so that ihe sound at the receiver coming directly 
from the source represents only a small portion of the sound level at 
the receiver, most- of the sound at the receiver coming from multiple 
reflections from the walls of "ore chamber. If this were not so, the 
shorting of the source would result in a distinct transient -sound sig- 



näl at the -.receiver* If the wails- xrer.e too highly absorbent ör-'the. 
chambers too large for the amount öf .air absorption, the inquired" 
diffuseness of field for avoidance of appreciable transient effects 
upon shutting off the so'vjrce could not be achieved* 

6,2li Preliminary Tests 

Preliminary reverberation measurements made under room conditions 
of temperature and humidity indicated values of decay constants -»ahieh. 
were several times too high in the freqtieitcy range -of 1$ to 3ö koe 
Decay rates in. the_ larger chamber wsrei approximately half those in the 
smaller chamber, indicating that wall absorption was large compared to 
air absorption. Substitution of a crystal probe microphone for the 
condenser receiver in the smaller chamber decreased the decay cönstant- 
bj about one half, indicating that the condenser transducers were good 
sound absorbers and might account for an appreciable portion of the 
excess decay observed« 

Inspection of the decaying signal voltage on an oscilloscope 
showed them to be only ve^y roughly Exponential in character« This 
is to be expected if wall ebsorptios is appreciable since the various 
modss of vibration would then decay at different rates« No attempts 
were made in these preliminary tests tö iHstira a diffuse fieldj the 
spherical scatterers were not yet attached to the walls of the chambers«, 
Because of the significant departures of the signals from strictly ex- 
ponential decay« balances epj&d not be Obtained with the time const*ait 
measuring circuit. Sach readings as were made correspond to deflection 
minima of the galvanometer, ??hieh were diffieult to determine, did not 
repeat too well« and besides do hot have much meaning physicalLy except 
as to indicate the ordfr of ssgnifcide of the decay constants a Conse- 
quently no data from these preliminary tests are reliably enough to be 
reportedj all that these tests indicate definitely is that wall and 
other losses are much greater than had been expected from the simple 
theory, in agreement with the experience of Knudsen« 

The excessive decay rates encountex-ed at room temperature and 
humidity indicate that our present experimental set-up will be even 
Ie»s satisfactory for work at low temperature, where the air losses 
are lower« A detailed study of the factors contributing to the excess 
decay rate and possible remedies has been initiated* For the purpose 
of this study, and also for possible future use as measuring equip- 
mentj a logarithmic saplixier and a "white=nois©" generat-or have bser* 
constructed,         

The logarithmic amplifier provides a d«=e output proportional to . 
the logarithm of the a-c input over arrange of Input of £0 db* The 
circuit is of the automatic volume control type, the logarithm? pro«» 
perty resulting from the proper selection of self -bias voltages which 
are used in conjunction with the automatic volume control voltage in 
the various stages« The time-constant of. the circuit is low so that 
accurate following of rapid changes of signal can be obtained. The 
output of the logarithmic amplifier is portrayed on a long^TsersiateiiOig 
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oscilloscope screen. The. oscilloscope is-" provided with an ad jus table,- 
linear,, slow,, single sweep.« whose sweep «pted can be easily calibrated» 

The "white-noise15 generator consists cf s photo-multiplier tube 
(type 9T.3A) to provide the noise and of fiJter amplifiers-to provide 
the desired freonency bard of -white noise at the desired level for 
feeding the sco/jd source^ 

i'he advantages we,hope to gain by the »sw of this additional equip- 
ment in our study are as follows: 

1* The use of a logarithmic amplifier gives equal emphasis ".- 
to all parts of a -side range of the decaying iugnal.- Any £C db portion 
of the signal which is above noise level can be selected for study;, 
whereas the time constant measuring circuit, being essentially a linear 
device, places greater emphasis on the initial portions of the decaying 
signal both from "the viewpoints ox' observing the shape of the decaying 
signal, and of making a reading by the balance method. 

2a If the transient effects accompanying the shutting off 
of the source, as discussed above* are at all significant, the first 
part of the decay curve will be affected most by them.. It may be im- 
portant to be able to obtain a reading on only the latter part of the 
decay-curve» . 

7-     3o The use of a logarithmic amplifier and oscilloscope por- 
trayal avoids the necessity of using, two transducers in the reverbera- 
tion chamber, äs is required for the balancing method, Besides the 
obvious .benefit to be gained if sound losses due to the transducers 
are appreciable, the use of a single transducer as both source and 
receiver avoids the necessity of elaborate shielding to reduce elec- 
trical pick-up level as discussed above. Neither is it necessary to 
insure simultaneity of shorting the source and starting the comparison 
circuit as with the balancing arrangenenta A time delay in the switch- 
ing of the single transducer from source to receiver in the new method 
is of no consequence, nor is a time delay in the initiation of the 
uiiiis—uSSG sweep* 

it« The use of a narrow band of frequencies for the source 
instead of a single frequency should provide a more diffuse sound 
field and consequently a more nearly exponential decay curve. Even 
if it is found necessary at a later time to use the method discussed 
in the theory of" waiting for all the modes of vibration to decay except 
the longest lived one (for which the wall absorption effects are small- 
est), the use of a narrow band of frequencies will insure that at least 
one of the resonant frequencies for that particular, mode is being em- 
ployed«. The operation at a resonant freqaency for the desired mode may 
result in a considerable increase in level if losses ar-e not too exces«- 
sives a high enouth sound level is essential for the successful utili- 
zation of this method. In this connection the possibility was invest!• 
gated of procuring spherical barium titanate transducers, which are 
under development by the Brush Development Company." It was ascertained 
that such transducers are still in the experimental stage and that their 

? '• 



output and sensitivity would probably be too lov? for our purposes« 

The construction of the ne?r equipment discussed above has been' 
completed. Pr-sliirdnary testing with this equipment has begun3  but 

the contract» 
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MICRCME'EEöaOLöGr AND ÄIMö&PHERIC 4CÖLTSTICS 

Tel Introduction 

one part of our work was concerned with investigating -certain 
aspects of the problem of ultrasonic signalling in air nsar- the 
ground©  The alia was net only to gather practical information about 
such signalling but also to leam basic facts about the atmosphere 
and about wave propagation which would have more general import» 

In particulsrj study was Hiade of (l) the rate of attenuation 
of spherical wahres and (2) the magnitude of fluctuations in trans- 
mitted signals* It was «expected th&tb the results to be obtained 
would be dependent on the local space gradients and time variations 
(both of which are often large) of the local air temperature and 
winde Study was therefore made of the space— and time-structure of 
the temperature and wind at altitudes up to £0 fte This subject 
we call micrometeorology to distinguish it from metesrology which 
confines its interest mostly to larger scale phenomena» 

Perhaps the most significant of the findings so far is that 
the amount ©f fluctuation in an acoustic signal transmitted through 
a given region depends very much on the degree of temperature 
heterogeneity in that region9 Little evidence has been found, as 
yets for any influence of wind irregularity on sound transmission, 

7»2 Micrometeorology 

For the most part temperature and wind velocity were deter- 
mined by means of rapid response hot wire thersKsmeters and anemometers«,       -   | 
However, high grade mercury thermometers were sometimes used for 
measurements where time averages were desiredo 

Although the micrometeorological data were taken solely for 
the purpose of better understanding acoustical phenomena, it was 
felt that an efficient way to proceed would be to devote part of | 
our efforts to a study of temperature and wind structure as such« 
Thus temperature and wind profiles were measured at heights up to 
£0 ft ever various kinds of surfaeesj on different days from spring 
to fall and under varying amounts of insolation* Determinations 
of temperature and wind fluctuations were made concurrently« By- 
using difference meters, observations were also made of instantaneous 
temperature and *dnd differences between points with varying vertical 
or horizontal separations.     .-_.-.-•- 

« 

The data obtained so far pertain mostly to positive lapse condi- 
tionsj for which temperature decreases with height from the ground« 
From our experience these are the most usual conditions for daytime 
in the springy 3«mmer and fall months« Qa a sunny day a positive 
Ispsp usually begins to form sometime in the morning and becomes 

is m 
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maximum at, about noon. It then- gradually decreases and finally dis- 
appears BOinsti-Kie in the afternoon or evening» 

Figure 7*1 shows a typical profile for lapse conditions® The 
gradient is greatest near the ground; decreasing from an average of 
Q.^oc per iru within the first foot to 0e005°C per in. within the 
j? to f>0 ft region. The temperature vs height curve varies, of coursej, . 
for time to time; however, it was found in our work that the gradients 
at all heights varied almost proportionately« In other words the temp- 
erature profile for one time could be approximately superposed on that 
for any other time if the scale was adjusted properly- An empirical 
equation was obtained from v»nich the temperature T at any height h 
(in ft) between 2 in. and 10 ft- could be predicted approximately if 
the temperatures TQ and TT, respectively, at 2 in. and 30 ft- were 
knowns 

T - % j *L p  18^     10 %   ^h7j (7.D 
~W~~~ Jlog1Q F* lM * %T^  "  J • 

The teäipsra-täire fluctuation at & fixed point under lapse condi- 
tions Was found to decrease sharply *sith altitude as sham by rela- 
tive lengths of the hoMgentai lints on Fig, ?<,!<> OR a -typical day 
the taaperature spread* decreased from 3 «2 C at 2 in* to 0e2° at SO 
ft„ Such observations suggest that the temperature fluctuation at 
a point depends directly On the magnitude of the vertical tempera» 
ture gradientexisting the«»« 

There is other evidence für such a belief. In Fige 7,2 w® note 
the result of plotting over a period of •sessks the observed tempera- 
ture spread at a given height, 6 in«, against the corresponding 
temperature difference (Tg - •%$)  between two fixed levels, 36 in« 
and 2 in, A good positive correlation is apparent. The least 
squares lines of regression-are shown| the correlation coefficient 
is 0.96 and the "significance" index2 p is 0.000k; We are thus 
again directed to the conclusion concerning temperature time-struc- 
ture and space- structure that the time fluctuation at a point in 
space depsnds ön tue average ve*-uxcs_i. spsce gradient- at> tuat poxnt« 

It was thought that perhaps similar relationships might be 

1 We here define the spread of any quantity x which varies with 
time to be the number M such that the magnitude |x - x J of the 
deviation "of the quantity from its mean f. is less than M exactly 
90$ of the time«. 

2* This index p is the probability that a value of r at least as 
great äs the one calculated for the observations considered could 
have arisen by chance from an equal number of observations on 
a pair of independent normally "distributed vsriates* See any 
standard text on statistics, or the original articles K.. A* 
Fischer, Metron, Vol. I, part kä<  pp. 1-32, 1921. 
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foiind between space- and vin?e~structure for.wind-i Unfortunately,, 
our data are as yet insufficient to permit any sure generalization«, 

Other statistical studies enable us to gain more specific in- 
formation about the way temperature varies in the atmosphere« From 
sueh plots as that of Fig. 7*3 one can obtain some idea of the 
magnitude of spaeings between adjacent "hot" (or "coid") regions• 
In. that figure the spread- ( AT) of the difference AT in tempera- 
ture, between two points 12 in«, _. above a smooth tarvia surface on a 
sunny day is plotted vs the horizontal ssparation. x of the points. 
The result shown is typicals ( & T}s is a monotonlcally increasing 
function of x» Near the origin (Ji T)3 increases nearly Jlinearly 
with x up to x s 2 ftj. the slope then gradually decreases and finally 
apuroaches -zero,. ( <ö T) risit g to a limiting value of about h°C for 
x s 8 ft. ' *    ' 

In interpreting this we assume that the two thermometers mea- 
sure the space-temperature"structure of the air blown past, obtains- 
ing essentially the same result as would ensue were the air sta- 
tionary and the thermometers moved through at a constant rate, under 
this assumption Tve can obtain approximate upper and lower limits to 
spaeings between adjacent major temperature maxima and minima in 
the atmosphere near the ground. It can be shown Cassuaing. that the 
values of . AT observed, over a long period of time are distributed 
normally} that the range of diiiearity of the ( «Ä $)& vs x cUrve. at., 
small values of x gives a lower limit. An upper limit is obtained. 
from a value of x at which we estimate that ( A ^)g &as practically 
reached its maximum value»  Thus in Fig. 7 »3 iisesrity extends to 
about x s 2 ft. and (AT)S increases little beyond x - 8 ft. Hence. 
we conclude that most of the spaeings between adjacent major maxima 
and minima are between 2 ft and 8 ft». 

The values of these upper and lower limits vary Äonsideraply ....... 
fro3i time to time and from place to place« Future work might well 
include farthsr study of such effects. . 

In making the acoustical measurements a Type 3 whistle-' actuated 
with nitrogen from a small high piv-ssure tank, was used as a source and 
a W.£t 6!jO-M condenser micro phone with battery-operated tuned resis- 
tance— cGupxcu ajHpj.ij. tier z.s  recexver. uource snti recexver were Sxways 
£ ft or- more from the ground in. order to avoid acoustic shadows due 
to temperature and wind gradients. Frequencies from 10.to 30 fee. 
were used. The effect of ground covering was etudiedj both grassy.. 
and hard bare surfaces were selected for investigation. Measure- 
ments were made at altitudes up to £0 ft under weather conditions 

3. ultrasonic Signalling, OSRD No. 5012, Fenna. State College, 

March'317"lW» P* 81u    . 
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varying from Inversions to positive lapses * from sunny weather to 
cloudy.; from wihdy to calm« and from daytime'-tö nlght-tAie.    üi most 
cases micrometeoroiogical observations were'siade simultaneously with 
the. acoustic data to permit study of their interdependence0 

7.31   Acoustic Scattering in the Atmosphere 

One aspect of the acoustics program was to examine closely the 
rate of falling off of the response of a. directional microphone as 
it recedes from a -whistle directed, toward "it."   According to a theory 
proposed here^ such-a study should yield information about the 
scattering of sound "by inhomogeneities in the atmosphere.    Figure 
7eii is typical of the kind of effect we -watched for.    In obtaining 
data for this plot the microphone output was measured as a; function 
of source^receiveir separation x over a range out to 300 ft.   The 
ordinates of Pig6?5U -were obtained (l) by considering at each posi«« 
tion x the loss in db of the microphone response relative to the 
I ft value, and'then (?) subtracting from this loss that which would 
be expected (6 2b per double distance) due to inverse square law 
divergence,,    The result of the subtraction is the"quantity ^ which 
we here see plotted vsx,    If there were a falling off of microphone 
response according to a law of the fora(l/x/exp (=*ax) such a plot 
should be a straight line with slope 20 m lög-vQ e passing through 
the origin.    On üie ether hand, according, to fee thec^y previously 
mentioned« the curve should be slightly convexupward if scattering 
bodies are present in the air and the degree of curvature should be 
accentuated as the scattering power increases. 

W<3 note that the graph in Fige T.Ü isliideed indefinitely-bowed 
upward, though the curvature is quite small.   An index, of the amount 
of curvature which we use. for comparison purposes is the quantity ß . 
defined as -the greatest vertical difference between the es^periaental 
curve and that chord which -$o±rm the 1 ft and 100 ft points of the 
curve.    In this ease, for example, ß is 0.8 db«    The appearance of 
Fig. 7eli is typical of that part of our data which was obtained 
during the summer of 191*6«    At 17«? kc Values of ß from 0,0 to 2.6 
db were observed.    Further&öres as is shown by Fig. 7.5 the observed 
value of ß for- a given period of time correlates well with the temp- 
erature spread^ at h g» 30 in. during that same period; thus the con- 
vexity of a  & ys x curve increases with temperature irihomogeneity, 
being nearly -zero whefi "the air is approximately isothermal» 

It rould thus appear that the evidence is good for the exis~ 
tence of scattering due to medium inhomogenelties.   Unfortunately 
the case is not yet settled.   For one thing, it might be expected 
that.wind inhomogeneities might be just ass potent in causing^eat« 
tering atv are temperature variations«.    So far* howevere we have not 

hz    M. P. C-ivens, Y/. L. Nyborg, and H. K.-Schilling, 4. Acous. Soc. 
Am. 18, 28U (19H6). 
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been able to fiisi aiiy..correlation of ^with tijuicss of vdM flsetu&~- 
tlon» Also data taken during the summer of 191*7 exhibited curious 
snoraalies as yet unexplained and «. vs % curves obtained then showed 
little consistent tendency toward convexity. More work "rääll be nec*= 
essary before a final answer can be given on this aspect- of th»  sub- 
ject of acoustic scattering» 

7«32 . Acoustic Fluctuations 

As ir^ntioned before s ^e- tters -interested not only in iearaing 
•what sound intensity to expect at various distances fr-om a source ._ 
radiating: into the aiaiosphere^.but also in measuring the fluctua» ~ 
tions in level that occur. We ther-efores devoted part of our efforts, 
to observations x>f the intensity spread- I   at points in the sound 
field under ä Variety Of conditions^ The frequency was 18. j> kc 
in all_ cases-* ._ --      -"-..... 

•Figure ?,6 shows typically how log is varies; with the logarithm _ 
of the so-a:rce~receiyer separation x for tab kinds- of conditions. 
Both curves aie for source and receiver $ ft above the ground aski 
directed ix>ward each other« Öse curve corresponds to a situation 
where the temperature at 2 in© above the ground exceeded that at 
36 in. by l.?°C| for the other the air was essentially isothermale 
We note that the acoustic fluctuation for lap§# conditions is greä^r 
than for zero gradient conditions at close rängesj en the other hand, 
for x & T&Q ft the fluctuation is practically ind^p®jdei3fe of the 
gradient. 

Pa G. Bergmann' considered theoretically the fluctuations in 
level of radiation .passing through ah inhomogenaöus shifting medium 
that would be caused by random focussing and de-fösüssing of the 
rays by the inhomogeneibifs. His conclusion was feat, the tm flue» 
tuation magnitude (probably proportional to cur intewsit^ spread) 
shouS4 increase with distance according to the facts? x3/2» This 
means That the log ls ys log x curve should be a straight Mne with 
slope 3/2, as shown by -fee dashed line on Fig. 7 «6, if the fluctua- 
tions were indeed due only to "lens" effects. The departure of our 
experimental curves form the predicted law indicates that such a 
premise would be invalid- _ 

Ihen the microphone is directed away from the source while at 
close range, the fiuciaatiojos are considerably greater than far the 
direct osdontstion. At large distances, say x ^ 200 ft, such a 
distinction disappears. 

A strong positive correlation (see Table I) was found between, 
•the intensity spread at close range (x 4£ 100 ft) and a .measure, 
the quantity (-tg •=» ?3Q), of the mesa vertical temperature gradient 

"$, P- G4. Bergmann, Phys« Rev, 70. U86 (19U6) 

"*"       3* 
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in t3i§ iße^iusi through, irhicft the SbüJidpässs?»."~ Such; an äfftet wa^. 
of coürs/% exsEgiifiad fey the curves of Pig» ?*£• 0<^e£atien Co« 
efficient and sigj&f icanee iädices have ndt been cä^culsbed fos5 

ranges: greater than 100 ft-| however.^ tie indicationsfrom such data 
as that sf Figs 7*6 is "diat the positive correlation disappears at 
th© greats? distances* ?fe have as jet- no clear idea of why tliis 
should be so, . '.._,-..- 

Correlation between intensity Spread änd Tsmperätüre 
Gysdient 

Distance- -----    -     Correlation 
"~" Coefficient index 

x (ft)  r       _._  ....___  p 

10 -     .      -    -_    6,51. 0;B01?9 
a| 6„8l GVG5ÖI 
5G 0«80 Ö.0Q0Ö3 

100 0.66 0^006U 

The importance of surface severing, inde^rminirig aeöu&ti© ~' 
fluctuation appears to lie solely, in its effect on the taipeiratUre 
gradient in the air.above it»   Strong lapses ax*e likely tö occur 
over hard smooth pavements and tarvia surfaces, less likely to oc« 
cur over grassy turfs6   ito other effects,due to boundary condition? 
at the ground have been discovered» 

Yfaen source and receiver are raised from $ ft above the ground 
to an altitude, of 50 ft the intensity spread is noticeably reduced. | 
On the basis of our observations on five days under differing § 
weathe? conditions the average reduction amounts to a factor of 1 
about 2.0.    This effect is presumably dus to the transmitting medium | 
being more nearly isothermal at £0 ft than at £ ft. as was shown 1 
by our micrometeoroiogical findings* i 

So far no definite connection has been found between acoustic ;< | 
fluctuation and wind magnitude   or variability.   This is a puaaling \ 
facts the Question needs to be investigated further. : f 

7.33'   Propagation of Sound over Snow • | 

So far our discussion of aiicrometeorologicai and acoustical 
measurements has been, concerned mostly with data talcen under weather 
end surface conditions such as exist in stammer.   In the remainder 
of this chapter we shall describe results of a few observations, we 
hatsg raade in winter.    Our particular interest was in determining 
the attenuation of sound as it passes through falling snow and/or 
over a ground covering of snow.    It has been suggested that atten- 
uation might be excessive under these conditions.    Unfortunately 

_— _= _!! 
__—,—,....', ^^«..J., „»Is 
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for this purpose, the period of time selBtÄ^.-ti^'J^m'^öe®er-'-; " Z~ 
~19k9  to"Mar.ch 1.95Ö, constituted an öxce;|ti:öriaily iniläSrdaster, - •"""- 
Snowfalls were fs•r5 brief and rather niggardly in yiei&s  - "" 

The results we shall cjuote here are for three different day«,, 
upon «hieh •the snow co^sring was 0, 1 in* and 5 in., respectively^ 
Temperatures were near O^C in all cases and wind velocities« varied 
from Ö to" 10 mph; temperature gradients were always foxtnd to be less 
than 1QC per ft at- heights above 2 in» Sky conditions varied from 
clear to entirely överöast; some of the data «are töten during rain, 
none during snowfall* " •        '• 

All measurements reported here are for sound propagation over 
a gravel^urfaced roof of Osmond Laboratory! this site presents a 
large f? at- open area which is fairly free from reflections and is 
conveniently near supply lines of air and electric power» Tempera» 
ture magnitudes and gradients were compared with simultaneous values 
over a tarvia-rsurfaced parking area and found to-be similar. VfiLrxi 
directions and magnitudes were not significantly different for the 
two places. 

A Type -k whistle (see Sect« is.33) actuated by compressed air 
was used as a source» to measure propagated sound the output of 
a Tf0E,6|i3-«^ condenser microphone-'^^--ai>i^'fiä4 ^7iä''~B.sS&!ä^nä'7

-. 
vacuum tube yoltaeter-amplifier and fed to an TÜ-trasonic W8W analyser 
(see Appendix A)*   The d-e output of the latter actuated an Esters- 
line. Angus recorder' to give a record of sound pressure vs time for } 
each situation- " Numerical values Of attenuation and intensity spr^esä 
I3 (defined previously) which we shall qcote depend ön tiaie averages'" 
calculated from these, recordings.— 

Figure 7s? shows, typical results obtained in this way. Here - 
the frsquehey is i6 kcj source "and receiver ai*e both 3 _£t above ^  
the roof surface. In each of the three plots JX (defined previously) 
is plotted vs source-receiver separation x for ths particular Weather 
and surface conditions indicated beneath the graph. Although there 
are tv,o few experimental points to satisfactorily determine shapes 
of A vs x curves, there is perhaps seme tendency toward convexity 
of these plots. 

T^ble II presents a summary of our wintei*-time attenuation 
measurements together with corresponding information about prevailing 
weather conditions. Observed values of m, the attenuation (minus 
that due to spher.ical divergence) in db per ft are based on our mea- 
surements of A 89» ^k? value of A" at 89 ft 1 thus m is determined 
simply oy m = (ü.go)/88. Theoretical values of m, calculated for 
appropriate temperature and humidity values on the basis of Kneser's 
theory^ are shown for comparison« Agreement between these and bur 

6^ H8 Oo Kheser* «L Accus»_ Soc, Airu $,  122 (1933)» also Akust* Zeits. -- I 
_  5-6 2?6 (I9l*0)o 1 



expe^men^äl: results is somewhat better- t«an hampseh obtained pre»* 
vXons&yV No reasons for this are known. 

It- ia clear by consideration of Fig« ?„? and. Table II that covejv 
issps up tö 5 in, of the kind of show ws encountered cause- lit tie, If 
any, detrimental effect on sound propagation» This is true even if 
source and receiver are l«»ered tc 1 ft above the ground, though data 
for this case are not presented herej little difference in amount of 
«sound propagated could b@ noted between 1 ft and 3 ft heightsa 

Observed values of ths intensity spread Ig for the same conditions 
•which apply to Fig» 7,? are shown in Fig. 7.8e No great difference 
is fluctuation aapliisido is noted for the Various situations consi- 
dered here, 

. TABLE II 

Attenuation of Sound Under Various Conditions 

Frecip» Show 
Coviring 

Temp. Eel.* 
Hum« 

Wind     M      t   IE 
(Obs.) _ =  (Calc«) 

• 

_ .. - 

none 

drissle 
much 

none 

none 
none 

G°C 

U.U9c 

13% 

XGö£ 

l£ ft/sec .085dh/ft *0Qldb/ft 
toward source 
35 ft/sec a!U.db/ft  ,07£ 

ssäe   .!?• "- ..... «083 
rain 

none 3. in. -5*S°c 8^* .nans   ,076     .076 

none 
wet show 

S in. 
wet snow 

X.X°C XOOg hon©   ell      «083 

*f      i. h            -i     • s-.~. ~s««.- n«. A.• 7.lt Analysis of Sound Banging Data 

An attempt was made to correlate the available meteorological data 
with errors in azimuth, and "s&th pulse form, using sound ranging re- 
cords suppliea-by Evans Signal Laboratory. Although reasonable assump- 
tions as to meteorology and uae of ray theory could give errors of the 
observed magnitudes, the problem of correcting for meteorology in an 
actual case would require data too complete and detailed to be prac- 
tical» No correlation was found between errors and pulse shapes» 

Also an attempt was made to find solutions for sound waves pro- 
pagated in ihhomogeneöws media« The general equation is insoluble 
in a finite number of operations, and no satisfactory method was ob- 
tained. 

7o H. K, Schilling,.et al„, J. Aoous«, Soc. Am. l£f 222 (l
:öU7), 

*  Obtained from Division of Meteorology, School of Mineral Industries, 
Penna» State College. 



?rhe~ fceysrse process was also attiraptsafr    to set np, arbltrar^yj 
sound fields "which look physically pteüsiblö. mid the« detsrsine the 
ihhomogeneous asdium tshieh would give such sound fields.    This stethod 
was also unsuccessful for the anhöSögeneity ef the ^edi«jn thus ob- 
tained contained physLoaily impossible singularities ef the dessitys 



CHAPTER ¥111 

RIPPLE ÜÄNK STUDIES W WAVE- PROPAGATION , 

8,1 Dfotrcductlon 

The present Tförk wag wjiderfcakes vith the purpose of developing 
the ripple tank as an instrument for the experinsental study of ear*» 
tain &coustic phenomena by analogy under laboratory-controlled con- 
ditions. The propagation of sound through iphosogeneous jssdia is 
very clifficujLt to treat mathematically, and certain jinhomogeneo^s 
media "säiich are of isp^rtsnee, fe»g.., the aujaoseherej are not Itsil 
adapted to repeated experimental studies under identical conditionsa 
It is possible in ä ripple tank to produce and control propagation 
phenomena which .are, analogous to sound transmission through media 
containing speed gradients or inhoiBOgeneitiese The extent to . _ / . 
^hich acoustic trans•issien can; thus be reproduced is determined 
by various läieoreticax arid practical considerations 0 Theoretical, 
and ejq)eri2sental studies' have therefore been made of the propagation 
of ripples,-methods„of observation, and the design and construction 
of suitable apparatus ? - „ j,~ 

In our studiess the ripples are produced by the motion oi's 
mechanically driven dasher on the surface of "öie water in a tank 
provided wii» a plate»giass bottom» A photograph of the tank is 
given in Eig„ 8,1. The ripples are observed strobos-eopically by 
transmission rather than by reflection. The ripples act as cylin- 
drical leases and. can be. made to project the image of the «sitire 
•wave pattern in approximate focus onto a ground glass scretsn above 
i*is tank. The amplitude of the nipples in. different regions of 
the field may be studied by measuring the focal lengths of the 
ripples. 

 ,. __ „ R^_JPhSQ^9r              _ __ 

8.21 Ripple Propagation 

Velocity and wavelength of ripples. The theory of c-ipillary rip- 
ples is well knöwh^j^ fhe velocity of propagation is a compli- 
cated function of several parameters, as shown by the following 
fundamental relation^? . 

c2 s f2,X2 -A^ 2*1 j .tmA.fgjß), C8ol) 

a-imaataaaie» 

1»   H= .Lamb, Hydrodynamics (Cambridge, 193^) p. hf>& ff. 
2.   A. H. Davis, Pröe. Phys, Soc. 38, 23k (1926). 
3»   Lord Rayleigh- |hsory_ of SougdTNey Torks 1916) Vol. II, p.-, .3l|l». 
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ushers s s s rippie velocity 
t s fraqssasy 

g e acceleration da« te gravity 
f a surface tensioa 
/ö g deaei% e£ liquid 
n- s «leptfc of liquid* 

fhis expression for the velocity rest® upon the assumption of "OTaHfl 

amplitudes, e=go, the slope of the disturbed surface is ssswaad t<& 
b@ ssäli eh&ugh that its gqaare can be neglected with respect to 
unity« 

For very long wave lengl&s the gravity term, pi^oaihates,. whereas 
for very short wavelengths •&© s«iÄf ace teasiöa is täio issportlat f acteg«. 
Our wsvelesgyss are sueh •oast both terms have the same order of ra&gni« 
tud©o 

Sins® the depth ters, owing to the hyperbolic tangent, approaches 
unity as5^%5itieai2y as the depth h increases,, the velocity- is -W£$ 
nearly eqsial to &@ as^itotie velocity e^ for depths greater than a 

This relation bets®m.  X snä f being § cubie ©quatiea in  A ; 
the algebraic eolation for X is se&etshat esssplic&tsd©   T&s relation 
between  X asd ?s for several frequencies, is depleted graphically 
is S%* 8S2 . 

 JFtleeity gradients or inhosogeneities 'can be latf educed into 
the wave tl®l& by changing the depth of the water locally by means 
©f underwater obstacles«   The theoretical relation between velocity 
and depth, ssd that betweso wavelength and depth, surface tension 
being censtÄät, are sha^n for several frequencies in Figs» 8»3 wm 
Boh respectively» 

At higher fs^qaencies, the "knees*1 of these curves are fairly 
sharp, and the transition froa low velocities to the asyaspototic 
velocity is abrupt«,   The »ost generally required indices of refrac« 
tion, e.g», those lying near unity, are crowdedinto s very narrow 
region of deptho   Accurate control of velocity by variation ©f depth 
would be difficult for freqtföncies above 20 or 30 c because of the 
naeesssry'high precision of. depth control«   For frequencies below 
20 c? 1he velocity is not a critical function of depth for indices 
©f refraetion greater than 0.8» 

Attenafetion of ripples-»   The above discussion assumes the absence 
of attenuations   A* or small attenuation the above egression for 
velocity is correct, and the ripples are sinusoiäaL^«   The insten« 
tsaeous displacesBiit y of a particle on the surface of the liquid 



at a dlstarjee x in the direction of propagation from an arbitrary 
origin is- gives by      - 

y B a0 ®spf-(jßxjj'8±n 2j£   (x~ct «f «"oV,       (8«3/ 

the equation of a damped travelling sinusoidal 'wave, ^hers SQ is 
the amplitude at a: a o and «< 0 the phase at the origin,, The atten« 
nation constant j8  is assumed to be small enough so that the distance 
ß~*- is at least several wavelengths• tJndsr this assumptions ß'is 
given?**1- bj j* 

fi 
• Illllll»!JL    »•!        li   I 

-the steady state distance modulus«   The attenuation increases "?ith^ 
increasing frequency, approximately linearly* but hura again the - 
exact ääthemäiieal eroresgion would be CTtUfiberscae«    The relaties 
ig plotted in .Fig« &*$ liiere desperatere is chosen as parameter, 
-because it determines viscosity and surface tension (hence srave^ 
length) simultaneousiyc 

One effect of surface äi^äEPities is to lower the, surfac# tear 
sions   This-decreases the ^aveiengiäi- and hence increases the atten- 
uation«   This effect- of surface dirtj without any consideration of 
additi^5ai-^g©ipa^ios at^he imptS'e surf sea. is illustrated hj the 
dotted lines for a 10$ decrease in surface tension, \The resulting -— 
increase in jß is somewhat less than 10^« 

8e22 Application of Theory to Design Problems 

Acoustic analogies „    Since one •ultimate.-goal of this study is to 
eisulcts atmospheric acoustic phenomena, it is important tö consider 
the theoretical extent of possible analogies *    We can deal at most 

•with \mo dimensions in the ripple tank, an« our studies are lis«.ted 
therefore to the simulation of plane or cylindrical waves,. 

Both .acoustic waves and capillary ripples presumably obey the 
ordinary laws of refraction and of diffractioB.    Hence the träfis» 
mission around obstacles and through gradients can be studied« 

The transmissivity and reflectivity of an inhomogeneous region 
for an acoustic wave depend upon its specific acoustic iapedances 
which involves both its density and tbs speed of sound in it«   With 
capillary ripples there seems to be ao easy method of. controlling 
the density of a local region«   We cannot therefore hops to repro- 
duce acoustic phenomena in tshieh variation of density plays an im- 

Ut,   II» Lambs og>. cite> p« 623 ff< 
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pdrtaht role« But we can cor trol the speed of ripples by varying 
the depth of the liquid. In atmospheric acoustics the reflectivity 
of irjhomogerxeitiss is usually low except beyond the critical angle« 
and these conditions are automatically satisfied by ripple tank speed 
inhosogeneities» Thus the analogies should be •«tö.id for -most essen*» 
tial3y two dimensional atmospheric phenomena.» 

Effects of harmonic content of ripples» If *>he ripple is not perfectly 
sinusoidal, it w£El 'öaSage shdoe as it moves along, because its 
vasdeus harmonics will travel with different speeds. Figure 8.6 
shows velocity as a function of frequency. 

As the ripple moves along, its curvature at the crest (and hence 
its optical focal length) will periodically increase and decrease as 
the harmonies move in and out of phase with the fuhdamehtal causing/ 
an apparent "beat'-' p&elri@a£©noh© If the method of amplitude measure«^ 
Esenta involves the optical, focal length, then -the ripples should 
have as little harmojiic content as possible« 

Choice 6£ liquid;, tank s3ä'e-8 f frequency... Water was chosen äs the 
liquid becs"ase~Tt provides ripples of convenient length at attainable 
frequencies, because its optical transparency pepsits convenient 
optical study of the sippies, and because it is abundantly available,, 
Water haul no fuses requiring special ventilation. WOT hs¥d; it be 
purified and reeyeled through the tank for economic reasons» Since 
both hot and cold «ate? are avaiiabie, Ssperlaents say be temperature- 
controlled without special heatiag or cooling arrar^emehtSe. The 
high thermal capacity persits-expezi^nta as much as l£°C hotter or 
colder than room temperature to be performed before the. temperature 
drifts noticeably* 

The sise of the tank should be as large as conveniently possible, 
to minimize reflection effects« The tank employed during most of 
the period covered by this report was ä ft x 3 ft» This proved 
adequate for -srork with point soureeä and for line sources considerably 
shorter than -the tank width. However, for experiments in which linear 
waves were required using a line source nearly as long as the tank 
width, it was discovered that errors in amplitude distribution were 
introduced into the ripple field by tue boundaries. Hence, the tank 
was enlarged to ii f t x h ft« A discussion of the field patterns 
generated by line sources is presented in Sect* Ö.oü3^ 

Water having been chosen as the liquid^ -öle choice of freqtiency 
was made partly oa the basis of velocxty-depth curves of Fige 8<,3S 

since it was desired to study refr-actiofi phenomena,, For frequencies 
above 20 e, it is inconvenient and inaccurate to control ripple velocity 
by changing, the depth* For frequencies below ID cs it requires fairly , 
deep water JJo attain the asymptotic velocity * For tries© lew frequencies, 
there is more refisction from the sloping beaches, and the useable length 
of the tank is only a few wave lengths» A frequency- of about 1$ c has 
been found very- suitable for most of our work. 



8 «33 Observation, of Ripples 

Optical geasugerasnt of ^glitige» Ths amplitude of a ripple assy 
be cScuIateSr from its" Tneasured focal length as sa optical l©ns9 
The. focal length is easily measured -bo within apprcGdsai-$ly $% »y 
the method illustrated in Fig« 8*7* The focus is observed on tm 
small ground glass screen G. Its height above the plate gliss ref®r» 
enc© plane P is measured with a meter stick S, The optical path 
from the top of the plate ;glass to -fee water surface is added t© 
obtain the actual focal distance. This asy be corrected for the 
small divergence of the light as indicated at the end of this se&kiep. 

Given the focal length of a plano-»eonvex optical lens and the 
index of refraction of the material of Which it is made, «s can 
ordinarily calculate the radius of curvature of its CöH^SS face by 
the simple lens equation,- Our procedure «1th the r^ppies ±s  analo- 
gous« We measure the focal length of a ripple, determine its eurva» 
tare near the crest by a procedure discussed in detail b&X@*F, aad 
from this curvature and the wavelength we can obtain iM® ssiplitad© 
of the sinusoidal ripple« She two procedures are then combined 
into a single formula* 

The theoretical fecal Isngih of a sinusoidal ripple* hopsvsPs 
is not a definite quality because of the extreme aberration, as 
illustrated by the ealcuiateu rays of Fig, 8»£. However, many T&ya 
nearly meet at an approximate focus visible at height (b.) in th« 
figurgp This point can be experimentally located by the sethod 
described above, to witMn 5%.   Shis precision is partially limited 
by the intrinsic confusion of the approximate focal region and 
partly by the msthod by which it is located fey inspection af'-an. 
image on a screen. 

Figure 8.10 illustrates the calculated focal length of a re- 
gion of the lens as a function of distance from th© optic axis,, 
If there were no aberration, the focal length mmld be the sane for 
all parts of the le.ase F^>m this cur^e we see that there is least 
aberration in the central region of the lens, and that the best 
focus is slightly above the minimum central focal point« ExperisHiats 
confira the ccaclusion that the rays near the optic axis produce 
the approximate^focusi which is actually observe» The shape of the 
curve of Fig, 8.10 is independent of ssplituds for a wj.de range of 
amplitudes* if the Ordinate scale is plotted in units of the minismsa 
focal length* 

By measuring the density of the calculated rays of Fig. 80° 
at various positions- we can obtain approximate intensity distribu» 
tion data«, Curves showing the intensity distribution mich wsuld 
be observed on the ground glas3 screen below .focus, at focus, and 
abcsre focus ara shown in Fig. 8.11«, Curve (a) taken at height (a)> 
Fig. 8»9, below focus- has a single broad peak, which becemsä very 
sharp as the viewing Screen is moved, toward the focus« The inten- 
sity distribution at the best approximate focus is shown as curve 
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(bj#- -Above the föeuä, this sharp single peak splits Into two'.peaks5 
whiöh become more diffuse and move apart as the. screen Is moved still 
higher.* This, behavior may also be qualitatively inferred from the 
rays of Fig«;S«5«.    ";"" / _  \   • 

The convergence of the tseo intensity' paaics is a conveisient ex- 
perimental criterion for the location of the Jocus? and if the screen 
is above fpeus,: a comparison of the separation of these peaks-fes? 
the images of two different ripples gives a convenient rough measure 
of their relative-aiaplitudis1,. --.-'- 

For purposes of calculation;, the effective focal "length Is taken 
as 3% longer than the minimum focal length of the central -rays« This 
latter can be obtained analytically from the thin lens formula by 
cempiijting the eur^atyse of the sine wave, and using the knövm index 
of refraction of räj.ter.5 ^ ~~  _.. ~\  - —--^ 

•sheres       r s refractive index Of "water 
M z ^"ocal length 
a s ripple amplitude« 

Thus we hJäye:      7      - 

a m^QlBS X2/l-."•" vo*£; 
- -*.** —'V 

The assumption of Ismail- amplitude basie to the use of the 
simple wave equation yielding sinusoidal ripples requires? 

'max 

A. v; 

14 
The shape of the ripples is given by? 

Thus? 

dx = ~    %    '       \   X / > 

arid the condition 3f a small. amplitude becomes s- 

X^max      V-*/    -        -     - 

-«»i«' 
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Sübstitatihg' from equation (.8«8) for the amplitudes 

f%U2   = -2*i3AX$>r< < 1. (8.9) 

Thus, for a given wavelength the condition of "small" amplitude 
becomes a condition upon the 4ocal length vshich is satisfied for 
ripples of long focal length, 

Nearly all our data at l£ c involves, focal lengths greater than 
10 cm»   The wavelength 'at i> c is about 1*6 cm.   :Thus f br ripples 
of 10 era föcsl lengths s 

/d£r     ss210!  (1.6A0)2 s .006* «1, 
V^max 

satisfying the small-^piitäde rec^iressnto Jhis reöjiireaehtie 
th»s satisfied a fortiori by the ripples of longer focal length, 
(so that the medium itself cannot be regarded as the cause of ths 
harmonic distortion sometimes observed in the ripples)» 

An alternative method of determining relative amplitude con- 
sists in measuring the separation of the two "peaks"s  referred is 
above, ist» which-ths single sharp peak splits.when the viewing, 
screen is at ä position above the best focus« On the viewing screen 
these peaks appear as narrow bright lines« Their separation hears 
a linear relation to the measured focal length. This method makes 
possible a rapid estimate of relative amplitude but can not be ap=^ 
plied to ripple images of very low amplitude without elevating the 
viewing screen to an impracticably high position above the water 
surface«, 

Phase measurement« Ths; optical projection'of stroboscopically il- 
luminated ripples in approximate focus upon a plane screen above 
the water provides an excellent method of inspection of the field 
of ripples as ä whole, and ihe measurement of image position on a 
photograph made in the plane of the viewing screen forms the basis 
of an accurate phase comparison« The phase retardation or advance 
of a portion of a wave frönt can easily be determined to wiihl« 5?°» 
This requires measurements to about 0c2 mm« The ripple images can 
be brought to a sharp enough focus to be narrower than 1«0 mm« and 
under good conditions these images do not deviate from a straight 
line by more than th^ir width« The actual position of a wave front 
is the fundamental quantity measured, but displacements in spä«e 
are usually interpretable as displacements in time or phase« 

In using these measurements to determine the actual wave lengths 
of ripples, correction must be made for the divergence of the illum=> 
ination. between the water surface and the screen. This correction 
was, about 3* for most of our measurements, since the distance from 
ths light source to the tank was about UO ft, and the screen was 



about 15 to5 above the water surf aes*.the pattern on the. scree» being 
apprcsdmately 3% larger than the actual ripple pattern-» 

83   Apparatus sM Technique 

8,31   Production of Hippies 

The ripple tank»    The ripple tank, shown in Fig» 8«l2> is rectangular 
in shape, 2 ft-'x 3 ft« and is 3 cm deep,   t*. fs provided with ä trans- 
parent 3/ij in«, plate glass- bottom for -illWiinatica öf fee ripples 
from below«    The _tanjc itself i§i mounted on s frss# shipped with 
levelling screws* and is raised high enough to aGCossf.odate   a 2k in, 
x 30 in. plate»glass mirroar-which is tilted to Make use of the illum- 
ination from the light source« \ 

The plate^glssa bottom is sealed into the bakelite sides with 
"Noh^ardening fermätex".    This material is waterproof ,- dees not 
contaminate the water notics^ly^. and periiiits removal of the plate 
glass wi-Üieut heating. ."_ '_"-'--'—-_' •" -   " 

Ripple driver system.   Mechanical driving systems prochlce ripples   "" 
by the motion of" s "dasher "shiph wes the surface of the -water»    Cross- 
section views of several possible configarationtof dashers are shown 
in Fig. 8sl3&«,    The sipples; m^ve to j&e right and left of the dasher 
ppsitioh, and the Motion of the dfsher in i&cfe ease is in the plane 
of idle paper,    The dasher motion can. be sideways hut is more co^only 
up and.döfm-    'Two fundamental problems, of mechanical systems are the 
method of driving, and the shape and position -°f $&e dasher i^fJfiT" 

The.   system, we use is illustrated in cross »section in Fig« 8«13b© 
The dasher D is fastened to a rigid framework F "pivoted11 at the ap- 
proximate level of the water by a flat support spring S at e_äch end. 
The dasher fastening is shown in detail in Fig. 8.12, detail at B„- 
This oscillatoryThotion is introduced by a thread connection to a 
motor driven vibrator described below.    The amplitude can be adjusted 
while the system is in operation byjehanging the tension in the 
thread by means of the wind-up rod » shown at the top of the sketch* 

The use of a spring pivot partially counteracts the inertial 
reaction of the system, increasing the amplitude«,    The resontmt 
frequency of the spring-inertia system is below 10 c, 

A rigid mechanical coupling between^ dasher and vibrator has been 
used., with a free pivot support instead c" the springs, as shewn in 
Fig« 8*13d.    This coupling performs äs well as,but no better,than the 
-thread coupling«    It is hot as convenient to adjust and use.    It requires 
somewhat critical adjustment of the relative position of driver and 

.,dasher«    The thread coupling is therefore ordinarily used« 

The dasher itself must be at least sis straight as the desired 
ripples. Our earliest dashers were made of thin brass (»012 ins), 
shown in cross-section in Fig* 8«13a«    Their light weight makes 
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them easy tö drive,, but their lew rigidity-makes it very difficult 
to clean" them s&thout bending«»   Ifoaber 2 gives söffliigfctat "greater     . 
amplitude than Jio. 19 and. is preram&biy Köre »early f;re# of refleoä».  - 
tion troubles f rcsa the beach behind the das-herb   In order to gain 
rigidity« corresponding types 3 and k ^ers ©«KStswzctsd of ^dndo?? glass«, 
They •sere heavier but •? ^aigfetsr than the brssge    let eves •window 
slsss tends to warp *hen clamped firmly, and .hence a 1/L in. plat§« 
glass dgshers illustrated as No» 5, was constructed.    It. is still 

-^saeis»-thenmndoir glass, but is capable of pr&dücing very s^aight 
ripples of adequate amplitude» 

The flat dashers Nc«ss -3.f 1|, and $ were also used with horisentftL , 
osciilstien instead öf the usual vertical 'motion«   A rocking, motion 
about a pivot near the "water surf ace was also triede    It is possible 
to attain sufficient .amplitude by these meföodsj but- in our expejfitene« 
they have^ resulted in more harmonic distortioa ikan is encountered 
<??ith vertiöäl Motion of the dasher«,    Oar esqserimantfi^ojrever.. cannot^ 
be regarded as conclusive in -ad?: ?espect6   The miniisizatioa of 
harmönie content is a separate pr-obiem with each type of dasher, and 
^ith each possible type of motion«,   This matter irili be discussed in 
Sect, 8oUl«   It should be noted* however, that ä flat vertical dasher 
is likely to flex if it is driven hörisöntaüy and that in general 
the rigidity of a given dasher gust be taken into account -«hen a 
direction cf motion is being considered*' 

Type 6 is a glass tube chosen bee&u«!© of its lighter ^freight and 
good rigidity.   This type has possibilities,, but we tsere unable to 
f ind a .piece of tubing «hich wasstssdght enough to ctsnpare with 
pläte^glass.   The glass tubing actually tested perferas in ä manner 
very similar to window glass* 

Wit« all types of dashers it is of great importance t&st -fee 
water "sst the dasher -evenly-   Any irregularity visible to the eye 
in the meniscus at the dasher will cause serious irregularities of 
amplitude and phase of the ripples»   Glass dashers in this respect 
have another intrinsic advantage over metal dashers.   They can easily 
be sandblasted in the same manner as the glass beaches go as to be 
wet evenly by the water, even -»hen slightly dirby| -whereas it is ex- 
tremely difficult to keep metal surfaces clean enough for uniform 
•watting.          - 

In order tö drive the dasher, it TSAS necessary to e©nst«iet s " 
source of sinusoidal »ibratcry motion of controllable amplitude as» 
frequency, capable of being perfectly synchronized •with the strobo« 
scopic illumination.   Such a vibrator sas constructed as shoim in ' 
Fig* 8.UU ~ _: ^   ..   __ i_ '__'- -'        :: . 

The vibrator;/ motion is produced by an eecentr-ic cam shots» in 
the detail sketch.    The shaft A is referred to belehr as the eccentric 
shaft because it bear?« the fixed eccentric sleeve Bs   Surrounding 
the fixed eccentric B is another eccentric sleeve G which car* be 
locked at any angular position with respect to B„   The inner and. 



outer aurfäöe of Botheccentricst. cycles'whose centos are »Ö2Ö 
in* apart« thus" the ssplitude of oscillation of the outer surface 
Of C is adjustable fVetn sero to .OliQ in«, or approximately ens atrsj 
dgpsnding uport the position of .0 relative to B«: The outer surface 
of*C transmits its displacement to the block £ through fhe  pall bear~ 
ing Ds 

The eccentric shaft is driven by a l/20 hp U-pole ^ynchronötis 
sotor M through the friction drive F shown in the iso&etrie sketch. 
The angular speed of the shaft A is con trolled by movingthe motor 
along 'ways parallel to the axis of the Shaft, thus changing the radius 
of the point Of contact op, the drive disc A lead screw L and knob 
K are prodded for fine speed control« : 

A heavy fly-wheel Tf at one snd of the eccentric shaft effectively 
smooths oat- most of the "fltstteHLng" unsteadiness of motien7 which ia- 
ordinarily characteristic of friction drives,. Since the motor is 
synchroHöUBj -the speed shows very little tendency to drifts The 
other end ©f the eccentric shaft is geared to a Selsyn driver D9  which 
cofffeiols the fitroböscöpic illumination as described in Sect« 8.32. 

Beaches * Inflections from the four sides of the tank are minimized 
by^hTuse of adjustable sloping "beaches" made of window glass k in« 
wide. They are slanged around the edges of the tank a& shown in 7 
Fig«, 8.12. The slope of the be&ehes is adjusted by mean" of moveable 
plastic spacers as~ shbim ^ 

It is impörtaht that the mehiscUs along the batches be even, 
and the angle of contact: low*. Qthertiset local refleeticns will re= 
sulte It has been found very effective to roughen the upper surface 
of the beaches by sandblasting. The water wets the roughened beach 
evenly without elaborate cleaging precautions«, 

Cleaning the tank© Successful use of the ripple tank depends upon 
low äitenuätion, so that the asxplitude does not decay too rapidly 
for observations -over the leng-üi of the tank. The attenuation is 
found to depend not only upon the surface tension and viscosity dis- 
cussed theoretically above, but also upon the direct action of sur*-' 
face impurities which collect upon the water in the course of time» 
These dirt particles are often greasy, and tend to cling to the 
bss'.ches sndjwalls of the tank- so that it is not sufficient räs»sj.y 
to change iäie^äter,. 

The tank is periodically scrubbed with'soap and water and 
thoroughly rinsed. It is provided with a special water inlet for 
Sfineing consisting of a perforated quartern-inch copper tube visible 
in Fig, 8.12 across the end of the tank away from, the dasher. The 
drain pipe, also visible near the dasher end of the tank* is-large 
enough so that its opening extends above the surface of the watxsr 
•ffihich flows out during rinsing« This is necessary so that surface 
dirt will gradually flow out of the tank, and not be trapped above 
the outlet« 
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~ After cleaning and -rihsing>. the tank may be used £c*r several 
hours -before the effects of surface contamination besoms noticeable.. 
TfVhen this finally -occurs, rinsing for 5 or 10 m±n with tap water 
will ustAally restore the tank to a usesble 3-tate of cleanliness e The 
soap and water treatment is ordinarily needed less than once a month, 
depending of course upon conditions- of use»- It is good practice 
never- to touch the surface of the water with the bare hands, nur to 
handle any object to be placed in the tank« 

The surface, tension and Viscosity for clean tap water do not 
diffa*?, significantly fras-.the values for distilled water.« Their 
viscosities compared directly with an Qstwald type vis cometer. agreed 
within the limit of measurement of approximately 0»3?e Similarly,, 
surface tensions compared »rf.th a DuNoüy tensiometer agreed within 
the esperimshtal limit of about J&*    Tap water has therefore been- 
used in most of our work«, since it has been found as. satisfactory 
as distilled water in Performances and much more corffenieiitiy-ävail» "_"_- 
able at. a wide range of terAperatures.« ".-_..   ."~.~,". 

The depth of the water in the tank or over a submerged obstacle, 
can be measured to »02 mm with a simple spherometerV 

8,32 Illumination 

Optical gystesu The optical system is indicated schematically^ in 
nf, Ös'l^s. Light from a 7£0?-watt projection bulb placed at the center 
of a ? in« cylindrical housing made of aheet aluminum passes throughT" 
ä slit beyond which is the stroboscopic intenruptör disc shown in 
detail in Fig, 8.8. The System is cooled by a small blower. Originally 
an automatic feed carbon arc Was used as the light source, but the 
projection bulb is more convenient to operate«r.  Either source pro- 
vides satisfactory illumination» 

A system of mirrors permits a total optical path of approximately 
k0 ft from the arc to the tank, which is located in a corner.optically 
screened by opaque tarpaulin curtains, reducing the background illumi- 
nation to a level permitting convenient tank observations« 

The tunk is thus illuminated intermittently by nearly parallel 
rays of lieht, and the fc-:al length of the ripples as optical lenses 
is very nearly equal to the image distance. Technically speaking, 
the bright lines visible on the vieifing screen are images of the 
illumination slit, although we customarily refer to thein as ripple 
images •* 

Strobpscopjc technique. The stroboscopic interrupter disc is mounted 
on the shaft ö"f"a Selsyh motor connected to the Selsyn driver geared 
to- -th-,s- eccentric shaft of the motor vibrator described above« This 
gear ratio is isii, the Selsyn« rotating -at one-fourth the angular 
speed of the eccentric: shaft» Consequently, the interrupter disc 
is provided with four radial, slots to illuminate the tank once per 
cycle... The alot openings are adjusted so that the tank is illuminated 
for approximately 2%  of each cycle« 



The" relative phääe of the rioples and the _ill\imihatiön can :bö 
altered.;cMtinueusXy while the system Is in operation by slightly 
loosening the clamp ring which holds the driver Selsyn in place on 
the vibrator, arid by rotating its cylindrical outer shell in the 
mounting* Since the Selsyn rotates at one^fpur-th. of the angular 
speed of the eccentric shaft, a change ef 90° in its orientation is 
equivalent to 360° of phase,, This phase adjustment may be used to 
awe a given ripple image backward or forward to sari extent limited 
only by the twisting of the Selsyn connecting wires« Whe» an image 
has been^raos'ed 3,60® feom its original phase, it assumes the exact 
original position and configuration of the next ripple. The phase 
adjustment is useful when studies of ripple positions or amplitudes 
are requir-ed at intervals closer than one wavelength* 

Ah auxiliary motor is available, to turn the stroboscopic inter* 
mpter disc by a friction d?ive at any speed desired« This makes it 
possible to view the ripple field in apparent slow motion, sn arrange» 
ment which is convenient when it is necessary to examine hosr phase 
and amplitude variations develop, as the ripples are propagated over 
the water surface. 

Photographic techniguee The ripple field may be photographed for a 
permanent record and to facilitate phase measurements by supporting 
a sheet of .enlarging paper in the- same plans.as the viewing screen 
and exposing .from 3Ö to W sec* A double e^ösure iaay be/prqduceä 
on the same, photograph showing ttie field'wi'th a distorting obstacle 
preöent.superimposed ön the undistorted fields 

8.it Expei'lmental. Studies 

There are many minor experimental variables involved in the use 
of the ripple tank such as the amount of surface contamination, the 
-exact adjustment of the dasher and beaches, etc., which are very 
difficult to reproduce exactly. Therefore it is essential to make 
an experimental study of ripples^ of their production and. propagation, 
to determine to v,hat extent, we can reproducibly verify the predictions 
of theory. Thus we can estimate the extsnt to which the ripple tank 
may be applied to acoustic studies. 

8»U1 Propagation of Hippies 

wie have experimentally verified the fuiidämental relation between 
velocity, surface tension, frequency and depths 

c2 «** hz =4A. + m) *«* fey*). 

The azpErimental checks were of a. direct nature, requiring the direct 
measurement of each quantity involved. 

Experimental velocity-depth carves for several frequencies are 
shown in Fige 8,3b»    Figure 8sli.b fives wavelength-depth curves based 
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upon the same experimental data» The corresponding. theoretical 
curves appear in Figs0 8o3a and 8.1»;» respectively«.- These measure-' " 
ments are reproducible as tö the functional relations displayed by 
the curves., although the actual values of Wärs=ls!:jgth vary «OMewhat 
from one ran to the nestr due to small variations in wat^r tempera- 
ture and to dirt on the surface of the water.» Both effects are of 
approxiisately equal impörtahces but the effect of dirt is, of eourses 
auch, more difficult to controls 

For depths greater than one-half wavelength, the hyperbolic 
tangent term is very nearly unity, and the fundamental reisties is 
no longer a function of depth, as may be noted in both the theoretical 
and experimental curves of Figs«, 8*3 and 8«rU„ The sainple relation 
which is valid at "great depth" (i»ee, h>"X/2)-« 

--2 = i'2 <%. 2  ^ >T 'i.       g or" 

" t~tr 2 7T T   x& 

has been further checked experimentally by direct measurements» 
This relation betten Wavelength and surface tension is plotted in 
Fig, 8 »2 for several frequencies over the range of variables likely 
to be encountered using water« With the use of these curves? this 
relation serves as a convenient indirect experimental method of 4®-» 
termining surface tension, the directly measured quantities being 
wavelength and frequency.        _:       : r 

Owirg tö amplitude variations along any one ripple erest or 
phase front, it is not possible to obtain a very precise value for 
the focal length &nd amplitude of a phase front as a whole» Con-« 
sequehtly, it is not possible to measure the attenuation constant 
&   closely enough over the entire length of the tank to make a signifi- 
cant comparison with the theoretical value« Qualitative observation 
shows appreciable attenuation for phase fronts at a distance of 
about 25 wavelengths (at 10 c) from the source in clean water» 'vllhen 
making photographs of the field at this distance from the source 
it is customary to increase the amplitude of the dasher above the 
level required for observation of the field near the source at the 
customary viewing distance of one foot« 

During the early period of operation of the tank considerable 
diffacuity was experienced with distortion in the ripple field Miioh 
was analyzed as due to a second harmonic coaponent0 The- effect 
observed was a periodic increase and decrease in the amplitude of 
the phase fronte such that- every fifth one (for a frequency of 15 c) 
had a lower amplitude than its neighbors, while the crests half way 
between had a larger than normal amplitude, owing to the dispersion 
that occurs with water ripples, there is a velocity difference be- 
tween 15 c and 50 .e of about 2«5 em psr sec, Tnia maaas that tfes 
second haxsö&ic should be in phase with the ftedasssstal appTOsi«. 
mately three times per aecondj therefore the observed variatiea 
la amplitude is due prissslly to seeond h&naonie content. 
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The motion of the dasher was e3.iisiiiateä as a possible cause of   _ ' • 
second harmonic by driving the sane- dasher in the usual manner with 
a Ali-ead coupling to the vibrator, as in Fig9 S.lJb^ then Using ä 
rigid coupling.system as shown in Fig» 8a13de These experiments 
•were then repeated using an electrically driven inertia vibrator 
sparkstimer instead of the motor-driven vibrator 0 The second har- 
monic si- i£ c was unchanged by these alterations. As a final check, 
the dasher was run at the resonant frequency of the vibrating system» 
Only a vary srmll driving force was needed to maintain a reasonable 
.amplitude of vibration, and the actual dasher motion must ha\*e been 
very nearly sinusoidale . Yet the second harmonic appeared very strongly 
even on this tun. 

The source of the second harmonic may be an asymmetry in the 
process of ripple production thereby the crests have a tendency to 
be sharper than the troughs of the ripples, or vice versa» This 
type of asymmetry can be resolved into evenharmonics, principally 
second haiaiOnie» Due to the complexities of fluid flow äröünd a 
moving dasher, it is not surprising that the sinusoidal motion of 
the dasher does slotnecessarily produce s siousoisial ripple« At 
any rate it has been found espiricaSly that by carefully adjusting 
the position, of the dasher on the water surface when operations are 
begun it is possible to reduce this distortion to stich a low leva', 
that it can not be observed by ordinary methods of inspection» For 
best results the bottom of the dasher should be just above öle water 
surface,, lifting, the Water a tiny^roount by surf ace tension» Uniform 
wetting of the dasher is? of course, essential for good ripple prcdu'o-      ) 
tion» 

8,1*2 Reflectivity of Beaches 

The study of a progressive -wave in a ripple tank is greatly 
complicated by the; presence of stray reflections from the edges of 
the tank, To avoid the necessity of making the tank inconveniently 
large iii order to remove the effects of reflection, we have intro- 
duced the low-reflectivitgf sloping beaches described above, Thsir 
importance in the_ successful operation of the tank justifies a brief 
3tudy of their propertiesc 

The- low reflectivity of a sloping beach is capable of qualita- 
tive explanation«. The motion of particles involved in the trans- 
mission of. a ripple over deep water is known^ to extend, appreciably 
below the surface». "When the water is shallow, the oscillatory flow 
is thus confined to a smaller region, resulting in greater viscous 
losses» Rut the change in depth also causes a change in propagation 
speed,, -which cause« reflections, and this change in speed is greatest 
for very shallow water, as may be seen from the curve-of Fig, 8,3« 
Ißius^it is important that the very shallow region be approached very 
gradually so that there is as much absorption as possible between 

£o h„ Lamb, og. cite 
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the shallowreflecting water edge and the deep watsr.    Hence the 
low sloping, beach*    The smaller the slope angle, the lower the re*» 
fleetivity« -_,-.. ". 

The. reflectivity is found experimentally^ as expected, tobe 
lowest when the meniscus at the. eüge of the beach" draws the edge 
of the sjater tip as far as -possible, providing the widest possible 
extent of shallow water at the edge*   then the beach is of a. material 
which is not easily wet by water, the; water edge is more abrupt, 
and ther reflectivity of the beach is „great^K« '.- .-      ~ 

$hen smooth glass beaches are used* it is usually diffi^ilt 
to Wpt them evenly so as to obtain a uniformly high meniscus, - there 
are local regions of reflection, and the reflected ripples are dis- 
torted in. shapes  .As mentioned above, a. sandblasted glasa surface 
is easily Wet «MfbrsiLy- even ?rh@is the water and glass, are not per- 
fectly-clean«    The effect ofsandblasting, upon irettabiiifej is~not ' 
the SjEame_fpr all substances«.    Sshäbiästsd sötäl (copper). Sees not : 
seem-to be much more easily ^t than 32100%. metal«    The effect df .' 
sandblasting Upon certain plastics is intermediate betsrsf^ gla#s  ;: 

and popper* • ' -   -    '.'.'.. 

The reflectivity of a beach may be defined quantitatively as 
the ratio of the .fmp^tade of! t&e refie cted ripplf tö fhatI'pt. the':.,, 
incident Ripple,   jfcflecti^ty of a beach for ripples at normal &b- 
cidenee kßä.ge.9 .at..1fee"^^..of^^e'_t^Ä.'??^ositö- the dasher) is measured 
by means of the standing wave pattern produced by combination of the 
incident and reflected waves©    If the: ämplütüdt of a ripple is 
measured near the beach, then the amplitude wül be a w^dsam at a 
point ishere, the incident and reflected ripples are in phase., and 
will he a minimum if the distance to the beaeh is Inersased br de- 
creased by one-qsxarter wavelength so &at they are put of phase <K 
Let the maximum and minimum amplitudes he a ,2^ and a ^j^, respae?- 
üvelyj. then the reflectivity r is given by» . . . -. 

r — (a - a_^_;/(a_*«. 4» &_.,._.}« 

The distance to the beach may be changed either by rawing the beaeh 
toward or away from a fixed observation point* or by keeping the 
beach fixed and moving the observation point by means of the phase 

Tlie reflection coefficient at normal incidence for tne ssnd- 
blJÄstsd glass beaches is between «05 axtä  «1 under conditions of 
normal use at i> og  '«mere the slope of the beaches is approximately 
6° fron- the horizontal. Reflection for UJ>° incidence, is only 
slightly greater» 

3ol^; Radiation. Characteristics of Line Sources 

. The measurements, described in the preceding two sections were 
made, using the plate glass dasher 3.7 wavelengths long shown in Fig« 

i 
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8-12* • Vihsn operating under optimum conditional this dasher generates 
straight ripples which exhibit unifäea amplitude t>«Puughoat a con* 
siderable part jf their length but show variations in amplitude is 
s  region near either end. In order to establish the prsriss nature 
ox this amplitude distribution, studies i?ere made of the fields due 
to a nudber of line sources of different lengths ranging upwards 
from one wavelength. Ordinarilys baffles consisting of strips of 
lucite mere -arranged' at the ends of these line sour ess s Sine» the 
amplitude distribution fronTline sources up to "about 10 to j£ wave- 
lengths long resäabled the distribution characteristic of Tresnel 
diffraction with a^single slits calculations were made for various 
field positions for a few of these sources based on the Corhti spiral 
or Fresnel integrals', - " _-- -~~"_ - - 

Gc-Tsparispn of the theoretical amplitude distribution for a single 
slit plotted "in Fig0 8=16 for two field positions with the"dl.s1isi« 
bution for the corresponding ripple 'images, shoiitk  good agrsssan't ic^ 
the locations of'maxima and miniaia äs well as foz* their relative 
magnitudes, The amplitudes of the ripples-, as poih^dxmt in "Sect* 
8*2k, are proportions! to the out-ef^öeus image .Mdtfei The=moto-= 
graph in Fig, 8 „16 was mads for a simulated slit (line source/ of 
9.5 X* Good agreement between theory and experisient was- found 
also for shorter lins sources as well as for thef ield; due to two 
narrow simulated slits Separated 'by several wp^eifisgths.. Figure.. 
8,1? is a photograph of the radiation from a iinevsource ^.üA 
long with the theoretical amplitude distribution for the position 
marked A-A plotted from the Cernu spiral»  -'...-     ;--•-'" 

For line sources of length 20%.   or rnore^ it was discovered 
that the amplitude distribution, near either end agreed rather well 
with that calculated for Fresliel diffraction wii& a straight edge, 

rds, a fairly long line source generates two opposed 
U»_. straight edge patterns with approximately uniform amplitude ii* «^ 

tween. A photograph of the field due tc i !?A source is shown 
in Fin» 3.18, with the theoretical amplitude for the outer part of 
the field plotted for two fisld positions. It will be noted from 
both the photograph.and the theoretical curves that the amplitude 
peaks characteristic of straight edge diffraction move in toward 
the axis with increasingdistance from the line source,"thereby 
narrowing the approximately plane wave region on either side of 
the satis© However, with the longest line source (37 A) the approxi- 
mately plane wave region in the center is broad enough for many of 
the investigations requiring plane waves that can be carried out in 
the ripple tank.- 

B.Uu Scatteiääg of Planr. Waves by Inhomogeneities 

A number of scattering experiment/* have been set up in Übe 
ripple tank« The arrangement employed is "based upon the fact that 
t've yeiocitj? of propagation is a function of water depth for values 
of the depth less than a half wavelengths These experiments were 
undertaken primarily to learn what the potentialities of the ripple 
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tank might fee- for" these hitherto imexplölhid application^ - Most of 
them are qualitative oi-  {semi-quantitätivt., as they include cases Cor 
which mathematical treatment would hot be feasible» One of them -- 
was,, however, set up for the express purpose of comparison wit« a' 
previously mads calculation. 

------ -    * . 
Tx'iaagular ijahoaegeBäi^y^- --"Figure 8,19 i-s a.photograph of a plane _:_- 
wave scattered fey a triangular region of shallow vrater, the position 
of the- submerged triangle (constructed, of lucite) being indicated 
by the': broken lines» Arrows indicate the direction -of wave propaga- 
tion« -T'he change in velocity in the[shallowregion corresponds _ --- 
to a "refractive index" of about 1.13 and is analogous to theeffect 
produced oh a plane acoustic wave pasäing through a triangular«* 
shaded region; of air much colder than the. surrounding atmosphere« 
rhe action of the inhomogenedus region on the-wave front may be 
compared to that of & very low Power lensj. the retardation of the 
center of the wave frönt Is accompanied .by. an increase in amplitude 
as if -the wave front were being focussed. The-iraiBt-itiet portions - - 
of the ripple images in the deep water beyond the triangle, .repre- 
sent amplitude minima.    --/:-•--_     -._-" r        "-..:"". . ^\ --". 

..The" manner in which a distortion of this sort is propagated 
in the; deep water beyond the obstacle depends partly of3 the maximtfin 
retardation of the center of .the-,-wävefrdht.~ A more important factor, ~ 
however, i-s'-the angle, which-the bent portion of the wavefrönt makös - 
with the direction of the incident wavefröiyfe. In Fig. 8?l9 this  - :• 
angles which might be called the angle of lag5 is about 7°.—-For ------- 
angles of this size or smaller the curved amplitude maxinfoni atthe 
center of the field tends to. become somewhat elongated as the wave 
progresses-and the phase lag tends to decrease» In Fig.""8",X?" the 
maximum phase lag, which occurs at the crest marked A-A, is a little 
more than a half wavelength. At the position B-B, this phase lag 
has decreased by at least 2ö%»    In the region of the field beyond 
that shown in Figs 8slf the amplitude minima-on either side of the  
central maximum become so weak that the maximum appears to move along 
independently of the imdistorted part of the wave front at the edgf,s 
of the field. If the an^le of lag had been only 3" to Up, these 
minima would remain stronger and the wavefront would appear continuous, 

For a-larger angle of lag, a different effect occurs. This 
is shown in Figs* 8^.20 and 8*21- In producing Fig« 8.21, which is 

-a-- continuation of Fig* 8.*2Gj the amplitude of the line.source was 
increased to compensate for the attenuation in the more distant part 
of the field. In Figa 8.2® the refractive index is about i.2^y the 
maximum phase-lag is £.25 A and the ahgj.2 of lag about 18". (The 
boundaries of the shallow region have a reflection coefficient large 
enough to igive rise to observable reflected ;waves»normal to the in~ 
cident -ones») The. two halves of the retarded wave front, after - 
passing beyond the apex o*" the .triangle-,' form sin «interference field," 
which is especially prominent at the beginning of Fig. 8.21, Unlike 
the situation shown in Fig. 8d° where the wave front preserved its 
identify.,, the wave front in Fig. 8.21 appears to breakup in pieces. 



These pieces, or amplitude maxima. 'Wien establish links with maxima 
originally belonging -to other wavefronts. Ai.sc, in the course of 
their ».dvarice, they rotate about their centers» As a-result--of 
these changes a nsw "synthetic rravefront" seems. to develop with a 
curvature opposite to that nea? the scattering yfcst~~l"- Tho nvuuOers 
appearing along one of these synthetic «avefronts (Fig* 8,21} .indicate 
the^ wavefronts to -which the various part« originally belonged« Thus ; 
the number 22 on the axis means that this part of the new WavefrCat"- 
is the 22nd wavecrest from the apex of the triangle in Fig» §e:20? 
the.piece numbered 21_wäs fortngrly part.of the/21st crest from, the 
same positiony and so öR cut to iSj.Hhich represents the: undistorted 
wave front position. It can be seen that the, center ef this numbered 
wavefroist now lags the 22hd crest at the edge of the field by only . 
about l.j A t  indicating a gain in phase of 33% with respect to the 
ori-ginai phase lago 

-— Ne, precise functional relationship has been determined for the 
rate at Tdiich- the lagging portion of the wave frönt tends to catch 
•=- As indicated above: it seems to be primarily ä function of the 
curvature of the: wavef rent«. As the curvature decreases the rate of 
catching up dseressiSe For the case presented; in Figc 8,9, a gain 
of about «12 % is registered in the interval A-B of 9h  • The gain 
in an equal interval; f cliovyihg. this, in which the central maxiimim 
becomes somewhat longer äM älmoö-t. flats is only rhälf as much. For 
the 6A  interval in deep, waterushown in 'ig. 8.20, the ;gain is 
about «1?^ , aM shots no decrease for an equal interval pEsceding 
the numbered mvefront in Fig... §«21« Of course -.this field'is, lituch 
more unstable than the corresponding region of the field given in 
Fig» 8,19*   From the evidence derived from these two cases and a 
number of others, it seems reasonable to conclude that a phase lag 
induced in a portion of a plane: wave tends to reduce itself rather 
rapidly until the curvature of the lagging .portion becomes smalls 
and thereafter decreases very slowly. Also if the curvature is 
such as to bring about extensive interference between two parts of 
the wavefront, the latter may disintegrate or even reverse its 
curvature. 

Rectangular inhomogeneitv» The field due to a rectangular region 
of inhomogeneity is given in Fig« 8„22, the refractive index being 
about 1,,10« Two. characteristics of the field in the shallow water 
are significant. As the wavelength adjusts itself to the lesser 
depth there appears, a discontinuity in the wavefronts at the bound- 
aries on either side of the rectangle, a, Condition, that did not 
occur even with the greater phase lag in the triangular region shown 
in Fsgo 6,20. e0-.vin<7 to the shorter wavelength in the shallow water, 
there "is room for an extra wavefront to develop, that is, 9 wa-fe- 
fronts in the shallow region correspond to 8 in the deeper water-on 
either side0 Subsequent ts_ the formation of this extra smvefront, 
links may develop between it. znd the~wavefront in deep water. The 
amplitude distribution consists in the formation of strong maxism 
on the'inner side of the boundary rchich move in toward the axiä äs 
the wave front advances, between,these there pay be smaller maxima«, • 
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[  - .      _.       At- the boundary itself^there isi a rdriimum änd/beyqnd ,th-±a, i^>he 
! daep water j '^^max^miä wh'ich slowly diverges jfröa the boundarye. 

The two JLarae-amplitude maxima converging toward %tie sSis set 
up an Interference pattern in the deep water beyond the inhomogene!ty«, 

; The wavefronts in this region exhibit a complicated, set of maxima 
!- and minima* wttti.small phase variations, which diverge from the- axis, 
1 Along the axis there may-be, either a maxiffiumj as in Fig» 3 „22, or a 

minisaaa-depending on-the size of the rectangular region«    The lagging 
{ wavefronts in the central part of the field show ho general tendency 
I to Jain in phase :^ 
| for the triangulär - inhoinqseneities of Figs* ,8* 19-21. 

! Gradient*   The arrangement shown in Fig» 8.23 is designed to simulate 
the effect of a horizontal temperatuixe gradient in the atmosphere on 

[ a plane acoustic wave*    The shallowImctangulärregion in the e^ntfer 
; is flanked by regions in i?hieh the - water depth increases gradually, 
i It is these regions on the sides-that We of primary interest; the 
f central section.Is included to. prevent the sharp bTsak In^the water 
I surface that would occur if the /sloping glass pla^e that is respjs^ibie 

for the gradient protruded through the surface.    The field in the 
;      - central regicü is similar to that .shewn, in Fig.. 8j%2 except that con- 

tinuity betwee» the wavefronts. in the shallow and deeper regions is 

f than üf Fig>r 8.22 owing, te.the additional effe£t of the wayefrbpta 
coming, i-n-from the ^ides. 

I In the region of the gradient itself there occursi "the expected 
] phase lag which ultimately amounts to a fuH wavelength; Without losä 
\ of cpntinui% at the boundary.   This resembles tne situation in Fig. 
f 8.265, where a phase lag of 1ad.ce this magnitude was encountered 
| without loss-of continuity.    If one. follows ä; p^ticulär wavefront 
! out from the shallow to the deep, region«, it can be seen that the 
i amplitude increases gradually to its undistdried value without going 
i through maxima and minima.    (For this purpose the left side of the 

j, field should be examined a§ the right side contains amplitude visria- 
jj tiöns present, in the incident wave.)    The gradient thus provides.; 

the simplest type of phase and amplitude distribution of any of the 
1 cases oi scattering that have been investigated with the ripple tank. 

i     .._ Circular •(cylindrical) inhomogeneity.    In Fl?-. Q.2k is »hewn a region 
"; of circular thhiSEogeneity that gives rise to a phase lead; this is 
\      ^ accomplished byrthe use of" a false" bottom of l/ü in. plate glass with 

a circular-hole cut but near one-eud*    This ~csae„has_be_ei>.studied ; 
intensively in the ripple tank because detailed calculations for the 
corresponding acoustic problem—plane wave scattering by a cylindrical 

j  .. .-. inhomogeneity-^weye recently carried out by Professor R. B. Lindsays." 

^s   fluctuations of Atmospheric Sound Transmission» 0SR3D No. 55ÜÖ, 
_.@ukeLVhiversity, ttöir. 2Q~t T9ül^ "-    '. 
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The diameter of the cylinder is nearly 6 A ? fsd ^'refractive -"--_". 
index is 1.-Q33«- Phase snd amplitude measurements 'weite ifiade upon 
the wavefrgnts marked Ä-A and B-B. The results 5 in the form of 
averages for lf> sets of measurements, are plotted along ."With the 
theoreticaldistributions in Figs. 8.2:? and 8,26. 

The "principal phase lead, which at the waverrant luäriced A-A 
just beyond the region öf inhomogeneity amounts to about *2 ^. or 
7?°_ along the äxiSj decreases to zero at ä point about k %   from. 
the axis« From there on oxit the phase alternates between small 
lags and leads^ which decreaJeJln sagziitude •with distance from 
the axis« The wavefront marked B~B shows a, small relative phase 
lag on the axis of about £ö| otherwise the phase relations, are 
about the same äs for the preceding field positiönj aside from the .. 
small .divergence of the leads and lags with increasing distance 
from the scattering region* Comparison, of file theoretical and 2%^ 
perimeiital values"of these phase distributions in Fig« 8.2J? shows | 
excellent agreement« Beyond the limits..of?'the graph, the variations 1 
-in phase become too small to be. measured with sufficient precision s 
by the £ipple-tahk method» ".!': " - : J 

The .amplitude-distributions plotted in Fig. 8.26* shows for          ' 1 
the ppsitioa A-A a small amplitude maximum a little; -off the axis J 
and a.larger one about 3»^B fromthesig&B,  with-.ä ^näjmin b#tween*    _ 1 
Bgyöhd thisthe maxima 'p^g^aa%i^^:§^^-<iff i^^^^^^='^th, 1 
distance from the axis while the minima approach the "undisterted- " . | 
value» At #6 position B-B the small amplitude maximum near the            *  I 
axis has vanished, the large one has moved out to about h Ä from 1 
the axis and the maxima and minima beyond this point likewise show J 
gradual divergence from the axis« It can be seen that while the | 
theoretical and experimental values of the amplitude distribution i 
do not agree in detail as well as do the values for phase displace- " I 
men-ts, the o-ve rail distribution found in the Apple tank agrees quite r- 
welr with the theory« Attempts have been maxki to account for the f 
fact that the rate of divergence of the amplitude peaks from the I 
axis appears tö be slower in the tank than the theory predicts» The j 
possibility- of error due to the radiation pattern of the line source I 
or the boundaries of the tank has been eliminated by repeating the | 
experiment in the wider tank and with a longer line source» Tbm.  . g 
rate of divergence was found to be about the game, with the new con-« | 
ditions as before» Another possible explanation is tö be sought in I 
the fact that when a wavefront enters a., region of inhomogeneity, .§ 
the necessary adjustment of wave velocity and wavelength to the new | 
-depth ^kses not ^occur-instantaneously but is__sprsadr out through ä | 
finite interval of the field« For example^ in the "special ease of ; 1 
a plane wave passing across a boundary barallei to the wavefront ' f 
and of "infinite" extent with a consequent change of wavelength from          ' f 
15s3: «en to 13.1 mm, tne distance between the-wavef rent at the boundary 1 
and. the first one oil the Other side was found to be 13eh mm. From __       -^  | 
this it may be concluded that the effective, size of an underwater ' _        • } 
obstacle is different from its geometrical dimensions. It has been 
found that by employing' in. the scattering experiment a. circular., 
opening^ whoäe ^eometricälTdiämeter is roughly H0% larger "than the" 
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one assumed is the. theoretical calculation- better •a&reement with 
-the theoretical ?ate of divergence of the amplitude peaks from the 
axis, can be obtained» 

Scattering by a vortex»    An.-.&ttssfpt has been wade tö study the seat» 
tering of a plane wave by a xanear vortex«    in order uo sst the waser 
surface into s. state of uniform rotation., § rotor consisting of a 
plastic -disc abor£t 6\Ä    in diameter was supported[._ ixi- a horizontal;; 
position- about d,j?-A    below the water surface py a thin vertical-^«d 
through.-jL-ts center.    -Piis. rod.was" connected to a low speed electric 
motor which drove the disc at speeds of 1 to h V*m9    Itjsfm found 
that, this arrangement would not impart uniform rotation to the water 
above the -disc and that extraneous motions of the "water surface äs 
a wholo made it difficult ta obtain .reproducible rssullss   The disc 
was then .replaced-by a thin brass, ring of the same diameter with 
four, spokese/The ring could be .operated »in a position as little as ; 
2 mm below the water Surface ttithout giving rise to trndesirable re« 
fraction effects 0. - Xt„gave qiialitatively reproducible results but : 

could not make the entire Water surf ace. above it rotate at a. unif oral 
rate.    The water maintaxned the^isse rate öf rotation as thei rotor 
fromthe center out to a distance equal to half er iwo»thirds the-     - 
radiusj. but from «lore to the circumference öf the rötor revolved 
more slowly* --_--"". ' •- "- "/ 

--. ". A-rptatipn rate of 2 or 3 rjp would represent tangential, wind 
speeds tip to .30 or h% mph tor the corresponding accustic case with 
an air mass of the appropriate sise».A photograph"bf a,scattering 
experiment wit^ a.r^ior speM. of j rpm. is given in Fig.78.2?»    It 
can be seen that the edistribütiön of phase arid amplitude agree? in"/ 
generalL with theoretical expectations.«    On the side of the field 
where the moti-en of the. rotor is opposite to the direction Of wave 
propagation there is a large phase lag amounting at the must to 
about ose=four-th wavelength»    On the other side of the field is a. 
phase lead of magnitude slightly more than half that of the phase 
lagt _ An ampiitudf, maximum occurs in the regioii of phase lag and 
an amplitude minimum in the region of phase lead.    The phase lag 
and lead both attain their greatest magnitudes" just oeyoxsd the 
vortex, and a few wavelengths beyond this point they begin grad- 
ually to. diminish with distance from the vortex.    For rotor speeds 
öf le?.s than 3 rpm the same- general type of fisid results but with 
smaller phase lags and-leadsj for speeds greater than h rpm the 
field tends to becoine unstable;: " __.'     ~~""_~."~ 

— - -Mr the present stage, of deveiopjaeht. of. oar experiments! ts"ch= 
nique it is possible to reproduce the over-all distributions out-^ 
lined above but not such matters as. the particular magnitude of the 
phase leads and lags or the detailed way in which the amplitude 
varies 4lpng a wave frönt for a given field position«,   Wor is it 
possible to make, anything, better^ than a rough comparison with wind, 
velocities in tlie corresponding aeaistic case«    Ideally the cor- 
responding wind velocity at the outer circumference of the yprtesc 
shovÄi_in-Fig* 3j>2ZshouldJbe^abojit Jiff Jjipfi» but owing, to the rather 
inefficient coupling between the water surface and the rotor, the 
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value thai', tmsfc be assigned to the corresponding wind velocity is 
less than half this amount* However, in vie* of the improvements 
made in technique during the course of the experimental werk en 
the varies problemj ib should be-possible in the future to achievs 
more satisfactory results than those presented here».    ..: 

Circular (cylindrical) reflsctor«, Since the vertical rod support- . 
in> the 'rotor in~the VorCex experiment of: lieosssity broker the "water 
surface and -aetöd;äs :a. reflecting obstacle, it "eras considered ex- 
pedient tö make some investigation of the distortions intro^^dr 

into the field, by such obstacles e Accordingly photographs Were 
made of plane wave fields distorted, by cylinders of dimeters rang- 
ing from i/l6 X to about 6 A . The general., characteristics "of 
these fieMs are sho^iin in Pig«, 8*2$, the diameter Of the cylinder 
beinp about 3~*2 %  *   Along the axis between the source and reflector 
there- o'äcitps a. standing wave regiön3 the wide ripple images indicat- 
ing äritinodeso(fo-either side of the obstacle can be detected the 
reflected -^aves occurring for an angle Of incidence of roughly "U5°»" 
For obstacles of larger diaaeter the amplitudes of the ahtixiodes 
and of the-waves reflected laterally become larger than in Fig, 8,28, 
while for smjller diaaetfrs. they are diminished, falling almost be» 
low the level that can be observed for the smallest reflector em= 
ployede Also the incident wave frents assume a corrugated appearance 
indicating ä system of amplitude mäxiraaT and minima. The region a- 
long the axis beyond, the Obstacle can be analyzed by Fresnel dirt"rac» 
tion theory for a circular Obstacle, which predicts a maximum On the 
axis. The.presence of a. freak masdJKUig in this region can.be detected 
along with a.'phase lag.» For a cylinder of'larger disaeter than that 
shown, in Fig, .8.28,. ths phase lag is. larger and the amplitude maximuör 
weaker^ while conditions the reverse of these obtain for smaller 
obstacles. 

The type of interference pattern set up in this field is Shown 
in Fig„ 8.29, which was produced with "the same obstacles as in Fig, 
8.28, the exposure being made with a direct instead of a stroboscopic 
li~ht source. The images near the axis represent standing waves 
which extend without discontinuity into the region of interference 
between the incident waves and those reflected obliquely« The sepa- 
ration, of these interference waves is l/2 %-  along the axis and be- 
comes larger with increasing distance off axis. Vfith an obstacle 
of an effective diameter (allowing for the effect of'" the meniscus) 
of 2 or 3 mm, this type of interference field is-cbservable but 
very weak. Hence it was Concluded that the effect of the rod sup- 
porting the rotor in the vortex experiment was practically negligible? 

8.H Conclusion 

On the basis of the scattering experiments described above along 
with the experimental check on the equation Of wave propagation, it 
seer-is legitimate to conclude that the tipple tank provides a valid 
analogy to a number of acoustic cases, involving reflection, refrac- 
tion and diffraction. The experiments can be made in a free field 

x ..* § 
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"employing either circular orplane waves»    The required ea^jsrimei.   1 "': I 
arrangement can ordinarily be set up rapidly a«d qualitative results ; I 
for phase and amplitude distributions obtained iasaediataly»   Further- | 
iBöPs several different regions of a. srave field can be exsMned at the f 
same time«    Good quantitative approximations to the relative 9s»pli~ | 
tudes can be obtained.by measuring the widths of put^f-»focus rippls 1 
images either on the ^dewtosg. screen •while She tank, is operating or : | 
on full scale photographs«,   Jn the same ssy it Is possible to make | 
accurate determInation.s of phase shifts«   By this technique itave 1 
fields too coiaplicate| to admit, of theroeticsl ibivestigatich: can ; J 
readily be studied»   £cr these reasons it is evident that the rippls ~| 
tank constitutes a ve^jr useful adjunct to an acoustics laboratory«,? | 

For further information on the design and applications of ripple 
tanks see Ae" Ho "Davis., Proc, Phys*. Soc* 3]3, '23ii (1926) and kg, 
90 (1928)$ W. Baldwin, "Jre.| %f-s 3ci? Mir, 1, 30? Cl93Q)| and 
•^® j&ppig~?ank as an Aid~;to ighäse»Frötit ?isuaiization, URL 
*S^ört3^°5  s- H' Schböiey, Haval Iwsearch Laboratory, Tfeshington, 
D.C., October 15, 19Ü9* ,1 

* 
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An acoustic impedance tubs, a pa^cislon ;mstrumeht £or mea- 
suring acoustic propeHies of sound sbsorbihg: materials, has been 
designed arid built,   ^ith it can be measursd the rcÄsvlxölVöo- 
efficient öl" porous materials ift the. frequency range Q£~&® e to 
9.5 kco    The specific acoustic ^mpedahci? o£ Sie :mat^yla$"cSn:bö ' " 
calculated from the measured values öf thf reflection: coefficient« 
Tlie instrument may also be used to measure the eomplex: propägär- 
tion constant for sound in the material,    the välxter of the' 
acoustic impedance and the propagation constant may be used- to  -_ 
compute such physical constants of the material äs its effective ." 
density and flew resistivity, .--'__/ 

Besides yielding data of considerable the'prftical[.interest 
the instrument is very useful for measuring the; <?l^äGterist$es 
of sound absorbing materials intended for iöie acoustic trea-tanent 
of rooms or ^for _the construction of dead rooms»   Data" On acoustic 
impedance is required to compute the behavior of sound propagat- 
ing in air over an absorbing boundary, such as the surf ace of the 
ground« - - 

An .experimental confirmation of the theory of plane wave 
formation in "the tube has been made»   -Measurements have been 
made of the acoustic impedance of samples of two commercial 
sound absorbing materials^ also fo the propagation constant with- 
in these materials. 

A high frequency adapter has been constructed to extend the 
upper frequency limit of the tube to about 38 kc but has not yet 
been used for measurement» 

9.2   Theory 

Sound waves travelling down a long straight cylindrical tube 
with smooth rigid walls rapidly become pla.ne provided that the 
wavelength is greater than that associated with the cut—off fre- 
quency of the first transverse mode of vibration for the tube. 
For a tube of circular cross-section with a source symmetrical 
about the tube axis,  the critical wavelength is given by 

A,."  le&U-  r    j \"il-/-—- 

..    See P/M. Morse. Vibrations and Sound.,  (New York* 19U8) 2nd 
edition, p„ 3©5, for theory of,propagation öf sound inside 
cylinders, 



#iere- i? is the radius.    For oür tube this corresponds to a freqasMsy 
of 9„£3 kc for air at room tempei-sture.   Sven for a frequency -öf 
°«>!>0 kc the theory issäieates that any transverse component of vibra- 
tion will be attenuated by 60 db at %G em f res =Öis 30ureeE 

The acoustic impedance tube is a plane •wave generator below 
the critical frequency, jjith säsans incorperateä for arialysißg the' 
standing wave pattern formed ^hen the «Isne waves are. reflected from 
the surface of the material to be tested.2»^   The ^antitifs mear 
sured-are the standing wave ratio (the ratio of the raaxläiöffi t? tfes 
snihliraim pressure amplitude} and the shift in position of the lirst 
pressure minimum from, the quarter wavelength position (its position 
ifthe -reflecting mttterial were a rigid reflector)» 

The. magnitude of the reflection coefficient R is 

Ho = (B-1)/(B4.1) •-"" (e.2)     - 

where B is the standing wive, ratio» The phase of R is givea by . 

where d^ is the dis tehee of the first sinimum from ttie ssaple. Ilse 
J      specific acoustic-impedance g is the ratio of excess pressure t© 

,,..:-    the normal Component of particle velocity at the face of the sample» 
Tire acoustic impedance ratio, the ratio of z to -Sie acoustic is^ 
pedance of a progressive; plane wave in air is given by ._^- 

sfp c s -(l«R)/a*ft) ; (9-.U-) 

where ^ is the density of air and c is the velocity of sound is. _ 
air. 

A plane sound wave suffers some attenuation in travelling down 
the tube because of viscosity effects at the walls of the tube. The 
attenuation due to classicel and molecular absorption of sound in 
air is comparatively negligible for the fraqussneies and distances 
involved here«, Attenuation results in a shift of the positions of 
the pressure maxima and minima and in a change, in the standing wave 
ratio«, both of which are functions of distance from the surface öf 

2s P.M. Morse, ogr* cit»» p« 2h2x Theory of measurement ©f acoustic 
impedance by standing wave method* 

3. R. A. Scott, Proe. Phys. Soc. JjS, 2f>3 (19U6): Application of theory 
of Reference (2) to our tube, including also theory of corrections 
due to attenuation in the tube» Our tube is patterned after Scott's 
with several IsrorovesnentSo 
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The shift ifl the position of a pressure minimum at a distance 
from the sarapla sad of -the tube dire to attenuation, is        v-_- 

« r 
where/OS is the -ps€s$yTe amplitude attenuation .const-ants k is the 
wavelength constant |TF/A, and 3f is defined by y --^la: Jtp9: For-~- 
good f?5^1ebt-Q2sJ.(. V small) this shift; is. entire!^ negligible, since 

value of djg to compensate for attenuation is 

- Adjj s ~(p</21^)(sinh 2*0 ... (9.6) 

Since 2®C cU is negligible for our tub85 all of the pressure mini^na 
are shifted by th6 same amount due to attenuation„ Consequently 
the -wave length may be still determined as. twice the measured dis- 
tance between tsrc successive minima. The value of sinh 2-jf;-ia . | 
plotted in Fig, 9.1 as a function of the standing wave ratio B f 
expressed in decibels«                       -- .     --.___        y I 

o% is a function of the radius of the tube. For etir particu?- \  § 
lar tiise^ f& a frequency f, we have . ; ...    -.---.- -----     - > j J 

oC/2k2 ]» 203/f3'^ i- C9.7) ^ I 
~ - - : 1 

Equation (9.7) is plotted in Fig. 9.2 boifc in magnitude (cm) and | 
as a percentage of-ÄA»   For a given permissible error in the \ 
position of the first minimum, its position need not be corrected I 
for attenuation if the standing wave ratio B exceeds a certain -a 
value.    The critical valuesof B, above which position corrections ~ | 
are necessary, are plotted in Fig, 9.3 as a function of frequency, f 
for permissible errors in position or ooxn o»w>?> ana u.x?/». f 

' -..: "":- • " i 

In the presence of attenuation the- standing wave ratio, is | 

B - cosh (ck dM * yO/sinh ( «dN «- yOj - _   (9.8) J 
"•---• "•  J 

where oYT is the distance of the particular pressure maximum measured | 
from the sample end of the tube and djj is the position of the par- ] 
ticular minimum from the sample end.    It is seen ^hat• the standing 
wave ratio obtained by comparing the values of successive pressure 
maxima and. minis« decreases in going from the sample end of the 
tube toward- the source*    For samples sshich are poor reflectors of 
sound ,( Y large), B is essentially independent of d»    Fox* gO-cdf re- 
flectors ( y small)- a correction is required since, as was previously 
noted, ec d is very smssll for our tubs and it appears i-h tfte; argument _ ' 
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of a hyperbolic sine function in the deacss&riator of Eq. (9,8.)e This 
is lust the "opposite from the case of the positions of the- minims,, 
for^-which corrections are required only if ^ is large» 

fha standing 'wave ratio*, corrected for attenuatlanj may be foußd 
by -plotting the values of the pressure minima versus wie positions at; 
which they occur, by doing the same for the pressure maxima,, and then 
extrapolating both to d - ö« Kie corrected ß is then the ratio of 
the ptg extrapolated Tallies» In practice? it is found that the pres- 
sure .maxima do not change measurably i;.i value ns-sr tha garsple end" 
since they fall on a cosh. carves  and that the pressure minima do ±n=- 
crease measurably -sith d in a linear fashion hear the sample end 
since they fall on a s-inh curve* Hshee the measurements required 
to obtain B^corrected for attenuation, are usually only the value 
of the first pressure maximum and the "values of the first and second 
pressure minima * if these latter two values, agfie within the limits 
of accuracy of measurement^ ao c«srsctio® is required* 

If p exp (j"M/-t) is "öle pressure at the surface of the sample 
of the acoustic material, the pressure for a plane wave within the 
sample at a distance x from the si&£aee is given;feyJ 

PsPpSsp^^N^ (9*9) 

It is to be noted that x and d are^meäsüiföd'in: opposite directions 
from the surface of the sample» Notei-also that Sj« (9.9) contains 
no provision for a wave reflected from the back of the samplef 
that is, the sample material is effectively infinite in .extent* 
In practice, ah infinite sample is one thick enough for the atten- 
uation coefficient io»olved so that the wsve reflected froa.1 its 
back surface is negligible at the distaisc^ x. from its frönt sur= 
face«. : 

jk is the propagation constant for sound within the material« 
In genefal it is a complex quantity given by 

ik ~s*_ £ *,&   . (9-101 

Substituting Eq, 9„10 into Eq* 9*9S one obtains 

P s P0  öxp {°o?j^c)«.exp (4«^i>-j/S'mx)» (9.11) 

It is seen thate< „ is the pressure amplitude attenuation coeffi- 
cient per unit distance in the material or, in brief, the attenua- 
tion constant«    ßm is the wavelength constant of the material and 
is equal to STf/X^I ishere /\EI is the wavelength of sound in the 
mr^zSsLU-;,-... ,       ' '—   -~     — 

Tlie propagation constant is directly related to the specific 
acoustic impedance of the material.   A consideration "Of the force 



equation in a form .pertinent to pproust Materials shews that***'' 

(9,12) z s HE' 

where /* ia a quantity to be defined lat?r» xne measured quantity, 
the acoustic impedance ratio z/f>c}  is th&n given by 

(9.13) 

m Vfe may therefore define a propagation constant ratio Kjj, s A/?-_ 
3(^raX)--/**

r» Tshicn is the propagation constant of the material* ;)k^ 
Mviaed by.the propagation constant of free air3 jk E ö 2 #~.> In 
te-nss of K - the acoustic impedance ratio is % 

•*/ & c *m (9 «IkY 

This rather aimple reciprocal relationship between s//>c and 
cannot, unfortunately, be used as a check on the independently 

melts-ored values Of z/y^c and Km because j@^ is no', a constant for 
porous materials«    In K-enerals /O«, is a* comples: quantity given byk 

K 

r 
Pm = * ^ ä&. i?o5) 

Pj the porosityj is the fraction of the total volume of a sample of 
.. the flow resis«» occupied by the air spaces» 

„i,.;.^ is the pressure gradient required to produce a unit particle 
the porous material 

velocity? m is the ratio of the effective density of the air in 
the pore «paces to the actual density of air in free space.. The 
above two densities are not the same because of the added inertia 
due to the motion of the fibers of the material»  Both r and m are,, 
in general, functions of frequency". The particular functional re- 
lationships involved depend upon the space-averaged mechanical pro- 
perties of the fibers and would be difficu?tt to predict theoretically* 

The product of the experimentally determined quantities z//3c 
^m_can —er--°?- ^e used to compute /°,n//0,  in accordance vath 

Eq0 (9wlit) | from which the values of r and m 'can be computed if 
•sre know the value of P. P can be determined by an independent 

_y 

U. R. A.. Scott, Eroc. Phys. Soc» 58, l6> (l9i}6.}0 
5« L0 L. Beranekj J, Aeons-* Spc. Am» 13,, 2li8 (l9U2)s Theory of Seund 

" Propagation in Porous Materials.   "- 
6. P. IS. Morse., R. H0 Bolt and P.. L„ Brown, »J« Acous, 5oc. Am. 22, 

217 Notes that experimental results to date indicate that 
r and m are nearly constant from 200 to 6000" c for homogeneous 
materials. Our results substantiate this observation» 



eröerimentat .measuräaeat* « 9 

•  . -. 9.J   Design, and Operation of the Tube        : 

Figure °sli is a block diagram ä*d Fig„ 9*$ is s photograph, of 
the acoustic iiupsdeir.ee tubs aad associated equipment.    Figure $>."d 
is a closeup.of tue.tu.be itself*    The sample holder is shown de- 
tachM-in frorit of the tybe in Fig«, °Sf '^d mounted" in place at ths 
loft pf the rfcube iii- Fig« ^vb-*. 

.    Figure,-f^.7%*. 3 c^öse-ap of the r£ght end ef 1&e: felbes    I« the 
center background irsy.be seeh the sound source, a Jensen Q.8F loud- 
speaker, and its. transformer to the right of the speaker»    Sound 
from the speaker feeds into the acoustic impedance tube syn&eiricaily" 
about its axis, through a 3/8 in* copper tube,1  The speäkir is driven 
by -fee liewret^ackard' Signal Generator? sodfi. 2§%K&g seen, in figs 

input tube, in fige. £*7«  " Its right eilet is; eonsiected to a W,Ee6li0=AA 
condep^eE-Merophcsie riK?unted_ 6?? & carriage through a short length 
of rubber tubing to isolate ;sölid\-öorne founds    The position yf the 
probe is ^Taried by turning the knurled Meel seen just to tiie left 
of aha below the speaker in Fig. 9«?,   This moves the microphone 
carriage, to which the probe tube is attached, by means of a long 
screw w±jüi\an accurate pitch, ©f: 1. ass mounted jäbove the "tube,:   A; 
motor d^iye is used for large displäcsiaeiits; of Jibe csxTiag^ the      
flexible, -cable., coupling, -for .which? is seen extending[$p .thä"ror?ground 
of Fig, 9^.7.   A Se^.d©r Root counter and a dial graduated in %J±0& of 
a reyoiutiön make the positiOTi of the probe direct reading to QoQi 
mm.    The ^signal.-from the condenser microphone is amplified by a 
Ballantine model 300 electronic voltmeter and its level is äe^sUreld 
by a sharply tuned wave analyser, Hewlett~Päeka£d model 3Q0A»" 

The pföfee 'tube slides along the bottom inside öf the acoustic 
impedance tube« For measuring standing wave ratios and positions 
of the ininima of sound pressure, its end is fitted mth a small tube 
curving upward, «hich presents an opening of 0»12 cm inside diameter 
at the axis of the impedance tube.   The plane of the opening is 
parallel to the direction of sound propagations    A calculation shows 
that the finite-size of this opening has an inapprec table _sffeet on 
the po;sitl<*is of the minima and on the standing imve ratio for the 
frequencif.^. ^eiiceghed».   For measuring the propagation constant in 
an acoustic material., the end of the prob*j tabs is fitted with isn 
extensi6n ,#iat passes through a. 1/8 in. hole bored äxiälly through, 
the gamble«,    This extension is closed at the far end but has four 

awoi>g.aa*ta/tf>»»»<w<*»yi;>wff <t 

7» A sisiple method for measuring P experimentally is described in - 
-   Reference (5>), also a method for measuring the static value of 

r. ' See also -Sect. 10.k f:or'-measurements of r» 
8. See Progress Report No« 21 (April 20, 1°1|8) for a detailed des- 

cription of the construction and mechanical operation of the tube, 
_ 'together with a set of assembly drawings«, 



small holes dzilled syjnmeirically around- its cimaisiferehce. 11 in. 
from its: £e£--evtiJ!_    0§e© Fipe 9a8.e-) -A special extension has also 
been: built and us so to measure the radial distribution of pressure 
amplitude »id phasa at any position in the impedance tubs in order 
te ec-nfirra the theory of plane wave ..formatione 

Figure. .5*?'"»Hews, a cross-sec*ion of the sample holder« After 
the sample is placed in the holder, it is^ trimmed flush with the 
flange by means of a rasor* The flange on the holder is machined 
accurately perpendicular to ..the axis of the holder and the match- 
iM -flange on the tube is machineü"' accurately perpendicular to the 
tube akis.j; thus assuring parallelism of the incident wave front 
to the face of the sample«, The holder is aligned;±& a vertical 
plane by means of tapered guide pins inserted -through matching holes 
in the t^e flanges* Figure 9.9. shows a close»fitting brass piston 
mounted in the\s ample holder behind the. sasigle,e__lt"is used for 
measurements on finite thicknesses of acoustic material with rigid 
.backing'«.'-" For .measurements on infinite thicknesses ihe holder is , 
filled with the..sanpls material. Its 1Q: in., leng^ is effectively 
infinite for the.acoustic materials tested so.far in the frequency 
range in question*. ._.. 

Figure 9 <?10 is a cross-section of a high frequency adapter 
which, fits, onto the sample end of the tube,; Its .inner-diameter 
is i/irthät-ofthe main tubsj,. which should" extend the upber" i£e-     ~ 
qiiency limit of operation to about 38^ fee. This adapter has been 
built but has not yet been used for making measursmesats« The ex= 
tension of the acoustic, impedance tube ^iMi^e""t^.higSir~!fi,"e^ 
quencies by means of narrower tubes-involves several practical 
difficulties. Among these are the increased attenuation of sound_ 
in the tube "due to the smaller diameter j the necessity for using 
a smaller diameter probe and smaller opening with a resultant de- 
crease of signal to noise ratioj decreased accuracy in measurement 
of •wavelength and positions, of minima for same precision in mea- 
suring lengthj and uncertainty in"determining th® effective posi- 
tion of the face of the sample of a porous material. 

The theory requires that the impedance taibe be straight, have 
a uniform circular eross-section, snd have rigid wallss Our tt'He 
is a piece of Shelby seamless steel tubing, 3/l6 in. trail thickness, 
and 1-3/ii i^ inner diameter« The urdf os-mity of bore was rated as 
0*002 in. by the manufacturer. The inside, of the tube was greuM 
with a brass plug loaded* With grinding compound to a high polish© 

It is also necessary that sound entering the probe tube through 
its walls, solid-borne sound, and electrical pick-up all be suffi- 
ciently low in level to result in ah electrical signal to noise 

; .  s 
2 

!  as' 

9« Ld L, Beranek, J. Acous«, Soc» Am. 19^ U'20 (I9h7)s    Uses same type 
of probe Tor measuring propagation constants in acoustic materials. 
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ratio from the microphone of at least $2 db -Mien the probe ippeii- - r" 
lag is at a pressure n^dxsam..- This high ratio i?s raqui-reel' J&r;; 
sufficient accuracy of determination or the level of sound pres- 
sure minima. When reading- a minimum, parts of the probe tsbe are/ 
of necessity located" at pressure maxima in the iapedanc-s tube and 
other sources of noise are unchanged» •& series of tests were inade 
in which the signal levels with the prove at pressure--masäsia were 
compared with the end of the jirobe tube open and stopped up» The 
tests showed that the required signal to noise ratio was mora than 
adequately met at a series of well.spaced frequencies in 'the region 
extending fTäiä IjJO c to ?'göö c.   -.- ^     _---_-_-- 

Measurements were made of the standing wave ratio at. several 
of the above frequencies with a rigid reflector (brass plate) mounted 
on the sample end of the tube« If there were ho attenuation in the 
tube, one would expect zero pressure amplitude at the Minimal asd' 
the readings at the minima would represent the noise level« dis« 
cussed in the above paragraph« Due to attenuation, however, the 
incident"wave decreases in amplitude with distance as it äppröaehas- 
the-reflecting end of the tube and the reflected ^save also decreases 
in amplliaide wi"öi distance as it leaves ths deflectorj as a result 
the standing wave ra'tio decreases fn val*«ie as one goss further fr<m 
the reflector» The straight line, of Figs 9.11 is the value of the 
ratio of the pressure amplitude at the reflector to thst at the 
f irst^niraum- as' a- function of frequency,; computed according to. * 
Eq„ (9.-83 with Jf;0 and djj s 0 and using the theoretical vaMe  - 
of ©£ given by Eq, (y.7). The eacperimehtal points obtained are also 
plotted« The good agreement- is hot only a cheek on the theory but 
also verifies the fact that our noise levels are sufficiency low. 

The theory of plane wave formation was also checked experi*« 
mentally. Using the special probe, measurements were made of pres- 
sure amplitude and phase across the tube at various positions along 
the tube and for several frequencies» There was no Observable 
variation in either pressure amplitude or phase from the asdls of 
the tube to within 1 mm of the wall for frequencies of 209,i+?Q,.s, 
1Q9U, 1983 and I4O8Ö c at each position along the tube frcsn as close 
to the source äs the probe could be placed out to the sample end 
of" the tübee At 619? c the pressure amplitude st the course end 
of the tube is about 3 db higher &t the wall than on the axisj but 
this difference reduces to 0.1 db in the first 10 cm of the tube® 
No measurable differences in phase were observed for this Case. 
The measurements at 6l9f> c are plotted in Fig« 9S12„ This alight 
difference of 0,1 db at the wall persists down the length of the 
tube* 6l$5  0 is above the first asymmetrical mode of transverse 
.vibration;, some of which may be generated because the presence of 
the small probe tube at the bottom of the impedance tube impairs 
the radial symmetry of the source« The results of the same types 
of measurements made at 11 kc, which is above the critical fre^ 
quency of ?a$3 ko,  are shown in Fig, 9.-.13.. Note that for this 
atter case there is no tendency for the wave to become plane as 
it propagates dovm the tube. 

1 
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- \ ' Errors in measurement -of the magnitude and phase angle of the 
reflection coeff isient are due primarily to atternativn,; -beniperf.ture 
variation, oscillator drift, analyzer drift, pick-up noi3e level., 
and .screw backlash* The first of these can be corrected for and 
the others nan be minimized by proper operation and by observing 
standard precautions. The primary sources of error are the last 
two named- above» Computations show that the percentage error in 
the magnitude of the computed acoustic impedance is l'£ or leas, for 
Values of the magnitude of the reflection coefficient from 0«,Q1 to . 
0.0.,-which is the range of values for most materials, of interest 
as acoustic absorbers* Sirne variations in impedance between samples 
of the same material are usually several times greater than J»s we 
can-consider the tube to be a- precision instrument«. 

The procedure for making measurements to determine the acoustic 
impedance of a material at a. given frequency consists of finding the 
position of the first pressure minimum and reading its level? read- 
ing the Isvsi -.of the. following pressure Maximums and finally,, find- 
ing the position of the second-;pressure minimum and reading, its 
level» The. difference in the positions of the two minima gives cms 
half the wavelength and the pressure reading at the second minimum 
is used to correct the standing wave, ratio for attenuation in the 
tube- The distance of the first minimum from, the face of the sample, 
corrected for attenuation,, is oaapared with one-half the distance r 

between the first and second .minima to give the. phase angle of the 
reflection coefficient* if greater accuracy in the determination 
of wavelength at the higher frequencies is desired, the position 
of the fifth or :tenthiminijQum „is. also read. 

The pressure levels are read to 0.1 db on the wave analyzer, 
It has been found possible to repeat pressure level data to 0.2 
db after a.one. hour warm-up period for the oscillator and the 
analyzer and by retuning izie  analyzer each time a-reading is taken. 
No attempt is made to insure purity of waveform from the oscillator 
since a very sharply tuned analyzer is used (30c bandwidth). Nor 
is it necessary to calibrate the microphone-amplifier-analyzer 
system since we are interested only in ratios of sound pressures. 

If the standing wave ratio is high (greater than lU db),, the 
positions of the minima are sharply defined and can be set directly 
with sufficient accuracy. If the standing wave ratio is low, the 
standard technique is used &f averaging ths two positions on either . 
side of a minimum for which iäie readings are a convenient fraction 
of a db higher than the reading at the minimum. By using the above 
procedure, by observing precautions to avoid errors in reading due 
to the small .amount of backlash in the screw,- and by averaging 
several readings when necessary, it has been found possible to ob- 
tain accuracies, in the. positions of-minima ranging from tS»! ma 
at 136. o to 3:0*01 mm at 72^0 c. These figures result in errors in 
determination of wavelengths and in positions of the first minimum 
ranging from about ±.0cO2^ at the lower frequency to ^0.1/5 at the 
higher frequency« 



*  The prqpagätioh constant is dete^uhäsL by sdYaScing the special 
probe through the Material and taking readingsi of pressure level and 
phase asa fanötion of position* The slope of-thepressure level 
(in do) curve versus distance should be a constant if the material 
is homogeneous and eouals the attenuation constant in db per cm^ 
This figure is then converted to nepers per etä tö give the välu® 
of ©C\e The phase versus distance curve should also be linear« Its 
slope in degrees per em is used to find.the "sravelength Of sound is 
tlie material« A .._. 'which is the numberof cmlfor -a phase change of 
360° e 

The phase of tte pressure wave at a given position, in the 
material is determined by measuring the phase difference between the 
output voltage {<?,f the mlöröphoöe amplifier and the voltage applied 
to the loudspeaker.« "The latter fussish.es a convenier-it reference phase 
that is hot altered by motion of the probe through the material* The 
phase «iff ersnee between the two signals is read on a calibrated RC 
phase=shifting network designed to cover the range of frequencies used 
in these 'tests© The nvfcwork is inserted between one of the above 
voltage outputs ajsd the oscilloscope and readjusted for zero phase 
difference indication on the oscilloscope each time a reading is taken© 
Xn this manner such more accurate readings of phase, angles could be 
mad© than by direct measurements of the dimensions of the Lissäjous 
ellipse on the oscilloscope screen. Since only the slope of the phase 
versus distance -curwe- is required» it is not necessary to convert- the 

readings obtained by the above procedure to phase dif fe^nces with 
respect to the pressure wave incident on -the face of the sample0 

Tliie hole bored through the material for Insertion of the probe 
should cause no significant error in the determination of the prcn- 
pagation constant prodded that it is always completely filled up 
by the effectively rigid probe» Since the probe extends 13. in» be- 
yond the small holes drilled around its circumference for sampling 
the sound Wave in the material, it fills up the bored 1/8 in, hole even 
when making measurements close to the face of the samples The probe 
fits rather tightly in the hole through the material to avoid the 
possibility of the conduction of sound along its length by a »wall air 
space between the walls of the probe and the acoustic material« The 
fact that the fit was tight enough was checked by repeating ens set- 
of measurements with the hole bored out just enough to give a loosely 
sliding fit with the probe» No significant differences in results 
were obtained at any of the frequencies» 

9»-U" Results and BiseussiöB 

A series of measurements were made to determine the acoustic 
jjpäpedancö ratio said the propagation constant ratio of two commer- 
cial acoustic materials, "Fiberglas1^0 arid "Quietcne"'^-,, Both of 

10« überglas PP Insulation Board, 10 lb per cu ft, made by Owens« 
Corning Fiberglas Corp»« 

11, Trade name cf acoustic material made by U„S, Gypsum Corp» 
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the above materialsi. •sere available in the form of panels one in* 
tnieks A.special sataple cutter mäsr-inäde for use on the. laths to 
cut out earcuiaf disks to fit the sample bolder* Ten of suck disks 
are stacked in the sample holder, to form an "infinite" sample« It 
was ascertained that -this thicknssa was effectively infinite for 
both of the above materials by measuring *he standing wavs ratio 
and position of the- first minimum for +-hc two extreme types- of 
terminating impedances a rigid reflector and the back of the saMple 
open tc tbe air, :-'5h& results agreed at the lowest fre^psncy Used 
(136 c). Figure 9»1U shews the resulfes of an earlier set of mea- 
surements of the SJägsitUuB of the re^lscti-cn;coefficient of Fiber- 
glas j which illustrates the difference between the behavior of an 
infinite sample and one only 1 in» thick with a rigid backing« The 
acoustic impedance of a finite sample with a backing of known im- 
pedance can be ccs^utsd from a knowledge of the acoustic impedance 
of an infinite sample from a knowledge of ths propagation constant 
for sound within the sampley 

Figure 9.15 shows the results of & series of ae.asur!Hf.en.ts 
of the reflection coefficients of infinite SiSäples of Fiberglas 
and Qaietone at frequencies: of 136, 272* ©G2* lii60s 3000 and . 
t2Sö ce Each plotted point is the mean value of.measurements on 
samples fcsued from disks cut from three different panels of the 
materi.ai.ih the case of Fiberglas and from tssQ different, panels 
of Quietone, Fi=gure-9*16 sJSows the magnitude and phas# cf the 
äöoüsitic impedance ratio,, computed from Eqa (9eii0« The total 
spread of values of |/^c fo? the three samples of Fiberglas ; 
varies from 6% at the lo* frequency end to 3% at the high frequency 
ende The corresponding figures for ths tsro Quiet-ona samples are 
12£ to 8Jf. 

The negative signs for the phase angles of the reflection 
coefficient signify that the pressure minima are closer that?» 1/ij 
wavelength to^the surface of the sample. The acoustic material 
behaves as though there were an imaginary mil within it which 
reflects a fraction H^of the incident pressure wave with no change 
in phase. The position of this imagin-iry wall is a function of 
frequency, approaching the surface of the material as the frequency 
is increased« The asymptotic value of R»is unity at low frequencies 
and zero at hi^h frequencies$ correspondingly, %//>c Varies from 
infinity at low frequencies to unity at high frequencies« 

The one-inch thick disks are squeezed up somewhat against 
one another -when mounted in the sample holder in an attempt to 
ensure that there be no air spaces- bä'oween them« The flight com- 
pressionof „the sample Mdoubtedly has an effect on the acoustic 
impedance and on the propagation constant of the material. The 
magnitude of the error resulting from this compression has not yet 
been ascertaineds . 

The disks are held in place by static fyiction against the 
met&l wall of the sample holder. It was noted that operation of 

} ; 
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the tube at the two lower frequencies (136 ana- 272. c) resulted la    .'--_- 
forsmM-displAceffients ö? the surface of the sample öf-oräfe tot*Kf ------ 
smu   'i'he obvious effect of .such a. displacement is tö introduce"".sin 
error ir* the measured phase angle of the reflection coefficient. .-; 
^fcieh, hcse-verj  c&n b§ readily cc'rrected if the amount of such 
shift is ißgäswredo   The fact that such a displacement occurs is 
a good indication, that the front disk of the sampl© vibrates as 
a whole with sufficient vi^or* at the lower frequenciesj  to oter~ 
come the static frife«ion holding it in place.   The energy dissi- 
pated by the sample vibrating as a whole say account for an ap~ 
preeiäbiy fraction of "its sound absorbing ability»   As a conse- 
quence the acoustic ispedance computed from the measured value of 
the reflection coefficient may be considerably in- error»    Xh prac^ 
iice, acoustic ihateriais are mounted so that panels sssy vibrate 
as a whole if appreciably increased absorption is desired at low 
frequencies-*- The fiiagnittdes and lodes of vibration of ä sample 
as a whole are, of eöursey a function of its sise and shape and 
the method of clfrnipin? it«   Even if the di-s'ks were cemented- to the 
•«alls of the sample holder so that they could not shift in position, 
they could still vibrate like diaphragms clämpsd around the edge. 
Our determinations of acoustic impedance at the lower frequencies 
must therefore be considered to be unreliable by aii unknown factor«" 

An incomplete series of msasurexzents were made to determine 
the propagation: constants of Fiberglas and of Quietpne,    The set 
is incomplete because it does not include"measurements at 'wie two 
highest frequencies used for the acoustic impedance measuröSents & 

Figure 9.1? illustrates ä typical run on Fiberglas at-2x2 c 
and Fig« 9.18 is a runoflQuietone at the same frequency.    The 
particular numbers on the horizontal scale and on the two vertical 
scales are instrumental readings, which were not corrected by sub- 
tracting out the corresponding readings at the surface of the 
sample since only the slopes of the curves are of any eonsequehdec» 
Note that the vertical scales of the two figures are the same but 
that the-horizontal scales differ by a factor of two«    Readings ware 
taken at 2 mm intervals for Figs 9.17 and at 1 mm intervals for Fig* 
9«18«,    Fiberglas is obviously s. much more homogeneous material than 
Quietone,,   The. details in Figa 9«l8 are reproducible and are pro- 
perties of the particular sample disk concerned.    For example, 
interchanging the positions of the first and second disks of Quie-> 
tone shifts the region of hiph negative slope in Fig41 9.18 from 
the face of the sample to the 300 «sa position«   These same irregu- 
larities appear also in runs made at other frequencies with SGES-=  
what modified shapes and different amplitudes« 

Table I summari-ües    the results of measurements and computa- 

12«'  See Reference (9) for a discussion of vibrations as airhole 
at low frequencies. 
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tipAS on Fiberglas, using the appropriate f onsaias fr.em 3;eci>, 9*2 9 
Hie good agreement c.f the values of the flow reals t£3?£t.y, r, in» 

•diestss that r is sensibly constant in the £reqaiwyf rangi cohsi« 
dared. The„poor agreement of the values of m/P may be partly due 
to some frequency dependence any. parti• due «o the inherently - 
poor accxiraey of the computation of TB/P. 10/P». -the real part of 
the product of K,n and z/^c»  comes tap in the computation as the 
small difference between two large numbers3 whereas -TT/PUJ ., tip 
imaginary part of the product* comes out as the sum of tT?o large 
numbers.« .. ' . - 

Table II summarises the results of measurö&ents and compu- 
tations for Quietone« the accuracy of measurement of the slopes 
of the level and phase versus distance curves are poorer for Quie- 
tone because Of the inhomogeneities. The average value of v/pc 
for the .fcur frequencies is 1.0 for Eibergl&s and 8.0 for QuietOhe 
Beranek? lists dynamic values of T.//So  of 1*8 for F&berglas and 
100y for Quietone» 
in Sect, 10. U» 

A static välue/of 792U is obtained "for Qu-ietdne 

Table I Fiberglas 

Frequency (e) 236 272 602 J&6D 

Attenuation (db/cm) 1.10 1.60 2*21 3.Ö5 
Phase slope (deg/cm) .  7.81* *      li.16 l60l6 28.7 
0(m (hepers/em) 0.127 0.185 0.255    : 0.351 
lJ (cm) i£*92 •2-1    1\. 12*52 

5.56~j5".li; 3.91-33*71 2*57-^2.32 l»90^1ö33 
kel2-j3e91 2*33-32*1$ . Z.O6-31.67 i.6U-jöi8U 
2.81-JU2.9 0.87-322.3 l.iil-39.08 1.99-33*77 

Flow resistivity, r iiU.ii U3.9 Ul.6 10..8 
(gm/cm?j,ec) - 

Table II Quietone 

Frequency (c) 136   _- 272 602 Ui6o      : 

Attenuation (db/cm) 
Phase slope (deg/cm) 
c<„ (nepers/en) 
Xm («"> ---.      „/ 

Flovr resistivity, r 
(gm/cis?*5e&) 

3.0 
20 
0.35 

.LY.ö 
llu3-\jlü.ö 

Ilo09-.j9.87 
20.U-J296 

306- 

30* 
Ooliß 

11.8 
10.6~j9*7 
8.13-37*57 
II.8-3160 

331 
1 

6.6 
U3 
0.76 
7.5 

l*6~$l»9    \ 
5.79~#4.16 | 
l5»3—371«^  i 

ooö - 

9.9 
__.. 77 

X* JO 
j, AÜ 

, b 9i*~.iUo3 

10o6-i33*6 
373 
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in" this, seottoh mil be discussed-briefly the Work that re- 
mains to be, done with the aiCoustic impedance tvbs in order to 
complete the investigations alre-Ädy described,. Also to be dis- 
cussed is the investigation of a particular application of this 
tube,, contemplated but not yet begun, which furnished -the primary 
reason for constructing the tube for this project« 

Measurements to determine, tne propagation constants of Quie«- 
tone and Fiberglas-at- the two higher- audio frequencies have yet 
to fee made,, Ä complete investigation of the perföraan?e of the 
high frequency adapter and its use in measuring acoustic impedances 
and propagation constants at ultrasonic frequencies Would be very 
desirable» In Connection "with idle werk on propagation constants^ 
it would be desirable to measure the porosities of the two materials 
used and the static values Of the flow resistivities 3 

A check is required on the magnitude of the possible error 
in oitr measurements due ^° the compression of the samples -when 
mounted in the holders Repeated tans •sith the samples compressed 
by different amounts should give the answer* In this Connection 
means other than friction should be employed for maintaining the 
positions of the sample disks in the holder* 

Another Obviously required check is a set. Of- measurements 
on a single thick simple Of" acoustic material, if-such. can be 
^procured, to ensure that the results of measurements on samples 
prepared by stacking one-ineh disks are valid«, 

An investigation is also needed of the magnitude of the error 
in our results at low freqencies due to  the motion of the material 
as a wholee The material could possibly be braced with thins stiff 
wires running through it with an inappreciable change in its a~ 
coustic properties at lew frequencies« 

» 

-_ In connection TO."!« the research on atmospheric acoustics- it 
is desired to know the acoustic impedance of various types of 
ground surface (sand, grass, snow, macadam, etc.), A knowledge 
of the acoustic impedance of such surfaces would enable calcu- 
lations to be made on their effect on sound propagated over them 
at approximately grazing incidence, the usual situation for out- 
door sounder opäg.atiön at short ranges. The primary purpose for 
constructing the acoustic impedance tube for this project was for 
its use in determining, the acoustic impedance of various types of 
ground. 

It is not usually possible, of course, to bore out a cylin- 
drical sample from the ground and mount it in the sample holder 
for measureiBent in the laboratory without radically changing its 
characteristics. The acoustic impedance tube Was consequently 
designed with a view toward operation outdoors in a vertical posi- 
tion,, The sample holder could possibly be a hollow boring tool 
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ef sufficient lengths    After compleiäüh of the boring operation 
ths ssntple could be left in the ground» its surface trimmed flat, 
and the tube attached tö the sample holder»    It would be greatly 
prefsrredj however, to leave the ground intact tö avr-dd & possible 
change in ths ssmple resulting from the boring operation Sid «o 
mount the tube diractly on the surface cf the ground .after srnpoihing 
out a fiat area»    ThisJLattsr ji'rocedura-intrödiic.^i coapll'öätiöfts 
in. confuting the acoustic impedance of the> ground fi^ra the measured 
values cf the reflection coefficient because the sound propagating 
into the ground would hot be in the form of -a £&ane wave's 

An effectively infinitely long sample öx" Quietone was formed 
by stacking cne-lnch thick disks cut four inches _ in diameter, which 
is about twice the inner diameter of the impedance tube*    The 
sample was pressed up against the flange cf the säaple end of the 
impedance tube».   A measurement of the reflection coefficient made 
at one frequency resulted in a magnitude approximately the same 
as that for*Quietone mounted in the sample holder but in a phase 
angle for the reflection coefficient that was greatly differente 
Both the.-magnitude and phase of the acoustic l^pfdarjce,  computed 
by using Eq«  (9.U)j would be grossly in error if the phase angle 
of R is incorrect even though the magnitude of R is corrects. 

A theoretical investigation is required as to the feasibility 
öf utilizing the reflection coefficient cf a sample efgee£ively„ __ _ 
infinite, in extent in a radial dir^clbiph as Well as axiöllytö 
compute its specif is^acpus &Lc impedance»    Such ä theoretical com» 
putation may parallel the well knows development for the 3apsäane@ 
of the end of a tube open to the air, and will depend .upon the size 
and rigidity of the flange on the.end of the tube;    The resulting 
expressions, if such can be ebtainedj may involve top_much numerical, 
computation to be of any practical value, unless approximations are 
made that may lead to accurac5.es such poorer than the inherent pre- 
cision öf the instrument. 

9,6   Bibliography 

The first acoustic impedance tube was built by H« 0«, Taylor, 
Phys« Rev« 2, 2?0 (1913).    A complete bibliography on acoustic 
impedance measurements from 1913 to 1939 is given by VT. Me HaLlj 
J. Acous. Socs Am. 1^? ^1*° (1939) o    A critical survey of the ten 
methods that have been used to measure acoustic impedance up to 
1939 is given by L. L. Beranek, J. Acous. Soc«, fe. 12, 3 (19li0)o 
Beranek describes his "curve width" method in the above paper - 
and gives the results of measurements on fifteen materials in the 
following paper, J. Acous» Soc, Am. 12, %U (l9hQ)*   

The. following, is a partial list of papers and abstracts on 
acoustic impedance measurements subsequent to 1939, exclusive of 
those listed above and those listed as references in this chanter? 
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IQ^l ^Measurement of Boundary.Effects- in a Dead Eocsa 

'When a sound wave is propagated.at ;graaing incidence along a 
boundary, as is the case for Sample with a. source ssd reöeivt? le«» 
bated near the ground,, the observed intensity «aid pha«s;-are not 
given by a simple method ihx'bivihg £^'fleötloA c0;efficieniso.   There 
is an xn&en.sit.y ujröp grsSwCT" t;iiän^ .«»«»^""Gcctiss J.

1
« a .'A-res. opit^^iCSi 

wave and also a phase lap: indicating a döcreassd phase velocity's 

Measurements en this effect SaVebisn carried "out in; our d«ad 
roonr, which is cubical in shape and 2 m on a side,   The iuatöriai be=» 
ing tested served" as the floor of this room».   The sound: sotvrce«. -a 
Jensen QS.P high-frecgieiicy speaker .operated at a frequency of z:kcÄ. 

•was placed directly beneath" a 6 mm hole drilled in the-,floor.    The 
amp^itude^and phase at various distances .fross the,source were mea» 
sured with a condenser microphone tsxmiaäteä in a 1 mm diameter 
.probo held next to the floor» 

Two Esaterials'. have been investigated:    (l) an essentially no.n= 
absorbing mediinj^ plywood fs.,.*! (-2.) an absorbing medium, Quietons«. 
.Figure 19*1 is a plot of intensity 'losä against distanci from ifee 
source over a layer of plywoocL    The intensity is seen to fail off 
inversely as the distance, the line drawn having a cdb per double 
distance slope«    fhis_ result is c.onsistsnt with the theoretical pre*- 
diction that over .materials of high acoustic impedance one should 
r:et .simply the geometrical divergence effect of a spherical nave,, 
Figure lo.2 shows the distance by which the js?a.vs front leads of lags 
the corresponding wave front in a free progressive spherical wave, 
Vihile there is some scattering of points,  it is clear that there is 
no consistent lag or lead.    The aboVe amplitude and phase properties 
would be characteristic of a wave propagated over a completely water- 
soaked ground. -_ 

Figure 10.3 shows the measured amplitude variation over Quie- 
tone. _ This material., which comes in squares of a square foot each, 
was found to be non-uniform.    Hence it was necessary to get data for 
various distributions and arrangements of ,the squares.    This accounts 
for the different sets of points in the figure.    Very noticeable 5.s 
the fact chat the level droos off at a rate greater than 6 ob ;per 
double distance (the straight lin® is a 6 db per double distance 
curve).   The curve drawn through the points is a theoretical one.    Hö 
get this curve it was necessary to measure the impedance and to obtain 
thp propagation constant of the Quietone»    Agreement betweea theory 
and experiment is seen to be good*    According to theory the level 
should' drop off at a greater and- greater rate - beyond the distances 
used here - finally becoming 12 db per double distance for distances ~ 
si-eater than about 1Ö0Ö cm« 



Figure 10, li shows the .measured and compubed.wave front lag»    The 
points and curve have the same: significance as in Fig, 10,3-,    It is 
seen that there is a Lag (this amounts te about 1/6 of a vravelength 
between 10 and 100 cm),    The theory indicates that this lag would 
amount to &beut half a wavelength at a distance of about IGOÖem and 
would remain constant at- that figure for greater distances- 

Vfe suspect that the type Of amplitude and phase curve we obtained 
over Quietens would be characteristic of dry porous ground»   Under 
practical cir€urai§''i£'4nces the source and receiver are seldom right at 
the.ground«    However-^ if they, are closer" than-~the order of a •Wave- 
length the ab ewe Conclusions should be valid» 

10.2    Measurement.of Jteflaeiioh Coefficients by the Pulse Technique 

with the apparatus described-in Sects 6.1 for the measurement of 
absorption of sound in aij^by "the pulse technique, a series of mea~ 
suremenis were made of the. .reflection coefficients of various" materi- 
als -at frequencies between 12 and 100 kc.s    The refiestiön coefficient 

the aiiiplitode of the 
incident wave, 

for amplitude- is given by R»= %Ai* where Ar is th 
reflected wave and Ai is the amplitude of the incid 

A substitution method was used.    Trie signal was reflected from 
a sheet of 3/V in»  ohiek plyy?ceci that had its orientation adjusted' 
id,.give, a .maximum, amplitude.    This reflected pulse amplitude was 
measured and: used as ä reference^ it being assumed, that the plywood 
was a perfect reflöctor for the freo^iehcies1 involved» _.   \._ __-r..-_; 

The plywoqd was then removed and the sample being investigated 
was substituted for it.    The samples were hot specially prepared in 
any way and no backing was used for them.    Again the orientation Was 
adjusted to give a maximum amplitude to the reflected signal.    Great 
care was taken to see that the distances to the samples and standard 
were identical,,    The angle of incidence was kept fixed at 35°,    Figure 
10.^ gives the results of the measurements for six different materials, 
It is clear that both cotton batting and Fiberglas vrcdl are excellent 
non~refiecting matez.iais.o-.   Aiie low density *-iberglas board, is also 
quite good»    Fiberiite, a fairly good material for low frequencies^ - 
seems to be completely unusable at the high frequencies employed in 
our measurements * 

10,3    Sound Transmission through Cotton and Fiberglas 

Cotton batting and certain Fiberglas products are useful for 
lining walls to make them non^ref iecting to sound in our 10 to 100 
kc frequency range.    Äs shown in. Sect» lö,23 amplitude reflection 
coefficients for such materials are Trail under $% for the entire 10 
to 100 kc range.    For design purpose it is necessary also "to knfcw 
the corresponding attenuation, coefficients for sound propagated ih-^ 
side the material's.    «e present here results on transmission loss 
measurements .covering -the 3<Jp to 133 kv frequency r-&r&e for' a high 
grade cotton batting and for two. Fiberglas products! *ne latter are 

-3 
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knowrij. "respectively, as PFD-2 and fuperfirie-PF Iri3uiät±Gn:o
: ;rwo  - _. 

experimental methods were useüj in both, of them ä Tj^e ^whistle- of ' 
the kind described in Sect* it«33 was used as. source, pressures up 
to 80 lb per fr& being applied.    The microphone vras in some cases a 
iVeE.'61iO-AA condenser unit, in others a smaji Röchelle salt typs 
described in Sect« l-hl.    A preamplifier was used sith either of the 
microphones and the output analyzed using highly selective filter 
systems* 

.  In. önämeJSiod the source is placed within:aL si^I jnöiMrever*- \ 
beraht chamber,  essentially soundproof except for" ä window ©h the 
side toward which the source is directed.    The pressure amplitude of 
the sound emerging from the window is then measured with acd without 
Various thicknesses Of the test sample over the opening.• 

In the other method advantage is taken: of the fact that high 
frequency sound'- travels nearly r^tilin.eariy for the sizes of the 
obstacles concerned«,    Both source and receiver are in tTie~opeh,^ell^ 
•aw&y fiK>m disturbing reflectors«    The level is "then observed with    - V 
and without a layer (l sq ft or more in area) of the test Material 
interposed between whistle and microphone.    Tests were made to" insure 
that acoustic shadows are sharp enoughs that is, leakage around the 
sides of the sample is clearly negligible.. 

results "are• shown" inHFfg, 10«,6.   1&W open circles, and tri- 
angles represent data obtained by n&thbd one, using. ä chambers where- 
as the solid, points were obtained by the second method.    In discuss- 
ing; Fig. 10.6 it is! significant to compare observed tendencies with 
those predicted by a simplified £orm of presegt-day theory concern- 
ing sound propapation through porous media (see Appendix E").- 

According to such theory the; acoustic properties of a porous 
material depend Very much on its d-c flow resistivity R and its 
porosity P.    Measurements of R were therefore made for these materi- 
als, yielding h.U, 9.1 and U8 cgs units, respectively, for the PFD~ 
2; cotton batting and Superfine PF,    The porosity is nearly unity 
for all these materials.    It follows from the theory that as the 
frequency increases from zero the loss per cm should rise from zero 
to a limiting value7  which is proportional to the product RP.   Fur- 
thermore,  the limiting value should be attained to within^ ssy^ $% 
at a f reQuenc0, which increases with RPe 

In a .general way the results depicted in Fig. 10.6 are thus 
anticipated by the simple theory«.   For the loss does increase from 
PFD-2-to cotton to Superfine PF in order of increasing RP«.   Also the 
steeply rising part of the curve extends to highes- frequency for 
Superfine PF than fox* the two materials of smaller flow resistivity-. 
However,, the ordinates do not actuary reach limiting values, al~ 
though according to the theory the increase in loss from 12 ks on to 
higher frequencies should not be measurable.    Also the theoretical 
limiting values of the loss per cm are eonsiderably less than the 
attenuations observed as may be noted by referring to theoretical 
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-etiTOes--•-ixi^AppendlK.E,*  *Hsnce ^ conclude^ as have other workers^ . 
that though the simple theory is valuable for anticipating cert&is 
trendsj yet it?^;s£?b6 modified if it is to yield accurate quantita«» 
tive infomatibn, *    s"~ 

ICUli   ä Method of Measuring Flow Pvssistance in Porous Matejri-iLe 

":'::      The measurement of flow resistance as a method of determining 
some of the-aoousule -proper-ties of porous materials has been carried 
on-'with, a large measure of auccess^»^»    It is found that 'the flow 
resistances, varies with flow velocities through the sample unless 
very small flows are used*    A method of measuring such small flows 
accurately has been devised by.R. Vf. Leonard^ and a slight modifi- 
cation of the deviee used by Leonard has been built in this labora- 
tory«^-" .;.;..- ; -.     . - 

The flow resis tancs of a sample is the ratio of the pressure, 
drop to volume current..    These two quantities are .measured siroültano^ 
öusiy by use of an analytical oalance as shown in Fig. 10,7.    One 
arm of the balance supports a displacement       cylinder whose edge dips 
into .a circular trough containing kerosene thus asking an air seal 
with the base «feile allowing freedom of vertical motion.    On the 
under side Of the base is provided ä removable sample- holder into 
which: prepared samples may be placed; tapered sides on both the 
holder and samples allow a good fit and thus_ miränd-ge air leak "at 
the edge of the. sample».   A ground Joint between -Sife sample holder 
and base allows easy removal of the holder for changing samples; 
vaseline or ether-heavy grease applied to the gröund: surfaces pre- 
vents air leak and holds the two pieces together when they are joined 
with-proper sliding .motion» 

Due to the thickness of the wall of the displacement cylinder 
there is a buoyant force tending to bring the balance to equilibrium 
position whenever it is displaced.    This force can be minimized by 
making the walls thin,   A better method of eliminating this force is 
to raise the center of gravity of the balance beam by addition of 
weight above thelcnife edge»    By this latter method the buoyant re- 
storing force can be compensated as completely as desired (or even 
over compensated)..    It is found that adjusting almost to indifferent 
equilibrium with the balance just barely stable provides the most 
desirable operating condition.. 

After balance is obtained a small weight may be added to one 
side of the balaacs and the time observed^for a predetermined ex- 
cursion of the pointer» As a check the weight-.may be removed and 
placed on the opposite side of tue balance and a like determination 

1, ft. L» Brown and P., H, Bolt,  J. Acous. Soc. Am. 33, 337 (191*2). 
2, L, L, Beranek,  «I. Acous. 3oc Am, 13, 21$ (19U27T 
3, ft. './. Leonard,  J„  'icous. Soc. Am. 17.  2UG (l9ii6)a 
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in^e for lotion In the opposite direction* 

From the motion of the pointer and the geometry of the balance, 
the vertical motion of trie displacement cylinder is kncwr* and from 
its area arid the tiiae to rise a «nil distance the ToTmas flow velo-* 
city ör volume current can be calculated«    The pressure difference 
causing this volume curr-cffb iu just ths unbalancing weight used 
divided by the area of the displacement cylinder«    Since the £gsä 
of the sample £n« its thickness can be measured the flow resistivity 
can be calculated from the following relation;     ,.    _       . 

Flow Resistivity a Pressure difference     Area of sample, . 
volume üurrsnt-        ^Sckness"or¥S^e 

•The flow resistivity is defined as the pressure drop required over 
a one cut thickness of the material to produce a flow velocity of one 
cm per sec.    For a giv.al- balance system this can be expressed directly 
in terms of measured quantities as 

Fls^r resistivity s B^y/^    ..,..- 

•where B s a constant calculated from the geometry of the system 
w s unbala?   ing »eight 
y- time per division transit of pointer 

j2 •£' thipkafess of sample» "--.-----•"--.- 

Several different   values; ef weights may be used in order to check 
the constancy of flow resistivity "*dth flow velocity. 

It is found that flow velocities as low as *G05 cm per sec can 
be measured and reproducible values Of fiow resistivity obtained 
Preform*    This corresponds in magnitude to Ihs particle velocity 
encountered in a sound ware in air with an acoustic level Of 6ö db. 

Flow resistance measurements have been made on several samples 
of Quietone and Fiberglas*    Reprbducibility of measurements-on any 
single sample with a given pressure difference i*> generally afesut 
"ti%i for a single sample with two pressure differences reprcduci« 
bility is generally better than  ±$%3 and fcr several samples of the 
same material and several pressure differences the reproducibility 
has been found to be generally about * 10$.    However«- this -last Tslue 
is greatly affected by the uniformity in the manufacture of the mat- 
erial under teste    The following table shows some values measured. 
In this table the flow resistivity is divided by  /?c, the specific  • 
acoustic impedance of air, in order to: give a quantity #xich is a 
dimension-less-numeric»   •     '_     _ 
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U- - ;-_.-:• -^      •-_       'TABLg X  "; "----  V...   -.  ----- 

Material Flow resistivity "• 
^öTHr)"" 

Quietone ' ?.2« avg» 11 samples 
Fiberglas PPJ-^2 (2.£ Ibs/c'u ft) ,105 avg. 10-samples 
Fiberglas PF-316 (l IOAJU ft) *!?££ 1 sample 
Fiberglas Pf~3lU u5 lb/eti ft) ,191 1 sample 
Fiberglas Superfine Pf-iO£ £«61b/btt l.Iü     1"sample     - 

— — - --- - --' — «*V-— . i ... - -        ------ 

Cotton batting (free, not ceapressad) .216   1 sample 

Measurement of Small Static Excess Gas Pressures 

The existence of large d-c air flew in intense sound fields led 
to the anticipation of the sianiltanecus existence of measurabie de~ 
partures" of thp- static pressure from atmospheric»    Indeed such de».    - 
parturfis have previously been detected by a slant-arm manometer but 
this device would not permit accurate measurement of thequantity* "* 

The success of the flow Feaist&nce measuring device (described 
in Sect, 10,U)| nhich operates with pressures down to a fraction of 
a dyne per cm',, suggested the use of the sates,device for measuring 
pressures lhsfcesd:'^f'"'pxfuv   The flow measuringbalance was modified 
hy replacing "the saspie holder 14th a i>iate possessing an outlet tö"-: 

which a flesdble rubber tube connects ä suitable sm^2. orifice :piäi?ed:: 

at äi^.deäired position in the sound field.    Any excess pressure at 
the orifice: causes air flow through the tube thus fbrcinjf thVdis^ 
placement cylinder to rise.    Such rise can be stopped by adding ••'-" -~\ 
weights to the cylinder.    From the weight necessary to produce equili- 
brium the excess pressure can be calculated;   The problem of rede- ---'-'. 
sign to make the operation faster led to the conclusions that a faster 
acting balance should be used and also that tiie area of the displace- 
ment cylinder should be reduced.' A. chain~o=miatic-is ideal for this 
purpose, since it is quite accurate and can be balanced quickly.    The 
area of the displacement cylinder for optimum speed is given by the 
relation! 

A.-P/R, 

where A « areiä of,-displacement cylinder __    . 
K - time constant of the balance (i.e«, the number of seconds r 

for the displacement" cylinder to rise 1 cm with an unbal- 
anced force of 1 dyne) 

R -ts flow resistance of the air iine from the displacement 
cylinder to the point at which the pressure is being mea- 

' -   sured (i.e., the pressure difference required for a 
volume, flow ~-öf Ice. per sec). 

The" system finally devised," shown in Fig"«, 10„8, employs a chain- 
o-matie. balance which is direct readteg to 0.1 mg and has a chain 
rari^e of 1-20 mg.    Using a displacement cylinder of 1.9 cm diameter 
(which approximately satisfies the optimal aquation above) it is 



found that 0.«1 mg force ;jüst balances a pressure difference of „CGli? 
dynes per cm?* With this balance it has been possible to measure 
static excess pressures with an error of less than 0*1 d;/he per cnrj 
•Wie time necessary for such measurement is of the order of 5  sec 

The balance has been used to measure the static excess pressure 
in intense .sound fields,» It is also possible to measure snail con- 
veetioa velocities quickly and accurately "when the balance is used 
in por\j"nctjor« with a pi-tot tube. It ".is conceivable that by the addi= 
tion öf a" second displacement cylinder to the other arm, two. pressures 
both different.from ai^nospheric-} can b@ coapsred- 

10c6 Hydrodyhamic Flow and Static Pressure in Intense Sound Fields 

10e6i Introduction 

^Of-the phenanena observed in connection with the study of the 
propagation of high intensity sound, the nydrodynaaie flow (referred 
to hereafter as sonic ^ind) and static .pressure will be considered 
in this sections Both are second order effects, i«e«,-their magni-' 
tudes are determined principally by the square of the sound amplitude 
and not directly by the amplitude itself* 

It is found that the generation of sonic wind is du^ to vissous 
losses in the medium while the statdc.pressure is caused by the non~ 
linear relation betvyeen pressure and density of a gas. This latter .... 
relation gives a small, but hon-vanishing, static dispiaeamenb to . 
each, particle in the field, when it is set into oscillatory mötione 
In tfts case of plane waves, this produces a small negative static 
excess pressure» An analogy may be drawn with the dne-dimensibnal 
anharraonie oscillator, which also exhibits ä displacement from its 
equilibrium position on being set into oscillation» 

In the discussion that follows, we will first consider the mea- 
suresssnts of sonic wind and then thos° of static pressures 

As has been mentioned in Sect» 3oU3, a sonic wine was found w* 
be generated in the intense sound field above the electromagnetic 
vibrator» The measurement of this wind was attempted in several ways, 
using pitot tubes, a thermistor, and a hot wire anemometer* Experi- 
ence with the pitet tubes showed them to be ineffective for the mea- 
surements of sonic winds therefore a discussion of them will be de- 
layed until Sect» 10963 in which the subject of static excess pres- 
sures will be considered» 

Hot wire anemometer» A hot wire anemometer is an instrument in which 
a fine piatinuitTware »00Q£ in» in diameter is suspended between two 
needles and haated to near inc&rdeseence by an electric current« 
This element forms one arm of a wheatstone bridge» When the hot wire 
is in still air and a known current is passed through it the bridge 



is ba^nced* .. then" any motion of air past the •Hire "cööls it» changes . 
its resistance and unbalances the bridge.»   The unbalance o&Vbs cali- 
brated for known 'Rind speeds and the irsstrtiiaent. then used to measure 
arskncüääi -sind speeds..   This type of .anemometer«because of its small 
aize and Icnr heät capa«itj?is sensitive to rapid changes in velocity 
and has'bsefi a valuable tool in micremeteoroXogieal measuremsatäs* 
For the present work, however, its small size was troublesome because 
in intense sound fields such as sanploysd %o generate) the sonic *&nd 
being investigated the oscillatory motion of the air was of such 
jnagnitude that^ the tnemoineter.-Scald, indicate a -Bind valoci^ even in 

•the absence of any d-d wind.    This can be understood when the dis« 
plae-jseiifc amplitude of the air particlesj, »hieh mis approximately *0Q6 
iii«. for the greatest souM intensity useds is compared with the diameter 
of the hot T&re,  »000? in*    It is seen that the sir passes about 12 
diameters away from the wire before returning and in so doing undergoes 
significant cooling«   this? instrument was therefore useless for the 
meastirtment- of eönic TtSsäe 

Thermistjgg»   This initsiass.nt, produced by the Westers Electric Company, 
i^piöys~'a~sss2i laetallic öadld® bead approximately aOIO in* in diaaeters 
supported on.'tselfine «ire leads«   One of these units is illustrated 
in Fig* iör9ä»   The kesd is made from metallic oxides with a high: 
temperature coefficient ef resistance,.    It is operated with sufficient 
d~c ciirreiat to. heat lääe be sei well ebgve jfSuäi temperature so that changes 
in ImbieSt teffiperiture wsuLi have negligible effectupdh itä resistansüs 
It is balanced in a br&agf aM used in the sjae way as a Hot "»are ane^ 
ajemeter,   A typical calibration curve shoeing galvanometer deflection 
as ördiriate äg&ihst Mhä spesd/as abscissa is shown in Fig„ 10.10* 

Three relatively heavy support wires hold the five leads con- 
necting to «is begd and serve also as a mechanical protectiäi*   The 
polar response of the thermistor is quite uniform except for three 
sharp dips which occur when any one of the support wires lies directly 
^n the path of the wind ahead of the bead*   A typical polar response 
at one wind speed is shown in Fig, 10*11*    One sharp dip can be used 
to locate the direction of the wind so that velasity can be determined 
cesnpletelyj speed is indicated by the resistance with the thermistor 
oriented to one of the broad maxima« while Urn direction is found by 
noting the angle at which a selected sdsimum occurs« 

aether in^ea?s sound affect« the reading of a th«rsist©r i*- 
of courses fundamental to its present use; therefore it wasnecess- 
ary to determine its response to sound in the absence of wind*   If OS«» 
mally, for acoustic measurements, any troubles erne -sind can bs elim- 
inated satisfactorily by wind screens»    For high intensity sound this 
technique, -f nils t© eliminate sonic wind except direc-tly at a screen 
«since the generating force exists in the sonnd which is transmitted, 
-through" tire screen»    Figure 10*12 shows the wind speed on the axis 
of the source measured by a thermistor placed above & set of wind 
screens.    The abscissa is the height of the thermistor, above the screes 
which is one v3f a s&t of four, positioned as indicated in the sketch 



insexsfcj. ordinates &#e wind speed in ess per. sac«.._ Measus^saants -%&?& 
made at points frcm 0»£ to Ijj.fJ.ea aboT© the .aereeää   Use <surv® 
fer-^gh the data indicates that st fee sereesi the ^ind apöed is in*- 
deed zero, within the experimental eryor? but that it- 'b«*eo«es nearly 
3.00 SB per sec at a point- 10 us aarey«   This is §*©rs than a tM?tt of 
the tznisipeded value (265 e® per sec) at the sereen height,, kQ m fro® 
the source«,   The fact that the? wind upsed extrapolated back to sere 
distance fro® the screes is zero indicates that a sound level of 
approximately 1!?Q db ir the absence ef wind causes a. spurious reading 
by a thszaslotor ©f less than 6 as per see sad probably much less« 
'The lower sensitivity of a -fesrjplistor to sound fess that of a sot 
wire anssä^ste? appears to be directly dua to the larger diameter and 
greater heat capacity of the fon^sa?»   Its disaster is approximately 
20 times that of the 3»ot wire. 

Wind maps»   The sonic wind above the vibrator,, as might be expected, 
was f«s53 to have sxial syaset^y assd feerefore the following discus^ 
sion will be confined to one plan« passing thycwghi the axis of the 
source».   A ssp of the wind speed is given in Hg«, 10«i3»   Hero each 
arrow represent iss saagnitude and direction the Telocity of the wind 
which existed at the positios occupied by fee tail-of the arrow« 
The pattern as a ^siel# greatly res «sables a f ousitaiha    It is evident 
that fee Telocity is'largest on the axis in fee central region and 
has. a sharp radial gradient as indicated by the rapid change in leagfe 
of fee.arrows neap the aids*-.- This, gradient wäg the cause of fe@ 
troubiesoiae- refraction, of 'ssagd isaatioaed: is VhäptzZ lit» 

~  Sonic ^"iM spjsedii. as great as 300 «a pir see ha^e been aeasuved 
on the axis of the source«   In fig* 10siU a «omparisen is ssde bets©©!» 
the wind spaed sad the acoustic intensity on the axis«   Here fee 
abscissas are distances ifoa fee source in cm«,   The solid curve repre- 
sents, acoustic intensity given by fee ordinates on fee left in db rs 
lor1"" watts per &sß and the dashed eurre represents wind speed given 
by the ordinates on the right In can peg5 se@«    To» vertical line seg- 
fflaits represent the range in fluctuation of the wind speed at the in- 
dicated distances« 

No direct relation betsseen wind speed and acoustic intensity is 
apparent from one point to another from Fige 10«Xuj howevaz*, when con- 
sidering a fixed point a change in acoustic intensity is accompanied 
by a change in wind speed directly proportional to it»   3.?igure 10*15' 
demonstrates this proportionality for three given distances«    The 
abscissas are wind speed on a logarithmic scale while^fee ordinates 
are acoustic intensity measured in decibels wife an arbitrary refer~ 
ence level.   Dirsst proportionality of ordinates to abscissas is in» 
dicated by straight lines of slope unity.   The closeness of fee ex«» 
psrimental points to these lines verifies this relation within the 
experimental error 8   Thus it taay be concluded that sonic wind is a 
second order effect proporsiaaal to fee intensity of the sound besa 
or to the separe of its amplitude, aft least to a first approximation. 

Comparison csn be made between these results and the thecretical 
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,h conclusions of EeksoFtff,- Although the geometry of the chamber äs well 

as the actual acoustic pressure distri.bat.JlQn are only rough äpproxi~ 
mst-ions t© those which must be assumedj. there appears to be value in 
the comparison«, -At heights of iUO to £0 cm above the vibrator the 
observed "wind velocities are vertief - Thes« measured velocities are 
represented by the arrows in. Fig» lOolu, Ag^using that the sound 
beam, has a uniform cross-section equal to that of tile sources that is 
has uniform intensity across this area and is zero Outside»am further 
thai the whole sysiss is confined in a cylindrical chamber IÖÖ cm in 
diaweters it is possible to calculate a velocity distribution from 
Eckart-'s »?erke~ This distribution is represented.by the dotted curve 
which at each of the two heights should be compared with the soKd 
curve through i&e arrow-heads«, There is obviously a qualitative a- 
greement which is perhaps as much as could be expected considering 
the extent of the approximation made ih the assumed conditions for 
the theoretical calculation* 

10*63 Static Excess Pressure (Frsg Field) :  - 

Static excess?, pressure was fi?st detected when an attempt was 
made to measure sonic wind using a pitot tub©• It. was expected that 
insertion of a pitot tube epeaisg at right; angles to the directics 
of the wind would develop a small negative static excess pressure in 
the tube from which the wind speer? might be ealculatfd« KcsssTer* 
positive pressures were encountered regardless of the orientation 
of the tube«, / _    "—\ 

liSheh a pitot: tubs is fitted with a plane plate normal to its 
opening and oriented so that the wind stream passes parallel to the 
plate, the pressure existing in the; wind istreaa is manifest in the 
tube and can be measured or compared with that existing in still air 
at a point external to the stream. (A small correction, easily cal- 
culated fron?, the physical dimensions of the opsning and sise of the 
plate, is neeessäi-y in practice*), A pitot tube fitted with a disc 
at its opening is shown in Fig, 10.9b beside the thermistor. 

The pressure existing in the sonic wind stream above the electro- 
magnetic vibrator has been measured in this way and found to be in 
excess of atmospheric by as much as 60 dynes per csP»   The instrument 
used for indicating such small excess pressures was the pressure 
balance described in Sect, 10o?a The pressure was proportional to 
the sound intensity not only at a single point as found for the sonic' 
wind but from point to point as wells 

In Fig. 10,17 the static excess pressure is compared with the 
acoustic pressure of the fundamental along the axis* The abscissa 
is distance from the source in em. The solid curve represents the 
static excess pressure in do re 1 dyne per cm- with a factor of 10 
equal to 10 db as indicatedby: the ordinates on the left. The dashed 

lu C. Eckart, Phys. Rev. j£. 68 (I9ij.8)e 
£s Handbuch der Experimental Physik (Lsipaig, 19) Vol4 k,  Teil 1, 
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curve, represents acoustic pressure "in.'db re ,OOÖZ dyne per cm^ with 
a factor of ..u equal to 20 aha    The close similarity of th® two curves 
indicates clearly that the static excess pressure is proportions! to 
the square of the acoustic pressure or to the acoustic intensity at 

This relation is further demonstrated in Fag, 10,lG •^ker© the 
static pressure at three dis fcanc-es on ehe. axis is plotted as abscissa 
in dynes per cm2 against the acoustic intensity in db re 10~~° -watts 
per tszß  as ordinate« It is clear that for these three distances the 
static excess pressure is dependent only upon the acoustic intensity 
and increases directly with it* 

10.6k Static ExceS3 Pressure (In a Tube) 

In order to simulate plane wave conditions and to eliminate 
sonic tdnd it was attempted to generate waves in a tube of 3/U in* 
inside diameter placed above the vibrator and sealed to-the housing 
so that no air could enter from the lower end of the tube«, The 
upper end was open except for a plug of poröus Fiberglas which pro- 
vided an essentially hon~rsflectin| termination and allowed pressure 
equalisation with the afaOsphere» Porto in the side of the tube 
spaced k in, apart, the lowest being approximately 6g in. above the 
face, öf -iiie vibrator, allowed the insertion of a inieröphöhe prebs 
or pressure measuring tube either of which could be scaled in posi- 
tion with an air-tight glasd» Ths experimental arraiigesant is 
shown in Fig* 10o!9* 

The diameter of the tubs (nearly onB Wavelength of the funda» """ 
mental) was so large that uniform plane waves-could not be produced« 
Acoustic pressure variations across a diameter existed in excess of 
1 db for the fundamental and several times this much for the harmonics« 
This was augmented with increase in acoustic intensity and the varia- 
tion of pressure across a diameter at a gu*:®n height was found to 
change sharply with increase in sound level especially for the hai>- 
moniese Tue results obtained in this tube are therefore of only a 
qualitative nature« 

V \. 
When sound waves were being generated in the tube and the equili- 

brium condition had been attained, two important observations could 
be made» First, there existed ä static^ excess pressure which was 
negative instead of positive as experienced in the free field (where 
circulation, of air was allowed) and, second, the magnitude of the 
excess pressure in the tube was approximately twice that existing 
in the free field of the same intensity. 

The variation of pressure with the aiGplitude of vibration of 
the source is illustrated in Fig. 10.20.. Toe excess pressure ^p 
in dynes per em*- 4s plotted oh a logarithmic scale as ordinates and 
the source amplitude is given in db relative to an arbitrary level« 
The acoustic intensity relative to 10-16 y/atts per em^ existing in 
tne tube near the source is approximately 100 db above the values 



indicated by the abscissas« The two solid curves, represent the two 
bee*, siss&ght lines drasn. through %* data taken at two ports* respee«* 
tively $k and 10f in* above the source» OB this plot a straight line 
indicates a power relationship between the two Variable«. A line 
whose slope is such that a factor of 10 in pressure corresponds to 
an increase in source amplitude of 10 db shew? that the static pres- 
sure is proportional to ths square of the source esplituda« Such a 
relation is indicated, by the broken line labeled ^ÖHETICüL. 

The theoretical curve is derived "fi?5Bi the p^ser of Thuras, 
Jenkins and O'Ueil0« Some corrections to the analysis giveh ia this 
paper have been made by Westervell/ but the slope of the theoretical 
curve seiissias unaltered and the excess, pressure predicted for a plane 
wave field without circulation is negatives- 

It is, see% howöver s. that .the~ex^sds8§ntal. eisrvgs obtained at 
the two, ports do not have the same aldpa and indeed neish«^' is the 
s«3ie as the theoretical one« -3k both cases the ..magnitude of ..the 
excess pressure increased faster than theacoustic intensity (or the 
square of the source amplitude). 

Before any conclusions are drawn from these curves^ it must be 
noted that the intensity of the sound in. these experiment? '«as such 
that the simsoidal w&ve generated by the source bseal^ sharply sair?' 
toothed, -i*s-„ became essentially shock wave in nature before reach- 
ing ths^sqsorber .iÄ the far end j>£ the tabes This fact .wa-3 not san^ 
sidered important at the time of the experiment but Upon analysing 
these results it has become evident that they may be more indicative 
of the phenomaia taking place after the shock or stable wave has bees 
attained than they are of the finite amplitude sound wave existing 
near the source« The theoretical results are based upon the non- 
existence of a shock wave. Therefore the experiment, should be re- 
peated with the absosber at all times sufficiently close to the "-_ 
source that shock waves cannot be generated if a cheek with theory 
is tö be attempted« 

Parther, in oa-der tö obtain a closer check with theory It would 
be desirable to use a tube which has a diameter- small compared with 
at least the second harmonic wavelength in order to assure more uni- 
form sound intensity over the cross-section of the tube« 

10.6? _ iConclusions 

It may be concluded that in a free field positive static excess 
pressure exists in the sound beam when circulation of air is allowed 
and that this pressure is proportional, to the acoustic intensity«, 

6» A. L, Thuras, R» T. Jenkins and H. T. O'Neii, J, Acous. Soc. ABU 
6 173 (l933>). 
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In the plans wave field when circulation is prevented the static ex«= 
cess pressure in ^±te equilibrium.rendition is negative and may again 
be proportional to the acoustic intensity but «hen a shock wave is 
allowed to form the pressure appears to rise faster than ths acoustic 
intensity. 

10»? Investigation of Fihitö üggplitude Wave Propagation in an Acoustic 
Tube 

10*71 Introduction 

In view of the analogies dssarissd in Chapter III between various 
phenomena attending the propagation of a spherically divergent finite 
amplitude •save and one which is pljsss, fts determined e^erj^ntally _ 
on th© one hand and theoreiicäliy öö the other, it «as decided td ex-= 
tend experimental investigations to plane waves of finite amplitude* 
The immediate <Ä?j6eti%S "sas to detesslss ishethir limiting pressures 
existed for the various harmonics of a finits amplitude plane ^räVe m 
the source amplitude, was increased* and also to determine the depen« 
dence of these pressures on distance frcs the source* 

lPo72 ISsperijnental Procedure 

The acoustic tJab-s f or m«^Jd:f3g static excess pressure in a plane 
wavfj deseribedrin Sect, %Q»%9 was also ^p^oyed for these tests« 
In th# excess pressure tests the ts*be sss äöünted with its bott^ 
several cm Above the fade of the vib^&t^. Tor the present testö it 
was mounted as shows In Fig, 10*21? ifitk only OVGlf? AS. clearance be- 
tween the bottom of the tube and the face of the vibrator» This latter 
a£Eang0ä©nt resulted in a 6 db increase in pressure, as read at the 
monitoring port 2 3^» above the viBräior» 

The effective source of sd¥ssd ceissists of a combination of a 
planelpistön and a* sing, both of the same diameter as that- of the 
tube, generating only radially symmetric modes of the fundamental fre- 
quency. The diameter of the tube (3A in«) is small enough so that 
only the first (0,0) radially symmetric mode (the plane wave mods) 
can propagate up the tube. The level of the second (0,1) radially 
symmetric mode should be down by 130 db theoretically at the position 
of the monitor probe (2 in, above the source)» 

Although "Sie tub^i is narrvw enough tö prevent propagation of all 
radially symmetric modes but the  plane wave mode of the fundamental, 
ib will permit propagation of the lowest two radially asymmetric modes 
of the fundsmental and, of course, many modes of the  higher harmojaics» 
This circumstance was at first considered insignificant since the 
source presutufbiy emits only sound of the fundamental frequency and 
is radially symmetric. However, as will.be seen later, the ssperi«- 
ments indicated- that this circumstance, made the tube unsuited for its 
intended purpose«, 

The first method of supporting the microphone probe in the ports. 
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.-3@ns£st@d of threading a -side tube into the wall of the acoustic tube 
at the desired port location „and inserting the microphone, with its 
case trapped in Fiberglas, into the side tube which thus acted as a 
guide« This procedure resulted in inconsistent fluctuations in tin 
microphone response upon probing the cros3-seotiosi of the acoustic 
tube and was discarded« Instead, the porthole diameter was decreased 
to 1/8 in. by the insertion of a short plug drilled with a hole of 
this size into which the probe tip was then inserted. ihe body of the 
microphone being supported by an external^ movable clamp. 

The various- naräoölc pressures, in the acoustic tube were mea». 
sured by caüplir.s the barium titanäte probe to a Ballantins Model 
300 electronic voltmeter used as an amplifier^ this in turn being 
connected te two tuned filters in series* The output of the second 
filter was read by another Ballantiüe voltmeter« 

The SGUI ;e  amplitude was monitored both "oj the built-in condenser 
arrangement at the bottom of Jhs vibrating bar and by ä fixed barium 
titanäte probe inserted, into the acoustic tube 2  in, above the vibrä« 
tor surface o The fixed monitor probe'ires' employed with the expecta- 
tion that it would indicate source ^amplitudes more accurately than 
the condenser because the latter isT affected by a gradual increase in 
length of the bar produced by the heating resulting from continuous use» 

13.73 - Results (Preliminary) 

In attempting to measure the harmonic pressures in thewav-e pro-* 
pagated up the acoustic tube, there ires at first found a pressure 
variation of no less than 6 db gver the. cross-section at every port» 
In add ition there existed standing waves along the length of the 
tube, the standing wave ratio being 20 less than 3 db* The steps 
taken to determine the reasons for and to eliminate these fluctuations 
will how be discussed. 

1. The large standing wave ratio noted resulted from terminating 
the top of the tube with highly flow-resistant MX Corning Fiber- 
p-1 &o  U'jGn re^lacin0, this termination with a !*•* ft core of l?0s ^lU 
Corning Fiberglas consisting of shreds of this material followed by 
several disks of the 3ame material, the standing wave ratio was de-» 
creased to about 0*3 db in the worst case. 
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a given port was found to originate in the excessive port-hole dia« 
meter of 4 ifi.    Since any hole in the tube wallj communicating with 
the outside, will act as a reg-iöä of pressure release and thus as an 
equivalent sottrce, a distorted, field in that region will result«, 
With the original port-hole diameter of \ in.,-the deviation in 
pressure across the tube was_ät least 6 db for- the fundamental and 
progressiveiy greater for the higher .harmonics.    By decreasing the 
diameter to 1/8 tee.j-thus-leaving-only a.i/i6 in«, thick open ring 
ground the probe^tip,  the pressure- deviation for the fundamental ivas 
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decreased to 2 db*.    It is so be expected that radiation fro® this 
equivalent source formed by a part-hole will be prcpagafe@d along the 
tabs is the form of both the plane mve mode and teo radially asym- 
metric sjodes for the fundamental frequency öf the ine.uiigat finite 
ai^jlitud® wave» and also in many ssodes for the higher harmonics•>    The 
magnitudes of these undesirable oGRtrdbutioBS from the .ports would 
be difficult to estimate/ 

The immediate solution to the shore difficulty, that- of pro- 
viding port-holes of dissneter Just surf icient- to äse« Ttwjjffit a t >•• **v*. «ii it-:  

ndierophone probe, is also impractical b©cause jsay contact between 
the probe-and wall of the tube results in ßeehancial pickup: by the 
forner of vibrations in the latter, and this pickup ssssics the acoustic 
signal* 

-That the portholes* •sita the microphone press iaseiffcsd, £«rm 
-secondary sources ©f £adJ.ation of appreciable Bsgnltude. w$s further 
substantiated as follows, . $hen a-side tube was threaded isxfce the 
-iw>33: of the E|in, acoustic tab® at a port location is prdfr to serve 
as a microphone holder and guide, standing waves of appreciable mag- 
nitude were found to exist in tap side tub©9 These could result 
only from the port-hale acting as a source* 

3e Another possible contributory csKse of apparent «on^plahe- 
ness of the various propagated harmonic traces is Mattering from the 
microphone probe. Scale scattering of the fuadaaentsl was evidenced 
by fluctuations in the response of the fixed monitor läiercphöne near 
the >ase of the acoustic tube, as the positloa ©f the probe inserted 
in the first port, several" inches aboves was altered» 

Pressure distributions in the tube could be modified by scatter- 
ing processes from two scurces* fee would be the scattering center 
provided by the fixed monitor microphone» The second source would 
be ihe probe microphone itself* The scattered radiation depends on 
the position of the tip with respect to the cube wall, and thus on 
apparent lateral pressure fluctuation would be noted. Although 
scattering of the fundamental by either source ic; perhaps relatively 
small, that of the higher harmonics might be appreciable« 

h»   The final anomaly which was investigated was manifested as 
a change of lateral prea5ure"TdistributioR at any pcx*t i~Lth increas- 
ing source amplitude» This shift was appreciable, especially for 
tie second and higher harmonics, and resulted in an unsatisfactory 
arbitrariness in the measurement of pressures since there existed no 
fixed reference point in the distribution at which the probe could 
be kept^ as She source amplitude was increased« Vhe shift might be 
attributed to ä circulating wind in the tube*, accompanying the pro- 
pagation of"non^pian®-waves., A circulating wind would cause portions 
of the wavefronts leaving the surface of the vibrator simaltöneously 
to change their phase relationships upon reaching a post in a manner 
depending on the wind velocity and therefore on the source amplitude« 
This phase variation would result in shifts of lateral pressure dis» 
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Iü*?U Results (Final)    „;..."• 

In view of the tima eonswaed in identifying the offsets des« . 
cribed ab we, little ^as left for detenBiaing "the existence of limit- 
ing pressures and their dependence, ©sv distance« One set of measure»* 
ments «as made, howerer, and the results are graphed in Figs«. 10»22 
and 10«S3. 2a-both, the ordiastes - are pressures in db re 0,0002 
dyiiss per Süß,  wails the sbscissss are a relative measure in db of 
the scarce amplitude« Each curve represents the pressures measured 
at a given port location« Figure 10.22 contains the -results fofLsn^ 
fundamental of 1U»& ke, wh.ile Fig» 1Q923 represents the pressur-es j&\ 
the second harmonic of 29E& ke» In view of the difficulties .des- 
cribed previously little quantitative validity can be assigned to 
these curves.« fbey are given ©ainly t© show some qualitative evidence1 

for the possible existence of limiting pressures in -fee •naves in the 
tube, This can be seen, from the t^iclency of the curves to level off 
at sufficiently high source ^Kiiitudes. Since the fundamsntai? at 
leastv äpproschfta -a plase>•-savsin f<irss the tentative inference say 
be drisssn that limiting pressures do exist fos? plane harmonic waves 
of finite amplitudes 

Shfe does[_-Jäoi i^iy, however^ that- the liäitiag pressures as 
shöfea in Fig» 1Q»22 ärfe the correct ones8 In the first place» it 
is strange that at low intensities ä 10 db difference in le^el of 
the fündsaentäl, is observed between the 1st and 8th ports» especially 
since -sail and si-i* atnorption eeuld account for at most only 2 db 
of this saaraint,, it is believed that the positioning of the micro- 
phone in the tube is responsible for uhis. anomaly,, Also one notices 
as inflection point in the curve of furädamental pressures vs source 
amplitude at the 8th port. It ist thought that this is caused by the 
change in- pressure distribatdch -with intensity due to the presence _ : 

of circulating currents as «plained before» Indeed a wind speed of 
acout 20 cm per sec is observed at the 8th port but nothing is known 
about- the general wind speed distribution at present» 

In Fig8 10»23j) the. curves of the second harmonic pressure vs 
source amplitude, one notices that at small source amplitude the 
second harmonic pressure increases "Kith increasing port distance from 
the vibz'atorj a revolt äshish would be expected from the simple theory. 
At high intensities one should expect the reverse of this to be true? 
assuming that limiting pressures exist for the second harmonic Com- 
ponent of a wave. However, the curves for the 1st and Utb ports do 
not cross, or show any tendency to do so, a circumstance which as 
well as for the first hansonit*, may be attributed to the various ef- 
fects mentioned previously» 

3.0 o?5 Conclusions 

In conclusion we may say that the xae-thod tried does not result 
in the establishment of plane iraves of finite amplitude * The chief 



reason-for this failure is that the diameter. <jf the acoustic tabe is 
such as to permit the propagation of two asymmetrical modes of the 
fundamental and non-plane symmetrical mouss as well as asymmetrical 
modes of the higher h&saonies« The sources of these w>ee-s mey reside 
in the necessary pcrt=hcle clearance^ at the probe positions, in scat- 
tering from the monitor and probö microphones» in the presence of a 
circulating'•sd.r.c«, and perhaps also from harmonic generation in the 
coupling between the tube and the sourcso In order to obtain plane 
waves of finite äeaplitudej the ratio of tube diameter to wavelength 
srast- be decreased^ %eh a -procedure would probably seduce materially 
the undesirable effects mentioned«, Ths_ necessary decease in ratio 
would best os achieved b^ redesigaing the source and driving- circuit 
to Operate at frequencies Of 1000 o or less snd keeping the present 
tube diameteri The other alternative of decreasing the räbe bors 
but retaining the frequencies now used would entail the construction 
of microphones considerably smaller than the barium titahate probe 
(a difficult task) and would in addition introduce a serious amount 
Of wall absorption« 

10*8 Methods for Analysing- Scsaä. Spectra 

Two spectrophs2i05£stsr systems hare been set up, by means of Wählen, 
one may record sound spectra automatically in the frequency ranges 001 
to 16 kc and- 10 to 100 kc$ respectively« Each, of these consists basi» 
cally of a papek recorder actuated by fee output of a wave analyser 
fed, in turh, by-the output of & microphone system» äcjvfmerit- of the 
recorder paper is s^chronised with rotation of the1 analyzer frequency 
dial. Thus at any instant i&e recorder pen is deflected by an amount 
which is proportional to the effective voltage output Of the microphone 
system in a ämali band centered about the instantaneous scanning' fre- 
quency as registered by the analyzer dial. 

The recorder used was an Esterlirie Angus Graphic Recorder (1 ma 
full scale deflection)• For audio frequencies a Hewlett Packard 
Model 300-A Wave Analyzer was employed, its 20 kc intermediate fre- 
quency output being used, after amplification and rectification, to 
actuate the recorder. At higher frequencies an ultrasonic analyzer, 
of the type described in Appendix A3 performed this functions its 
d-c output was applied directly to the recorder. In the latter case 
a Rochelle salt (see Sect, lel*l) microphone was used as transducer! 
due mostly to frequency characteristics of the latter, sensitivity 
of the entire spectrophonometer system varied by ä total of about 23 
db over the 10 to 100 kc range. At audio frequencies a condenser 
microphone system (see Sect« 1.3) was employed* To correct for its 
frequency characteristics a variable potentiometer arrangement was 
used, operated by a specially shaped cam driven synchronously with 
the analyzer dial. In this way the frequency response of the spec- 
trophonometer systaa was tsade flat within ± 1 do over a 1 to 16 kc 
range, 

When necessary, amplification was.provided by Ballantine Model 
300-A electronic voltmeters 2nd attenuation by Hewlett Packard or 
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General Radio attenuators„ 

1Ö»9 Development- of Flame Sources 

The fact that audible sound of considerable intensity can-be 
generated by several types sf "siaglag nasses" led to the belief 
that a flame properly designed could be made te be a fairly good 
sourt-.e of sound both audible and ultrasonic. This-was brieily in- 
vestigated and sane very preliminary rsndels wi?*« made which gave 
sustained signals of intensities up to approximately 120 <db at one 
foot frcra the source. However^ the possibility of success in oi>* 
taining very intense ultrasonic sources in air by the use of flames 
seemediauch less promising than by use of a siren ör electromagnetic 
vibrator| therefore, the study of flames was suspended indefinitely« 
The wi adom of this decision appears -fco have been substantiated in 
view of the outstanding success of the siren and ••dbratcr as des- 
cribed in Chapters IT and III of this report« It should be mentioned9 

however, that our study of flames has in no way been exhaustive,, in 
fact it has been shown' that there is definitely a possibility of 
succsssfisl use of fisäes as sound generators. 

The study which has been made indicates^ at least to some ex- 
tent, the directions which further research on the subject should 
take. 

1. There should be„an investigation of flame speeds (i.e.,, the' 
velocity with whicit ä flame front can progress through optimum mis= 
tures of combustible gases)» 

20 There should be a study of resonant cavity feed systems to- 
be used as valves to modulate the flame 9 It seems possible that a 
low intensity sound in an acoustically resonant cavity behind the   _ 
flame orifice could be used very efficiently to modulate the flow 
of the combustible mixture through the orifice and thü3 control a 
very intence sound produced by -the combustion of this modulated 
flow«, Sufficient energy to sustain resonance in the cavity con- 
ceivably wGuld be fed back acoustically from the flame while the 
major part of the energy from the flame would be radiated forward 
acoustically with the aid of a horn or other impedance matching de- 
vice, 

3? A study of ignition materials which might be used to sustain 
or relight unstable9  pulsating flames would be desirable« 

h»    A study of conditions for resonance in the combustion chamber 
itself or in the attached impedance matching device (horn) with the 
purpose of most efficiently converting, a pulsating flame energy into 
acoustic radiation would also be worthwhile« 

lOelü A Thermal Phonometer 

As mentioned In Sect«. 2.oU, the successful measurement of sound 
intensity by measuring temperatuKe rise in an absorbing medium son- 
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tained in a thermos bottle exposed to intense sound suggested the' 
design of a device -??hich we have e-sllad a "thermal phonometer" •    It 
is intended to be used for the continuous measurement of sound in-* 
tensity by measuring the temperature rise in a stream of air passing 
through a porous sound absorbirns material thermally isolated from 
its surroundings and having a known area exposed to incident - sound 
radiation,,    A cross-section view of one model of the device is shasn 
in Fig«, 10«2ü and ä photograph in Fig« 10«2?„   Air is drs-m in 
through, the small open- end* past a thermocouple^ thenee along fee 
tubs and thrd^h absorbing material consisting in this case of cotton 
fibers, finally past, a second thexmpcouple and. through a flow sister. 
The difference in temperature measured betsssn the two thermocouples, 
the known specific neat of the air, and the measured volume flow 
taken together allow the calculation of the rate at ^hich heat was 
delivered to the cotton fibers (i6e., the power delivered.by the. 
sound).    From a knowledge of the ares of the open end of the tube 
exposed to the sound, the sound intensity can be calculated directly 
by dividing the poster delivered to. the air by the area of opening of 
the tube.    This involves the assumptions (1) that all sound incident 
upon this area of opening enters, is absorbed, and is transformed to 
heat-,  (2.5 that no nsat enters or leaves except by means of the air    ' 
stream,  (3) that negligible heat is generated by turbulence in the 
air flow* .     _- 

Prom a consideration of acoustic impedances, the reflection of- 
sound from the open end of the tube Bxd from the absorbing medium 
should be negligible9    Further, from a consideration of the ordinary 
absorption of sound JLn small tubes and in absorbing media a negli- 
gible -amount of sound should penetrate completely thiough the entire 
absorbing medium' in the tube| thus all the sound energy should be 
converted to heats-   The walls of the tube are made very thin so äs 
to have small heat capacity and very small conductivity lengthwise 
of the tube* and are made double so that fee space between fee inner 
and outer wall when evacuated reduces heat conduction by this path 
to a negligible amount« 

The theory is simple and the justifications of fee assumptions 
seem reasonable, as is shown above; hovrever, in practice problems 
have arisen which are not completely understood and as yet valid 
results have not been obtained.    The observed difficulty is that 
the sound intensity indicated by this instrument has SO far proved 
to be a function of the air flow snd this should not be so»    It has 
been observed in othsr experiments that great turbulence accompanies 
intense sound as it enters a vessel containing smoke.    It was there- 
fore expected that auchOürbulsnce was occurring here and some of the 
heat generated by sound absorption was being lost by circulation out 
of the? front end of the tube even though air was continually being 
drawn in»    Thus it was anticipated that the indicated sound intensity 
should increase with air flow until the velocity öf the air became 
so great-that the existing turbulence would not cause *ir:j heat to be 
lost out of fee forward snd of the tube.   At velocities higher than 
this the indication of the device should be correct and independent 
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"et air flow0 Such a ^Leveling off -"»as not obtained, the sound, in- 
tensity ms lowered büt still aö*levellag .eff-^eeurrecL Figure 10«26 
shows these results„ It is possible that turbulence is still in- 
volved and that we mast start -with lower intensities or obtain highe? 
flow velocities« 

Seine investigations wer© maps tö tsy to locate the difficulties 
but the work was discontinued in order to pursue problems with sore 
iussediate application to 1ä*e project» It is felt, however* tLat this- 
instrument still has definite'possibilities and should be developed 
further» _\: 

10,11 Investigation of a Possible Method of Detectionof Buried 
Objects ' ._-.-- 

Shortly after we begaa work on this contract, some •of our time 
was. spent in testing a particular scheme for ultrasonic detection of 
buried objects,, The method proposed involved .the use of a bos which 
had as open, side resting on the ground but which wasi soundproof 
otherwise« Ä receiver was to be placed, lit the lower part of this 
chamber a?4 a source n^s? the grsund just outside its wails-, Sound 
waves would thus supposedly remh. t&e receiver only by issy of the •-.. 
aoil and then only if an underground object were present tc £ct as 
reflectore 

: 

SDLbsi©f the method ws& fouM to be not practicableo For 
typical soils the presence of ä reflector consisting of a heavy metal 
plate.was; not discernible even, «hen placed only s föw inches below 
iöie ground* After careful d«ubl©-checking of this negative result . 
the schese was discarded as a.-possibility« 
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1UI   Introduction 
- 

Vihj.le by far the greater .p8wt of the work of this laboratory 
has b©»n experjjaentaii some, of our problems have been -gives.-.fairly 
extsnsivs theoretical treatment, as well. Ons of these is concerned 

, with t>e propagation of finite amplitude waves, which developed in 
f connection with our ejqperiTsantal study of high intensity sooixi m- 
' described in Chapter XII of this report,, The results of our theore- 

tical investigation of this problem are set forth in the first 
section of toe present chapter, 

- .The following two .sectSbfiä öf toe chapter deal with wave pro- 
pagation in an inhosnögeneotis: medics» Some of the .experimental back~ 
ground of this problem is presented in the chapter en micrometeor» 
©logy and atmosphericacoustics (^Chapter VII}*. The two theöreücal 
treatments outlined here include an. approximate solution by ray 
methods and attempts to solve the wave equation for the case of a 
medium "so, to varying index of refraction* '•-.-- 

. The. final section of this chapter deals with an attempt to 
treat the propagation of sound in ggses. from the id^ietic theory 
viewpoint« The-usual approach is to consider toe gas £s a eöntisiucus 
medium and. tointroduce corrections for molecular effects s«cfe as 

. - - viscosity,» It -käs  thought that the leinstie theory approach would 
_-- lead- tö krbetter understanding^of fiaiite amplitudiB pixesoaeaa* This 

section includes & foriaulätloii of the boundary conditions for the 
-infinite vibrating plate (neglecting intezMaolecular collisions), 
a solution of the one dimensional explosion problem {with and with- 
out collisions)j and a solution of the problem of an infinite plate 
moving with constant ve3 «oity (with and without collisions-)» 

11.2 Plane laves of Finite Amplitude in a Non-viscous Medium 

The solutions of toe dynamical equations for the motions of con- 
tinuous media have for the most part been studied under certain sim?* 
plifying assumptions. In elasticity, for instance, the strains 
have generally been assumed to be small« In acoustics it lias been 
JUS-&J.Xiaoj.e wu Kunsiut.r w«? veioeiviss ant- dlsplscsssst-s as small 
quantities for ordinary intensities „ But when we study very high 
acoustic intensities, shock waves« and motion through media at super- 
sonic velocities, the simplifying asfumptio&s raus*- be dropped, and 
toe equations of motion in their full form became very difficult to 
handle« The present report is to® 'feeginning of an attempt to solve 
some of the more fundamental probles® in this field in sxsct fona 
with no restriction on magnitude of displacements and velocities, 

11*21 The Euler Equations of Motion in One Dimension 
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The Euler .equations £er the one~dimensional disturbs»; 
continuous non-Viseoua medium ares 

where I', /* and p are ths medium velocity the density and the pres- 
sure, respectively, at position x at time ta    Some third relation 
between the three dependent variables is needed before a solution 
can be attempted, and for the case of sound waves we assume the 
adiabatic relation, between pressures and density: 

-* xh/&r)f* 
For infinitesimal amplitudes, approximations are made -shich * 

leave these equations line®5 in .dependeht variables $ "end tSe solution 
becomes, elementary» The difficulty for finite ssnplitudes arises 
from the presence of sxseh non-linear terms as U f jQ/jx in the secaet 
Kuler equations* Before starting or* «\e analysis we may make an 
observation on the type of solution to be expected« To be considered 
general, the solution must contain t»o arbitrary functions, for 
physically we can assign the density and velocity at every point in 
space at time t.s Q©        . _._ __ .._    ".... __ 

Riemann-*- considered this problem in detail in 1858» and showed 
many properties of the solution, but did not find general Solutions 
in terms of arbitrary functions« The exact solutions obtained for 
certain eases in this paper are easily deducibXe from Riemaän*s 
equations, but we shall use our own analysis, which is simpler th?m 
Riemann's more general discussion for those eases in Tshich we were 
able to obtain the exact solutions• 

11,22 A Solution with One Arbitrary Constant 

The first step is to eliminate p from the discussion by sub- 
stituting for p in (11.1) the value given it* (11.3). We theniiäves 

Now let W ntyPo/iy-*-!)/&o\P" « ^k® Preceding equation then becomes 

a—pis.-«—'.IJ 

1, Be Hiemann* AbhahcU d« Kon0 Gesell, V/'issen. Z. Gottingen, 1858« 
1859, pe y. 
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Introduction of this nev,- dependent variable IV" into equation 
(11,2) also bhen leaves us with the Euler equations in the forms 

Tn? equations tnay be §ai. in a little more symmetrical form by a fur- 
ther change of variable, - 

r*   -   «.4  "V 1 ___T._ ._•_-- 

giving. 

i**^*.^*« 
(Ü.7) 

fiPi 
Assume now that Q - ^ C 

In order that the two equations be consistent we must have F^F* - 
s F/F«, or F» s ±19 and 

Replacing this in eiiiier (11.9) or (11*10) yields 

(11*12) 

wherej 

c-i - -air c' * .      (u-i3) 



Tm general solution of (11,12) is 

,(u, *-fJ U i &.    f O  J (11,110 

ishere 3L is- 4a arbitrary function öf its variables« This solution 
is räadixy obtainable by standard methods« It seeftß simplest hsre 
msrely to' suow that it satisfies (11,12)e We hav@? taking partiais 

5s" >   _&sL   i. 

*   ^  *  V(x- figVi <*3?t?   £ 
/JL  &' JÜI/1-0 Y+ 

-5»     T&      J 

^ 
^ -"Of" r &'iiä ca. t.   V - it,- "       .-/'      a.    «aF'\J 

In osder that the part-isle of g, do net hat® the trivial value sero? 
the datenaissnt ssiat vasaishs 

•>t/ 73W Ju+7 
M «- 

Q«E«D«, 

The solution (ll*l4) is more conveniently pat in the form 

v.rjst-'.t/i c».7^ f» 
(U»lpy 

Solutions of this type have be®« long known.*5 Note, however, that 
since it contains only one arbitrary function, it is only a part of 
the general solution« It is interesting, nevertheless, to apply it 
to a fandansntsl problem in tshich the solution suffices to satisfy 
one boundary conditions a hamonically vibrating source plate send- 
ing out plane waves» 

The boundary condition on U at a source plate vibrating as x « 
R sin w/t is,   "        - 

2* Sge, for instance, Lord Rayleighj Proe* Roy0 Soc»s Series A4 ßk, 
2U7, (1910).. 
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--. V' -•' 'W *? «* w^      **    * ~ ~~&*• w*~ ' (11.16)  - 

Insert these values in (ll.l£) to determine the function <?> . 

If we set the argument", of jß $ w/?cos t*-1^ s SS^yre have 

«here the «f sign isjtp.be used when Z s ^/R cos v^t goes frqm + ^R to 
~SL*2, and the -»- sign "as Z goes from -wF-to + wR,    The solution "for 
U is then; .-•--..\ . 

^f^W-C^pt^ *~=~ 

OWA J ?sspöndihg to velocity waves of finite amplitude leaving th0 
source. £iatei    The aasinaoia value of Ü is soen to- beiO//?. Note that, 
as< BHQ this solution approaches the known result for infinitesimal 
amplitudes? 

- JL- 
if we interpret %2 as ***e ordinary velocity of sound r yf^9>e/^\. 

It should be emphasized that the solution (11,17) is only one 
solution to the problem of the vibrating plate.    The solution we 
started with contained only one arbitrary function and allowed us 
to set only one boundary condition«-   We are forced to accept what- 
ever second boundary condition is imposed by our solution instead 
of setting it arbitrarily.    Physically,  there could have been a 
second plats,  fixedj say at x - L_   II would be zero atx-L for all 
tj but our solution-; sould not handle, this problem. 

The solution (11.17) is plotted for t « 0 in Figa 11.1.    The 
values assumed are f s 10 kc, R « 0*1 CBU    me tendency for the wave 
to become saw-toothed is apparent, but a difficulty appears. . The 
solution at some distance from the plate Always becomes multiple 
valuedc    This difficulty is inherent in_the problem of motion ixi a _ 
nofi-yiscous medium.    From solution (11.17) the velocity crests seem 
to travel faster than the troughs and eventually overtake, and pass 
them-. 
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1I„23   General .Solution *ith Sao Arbitrary Sonstsits 
•* -  - - . • 

There is one' case in which we can easily obtain a general solution 
•with fcwb arbitrary functions. If in equations (11*?) and (11*8) -we 
ÖV* ^  & «^  <3KÄi  WÄ^SÄ ^iS^=  =iS-«  «^-'V. —- -  ---;--  w.-iT  c^=.aiv~^  -rv  vw vu^u^ 

 •>.>.. - ^---^j^^r-j- „".ri the general solutions, 

-(11.18} 

i «3 wv     \^^wttoWJ> 

or. 

/y^. $ =. 2 $ f* * Co* &j*£ (11.19) 
4/- # -    2 ^ 6? - £V- <sQ#) j (n*2o) 

e^ ~   <k (x - if f+ «3^ -f v fr - &- <*J*X (Uo2i) 

The origin of multiple valued solutions is clear from this 
general solutions    points of t&e velocity wave having greater medium 
velocity U travel with greater velocities. 

An illustrative example of" oscillations between trö fixed walls &V -X- o and 
at x s D will be worked with this solution»    Set 

then ^ 

Since sin a * sin b_ « 2 sin t(a-b) cos i(a-b), 

Ü-    iA*^JL('X*U*)*-C**-.A**'i (11*23) 

g'-s. <§Ä~ MP^^Ä^jt-o c*rSL.ACx-UJ").    -    Cll-Sli) 

If we put k a 1f/D, then U s 0 at x s& and at x » D for all t.. At 
t a Ö, U s U0 sin ftx-ßi  and Q - Q^ i.e.., the motion is started with 
a uniform density and & half cycle sinusoidal velocity distributions 
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Qwill return to a. constant % whenever (if/p}Q0t - nwt  or -• 
t s nD/Qo» 'The period» Tj is then 2D/Q0, 

:Sincej from equation (li*6) 
for *"« 3> 

the velocity of sound for 3f - 3 c Therefore T = l/f - 2D/^p, „the sane 
relation as that which gives the füflöälsentai: frequency for small - 
oscillations. 

As time advances frsm~t. = Q* -equation ((ll523) shows that" the 
velocity curve diminishes in amplitude äs its maximum moves toward 
the ridbtt» The maxima of the standing waves, do not resain fixecls 
as in small oscillations, but oscillate-back and forth. However, 
overlapping of the waves develops eventually« 

11.-2Ü Conclusion 

The occurence of miltiple vsO-ues of course renders all solutions 
physically impossible in an exact sense« But for non=viseöüs fluids 
it may be assumed- that they are correct up to the point where, „multi«> 
plicity sets in« It is not too obvious that the presence öf viscosity 
would get rid of this Difficulty« „It is not clear how a small vis- 1 
coaity "'te"m added äs ä perturbation could rectify a highly overshot 1 
wave due to very large amplitudes* Efyl^ign^ askes the remark that a 
it would he interesting if such results proved the necessity for an | 
atomic structure öf the mediuMi'lThsr present writer, has been inde~ ~ 
pendently led to the opinion that an approach fres? kiheticf thepry 
inight be necessary in large amplitude problems« ~- 

>  I 

^Nevertheless-, there does aeeia tobe a logical method of removing 
the multiplicity and obtaining unions solutions• This will be developed 
in-Sect» 11,5 by-considering the "explosion" of a high pressure re«= 
gion into a region of lower pressure» 

11*3 Ray Computation for Non-homogeneous Media 

In determining the effectiveness of ultrasonic signalling in 
the; open air, especially near the ground, it is necessary to con- 
sider refxwtion effects caused by temperature and wind gradients« 
For example, if the ground surface is hot (such as a pavement on 
a sunny day) sound is bent upward and very distinct acoustic shadows 
are observed. It is found that on calm days the approximate distance 
from a source at which such a region of silence occurs can be pre- 
dicted if the existing vertical, temperature profile is known %  the 
necessary calculations consider paths of rays emanating from the 
source and traversing the medium, which is assumed uniform except 
for variation of sound velocity with height. 

Part of cur efforts were spent in developing a usable" method 
for making approximate' rsy eoapatations. The method finally arrived 
at depends on' the following assumptions, in addition to that of 

«5 
9 
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horizontal uniformity? 1, The medium may be considered to consist 
of a series of horiaontai strata such that the vertical sound velo- 
city gradient is constant withis each stratum but changes discontin- 
uously £r-cs& was to the next« However, the variation withr heightLo? 
tbs tptperature itself is continuous at every point» 2. The gra- 
dients are small and the strata -unift s© that thö radius of eurvatur© 
of a ray in any stratum is large with respeet to the path traversed 
by the ray within that stratum« 

An equation was found by means or which the horisofttaX distance 
travelled by a Täj in reaching a gives altited« is »s^mregssd. in terms 
of the source height, the final height Of the rays the initial iT 
filial orientation of the ray and ccaiatants specifying the sound vel- 
ocity profile» Any. number of strata may be considered and the sound 
velocity gradients may vary in sign from one stratum to the next.-3 ... 

In the case where sound velocity decreases with height itis 
of particular interest to know the horizontal projection L of the ray 
which begins at an arbitrary height and ends tangent to the ground* 
If the source is in the second stratum above the ground,L is given 
by        .  .. - •: 

i^xeres 

"e- k velocity of sound atthe ground 
. d - thickness of lowest stratum 
h s height of source 

Gj, « sound velocity gradient in the lower stratum 
Q"> -s sound velocity gradient in the higher stratum« 

The significance of -öie quantity L given by (11.26) is that it marks 
the greatest distance from the source at which sound will be able to 
reach the ground (neglecting diffraction). The region of acoustic 
shadow thus begins at a distance from the source equal to L. If the 
sound velocity gradient is constant up to the height of the source, 
we may choose d s h and Eq. (11.26) reduces to 

£ 1 i (11.27) 

This is simply the "grell known approximate formula for the'half-chord 
of & circular arc, h being the sagitt» of the ray path and c/CV^ its 
radius of curvature* 

3,    J* S. Saby and W. L. Myhorg, «J* Aeöu». Soe. 'Am, 18, 316 (19U6)S 
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ll.i» Propagation öf Wares in Non-homogeneous Media 

Another approach to the study of wave propagation in inhomogene- 
ous media was made by trying to solve the wave equation as derived 
by Bergmann** for the case of ä medium with variable index of rsfrac«» 
t2.on0  'A'ne i9.Liorft.rlg laeujvus AUI- wwnsaiig MI SSSöTT SöXU.VXUU oi 

Bergmann!s equation were examined and discarded? 

1« The equations for variation in a medium in the vertical 
direction only c-ah be reduced to the problem of solving? 

•4= 

The symmetry of this form led us to seek general solutions in 
terms of arbitrary functions. Although möthcds of generating an 
infinite number of solutions were found, no general solution could 
be obtaineds 

2«, A minimisation method "was atteispted. If ff '<p= G represents 
an insoluble diff erentiai equation and. "& m iT®i $i is sn approximate 
solution» then (H^a^9^)" is minimized with respect to the s|s. But 
in the inho3ogeneous fields used the computational difficulties be- 
came too great to be handled» 

-* T —,\-».^-.«. „.»-—-ä~~— «»~—~~ — „..-_.._ÄJ 4«.-: J-t-_ _«.<..!—„_ J -^» J._*-- J»      i>Siucub   0cr4.cs   «ICJ.-C   ossuiucn   ü4    VüC   naiiuua    ii7gi.<Jiäs<   VX    yiiö 

medium, with the intention of matching the series at the boundary 
regions. The relations between the infinite sets of arbitrary co- 
efficients were obtained, but the method soon ^ot out of hand, and 
was clearly not suited to the general problem«, 

An approximate solution; was then attempted» The first order 
approximation leads to a D'Alembert equation ~8hieh is solved by a 
volume integral. This method reduces the problem to that of ob- 
taining a volume integral over- infinite space. However, when the 
accuracy of the method was checked by using it to compute cases for 
which the exact solution is known, it had to be discarded as im- 
practicable. 

11.5 The Kinetic Theory Approach to the Propagation 
of Sound in Gases 

In Sect. 11.2 it was remarked that an approach from the point 
of view of kinetic theory might yield more general results (in that 
the effects of conductivity and temperature dependence of viscosity 
are automatically included in the original statement öf the problem) 
than the customary treatment employing the d^jamical equations for 
the motion of continuous media. In the present investigation the 

U. P. G. Bergmann, <J. Accsus* Sac«. Am* 17, 329 (I9u6), 
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attempt was made to solve the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation with bound- 
ary conditions corresponding to an. acoustic source» In order to de-= 
VelOp a Workable method^ it was foxmd convenient to "t?eat first the 
simpler problems of a cne=«dimensional explosion and an infinite plate 
moving at constant velocity» Each of these case.? -ass treated first 
as a system of non-interacting mass points and than- a .simple collision 
tersi was added, The important result was obtained that adding a. 
collision term does not formally complicate the boundary value prdb-> 
lern. 

At the present stage of the investigation, the boundary value 
problem without a collision tsrjü has >>een solved exactly for, the 
infinite vibrating plate« Kcwever, the solution is a function with 
an infinite number of branches and the criterion for passing from 
one branch to the nest has .not yet been developed» Future isrcrk on 
this probltffl may profitably be concerned with determining a suitable 
criterion, after which boundary conditions representing a particular 
source -of ssard will be applied e 

11.51 Introduction 

In attempting a description of the disturbance in ä gas caused ^ 
by an infinite plate moving with a sinusoidal motion, the general 
method of attack is to determine the velocity distribution of the 
particles as a function of position, velocity, and time«. This velo- 
city distribution* $hen: integrated over all velocities; is the par• 
tide density of the gas as a function of position and time» Jn a 1= 
similar manner, using the kinetic theory definitions, other proper- - 
ties of the disturbance such as the pressures, mass flow, and the 
energy flow may be calculated. 

The symbol fCx^t) shall be defined as the number of particles 
per unit volume in a region-z—»(x$dx) at the time t having velocities 
in the ränge u-*(uAdu)« This then, is the distribution of velocities 
for the one-dimensional case, and is the well-known Maxwell velocity 
distribution if the gas is in steady state and equilibrium. The pre- 
sence of the moving plate however will produce a change in this dis- 
tribution and that change may be represented as follows? 

Consider the space element, x=*(x4dx), y-^(y-ä-l), z-»(z+l)o If 
the distribution is a function of JZ having a gradient 6>r/£x,  then 
during the interval —At,, uf^At particles enter the face yz at x* In 
the same time interval üfx*äx&*  psrticies leavs the element of space 
through iiie face yz at x + dx. The net flow, of particles into this 
element is then u(fs - fs44x) ^'t s «=u( af/3x) • At dx or «u( «?£/>* x). 
' &t per unit volume» 

If in addition the particles are in a force field* say F, the 
velocities will also change-. Considering the volume element of 
velocity space u^M&-d*/*^&*lj*#'*/<>f-t$f3nd the fact, that there is a 
velocity gradient $ f(d u, the flow of particles into the velocity 
class U may be calculated« The presence of-the constant force field 
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F'will in the time interval At- alter the velocity by the sno-ant du •-- 
$/ml(ä t) p  such that the number of particles entering the face w at u 
during /it is (F/sj(f At) • The number leaving through Üie face w at 
u«du isCF/i^f,,^,, &x)s and the net flow of car tides into the velocity 
class ti is (F^7tfu=fu^)^=w =) ( # f/d u) £t du or -IF»Q f/s? »)<d 
per unit volume -element of velocity space«. 

If the particles were mathematical point-3 incapable ef suffer- 
ing collisions with each other., the above derived, expressions would 
represent the total increase of particles of «lass u at- the paint x 
at the time t in units of particles per unit volume per second. On 
the other hand«, if9 as is the ease physically, the particles do col- 
lide a. new term must be added which is known «xüy as the rate of in- 
crease of particles into the class u per unit- volume per second at 
the point (xj  i^dUe to collisions-, ; 

JThe basic problem of the kinetic thsory approach to the des~ 
cription of sound by the above outlined method is that Of finding 
a suitable, if not exactj expression for this soilisicn term. Ji 
the effect due to collisions is not taken into account then the 
problem reduces to one of mechanice in ^ich the past history Of 
each particle is easily determined,, and hen^e, formally at least, 
presents a sispls problem. However# if there are collisions the 
past history of any particular particle is not only difficult to 
Express but ambigaoiSj "and for this reason must be handled as a bean» 
d&ry value probUm» The basic equation for this treatment is that 
derived abövej the Maxwell^oltsmann equation 

d A* + * M •** + -£. 4L ^ßfi ** or drjr 

/r £#       * *n (11.28) 

?shich id a statement that the net flow of particles into an element 
of phase space is that flow due to collisions» 

11.52 The Problem of the Vibrating Plate 

For the particular problem at hand, the assumption will be made 
that tiie partiell? are mass points j however, the treatement will be 
that of a boundary value problem to investigate the possibilities of 
that approach. 

For the purpose of this problem,; the infinite plate will be 
first represented mathematically as a moving boundary separating a 
region in ?jhich there exists a, constant force field of magnitude F| 
then F is made to approach infinity. The equivalence of the physicnl 
plate and the above definition is shown by the following calculation. 

Consider the particle of mass m and velocity -a entering the 
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fores field at the time t equcd. to zero« Let the boundary havs a 
constant acceleration of magnitude a«, The time required for the . 
particle to be reversed in direction and leave the force field is 
t s 2(v0 + u)/(F/m - a), -eshere vö is the initial velocity of the piate| 
from whicn the velocity of the particle upon leaving the force field 
is found to be -u «f 2(v0 -f 

Tj)/(i - atn/F}.5 In the limit of the force 
field becoming infinite^ the velocity is just that which would be 
expBcted from collision theory* Further* since the use spent in 
%h& field decreases to zero, this calculation becomes -salid for a 
boundasy irvhose acceleration is s Junction of positiöE« 

•Yfi'th this in mind, the difiSx-rctial equation of the distribution 
fuhctioa for a simisoidälly laov?^; boundary of displacement A sin t*Jt 
about s- 0 becomes s     ~ 

- ^ +>^ ^ •& -^ * o       *f**    %• H^M*<°\ 
U^j^^l       * A- ^-^^^^>o.J (11.29) 

It will be noted that the differential equation for this JSmeiiOsi 
has a discontinuity at X s A sin few* if hosrs-ssr, the function itself .' 
must be continuous asross tfos bcusdary«, 

The general solution to the above eou.ation !•=?: 

j^e^- x -At^^^-^ < Q 

where   <p and  \p are any arbitrary functions of the above variables. 

To insure the continuity of the function across the boundarys 
the functions   $ and y  are set equal at that boundary»    This 
equality is accomplished by solving for the variables Xj u, t in 
terms of the variables e* 5/3 at the boundary« 

The substitution of these results into the solution for x - A sin fct/i 
<0 determines the solution for X - A sinWt>0 which will match onto 
the former at the boundary A s:tn u/1»    In this manner the two arbi- 
trary: functions have been reduced, to one whose form is    $(Y}£)> vdiere 



The steady state solution of this problem is the solution of 
interest. For this case the main consideration ih selecting an 
initial distribution for the gas is that this ;!istribution reduce to 
the normal Haxwellisn distribution if th© motion of the jilste ap~ 
ppasehes sera. A distribution «hieh sstisfi@s this condition is the 
Maxwell distribution and it shall be selset-ed as the initial distri*» 
butioh-o That is, at t s Os 

AC,   ^  -f*v. --• ' 

(11831) 
If > & ) 

nhere the constant & is the most probable spead of the particlesj 
' and the constant N is the normal density o£ particles, 

Itlousrt be remembered^ at ^is point that the dläs-ribution is a 
function of the variables (V* *f^ * *ereas the above conditions are 
given in terms of <£, u^at t gO, fhs procedure is then te restate 
these conditions in a form involving enlv the vsriablssj^TySV'« This 
is accomplished by finding the inverse functions of£x, ujat t s Oe 

Considering first the condition x<G» The inverse function 
of x is? 

which when stated in terms of^, u, t^for all tj, 

becomes a condition impossible to fulfill, for F - e^9 thus indicating 
for F = ©others is no possible solution except zero, behind the plate» 

Considering next the condition x?0, it is necessary to solve 
these three equations for s.(X9^/&od n(%) &) % 

"^ maybe eliminated between the first two equations arid also the 
second and third* leaving the tsro equations % % j^_ /ZMT4- 2** J"-\W 
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from -sshich x raay be eliminated* yielding 

r 
ishose solution f or u is given ass    u (frf?'   ^ solution of the pro- 
blem becomes: 

Recalling now that both V and «^contain a first order term in F, 
ma "triat F is a very iargd vsl^s* then- if *h» abo^ scm&tiojk-is fs^r • 
panded to first öi'der terms,, it becomes: 

Tsnich is 'solved for üo£*>aaä gi-esfi the desired for® by repMeing; r 
aad T by their valuea in terms of £xs ü/1)„ Hw lettisjg F go fe ift- 
finity the result iss 

' :•---"•'.-'-"—    .-' „-^ >   - *i        ^ iii^b)     ^ 

The remaining difficulty is to sol\re in a similar manner for 
x-(t,y»    This may be done by substituting u^^for'u ifiio the 
expression: 

Tshich when cleared and taken to the limit F ^?«» beec-mes: 

v&ich is in terms of (2j u, ty .'- 

From the initial condition s > 0 is hereby obtained a general, condition 
x/W)>0 which may in turn Ve given in terms of(3c, u# t}as beings 
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"The completion of the formal solution to the problem requires one 
further step in the above analysis'«   This step involves- the determina» 
tion of the particular branch ex the multivalued functionJ?{*j/Gyto bo 
tssed for a piven region of ©< and for a given regie» of u«    The signi- 
ficance of "Wie eondit-ion (11,3?) may be sees by reference ta ths ex- 
amples which follow.    In these examples the condition   corresponding 
to (llo37) is the condition which eliminates the ggshiguity of sign in 
u/Sfr^and also gives the regions of u for each ioiem of the solution» 

Ereviess to that covered in this reportj work had been completed 
on two specific applications of the Max^ell^oltsraann equation«    Thö 
first of these was an explosion problem, and the second,, the problem 
of a plate moving with a constant velocity.    In e-ich case the proce= 
a^e was to, solve first for the distribution of a system of mass points, 
ihd second^ asstase an äpprökissta form for the collision term of the 
Maxwell-Boltpsann equation«   The form for the collision term which was 
assumed was that the rate of particle increase into the class IJSS pro«» 
portipnil to tire difference between the actual distribution and the 
nprrosCL Maxwell distribution, of velocities.«   In contrast to the diffi» 
culty of solving a transcendental equation in o;rder to carry the analy« 
sis to ä workable^fora, as m§' found is the problem of the vibrating 
plate, each of the above examples was sintple enough to perwit a 'cos»» 
p2gi& änäljpsis«.   The results of this analysis, however,. Here-net- ef a 
form convenient to check experimentally, and it is this fact that makes 
the vibrating plate of special interest! it say be compared ^ith khews 
results, permitting a determination of the degree of acoursty ef this 
method of solution to acoustical problems., - 

Ü-5>3    The Explosion Problem 

The specifications of this problem are that previous to tbs time 
t equal to sere the system of particles shall have a MaxweiiiaR dis« 
tribution of -»elocities and shall be divided into three regions by 
tese plates, infinite in dimensions, and placed in the positions «4) 
and <jD«    In the region between the two plates the density is to be 
the normal density K plus m arbitrary amount, say n*    The density 
of the remaining tso reglosss shall be the normal density K,   At the 
time t equal to zero the plates are resaoved instantaneously, and the 
excess density is allowed to redistribute iiaalf. 

Solution for a system of m&sss points«   Since it is assumed that there 
aTe^noTorces^in^acSfon, ax^ferlih"£3 first consideration the particles 
are mass points,  the governing equation i» 

'9 •   - 

%£+ "• &. - o, (nj8)" 
sM   the general solution is? 

*"    'S 
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where the arbitrary function is determined by its vaiae at the time 
t 8Q-üal to zero in the following msnner» 

**.*-     .A^--.l><x <+&> 

Thsse conditions, however, are stated in terms öf the variables (xt ~af 
t)., whereas the distribution function to be a solution must be a func- 
tion of the variabies^J^in order to satisfy the governing equation» 
Restated then, in t-jcss of ihe prsspe? variables by finding' the "inverse 
of x and u at t, the distribution" is found to bes   r_ 

/JU^-    e>" •ft 

Te/Ä^tee the reäuimh« density as ä function of position and 

£e UioTof * it corresponds to, the particular few *?J•**Z 
^WfS be found by reinterpreting ^is condition in terras of 

us // 
'#*.     ^ *•=£    .-   ,   .. -   X+Q 

It thus föiless that iihenpar&ieis density 

'0 —f ^   -4 ^ J (21 J^I) 

For the purpose of analysis a specific value was given to the 
mass of the particles and plots were made of the particle density as 
a function of position and particle density as a function of timej 
these are shown in Fig» 11.2-11.6. 

Characteristics of this disturbance are, first-, as a function of 
position for any given time, the density has a maximum at % - 0 and 
a minimum at x « &>,   The slope of this space plot is given byi 

Secondly^ as a function of time at a fixed posi^on, the density has 
^ ^.„J—, ««Ji« +i*a condition "that 

"c f X f 



£rm t&icfr it Is seen that the speed, oi' the- density assässm ±s 

If pressure is defined as tori.ce the Koaentuia fles- through a 
«Bit ares perpendicular to that flew, the following results are ob— 
tS'i^UtsU» 

It is seen that the P^y+y* P<*a«*s ..pressures are proportional to the; 
density, however., the P^x^,x pressure has distinct characteristics of 
its Offhe    These characteristics ases first that there is a space 
maxirattttt which;.travels at the speeds       ."=_"._ ~_ — 

and seeondifs there is a time mxiaium which. travels at the spsed^ 

]/* >  jf*f c.a (ii,&?) 
Piot3 of the "Pjji-^— pressure are to be found in Figs» lio-7-ilolÖ« 

fhe mass flow resulting from this disturbance say be found fpcs» 
the statement of the conservation of mass? 

which in this case becomesz 

Effect, of a first order collision terns«    Considering next the effect 
of f^rslTorder collisions <S" the'~e5p!!!LÖsion problem,  the equation is 
news >' 

- A-f 2- 
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and titie general solution is 

The initial conditions are identical to those for th3 isass point 
treatments namelyr 

a» 

6      , i -    ^ Ci:u51) 

Ths<  jarticle density of - the~g~ds is IhereforeTfwind tö be! 

"">#.)/   >:^"*«^-J.       owe 
It is seen thereby, that the introduction of a co7.!is£on te:ra of 

this fOr® has the effect of supplying an amplitude attenuations For 
the purpose of making plots of these results the value chosen for A 
is of the order of magnitude tshich is found for this effect in air and 
is, A ~ 10"^ per sec. Concerning the velocity of the disturbancej it 
is found that the point of inflection on the leading edge of the space 
^?ave front tmvels at the speed: 

yßiereasj it is found that the .ypaed of the maxinaim. of. the wave as re» 
corded on an oscillograph is dependent upon the time in the following 
manner«        , /   ,-  ,,—>—.— 

^ (11.53b) 

11.5ii The Problem of the Constant Velocity Plate 

For the purpose of this problem the plate will be represented 
by the boundary separating a region of no forces and a region in which 
there exists acohstant force field of magnitude F= As was shown in 
the above woric this definition for the purpose of collision theory is 
equivalent to a physical plate in the limit of F = a&a 

-Solution for_a._sys±«m_of masjL ooints» Thespecif ioations of this 
problem"äre~that for first considerations the particles are mass 
pointsj secondly, the initial, state of the gas is to be that having 
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the normal Maxwellian distributions of velocities, and finally the 
Diäte is to have the velocity v._ at t ~ 0.,  and start f-TOärx s» 0* 

The Maxwell-Boltzraann equation describing this situation is: 

' ' ' r m^M 

t?here it is7 again noted that the differential equation has ä discon- 
tinuity^ at the boundary, but the distribution must b^eontinuöus a- 
croas that botuidary. 

The generals solution to (li,5>'U-) is: 

Reducing the tvro arbitrary functions into one arbitrary fune?- 
tioh. s?ii§h is continuous across the bO'*ndärTr \y^ solving for the in*- 
verse functions of(r.s u?  t/xü terms a£(e?ß)a.t the fcaundarys and. insert- 
ing these valites into the solution for x - vot<0, the result is: „ • 

4> Qt} f]= ö } 
where: 

The condition that the velocity distribution at time t equal to 
zero is the Maxwellian distribution must be stated in terms of the 
variables^ $/>  giving in this meaner the distribution function which 
satisfies (ll»5H)* The distribution at t = 0 in terms of x and u is: 

4 j <•*•*- *%OA 
°1 

The restriction, that x<0 stated in terms of/^^beccKicsj  

which when the values of $•$ ,-X^/ire given in terms of (x, u, t)is: 

a condition which is impossible to fulfill in the limit F - 00,  thus 
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indicating the eliräimtion of ä solution,, other than zero, behind the 
plate» 

The Snvsrse function u(^f) for the region in front of the plate 
ans i 

/to* (A/^-S*)        f 
-   >«•"»•     ~ „-   -      — — —— T"^ } 

to bos = :/£!»-; (/f«~^y 

or stated in terms of^x, u, i^iss- 

>Kfc-C^-<?- AT*± I fiG.--**)-. _ (ll.£8) 
In like nanner the inverse function x (1£«0 is found to be: 

which, since x >Qi becomes the general condition that x (<^«T)> 0 or 
thats 

It Trill be noted that the ters &n the left is the t-ers which occurs 
under the radical and therei\.7e must be positive.    Making this asser- 
tion produces two cases, •which in the saun3 process eliminate» the ais» 
bifuity of siftn in u( Yj£)»    These cases ares 

<f radical when v0 <" cT"# 
- radical when t   > J" 

At üiis point it is of interest to square both sides of the above 
inequality, which then reduces to the form: 

showing that in conjunction with the previous restriction on^epthe 
entire range of the variablesV^rX/has been covered by the above sol= 
utionsc 

It is now possible to examine the solution in terms of the vari- 
ables^, u, tj. 

Ä,  /VÜ > & - .£ • 

a.    If    M->Wo    -*-?    <-   -^ A £<*- 

£-*    Ar., r 3£- <; A^ • 



a-.  /irff < /* >'-•*- 

••     ß.     If     /C*>/V©      — -? ^   -     ,CV5r  -^"        ~~~. 

b. If y^-<A/5 

which region is behind the plats« 

In summary: >        & 

/• 
C V^ -^<#-, 

This distribution integrated over sill u is tie particle density: 

which, however, is of little interest, since in it is included a_ tran- 
sient which reflects the initial state chosen for the gas. The elim- 
ination of this transient produces a density which is independent of 
position as ftell  as the time, while it is paramstriöally dependent 
UDOn the velocity of the plate. A result in agreement, in principle, 
with that to be expected from assumptions of the gas forming a per- 
fect non-viscous fluid»       ~~ 

Applying the definitions of pressure given above^the values are 
found to bes ' 

'• •+•%>+% zr (        y J 

„ - £^Tf f X" ^Ä-%] (n.63) 
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Effect of a first order colM.sion term«,   Assuming iiercr that the colii-. 
sion term is proportional Wthe different between the actual yeic== 
city distribution and the normal Maxwelliän distribution^« the equation 
for the problem of the constant velocity friifLt& i$ • 

and the general solution iss __••-• 4 
3 

5 

-X-/»«:*-^"-«,. 

Note that it is here assumed that liiere are no collisisH& feshinä the 
plate, which becomes a reasonable assumption •when it j^ recalled that 
the time spent in the .region behind the plate is inversely proportion- 
al to the inagftitude of the force field, and that tbe solution desired :  1 
demands that the force F becomes infinite. I 

Applying the ssae boundary conditions as in the noncollision | 
case the restätö äte^ f^stj by the continuity;_acrössjc:.s v^tj ' _;.    i J 

and secondj by specifying that the initial state is to be Maxwellian 
in velocity distributiont 

Here it is seen "that the solution for u(^«T) and x( ^/) is identical 
to the noncollision ease; hence, taking those results the velocity 
distribution is* 

and the particle density is s 

<Q f t*#*.*+& I. jc^-fcZ't .--&*=£ ?"•••"•'- " •   cfffJv •*• "' ' ' f x I 
^fiA./    (it* 67/ 

J 
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*hieh -is 01 a more convenient form when staged in terms of cpordinates 
fixed pn the.' piste, and inöviiig -with it»    In the sar# operation el'öS- 
inating- the transient.the particle density is hows ö ~ ;"        __-_. 

Clfir 

Hers the density is not of an integräbie form aM the integration 
mUsi.he, carried oat numerically8   Y/hen this is done it is seen that the 
effect-of the collisions in the steady state is to reduce the density 
from its constant value to ons which decreases almost e^onentially 
with displacement from the plate.   Elcts of this disturbance are shown 
in Figs, Holland 11*12, 

A second point of interest in tne analysis of! the ccnstemivelö-= 
city plate is the fact that the masiaajm density which is possible for 
any velocity given to the plate is ä density tfcice the normal saluti.. 
this maximum value is taken on to a close approximation for velocities 
of the plate which-exceed 600 meters per second«    Here again, an ex- 
perimental check as to the. degree of approximation becomes very incon- 
venient when it is considered that the effective length of the region 
of cöiäensation in this last c^ssas' w the order of magnitude sfl^';' 
meters.    This difficulty arises from the choice of a plate with 2»-; 
-finite jdjM^löns,^ to pass 
around: it» 

11»% Conclusion 

The preceding analysis has demonstrated by example the .possibility 
of solving the boundary value problsn posed by applying the Maxwell- 
Boltzmann equation to acoustical situations«   Although the analysis 
was primarily concerned with the investigation of this possibility, and 
therefore dealt with the trivial case of a mass-point gas plus the case 
of a first order interaction term, the results obtained indicate a 
rough but reasonable approximation to experimental results» 

However, the valve of the analysis lies primarily not in the re« 
salts obtainedj but in the method of procedure»    Iz shows the piausla- 
bility of solving acoustical problems by boundary value methods based 
on kinetic theory assumptions*    This method of solution is preferable 
to pno involving the fluid characterisitcs of a gas since, by proper 
choice of the interaction or collision term, the effects of viscosity, 
heat conduction and finite amplitudes...a»tcmatieäily appear in the 
solution. 
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Aol Heterodyne Wave Analyzer 

This instrument was built by Ta A„ Benham of Haverford College 
for our laboratoryo It is intended for general laboratory use 
wherever a highly selective receiver is needed. Circuit diagrams 
for the wave analyser are "-given"; in Figs-» -Ael-3.« It tunes over the 
range of 10 to 20O ko With a response which is 10 db down at 1 kc 
frön the tuned frequency. A balanced: modulator is used,, ivhich rer 

'; duees the higher order modulation products to at least 55- db below 
the oriss used« A^ frccpehOy^ccöipensated inputattenuator-givss-a 

\ ,   total of 60 db attenuation in £oux. 20 db steps*. The indicating 
meter has linear voltage response* Jäaxinrum. sensitivity is Oil -röv 

'' for full s.c.ale. deflection» A second converter provides for audible 
) monitoring of the signals arid provision has been made. for taking 
j out ä 4-e signal from the meter circuit for operation of a recorder» 

This instrument has been especially useful in the analysis of the 
• output of ultrasonic whistle's. 

r. Ae2 Plug-in Tuner 

- The Plug«-in Tuner, referred to in Sect« le2i? is in essence a 
i_ _   variable-iuned^tage^iaJ^ 

flat response end requires a tuned one instead, It gives no volt- 
age gain, but does give fairly good selectivity, being about 12 db 
down at a^ frequency, removed 10$ from the tuned frequency. It core»- 
sists of a parallel resonant circuit operating into a cathode fol- 
lower. Two ranges are made available by switching in either of two 
coils, and tuning is accomplished by means of a variable condenser« 
The lower tuning range is 10 to 33  kc, and the higher is 32 to 120 
kc. The units have been used principally with Bailahtine voltmeters 
as wideband amplifiers. A wiring diagram appears in Fig, A,lj. 

As3 Heterodyne Mixer 

We built this instrument tfnile the Heterodyne Wave Analyzer 
was in the design stage» The latter instrument has supplanted the 
Heterodyne Mixer""for many purposes but we still find rather frequent 
use for it. It consists of a" mixer, I. F,s and detector stages, 
y^Lth a laboratory oscillator supplying the necessary local oscilla- 
tor signal, and a Ballantine electronic voltmeter as amplifier and 
indicator,. The sensitivity and selective-of this instrument are 
about the same, as in the wave analyzer. Figure A.5 gives the wir- 
ing diagram. 

A oh   Crystal. Probe Preamplifier 

Much use is made in our laboratory of condenser,microphones and 
of probe microphones with crystal assemblies having ä very high im«» 
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pedarice. A very great loss in signal level will Occur unless some 
provision is made for increasing considerably the impedance into \ 
which they viork (which includes their leads and the input to a vac- 
uum tube circuit), The cathode follower circuit performs this func- 
tion« 

The crystal probe preamplifier, which.was built specifically 
for the crystal probe microphone described te Secta l*Ul, consists 
Of a single tube in a cathode follower circuit which makes use of 

i the double shield principle to decrease the input capacity of the 
tube and leads e It is buüt in an. aluminum tube to which - the probe 

;         is attached* A wiring diagram is given in Fig„ A.6. The system may^ 
\ be calibrated by applying an electrical "Signal to a" 5' ÖÜ resistor" 
r   -:"      in series with the ground. The preamplifier, with-2^ ft of cable 

attached:, has: a response which varies from-—@»U db at 1 keto -2,0 
db a* 100-kcK The unit can be waterproofed easily for use under ~ 
water» 

- AS   Microphone Preamplifier T 

------   The presence of an appreciable length of cable on the output 
of a single tube cathode follower loads the circuit to such an ex- 
tent that the operation of the tube äs a cathode follower is affected, 
and Jjence the input impedance .reduced. To circumvent this, the T 

—"~-   preailtÄtrirer^whie:h-use3 a 2 tube leüvcuit, ^was develops!. The first 
tube is in &' standaEdj double-shield cathode follower circuit, and 
the second in a plate-loaded amplifier circuit with a very low value 
for the load resistor, i-o give a low output impedance. {See the 
circuit diagram in Fig. A.7). The use of this second tube provides 
a high impedance into which the cathode follower can work at all 
times, thus maintaining Its high input impedance» This preamplifier 
is contained in a T-shaped container with one tube in the cross-arm 
and ons in the vertical ana9 Figure ie9.g shows an external view. 
The input-connection is such as to permit the use of either the 7il.eE, 
6U0-AA condenser microphone, or a crystal probe microphone as des- 
cribed in Sect» l.ble An electrical calibration can be made by 
means of a 5 ohm resistor in the ground lead. The response is flat 
within 1 db to 200 kc 

A„6 Pulsed Transmitter Sodar 1 

This was built according to circuit diagrams supplied by the 
Evans Signal "laboratory^ It- is a pulsed oscillator and power ampli«*- 
fier for use in making measureaaents on absorption of* sound in air as 
described in Chapter VI. The oscillator is a fixed frequency Hartley 
circuit tuned to 5>6 kc, which, after triggering, drives a pair of 
6L6 tubes in. push-pull arrangement. These are coupled to the load 
by a tuned transformer. A sketch of the circuit is given in Fig. A„8. 

A«,? Sodar 2 

In addition to the fact that Sodar 1 has a fixed frequency^ 



1, H. ;St. Claii's Rev. Sei» Insto 12, 2?0 (191*1). 
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there is another objection to its use for measuring velocity of .-sound« ~; I 
Ho fixed-- relationship exists between the start cf the puläe and the _'j 1 
phase o? the oscillation«, Hence, succeeding, pulses would have a rah- ' T" ! 
dom distribution of initial phase» When viewed on an oscilloscope _~ j 
•screens the start of the pulse moves in such a way that it is diffi-» : J 
cult to determine precisely its location^ Sodar 2 Overcomes "this ^  | 
difficulty by providing a fixed relationship, between pulse and oscil- "-; | 
lation.' .;. ! 

It consists of a crystal controlled oscillator driving two dif- | 
j ferent banks Of multivibratorse    Circuit diagrams appear in Figs» 

A.9-i2i    One bank tunes, by means Of a selector switch, from 5upos .H 
"b0-8u0T>p& in--octaves^ and produces ashaped pulse of approximately . V| 
1>0 volts.   'The other bank tunes from 10 kc to 3JLÖ kc in steps of | 
.10 kc* and.simultaneously tapes a parallel ref<^ant cäth^e ^fplloweir 
filter circuit so as to.produce an essentially pure sine wave«    Sinne -   \ 
both the pulse and toe signal.are produced, in effect by the same                . ;. 1 
source ~ the crystal controlled Oscillator -their phase relationship 3 | 
is fixed,   The signal and pulse are then applied to a mixe? tube, and | 
eventually the signal pul3s goes to a push-pull output stage which 

x 

drives the transducers. I 

.    As8   Electromagnetic Vibrator driver Circuits ! 

 This Äppäratua^Ms builtLsccprding^ t^JinformatiOn^given in the » j 
Bureau ox; i&ies Report öf Investigation 3702> by E. VTWtter." _=Ttr"=^ ~ -       ~^~f 
was designed for driving electromagnetic vibrators of the type de- 
velopedby St» Clair.1   A-souyee of-this type tshish was constructed 
here is described in.Chapter III.    Figure3.2 is a photograph of 
the assembly and Figs* A.33=15 provide" the circuit diagrams. • The- 
system consists essentially of a bar vibrating at its resonant fre- 
quency, ah automatic frequency controlled oscillator?    and a high 
power amplifier to drive the bar.    One end of the vibrating bar acts 
as one plate of a condenser microphone (the other plate bein^ fixed 
in position),  the signal from which is used to monitor the oscilla- 
tor. 

2 

This signal is fed to a preamplifier vhich has excellent auto- 
matic volume control and also-a-variable phase shifting network« \ 
From tois preamplifier the signal goes to the oscillator, where it 
is used tc control a re?ota«c** tube in the tank circuit, and thereby J 
to determine the oscillator frequency. The control is affected in :.l 
the following manners As the vibrator frequency drifts due to heat- __- - if 
ing or other causes, the phase of the monitoring signal changes with _ f 
•respect to the driving signal, as does its amplitude,. The automatic i 
volume control action of the preamplifier maintains the amplitude at | 
a. fisted value, but the shift in pnase"causes an unbalance in the- de  —-i, 
teetor circuit of the oscillator, and this^ unbalance is used to con- qi 

-                                •  . i 
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trol-the bias ••oft the reactance tube« The variablyphase sairtlng 
network in the preamplifier is. used to get the proper initial phase  - 1 
relationship. 

The •ngwer amplifier uses^-t ~air-of 833 ^A tubes in push—Pi?il 
and ia capsule of producing approximately 1.5 kw in its present 
arrangement. It is driven by an amplifier which can produce about 
20 watts, and is fiat within 2 db from 10 kc to 70 kc". The elec- 
tro nie system as a whole can be tuned from 11 kc to k$ kc and, onee 
the^bar has locked in,, will retain control over a range of 1 kc on 
either side of the. freguency to -shich it was- originally tuned. al~ 
though the change in the resonant frequency of the bar is always 
less thäri 50Gr c*^ :      Tz    "~r ~ ~~  __""        _." 

Aj.9 Modified Instrumentation for Electromagnetic Vibrator I 

Upon star-ting detailed investigations of fin-its amp] it»?**® wave "• 
propagation in the. acoustic, tube above the electromagnetic vibrator, 
it was found that the .automatic frequency-controlled.oscillator cir- 
cuit ftad Dec.erne too unstable in operation? thus resulting, in an. 
erratic and drifting acoustic output of the vibrator« Moreover, 
due to the frequency characteristics of the transformer Used in the 
tank circuit of the oscillator, only frequencies of about 1?  and 30 
kc C9uld be obtained»! In pjsi^ _^eref orTi^—fo^^ _ 
range by possible operation ef the. «Ibrator in higher modes, of vi=        . ..." , 
bration or by using different Mrs,and also to stabilize the opera- ^   - 
tion of the vibrator,, the, frequency controlled oscillator was comf _/ 
pletelyrewired with the inclusion of a different.tänk^circüit trans- 
formed and ah extended range^fTtünihg condfRseES* The circuit of 
the modified oscillator is diagrammed in Fig. A.16» The transformer 
consists -of.a toroidal "Hypes-iSil" core with a primary winding of 
£ mh. and with a resonant frequency of about 100 kc* The two se- 
condary windings provide step down voltage ratios of approximately 
1/10 aiid 1/100, respectively. The three fixed tuning condenser 
steps provide for frequencies of about 15* 30, and U5 kc, respectively. 
There is also one open phone-jack position into which ah external 
condenser may be inserted to obtain any desired frequency up to about 
90 kc. 

.L 
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APPFNDIÜ B 

PKSSSSffiE-FfcÖW RELÄtlöNSHiFS FOR TYKE h 'WHISTLES 

In designing a vlhistle it is -«fell ix> know how much inlet air 
pressure is needed tö cause a given amount of flow«    We have there«» 
fore made some study of pressure<-f'Iow relationships for a series ef 
Type U thistles with different ehsnsel cross-sections»    As seen in 
Pig* k*39 «ir entering any of these units first passes through a . 
converging section, then" floss through a flab thin channel before 
finally emerging into the open as a jet«   For each of the models 
considered here the %Mn channel is 0 cm long and 2.5U cm wide| the 
thickness t varies fromone to another. 

Flow measuriSiients ITSTQ made by using Flowrators of appropriate 
ranges^! these instruments are stated by their manufacturer to be 
accurate to within 2%«   Just before entering a flowmeter the air 

" was   caused to fl««? through a tube of. large diaaiet©r (0 cm) so that 
its pressure c.oiild be measu^d without influence of Bernoidii ef= 
fects s    Correction of -the Fiowrator indications for- pressure of the 
flowing gas was made according to the manufacturer's .recommendations. 

Figure-Balshöwä: the results of flow determinations for each 
of four Type k whistles with different channel thicknesses t, vary- 
ing from 0el5 mm to 0.01 mm*   Ordinates here represent mass rate 

-=of £Low.-in:.gm per see Miile abscissas give corresponding gauge pres- 
—sures   1»"? at the whistle i^Xet ^ &^^phe^MJ^o^:^o±^^^0§^ 

sure. ... - 

It is convenient to know"thftt at very low inlet pressures the;— 
pressure-flow relations depicted Mere might have been predicted in 
a rough way from Well known theory^.    Consider steady state laminar 
flow of a fluid of viscosity /A in a channel of width t formed by 
parallel walls}, due to viscous forces the. pressure drop  A p-p 
suffered by the stream in progressing a distance j£ is 

£ ?! s 12/4V^, (B,l) 

j:        where E is the mean linear velocity, averaged across the channels 
If the air starts from rest, further pressure drop will be incurred ^ 
as kinetic energy is imparted to the fluid.» Since all parts of the 
stream, do not move with the same velocityj the pressure loss due to 
this effecx, will not be the sämö everywhere at a given cress section. 
If we take the mean pressure drop uspg as the average ever a sec- 
tion of the density of kinetic energy there we have 

1. Sold by Fi.scher and Porter Coe, Hatboro, Pa6 
2, L« Prandtl and 0« G. Tietjens, Applied Hydro~ and Aerodynamics 

(New York, 193h) * 



AP2 = 9^/3, (Bo2) 

•where ^ is i&e density of air lender the conditions considered*   Thus 
th© tots! (average) pressure drop Äp along a channel of length JE 
and thickness t is the stsn of the expressions given in Eqs» \.S»1} and 
(B,2), namely. 

. d?s <12*jfa/t2) - 9/Oifi/a. (Be3) 

How if one kncsra/^,  the quantity tx may- be obtained espsriBJsntally 
for various situations from data on the mass flow rate q^ recorded in 
Figo. B,l., by the relation. 

\«»«/ 

At low inlet pressures P may be assumed to be ^st the ambl ent value 
*, Thuä in Fig« JB,2 the c; for air» Thuä in Fig, JB,2 the circles in each graph represent es 

isentäl determinations of¥^ Äp for- one.of the.fair whistles con- 
sidered here; u is calculated from the data of Fig* B,,!.. losing Eqe 

(B»li)j with p  = ,00117 ga per e«|f The curves are theoretical, being 
plots, of ISq» (B*3") o Agreement of theory with experiment is f air j cal- 
culated pressure drops are consistently lower than predicted values 
for the larger channels, t & „3? and e£l mm. respectively« 

In Fsg. Ba3 the upper curve isthe plot for-ea^hWhisj&e rPhov/s 
u plotted vs 4 P for & much wider range of inlet pressures» For^ 
purposes of .cösparison the density P> used here for calculating u 
from Fig. B,l and Eq. (3.1») is the same_'•(••00x17 .gm psi? ce) as that- 
used in Fig» B9g| in this way supposed linear velocities up to 700 
a per sec are plotted here« Howevers it is highly probable that 
aver most of this ^p ränge the value -of ^ assumed here is not 
valid» According to theory of adiahatie supersonic flow3 the linear 
air velocity should never exceed the spe«d of sound in the air- no 
matter how high the inlet pressure«, By this theory S would increase 
with 4 P until the latter reaches 0»9 atmj from this point on fur- 
ther increase in ÄP would cause greater density of the flowing air 
but no increment- in its speed« The density £> ^oul^ finally increase 
•with & p according to the law 

/5//>0:(öF+Pp)/p0, (B.5) 

where pQ, J00  are ambient values of air pressure and density, respec- 
tively» ' 

The description of events just presented appears to be at least 
approximately correct for our data» To see this, let us consider 
the lower curve in each of the plots in Fig. B»3» These curves were 

R« Courant and K, 0e Friedrichs, Supersonic Flow and Shock Waves 
(New York, 191.8 )• " " """ 
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calcSlated from the data of Fig* B.-1, using Eq. (B,U.)9 ss Here the' 
tipper curves»   However, in this case we consider p to vary »rith 

& p, according tn ^q. '(£*?)«   Thus the ordiast-as of the. leraer curves 
are related to those of the upper ones by the ratio p0/(?0 £ A p) * 
It is clear that under this aesuTsption ü does indeed approach a 
limiting vslue and then resiaiiö essentially constant for higher values 
of ^'p.   ?o* the .2$, ,37 and «f>l ssa chsssnels the critical A-P vslus 
at -sshich levelling off occurs is ä<sieräiiat less than 1 stmj as anti- 
cipated from theory ©f adiabatie supersonic flow,   For the small- slü> 
ma channel, on the other hand, a smich higher /k p value is required 
before levelling off occurs.   Lin&tdng values of 5 ere about 90, 
210, 12^ and IJiQ m per sec, respectively, for the fotu? whistles, in 
order of increasing channel thickness te    'Juiese ssay be compared -with 
t.he sound veloeitj: in air at standard conditions, tshich is about 
3|iQ ni per sec. 

2 

1 

1 
1 
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-AGOTTSTIC IMPEDANCE OP TNKISTLE OPENINGS 

As pointed out in Sect. 1**23 s it follows from room acoustics 
thsos**' t:hr?T. one jns?''dstsrisin's the ei°e??ftlnsÜQns of s rsctsn^iLtsr 
whistle cavity (see Fig. k«3°:)if one knows the acoustic impedance 
of all six walls»    Since five of the walls are rigid the solubility 
of the problem by tJiis method depends on whether or not one can 
determine the effective acoustic impedance of the cavity's open end, 
reg&'-ded as a-sixth, "soft'-'tall*   This sixth ^wall" is ihdicatsd- 
on t.e vortical longitudinal section in Fig, U°39 toy s dotted line.» 
For the case that the air motion in a cross-section of the cavity 
just-at .the open end (at the position of the dotted line.) is essen- 
tially that of a very thin"mass-less piston ae-ving in and out of the 
cavity* a method has been developed here for measuring the impedance 
in -question.    The approximation ähould be reasonably valid for 
whistles if the cavity cross-sectional dimensions, fr siid b in Fig. 
Its3-9S are small with respect to a wavelengthj the method may also 
lead to useful, if not very accurate, results at higher frequencies. 
The method for measuring the open-end impedance of a tube would 
seem to be applicable to any tube of small cross-section.   Herice we 
shall present the principles of this technique first, before discuss- 
ing its use in the study of whistles» 

  ft  *i      iP^o   riaf-a«'-''    liro-mnr?   —      «»a; ins   '-Siiöi ax - ~->o uuuu-     --.-_._._       _ _ _ _          

The experimental set-up required for the impedance measurements 
consists o^ (l) the tube whose open-end impedance is to be measured, 
(2) a rigid movable plunger to close the other end, (3) a source of 
sound and (k)  some means to measure the sound pressure in the tube 
very near its closed end. The procedure for measuring the impedance rdtit> 
T.s <*L+4.$   at any frequency f consists of irradiating the open end 

of ^he tuoe with sound of frequency f, and then measuring the rela- 
tive sound pressure at the plunger as a function of piunger position« 
From the location of the first maximum and the ratio of maximum to 
minium pressure amplitude one may obtain »< and /£  directly from the 
transformation plotted in Fig. GQ1. ' 

The theory from which Fig. Csl is plotted is obtained, with some 
adaptation, from Morse^-. It is assumed that the air in the open end 
of the tube acts as a vibrating piston without mass or thickness. 
The specific acoustic impedance Z presented to the air piston, which 
moves sinusoidally with angular f requency uJ s  is composed of two parts; 

23. |f/'C|(«K 4-^g ) f> c, ( C.l) 

1.. P. M. Morse, Vibration_and Sound (New York, 1936), p. 30U. 
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due to the air outside the whistle., and   \ 

'1,? - %jpt cot JcL (Ca2) 

due to the air inside the tube,, where J - (=»l)*s k - iA/fcjmd L is 
the d?Lstance from the open end of the tube to the rigid plunger which 
closes it,    Thus the total iir»p*danee presented to the air piston is 

Z = Pc£ot 4-6 (^ * eP* &)1 ' 'C*3) 

In-Morse's treatment the air piston is circular and operates in 
an infinite baffle's-  The values of ör and ja' are then calculable, and 
indeed are available in tables2 as functions of the ratio of tube 
radius to wavelength.    In general,'"'however, the geometry may riot be 
simple enough to permit direct calculations from fundamental princi- 
ples«    Thus arises our need for a method with which to determine ^T 
empirically* ,r.   "" - 

For this purpose consider sound from, a distant source incident - 
on the end of tie tube such that, if the air piston were motionless^ " 
the sound pressure 3ust outside the piston would be pQ ®p> (J-^t)«    - 
Following Morse, the ratio R of the pressure amplitude p(L) at the 
closed end of the tube to that p(0=) at the opSB end is found to bs 

R s p(L)/p(Ö) a esc l&J^t* 5(/B 4.cot kL)j rle      C^lj) 

The magnitude of the ratio is 

|R ( - ksc kL/:£e^ f ( ^t cot lcL)2j ?i \Q£\ 

JRJis a maximum with respect to -L when 

cot kL S"^Lmx = 2 /f * (g2 - fc)tj ~J', (C.6) 

where .   

|R/is minisjum with respect to L when 

cot KL Ä-cot kLjninS? -(cot WCjäix)""1, (C.8) 

The ratio of R^ to i^^ is given by 

^^^/>^(cot_kL^raJaj^   '/cot-    H 

2, og. cxt«,_, pa 237» 
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We now have two equations, (C.6) and (Ce9), between the two -measure«- 
able quantities, I^gy and (%in/^aa3e)s anö *äle two quantities we wish 
•*,c fc.*»*^ of and ^ . Frcsti those, sf and fi may be determined when 
CH^^/H^gj.) and L,pgs. are knowne For convenience in calculation Fig. 
C,I .presents a plot of S-'qs. (0.6) and (C.9) from which the determina- 
tions of e* and /S may be made directly« 

C„2 Application of the Method to Whistles 

-.• -To determine the acoustic impedance of the "soft wall" of a 
whistlf cavity by the method just, described,, the air piston is ^on= 
sidered to be in a plane perpendicular to the whistle axis and pass« 
ing through the edge of the upper lip (see Fig. k39).   The impedance 
;f/*c of the "oxrtside air" on the air piston is then due partly to 
•fee air'which is truly outside the whistle and partly to the air 
lying in the small partially enclosed volume between the upper and 
losrer lips of the whistle. The reaction of the "inside air" is due. 
to the: air enclosed in the: rectangular cavity, whose length L is __. 
measured frpirr the edge of the upper lip to the plunger. Tue theory 
leädixig t-o Fig.. ö.i is valid if the -air at the: opsn^end really moves 
en masses i.e.,. as :a.piston. Thus the method is-'question for mea- 
suring opsa-end impedance should be applicable to our whistle cavity 
if the frequency is low enough* On the other hand;» at frequencies 
such that the cavity cross~seetional dimensions are not small with 
-respset to the •wavelength öie^methodJ?quld^seem to be questionable. 
We as yet do not know of suitable criteria for insuring accuracy of 
such results« However, the agreement between eigenfrequencies cal- 
culated by this method and observed critical frequencies, as noted 
in connectxonnariiii Tig«, Uo51, indicates that our determinations are 
sufficiently accurate for the use there made of them. 

For making the necessary sound pressure measurements in a 
whistle cavity at its closed end a small hole was drilled longitudin- 
ally through the ishistle plunger« A probe tube («07 cm inside dia- 
meter, about 12»5 cm long) was then mounted in the hole so that one 
end, flush--with the plunger surface, opened into the cavity (see Fig« 
l|.3°)j the other end was connected to a sound-tight cap fitted over 
a W.E.6U0-AA condenser microphones Since only relative pressure 
measurementsj all made at the same frequency, are needed for a given 
impedance determination, the pressure measuring system need not be 
calibrated»     

As the source of sound a Jensen High Frequency Speaker-, Type 
Q8P, was used for frequencies up to Ik kce At higher frequencies 
the output of this unit proved insufficient and a Type h wiistle 
(similar to the one under.investigation) wa3 used«, In either case_ 
the source was held at a distance of 1 ft from the whistle opening» 

Table I shows the results of impedance measurements-for three 
Type h whistles whose fixed dimensions h, w, and b are given there. 
The real and imaginary parts«" and &  , respectively^ of the impe- 
dance are tabulated as functions of frequency for each whistle. 
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tie Impedance 

^_     ^    .Ä    *              ^2     •»       $Ts-^ ^w _ 

Frequency 
(kc) 

Öf 

3.0 ~ o.io 0*23 
h-0 0=12 •si-."ftji 

6.0 o.i9 0.35 
8e0 0.29 0«li8 

10.0 0*li2 0,514 
13*0 0.53 0.S6 
Iö,9 0*59 0*62 

üühistie 1W7 

tr s 6.3 
b - 2.0 

3.0 0.09 0*03 
!uQ Oe06 Öolö 
6oO 6.12 0.31 
860 0.38 

10.0 0e22 oeh5 
13*0 Ö.U7 0*52 
— *    -* *»" /?"« s\   H«"> 
1GW        ~ Q»eo= U^P! 

Whis^elj^O 

5-5 
tr --6.3 
b = ii.0 

3.0 0.G9 0„29 
U.O 0e12 0*1*2 
6.0 0.19 Ö.6ii 
8.0 0.27 0.98 

10.0 
>. /i   

 Ü.04 - X.T6 
13 .0 1.78 
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THEORY OF IMPEDANCE DISTRIBUTION OVER A NARROW RECTAWGUIAR PISTON 

Directivity patterns of tjhistlea suggest that at the opening of 
a •shistle the air stream under sons© eirciSEstaaees aets rather 2ike a 
?ibrätiijg piston whose length is that of the mis tie opening.    We 
here investigate theoretically the sound field that would arise ont*- 
side the whistle under the assumption of such pisbon-like motion.    In 
particular, we discuss pressure and impedance distribution on the 
face of a narrow rectangular slot in an infinite rigid baffle, the. 
slot vibrating normally tö the plane of l&e baffle»    Inasmuch as no 
point—tv^point- determinations- of Impedance appsar to have been pre- 
viously made for ariy source except circular   pistons the results are 
of general interest«, 

Consider s. vibrating pist©« sat in the plane of an infinite 
rigid baffle»   We may write down forfaally the e^raslion for ihr 
pressure p at any point P in the S3si»infinite space above its.plane 
in the form of ike integral-: 

p s -i Afu0 exp « (iWt) /    &xp (ikr) dS (D.1) 

4 
Here the instantaneous velocity of the piston is given by u ~ u0exp 
(*=i*vt)^ the density of the sadius above wie plane is f9 s the velocity 
of sound in that mediua is c? k »~(^/c and f s <^/2ir«   The integral 
is taken over the surface S of the piston, r beiag the distance from 
P to any element dS of that surface.   The impedance s at ?s in units 
of lac'}* is defied by 

a s P/^cu (I>„2) 

where p is the sound pressure at P, and from (D,l) we therefore have 
that 

(DJ) 

In our case the vibrating piston (see Fig, D.la) is rectangular with 
length X and width w«A, where %  is the wavelength of sound genera 
ated by the motion. We wish to know the value of %  at any point P 
on this piston= From Fig, B»-I-a—it-is elear-that -wherever -P—;Is-«—-it  

Derived readily .from Lord Rayleighs Theory of Sound (New York, 
\9\6)  Art. 278, Eq, 0)» 
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may always be considered x*r us at His swon corner of four -rectan- 
gles väiöse dimensions are (YT-^, j8^5.i '("*]_* .fg)«  (wos $3,) ^ &%'&2** 
respectively*    These four rectangles together make up the original 
ones the dimensions are interrelated by 

and 

w s w* 4* w«^ \^»p) Li. 

Our procedure in evaluating z at P will thus be to find a method for 
performing the integration of equation D63 for a point on the corner 
of any narrow rectangle3 this method may then ba applied successively 
to each of. the sub-rectangles shown in Fig. B.ia and the results 
aeScd to give the total impedance at P, 

We proceed therefore to the first steps that pi determining  '.- -. 
the impedance at a corner of a narrow rectangular piston« For this 
purpose let us consider the (a,b) rectangle of Fig9 D.lb* Tne piston 
is narrow: thus 

fca« l . (D.6-) 

Yfe shall eventually arrive ,at dsisjMnatiorss of z t4ö±a, J£rJ aLL 
values of b.    But first let us consider the case -shere (kb) is small, 
so that 

k(a2fb2)*<<le (D,7) 

Froro (P,3) we have that at P in Fig. D.lb the impedance may be ex- 
pressed as 

/ß- tan-  (2>/a)  /v ct a sec & 

27Tiz/k -/ / exp (ikr)    r dr 6.9 
J/$= 0 ^/T S 0 r 

y s tan-1(ä/b.)/"r - b sec$i8 

•f / / exp (iky)   xdrd?' , 

By hypotheses (C06) and (P»7) we .may make the _ approximatitns that 

expfika sec£) _ 1 4-ika sec $ - (ka)2 (sec2#)/2 (D.9) 

and 



exp UKh ?-ecf!) = 1 *"ikb sec #T - (Kb)2 Cseo2g?'*/2       CP-.31Ö) 

for all values of &3 $
% in the range of integration.    Integrating 

(D«8) with respect to r and introducing the approximations'(B* 9) and 
(D.10) we obtain 

Wiz/ka = In/7y*x)/(y~x)J ^xLi £^I)/(y-l)J f- 2 ikb ; (D.ll) 

where 

x = b/a? (Da12) 

y- (x2 *l)*s .     (D>i3) 

in the event .that b<<a it can b*; shown that (BeIl) reduces to 

2friz7kb^l -f-In (2 ä/b)«, (©.111) 

If, on tne oilier Hand, b>/a (D.ll) becomes, by symmetry* 

27Tis/ka ^ 1 -£ In (2b/a)# CD»i£) 

We may how proceed to the ease of any (a,brrectangle for- which (JJ.6) 
holds, but (2.7) does riot. We shall assume in applying (0,6) that 
(ka) is so small that a length b^ can be found -(b^ b) which will 
satisfy the inequality 

ka«^«!. (D,l6j 

On this basis we may consider the impedance z at a corner P of the 
(a,b) rectangle as made up of two partss ths first due to the small 
(a,b) rectangle, and the second due to the remaining (a,(b~bi)/ ree-" 
tangle. The impedance due to the former is given by (D.l£)j on the 
other hand, the impedance due to the (a, (b-b]_)^ rectangle may be ob- 
tained by direct application of (D«3), where,"by (D.16), we may take 
the element of area at a distance r from P to be simply (a dr). The 
toial impedance at P is therefore given by 

/-r as b 

2Tria/k -^ a £l + In (Sb-j/ajJ +• L   exp (ikr) a dr.    (Da?) 

/r s bx 

Using the cosine and sine integrals*- defined by 

2» E. Jahnke and F. Emde, Tables of Functions (New York, 19h!?).» 
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(cos t/t) dt, 'l 

f (D.18) 

.-'S»* •-•"•  I 

Si(x) = -/^ tsitl V*) dt , / 

Eq, CP.17) "becomes 

%jriz/Zst s 1.-12 ^ ln(l/ka-} # irr/2 -<- Ci(kb)-+ i jaikb)> (D.10) 

independent of -b-j- as, öf course, it should be. Tabulations- of the 
functions Ei(t) and jli(t) are readily available.2 oummäriaing the 
results derived Up to this point? =- to calculate the impedance at 
the corner of any rectangle for -which (3.6) holds we use expression 
'CP.ll)- if (B.7) holds*—otherwise we use 

For convenience Pigs* D.slc, D^ld and P.le show plots of z 2 zg 
<f isT at the qsrner-of a harrow (asb) reetangi©2 obtained by using 
(D.1I} and (D.19)." Each spiral is f 02= ä particular value of ka| 
each point on a particular spiral.gives- the-real part zR and imagine 
äry^är3T.Zj-of~"bne impedance, expressed in terms of ks^ correspond— 
ihg to the value of kb indicated^ along the .curve* Our original prc=- 
blem wsis.. to determine the imbedähce at any point wiUiih a reqtangle9 
such as at P in the; (wsJ?) rectangle of

; Fig• D*la. To do this wo 
determine separately from such plots as those in Fig. Delc,d,e the- 
impeäänce at a corner of each of the (w^£.)  sub-rectangles. These 
values are then added to giverthe resultant impedance at P» As 
special cases of interest Fig. D.2asbsc shows plots of (zR/kw) and 
(zj/kw) along the center line of various (w.t)  narrow rectangular 
pistons. In obtaining them the dimensions of the four rectangles 
were taken to be WT = w/2, w~ » w/2, jf, andy^-J^ Results are shown 
as functions of k*£, the distance from one end expressed in radians. 
A semi-infinite piston is considered as well as three finite ones, 
of lengths 2TT, h,TT3  and Sir  radians, respectively. These latter 
correspond to geometrical lengths equal to one? two and three wave- 
lengths, respectively. Figures D*2a and b are both for kw « e"? s 
O.OO67* we note that zT rises very rapidly from 101 kw at the edge 
to a nearly constant value- of approximately twice that value for 
points about lo0 radian or more from the  edge, this result is es-» 
sentially the same regardless of the length of piston3 for the values 
selected. The real par'.; ZR of the impedance rises gradually from 
its. value of 92$ kw at the edge to a fluetuEtisg function which even- 
tually approaches <»E> kw. Maxima appear- at distances of about "3T, 
3tf radians, etc. from one end 3 similarly, minima are seen at distances 
of approximately 27*", kTT,  etc. The magnitude of z^ ät ä giYen 
distance from one end of the piston is more dependent than is Sj on 



the length \dL of the piston«, - Figure P<»2c shows >j~ and z% re~plotted 
for a piston of length k% - hir, using a greater .width« namely« kvr ~ 
e~3 s o»OE>Q9 The general nature öf the functions is the same as be- 
fore | sT 3-3 smaller in magnitude than before* however« 

For a point P on the corner of a rectangle of width w^ and length 
jL such that ta?£< < 1 and kL. is very large, we have from \D.19) that 
the impedance s is given by D 

2-nizMi) = 1,12 * In (l/k^i) *> irr/2. ^_        __ (3.20) 

If P is on the edge of a strip of width w* and infinite length« 
which we may consider as compounded of tvn> semi-infinite strips each 
of width Wt and with ä common corner at P, the impedance is there- 
fore determined by 

ij±*fW*L B.1.12 * la(i/Wi) * xir/i» (D.21) 

The real part of z is directly proportional to the width w^ öf the 
strip«   As-IF,   becomes vanishingly small the impedance reduces to 
the value givSh in 

SizA^i s in \l/kn±)» (D,2?) 

By analogy wi^h electrical or aieehanicsl^systsBa this may be teimäd 
a purely "inductive" or "massive" reactance? the pressure leads the 
velocity-by a phase angle of TT/2. Consider now the impedance at a 
point P in the interior of an infinite strip of widths; suppose P 
is-at a distance wV from one edge and thus w>> § (w - TTJ--} from, the 
other. The point r is therefore at the common edge of is?o sub=strip!3, 
with widths w^ and w?, and hence the impedance at P is just the sum 
of the impedances at the edge of each of the two sub-3trips considered 
separately. From (D.21) we have then 

2 
-ds/ic - w (1.12 + ITT/2) 4- ££   yr±  In (l/kw.).       (D.23) 

i=l 

From (D.23) it may be seen that z increases monotoni-eally with w*s 
rising from the value in 

fyis/kw s 1.12 f In (l/kw) * iTT/2 (D.21.) 

at the edge to that in — 

— -Trisj/kw - 1,81 + In (1/Kw) * i7?"/2-  ——(B,2&  

at the center» The average value s of a in the range :(o < w-, <"s/2)- 
is given by 

TClz/kvr = lo62 + la (l/kw) f- ITT/2 . (D.26) 

The result (D.21) may be arrived at by an entirely independent method. 



Let the infinite xlbrat-ing -strip ~?f width w be- r.egard«u äs divided 
longitudinally into an infinite n-amber of vibrating sub-strips each 
of infinitesimal width dw.    The pressure dp at one edge of the ori- 
gins! strip due to a sub~strip located at a distance r from the edge 
(kr^^lj  since kw<<l) i=K 

dp - -2i/>fu0 exp -(itt$) "£5.216 flsd^cr)   <* itr/'ildw.      (D.27J 

Integrating over the region (0< r-< n) we get for the resultant pres= 
sure p at one edge of the -piston- ~ 

•" p s -2i/3fw fl.12" f- ln(l/k*) + i?r/2l «« exp -(iCA/t) (D.28.) 

in agreement with (D.21). 

The real part zR of the impedance obtaining at any point on a 
piston:1s of-spe"Gi.=r ir^rcrrt becssis öf itsr role in power output 
calculations^   Thü3 the total instantaneous power F radiated by a  , 
piston Of area $ vibrating with instantaneous normal velocity u is 
given by •      -      • 

P = ~~/*®&f zg dS  -j — - . (B*29) 

where zR is-the normal .impedance (p/u) at the surf ace element dSe .   " 
Letting ijj be the average value of zR on S,  (D.29) is simply 

p e ^cu^ S^ S„ (ö„30) 

From (D.,11) and (D.19) we have that Zo at one corner of any w^ x £y 
rectangle such that kw.<< 1 is given "by 

~2irzRM± =• 7f/2 + Si (k£j). (D»3D 

By superposition of contributions of the form (D031) tr« may easily 
obtain the expression for zR at any point P which is within a (wsj|) 
rectangle.    Consisting P to be at a distance $1 from one end. X% " 
{% - j,) from the other, Wj_ frora one edge and w2 a (w - w^) from the 
other tsee Fig« D.la) we obtain for the resultant"value or Zp? 

27fzR/kw = TT +5i(k&) +Si(kj?2). (D.32) 

We note that zR is independent of w^j i.e., at any given distance 

The expression (D.27) is derived from Rsyleighj op_, cit., Art, 
3iil, Sq-, (19), The multiplying-term (^2i/ofu0exp -(iw/t) comes 
from the specification that the instantaneous volume rate of in- 
troduction" of fluid into the medium (above the plane of the pis- 
ton) by unit length of the sub-strip shall be equal to  dw u0" 
exp ~(iw>t) « 
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from one endt-z-, i« constant over the width, of the piston* Piö"ther*j 
we find that if k$j_ and kif .3 are both very small or are both very large, 
zR is constant over the entire piston« In the former case (B»32) 
reduces to 

z« - k<=- T*2/TtT (V^3~) 

or, in terms of 5. the area (wjf) of the piston, 

2R = k
2 S/27T . -_.._.-  (D,3U) 

If, on the other-hand, both jP^ and Jh  are very large ?.dth respect to 
a wavelength,(D.32) becomes "" - 

zR = kw/2. .. -(D.-35J} 

The. expression (P.3fc) is1 the same as the well kuown result 1 or a - 
circular piston in an Infinite baffle,-* when, the diameter is much 
less when a wayelength»    For .situations where k$ is neither very large 
nor very small compared to unity zR will vary from point to point a- 
long the length of the piston«   The average value zi. for given k# may 
be obtained from (P8.32) by numerical integration«   This has been done 
Over a range of k^ values and the results are ghown in Fig0 I'o2~d. 
Ig is seen to be ä mori'e-tohiöally increasing function of k#j %-^n- 
creases•'linearly with k^f at first,"meeQräingjtQ ("B.33}-,.Jbut_it JLevels 
off and finally approaches kw/2, according to (P„35>), as kj> becomes 
large s 

k»    See, for instance, P^ II. Morse,  Vibration   and Sound (New York, 
1937), p. 259. , -        ^"~   ~ "~~ 



APPENDS: E 

THEORY OP PROPAGATION OF SgliSD THROUGH POROUS MED 14 

Differential equations for the propagation of sound through 
porous media have been proposed by various -authors***»..*    ^ their 
simplest form these equations consist (for siotjon in the x direct- 
tiori) of the dynamical equation, . 

the continuity equation 

vir.f. -:~_    *    äS* 
:Sp- 

änd thet thes^c^nänilcäl eiräätiöö 

W$     P 2 £t 
iL.4fi-«"Ö. 0E*3) 

The approximation of small amplitude has been made« The symbols p 
and u represent,, respectively, the instantaneous excess pressure 
ämd.jpartigie velae&ty at any point in the pores of the medium oc- 
cupied by air of-dehsity /°~*   The porosity P is definedas the ratio 
of afe volume to total volume of the material, S is tiie flow res is- 
UXVO-VJ,      UCAJ.11CU     CIO       ViaO     Jy&Oh^iU<     ^AaUidllV     A<eV^Ui.iQU       W     llSCVXll UCU.2»     OUCCUJ 

unit volume flos? of air through unit area of the sample.    The con- 
stant cö is such that (l//?c02) is the compressibility of air as it 
is in the pores.    For adiabatic processes c0 s$pn/A   ishüe for 
isothermal ones cQ -     vjfi s 'where ^ is the ratio of specific heats 
for air and p„ is the mean Dressure« 

A solution of the equations is 

p s p^ ezp (-£2 s) esP i(iA?t=^xx)* (E«U) 

where K»^ and K2 srs independent of x and t but are related to the 
constants of equations (£»l), (E«2) and (E.3). n'e are here inter- 
ested chiefly in the attenuation coefficient K<>*    It turns out that 
this constant ms-v be exr,r6ssed convenientS.^5' as* 

fC2 = <p(*tK)/fft c0t?  ; (E.5) 

where 

1. A, Fs Monnä. Physics. 5. 129 (1938). 
2. P.M. Morse'and R. K."Bolt, Rev. Mod. Phys* 16, 89 (l9hk), 

R. A. Scotts Proc, Phys. Soe. |8, 165 (191*6). 3 
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and. 

! */r 
f WV  s ß X «=• vw/%v "2 j-il-?. {E^\ 

The function $(wi?) is plotted in Fig, E„lb0 It is an increasing 
function,» approachingl/?£ - 0.707 for large values of the argument 
w/"tT.» The attenuation coefficient in db per em.JL:S simply (20/2.303) 
»ft»»« Thus, combining numericai constants, we have 

Loss per cr. - 6«J.£ ^'(.wSj/^f, (Se8) 

In Pig. E.la -srs have plotted %= (E.8-) as a function of frequency 
£ s X^srfor four values of HP« £, IQ, 10 and 20 eg« units«. It- 
is assumed here that the isothenasl law holds: (i.e«s cp « P0//^)j 
the corresponding predicted valued for the ädiafeatic case, snay be / __ 
obtained by dividing these plotted by the numerical value (l,U) of T 
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Fig» £.5    gross-section of plywood 
•exponential horn in position On the 
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Figs 2»6 Photograph of horn in position 
on'siren« 
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Fig, 2.1? Dust pattern on horiaorwisl silk  . 
screen 15 cm above horn, about 20 ke5 in free 
JL Juy-ö.» 

Pig.« 2»16 Superposed interferenc-e pattern 
with plywood- ref lector inclined to screen äway 
from observer.» 
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£ig* 3»9 _ Dead chamber for* 
electromagnetic vibrator« 
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